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IN MEMORIAM

Andrew Chi died suddenly on June 19, 1982. During a three decade career, he made important cotitributions
to diverse areas of the time and frequency field - quartz crystal technology, atomic frequency standards and
time dissemination via radio broadcast and satellite. A brief record of his career follows.

Andrew R. Chi was born in Tientsin, China on September 12, 1920. He received the B.S. degree in physics
and mathematics from Western Maryland College. in 1944 and the M.A. degree in physics from Columbia University,
in 1946. From 1946 to 1953 he was an Instructor in physics at the Cooper Union School of Engineering in New
York City.

In 1953 he joined the U.S. Army Signal Research and Development Laboratories, Fort Monmouth, as a physicist
doing research on the fundamental properties of quartz. His findings contributed to the understanding and
development of a method for determining the angle of cut of quartz resonator plates for various operating temp-
eratures. He correlated the change of the resonator properties of quartz to the content of impurities intro-
duced to the crystal structure of quartz during qrowth. For his findings, he was given a patent on growing
synthetic quartz with controlled impurities. The crystals he made found applications as filters in communica-
tion equipment.

In 1957 he joined the Naval Research Laboratory, where he was engaged in studies of atomic resonance de-
vices and precision frequency standards. He collaborated with physicists from the National Bureau of Standards
in developing the atomic gas cell frequency standard using optical pumping techniques. He and his colleagues
were the first to measure the hyperfine transition frequencies of rubidium-87 and cesium-133 atoms. They were
also the first to measure the frequency shift due to pressure and temperature of various buffer gases in a gas
cell frequency standard. While at the Naval Research Laboratory he also maintained the proper operation of the
cesium beam atomic frequency standard whose output frequency was measured in terms of Universal Time by astron-
omers and scientists at the U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington, D.C., and the National Physical Laboratory in
Teddington, England.

In 1963 he joined NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center and became Head of the Timing Systems Section. In
this position, he planned and conducted research and development of advanced timing systems for the manned and
unmanned satellite tracking networks. Mr. Chi was the first to see the need for and became the prime mover in
organizing a symposium for the purpose of defining the short term frequency stability. This symposium was
organized and held at Goddard Space Flight Center in November 1964. Because of the wide interest, the Institute
of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) joined the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
in sponsoring the Symposium on Short Term Frequency Stability. Mr. Chi was the Chairman of both the symposium
and the Technical Program Committee. He was also the editor of the symposium proceedings.

During the planning stage of the Apollo program he served as a member of the Apollo Navioation Working
Group and designed the timing system for the Manned Space Flight Network. He served as a timing expert in the
Geodetic Satellite Program; as a tracking scientist for the OMEGA Position Location Experiment, as Chairman of
the Timing Standards Subcommittee of the Data Systems Requirements Committee; and was NASA's representative on
the Timing Committee of DOD's Inter Range Instrumentation Group. His technical contributions during this period
included NASA's time code standards and a time synchronization technique usinq dual very low frequency trans-
missions.

From 1971 to his death, Mr. Chi was a senior staff engineer of the Network Engineering Division. In this
position he was responsible for planning and coo. dinating all programs pertaining to frequency and time for use
by NASA's worldwide satellite tracking and data networks. He was the principal investigator of a joint experi-
ment between NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration on precise time transfer via a synchronous satellite.
He used the two-way time transfer technique to measure the round trip propagation delay and demonstrated a system
capability of transferring time to an accuracy of 50 nanoseconds.

He was the manager of a research technology operating plan on network timing and synchronization technology.
As such he planned, developed, and coordinated time synchronization techniques for NASA users. He represented
NASA in iieetings with other Government agencies on matters pertaining to frequency control, atomic oscillators,
time synchronization, and time maintenance. He also represented the United States at international meetings for
example in Study Group 7 of the International Radio Consultative Committee of the International Telecommunication
Union.

He was a Fellow of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, a member of the American Physical
Society and a past member of the American Association of University Professors, American Association of Physics
Teachers, Research Society of Pmerica, and Philosophical Society of Washington, DC. In addition to the Distin-
guished Service Award, which he received in 1965, Mr. Chi was awarded the Scroll of Appreciation of the Secretary
of State for his contributions to CCIR (1967), the Apollo Achievement Award (1969), the Skylab Achievement Award
(1974), and the 1978 Moe I. Schneebaum Memorial Award for his significant contributions to the establishment of
an international measure of frequency stability. He was given the 1980 Achievement Award by the Chinese Engineers
and Scientists Association of Southern California for his contribution to international standards of frequency
and time measurement.
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AWARD WINNERS: Dr. E. Hafner, Prof. I.I. Rabi and Dr. E. P. EerNisse

THE RABI AWARD

The first recipient of the Rabi Award was Prof. I1.1I. Rabi : 'For theoretical and experimental ocntributiorc
to atomic beam resonance spectroscopy leading to the development of practical atomic frequency standaros.'

THE CADY AWARD

The first recipient of the Cady Award was Dr. Errol P. EerNisse: "For his theoretical prediction of planar
stress compensation in doubly rotated quartz plate resonators leading to the realization of the SC-cut.'

THE SAWYER AWARD

The Sawyer Award recipient was Dr. Erich Hafner: 'For technical contributions and leadership in the fields

of quartz resonator research, technology and measurement, and high precision frequency control.'
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PREVIOUS SAWYER AWARD WINNERS:

1966 - Dr. Warren P. Mason: "For outstanding contributions in quartz crystal devices, particularly in the field
of frequency selection" and

Dr. Rudolf Bechman: "For outstanding contributions in quartz crystal devices, particularly in the field
of frequency control,"

1967 - Professor Raymond 0. Mindlin: "For fundamental contributions to the theory of vibration in piezoelectric

resonators leading directly to advancements in the art."

1968 - Daniel R. Curran: "For original and imaginative design of multielectrode piezoelectric resonators,
contributing significantly to the rapid advance of the quartz filter art in the past few years" and

Dr. David B. Fraser: "For contributions to the knowledge of the mechanisms of acoustic loss in
crystalline quartz, and the evaluation of this acoustic loss by optical methods."

1969 - Arthur W. Warner, Jr.: "Contributions to the development of high frequency thickness shear quartz
resonators for precise frequency control and as an aid to the measurement of the intrinsic Q of quartz material."

1970 - Dr. Issac Koga: "Theoretical and experimental investigations of quartz and tutorial leadership in the
field of piezoelectric crystals."

1971 - Donald L. Hammond: "For development and applications of crystal devices to highly precise frequency

control, and temperature and pressure instrumentation."

1972 - Dr. W.J. Spencer: "For advances in the theory and development of piezoelectric crystal devices."

1973 - Dr. James C. King: "For major contributions to the understanding of the fundamental properties of
quartz crystals, and methods for improvement of these properties in synthetic quartz."

1974 - Dr. Robert A. Laudise, Robert A. Ballman and David W. Rudd: "For outstanding contributions to the
synthesis of crystalline quartz with special properties for resonator applications."

1975 - Dr. Morio Onoe: "For theoretical and practical contributions in the field of frequency control and
selection, as well as leadership in national and international committees on piezoelectric devices."

1976 - Warren L. Smith: "For outstanding contributions in the field of precision crystal controlled oscillators
of high spectral purity and monolithic crystal filters."

1977 - Dr. Virgil E. Bottom: "In recognition of theoretical and practical contributions to the Quartz Crystal
Industry, and inspiration to his students to choose this field of endeavor."

1978 - Dr. Arthur D. Ballato: "For contributions in the field of piezoelectric crystals such as; stacked filters,
electric circuit analogues and stress effects in doubly rotated plates."

1979 - Dr. Harry F. Tiersten: "For contributions to the theory of piezoelectric resonators."

1980 - Dr. Peter Chung-Yi Lee: "For contributions to the theory of vibrations in quartz crystal plates."

1981 - Dr. Eduard A. Gerber: "For pioneering research in VHF and UHF precision oscillators and filter crystals
and international leadership in the field of frequency control" and

Roger A. Sykes: "For outstanding contributions in the development and application of quartz crystals
in the frequency control industry."

1982 - No award given in this year.
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HISTORY OF ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS

Norman F. Ramsey

Mount Holyoke College
South Hadley, MA

and

Harvard University
Cambridge, MA

The history of atomic frequency standards was
reviewed with special emphasis on the methods that
are currently the most stable and most widely used.
The subjects discussed included the molecular beam
magnetic resonance methods, atomic beam frequency
standards, molecular masers, atomic masers, lasers,
trapped ions, superconducting cavities, doppler
broadening and future prospects. The full article
will be published in the September 1983 issue of the
National Bureau of Standards Journal of Research.
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PULSARS: NATURE'S MOST PRECISE CLOCKS

Joseph H. Taylor
Joseph Henry Laboratories

Physics Department, Princeton University
Princeton, New Jersey 08544

b

When pulsars were discovered by radio astronomers in 1967, it was soon evident that these objects are natural
clocks cf remarkably high precision. The signal received from a typical pulsar consists of bursts of radio b
frequency noise, recurring at periodic intervals of half a second or so, and with pulse widths equal to a few
percent of the period. If the signal is averaged synchronously for several hundred periods, thereby producing
a stable waveform with enhanced signal-to-noise ratio, the phase of the pulsar "clock" can be measured to a
precision of . l0- 3 periods. Thus, typical pulsars can be timed with measurement uncertainties of 500 lis
after a few minutes of observation. The use of very large radio telescopes, together with sophisticated signal
processing techniques and longer averaging times, can improve accuracies even further.

Pulsar timing observations have now been accumulated for more than a decade, and the data show that:

(1) Nearly all pulsars exhibit timing accuracies (after correction for a constant period derivative) of a
few milliseconds or better, over timescales exceeding ten years.

(2) Pulsars with the most regular timing behavior tend to be those with the smallest period derivatives.
In some cases the pulse timing residuals over a twelve year span are entirely consistent with random
measurement errors at the level of 200 Ds or less.

At these levels of accuracy the pulsars are already impressive clocks -- but they do not yet challenge the
accuracies of civil timekeeping standards. However, the discovery in late 1982 or an unusually fast pulsar
(period = 1.558 ms) may radically change this situation. Because the measurement uncertanties tend to be a
fixed fraction of a period, accuracie- of \, 1 s are achievable for this object in a few minutes of observing
time. Furthermore, this pulsar has the smallest period derivative yet measured for any pulsar, approximately
10-1q s s- I , so if the well-established generalization (2) applies, the millisecond pulsar is likely to be a
superb clock over very long timescales. After four months of observations, post-fit timing residuals (pulsar
clock minus atomic time) amount to less than 2 ws ms, and are presently dominated by non-random instrumental
errors. We believe that these errors can be reduced by at least a factor of 10, and thus -- over timescales
of a year or longer -- that this pulsar may indeed challenge the accuracy of the best man-made timekeeping
and time distribution systems. The potential applications of pulsars as time standards are many, and include
observational cosmology, the astrophysics of neutron star interiors, basic gravitational physics, solar system
dynamics, and, finally, very practical independent checks on the accuracy of terrestrial atomic clocks.
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Application of Metal Hydrides For Gas

Handling In Hydrogen 4asers*

Harry T. H. Wang
Hughes Research Laboratories

Malibu, CA 90265

Summary Hydrogen Storage Using Hydrides

0 -'-Reversible interaction of hydrogen with certain The technique of hydrogen storage in hydrides

metals and alloys have beam employed to effectively makes use of the reversible reaction of a solid

satisfy the hydrogen supply and flow regulation, as metal, H, with gaseous hydrogen, H,, to form a solid

well as vacuum maintenance requirements of a hydrogen metal hydride, MHRx. according to the equation,

maser. In addition to providing significant reduc-
tions in maser size, weight and power consumption, 2 M + H2  1 H, + heat

-C: the hydride components also lead to improved system x

reliability. A hydrogen supply for seven years of The reversible reaction means that hydrogen can be
operation of an oscillating compact maser can be stored or discharged at will, analogous to a water
stored In 50 grams of LaNt. or LaNi Al,., . The sponge or a rechargeable electric battery. At a
source occupies a volume of less than 50 cc, given temperature, T, the equilibrium dissociation

including an electrically controlled palladium-silver pressure, P, for a charged hydride is relatively
alloy flow regulator. A combination getter-ion constant, at least in theory.

1  
In practical storage

vacuum pump system for the maser was developed using media, the dissociation pressure may depend on the

a zirconium graphite getter. Operational experience hydrogen content, as shown by the hydrogen absorption
indicates that for reliable maser operation, a clean, and desorption characteristics of a 50 gram sample of

bakeable vacuum system design is a critical LaNi *y&1 3 at room temperature in Figures 1 and 2.

requirement.-- On the other hand, the dissociation pressure is a

sensitive function of temperature and is described by
Introduction the van't Hoff equation,

The operation of the hydrogen maser requires a dunpi ili

steady supply of state selected hydrogen atoms. R
Furthermore, signal-to-noise ratio and atomic transi-
tion linewidth considerations dictate that the atomic where AH is the heat of reaction and R is the gas

resonance be observed in a high vacuum environment, constant. For a specific application,

In conventional maser designs atomic hydrogen is the storage medium is selected to satisfy working
obtained by dissociating hydrogen molecules in a temperature and pressure requirements.

radio frequency discharge. The supply of molecular
hydrogen is typically stored in a vessel under high Recent metallurgical advances had made a variety

pressures. A sputtering ion pump is used to pump of media suitable for hydrogen storage readily avail-

away the spent gas and other outgassing products to able. Some hydrides and their hydrogen storage char-

maintain the required high vacuum for maser opera- acteristics are shown in T-ble 1. Hydrogen density
tion. Both the pressure vessel (and the associated in a gas at a pressure of 100 atmospheres and in

flow regulator) and the ion pump having the capacity liquid hydrogen are also shown for comparison. It is

to handle the gas load alone are bulky components
which constitute a significant portion of the size
and weight of the maser. For field operable devices,

and especially devices for spaceborne applications, 1285 eo

size, weight and power consumption are important 1
considerations. Moreover, the ion pump has been 15
trouble prone, causing reliability problems, Indeed,
most maser failures are traceable to ion pump mal-
functions. It is therefore desirable to eliminate

the ion pump, or at least minimize its role in maser
vacuum maintenance. 10

Many metals and alloys react reversibly with

hydrogen to form compounds termed hydrides. The

great affinity for hydrogen and other properties of
selected metals and alloys can be exploited to pro- c
vide effective remedies for gas handling and vacuum 5 0

maintenance requirements in the atomic hydrogen /
maser. In this paper, we will discuss a hydrogen

supply and a vacuum pump for the maser employing //

hydride interaction.

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

HYDROGEN ABSORBED, MOLES

*This work has been supported by the Naval Research

Laboratory under contracts N00014-82-C-2016 and Figure 1. Hydrogen storage in LaNi .Al 0 . 3 :
N00014-83-C-2023. Absorption (50 grams sample).
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12560-7
Our experimental investigations centered on

15 LaNi5 (HY-STOR 205) and LeNi,.7 Al0. 3 (HY-STOR 207).3
The capacity of these hydrides is such that the

hydrogen supply for 7 years operation of an

oscillating compact hydrogen maser can be stored in
about 50 grams of the materials, occupying a volume
of about 7 cc. Hydrogen storage characteristics for

10 a 50 gram sample of LaNi .AI 0 . are shown in Figures
0 0 1 and 2. The data were taken at room temperature. A

prototype hydrogen supply for the maser using LaNi,
=was successfully tested on an operating maser. Even
tR though the dissociation pressure of LaNibHb is only
cc 1.6 atmosphere at 25"C, the exponential dependence on
9L 5 temperature according to the van't Hoff equation

means that it will increase to 20 atmosphere at
100C. To simplify container design, a hydride with
lower dissociation pressure would be more desirable.
HY-STOR 207 (LaNia. A1. 4 ) was found to satisfy the

0
L
1....2. requirements. The hydride can be charged at

0 01 02 0.3 0.4 relatively low pressures (about 1 to 2 atmospheres at
room temperatures). The dissociation pressure of

HYDROGEN REMOVED, MOLES the hydride at 25*C is only about 0.4 atmospheres,

increasing to about 7 atmospheres at IO0°C. A
Figure 2. Hydrogen storage in LaN1.4 7Al,.,: hydrogen supply system for the maser including an

Desorption (50 grams sample). integrated palladium-silver alloy flow regulator is

shown in Figure 3.
TABLE 1. Hydrogen Storage in Metal Hydrides

The Pd-Ag flow regulator is another example of

HYDROGENCONTENT DISSOCIATION HEATOF the application of hydriding interaction to maser gas
MEDIUM PRESSUREAT REACTION handling requirements. Hydrogen permeates the wall

wH Hm/m.Lm10
22  

25 C. . H. 1/,MO-H of the Pd-Ag tube. The flux, J, per unit area, A, is

uUH 3  1.3 8.3 z.5.10-9 -20.2 proportional to the concentration gradient, dc/dr of
M M- MH 2  

76 6 7 S510
-1 _S hydrogen in the alloy.

LN-LaN,
5

H
6  

15 76 ' 4 J/A - -Ddc/dr

Ld.
4 7

A1
0 

3 - LAN4 l A1
0 

3H6 14 72 042 81

The diffusion coefficient, D, obeys Arrhenius
"2GASAT I.-- 1 o relation,
H

2
, LIOUID 100 4.2

I I. D -Do exp(-Ea/kT)

For Pd-Ag (80/20) alloy, Do = 3.4 x 10
-
' cm

2
s
-1

interesting to note that volume for volume, the solid (Ref. I), and the activation energy Ea - 5.35 kcal
hydrides have hydrogen contents greater than that in g=-atom

- 1
. The exponential dependence on temperature

liquid hydrogen. Needless to say, the hydride stor- of the hydrogen permeation rate is conveniently used
age is more energy efficient and incomparably safer to provide an electrically controlled hydrogen flow
than liquid hydrogen. Uranium hydride has been used for the maser.
to provide spectroscopically pure hydrogen samples.
However, since both uranium and uranium hydride are Getter Pump for the Maser
pyrophoric in finely divided form, they present
handling problems. Besides, to obtain hydrogen at Chemical getters have been widely used in high
reasonable pressures, the hydride has to be heated to vacuum systems and electronic tubes. Until recently,
high temperatures. The requirement of elevated tem- they have not been seriously considered for use in

peratures also applies to magnesium and other similar the maser. This is probably due to the fact that the
binary hydrides which otherwise provide a very favor- more familiar evaporable getters are inconvenient to
able hydrogen density to weight ratio, use and have very limited capacity.

Several hydrides have been used to provide a During the last several years, we have
hydrogen supply for the maser.

2 
We have chosen to investigated the suitability of non-ev.norable

investigate mischmetal hydrides as possible maser getters for maser applications. The ai% of our
hydrogen storage media. The technique has a number experimental investigations is to gatl.[ .,Ita on
of desirable features: getter pump characteristics and to determine maser

vacuum system design criteria.
(1) high density hydrogen storage, leading to a
compact and lightweight package; (2) automatic The non-evaporable zirconium graphite (ST-171)1
purification of hydrogen during the charging and getter we shall discuss here has very attractive
discharging cycle; and (3) dissociation occurring at features: (1) tremendous capacity and pumping speed
room temperature at a pressure of the order of one for hydrogen; and (2) hydrogen gettering (hydriding),
atmosphere. Thus, neither a bulky mechanical after activation, occurs at room temperature without
regulator (for high gas pressure) nor a power any power consumption. These features will lead to a
consuming heater (for hydrides with too low a compact and lightweight vacuum pump. On the other
dissociation pressure) is needed; and (4) the hand, the pumping speed of the getter for other
discharge is endothersmic, making hydride storage outgasesing products in the system at room temperature
inherently safer than pressure vessel storage. In is very limited. The requirement of the maser is
addition, due to the low hydrogen flow rate in the best met by a combination vacuum pump system
maser, no external heater is required. consisting of a getter and a small ion pump. The

• . , .S
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Figure 4. Schematic of a getter pump test

station.
Figure 3. Schematic of a maser hydrogen

supply with an electrically
controlled Pd-Ag flow until residual. pressure in the test chamber is about
regulator. 10-6 Torr or less. This usually requires one working

day to complete. By comparison, the manufacturer's
getter handles the dominant hydrogen gas load while recommended procedure could be completed in a fraction
the ion pump evacuates the non-getterable of an hour after attaining the 900*C activation tem-
contaminants. perature. Our experience is that the latter procedure

does not provide optimum pumping speed and capacity but
A schematic of the getter pump developmental is probably adequate if repeated activation is desired.

test station is shown in Figure 4. Our zirconium
graphite getter test sample is in the form of a In order to obtain the desired capacity data
hollow cylinder, 40 am O.D. x 25 a I.D. x 46 m long within a reasonable interval, hydrogen throughput is
and weighing 100 grams. It is housed in a quartz accelerated to about 30 times the normal flow rate in
container attached to an all-metal vacuum an oscillating compact maser of about 2.3 x 10 - 5 

Torr-
systeml using a flanged moly-quartz transition. The liter/sec. Data for a 100 gram zirconium graphite
transparent container allows visual observation of the getter sample is shown in Figure 5. Some interesting
physical condition of the getter. The test station is observations are:
provided with an ionization gauge for pressure monitor-
ing, a quadrupole mass spectrometer for residual gas
analysis and a 2 liter/sec appendage ion pump for an (1) The getter has tremendous capacity for hydro-
evaluation of the ion pump behavior under large hydro- gen. The 100 gram sample can pump more than 104 Torr-
gen flow conditions. Molecular hydrogen is admitted to liters of hydrogen. This is to be compared with an
the test chamber through a voltage controlled Pd-Ag estimated hydrogen consumption of about 5 x 10

3 
Torr-

alloy flow regulator. Hydrogen flow rate is determined liters in seven years of normal oscillating compact
from pressure changes in a reservoir of known volume, maser operation.
A capacitance manometer with a digital readout is used
for precise reservoir pressure reading. A liquid (2) The initial pumping speed is very high. Even
nitrogen roughing pump is used for initial pump down though it falls off with the amount of hydrogen pumped,
through a bakable metal sealed valve. Prior to getter the pump can be designed to easily meet maser
activation and data collection, the system is baked out requirements.
under high vacuum. A combination ion and titanium
sublimation pump is used during high vacuum bake out (3) The deviation from exponential decrease in
and subsequent getter activation, pumping speed after pumping about 1500 Torr-liters of

hydrogen is probably due to enlarged surface area of
An effective activation procedure was established the getter due to cracking and flaking. Powder forma-

as follows. Using an external oven, the getter is tion was observed after the getter absorbed a few
heated to about 925C under high vacuum. The tempera- hundred Torr-liters of hydrogen. A photograph of the
ture is raised gradually so that getter outgassing does getter after absorbing about 5000 Torr-liters of hydro-
not overload the ion-titanium sublimation pump system. gen is shown in Figure 6. Powder confinement is a
After reachipe 925*C, the temperature is held constant critical requirement for maser getter pump design.

9



12213- 1103 122131 .(4) Elastomers have a deleterious effect on
getter pump operation, as can be seen from a comparison
of data for Tests 2A and 2B shown in Figure 5. Test 2A
used a fresh getter sample. A viton 0-ring and a small
sheet of teflon were purposely inserted in the vacuum
chamber. These elastomers were chosen because they are
used in conventional maser designs. Data were taken
only after bake out at about 100*C for one day followed

(A 10by a few days observation, with no hydrogen gas load,
cc to ascertain that the system has completed the initial

high rate of outgassing. The lower pumping speed of
6the getter in the presence of elastomers is obvious

N from the data shown in Figure 5. To confirm this
result, the elastomers were removed from the test cham-

z - ber. The same getter sample was reactivated by the
10 normal procedure and its pumping characteristics meas-

. NO I LASTOMER MATERIALS ured. The results obtained denoted as Test 2B are in
IN SYSTEM.) excellent agreement with those obtained in Test 1.

* TEST 2A. (ELASTOMER MATERIALS PRESENT.)

A TEST2B. (SAME SAMPLEUSEDIN2A. (5) Despite the large hydrogen throughput, the
REACTIVATED AFTER ELASTOMER 2 liter/sec ion pump operated normally in the clean
MATERIALS HAD BEEN REMOVED.) test station. That is, there were no significant pump

current instabilities, as can be seen in Figure 7 which
.... . . -- shows the ion pump current and ion gauge readings dur-

10 102 10
3  

104 ing the course of a test. Since both readings are
proportional to the system pressure, differing by a

AMOUNT OF HYDROGEN PUMPED, Torr-LITERS calibration factor, the tracking of the two sets of
readings, and therefore the stability of the ion pump

Figure 5. Zirconium-graphite getter pump current, is indicated by their difference shown in thecharacteristics, with or with- bottom curve of Figure 7. (The ion pump was not oper-charaterstics, with e ors ating during Test 2A and 2B to avoid masking the dele-in the systemn terious effect of the elastomers we were trying to
observe. As we will see below, the elastomers are

probably detrimental to ion pump operation as well.)

ION PUMP CURRENT ( I. 102 A12974 4

ION GAUGE PRESSURE I 10
-5 

To,,

20 4--]

!Z 1.5 3

m 0.5 1

1.0 2.0 30 4.0 50

AMOUNT OF HYDROGEN PUMPED. 103 Torr-hters

Figure 7. Ion pump current and ion gauge readings

during a getter capacity test. The
good tracking of the two sets of read-
ings reflects stable ion pump operation
in a clean system in the presence of
large hydrogen throughput.

Combination Getter-Ion Pump System Operational
Experience

Combination zirconium graphite getter and ion pump
systems were used on our prototype oscillating compact

masers, CHYMNS-I and II, 5 
with varying degree of suc-

cess. The getter pumps were activated in situ after
high vacuum had been established in the maser using an

Figure 6. Photograph of a 100 gram zirconium- external pump. Immediately after getter activation,
graphite getter sample after pumping the background pressure was at its lowest point and
about 5000 Torr-liters of rose gradually in time, as indicated by an increase in
hydrogen.
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the ion pump current. We first attempted to explain Conclusion

this behavior as being due to degradation in the

pumping speed of the getter pump. Since CHYNNS-I and Reversible interaction of hydrogen with metals and

II employed viton O-rings and had not been baked to alloys can be exploited to effectively solve the gas

high temperatures, the degradation could pre umably be handling problems in hydrogen masers. A prototype of a

accelerated. However, this does not explain the ob- maser hydrogen source employing hydride storage tech-

served instability in the ion pump, which occurred in niques has been successfully tested. With regard to

3- to 6-month intervals, and the technique we employed application of getter pumps in the maser, several

to rejuvenate the system. For example, when ion pump design problems such as powder confinement and getter

instability occurs, the system can be brought back to poisoning remain to be solved. If size and weight are

normal stable operation without the use of an external not critical considerations, zirconium aluminum alloy

pump. The procedure consists of operating the ion (ST-lO1)
4 
may be a more suitable getter. The large

pump power supply in the start mode and letting a surface area resulting from spraying the powdered get-

controlled amount of hydrogen into the maser to cause a ter on a large mechanical support makes the getter more

thermal run-away in the ion pump. The hydrogen supply resistant to poisoning. Knowing the design criteria,

is then shut off while the ion pump undergoes a self the problems are not insurmountable. We believe that

bake out. The high temperature will force most of the getter pumps will contribute to greatly improved relia-

hydrogen absorbed in the electrodes of the ion pump to bility, along with smaller size, lower weight and power

be released. Thus, the system pressure would rise. In consumption in the maser.

a few hours, the background pressure would begin to

fall, and in due course, the ion pump would begin to

function, leading to a stable operating high vacuum Acknowledgments

again. This would be good for another 3- to 6-month

cycle. Note that without another pump to evacuate tle The contributions of Jack Lewis, Ted Calderone,

gas released from the hot ion pump, the ion pump could and Lenny McNultv in these investigations are gratefully

not start to function. Thus, the getter pump must still acknowledged.

be functioning to absorb the hydrogen and reduce the

background pressure to enable the ion pump to function

again. This technique had been successfully repeated.

As noted earlier, we have not observed any ion References

pump instabilities in our clean getter pump development 1. G. Alefeld and J. Volkl, Editors, ijdroen in

test station, although the hydrogen throughput is at

least an order of magnitude higher than in the maser. Metals ii (Springer-Verlag, New York. 1978).

The main difference is the absence of elastomers in the

getler test station and the fact that it has been baked 2. R.F.E. Vessel et al., Proc. Sth Annual FTT:

out at high temperatures under high vacuum conditions. (1976); H.E. Peters, Proc. 34th Annual Freq. Cortrcl

This suggests that elastomers may be deleterious not Symp. (1980), p. 360.

only to getter pump operation but also to ion pumps as

well. This is due to the fact that hydrogen pumping in 3. "HY-STOR" is a trade name of Frgvnic .

ion pumps is predominantly by diffusion into the cath- Wyckoff, N.J.

ode rather than by chemical combination at the anode,

such as occurred for heavier molecular species. (The 4. "ST-171" and "ST-IC]" are trade :iarws

light hydrogen ions produce comparatively little sput- SAES Getters. Colorado Springs. CO.

tering.) Therefore, surface conditions and permeabil-

ity of the cathode are critical factors in hydrogen 5. H.T.M. Wang, "Characteristics f Oscillat;n-c

pumping. The former is, of course, a sensitive function Compact Masers," Proc. 36th Ann. Svrp. on Freq.

of gas composition in the system. This discussion Control (1982), pp. 24q-254.

points out the importance of eliminating, or at least

minimizing the presence of, elastomers from the maser

vacuum system. Cleanliness and high temperature bake-

out capability are critical requirements of the maser

vacuum system design.
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(OMPACT RLCTANGL LAR CA\'ITY fOR
RU'BIDIUM VAPOR (LLL FRLQULN('Y STANDAR DS

I1.1. Williams. T.M. Kwon and T. McCIelland

Litton Guidan.e and Control Systems
5500 Canoga Avenue

1
4,oodland Ills. Calitornia 91365

Abitract I, = 0 (1d)

A . new 6.8 Hlz microwase casit% design for use in rubidium I y = 1 (- jI 2i (s- sin k, ~sin kz2 1dCI
L aporcell frequency standards is discussed. The design c onsists o1 a G

reCtangular casit operating in the TLI01 mode. partiall, loaded with i= 1
a loss loss dielectric slab. This configuration combines the desirable
I1-ficld unitorinitv, of conentional cylindrical TLl I cavities with I 2_()2
tie reduced size adsantage of c\ lindrical TLI II casities. Careful ,here k x  W M-- -di

slection of dimensions and dielectric material actuall. result in a
resonator substantially smaller than even the cylindrical Tl I I cait.. IT 2 I
S et " ithout significant degradation of field unilormitr. Test results k( = - T
for a casit\ based on this )esign in an operational RI frequenct dci
standard are presented. - k

2  
I I I z

NIt a dielectr slab is inserted such that its face is in the y-z plane. as
Tradittonallb the nu~rowase ca~itt, for passive rubidium tfrequenc, i Figure 4. thlen two sets of equations replace ( I ). Aith the con-

stan s ntraont that tie to sets o equations satisfy, the appropriate boundary
standard has been a cindrcal resonator operating in the TE conditions at the dielectric boundar\ These boundaN conditions
mode. Such a cavit} produces a fairl uniform magnetic field near the
center along the cylindrical axis. however, in order to resonate at the can be expressed as

c 6.8 GtIz rubidium hyperfine frequency. it must have a diameter
larger than 5 cm. (See Figure 1.) This represents a severe constraint I z  cos I kx ( S = - A cos kx (  

(S-al I
3

ai
on the minimum size of an. frequency standard utilizing this cavit%
design. and in order to eliminate this constraint other cavity config- I = K s S

\ cylindrical cavit, operating in the TEl II mode offers one
alternative. For a given frequency and length to diameter ratio the Dividing f-quation (3b I by Lquation (3aI. an expression is obtained
cylindrical TEl I I cavity has a diameter about I 3 that of the TEoI I which allows a and S to be determined for a given d. w. f 1 . E2:
cavity. Unfortunately the magnetic field configuration is less desir-
able: being maximum at the cavity walls and falling to zero at the (2 tk 1 S k l tank2((S ~a) (4)
center of the cavity. (See Figure 2.) k x  tankx( = kx t kx(

Additional size reduction for a given cavity is possible by The configuration of interest results for the special case
partially loading the cavity with low loss dielectric material with a
high dielectric constant. Although dielectric material in the cavity re-
duces the Q-factor because of losses, the field lines are compressed k x( I) 0. or e = - (5
in the dielectric material and thus substantial size reduction is possi- 1g
le. Since high Q's are not necessary in passive devices this tradeoff

is usually acceptable. Dielectric-loaded cylindrical cavities of both Then Equation (4) becomes.
the TEOI 1 and TEl I I configuration have been successfully used in
miniaturized frequency standards.. tan kx2 (S-al = kx(2)S (6)

In this paper we report the first use of a rectangular cavity
partially loaded with dielectric material in a passive rubidium freq- and the fields become.
uency standard. It will be shown that such a design makes possible
a cavity as small or smaller than dielectrically loaded cylindrical
cavities, while maintaining high magnetic field uniformity. A
rectangular cavity of this type is the logical choice for miniaturized H,' H= (kZI H,

2 ) 
-A1H0 rnmkZ) Cok,,2'(%-. (

7
a)

frequency standards which are packaged in containers of rectangular
cross-section. H,

"  
-IHO os (k X Hi2i = *AiHoem=ik.ZiI (" . - k.I I.n .1 (7b)

II. FIELD EQUATIONS FOR DIEL-CTRICALLY LOADED
TEl01 CAVITY

We consider a rectangular cavity operating in the TEIOI mode. I4ii
' -I -U 1 IHo~nkZIX A)O IiionkZjunki4~ix-i (7 c)

The field configurations in such a cavity are (see Figure 3)3:

where

Hx : -HOLZ sink x XcoskzZ 
(1a)

kX A I:k 2 1 l

H = 0 (Ib)
As can he seen from Equation (7

a) the Ioftitudinal magnetic field in
Hz =H 0 cos kxX sin kZ (Id the air space, Hz( I is a function only of the z-coordinate, so a

CH1957 0/83/0000 -0012 $1.00 M 1983 IEEE 12



relatively homogeneous field is obtained in the region where the Rb 1 20 MHLz input signal. generated in a step recover) diode. .ind ouple..
c.ell is located. The fields are plotted in Figures 5, 6 and 7. to the cavity via a loop. In order to monitor the Rb resonars,c, fiolv,

0 120" in diameter are cut in the ends of the cav-it%
The current flow in the walls of a cavity is alwa) s perpendicular

to the direction of the tangential Il-field at the walls. In this cavity, The theoretical value ol Q for this :asit% (ignoring the end h,,Ie,.
- A

for z =0. d. if = HxX, and thus current flows only along the -arid losses in the RI' vapor cell) is I thO. The measured Q. with a
axisin he nd fces Futherore atX = o =a + IF .forany resonance cell insidev. is -50. This value is much smaller thin the

Zk 2) a theoretical value because ot losses through the end holes and in tie
value of Z, H, = HxX and thus current flows along the line X = X0 in Rh~ resonance cell.I the top and bottom faces. A cavity of this ty pe can thus be con-
structed from two pieces joined together in the y-z plane at X = X.This caitio design has been incorporated into a working passivewitoutsigifiantdegadaionof aviy (dueto ooreletrial Rh frequency standard A typical Rb resonance dispersion curve for

contact.such a device is shown in Figure 8, From this curve the Allan variance
for a I second averaging time is estimated to be oy = sec

The overall dimensions of this cavity are not completely deter- 4.7 x10 2
mined by the above choice of parameters. The "b" dimension does not

$ enter the expressions, so it remains a free parameter. The "a" dimien-
sion depends on the width of the air space using Lquation 16t. "a" can
be calculated as a function of S fur any desired value of the dielctric
constant. e,. The d dimension is fixed for a rectangular cavity . tieing
just X 2.' in this case this reduces to I1'2 the free space wavelength.
from fquation (5 W.'Rlrne

Ill. lXPF RI.Mf[NTAL CA VITY PLRY)RMAN'I.

We have designed a cavity based on the principles of Section 1I. 1 ) ' Ifovve. FL. Walls. H.L~. Bell. and If. Ilellwig. "*A Small.
using a machinable glass-ceramic. as the dielectric material ic P .Iassively Operated llydrogen Maser. ' Proc .33rd Ann. SyIn 01n
tan 8 =0O007). The cavity dimensions; are a= 0." in.. b' = 0 5Sin.. I req. Control. 554 iIII(
d = 0.8 in.. and the width of the dielectric slab is 0.2 in.

2. J Rile\ "A Ruhidiom (lock for Seek Talk." Proc. 14th A.nnv
The cavity is constructed from two pieces ofnmetal joined in a PTTI Applications anjd Planning Mveeting. 141 (1982).

plane parallel to the surface current flow. Cavity tuning is acomi-
plished with a tuning screw inserted along the inside edge of the 3 klontgomuers . D~icke. Purcell, kiTr Radiation Laboratory Series.
dielectric. The cavity resonance is excited by the 57th harmonic of a \'Ol 8. - cGra% [Ill], New N orkt 11948).
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Figure 1. Cylindrical TF01I Cavity Showing 11-Field Distribution
Figure 2. Cylindrical TE, I Cavity Showing H-Field Distribution
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Figure 8. Rb Dispersion Signal using Dielectrically Loaded TE 10 1 Cavity
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IMPROVED VIBRATION PERFORMANCE IN PASSIVE ATOMIC FREQUENCY STANDARDS BY SERVO-LOOP CONTROL

TM. Kwon and T. Hahn

Litton Guidance and Control Systems~Woodland Htills, California 91364

Abstract made typically in the time domain (rather than in the frequency
domain). The vibration frequencies at which significant frequency
instabilities appear to occur may be categorized as follows:

" -Due to its small size. rapid warm-up, and low power consumption.
the rubidium vapor-cell frequency standard unit appears to be the best I. fv fm, where tv and fm are the vibration frequency and the
candidate for most current and near-term tactical frequency standard frequency of modulation of the phase-sensitive detector in
applications. It's performance under vibration environments, how- the servo-loop, respectively.

~ ever, remains to be improved. Sources of vibration-induced frequency
instabilities in a rubidium frequency standard are reviewed. Demon- 2. f 2 -m
strated in this paper is the improved vibration performance of a 3. Low vibration frequencies.

Srubidium frequency standard with the VCXO frequency being tightly
servo--controlled to the atomic resonance reference. Technical The vibration simulation tests indicate that, in the region ot tv
challenges associated with such a mechanization are briefly discussed. fil, t ie frequency fluctuations are caused by the spurious modulations
The measured phase spectral density of a rubidium frequency in the light intensity present at the photodetector. The interference

MCC standard with servo-loop bandwidth of -,100 Hz is shown.- signal is generated by the mechanical translations of physics compon-
ents with respect to each other . and is seen as a perturbation to the

Introduction servo-loop. When fv -- 2 fin. the significant effect comes from the
vibration-induced sidebands of the VCXO. The sideband intenodula-

The need for an airborne tactical frequency standard is growing tes the modulated signal of rubidium resonance resulting in a spurious
rapidly in both quantity and quality. Quartz crystal oscillators have frequency component at fil. This component is seen as a perturba-
been used almost exclusively for these applications. Today, several tion by the servo-loop in an analogous manner to the case of f, - fn.
tactical military applications require frequency perlormance beyond The subject of servo-loop pert urbation is beyond the scope of this
the level that the state-of-the-art crystal oscillators can offer. In paper. and will be published in a separate paper.
addition, the frequency standards for tactical applications demand
small size, rapid warm-up, and low power consumption. Among the The frequency instabilities at low vibration frequency arise
available technologies, the rubidium vapor-cell frequency standard from vibration-induced sidebands of the VCXO. Although such
appears to be the best fit for most current and near-term tactical sidebands exist at all vibration frequencies, observation of the treq-
frequency standard applications. uency instabilities is limited to the bandwidth of the time domain

measurement system
The output of a rubidium frequency standard is that of a voltage

controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO). the frequency of which is At the lower end of the low vibration frequency spectrum.
servo-controlled to the clock transition frequency of rubidium atoms. R. Filler has shown that there exist discrete vibration frequencies at
Bandwidth of the servo-loop in a typical rubidium frequency which the power at the resonance interrogation frequency 6.8 Gltz.
standard is a few Hz. The vibration-induced sidebands in the VCXO. becomes identically zero. 2 Results are elaborated in Figures I and
therefore, appear directly in the output of a rubidium frequency The power of 6.8 GlIz, which is generated by frequency multiplica-
standard, when the unit is subjected to vibrational environments, tion of 10 MHz VCXO output, is plotted as a function of vibration

frequency at constant acceleration oft± Og peak. Acceleration
The vibration inputs under the tactical environments, may be a sensitivity of a VCXO. , = 2 x 10- 9 /g, is assumed in Figure 1. (om-

few Hz to a few thousand Hz with accelerations as high as t I Og peak, plete loss of the 6.8 GHz power is apparent up to fv r 70 Hz. At such
a situation in which no rubidium frequency standard available to date can discrete vibration frequencies, the rubidium frequency standard no
maintain its stable frequency output, Overall frequency performance longer functions as a frequency standard. Figure 2 is the case for
of a rubidium frequency standard under vibration can be considered y = 2 x 10-10g corresponding to the state-of-the-art VCXO. where
to be worse than that of a free running VCXO, if one takes into no loss of the 6.8 GIlz power occurs beyond fv -7 I. The choice
account the erroneous output frequency resulting from the vibration- of the appropriate acceleration setisitivity of VCXO appears to be
induced pertubation of the control servo-loop. In order to utilize the key to the tactical rubidium frequency standards.
the rubidium frequency standard technology advantageously for the
tactical applications, it is imperative to improve its vibration per-
formance beyond what is available to date. At the higher end of the low vibration frequency spectrum. sa,.

fv Z 7 liz in the example of -f = 2 x 10-10/g, the vibration-induced
Vibration performance of a rubidium frequency standard is sidebands appear directly in the output if they are not controlled b.

improved by a servo-loop bandwidth that is substantially higher the servo-loop.
than that of a conventional rubidium frequency standard. The idea
behind this is to lock the inherently vibration sensitive VCXO output The vibration-induced frequency instabilities in this region are to
frequency tightly to the inherently vibration-insensitive clock be improved by the increased servo-loop bandwidth as discussed
transition frequency of rubidium atoms. This idea is not new having below.
been the subject of discussions within the time and frequency
community, but has not been realized, to our knowledge, in a
rubidium frequency standard.

Frequency Stability Under Vibration
Sources of Vibration Sensitivities

Transfer of frequency stability from an atomic trequenc) refcr-
The output frequency instabilities induced by vibration in a ence to the VCXO has been discussed by J. Vanier, et. a13. I J

rubidium frequency standard have been the subject of a few pub- passive atomic frequency standard. the phase spectral density ,Sol i.
lished papers.' Observations of such instabilities have been of its output frequency is shown to be
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a=1 ' 7 .. .. ... ... ... ... ..... a. .. ... ........ ..... (3

Ol 11 W 0 I 0 200 0I00,,C|v vi f

-v

where. fo is the carrier frequency of VCXO. and Ap is the peak
acceleration in units of g. The vibration-induced sideband represents
deterministic noise. It shows up. however, as a discrete frequency

-30 component in the plot of SO(t') versus f at f'-- fv. The magnitude of

vspectral density of such a frequency component is equivalent
to that given in Equation (3) from the fact that the peak phase devia-

.30 tion of the VCXO frequency is much less than one radian". i.e.

• 81[Substituting Equations (2) and (4) into Equation ( I ). we arrive at an

expression for phase spectral density of a servo controlled VCXO in a

LLL L I I I passive frequency standard subjected to sinusoidal vibrations

Allan variance is calculated through the relation3:Figure~ ~ 3 1. Mirwv Poe vs Viton- reuecyfo
= 2 x 10-9/g

SOO) S t1) df . (5)

Vttito FMitCY is, /'(f 2)o 0 (,rf1)- Ll + ff.-
0

2 3 S 10 20 30 so 100 200 300 I=

where, r is the averaging time and fc is the cutoff frequency of tie
one-pole filter assumed to be present at the input of the Allan

10, /variance measurement system.

For graphic demonstration of the effect of servo-loop band-
."0 width on the frequency stabilities, the following values are assumed:

f- I. -3 ' Ser(f) 2.0 x 10- 18  f,+ 1 .8 x 10-1 "13  (6a)

or 3
-. 10 0.PM . S 0(f) = 1.0 x l0-9 t + I x 10-13 16b)

-S0 -Y = 3 x 10-10!g (6c)

... f, = IOMHz t6d)

Figure 2. Microwave Power vs. Vibration Frequency for Shown in Figure 3 is the phase spectral density calculated from Equa-

-' = 2 x 10'O/g tion (I). The two lower curves in Figure 3 are the phase spectral
density under static conditions for bandwidth of I Hz and of
100 Ilz. For the values assumed in Equations (6a) and (6b), the in-
creased servo-loop has resulted in degraded short-term noise at a[ = [ (f/fn)2 1 I static environment. The upper two curves in Figure 3 represent the

+ ( Sl(f) + I2 1 Sr(f) (I) point-to-point connections of the varying peak values of vibration-I +(f/fn I + alfn) induced sideband for bandwidth of I Hz and of l00 Hz as the
vibration frequency is varied. Constant acceleration of ± 5g peak is
assumed throughout the vibration frequency spectrum. Improved

where Sq(f) and Sor(f) are the phase spectral density of the free servo-loop bandwidth is explicit. Figure 4 is the data taken from
running VCXO and of the atomic reference, respectively, as a func- Litton engineering model tactical rubidium frequency standard
lion of frequency, f, fn is bandwidth of the servo-loop, in which an (TRFS). The vibrating VCXO is simulated in the measurement.
integrator is used as a filter. Good agreement between Figures 3 and 4 justifies the analytical

We consider the case where only the phase spectral density of the predictions of Equation (I).

VCXO is affected by vibration: Allan variances calculated numerically from Equation (5) are
shown in Figures 5 and 6 for a servo-loop bandwidth of 1 Hz and of

S q(f) = S0 (f) + S 6 (f) 8 (f-fv) (2) 100 Hz, respectively. Sinusoidal vibration of 5 lIz. ±Sg accelerationis assumed for both.

where fv is the vibration frequency, and the superscripts, o and v,
denote the VCXO phase spectral density under static and vibration Implementation of Increased Servo-Loop Bandwidth
conditions, respectively.

Implementation of increased servo-loop bandwidth has its own set
In a typical VCXO, the vibration-induced sidebands are described of technical challenges. In the conventional passive frequency

by frequency modulation with small modulation index, in which case standards, the excellent short-term stability of VCXO is directly
most of the power is in the carrier and only a small amount is in the transferred to the output of the frequency standard. With increased
first upper and lower sideband. The ratio of the amount of power servo-loop bandwidth, the short-term stability of its output frequency
carried by the first sidebands to the power remaining in the carrier, becomes that of the atomic reference. As was demonstrated in
L. is shown to be 2 : Figure 3. there exists a potential of degraded short-term stability
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-505

A 70- N T1 modulation frequency must be higher than the desired bandwidth5

* I It has been determined empirical, in this laboratory and by others
- -0 3ana3lytically

5
,6 that thle increased modulation frequency ma) be

ED employ-ed with no serious degradation in stabilities of- the atomnic
-"D* resonance reference. Both sinusoidal and squire~kas'e modulation

LU ma% be implemented with modulation frequenmc) lower than or higher
- 00 than the linewidill of the atomic resonance.

z -10-For a given slope of the atomnic resonance trequenicy discrimninator.
the servo-loop bandwidth Call ble further increased by increasing

E- 1 20 -AASA OOE AT:, electronic gain of the servo-loop. The increased gain makes theSATIC ENV] A ETT> control loop susceptible to spurious noise.

-130 fl.A.IUO HI
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ULTRA-STABLE LASER CLOCK,
SECOND GENERATION

Lieutenant Roger Facklanm
AFWAL/AAAN-1

Wright-Patterson AFB, Ohio

Summary II. Theory

The Air Force has requirements for both high The two desirable characteristics of a fre-
accuracy timing sources and precision inertial quency standard are the narrowness of the signal in
navigation systems for advanced fighter aircraft. frequency space and the stability of the center
The author has devised a method of using a modified frequency as a function of time. The ultimate
multi-frequency ring laser gyro (RLG) simultaneous- narrowness of the laser clock frequency is deter-
ly as a gyro and a clock. This device uses a rined by the quantum limited laser linewidth. The
multi-frequency RLG with auxiliary detectors to first generation laser clock had a long term

Aft sense two beat frequencies (each at about 582 MHz) frequency drift caused by the temperature induced
and necessary electronics to combine them and drifting of the Faraday rotator frequency shift.
produce a 5MHz clock signal. The advantage of the The second genrration laser clock had a long term
laser clock will be size, costs, and redundancy. drift frequency caused by dispersion effects. The
ihe aircraft that already has an RLG navigator will theory section will cover clock characterization,
then only require the addition of detection and laser cavity physics, gyro operation, first gener-

C ) output electronics to implement the clock function. ation clock/gyro operation, second generation
This additional equipment will add very little to clock/gyro operation, and optical dispersion.
the acquisition and maintenance costs for the RLG
navigator. A three axis navigator could have three Clock Characterization

C clocks, thereby providing redundancy.
-cz This paper is a continuation of the work Clock accuracy is characterized by the
presented 1a-st-year at the Frequency Control standard deviation of the frequency fluctuations
Symposium. The ring laser used is a Raytheon RB-25 and may be written as
which is a non-planar He-Ne laser whose optical
path length is 25.69 cm. The best data from last m )2

year was taken on laser #68 which was an operation- ay(T) = 1 F (fk+1 fk (1a)
al prototype RLG. Two main error sources were y V k = 2m
evaluated; (1) the quantum limit imposed by the where
Heisenburg uncertainty principle, and -2) the Af = Aok (Ib)
temperature induced drift in the frequency shift
caused by the Faraday rotator. The current work
does not attempt to reduce the quantum limit, which
could be done by increasing the laser power and/or and v is the nominal frequency, m is the
the cavity Q. Improvements in the quantum limit number Cof measurements, T is the integration time,
would require building a new laser and funding was Ak is the integrated phase error, Afk is the
not available for a new laser. The current effort kth
addresses improvement in the Faraday rotator measurement of the frequency, and is
frequency drift as a function of temperature. The the Allan variance. y

new electronics has one detector to measure the
clockwise beat frequency and a second to measure Laser Cavity Physics
the counterclockwise beat frequency. The two beat
frequencies are suned and then divided down in The ring laser clock/gyro produces four laser
frequency to near 5MIz.,--- frequencies. The cavity, shown in Figure 1, is

The RLG clock is a transfer frequency standard non-planar and allows only circularly polarized
which must be set to a reference before use. light to exist.
Setting could be accomplished by using the Global
Positioning System, the Joint Tactical Information
Distribution System, radar techniques, or physical- M4
ly connecting a time standard to the RLG clock. FARADAY

Key Words: Helium-Neon, Laser, Ring Laser, ROTATOR
Clock, Frequency standard, Transfer Frequency
standard. M,

I. Background
M,,

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate MULTIOSCILLATOR
the feasibility of using a four-frequency ring RING LASER GYRO
laser to simultaneously provide gyro and clock
outputs. The test of the first generation clock
took place in March and September, 1982. The
second generation tests were conducted in February, Figure I Ring Laser Gyro/Clock
1983. Some application of precision timing sources
are bi-static radar, secure/anti-jam communicat- The cavity also produces a frequency difference

ion, and aircraft identification avionics, between the right and left hand circularly polariz-
Precision navigation is needed to support fighter ed (RHCP & LHCP) modes.
aircraft missions.

21 "U.S. Government work not protected by U.S copyright."



The average beat freouency between RHCP and LHCP is quency given by
given byVbeat = c (2) V clock (CW) = V4 - V1 (5a)

_7-5Tor

where c is the speed of light in a vacuum, n is the Vclock (CCW)= V3 - "2  (5b)

index of refraction, 1 is the physical pathlength where the ,,clock (CW) is about 800 KHz higher
and nl is the average optical pathlength. 2

-he configuration shown in Figure I contains a than Uclock (CCW). The clock processing electron-
Faraday rotator, which is a non-recipo'Jc. optical ics are shown in Figure 4.
device that uses the Faraday effect to shift the
frequency of the CW mode from the frequency of the
CCW made. r .

The Faraday induced frequency shift is given i H_ Dry
by $83. •W I L. . ,I , _ , --

Mi 
S' L

A f prO tpU r 20w

where Ap is the phase shift between CW and CCW
modes. This is shown as the separation between 1
and 2, or 3 and 4 in Figure 2. (

Gyro Operation 4V 4w

The ring laser operates as a gyro due to the
relativity effect that causes the frequency of the Figure 4 First Generation Clock Electronics
CW and CCW modes in a ring laser to differ depend-
ing on rotation rate. The output is obtained by
optically beating the LHCP modes and the RHCP The two optical frequencies (having a 538 MHz beat
modes, and then differencing the two beat frequenc- frequency) are focused on an avalanche photodiode.
ies by means of a mixer to produce the gyro output. The signal is amplified and filtered. The output

can then be taken directly or counted down by 120.

L.FTHAND RIGHT-HAND
CIRCULAR v CIRCULAR Second Generation Clock/Gyro Operation

OCWISE CLOCKWISE The clock frequency drift in the first gener-
ation laser clock was due to un-compensated temper-
ature effects in the Faraday rotator. The
Faraday frequency temperature drift AvF is given
by

1i 2 -, V3KA- = (viv + AVe (n-i)) AT (6)

COUNTER-CLOCKWISE (i +
Figure 2 Four modes on gain curve with Faraday F

rotator (not to scale) where v F is the Faraday induced frequency shift,

This can be done as shown in Figure 3. The gyro AVF is the Faraday frequency temperature drift,
output Vgyro is given by AT is the change in temperature, ai is the

temperature coefficient of the index of refraction
Vgyro (v4 - 3 (2 - 1 (4) and ae is the coefficient of expansion of the

Faraday rotator.3  The Faraday rotator temperature

where 0 is the angular input rate, vi is sensitivity can be compensated by use of dual
the frequency of the ith mode, and S is the detectors and implementing the second generation
scale factor of the gyro. 3  electronics are shown in Figure 5.

scle fatr of th0yr.

P E AMP MIXER GYRO R i MIXE
M T I fl fc+ f DOWN

' 5MHz
OUT PUT

Figure 3 Possible Gyro Electronics 6 ITz.

First Generation Clock/Gyro Operation TIME OUTPUT

The first laser clock produced a clock fre- Figure 5 Second Generation Clock Electronics
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The Faraday stabilized clock frequency is standard by using a mixer and measuring the differ-
given by ence frequency using a counter. The counter

measures the frequency for an integration time i
Vclock = (v4 " v1) + (v3 - v2 ) (7) and the calculator uses this data to compute the

Allan variance. The laser clock output was fed to
When the Faraday effect increases, (v4 - Vi) is the mixer (HP 10830A), as was the frequency

increased by the same amount that (%3 - "2)  synthesizer (HP 8660C) output. The reference for
the frequency synthesizer and the counter was the

decreases, thus holding a constant sum. This Loran C cesium based system. The output of the
should allow the clock to remain at the quantum mixer was fed into the counter which was controlled
limit for longer time periods. The quantum limited by the HP 9825B calculator. The calculator
frequency uncertainty AV (T) is given by controls the counter and calculates the Allan

variance as given in (1). The calculator outputs
AvO(T) = o (8a) were produced using the HP 9871 printer/plotter.

- -T This configuration provides the highest accuracy
where system available.

Q = E (8b)

and v is the laser frequency, h is Planck's

constant, Q is a measure of the resonantors HPO3A- HP SA5
ability to store energy, P is the circulating ,i4R
power, T is the measuring time, and E is the stored FROULNCYUk

energy." The quantum limit for the clock (QLC) is S11TPSZ(R

the ratio of the quantum limited frequency uncer-

tainty to the clock frequency and is given by5  H P 9825

AV (T) CSI, AsE j CALCULATORQLC(T) Q (9)

V clock P rI

Optical Dispersion PRNTER

The clock frequency in terms of the free
spectral range is given by

Vclock = vFSR - "d,tot (10) Figure 6 Experimental Setup

where vclock is the clock frequency, vFRS is the The test clock data for the first generation

free spectral range, and "d,tot is sum of the fre- laser clock is shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7

modes.6  The frequency shows the data sets containing the best oata points
quency pull-in for all four for measurement times of I msec, 10 msec, and 10C

pull-in for the ith mode is given by msec.

V d,i =2Ivo "i 1  
0 (11) o -

2RON MAR982

AVD  20 1 + 4((v o  - Ji)/A,)D)z ....... 1 10
2--2 9
3- 3 10

where v is the linecenter frequency of the gain

curve, v i is the frequency of the i th mode, 1o is I

the angular frequency of linecenter, and Av is
the normalized Doppler linewidth. 6 The normaPized
Doppler linewidth is a function of discharge IE-09 *.>- , .

current and the temperature. The Q of the cavity ."
can be a function of time if the cavity is aging. SIGMAV
An active current controller for the discharge OFTAU
current might be necessary to enable the device to IE-10
work over a temperature range and to compensate for
aging.

Ill. Experiment IF-11

The experimental setup shown in Figure 6 was
used to measure the stability of the laser clock E-12 EO 01
frequency. The frequency measurement system used E "
is the Hewlett Packard 5390A. The laser clock MESUARMNO TETAUI(SC)
frequency was compared to an external frequency

Figure 7 First Generation Clock Data
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Figure 8 shows the data sets containing the
best data points for measurement times of I sec, 10
sec, and 100 sec. The data for measurement times LASIN
from 1 to 100 msec are quantum limited. The LIM WWIi
Faraday drift affects the data for measurement H?

times greater than 0.1 sec and therefore the value fUANUM LIMI0 BS D
of ay(T) increased. OUNTMLII

o FARADAY DRIFT /
RUN MAR 82 It o

4 . 4 10 SIGMy

51- - 5 1 0 it ""

6-
it11 • / . u

+ 001

SIGMA y rzZ ' <
O F T U5 . "4 0 0/ 0 1

4 ............ 4 F g r u lO I

"' it di If U1 11 W( if jo ldr ) I f b. it ).l

IE-10 W m IMASURLMWN l1Mi 1AU ISICI

I-03 IFigure 10 irst Generation Error Analysis
MEASUREMENT TIME TAU (SEC)

It is estimated there was also a higher
Figure 8 First Generation Clock Data frequency fluctuation in the operating temperature

as shown in Figure I.

Figure 9 shows a comparison of the frequency
stability of an HP 10811 quartz oscillator (Q),
an HP 5065A rubidium atomic clock (R), and an
HP 5062C cesium atomic clock (C). The best laser E
clock data falls in the region between the cesium M 1I
and rubidium standards for measurement times of I E
msec to .3 sec. The Faraday drift then starts to
degrade the laser clock stability. T

E3

£09 • jK

Sa "" A.CRYSAL OSCILLATOR 0 " Q
of tam RUBIDUM 5065A R- -R

E0 " 'CESIUM 5o62C C C
LASER CLOCAW IES1) I -2 -

"o. . . .. I

N 3 .Figure 11 First Generation Estimated Temperature
£03 1E02 £101 1100 IE'01 602 £E03 Drift

MEASUIEMOT TIME JAU (SECi

The short-term data was affected by this
Figure 9 First Generation Stability Comparison temperature fluctuation and the associated impact

on the Faraday rotator but by picking the best
data, this effect was minimized. The first gener-

The long-term drift shown in Figure 10 is ation longterm data always has the Faraday induced
30.5 mHz/sec. Figure 10 also shows that the drift present; and understandably even the best
narrowest linewidth measured was 50 mHz. data shows the drift. The single error bar in

Figure 10 shows plus or minus a factor of two. The
data obtained in the first test was taken while the
laser was not temperature controlled. The data
taken under temperature control is shown in Figure
12.
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clock and LUIAN C signals. The mixer output is
it a--d input to a counter which is controlled by the Fluke

calculator. The calculator uses the beat requency
l .~ to / .as an input to a program which computes the laser

I ,- /" discharge current correction in digital form. This
%"'MA- . dioital sirnal is sent to the D/A converter where

S , , -. . .it is conv(-rted to an inaloq control voltaoe.

'% •tLIik...

1l03 010 1? 000 00' ? 110 I 2 003
M&tASLIME|I4I lIMO 11 SLA)

Figure 12 Test With First Generation Laser InCSIEAO[J..Ic ao I
Temperature Controlled Oven.

The second generatinn laser clock electronics
does eliminate the error caused by the Faraday Figure 14 Method Two For Actise 'ispersi ,
rotator. The errors due to optical dispersion Control
effects caused by the aging of the laser and Figure 15 shows a plot of the Allanr Variance
teriperature are not eliminated. The next two for different configurations vs. integration tire~
paragrdphs outline two m~ethods of active dispersion in seconds. There are three sets of laser clock
control, data. The first set of data is shown as triangles

Figure 13 shows the first method of optical and shows the long ten' aging drift of 40 lHz per
dispersion control. The laser /ower level of the hour. The second data point is shown by the bcx
right hand circularly polarized (RHCP) and left and was obtained by using the first n~ethcd of
hand circularly polarized (LHCP) modes is sensed by optical dispersion control. The third set of data
the pathlength control circuit. The power level of is shown by diarecrcs and was obtained by using the
either the RHCP or LHCP modes is measured by a second method of optical dispersion control Fi(oure
voltmeter. The Fluke computer controls the 15 also shows the Quantum limit for the configura-
measurement gate time of the voltmeter and reads in tion tested.
the voltmeter measurement via an IEEE addressable
bus. The Fluke then calculates a laser discharge
current correction value in digital form. This SIGMA y
digital signal is sent to the digital tc a nalog ot ta II uNLM{AI(AI
converter where it is converted to an analog
control signal. This signal is sent to the laser I0' I) LsIR L0~ IQUAII W C - UIOU OuuI RAIUM o,
discharge control circuitry which adjusts the laser P. CClSuIrnPfoAS

discharge current depending on the analog control ' Z Uu-

voltage. The control loop is implemented with an ic....
attack time which is approximately equal to the 15 s
voltmeter measurement gate tine plus computatior 10

-
'vs

time. s
a

I10VOLTS METER CAL10LAT0R IA rI 1
LASERELN TI[ g(SC

Figure 13 Method One For Active Dispersion Figure 15 Second Generation Laser Clock Data

Control

Figure 14 shows the second method of
dispersion control. This method compares the laser

beat Frequency between adjacent modes to an IV. Conclusions

external reference frequency standard and generates
a control signal which is sent to the laser In conclusion, onod short-term stability has

discharge control circuitry. In detail this is been obtained, but long-term stability needs to be

done as follows: the laser clock output is input improved. The ring laser clock is a transfer f--

to a mixer along with the output from a LORAN C quency standard. A transfer frequency standard
stabilized frequency synthesizer. The output of used with GPS, JTIS, and radar techniques will

the mixer is the beat frequency between the laser meet high performance fighter application
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0Summary

The NR series of hydrogen maser frequency 2. Once the aging rate of the resonant cavity has
standards was designed by the Applied Physics been determined, the autotuner register can be in-

t Laboratory with funding and direction supplied by cremented or decremented on a timed basis to compen-
A NASA Goddard Space Flight Center for use in the sate for this drift rate.

crustal dynamics investigaLions. In order to develop
a high level of confidence that hydrogen masers were 3. The two one pulse per seconds signals can be
performing throughout extended weeks of field experi- directly controlled to 200 nsec.
ments, a microprocessor monitor and control system has
been incorporated into the NASA-NR model hydrogen 4. The clock can be slewed to subnanosecond resolu-
masers. This system provides control of the resonant tions by changing the synthesizer for a specified

frequency of the cavity, synchronization of the clock period of time and then restoring it to its origina:
output, and a data link for archiving the vital per- value because frequency changes of the synthesizer
formance characteristics of the maser that can be have continuous phase in the output signal.
added to the data base for VLBI data processing.

The monitoring and remote command features provide 5. The remote communications capability allows
diagnostic information for preventative maintenance verification of proper performance by knowledgeable
and control to set any of the maser operating param- people at a central facility without the necessity
eters. The monitoring information can be observed of having a maser expert at the field installation.
at the local site and via phone/modems at remote
locations as well. The flexibility that the micro- 6. The remote communications capability allows a
processor provides allows the maser frequency standard data base of operating masers to be developed so
to become a cqmplete, self-contained time and frequency that long term trends can be observed using graphics
instrument, to display the data.

Introduction 7. The processor contains the software to input a
desired fractional frequency offset and calculate
the new synthesizer register settings to realize

An overall picture of the NR Maser is shown in this offset. This calculation requires at least
Figure 1. The microprocessor is mounted at the top 12 decimal digits of precision which is not readily
of the maser with the keyboard, displays and alarm available in many calculators.
being mounted on the front panel. A closeup picture
of the front panel is shown in Figure 2. Figure 3 System Description

shows the assembled microprocessor with the large
wire wrap boards tilted back as they would be for
maintenance access to the system. The smaller display Figure 5 is a block diagram of the system show-
module is mounted on the front panel. Figure 4 is a ing the processor, 16K of program memory, (13K is

picture of the computer board that shows several currently used) 2K of read/write memory (RAM), and
sets of switches are also included on the board. These an I/O section that interfaces to the keyboard,
switches are used to isolate the various separate display, alarm buzzer and three RS-232 channels.
operating sections from the computer's data bus to This part of the system is housed on one wire wrap
aid in troubleshooting processor failures, module and performs the computer related functions.

The display and keyboard circuitry are housed on a

System Capabilities small wire wrap module that mounts on the front panel.

The rest of the system is on a separate wire

Several distinct advantages have been realized by wrap board and is used as the interface between the

including the microprocessor in the design of the computer and the maser. It has the autotuner, clock,
maser: digital interface section and the analog section

consisting of a 64 channel A/D converter and two

I. The autotuning function is flexible allowing the D/A converters.
various autotuning parameters to be customized to
match the reference oscillator whether it is another The microprocessor used is the Intersil 6100,

maser, a cesium, an external crystal, or the internal a CMOS processor that uses the PDP-BE/F instruction
crystal oscillator, set. This processor was selected because the only

other low power competitor at the time of selection

(1977) was the RCA 1802 which has a more awkward
hardware interface and did not have the extensive

software support that was available for the PDP-SElF.
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It was decided in the early stages of the design command. Software is included to allow an operator
process to include the microprocessor and this allowed to input a desired fractional frequency shift so the
us to include various sensors, extra switch contacts microprocessor can calculate the new A, B, and C
and other controls in the original design instead values to effect this change and can send these new
of retrofitting these features, values to the synthesizer. Figure 8 is a list of

the calculations performed during this operation.
The power consumption of the entire processor The capability to calculate and change the synthe-

system is seven watts with the displays off and 10 sizer was also used in a software routine that allows
watts with the displays on. The processor can detect the operator to slew the one pulse per second
the loss of a-c power and turn off the displays to signal to subnanosecond resolution.
conserve battery capacity.

Synthesizer Calculations

Autotuner

The autotuner's function is to measure the k = - k = synthesizer
o C BC 4A B C

frequency of the maser with a high flux of hydrogen 0 0 0 0 0 o division ratio

atoms entering the cavity and then with a low flux
of hydrogen atoms entering the cavity. If there f = fractional frequency ABC = synthesizer
is a difference between the two frequencies, then change settings
the 18 bit cavity control register is changed. This
results in the cavity thermal control servo changing k = k° + f
the size of the aluminum cavity and bringing the
cavity to its tuned condition. Long term drifts of C = Int
the cavity control elements (resistors, thermistors,
capacitors...) make the tuning capability a require-
ment. The autotuner circuitry outputs an 18 bit word B = Int I + I 7505B19999
to the cavity control circuitry and a Hi/Low signal Ck
to the flux control circuitry in the maser. The
software allows the operator to control the various A = Int[ + .5] 170O'A3750
parameters of the autotuning process such as the time ( - Ck) -
durations of the measurement sequence and the gain of
the cavity control servo. The software also provides Precision required - 12 decimal digits - 40 bits
a means to automatically change the cavity register on
a timed basis to remove predictable drift rates. FIGURE 8

SYNTHESIZER CALCULATIONS
The period measurement circuitry that is included

in the autotuner and the software that controls the
autotuning parameters can be used to allow the maser Analog Circuitry

to evaluate the stability of other oscillators. At
the Laboratory we are programming an Apple computer This section consists of a 64 channel 12-bit
to control the measurement process and make the A/D converter and two 12-bit D/A converters. All
stability calculations. of the significant maser signals are input to the

A/D converter circuitry to allow the operator to

Clock monitor them or. the display, individually, or on
a terminal sequentially. These signals include

The clock consists of two counters that produce system voltages, power supply voltages, currents,

one pulse per second signals from 5 MHz. Each temperatures and the IF signal level. The soft-
counter's output can be shifted in time directly by ware checks each reading against preset limits
the software in steps of 200 nsec. The two counters and activates an alarm or gives an indication
can be synchronized and a hardware alignment will on the printout if a limit is exceeded. All

allow the two signals to agree to I nsec. Software readings are converted to engineering units.
control of the synthesizer allows the clock pulse to The temperature calculations are customized
be slewed to subnanosecond resolution. Both clocks to the differences of the eight individual
are slewed together during this process. The software thermistors used and the IF curve is customized

displays UTC from seconds to year on the front panel for each maser. One external signal is input
displays and will output the time of occurrence of a to the system so that an external thermistor

signal on the time transfer input to a resolution of can be monitored for a local environment temperature

200 nsec. The UTC time is printed in all status reading.

requests as a self-documenting feature of the status
printout. At times it is desirable to display a signal

on a strip chart recorder. Two D/A converters are
provided and any of the analog signals that are

Digital Interface input to the A/D circuitry can be sent out to one or

the other of the D/A convertors. Since the data is

This section interfaces to the synthesizer and in digital form, it can be scaled so that small

the various digital indicators from the maser. The variations can be amplified and displayed full scale

digital indicators include the flux control settings on the strip chart recorder. It is also possible to
for the shutter and state selector and separate con- output two digital measurements to the D/A converters;

tacts on the various control switches in the maser, the 18-bit autotuner register and the 36-bit auto-

The software interrogates these items and displays tuner measurements. The 12 bits that are sent to the

them on the front panel or in the status message. convertor can be selected by the operator so the

The microprocessor can read the settings of the variations can be scaled to be observable.

A, B, and C counters in the synthesizer and can
send new values to change the counters under operator
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Diagnostic Capabilities Communication Capabilities

The microprocessor system is designed to have Three RS-232 channels and the front panel key-
a bus structure with all elements of the system corm- board and display can be used to input commands and
municating over the same data lines and using the display the status and autotuning results. A local
same control signals. In the event of a failure that terminal can be connected to the RS-232 channels to
pulls one of these lines to ground, the location of allow a full printed record of the performance of
the failed element could be difficult to isolate, the maser to be maintained. Although more infor-
Switches and software have been included with this mation may be provided to a terminal, complete
system to implement signature analysis as an aid to control is available through the keyboard on the
troubleshooting these types of failures. Switches front panel as well as with a terminal. A computer
are provided so that each section of the micropro- can be connected to one of the channels that would
cessor can be removed from the bus to isolate tre allow the record to be stored electronically. A
failed chip. All of the feedback paths to the phone modem can be connected to one of the RS-232
microprocessor can be eliminated so that the basic channels to allow a person at a remote site with a
operations and external address register can be modem and terminal to printout the status and send
verified. Special routines are provided in PROM to commands to the maser. This ability to be able to
verify the proper operation of all of the instruct- remotely printout all of the critical signals and
ions that the microprocessor can use, the data in compare to earlier printouts allows a knowledgeable
the ROM, the operation of the RAM and the paths to person to be able to diagnose an improperly operating
output data on the bus. maser without having to be at 'the maser location.

In addition to the signature analysis, additional If a computer can communicate with the maser,
routines are provided to verify the proper operation either through a direct connection or remotely via
of the various elements from a system perspective, phone modems, then the status information can be
These routines are used for bench checkout of the archived and displayed in a manner which allows lonc
microprocessor during the fabrication of the micro- term trends can be observed. figure 9 shows the
processor system and include checkout of the displays, power supply history for NR-4 during the year 1981
keyboard, terminal out on channel 1, terminal in on using a special graphics program. There are eight
channel 1, RAM Hi, RAM Low, digital to analog C, power supplies shown (the + and -18 volt supplies
digital to analog #2, digital input data, general overlap) and at a glance it can be seen that there
purpose output circuitry, clock A and B, time transfer were no problems experienced or developing in these
test and autotuner test. This program can be used items. Figure 10 is a plot of various system currents
with or without a terminal, since the sequencing for NR-4. The top curve shows the variations of the
commands are input through the keyboard. However, a vacuum pump current and on day 152 the pump fai'ed
terminal provides the operator with more information and was replaced.

than is available on the displays.

Conclusion
Long Term Drift Correction

The autotuner software and hardware provides a

Mature masers typically experience a long flexible autotuner control that allows the autotuner
term drift that requires them to be retuned periodi- process to be customized to the type of reference
cally to bring them back on frequency and reduce their oscillator used. In addition, the control of the
susceptibilities to other environmental influences, frequency measurement intervals and the printout of
Once a maser has matured, it can be characterized by the results can allow an external computer to
a linear drift rate. The software in the maser allows measure the stability of another oscillator.
a known rate to be inserted and the autotuner cavity
can be changed to compensate for the known drift rate. The use of a microprocessor answered several

needs that the Laboratory saw when taking care of
Figure 6 is a plot showing the change of the the previous generations of masers in the field. In

18 bit cavity register for NR-l for a period of 120 order to diagnose a problem, it was necessary to

days when this maser was tuning continuously. The send an experienced person to the field site trained

straight slope is obvious up to day 252 when the to operate and repair masers. By providing a means
temperature control of the room broke down. After of remotely monitoring and controlling the masers,
the room was brought back under control, it can be the experts can quickly deduce the problem and
seen that the register recovered to its former value initiate the correct maintenance actions rather than
and that rate remained constant. This demonstrates having to visit the site or ship the maser back for

the aging rate typical of this maser design. diagnosis.

Figure 7 demonstrates the improvement in the The ability to collect data at a remote site
long term Allan Variance that could be realized by also allows the data to be archived and displayed

removing the aging rate. The raw data is between in a manner which allows long term trends to be

masers NR-3 and NR-6 when both masers were in observed.

environmental chambers and NR-6 had a rate removed
between periods of autotuning. A least squares The ability to observe performance over long

fit was made to the data and the second curve shows periods of time have provided a continuing basis
the Allan Variance remaining with the first order for product performance and reliability improvements
term removed. For this measurement it appears that under typical field operations.

the long term drift of 4± 2 x 10-15 could be achieved
by using the rate compensation.
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FIGURE 4
CPU BOARD FOR MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM

FIGURE I __~
NR-MASER

FIGURE 5

FIGURE 2 NR- I LONG TERM DRIFT CORRECTIONS TO CAVITY

MICROPROCESSOR FRONT PANEL IN AUTOTUNE MODE

L -AN I I1;m m tI ?2 . M.L _ _ m _ 2", no 1 I

FIGURE 6

NR-1 LONG TERM DRIFT CORRECTIONS
TO CAVITY IN AUTOTUNE MODE

FIGURE 3
MICROPROCESSOR-INTERNAL VIEW
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MERCIRY- lQ9 TRAPPED ION FREQIEN(Y STANDARD:
RE'CENT11 tEORETICA1. i'RtrRESS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

L. S. Cutler, R. P. riffard, and M. 1). McGuire
Physical Sciences Laboratorv
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories

150l0 Deer (reek Road
Palo Alto, CA 94 304

SU'T5\RY fract iona l secend-order Doppler shift amounts to
1 3xo- 12 per eV o i kiLet I energy, and the ion Iot i on

The 4o,5 (;iz hvpr!i te resonnce o! Pc1 itir, rerere leads to a sul-tan ti l froquen," shift
stored in in rf quadrunIole trap has been shown t,, . i jliffituit to model a,-curatel .
have a very small tractional linewidth, suggest ing it
use as a higih-precision treuercv standard. he inst We have recently .inalvzed the situation in whichL
Si nificant offset in such a standard soeuld be ti the secular motion of a number of interacting ions
secomd-order Doppler shift resulting frr:.) tht motion movi ng in the pseudopotential well is assumed to have
of the stored ions. We have recentlv analvzed tirt been ci, led to a temperature of about 300K. lhe
situation in which the secular motion is cooled to a results or this analv. ii, which will be presented in
t(,mperature of about 300K by the presence of a light detail below, show that the averaie second-order Doppler
background gas at low pressure, resulting in an ion shift for a given ion mass depends on the number of ions
cloud whose density is almost comnletelv determined trapped, the rimplitude and frequency of the trapping

vb the balance of pseudopotcntial and space-charg:e fields, and, to a relatively small extent, on tie
forces. Under these circumstances we have found that motional temperature. Thus, for a given number of
the second-order Doppler shift can he calculated trapped ions, the second-order Doppler shift is con-
accurately from the trapping parameters, the teripara- stant and can be calculated from the design and oper-
ture, and the total number and mass of the stored atirg conditions of the experiment.
Ions.

In practice we have been able to cool 19 9
1tg ions

We have carried out a large number of experi- adequately using a low pressure of Helium gas in the
ments using Helium as the cooling gas and have oh- trap. The frequency shiit due to collisions witi the
tained an rf pulse-length limited linewidth of 0.85 lz. cooling gas is small. Accurate closed-loop re gula-
The lineshape observed implies a natural width smi,,ler tion of the number of ions trapped has enabled us to
than 0.1 Hz. Closed-loop regulation of the number of demonstrate full consistency with the cooled ion cloud
stored ions has allowed us to demonstrate internal theory. These results indicate that bv using cooled
consistency of the observed second-order Doppler shift rf-trapped 1

99
Hg ions one could construct a compact

at the level of a few parts in 1013. frequency standard whose accuracy would constitute an
improvement of approximately an order of magnitude

1NTR(OIDUCTIoN over existing portable Cesium standards. The re-
quirements are somewhat different from those recentl

The precision of atomic frequencv standards is discussed by Wineland [61 who shows that to approach a
fundamentally limited by the length of time during fractional accuracy of 10

- 15
, laser cooling of ions in a

which individual atoms interact with the resonant penning trap would be essential.
radio-freruency field. Since the development of ion
trapping by electromagnetic fields, and its appli-
cation to ,icrowave spectroscopy (1,21, it has
been recognized that tie use of tbis technique might
permit relatively long collision-free interaction THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF COOLED ION CLOUD

times. If the environment provided bv the trap were
sufficiently benign, it would be possible to make In an rf quadrupole trap a single ion feels an

atomic frequency standards of -onsiderabLv increased average force generated by the superposition of oscil-
accuracy and performance 13-71. lating and static electric fields. In an Ideal trap

the instantaneous electric potential 1(t) is given in
Following a suggestion of F. G. Major, a number cylindrical coordinates by

of experiments have now been carried out on rf-trapped 2 2 2
199tl", optically pumped by resonance radiation from c(t) = (U - Veos't)(r - 2z )/:, (1)
a 20 Hg lamp [8-14]. The results of these experiments
confirm the potential of this system, and underline where U and V are the dc and rf voltages applied, and
the necessity to control the second-order Doppler r is a dimensional parameter characterizing the trap
shift resulting from ion motion, electrodes. It has been shown [1,21 that the effect

of the oscillating part of the field is to create an
In the rf or "Paul" trap the average force approximately harmonic restoring force on an ion as

applied to an ion by quadrupole electric fields is long as its displacement during the rf cycle is small
equivalent to a three-dimensional, approximately compared with its distance from the center of the trap.
harmonic, potential well whose depth is determined by This is equivalent to a cylindrically svmmetric
the strength of the fields and the size of the appara- rotonta7 l(r,z) given by
tus. If no attempt to cool the ions Is made, it has 2 2 2 4 2 2
been found experimentally [10,15-171 that the average 4,(r,z) - (q V /r , )(r + 4z2), (2)
kinetic energy of the ions is about 10% of the well
depth, which typically exceeds 10 eV. For 19 9Hg+ the where q is the charge and m fs the mass of the ion.
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The superposition of the field due to the dc voltage 50000______ _
" and the pseudopotent jal creates an effective poten-
tial 4(rz). The general form of this effectivc poten- U
t iat is

Ar + Bz (3) UTEMF EG K /f

where the coefficients A and B depend on U,V, and E3MDU. .
the charge to mass ratio of the ion. Although any -- . !1 -1 3 3 x 10•30 -I. 95. 110 -!2
shape of effective potent ial can he used, it is con- 11...100 -2 .04 

-
1
2

venient theoretically and experimentallv to choose 2 20000 " \' 0
values of the parameters, U, V and vielding the -3 x

) ,spherical potential corresponding to A = B. Equat ion Z ", 3000 -5.I I 1012
(3) ma, then he written in the form ----- 10000 -14.83x10 

-
1

Z
s= (Tm/2)(r + z-) W

where 1 2 3 4 S 6 7 6 9 1

,1/2 RADIRL DISTRNCE (tmm) ,'= 2qV/nu.' (4ql'/m.- ) .

Fig. I. Calculated number-density distribution,

In the effective potential (4), a single ion would for dxlO
6 

19911 ions in a sphecricad effect ivo p ten-
undergo three-dimensional simple harmonic motion at tial with -, = 2: x 50 kllz. It is assumed that the

a characteristic -, is,,Y, -,:._: frequency .. Super- ion cloud can be described bv i temperature . '1
posed on this motion is i driveni oscillation ait fro- is the total secnd-order Doppler shift,

quencv 9 in the direction normal to the equipotential
surfaces of equation (2). The mean square velocity
v
2 , of this '" to">':oi: is given by where the spatial average denoted b% the hr is ,arrie,

out for (r2+z2)<rc
-

. Integration 01 equation (5l thu<

v" = (2 /2)(r2 + _.2 (5) gives the micromotion second-order floppler shift for i
spherical cold cloud of N ions

Both the macromotion and the micr-.,otion of a single .f/f (3/ )(m) (5)
ion in the potential well are therefore completely o

described by tile macromotion frequency parameter :Noralizing to typical e, uesc ,f . nd N we ohtain for
whose value is implied in equation (4). Nlit p ions

If the well contains a large number of ions, the 1 f/f = -12/ , k 2 (1
2 /

3

effective potential is further modified by the ionic

space-charge. The total effective potential € tot seen Using a method recently suggested by Knight 1 
'
41 w,

by an ion is then given by have extended the calculation to allow a non-zero maoro-

tt fz) -4-4q(r,z) (6) motion temperature 1 in a spherical pseudopotent ia].
toAt q self-consistent calculation is used to find the ion

where the electric space-charge potential lq(r~z) is number density function n(r,z) which satisfies a Boltz-
whreted the inctric spcharge ensi t ial b oss' mann distribution. The results we have obtained from

this numerical calculation are shown in Figure I for a
equation. The simplest conditions under which to cloud of 2x10

6 
mercury ions in a spherical pseudo-

-olve equation (6) for the ionic charge density cor-
respond to the assumption that the ion temperature is potential with -,,=2-x50 kHz. At low temperatures the

density approaches a rectangular distribution with n
low enough for the macromotion energy to be negligible.
The space charge density will then adjust itself so given by equation (7), and at high temperatures the
that the gradient of the total potential is zero density approaches the gaussian distribution which has

everywhere within the volume occupied by the ions ,18.been observed experimentally in the absence of ion
For the spherical potential of equation (4) the result cooling 15-7.
is a spherical ion ohtU with a uniform number density The complete density distributions can be used to
n given byThcopeedniydsrbtoscnbuedo

calculate the second-order Doppler shift. The modified
2 2 number-density weights the integral involved in cal-

n 0  culatIng the average micromotion energy, and thermal

The total number N of ions in the cloud and the cloud kinetic energy equal to 3kBT/' Is added. Data in

redius rc are thus related by 4Trcn/3 = N. In a Figure 1 shows hpw the calculated shift varies with

typical ion trap w might be of the order of 27x50 kHz temperature for a typical lh19g ion cloud. The rateof chanme of the shift with temperature at MOK is
resulting in a cold ion cloud density of 3.4xlO

4
mm

- 3  
O c /n , of the shift at at i 0 is

for mercury ions. A cloud of 106 ions would thus have l.2xl0' /K. and the total shift at 300K is about 18'

a radius of 1.9 mm. It appears that in all practical greater than that given by equation (9).

cases quantum-mechanical effects will not signifi-
cantly affect the distribution of ions. EXPERIMENTAL. ARRAN;EMENT

The assumptions made above allow one to calculate We have previously described the apparatus and
the second-order Doppler shift averaged over all posi- reported the results of exploratory measurements [14J.
tions in the cloud. Since the ion velocities are small For the experiments to be described below a continuous
compared with c, the fractional shift due to micromotion source of neutral atomic mercurv-199. and means for
Is given by monitoring and controlling the pressure of the helium

cooling gas have been added. Magnetic field gradients,

Af/f= -v /2c (8) which previously led to significant relaxation,
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- Figure I shows the effect of varying the cooling
gas pressure on the frequency of the line-center with
the trap population maintained approximately constant.- As the pressure rises to lO- 5 torr the frequency in-
creases rapidly due to the cooling of the macromotion

4* and the reduction of the micromotion shift as the ion
cloud contracts. At higher pressures the data ap-

I . . proaches a linear dependence with a slope of 5.7x1[ -C)
I per torr resulting from the shift of the mercury hyper-

* fine frequency due to collisions with the cooling gas.
FBIW IL--- The effect observed is of the same order as that for

2M* 1
3 7 Ba+ 

ions in He [231.

oM Further evidence that the secular motion of the
ion cloud can be effectively cooled was provided bv
observations of the first-order Doppler sidebands

______________________ which result from modulation of the microwave phase by

2 i4" 11 ion motion. The sideband spectrum was found to consist
FREQ-41LU7o347M OW of two broad peaks symmetrically shifted from the nar-

row central line. Tile measured sideband frequency
Fig. 2. Hvperfine resonance of 199Hg+ ions measured shift was in agreement with the approximate value
with a microwave pulse length of l.Os. The line is (3kBT/m)l/

2
/4rc

, 
where T=300K, predicated by a model

the average of 50 sweeps, and the trap contained about in which fully thermalized ions make elastic collisions
2xlO

6 
ions. The frequency has been corrected for the with a spherical barrier without disturbances in phase,

0.1 gauss magnetic field, and collisions with the cooling gas are relatively in-
frequent.

In order to investigate the validity of the cold
cloud model result given in equation (9), we measured

have been considerably reduced, and the average magnetic closedl reuen i fution of te trp

field is now regulated. The measurement cycle has been the closed-loop frequency as a function of tie trap

extended from 2.0 to 2.
7
5s to permit a 1.0 sec inter- population. The experiments were performed at five

action time with the microwave signal. Light shift is different macromotien frequencies on approximatel%

eliminated by turning off the pumping light during the spherical clouds. The data shown in Figure 4 demon-

interaction time and randomizing the microwave phase strates that the shift varies with the two-thirds

between pulses, power of the trap population as expected. The fre-
quency has been corrected for magnetic field and back-

An important development is a means for monitoring ground gas effects. Extrapolation of the data to zero

the total stored ion charge: such measurements have population enables us to estimate the frequency at zero

been described previously [2, 19-221, although those micromotion shift. The zero population intercepts of

which empty the trap are clearly not useful in this linear regressions for the S different macromotion fre-

application. In our system a coherent oscillation f quencies studied agreed to within ±lxl9-1, although
th/e slopes do not vary exactly with :2- as would he

the ion cloud is excited by a short voltage burst at
the macromotion frequency w applied to the cap elec- expected from equation (Q).
trode of the trap. The free decay of the ion cloud
oscillation is then observed by means of image cur-
rents induced in the cap circuit. In this way, a
measurement of the trap population with a typical pre-
cision of about 2% can be made during each 2.75s cycle 0.3
of the frequency standard without disturbing its oper-
ation. Closed-loop control of the trap population is
achieved by varying the current in the electron gun . +
pulses used to generate new ions. 1NX ++

Thie output of the closed-loop ion frequency stan- t- 0.2
dard is monitored by continuous phase comparison with h 1 0.35
a local Cesium standard which is itself compared using /
TV line 10 with an ensemble of 5 such standards located
it the Santa Clara division of Hewlett-Packard. U

RESULTS .5

Figure 2 shows an example of the lineshape oh-
tained using a I second rf pulse. The shape is close 8.20
to the expected Rabi line, implying tlhat relaxation 8 8.5 1.0 1.5

effects are small. The derivative of the response 0 0 0.05 .

with respect to frequency, and the average photon H PRESSURE (U-4toer
.)

count of 2.2x10
4
, imply a statistical fractional fre-

quency noise of 0.42x10-12 for a single measurement Fg. i. Observed variation of the line-center ire-
cycle of 2.75s. All of the results discussed in this quencv f as a function of the pressure p of the He
paper have been obtained in the presence of a back- cooling gas. The inset shows the points for pressures
ground of Helium gas. As expected, cooling the ions exceeding 10-  torr on a reduced scale. The dashed
has been found to increase the ion storage time and the line represents a fit to the data given by
stored ion density while stabilizing the second-order f-fo+211p-S.Sxl0- 8 /p based on a simple model of the
Doppler shift. With a Helium pressure of I.5x10- 5 

torr variation of cloud temperature with '-ressure and a
the ion storage time was measured to be about 2.5xlOls linear collision shift. The zero of the vertical axi-
under typical operating conditions. is arbitrary.
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TABLE 1

Ettect Magnitude Prec ision AccuracyI. --11 -13

Mic romot ion -'xl l - ±1. 3x1- 1  +2x10

(lppler Shift)

o 40 kHz fhernal Shift -2yl
- 10 +2x0-I

0 45 kHz PperSit
8+ 50 kHz

551kHz(3 x 613 kHz 2}0 6kv Statistical [j-12 -3/2 *-1 2 -1,2

No i se
6.I ' ' ' ' J .

RELATIVE ION POPULATION 2/3 AsvNmotev nl-

Fig. 4. Observed variation of the line-center fre-

quency with relative ion population to the two-thirds rf Power None 10- 14 .10-13
power for various values of the macromotion frequency Observed
W. The data is for approximately spherical clouds,
and the frequency has been corrected for magnetic Stark Shift lxl

- 15  
-

field and tie pressure.

Stability 0 -+5xl( - 8 1/2

SAccuracy 2.xlO

The results presented above demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of a light background gas in cooling a cloud
of 1q9Hg ions. The cold cloud model of equation (9) is
found to give a good account of the variation of the fable 1 shows estimates of the fractional trecuen,:v
second-order Dopper shift with the total stored charge. errors which might be obtained in a portable ltipg+
The Stark effect has an identical variation with trap- !reqLuencv standard. The table shoxws the magnitude ,f
ping parameters, and is comparatively small [24]. By eali effect, the precision with which the effect micht
controlling the experimental conditions we estimate be controlled over time, and the absolute accuracy
that the Doppler shift can be regulated to better than which might be obtained in manufacture. The totals
I Z. Using tile finite temperature model it should be have been obtained assuminig no correlation beticeen th'
possible to calculate the total shift for a given set various effects.
of operating conditions with an uncertaintlv of less
than 10%. Although the shift caused by the cooling gas
cannot be calculated from first principles, It is typi-
cally small ( lxlO

-
13)

, 
and the gas pressure can be

regulated to a satisfactory degree. We have not been RI.TERENCES
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LASER COOLED 'Be+ ACCURATE CLOCK

( J. J. Bollinger, Wayne M. Itano, and D. J. Wineland
Tim and Frequency Division

National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80303

The use of laser cooled stored ions in an source can be used to optically pump the '"'Hg +

atomic frequency standard has the potential of very ground state. Experiments on Hg ions to date
high accuracy because Doppler effects are greatly have been unsuccessful in cooling the ions to the
suppressed. A clock based on +the groundstate ambient room temperature. This results in a
hyperfine transition in ',!OHg has potential relatively large second-order Doppler or time-

accuracy and stability eyeeding 1 part in 10s. dilation shift which may be difficult to evaluate
However, laser cooled 'Be- ions ae experimentally to better than about 10-11. NBS has proposed'; an
easier to obtain. Therefore a "Be based frequency ion frequency standard based.on a ground-state
standard is investigated in order to study the hyperfine transition in 201 Hg ions stored in a
generic problems of laser cooled storev ion Penning trap and cooled to below 1 K by laseV
frequency standards.- Approximately 300 'Be ions radiation pressure. The laser cooling of the Hg
are stored in a Penning trap and laser cooled. The ions is made difficult by the requirement for a
303 MHz ground state (M M )=(-3/2,1/2)-(- , ) 194 nm tunable, narrowband source and by depopula-
nuclear spin flip hyperfin transition is observed tion optical pumping of the ground state. Laser
at a magnetic field ('0.82T) where the transition cooling of 'Be ions is experimentally much
frequency is independent of magnetic field to first easler. Therefore it is useful to investigate a
order. The time domain Ramsey method of 'Be based frequency standard in order to study
interrogation is used and yields a linewidth of 25 the generic problems of stored ion frequency
mHz. The stability of an oscillator locked to this standards, even though t~e potential performance
transition has been geasured for 400 s< T <3200s to is not as high as for Hg ions, due to the lower
be o (T)=2xlO- 'T-. By measuring the velocity transition frequency.
distrbution of the ions, the second-order Doppler
shift is determined to be on the order of 5x10 - 14 . Experimental Method
The magnetic field instability contributes a
3x10 - 14 uncertainty in the present experiment. All Clouds of 9Be+ ions are confined by the
other systematic uncertainties are estimated to be static magnetic and electric fields of a Penning
no greater than 3xlO "14 . trap and stored for hours (see Fig. 1). The ions

are created inside the trap by electron bombard-
Introduction ment of Be atoms evaporated from an oven located

outside the trap electrodes. During a run, the
Because stored ion techniques provide long oven is turned off, and the residual pressure is

confinement times with minimal perturbations, they estimated to be less than 10-7 Pa. The trap is
provide the basis for improved time and frequency made of gold mesh endcaps and a molybdenum mesh
standards'. Several groups have sought to evelop a ring electrode. The center of the trap is at one
microwave frequency standard based on 19'Hg ions in focus of an ellipsoidal mirror; the second focus
an rf trap 2 -5. The choice of the 199Hg ion for a is outside the vacuum system. A lens is used to
microwave stored ion frequency standard is based on collimate the fluorescence light into a photo-
its 40.5 GHz ground-state hyperfine separation, multiplier tube. The ions are laser cooled.
which is the largest of any ion which might easily compressed, and pumped into the (M1 ,M )= (-3/2,be used in a frequency standard (hence high Q for a -1/2) ground state by a laser tuned to the 2s2S

given interrogation time), and its relatively large (-3/2,-1/2) * 2p2P319 (-3/2 ,-3/2) (X=313 nm)transi
mass, (hence small second-order Doppler shift at a tion.7 The 313 nm flght is obtained by generating
given temperature). In addition, a 2°2Hg+ lamp the second harmonic of the output of a single mode

O(r. 4I - A0'2 
- 2A2

,Vng .A 2
q V A V,

+ro r0 +2z.

by #(r. z)-co

Figure 1. Electrode configuration for a Penning trap. In this
experiment Bo = 0.8194 T, 1.64zo-ro=0.417 cm, and Voli V.
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= -0.017 (B

(Mi, Mj)

Linewidths which, to a high degree, are indepen-vo. dent of the magnetic field homogeneity and stabil-(-3/2, 1/2) ity are obtained by using a first order magnetic

(-1/2, 1/2) field independent transition like v, as the clock

F=1 O/Z 112) transition. 
'  

Microwave radiation tuned to the
(312 1/2) electron spin flip resonance (,23 914.01 MHz)

transfers half of the ion population from the
Mixing optically pumped (-3/2,-1/2) state to the (-3/2,

F=2 Mic .oaves +1/2) state. Some of the (-3/2,.1/2) state
population is transferred to the (- ,+ ) state by

(3/2, -112) application of rf near the 303 MHz clock transi-

1 /Z -1/2) tion frequency. This results in a decrease in the
(-1/2, -1/2) optically pumped (-3/2,-1/2) state population

(-3/2, -1/2) because of the microwave mixing and a decrease in
the fluorescence light detected by the photomulti-
plier tube.

The time domain Ramsey method is used to
probe the v, clock transition. First a 0.5s rf

Figure 2. Hyperfine structure of the Be 2s2S, pulse is applied to the trapped ions. This is
ground state as a function of magnetic followed by a 19s free precession period and then
field. v1 is the clock transition, the second 0.5s rf pulse, coherent with the first

one. The laser and mixing microwaves ar on for a
period of 3 to 5 s during which the 'Be ions are

cw dye laser in a 900 phase-matched cyrstal of prepared in the (-3/2,-1/2) and (-3/2,+1/2)
rubidium dihydrogen phosphate (RDP). The power is states. The laser and mixing microwaves are then
typically 20 pW. The size, density, and temperature turned off during the 20S rf Ramsey interrogation
of the ion clouds are determined by using a second period in order to avoid light and ac Zeeman
probe laser.

8  
Typical clouds consist of at most shifts. After the Ramsey interrogation period,

several hundred ions with cloud densities of 1-2x10
7  

the laser and mixing microwaves are turned back
ions/cm

3 
and cloud diameters ranging from 100 to 300 on, and the signal is obtained from the photomul-

pm. Ion temperatures of around OOmKare obtained tiplier tube count rate during the first 0.3 to
with the laser on continuously. 0.5 s of the laser and mixing microwaves on

At a magnetic field of about 0.8194 T, the period. The theoretical line shape for these
(-3/2,1/2) * (- , ) ground state hyperfine transi- conditions is shown in Fig. 3. Figure 4 gives the
tion v, (see Fig. 2), depends only quadratically on signal obtained by averaging 10 sweeps across a
the magnetic field deviation AB. 100mHzwidth centered near the clock transition

I 1 I I 1

C

-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
Applied rf Frequency-Center Frequency (Hf)

Figure 3. Theoretical resonance curve for the clock transition.
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Figure 4. Ramsey signal obtained on the clock transition. The sweep width is
100mHz and the frequency interval between points is 5mHz. The dots
are experimental; the curve is a least squares fit.

frequency (i.e., the central portion of Fig. 3).
The 25 mHz linewidth gives a Q of 1.2x1010 on the
303 MHz clock transition.

Figure 5 is a block diagram of tne system used
to lock an rf oscillator to the clock transition.
The 303 MHz is obtained by sum-mixing the 294 MHz Computer DIA VCXO
frequency doubled output of a frequency synthesizer
(SYNTH 1) with the output of another frequency
synthesizer (SYNTH 2) near 9 MHz. A 5 MHz voltage MHz
controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO) is used as a
reference for SYNTH. 2. A passive hydrogen maser .t
(ca (r) = 1.5x10" 2 T" frequency drift
<A310-161/day)1 ° is used as a reference for SYNTH 1. P SYNTH 2
SYNTH 2, the counter, the laser light shutter, and
the microwave and rf switches are interfaced to a
computer which controls the data acquisition - MHz
sequence. The computer steps SYNTH 2 by ±13 mHz
about a frequency near the 303 MHz clock transition -303MHz R
frequency minus 294 MHz. If C1 , C2 , and C3 are AMP. Mixer
three successive signals, the computer calculates an
error signal equal to C, + C3 - 2C2 .

4 5 This error on Trap -294.MHz
signal is independent of a linear drift in the t,.tal
count rate. The computer simulates an analog
integrator by incrementing a register by a number SYNTH I
proportional to the error signal after each
measurement. The contents of this register are
output to a digital-to-analog converter (D/A), which 5MHz
steers the VCXO so as to keep the mean interrogation
frequency (the average of the high and low frequency PasiveH
half-cycles) as close as possible to the clock Maser
transition frequency. The frequency of the VCXO is
compared with the frequency of the passive hydrogen
maser.

Results Figure 5. Block diagram of the frequency servo.

The Allan variance of the VCXO was - isured out
to 3.2X103 s. The VCXO is used as a rei .ence for
SYNTH 2 which provides only 9 MHz of the 403 MHz rf.
By dividing the Allan variance of the VCXO by the
ratio of the clock transition and SYNTH 2
frequencies (equal to 33.6), the Allan variance,
o (), of an oscillator stabilized by the entire 303
Mz clock transition is obtained, since frequency
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fluctuations in the frequency doubled 294 MHz output related to the sinail rf eakage du, ing the reputi,-
of SYNTH I are negligible. Figure 6 shows ki (i) for ing (laser. mixing mi(rowave, on) part (.1 the dati,
six runs of this experiment. The attack Ytime is cycle By switching the SYNIH 2 frequency by
between 300 and 400 s. For times greater thal the kHz during the repumping part t thte ati ir,
attack time, 0 (T) is falling off as 2xlO

"
1 I i

-
. A this shift was made to disappea, Cther parim-

measurement ofYthe v, clock transition frequency is eters which were varied ir. orde' tu test .r

obtained from each run. A weighted average systematic Irequency shift wee thr- ;a e, pce '
frequency, f, is obtained for fifteen 6400s runs by arid the number of ions, each of which was 'TivO
weighting each run according to its stability o (i) by about a factor of two. and variouS dead tlmein
at T=1600 s. y which were insertec between part_ if the data

cycle. In order to test for frequerc, offet-

(f/oi due, for example, to an, asymmetf ic compornent of
T ) the resonance line, tine frequenc, step; wt ,e

/ (/,i.i) changed to ±0 41 HZ, so that the s,des of the
ninth sidelobes, rather than of the certraj lobe,

= 303 016 377.265 077 Hz were sampled (See fig. 3). No systematic shitts
were observed at the level permitted b the
signal-to-noise ratio (a few parts in mu'

The standard deviation of this average is Table I lists the estimated sstemat'c e,-rLrs

for this experiment. The 3 parts in 10' pepa-tu-
2 2 peak fluctuations in the magnetic field Lontri-

(fi-f) /0i bute a 3xI0
"14 

uncertainty in the clock tra!vtion[ (-N-1) /i )J frequency. State of the art superConducting
magnets have stabilities 1,000 times bette, than
the magnet used in this experiment, which could= 44 pHz (1.5x10:). lower this uncertainty by a factor of I0".

Nonlinearities and frequency drift in the ACf0
As noted above, the frequency of the stabilized could cause servo offsets at the 3x10-

4 
level.

VCXO was measured relative to the passive hydrogen By improving the servo system (for instance,

maser. The uncertainty of the measured frequency of l inearizing the VCXO response) this uncertainty
the passive hydrogen maser relative to the could be substantially reduced. The temperature
international definition of the second, based on the of the ions with the laser on was measured to be
Cs hyperfine separation, is 64 pHz (2.t1x10"z1). approximately 100mK which corresponds to a second-

Various experimental parameters were varied to order Doppler shift of 1.5xi0
"
±
s
. With the laser

test for possible systematic errors. The mixing off, some heating of the ions was observed.
microwave power was varied by over 20dB. In the During the 20s rf Ramsey period while the laser
initial stages of this experiment, a ix10

-2 
shift was off, the ion temperature increased to about

in the measured clock transition frequency was 3K. This results in a second-order Doppler shift
observed when the mixing microwave power was lowered of about 5 parts in 1014. We believe that the
by 20dB. It was determined that this shift was heating observed in this experiment can be

Standard Performance

Commercial Cs Beam

10- 13

100 1000 10000

Figure 6. v (T) in this experiment compared with standard and high

prformance commercial Cs beam tubes.
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TABLE 1. Estimated systematic errors

Systematic Size of Acknowledgments
effect effect Uncertainty

We wish to thank the Air force Office o"

Magnetic field vo= 303 MHz 3 x 10-
1" Scientific Research and the Office of Naval Resea, ,

freq. shift for their support of this work. We would also Ii..,

to thank S. R. Stein for his aid in using the t. ,-
Servo offsets 3 x 10-

14  
3 x 10-

14  
measurement system and for many helpful discussion .
C. Manney for his work in designing the rf probe.

2nd order Doppler 5 x 10-
14  

5 x 10
-14  

and J. S. Wells and R. Blatt for carefully readin,
the manuscript.

Pulling due to 10 
"
15

spurious signals References

Stark shifts 10" s 1. H. G. Dehmelt, Advan. Atomic and Mol. Physics
3. 53 (1967) and 5, 109(1969). D. J. Wineland,

1st order Doppler '10
"
-1 W. M. Itano, and-R. S. Van Dyck, Jr., Advan.

Atomic and Mol. Physics 19, to be published.
Collisions with 10

°
15 2. F. G. Major and G. Werth, Phys. Rev. Lett. 3L

background gas 1155 (1973).
3. M. 0. McGuire, R. Petsch, and G. Werth, Phys.

Background slopes '10i5 Rev. A17, 1999 (1978).
4. M. Jardino, M. Desaintfuscien, R. Barillet, J.

Coherence between <10
-
i Viennet, P. Petit, and C. Audoin, Proc. 34tn

cycles Ann. Symp. on Freq. Control, 1980 (Electronic
Industries Assoc., 2001 Eye St., NW, Washington

D.C. 20006) p. 353 and Appl. Phys. 24, 10/
(1981).

5. L. S. Cutler, R. P. Giffard, and M. D. McGuire,
understood and controlled in future experiments, and Proc. 13th Annual Precise Time and Time Interval
that second-order Doppler shifts at the ixlO-"i Applications and Planning Meeting, Washington.
level will be obtained. A potential systematic D.C. 1981 (NASA Conf. Pub. 2220, NASA
effect for stored ion frequency standards is a light Scientific and Tech. Info. Branch, 1982) p. 563
shift due to an incomplete reinitialization of the and paper in these proceedings.
ion population during the repumping part of the data 6. D. J. Wineland, W. M. Itano, J. C. Bergquist
cycle''. Such a shift may be present even though and F. L. Walls, Proc. 35th Ann. Symp. on Freq.
the light is off during the rf interrogation period, Control, 1981 (Electronic Industries Assoc.,
if coherence survives the repumping period. In this 2001 Eye St. , NW, Washington D.C. 20006) p
experiment, the computer random function generator 602.
was used to randomize the phase of the rf before 7. W. M. Itano and D. J. Wineland, Phys. Rev. A24.
each rf Ramsey period. This eliminates any syste- 1364 (1981).
matic light shift. All other systematic effects 8. J. J. Bollinger and D. J. Winelaid, Bull. Am.
listed in Table 1 are less than lxiOD'

s . 
Unfortu- Phys. Soc. 28, 782 (1983).

nately, the signal-to-noise ratio in this experiment 9. P. Kusch and H. Taub, Phys. Rev. 75, 1477
did not permit reaching the level of the anticipated (1949).
systematics of Table 1 in a reasonable amount of 10. Private communication with F. L. Walls, Time and
time. Freq. Div., NBS.

11. E. I. Alekseyev, Ye. N. Bazarov, and G. I.
Future Work Telegin, Radio Eng. Electron. Phys. (USSR) 20,

73 (1975).
As stated in the introduction, the purpose of 12. Only small clouds of 9Be

+ 
ions were used in

this experiment was to study the generic problems of this experiment because the supply of 
9
Be in the

stored ion frequency standards with cold ions. oven was almost exhausted.
Ultimately, the same experiment could be performed 13. H. Hemmati, J. C. Bergquist, and W. M. Itano,
on the 26 GHz field independent ground state Opt. Lett. 8, 73 (1983).
hyperfine trasition in 

20
Hg .6 Based on previous

work with Mg ions
7
, 10 mHz linewidths should be

obtainable. This would give a line Q of 2.6x10' 2
.

In future experiments, we also expect to load
clouds with as many as I05 ions.

12  
From the /

results obtained in this experiment on small
clouds and a 303 MHz clock transition frequency
we anticipate that a stability of 2x1O'

5
S T

should be obtainable wi'h a frecpency standard
based on large clouds of 

20
°Hg ions.

6  
The

uncertainty of the anticipated systematic effects
should be comparable to those discussed in the
previous section; thus an accuracy on the order of
1x1O-S is expected. The development of the cw,
tunable, narrowband source at 194 nm required for
cooling the Hg ions has now been accomplished.'

3

Experiments on trapping and cooling Hg ions are
being initiated.
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PERFORMANCE OF COMPACT HYDROGEN MkSERS

Albert Kirk

Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL)*
California Institute of Technology

4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109

Abstract Environmental Effects on the Output
Frequency of CHY-2

Compact hydrogen masers have 
been built and are

under continuing development at several organizations. A. TF.MPERATURE
JPL maintains a special facility which is dedicated
to testing, evaluating, improving and maintaining state The maser was placed inside a test chamber and the
of the art frequency standards. This paper presents chamber temperature was held at +23'C until the maser
the results of a series of tests that were performed at output frequency was stable. The chamber temperature
this facility on two different types of compact hydro- was then lowered to 21'C and about 8 hours later it was

d gen masers. One of these masers is a prototype unit increased to 29'C. The resulting shifts in output
developed by Hughes Research Laboratories, Malibu, CA frequency were measured and we estimate the following
for the United States Naval Research Laboratory. This temperature coefficients:
maser uses Q-enhancement to achieve cavity oscillation
and is equipped with a cavity tuning servo system. The For a small step AT = 2°C
other is a prototype passtve hydrogen maser also
equipped with a cavity tuning servo system and was --f -14 -14

~ developed by the National Bureau of Standards, Boulder. 3
CO. The data presented includes output frequency
versus certain environmental parameters, Allan variance and for a large step AT = 8°C
and drift. The work on the Hughes Research maser was
sponsored by the United States Naval Research Labora- Af = 1.2 x 10-14 1 0.5 x 0-4/°C
tory (NRL). The NBS passive maser development was f

sponsored by the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
instration (NASA) and NRL ..-- It should be noted that this was a "quick look" temper-

ature test and was not repeated, furthermore the
influence of humidity changes on the output frequency

Introduction was not determined but subsequent data suggests that it

may be significant.

Two types of tests were performed on the Hughes
compact maser

1 
designated throughout this paper as B. BAROMETRIC PRESSURE

"CHY-2".

The chamber temperature was held constant at +2,
0
C

a. Environmental effects on output frequency. t 0.3*C while the barometric pressure was stepped ± 12"

H20 about 7 times. This test took about 30 hours and
b. Statistical frequency stability and drift, the resulting frequency changes let us estimate a baro-

metric pressure coefficient by averaging all but the
first and last half steps.

For the frequency stability and drift tests we

included a compact passive hydrogen maser prototype
2
, Af = -x0

-  
± 0.5 x 1 /inch Hg

which was built by the National Bureau of Standards 
I

(NBS) and designated in this report as "NBS-3".

C. MAGNETIC FIELD

Four active hydrogen masers
3 
and two commercial

cesium beam frequency standards were used as reference A helmholtz coil was placed around the maser so as

frequency standards. DSN-2 and DSN-3 are the designa- to provide a uniform magnetic field along the vertical

tions for the JPL built (deep space network) "DSN" type axis. Three separate tests were conducted. The applied

masers. These are placed inside environmentally iso- magnetic field was stepped 7 times between + and

lated chambers and serve as the primary reference - 100 mG yielding 200 mG per step data. The test was

standards at the test facility. The NR-5 maser is one repeated two more times using ± 300 mG and ± 500 mG

of the newest models from the Goddard Spaceflight Center steps to yield data for 600 and 1000 mG steps. The

(GSFC) and was built by the Applied Physics Laboratory maser was operated at the hydrogen flux level specified

(APL) of the Johns Hopkins University. The SAO-14 maser by the manufacturer, the ambient temperature was at

is of the latest series built by the Smithsonian Astro- 2i*C and the Zeeman frequency was Initially at 450 Hz.

physical Laboratory (SAO). The following coefficients were determined.

Af .8.9 x 10- 13 + 4 x 10-14/gauss (200 mG steps)
The test environment was continuously monitored in f .

order to assess its effect on the validity and accuracy Af -13 -14
of the tests. Room temperature was maintained at Af 8.8 x 10 3 x 10 /gauss (600 mG steps)
23.50 ± 0.2°C. Great care was taken to assure that the f

masers were not locked to each other. The CHY-2 maser Af . x 1-13 + 2 x 
14
/gauss (1000 mG steps)

was susceptible to this problem. f = -

The research described in this paper was carried out by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute

of Technology, under a contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration.

CH1957-0/83/0000 0042 $1.00 (©) 1983 IEEE 42



Frequency Stability After the 43 day test period we determined the
following frequency changes between maser pairs:

Allan variance (CHY-2, NBS-3) 
frequency stability

was determined by measuring the Allan variance
4  DSN2 - DSN3 - 0 t 2 x I0

- 14

several times against different frequency standards.
The reference frequency standard was offset in fre- DSN2 - NR5 = +2.0 x 10 5 x 10
quency to yield a desired beat frequency. The zero
crossing times of this beat was recorded on magnetic DSN2 - CHY2 = -6.0 x 10

-1 + 
1.5 x 1

tape for offline computer processing
5
. For most tests,

the 5 MIz standard output frequency of the masers, DSN2 - NBS3 = 0 t 2 x 10
-1

under test, was multiplied to 100 MHz and the measure-
ments were made at this frequency. The plots shown in DSN3 - NR5 = +2.5 x 10

-  
5 x 10

-

this report are typical of all the data that was col- 14 -14
lected during this test. DSN3 - CHY2 = -5.5 x 10

-  
1.5 x 10

Figure I shows the results of CHY-2 versus the JPL DSN3 - NBS3 = +1.5 x 10 2 10
DSN-3 maser. This data was taken during the period
between 12-22-82 and 1-7-83. As is shown later in this From these measurements we estimate the following
report the CHY-2 had two distinct changes in output frequency shifts for each maser over the 43 day test
frequency during the above period. These are supposi- period:
tioned to be due to the malfunction in the CHY-2 cavity
synthesizer (a problem that had occurred earlier during CHY-2 = -6 x 10 

- 14
* 3.5 x 10

- 14

initial verification tests) which may be susceptible to
changes in humidity. NBS-3 = +1 x 10' 4.0 x 10

Figure 2 uses the same set of raw data but covers NR-5 = +2.5 x 10 ± 2.5 x 10
a shorter time interval which excluded the periods
during which the large frequency change took place. In addition to the frequency offset measurements
Notice the difference at T lO 1s. against DSN2 and DSN3 we also recorded continuous

phase data between the test masers and NR-5 which was
Figure 3 is a typical Allan variance plot of the continuously autotuning with a maser as the reference.

NBS-3 maser versus the JPL DSN-3 maser. The two commercial casium units were too noisy for the

required resolution during this test.
Figure 4 covers the period which excludes the

effects of distinct frequency changes that occurred Figure 6 is the phase plot of the CHY-2 against

on NBS-3 (see Fig. 11). the NR-5 for a 38 day period. The effect of two
distinct frequency shifts can be clearly seen.

Figure 5 is a plot of the JPL reference masers
DSN-3 vs. DSN-2. The noise is sufficiently low to not Figure 7 is the fractional frequency plot derived
appreciably affect the results obtained for the compact from the phase data of Figure 6. Note the increase
test masers, except perhaps at tau values > 104 seconds. from day 5 to 8, the turnaround followed by a decrease

of about I x 10-13 and settling at a new frequency by
day 11. This corresponds very closely with a signi-

Long Term Drift ficant change in humidity (approximately 25%). See

Figure 16 which shows a plot of humidity during the
A primary objective was to determine the long term 38 day test period. A similar shift in frequency,

behavior of the output frequency vs time. The allotted corresponding to humidity occurred near day 25. It is
test period was 45 days. Preliminary measurements not clear why the frequency did not return to its
indicated that a low drift rate was to be expected for nominal value on these two occasions or why it changed
both compact masers. by such a relatively large amount. Measurements

against the other reference masers verified these
During the last few years it was determined that shifts on CHY-2. We observed this type of frequency

the drift of DSN-2 and DSN-3 is due to cavity aging.
3  

shift before, on earlier tests, and found problems
Repeatability of cavity tuning was shown to be with the cavity control synthesizer and a cable on the
±2 x 10-14 for these two masers. A manual tuning CHY2 maser.
technique allows completion of tuning both of these
masers in less than 6 hours. We therefore proceeded We estimate the total frequency shift of CHIY-2
in the following manner: against NR-5 using Figure 7 to be -8.5 x 10-14. This

is an excellent comparison agreement with the measure-
a. Tune all reference masers and measure the ments also made against the reference masers DSN-2 and

frequency offset that exists between all DSN-3.
masers at the beginning of the test. (Day 0)

Figures 8, 9, 10 show the 10 to 26 day portion of
b. Continuously auto tune the NR-5 maser during phase, frequency and Allan variance between CHY-2 and

the entire test period. (This removes nearly MR-5. The peak to peak noise of approximately 2 nS
all of its drift.) masks any long term drift that may be present. The

residuals suggest environmental effects and appear to
c. Repeat the tuning procedure for DSN-3 and correlate with humidity. Of course CHY-2 could be

DSN-2 at the end of the test and again measure drifting at about the same rate and in the same
the frequency offset that exists between all direction as the KR-5. As measured directly against
masers.* the offset masers the upper bound of drift for the

NR-5 is estimated to be I x 10-
15
/day when the auto-

tuner is being utilized (in NR-5).

We make the basic assumption that the atomic line The main question that needs to be addressed in
frequency of DSN-2 and DSN-3 did not change. regards to CHY-2 is whether the behavior shown in
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Figure 7 is the intrinsic behavior of frequency versus Day 26
time for this type of maser design or rather the result
of a curable malfunction which may be induced by Brief loss of lock on CHY-2 due to vacion glitch.
environmental changes. Maser was restored and phase data corrected. The

impact was minor.
If we remove the two distinct frequency changes of

I x 10
-
13 shown in Figure 7 we can estimate a drift Day 38 to Day 44

for CHY-2:
Vacion pump failures on CHY-2. Maser restored and

end of test frequency measurements made. Frequency
-f -6 x 10
-
14 + -. x 10

-
13 repeatability was very good after each pump failure

f -6 43 days and subsequent restoration.

Prior to environmental testing on CHY-2 several
-x 0-15/day -8 x 10

-
16 synthesizer malfunctions occurred. There was also

a problem with a coaxial cable between the source
oscillator and the source. Additionally some effort

Figures 11, 12 show the phase and frequency data was required to provide sufficient shielding for the
of the NBS-3 maser against NR-5. Several distinct CHY-2 receiver and physics unit to ensure that no lock

frequency changes occurred during the test period. The up to a reference maser can occur. Evidence that this

net frequency change over the entire period appears to could happen was discovered when a 1.42405751 GHz

be nearly zero and confirmed by direct frequency signal from another maser was radiated in the test

measurements against DSN-2 and DSN-3. The environ- facility.

mental data shows that the frequency perturbations
correlate well with humidity. Note the nearly seven
day cycles in the residuals. Summary

Again we can speculate as to whether this behavior Long term frequency stability measurements proved
is inherent with this design or whether an abnormal to be as difficult to make as anticipated. It isis ihernt ith hisdesgn o whthe an bnomalclear that much longer time periods are required to
malfunction, perhaps environmentally induced, is at clathtmhlogrieprodaerquedo
play. reduce the relatively large measurement uncertainties

associated with this test. The unexpected frequency

Figures 13, 14, 15 cover the 10 to 26 day period shifts that occurred make it nearly impossible to

during which the maser frequency perturbations were of derive an accurate measurement of drift over a 43 dav
shorter durations. Note again the seven day periodicity period. It appears that the cavity frequency control* shrte duatins.Not agin te svendayperodiity servo mechanism employed on the CHY-2 and NBS-3 type
often seen on frequency standards. The Allan variance

shown on Figure 15 extends that of Figure 4 without the masers are capable of considerably reducing the

limitation of the DSN-3 drift. frequency pulling effect of cavity aging.

It is also apparent that, for a maser with intrins-
yields an estimate of the drift rate for the NBS-3 ically good long term stability (low drift), environ-
yises amental parameters such as those measured for CHY-2
maser.

assume a dominant role and need to be dealt with.
This involves the environment itself as well as the

Af -2 x 10-16/day ± 9 x 10
-
16 maser's sensitivity to it.

f A drift of 5 x 10
- 16 

per day for example accum-
ulates a time error of about 20 nS in a 30 day period.

Correlation Functions It is easy to see that for precise time keeping pur-
poses severe requirements are imposed on the environ-

In order to gain more information about the ment, given the environmental coefficients measured on
frequency-humidity relationship auto and cross- CHY-2.
correlation was performed on the humidity and test
maser output frequency data. The data suggests the following conclusions:

Figure 16 is a plot of dew point/frost point Over the short term (T < 7 days) environmental
(humidity) during the test period, effects and short term noise dominate and are charac-

terized by the Allan variance measurement as white
Figure 17 and 18 are plots of the cross correlation frequency noise (T-1/

2
). Random walk frequency type

coefficients of humidity and frequency for the CHY2-NR5 noise was not evident over the given measurement
and NBS3-NR5 respectively. The CHY2-NR5 frequency pair period. Neither the 38 day phase data (absence of
yields a coefficient of 0.83 with humidity with second order terms) nor the 38 day Allan variance data
virtually no lag whereas the NBS3-NR5 frequency pair (absence of T' slope) indicated significant long term
yields a coefficient of 0.89 with humidity at a lag of drift.
about I day.

Correlation with humidity is high.

Significant Events
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COLD HYDROGEN MASER RESEARCH AT SAO AND RELATED DEVELOPMENTS

R.F.C. Vessot, E.M. Mattison, and E. Imbier

Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory and
Harvard College Observatory, Cambridge, Mass. 02138

ABSTRACT the hydrogen atom's oscillating magnetic dipole (per
collision) is obtained by measuring the frequency

The cryogenically-cooled maser provides a means shift of the maser signal and knowing the kinetics ofC for measuring frequency shifts and relaxation proper- the atoms in the bulb. The average phase decorrela-
ties of storage wall coating materials that can be tion is determined from the oscillation line Q, de-O frozen in place from substances normally in the fined as
gaseous phase. We report initial measurements for

C FEP-120 Teflon between 77K and 48K and comyare them Q=

with the 372K to 77K data of de Saintfuscien. Some of 
2
Y2T

the design features of the maser are described. The where w = 2xf is the maser frequency, and Y2T is the

cryomaser's hydrogen dissociator is located entirely relaxation rate of the phase from all causes, includ-
within the vacuum enclosure and operates at 77K. The ing exit of the atoms from the bulb. The line Q is
in-vacuum dissociator and other developments that have analogous to the quality factor of any conventional

been adapted and tested in a room temperature maser, oscillator and appears in the following expression for
and that are applicable for both space and terrestrial the fundamental limitation of frequency stability:
use. are also discussed.=-

INTRODUCTION Ofy(Q) = b
This is the one-sigma expectation of the fractional

A program for studying the operation of atomic frequency variation measured in the time interval v.
hydrogen masers at low temperatures has been been un- Here kT is the thermal noise power per unit bandwidth
der way at the Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (k is Boltzmann's constant, T is absolute temperature)
since 1977. The aim of this program is to advance and Pb is the power generated by the oscillator, in
both the science and the technology of hydrogen this case the state-selected hydrogen atoms that have
masers. The work has been supported by the Office of been focussed into the storage volume.
Naval Research, the Smithsonian Institution, the Na-

tional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Additive white phase noise also contributes to
the let Propulsion Laboratory, and Marshall Space the frequency instability; the variance of the frac-
Flight Center. tional frequency variations from this source is given

by
The principal reason for the outstanding stabil- 1 rFkTB1'

ity of the hydrogen maser is the fact that hydrogen o y0 = If aFT

atoms can be confined in a storage vessel for extended o
periods (on the order of a second) with very little where F is the receiver noise figure, B is the overall

effect on the phase of their oscillating magnetic system bandwidth in Hz, and Po is the power delivered
dipole moments. This moment results from the magnetic to the receiver.
interaction between the proton and electron spins in
the hydrogen ground state; the energy separation There are several reasons to expect increased
produced by this interaction provides the hydrogen hydrogen maser stability at low temperatures.
maser signal, the familiar 21 cm line of radio astron- 1. kT is smaller. This also affects the signal-to-
omy. noise ratio of equipment that receives the maser

signal.

Atoms stored in a hydrogen maser make many colli- 2. Pb can be made larger. The limit on Pb is from
sions with the wall surface of the storage volume. In hydrogen-hydrogen spin exchange collisions in the
conventional masers this surface is usually coated storage volume. The cross section for such colli-
with Teflon, a long chain fluorocarbon. The interac- sion diminishes rapidly with temperature making it
tioan during collisions has not been extensively possible to have a much greater density for a
studied, and we are still using the same materials and given level of spin exchange quenching.
techniques of 20 years ago. At present the theoreti- 3. The lower speed of the atoms reduces the wall
cally available stability of the maser has been collision rate and, all other things being equal.
achieved for averaging periods between one second and correspondingly increases the storage time.

one hour; in this regime the stability is limited by 4. Many properties of materials are much better be-

thermal noise, thermal movement of the atoms in the haved at low temperatures and excellent magnetic
storage volume, and the rate of wall collision relaxa- field control can be accomplished using supercon-

tion. This last process is what we want to inves- ducting shields.
tigate at low temperatures where electronic noise, kT,
is redueed, and where atoms move more slowly and col- &E3CTIVES 91 in £ow MA RMAECM PROGRAM
lide with much less energy than at room temperature.

The principal objective of our present efforts is

By injecting substances that are gaseous at room to determine the behavior of the various types of

temperature into the storage volume of a cryogenically walls as a function of temperature and to develop an
cooled maser and allowing them to freeze on its walls, understanding of the fundamental processes governing
we can repeatedly coat the walls with different the collision interactions.
materials in a well-controlled manner. A measurement

of the average advance or retardation of the phase of

49 CH1957-0/83/0000 0049 $1 00C 1983 IEEE



The possible advantages of operating a hydrogen be used in a servo-controlled system to hold the cav-

maser at temperatures well below room temperature have ity temperature at the desired level.

been speculated upon for many years. but until

recently the prospects for successfully operating such For temperatures below the liquid helium boiling

a device at temperatures significantly below 771 point, we included provisions to change our method of

seemed marginal. Ileppner and his co-workers
2 

demon- cooling and can connect the cavity directly to the
strated that atomic hydrogen could be contained at 49 helium bath. By pumping on the helium gas, we should
in a vessel whose walls were coated with frozen be able to drive the temperature well below 4K.
molecular hydrogen. This gave considerable impetus to
investigate the behavior of the hyperfine resonance at Additionally, we wanted to have a reasonably
temperatures below 77K, which was the temperature large capacity for helium so that disturbances from
limit explored by N. do Saintfuscien and others

1 
in filling could be avoided for up to five days of steady

their research into wall relaxation and wall coatings. operation. Since the projected cavity and shielding
structures that would be cooled tended to be quite

In 1977 work began at SAO on an initial version massive and the apparatus itself would be rather
of a liquid helium-cooled cryostat that contained a large, we decided to use a liquid nitrogen guard
TE111 -mode split storage volume resonator with fluo- region to surround the liquid helium container and the
rinated ethylene propylene copolymer (FEP) Teflon sample region. This reduces the cost of cryogens used
coated walls. At first, oscillation could only be for initial cooling and allows more flexibility of
sustained down to temperatures of about 55K. Why it operation. It also eliminates the need for multi-
would not oscillate below this temperature was open to layer reflective insulation (superinsulation) and the
many questions -- were the walls of the storage volume ensuing outgassing problems that could lead to surface
contaminated because of the rather crude vacuum system contamination in the atomic hydrogen storage volume of
we employed, or was there a more fundamental limit the maser.
imposed by the nature of the atomic hydrogen in its
collision with the FEP surfaces? To answer these The final design of the SAO cold hydrogen maser
questions we decided to try a different approach with cryostat is shown in Figure 1. The fact that the
the cold maser. This was to introduce carbon liquid helium and nitrogen tanks are above the region
tetrafluoride (CFe4) gas through the hydrogen source to be cooled is dictated by the need for a gravity
structure and freeze a coating of this molecule on the feed of cryogen to the cavity region.
inside surfaces of the cavity storage volume. This

technique provided a fluorine-bonded-to-carbon surface The annular 30 liter liquid nitrogen tank is
comparable to the long chain fluoride molecules of thermally connected to an equipment mounting plate of
Teflon. The scheme worked, and greatly to our copper beneath it and to a heavy copper shroud sur-
delight, we were able to maintain oscillation down to rounding the working volume, which is roughly 22 in-

temperatures of 26K. ches (56 cm) in diameter x 22 inches (56 cm) deep.
Inside it is the 30 liter liquid helium tank, which

This work was reported
3 

at the 33rd Annual Sym- has a flat base plate for mounting equipment to
posium on Frequency Control and we continued theoreti- operate near 4K. The cavity resonator is suspended
cal studies to determine what advanta es would accrue from a tubular sample holder that is thermally iso-
if we could operate at or below 26K.1 From theory we lated from the liquid helium reservoir by being at-

know that the stability would be well below I part in tached to a point near the top of the dewar, allowing
1016 at 1000 seconds provided no new instability it to operate at temperatures substantially above 4K.
problem arose. However, we know that the large tem- Liquid helium flows to the sample holder through a
perature-dependance of the wall shift is likely to needle valve that controls its flow rate. The mag-

cause difficult requirements for temperature stabili- netic shield assembly is suspended by thermally con-
zation in the cold maser. ducting rods from the nitrogen tank and is kept near

77K to prevent the excessive loss of magnetic shield-

ECHANICAL CONFIGURATION OF THE COLD MASER ing owing to the reduction of magnetic permeability at
very low temperatures.

The desig. of the maser cryostat required consid-
erable effort and imagination to anticipate as many All the components are mounted on the 26 inch (66
uses as possible to which it could be put in a cold cm) diameter top plate of the cryostat which is vacuum
maser testing program. First, it had to be struc- sealed by an 0-ring to the vacuum enclosure. Access
turally reliable. Second, it had to have a a reason- is gained to the assembly by lifting the plate out of
ably large volume in order to house a variety of pos- the enclosure using a crane as shown in Figure 2.
sible maser cavity and magnetic shield configurations.
We decided that if we had uncertainties in these di- To obtain reasonably fast pumping, as well as

mensions it would be better to have a larger, rather good enough cleanliness to permit outgassing the sys-
than smaller, volume. As an upper limit, we decided tem at the at the 10

-8 
torr level, we use a turbo-

that it should be able to house the full size TE01 1- molecular pumping system with 450 liter/second
node cavity and inner magnetic shield design such as throughput. This is intended to pump the system when

was used in the lightweight space-probe maser.
5  

it is at or above 77K. When liquid helium is used,
the 4 inch diameter gate valves are closed and the

The question of the range of operating tempera- system cryopumps. so that all gases but helium con-
tures was also an issue. Our previous success in ob- dense on the helium tank.
talnn$ oscillation at temperatures as low as 261 sug-
gested that we should cover the range from 77K to The cavity resonator used in the first tests was
somewhere near 4.21 with provision for stabilization a 15 cm diameter z 18 cm long TE11 1-mode r.f. cavity

6

at any point between these temperatures. This was (instead of the usual 28 cm diameter z 28 ca diameter

done by mounting the maser cavity on a tubular support long Th11 1-mode cavity). This cavity is equipped with
that contains a constant-loss, metered flow of liquid a Teflon septum to separate the two regions of r.f.
helium that cools the cavity and offsets heat leakage magnetic field that are 1SO degrees out of phase. The

into the system. By metering a slightly greater flow remaining interior surfaces of the cavity are coated
of helium than required to offset the heat leak, an with FBP-120 (fluorinated ethylene propylene co-

electrical resistance heater on the cavity support can polymer). The entry collimator is split by the sep-
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tan, each side leading to one-half the cavity, suitable for the cryogenically cooled maser are at-
tached to the cold structure.

The gas handling system for the wall coating
gases utilizes a ballast volume, metering valves, and Figure 3 shows the device as it is built into the
pressure- and flow-measuring equipment. A mechanical cryogenic maser. The liquid nitrogen cooled attach-
scavenging pump allows control of the gas ballast tank ment ring is bolted to the cooled copper shroud as
pressure. as well as purging and cleaning of the sys- shown in Figure 1.
ten. The gas is admitted through a valve and led to
two jets located on the downstream side of the The very low power dissipated by the glass and
haeapole magnet, each aimed into one of the input col- the plasma within it has led us to try this type of
limators of the TE1 11 cavity's storage volume, design in non-cryogenically cooled masers. Here the

heat from the glass is conducted to the vacuum en-
THE COLD HYDROGEN DISSOCIATOR velope, and the excitation coil, made of heavy copper,

is also thermally connected to the vacuum envelope.

Hydrogen masers require a source of hydrogen at-
oms in the form of a directed beam. In conventional This design, where the dissociator is wholly
masers operating at room temperature the source of at- within the vacuum envelope, eliminates the need for
as is nearly in thermal equilibrium with the storage elastomer seals and is particularly attractive for use
region. In the cold masers, however, a conventional in spaceborne masers where the thermal control of the
atomic hydrogen source would be much hotter than the dissociator is best done by conductive means rather
storage volume. This can cause at least two types of than by a recirculated air flow system as used in the
problems. First, there is radiative heat transfer 1976 Redshift space maser.

5

from the source to the cold cavity and second, there
uncertainty in the method of thermal equilibration of RESULTS OF WALL COATING MEASUREMEMS AS OF MAY 1983
the hot, fast-moving hydrogen atoms after they enter
the cold cavity and the possibility of their dislodg- The two measurable wall properties are:
ing the wall coating atoms frozen to the surface. A 1. The wall collision frequency shift. This is ex-
beam source cooled at least to liquid nitrogen temper- pressed in terms of the average phase shift per
ature would substantially help to diminish these collision.
problems. 2. The wall relaxation rate. This is expressed in

terms of the probability of loss of phase per
We have designed a cryogenically-cooled hydrogen collision.

maser using an r.f. plasma dissociator operating at
liquid nitrogen temperatures (77K) in conjunction with Our present efforts have been to measure the wall
a state selector magnet whose dimensions are suitable frequency shift. The temperature dependence of the
for slow stoms. The focusing characteristics for a phase shift per collision gives some important clues
hexapole state selector magnet with maximum fields at about the nature of the interaction between impinging
the pole tips, Hm., provide a maximum acceptable angle hydrogen atom and the wall surface. The perturbation

_ for atoms at the most probable velocity in the beam results from polarization of the hydrogen's electron
gJvon by wave function owing to a dipole-dipole attractive

2p H i force as the atom approaches the wall and a strong,

D -- repulsive interaction at short ranges arising from
Pauli exclusion exchange forces. Two types of fre-

where po is the Bohr magneton. quency shifting effects are encountered: 1) The
polarization of the hydrogen atom leads to negative

Since the acceptance solid angle is proportional frequency shifts because of the diminished interaction
to 0 2 the magnet is approximately 4 times more ef- of the displaced electron cloud with the proton, and
fect've at 77K than at 300K. Furthermore -- although 2) Pauli forces lead to positive frequency shifts
this is not a very important consideration -- the mag- resulting from compression of the electron cloud about

net's length is reduced by about one-half, the hydrogen atom and stronger interaction.

By thermally isolating the r.f. circuitry from These two can offset and cancel each other. The
the diasociator glassware, only dielectric losses in temperature at which this occurs depends on the sur-
the glass and the r.f. energy coupled to the plasma face properties

8 -I1
. At low temperatures the negative

will result in the boil-off of liquid nitrogen. We shift dominates and can be expressed as an exponential
estimate that this is about one watt and thus antici- function of the temperature. •E/k

T .  
Here E/k can be

pate a loss rate of approximately .022 litres per considered an energy expressed in degrees Kelvin.
hour.

Our data are shown in Figure 4, where we plot the
The design of the diasociator is particularly logarithm of the average phase shift per collision

simple and was later used in the four experimental- against inverse temperature. From 77K to approxi-
and advanced-development models of passive hydrogen mately 52K the data follow the relationship:
masers, developed and tested by SAO for the U.S. Naval
Research Laboratory.

7 
As with the other systems, these AP- 6.17

x l
1

6 
e
21 5/T

operated from an r.f. oscillator and power amplifier
at 80-100 O~z, and are capable of delivering about 5 As had occurred in the earlier experiments,

3 
during

watts to the dissociator. The load impedance the cooling and measuring process the maser stopped
presented by the dissocistor is highly variable be- oscillating at about 50K. Whether this was due to

cause the hydrogen presents very different electrical contamination or was a consequence of the nature of

characteristics to the generator when it is ionized in the PEP Teflon surfaces is still not clear. At this
a plasma state than when it is a neutral gas. point we admitted gaeous CF4 into the system, raising

the pressure to 10
- 

Tort for 30 seconds, and waited
The glass of the dissociator bulb is thermally for the surplus to pump away. The next day we took

connected to the liquid nitrogen reservoir and is en- data, then allowed the system to warm up to about 601
closed in the vacuum system. A hexapole state selec- and took more data as the system cooled again. These
tcr magnet and beam stopping disc with dimensions data are shown as open circles in Figure 4 and were
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obtained at temperatures down to 481. These data have ACKNOWLEDG

a different relationship with temperature than that of
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1  
65/T the cryostats.
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Table 1

!urouuu kL maser with
7-1=c (17.8 sL Diameter hLk

Tamp Surface Vallshift Wallshift (dfLLI

(K) Coating Af/f Temperature (dT/T)
Coefficient

(df/dT)/f r
(K1

323 FEP -1.03x10
-11  

2.21x10-13 7.1i01-I

150 FEP -3.76x10
-
ll 3.14x10

-
13 4.7z10-11

100 FEP -7.38x1O
-  

1.57x10-1
3  

1.5Z10-10
60 FEP -2.37x10-10 1.20110-11 7.2x10-10

50 .EP + CF4  -3.07x1O-10 1.72u10-11 8.6z1010

Table 2

Interaction Enersies and Temneratures of
Various Surfaces with Atomic Hydrogen

Surface Reference E/] T

(K) (K)

PEP Teflon 1 458 300
FEP Teflon this work 263 77
FEP Teflon this work 215 -50
FEP + CF4  this work 165 -48
Neon -- - 10-20(?)

Solid 82 2 38 4.2 Fig. 2. Cryogenic maser suspended from vacuum hous-
Liquid Be4  12 1.15 -0.1 ing.
Liquid He4  12 0.43 (0.1

WN, - .4 W

GO*1~1 Wkv,

FIB. 1. Cryogenically cooled hydrogen maser with low Fig. 3. Liquid nitrogen cooled hydrogen dissooiator

temperature dissooistor.
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Fig. 4. Average phase shift per collision, -Aq
(radians), from 77K to 49K.

oo

Fig. S. Average phase shift per collision, -AO
(radians), from 330K to 48.
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Pig. S. Average phase shift per collision, -AU
~(radians), from 330K to 481K.
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National and International Time and Frequency Comparisons

David W. Allan
Time and Frequency Division
National Bureau of Standards
Boulder, Colorado 80303

Abstract -8Methods for
ae o s lt iInternational

and requncyComparisons-- The advent of satellIi te time and f requencyCo prsn

comparison techniques has provided the opportunity -9 "24hr.avg.)
for measuring the time and frequency difference VLF

~between remote clocks with greatly improved accura- (2 hrLag.
cies. The paper will give a brief review of various 0) 0'

remote clock comparison techniques; in particular the -10
Global Positioning System (GPS) will be highlighted. " a.

The advent of GPS provides the opportunity for 0o LF n-C

the first time for cost effective, high accuracy, - 11 -- 0
operational (automatic), international time and cc
frequency comparisons. It has been demonstrated that C) .

where the ephemerides of the satellites are known to 0 -0r
within several meters, this translates to an error of GPS
only a few nanoseconds in measuring the time differ- c
ence between remote clocks on the surface of the A Z Z 0 \
earth as long as the remote clocks receive the GPS W0 C)
time signal simultaneously. The time difference -13 - 0Coa %
between the two remote clocks is obtained simply by __ m
subtracting the two readings taken at each site 0 Z Co' STIFT
resulting from the common-view measurement minus a W) -14 Z :1
differential delay constant, which can either be 0 01
calculated or measured at the outset. Other common- _J
mode errors either cancel or are reduced using this
simultaneous viewing approach; e.g., the GPS clock -15-
error, the ionosphere, etc. Because of the highinclination to the ecliptic of the GPS satellite

orbits, simultaneous common-view is possible between
essentially all principal sites in the Northern -161 I
hemisphere, and principal sites in the Southern 1950 '60 'To '80 90

hemisphere have common-view with key timing centers Year
in the North.

Figure 1. A plot of the accuracies of NBS primary
Some of the other techniques which will be frequency standards compared with some

reviewed and discussed will be the "two-way" satel- methods of comparing frequencies
lite technique, LASSO, STIFT, the meteorological nationally and internationally.
satellite system including GOES, and some other
relevant techniques. The current status of these
techniques will be discussed along with their func- Comparing standards between one laboratory and
tionality and essential characteristics. Some another at these accuracy levels is a significant
projections as to what the future holds will also be metrology challenge. The comparison methods have
discussed, usually been much less accurate than the primary

standardsand less stable than their associated time
scales. It has only been of recent time with the
advent of satellite techniques that one is able to
compare with accuracies that are comparable to, and
even better than, the current accuracies of primary

With the advent of atomic clocks we have seen a standards.
rapid improvement in the accuracy capabilities
within the time and frequency community. Figure 1 is Since 1969 the international method of comparing
a plot of *'ie accuracy of the primary standards at time has been the Loran-C system. Loran-C has the
the National Bureau of Standards indicated by the problem that it is not stable enough to compare
circles. We are currently using NBS-6 with an state-of-the-art clocks until time averages of a
accuracy of 8 x 10 24. We anticipate with optical couple of months are taken, and also an annual term
state selection in cesium to obtain accuracies of a gives an additional instability in this technique.
part in 1014. The physics is essentially completed Figure 2 shows a bar graph comparison of some
for a standard featuring laser cooling of mercury satellite techniques that have been studied --
ions stored in an electromagnetic ion trap, which compared with Loran-C. The Shuttle, TDRSS, and
hopes to yield, within this decade, an accuracy of a LASSO experiments have no near term experimental
part in 1015 .  The sloping line drawn to fit the realization and though hardware has been built,
circles indicates one decade improvement every seven there are some uncertainties as to whether they
years. will be conducted.(1,2,3,4,5] The first row in
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to this problem, has been of the order of 50 nano-

seconds.[6] With some recent work [7] the error

due to this problem has been pushed down to the

order of six nanoseconds.

The shuttle experiment called STIFT (shuttle

time and frequency transfer) features three things

[2]; first a laser for ranging to the shuttle from
the ground with an accuracy of a few centimeters.
Second is featured a three frequency microwave

technique which accomplishes a Doppler cancellation
and a cancellation of the ionospheric delay.

Third, the Shuttle will carry an active hydrogen
A] " maser clock with frequency stabilities of the order

of one part in 1014 and better for samnle times
FREQUENCY STABILITY

Lind m 0S4 ob
J

we

[o a-.. os .** . % , -. _

MU TM (11111116

Figure 3. Frequency Stability of 3-frequency
Figure 2. Time and Frequency Transfer Accuracy microwave (Vessot) Doppler cancellation system

Comparison of some satellite techniques and Loran-C. compared with other systems. It is denoted by the
The bottom of the bar indicates the accuracy or the 1/T dashed line marked "VESSOT microwave system"
stability as explained in the text. and "B = 10 Hz".

this bar chart illustrates the time transfer accuracy
and stability of these various techniques. The
bottom of the dashed or shaded part of the curve is (1979 DATA)

the time stability; the bottom of the solid part of ions
the bar is the time transfer accuracy; i.e., the

ability to measure the absolute time difference
between two remcte points. The second row is the
frequency transfer accuracy averaged over a 24-hour Ir
period. There is a special case for the shuttle

experiment (STIFT) which may allow frequency compari- 1rad~n
sons of a part in 1016 accuracy. This will be tloopa

explained later. The third row is a cost-error at22GHZ

product in megadollar-nanoseconds. 
The bottom of the

bar is the economic-accuracy 
estimate. A lower

number means less cost for more 
accuracy. The bottom 

l 
ao

row indicates the degree of global coverage.

Usiny two-way satellite technique (5] in a

comparison between Boulder, Colorado, Ottawa, Canada, 1pm 111cr12 e . I
Washington, DC and Brittany (500 km from Paris,
France) time stabilities of a few tenths of a nano-

second were realized and in a two-way double hop l03 06

experiment between Brittany in Europe and Boulder via 1 10 102 t0 1o
4  o

NRC in Ottawa a time stability of 6 nanoseconds was PREDICTIN TME. rp(seconds)

realized. The accuracy of this system, interestingly,
is not limited by the reciprocity assumption for the
nearly 80,000 km up and down signal path which is
used, but by the non-reciprocity of the transmitter Figure 4. RMS time deviation error as a function
and receiver delays. The accuracy in the past, due of prediction interval for 3-frequency microwave

Doppler cancellation system and for a hydrogen
maser compared to 1 radian at 2.2 GHz.
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convenient to the tracking and orbit times. In
Figure 3 the stability of the microwave system is
shown which translates to about one picosecond
phase stability in the short term (during a single
track) and about 10 ps over an orbit period. Figure .! I,11 IANStIH .G4S

4 shows a rms time error analysis of the system.
This figure shows that it may be possible to remove
the cycle ambiguity of the 2.2 GHz carrier. In which
case if this could be maintained over one day, this
would translate to about one part in 10; frequency
transfer accuracy.

The GPS will feature an 18 satellite constel-
lation. There are nominally four different techniques
for using the GPS system as shown in Figure 5. One GST.- c1,, -
can also use a combination of the common-view and the ,,,-
viewing of several satellites and reduce the system
measurement noise even more than using common-view
alone. With this combination approach, a few parts
in 1014 have been achieved for sample times of one
day. Figure 6 gives some estimates, using the
common-view technique, of the rms errors in comparing
time between two remote sites, A and B, assuming a 25
nanosecond ephemeris error. The satellite is at an
altitude of 4.2 earth radii. The common-view tech-
nique yields a large amount of common-mode error
cancellation.[8] This technique has been studied
between the Naval Observatory and NBS in Boulder, CO. . ,VL ,1 Th.'

Nine portable clock trips over the course of about
one year agreed with the GPS in common-view to within
an rms error of ten nanoseconds. Because of the high
latitudes of most timing centers and because of the
630 inclination of the GPS satellite orbits, very Figure 5. Four different methods of doing time trans-

good common-view is available between most sites as fer using GPS.

can be seen in Figure 6. The analysis illustrated in
Figure 6 does not consider other important error
sources, such as the ionosphere, troposphere and
multipath distortion. Though the ionospheric model
has been studied in a lot of detail over the years,

the model elements used in the GPS are only about 50%
accurate. Fortunately, in the common-view technique,
some significant common-mode ionospheric error
cancellation can be achieved -- to the order of a few
nanoseconds. During nighttime viewing, the total
delay for the nighttime sky at ±400 latitude is of
the order of 5 nanoseconds so even for fairly large
hour angles the differential delay may be stable to GPS
about a nanosecond. The tropospheric delay for high sateNte A-GPS-D
viewing angles is only a few nanoseconds at the GPS P-G@8-0
frequencies and can be estimated to the order of a A-- - DO)
nanosecond if desired. The errors due to multipath ¢ rnemt
distortion can amount to a few nanoseconds, but can
nicely be dealt with from a stability point of view # M M

by making the common-view measurement once per ft "ev Apex
sidereal day i.e., the viewing geometry for the two A / L _.__.
sites to the satellite stay the same. Receivers are 1e. uso X

-  
7- 3m.

now being made by several different organizations. go 4 .sU
We have built some prototype units at the NBS. One Nc Is- ?. 2 m

PTO 44* W0 40
can quite economically build a receiver with a long- ROL 3* ar 0m
term stability of about I ns with an antenna about A NOW
the size of a man's thumb. Depending on the noise NO as" 6E. Is- 40"

figure and configuration of the receiver's front end " TAO $0* 24* ea
short-term stabilities may vary from 1 ns to nearly * o t n* A vs 8
30 ns. Their instabilities are typically characteri- Isms oemdn, *"*I
zed as a white noise phase modulation process hence
the values are ameanable to averaging, and the
confidence on the mean will improve as the square
root of the number of values. The NBS prototype
units are configured with a very powerful and friend- Figure 6. RMS error estimates to do time transfer

ly software system using a Z-80 microprocessor and a between two sites A and B with an RMS GPS satellite
built-in 0.1 ns resolution time interval counter, ephemeris error of 25 ns -- showing the advantage of
All that is needed from the local site clock are 5 using GPS in common-view. The locations are: NBS
MHz and 1 pps signals. The receiver Is RS-232 (Boulder, CO); USNO(Washington, DC); BIH(Paris, France);
compatible and coupled to a modem and can automati- PTB(Braunschweig, W. Germany); RRL. TAO. and NRLM are
cally be dialed by a computer-- making computer near Tokyo, Japan; and NPL(New Delhi, India).
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analysis very straight forward. Internationally, the 2 =
2  

+ y
2  

(2)
Mark III computer system is being used for comparing ij 5v i sv

GPS common-view data.
which can be measured by taking a variance of the

The frequency stability measured between the difference between the i and j measurements, since
U.S. Naval Observatory clock ensemble and the NBS the measurements are taken at nominally the same
clock ensemble is shown in Figure 7. The stability time. Performing this same analysis on the
of the difference between these two ensembles was difference between the i and k and the j and k
measured at the one or two in 1014 level at sample measurements allows the computation,
times of the order of a week and longer. An assess-

ment was made of the GPS in common-view measurement a
2  

= lt[O
2  

+ - 0
2  

, (3)
limit and it appears to be about 1 part in 1013 at svi SVik SV K
one day and going down on a Mod. a (T) plot as white
noise phase modulation (T-1/1). YIn fact we have a
data point at 3.5 x 10 '1 at r = 10 days. This which can be subtracted from equation (1) yielding
stability value was verified over several months of an estimate of C2 + o2 with the measurement contri-
data. The NBS receiver stability at i = I day is 8 bution being only a f~w parts in 1014 at i = 1 day,
parts in 101s -- making the receiver noise negligible and improving as 1/T.
for almost all clocks for T > 1 day.

In the Hafele-Keating[g9 experiment, performed
some years ago with some clocks from the Naval

Frequency Stabilty Observatory, the clocks were flown in both
UTC (USNO) vs. UTC (NBS) directions around the globe and verified the Sagnac

1o-,2 effect, since a disparity of about 200 nanoseconds
was observed. One can do that same experiment now
using either GPS or other satellite techniques
using the photon as the portable clock. The size
of the effect is proportional to a projected area

a on the equatorial plane -- the area being that made
by the circumnavigating photons. The coefficient

'r1 -3-2 of proportionality is 1.6 ns/Mm
2
. For GPS signals

going around the globe the Sagnac effect will be
• • about 200 to 300 nanoseconds depending on the

particular geometry. We plan to do this experiment
* this summer and fall, as soon as we have around-

Sthe- globe capability. Tables 1 and 2 show theb characteristics of major time and frequency dissemi-
j 't nation systems. Table 1 shows the operational type

11 of systems (VLF, LF and high frequency stations,
etc). Table 2 shows estimates of the state-of-the-
art satellite techniques giving the time stability

Lem-- C and frequency stability and accuracy of each of
these techniques. Figure 8 is the ( T) plot
showing the fractional frequency stabilit of these

sidy % %w6 various operational and state-of-the-art satellite

1016 1I 1 11 techniques as a function of sample time. Clearly,

104 too log Icy satellite techniques for time and frequency metrol-
ogy on a national and international basis have been

6anlAsTinwT () and will be extremely important in keeping up with
state-of-the-art time and frequency standards now

Figure 7. Frequency stability comparisons using Mod. and ii the future.
a (T). The T l3/2 ine corresponds to white noise PM. T
Te s-o-t-a are state-of-the-art frequency standards. -7 N 'AN 0

Consider now a combination of common-view -8A

comparisons employing three or more satellites. If -g -
the three satellites, denoted i, j, and k, are
available to make independent common-view -1-
measurements between sites A and B, and the '

measurements are made within a few hours of each -u
other so that the random time deviations between the Z(.2

clocks at A and B are small, then a variance analysis 2
can be performed on the sidereal daily common-view STATU-e-TNM-ART

values as follows: Let D Won
-15

Y2 = G2 + a 2  
+ 02 ADI IRCUNY

A' A sv B' (1)

where 02 , denotes the measurement variance from the 1 i 2 3 4 5 5 7
common-Moew data time series, which is composed of LOG TAU (eoonde)
the variance of each of the site clocks plus the Figure 8. Frequency stability of different remote
variance of measurement fluctuations resulting from comparison techniques. The MF and HF notations are
using GPS space vehicle in common-view. Also, assume e.g., WWV, CHU, JJY; the LF stations are e.g., WWVB,
on the basis of the satellites being independent that MSF, DCF77.
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TABLE I. CHARACIERISIICS OF THE MAJOR T&F DSSEMINAT1ON SYSTEM!

2. HOIR SYNCTR0Ni- COvERASE
SYNTONI- ZAT IoN fPp

DISSEMINATION TECHNIQUES ZATION ACCURACY AMBIGUITY SIA7EC

ACCURACY ACCURACY

VLF GBR, NBA, OMEGA, I x 10-11 ENVELOPE CNEARLI

RADIO ETC. 0 - CYCLE GLOBAL

STANDARD FREQUENCY I X 10
1 1  

ENVELOPE USA - LIMITED

BROADCAST (e.g., bAIVB) PHASE 24h 1 - 10 MS YEAR (WVB)
LF

RADIO
LORAN-C 5 1

" 2  
1 ps (ONO) 7OC 15 M)N SPECIA.

50 ps (SKY) PHASE 10 pS AREAS

CODE -
HFIMF STAN,.AR

, 
FREQUENC 

"  
YEAR HE",sP E;E

RA.-c 'ROA AST (e.g , WW V) VOICE - 1DAi - " "

TICK - I s

liEE- PAESD.E LINE-10 1 10
"l
1 1 Ps 33 ms NETWORK

V1. ON COVERAGE

(VHF'SN; (1in of Useful only i
RACIC sight) ocal areas in

U .A)
S OES X10 1 5 1YA WESTERN

SAEL- GOES 3 YEAR HEMISPHERE

(UTRANS 3 -O10 30 ps 15 MINS GLOBALRADIO, TRAN$. 3 x 10 GLBA

10 ns to
PORTAF.E PHNSIOAL LMITEs 0

CLCIC S I RANS; ER TRANSO0YA7 UN

TABLE 2. INTERNATIONAL TIME AND FREQUENCY COMPARISON (<'I ps)

T/F Transfer Synchronization Tin:e 24 Hour
_T!tAnigque. - f __ Staii Syntonization Cvrage

(1) tGPS (Common-vlew) 10 ns a few ns A 1 Global

(2) Shuttle (STIFT) 1 ns 0.001 ns I 0 10 To t 570 Latitude

(3) GOES (Trilateration) 10 a few ns < Io All but near the poles

(4) LASSO 1 ns 0.1 ns i"I 14 Depends on Implementation

(5) tGPS 40 ns* 10 ns 1- 3 x 10-13 Global

(6) t2-Way (Communica- <10 ns I 1 ns 10" All but near the poles
tion Satellite)

(7) tPortable Clock 10 ns to 100 ns N/A 10 l 12  Global (Best accuracy within

reasonable driving vicinity
of Air Ports)

(8) tLoran-C 500 ns <. 40 ns o. i 1" 2  Excludes most of Asia and

Southern Hemisphere

*This inaccuracy may increase if the GPS C/A code is deteriorated for strategic reasons.
tThese techniques have been demonstrated,
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Summary in 1979 to develop Global Positioning System (GPS)
timing receivers using signals radiated by the GPS

- This paper presents data obtained during an interna- satellites. In support of the GSFC Crustal Dynamics

tional time transfer experiment between the Bureau Program (ref. 2), the GPS timing receivers were de-

International de I'Heure (BIN), Paris, France; the In- signed for use in the GSFC Transportable Laser Ranging

stitut Fur Angewandte Geodasie (IFAG), Wettzell, Network, which requires submicrosecond timing for cor-

Germany and the Bendix Field Engineering Corporation relation of highly accurate satellite tracking data

(BFEC), Columbia, Maryland utilizing -PS timing re- with time.
ceivers developed for the NASA-Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) by the Naval Research Laboratory. The In 1981 a prototype GPS receiver was completed and

purpose of the experiment was to determine the successfully tested at the NASA's Merritt Island

accuracy of the GPS time transfer receivers for the Tracking Station at the Kennedy Space Center (ref. 3).

NASA laser ranging network and to intercompare geo- During this time NASA was also involved in the SIRIO-

graphically separated atomic frequency standards. 2/LASSO experiment (ref. 4). It was planned to use
the new GPS receivers in conjunction with the LASSO

Two NASA-GSFC hydrogen masers and a high performance timing experiment to provide an independent measure-

cesium beam frequency standard in thermally controlled ment of the synchronization between participating

chambers were used for the frequency baseline at BFEC. LASSO laser ranging sites in Europe and the U.S. The

The IFAG frequency baseline was established using an expected accuracy of the LASSO was to be used to cali-

EFOS-1 hydrogen maser and two Oscllloquartz cesium brate the GPS receivers and to determine their ac-

beam frequency standards..( The data from France is curacy for use in the GSFC laser ranging network. The

comprised of a high performance cesium beam frequency other intent of this LASSO/GPS experiment was to

standard at SIN and a hydrogen maser at the Centre intercompare Hydrogen masers and other atomic stand-

National d'Etudes des Telecommunications (CNT). Data ards over intercontinental distances.

is presented on the intercomparison of masers and
cesiums using direct comparison to the Naval Obser- Although the launch of SIRIO-2/LASSO was not success-

vatory (USNO), BFEC, BIN, CNT and IFAG via portable ful, it was decided to continue with the GPS phase of

clocks, Loran-C and TV Line 10. Data on the GPS the experiment and install GPS receiver at selected

NAVSTAR satellites, with typical rms values of less sites in Europe and the U.S. The participating

than 50 nanoseconds, is also presented. A discussion agencies were the NASA Goddard Space Flight Center,

of the time transfer technique and frequency measure- the Naval Research Laboratory, the Bureau Interna-

ments is Included. tional de l'Heure and the Centre National d'Etudes des
Telecommunications (Paris, France), the Institut fur

INTRODUCTION Angewandte Geodaesle (Wettzell, Federal Republic of
Germany) and the Bendix Field Engineering Corporation.

As an outgrowth of the Navigation Technology Satellite The participation of the U.S. Naval Observatory is

(NTS) timing receivers development (ref. 1) In 1977 by acknowledged for providing the common time reference

the Naval Research Laboratory (NRL) and the Goddard to which all observations were reduced.
Space Flight Center (GSFC), a joint effort was started

61 CH1957-0/83/0000 0061 Si.00 © 1963 IEEE



The experiment was run for a period of seven months, shows the GPS receiver configuration. Operator inter-
from October 1982 through April 1983. Independent face with the receiver is provided by a keyboard and
measurements were provided via portable clock trips in CRT display. The time data is stored on disks and can
the U.S. and Europe and via Loran-C and TV line-/0 in also be outputted to an external printer/computer via
the U.S. a serial data interface.

The NAVSTAR Global Positioning System (GPS) General Organization of the International GPS Experiment

Many references to the GPS signal structure and oper- The general organization of the experiment is depicted
ation can be found in the literature (see references in fig. 3. Clock comparisons at the respective sites
in ref. 3 and ref. 5). GPS comprises three segments. were carried on via the NAVSTAR/GPS system using GPS
The Space Segment, the Control Segment and the User satellites 3, 4, 5 and 6. Independent time compar-
Segment. The phase III Space Segment will consist of isons were made at the beginning and at the end of the
a constellation of 18 to 24 satellites, six to eight experiment via portable clock trips to participating
in each of three orbital planes. The satellite orbits facilities. Local TV links were used to intercompare
are nearly circular at an altitude of about 20,000 km site clocks when possible, namely between the USNO and
and inclined 550 to the equator. The period is one- BFEC and between BIH and CNT in Paris. In addition,
half of a sidereal day, resulting in a constant ground regular clock trips (3 per week) were made between the
track, but with the satellite appearing 4 minutes USNO and BFEC.
earlier each day.

BIH & CNT
Each satellite transmits its own identification and
orbital information continuously. The transmissions The receiver was initially installed at the BIH on
are spread spectrum signals, formed by adding the data October 3, 1982. A malfunction occurred on Oct 30 and
to a direct sequence code, which is then biphase mod- the receiver was returned to NRL for repair and rein-
ulated onto a carrier. At the present time, the con- stalled at BIH on January 5, 1983. The local time
trol segment consists of a master control station and base at BIH for the experiment was a HP 5061 Cesium
four monitor stations. The user segment consists of a standard configured as shown in fig. 4.
variety of platforms containing GPS receivers, which
track the satellite signals and process the data to On February 2 the receiver was installed at the Centre
determine position and/or time by simultaneous or National d'Etudes des Telecommunications (CNT), also
sequential reception of at least four satellites, located in Paris, where a hydrogen maser was available

as the local time reference and configured as shown in
Time Transfer Method fig. 5. The hydrogen maser was replaced with a

cesium standard near the end of the experiment.
To transfer time via a GPS satellite, pseudo-range
measurements are made consisting of the propagation Wettzell Laser Tracking and VLBI Site (Germany)
delay of the received signal biased by the time dif-
ference between the satellite clock and the ground The time system for the GPS experiment at the Wettzell
station reference clock (see fig. 1 and ref. 2 and 3). site was arranged as shown in fig. 6. The local time
Data from the navigation message contain the satellite base consisted of an Oscilloquartz EFOS (Etalon de
clock information and the satellite ephemeris, which Frequence Oscilloquartz) hydrogen maser, that was con-
allows one to compute the satellite position. Since tinuously compared with an Oscilloquartz cesium
the position of the satellite and of the ground sta- standard. A Loran-C receiver provided an independent
tion are known, the computed propagation delay can be reference. Initial set-up and tracking began October
subtracted from the pseudo-range and then corrected 12, 1982, and the reference frequency standards for
for the GPS time offset, to determine the final result the receiver are as listed in the following table:
of ground station time relative to GPS time, which can
be referenced to the U.S. Naval Observatory. Dates Type of'Standard

The final results obtained from a single frequency re- 12 Oct. - 10 Nov. 1982 Cs 131
ceiver, such as the ones used in this experiment, will
contain a small error due to the atmospheric delay, 11 Nov. - 15 Dec. 1982 Cs 173
which may be modeled and corrected. If two ground
stations clocks are synchronized to GPS time, the 15 Dec. - 29 Apr. 1983 H-maser EFOS
results can be subtracted to obtain the time differ-
ence between the ground station clocks. This can be
done at any time, but the best results are obtained Bendix Field Engineering Corporation (BFEC)
when data is taken simultaneously by each ground sta-
tion from the same satellite (common view), since any The equipment configuration at BFEC is shown in fig.
error contributed by the satellite clock is cancelled 7. The local time base was provided by an NP-2 hydro-
when the data is subtracted. gen maser, with a HP-5061 (opt. 004) cesium standard

as a back-up. Time comparisons to the USNO using the
GPS Time Transfer Receiver (TTR) TV line-lO method were provided daily; in addition

three portable clock trips to the USNO were made every
The GPS TTR (ref. 2) is a microcomputer based system week. The local time standards were kept in thermally
which operates at the single L-band frequency of 1575 controlled chambers.
MHz. The receiver uses the C/A code only (1.023 MHz),
tracking this code to within 3% of a chip ( 30 ns). Results of the Timing Experiment
The receiver has the capability to track satellites
throughout their doppler range from horizon to hori- The data presented were taken during the first 75 lays
zon, and can track any GPS satellite by changing the of 1983 at BIH, CNT, IFAG and BFEC. At the end of
receiver internal code. In this experiment the re- January 1983 the receiver at BIH was taken to CNT,
ceivers were kept stationary, however, work is in pro- where data were taken until the end of April. Fig. 8
gress to add position/navigation capabilities, so as shows typical raw data behavior, showing the aging of
to obtain time and position either on a stationary or the NP-2 hydrogen maser at BFEC versus UTC (USNO) com-
on a moving platform. The block diagram in fig. 2 pared via GPS satellites 3, 4, 5 and 6. The best
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results are for satellites 3 and 5; the portable clock 4. S. C. Wardrip, E. Detoma, ESA/NASA SIRIO-2/LASSO

trips are in excellent agreement (within 50 ns) with time transfer experiment, 4th Annual Geodynamics
the GPS synchronization results after a constant cali- Meeting, Washington, D.C. (January 1982).
bration offset (bias) was removed from the GPS data.

5. The Institute of Navigation, Journal of the Insti-
The following figure (fig. 9) shows the GPS synchroni- tute of Navigation, Special issue dedicated to the
zation data at BFEC referenced to the UTC (USNO) via GPS, Summer 1978.
TV-line 10 measurements; these were calibrated using
portable clock trips, and the same constant calibra-
tion offset was removed. The data show an agreement
of + 50 ns (on the average) with the GPS measurements. NAVSTAR NAVSrAH

The data shown in fig. 10 represent the characteristic A B
behaviour of the NP-2 hydrogen maser at BFEC as com- \
pared to UTC (USNO) via the GPS satellites. The mea-
surements taken from satellites 3, 4, 5 and 6 are
shown in this composite plot demonstrating the agree-
ment of the time measurements as determined by
individual satellites.

Fig. 11 through 14 shows the data taken at each loca-
tion indicating the synchronization accuracy obtained
via each satellite, with frequency offset and aging 4-
removed.

The additional data in fig. 15 was taken at BFEC from LP USER GROUND STATIONS
day 81 thru day 105 and demonstrates the accuracy and
the reliability of the synchronization obtained via Figure 1.
the GPS satellites over a period of three and a half
months of continuous operation. NAVSTAR GPS Station Synchronization by Time Transfer

The results of this experiment are summarized in the I t,,,.
table below, showing that the overall accuracy of the I

synchronization via the Global Positioning System is -
consistently better than 100 ns, and meet the synchro- - - o, t .. o

nization requirement of the NASA laser ranging net- L F Dt. Op.systC o .. .... ,
work. + _lo' -fl ° ....

International GPS Time Transfer Experiment CA Co

Absolute Accuracy 1
UTC(USNO) - UTC(STATION) GC.Cnd TkneCod Iinte,, -ai

Date Station Via P.C. Via GPS TTR (PC-GPS) GE...to satnh,po Mea.e..ent

(us) (us) (us)

10/16/82 WET -55.796 -55.663 - .133S',
4/16/83 WET + 8.880 + 8.906 - .026Sato1
10/9/83 BIH - .460 - .471 + .011 _ .,d

4/ij/83 CNT + 2.020 +28.954 + .066 0
1/;/82 BFC* + .020 + .042 - .022
3/23/83 BFC* - .710 - .723 - .013 Figure 2.

Constant GPS receiver bias removed GPS Time Transfer R, .iver Block Diagram

P.C. = Portable Clock
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..... .PRiISION TIMEKEEPING Al'TE OBERVATORY LUSTBlHEL, (;RA/, AUSTlA

Dept. t f Commui ations and Wa t Propagati , ~T Uiv,rsY t . 1

SUMMARY i us,,d n lve 4t n it:! 1.j",, I~ t

After a short overvurew of ti e activities uf ths : t; A.lstitutes whlich shzare the facilitit,s of the, OLbservatoP:. 9!av tr the s9,t-ur, 1s c;.-,wr. in FAlr- .T,.!:s_ : .

Lustbhel, te timekeepinr station and other systems f sf the f ai harts:
the observatory ltbefr time traisfer purposes art et
descbd. Futhermore the ret/its obtained wigh deai- - Frtcuen:y and )me setarv.cic,
gere:t f u triy and time comparison methods ar d ran
overview ot eisedactivities are given.. -Equipmt-rit used. t<! --:},r h-!elsm . t :%

other timeteedag laboratories ihU. t.errroro

th o~ ~ N ong a tn M e i er n a L O R A N- c h in an ton a ' ,nrin

othr VF ad ~LF trnasuiemee:t an ,t ." i.

04 The Observatory Lustbiihel is situate ,n n e top of a controler i, us.,d to Xs, _1% C it,,
hill at the outskirts of the city of Grza Figure laoratories i%. wllwi_,, 'i.
shows the gographic ocati-n ct Graz, theo lar- servic.
gest city of Austria, and te dastances 'r drla tt r
other timekeeing laboratries, to the t asmitters of Fm-therro eqHP rA: t . c-k -x: :f-
the Norwegian and Mediterranean LORAN-C chains and to riu n i:s " e:,:-,'vt y .,i t t:-..V '."

other VLF aed LF trnsmitters. ns. poer surn' los. vne : n. .ra:t •- .
perature, Tr ni tf , .

:]{m t ir :r' r ' : : v"
The Observatory' LustbCdhel is jrlnt],,. owned !)y fou.r in- i owe r 3,,pply; r t:- T vaek,'oi. sT.i: is .: . -
stitutes of the two universities ot Graz and is also the rartely in tl,, ,:,I', V : :.' 1n 1 - - _-.
home of the Space Research Institute of the Austrian
Academy of Sciences which acts as an interdisciplinary The frequercy sta: idards rre *two Ce Fi im- ,-an '...= :i
". nk between these institutes. The following Table lists ards model lip ' ,OC-A with: clock crtiors n,: -: r*
three of the four institutes and indicates their prin- standby power suF-piles. One nc- t.est ~.r<:. ::
cipal research fields persued at the observatory: tion 004 high performance Cesium-beam tUo-. n .

two serves as master and is ;-e,: In 7onnoctic .! ,

- Institute of Meteorology and Geophysics: ILC model k:159 high performanc,
Satellite beacon measurements (differential-Doppler vides system time.
and Faraday-effect measurements)
Theory of Magnetospheric physics Since the beginning of regular opera- :

cv and time comnarisons are made by VLTF/i, tIi 0iF:
- Institute of National Surveying and Photogrammetry: and LORAN-C timing techniques. Sinse 1-.. < al,

Satellite geodesy: optical observations lite time transfer techniques are omplcye,

Doppler observations
LASER observations The measurements are made autormticall'" Iv an , ozt!

counter with a single snot resolution c ns whi.-h 7a':',
- Department of Communications and Wave Propagation: if required, be r .placed by one of 20 i-s. Tl. -
Microwave propagotion switches for signal routing, a digital I_-ck anti scv,,ra]
Satellite communication other devices are all interconnected via the HP-Inter-
Timekeeping face Bus (HP-1B, GP-IB, IEEE-48S interface or IEC-Bas'

with an HP 9C,25 desktop computer as ccntr ller t- fer, at.
Figure 2 shows the observatory with its two domes, one automated measurement and data acquisition s e . I
for astronomical observations and the other for the order to standardize as much as possible RS-2 0.C is th-
LASER telescope, and the different antennas on the roof. only other interface standard used besides the IEEE-4U.
In the foreground at the left hand side one can see the All data are stored on magnetic tape cartridges a.d tie
pillar of the camera for optical observations and on the most important ones are also recorded by strip chart rt-
right hand side the satellite earth station. corders.

TimekeepLng GPS-receiving equipment

The timekeeping station serves two purposes: firstly it Since the end of 1982 signals emitted by the satellites
has to support all measurements carried out at the ob- of the Global Positioning System (GPS( are used by means
servatory with the required precise time and frequency of a commercial receiver model TTS-502 of Stanford Tei,-
information and second the installation is used to con- communications, Inc. (STI) for frequency and time com-
duct experiments to study the performance of novel and parisons. A detailed describtion of the GPS time trans-
more precise time comparison methods. For this purpose fer concept and the STI TTS-502 system is given else-
on the other hand, the facilities provided by the sa- where

2
.

tellite earth station, the LASER ranging station and
other installations are available. Figure 5 shows the CPS antenna and the pre-amplifier

housing on the top of the building and Figure 6 the 6PS-
Basic installation receiver together with the above mentioned system con-

troller to which it is connected via an RS-232C inter-
All of the timekeeping equipment is situated in a special face. Figure 7 shows a schematic of the T'TS-502 system
air conditioned room on the observatory's ground floor, and demonstrates the connection to the computer. The re-
The temperature is kept at 21t1O C arid the humidity at ceiver/I rocessor is interfaced to the system terminal via
45±5 %. The equipment is operated via an uninterruptib- an RS-232C interface. The computer can be cornected by a
le power supply. switch to the RS-232C printer p:,rt of the terminal or al-

ternatively to the optional RS-232C output of the re-
Figure 3 shows the main part of the equipment which is
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ceiver/processor. In switch position A and running the - Antenna diameter: 3 m
appropriate programme in the comput r, th( data from
the GPS-receiver are collected, preprocessed in the - Antenna gain: 48 dB at 11 GHz
computer and stored on magnetic tape. In switch posi-
tion B all information displayed on the system termi- - Pre-amplifier: uncooled parametric amplifier or
nal is put out via the computer to a printer, e.g. to GaAs Fet low noise amplifier
obtain a hardcopy of the data base actually used by
the receiver. - Down conversion: two stage: first IF (750±250) MHz,

second IF 70 MHz
The software used to incorporate the GPS-receiver in
the automated timekeeping system is illustrated in - System noise tem-
Figure 8. One has to distinguish between the main pro- perature: 360 K or 750 K
gramme (P&D) and the automatic GPS-measurement program
(GPS-A) which is activated at certain times by the - Video signal SIN: 40 dB
main programme and those which are activated by opera-
tor intervention using special function keys of the - Transmitting power: up to 225 W
computer. The latter programmes are used to input GPS-
measuring times in accordance with the receiving Since the Lustbilhel satellite station is also equipped
schedule previously fed into the TTS-502 via the sys- fo- transmission attempts have been made to measure the
tem terminal at data base initialization, to exchange range to the satellite to improve the orbital parame-
GPS-measuring results via the General Electric Mark III ters.
Computer Service, to produce hard copies of the TTS-502
system terminal display (GPS-B) and to display, print The positions of the participating stations have been
out and store GPS data at any time. established in a Doppler campaign carried out in 19795.

The automatic GPS measurement programme (GPS-A) runs at LASER ranging station
predifined times and performs the following tasks:

The LASER starion was set up between 1980 and 1982 main-
- Recording of raw values on magnetic tape. All data ly for geodetic applications. To take part in the LASSO

categories will be stored which have been selected experiment (LASER synchronization from stationary orbit)
at data base initialization of the TTS-502 system. as a two-way station in addition to the short pulse low

energy Nd:YAG LASER system a ruby LASER with higher
- Computation of a linear regression over each mea- energy however at the expence of pulse length has been

surement interval. installed
6 "

- Storage of the parameters of the linear regression Both systems are mounted on the same LASER bench and
and other values in the format used by the U.S. Naval allow to switch from one LASER to the other to make use
Observatory as described elsewhere

3
. In addition to of the same LASER telescope. At present the Nd:YAG

these paramet.ers also the tropospheric and iono- LASER is in full operation and yields excellent results.
spheric corrections and other parameters may be
stored. The most interesting features of the LASER station are7:

- Printout of the time-error and other parameters of - Two LASER systems:
interest.

LASER pulse width energy per pulse repetition rate

During operation of this programme by operator inter- Nd:YAG 0.1 ns 0.1 a 2.5 to 10 Hz
vention one can put out the raw values on the display ruby 3 to 6 ns 2.5 to 4 J up to 0.25 Hz
of the computer or initiate a printout of the raw
values in the TTS-502 data format on an external prin-
ter. - Optical switching between the two LASER's under com-

puter control

Satellite earth station, OTS-II experiment

- High precision mount:
Since the end of 1980 one year of time comparisons were pointing accuracy <5 arc secs
carried out via the experimental European communication
satellite OTS-II between the Observatory Lustbihel and - Receiving telescope:
the Van Swinden Laboratory Delft (Netherlands) 4

. Later aperture 50 cm
on this experiment was continued on a broader basis optimized for ruby and frequerncy-doubled Nd:YAG wave
and at present five European laboratories participate lengths
in this experiment. The method used is the well known ISIT-TV-Camera
television-time transfer technique with the only dif-
ference that the signals are coming from a geostatio- - Detection:
nary satellite instead of from a ground based transmit- single photon electron level
ter. The main problem with this method results from the
fact that even a geostationary satellite moves and sin- - Transmitting telescope:
ce one uses a one-way method an exact knowledge of the beam divergence variable from 5 to 200 arc secs
satellite position is mandatory as demonstrated in the (computer controlled)
following: For twenty measurements, one measurement
every other second, one obtains a I a standard devia- - Aircraft detection system
tion between 5 and 10 ns but poor orbit determinations
may cause jumps of several hundred nanoseconds from one - Minicomputer controlled
day to the next

4
.

- Observation periods restricted to 0O00-0600 local time
In Graz the satellite earth station of the observatory by civil aviation authorities.
is used for this experiment. The main characteristics I
of this station are: Analoguous to the timekeeping station all instruments

are connected via the IEEE-488 interface and, whenever
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possible, use is made of commercially available instru- measurement times and the values UTC(USNO)-GPS are made
ments. Figure 9 shows the LASER bench and Figure 10the available by USNO via Mark III. The approximate coordi-
computer, system terminal, monitor of the ISIT-Camera, nates of the USNO and the Observatory Lustbdihel are 390
measuring equipment and the mount controlling hardware. North Latitude, 770 West Longitude and 470 North Lati-
Figure 11 shows the receiving and transmitting tele- tude and 150 East Longitude. The resulting baseline has
scope with the aircraft detection package above the a length of about 7000 km. Because the measurement times
receiving telescope and the ISIT-Camera below it. at USNO and TUG may differ by several minutes the USNO

data are related to the TUG measurement times by using
Data exchange tne intercept and slope of the time-errors reported by

USNO. The receiving schedule is updated on a daily ba-
For data exchange with other institutions the conven- sis so that the satellites are always used at the same
tional telex network and the worldwide computer time individual elevations and azimuths. Elevation and azi-
sharing service Mark III of General Electric is used. muths and other figures of interest are listed in Tal-
At present the latter proves to be the most cost effec- le 2.
tive and time saving means of data exchange. The con-
nection between Mark III and the measurement processor From the beginning of the measurements to February 28,
of the timekeeping station, which is used as an intel- 1983 the TTS-302 was operated by the software original-
ligent terminal by running a terminal emulation soft- ly supplied which could not make complete use of the
ware is done by a 300 baud modem and dial-up telephone new navigation message disseminated by the GPS satel-
line. Data received via Mark III may be stored on mag- lites since January 15, 1983. Since February 28, 1983
netic tape. Furthermore a mailbox system is installed the TTS-502 is operated by a new software which was sup-
in Mark III by which immediate communication between plied by STI as an upgrading kit for the receiver.
the laboratories connected to Mark III is possible.

Therefore one has to distinguish data of three periods:

Results
- January 10 to 11:

The generated timescale is UTC(TUG) and its rate is Tropospheric and ionospheric corrections applied
identical with the rate of one of the two Cs-frequency
standards. - January 12 to February 28:

No tropospheric and ionospheric corrections applied
Since 1977 the timekeeping station at the Observatory
Lustbdhel takes part in the work of the BIH on TAI, ini- - Since February 28:
tially with one and later with two clocks. The weights Again tropospheric and ionospheric corrections applied
given to these two clocks by BIH are shown in Figure 12.
Figure 13 gives the relationship between UTC andUTC(TUG) In order to demonstrate the magnitude of these correc-
obtained by LORAN-C measurements and clock transporta-- tions their ranges as applied by the receiver since
tions carried out by the U.S. Naval Observatory as pub- January 28, are given in Table 2.
lished by the BIH in Circular D. The differences be-
tween UTC-UTC(TUG) as computed by the BIH and obtained The new software applied on February 28 led to a jump of
from clock transportations are given in Table 1. 37 ns ±10 ns. This figure is computed by using linear

regressions over 10 days of data before and after the
I " I jump. For further computations this step and a frequen-

Year 1977! 1978 1979 1981 cy offset of 3.7-1O-13 between the two time scales have
been removed. Furthermore the readings of January 10

Clock 1 s 0.2 ps 0.3 us 0.4 us and 11 were reduced by the ionospheric and tropospheric
corrections. The residuals from a linear best fit through

i) definition of origin the modified data are shown in Figure 15 differentiating
between the individual satellites.

Table 1: Differences between the clock transportations
and LORAN-C measurements (BIH Annual Report) Also shown in Figure 14 are the results of time compa-

risons between USNO and TUG using the LORAN-C transmit-
Furthermore from Figure 13 one can see that the clock ter Sylt of the Norwegian LORAN-C chain. To be able to
is free running and time steps are introduced to keep distinguish between GPS and LORAN-C data to the latter
the UTC(TUG) scale within about *5 us of the UTCscale. a constant of I us is added. One can clearly see a sea-

sonal effect in the LORAN-C data which could also be
Since the beginning of 1983 time comparisons are made seen in comparing the OTS-II time transfer results with
on a regular basis using the transmissions of the GPS the corresponding LORAN-C data

4
. On April 29, 1983 a

satellites and the results are made available via comparison with a portable clock of USNO was made which
Mark 111. For a period of about four months (January 10, resulted in a time difference UTC(USNO)-UTC(TUG) =-O.411s
1983 to May 3, 1983) Figure 14 gives the results of time ±0.2 us. The corresponding values of the GPS and LORAN-C
comparisons between the U.S. Naval Observatory and the measurements as given by linear regressions over 10 days
Observatory LustbQhel using the GPS satellites Navstar around April 29 are -0.37 ws to.01 us and -O.46us 

4 
0. lus,

#4,5, and 6 (SV#8,5,9) in a common-view mode
8

. The USNO respectively. Taking into account that the IPPS fed into

Navstar# SV# Clock Laboratory Elevation Azimuth Data age Troposph.C. I onosph.C.

4 USNO 50 280 < not available
TUG 430 3190 10- 11 ns 1 14-28 ns

5 5 Cs USNO 620 440 5h not available
TUG 360 3040 12 ns 16 - 32 ns

6 9 CS USNO 370 510 not available
TUG 600 2950 8 ns 1 11 -23 ns

Table 2: Elevation and azimuth at the measuring times at USNO and TUG; ionospheric and tropospheric cor-
rections and other figures of interest for the used spacecraft.
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the GPS-receiver as reference is delayed by 0 ns (( m of gratefully acknow'.dq,,d.
coaxial canle) against UTC(TUG) one arrives at a zero
difference between UPS and the portable clock measure- The work was made possible by various grants cf the
ment. Austrian Council for Scientific Resrarch and the

Austrian Academy of Sciences.

Plots of the square root of the Allan variance for the
,TS, LORAN-C and the best period (,:o days) of the References

OTS-11
4 

data are given in Figure 16. The stability cur-
ve given tor GPS is calculated using the modified data 1. Kirchner, D.: Die Automatisierung einer Zeitsta-
of the whole measurement period shown in Figure 14 and tion mittels des IEC-Bus-Systems an Be.sie1 6er
using the data obtained by all three satellites. For Station des Ok"servatoriums Lustbdhel der Tech-
LURAN-C two curves are given: the one with the lower nischen Universitdt Graz, loth Internaticnal
staoility applies to time transfers with USNO and 'hat Congress of Chron,-,metr; (CIC), A2, np. 111-i17,
with the gIeater stability for time comparisons inside 1979.
Eurup. The bust stability experienced with the OTS-II
time comparisons are comparable to the stability ob- 2. Van Dierendonck, A.J., 2.D. Hua, J.R. McLean and
tained for the GPS measurements. Also included in Fi- A.R. Denz: Time Transfur Using Navstar GPS,
guru 1, _r.. lines which indicate the necessary stabili- Proc. PTTI Conf. l3th, :op. 350-417, 13$I.
ty to obtain a time transfer accuracy of 10, 25, (),
1(00 and -"O ns, respectively. Iii addition to that the 3. Puodovich, K.: USNO CPS Program, Prcc. P'TlI Conf.,
typicai frequency stability of a high performance Cs 12 th, pr. 317-413, 180O.
frequency standard of commerical type is included 9

. One
can see that a I i accuracy of better than 25 ns is ob- 1. DeJong, (., R. Kaarls, D. Kirchner and H. Re ler:
tamned and that for periods of some days the stability Tim,. C mnparisons Via OTS-1I, Proc. P'1TI Conf.,
of the GPS measurements is greater than the stability 13th, . 347-6o, 1351.
of Cs clocks of standard performance.

5. Schldter, W. and L. Amberg: Final Results of Dopp-
Envisaged activities ler Point Positioning at Several Timekeeping

Laboratories in Europe, Nachrichten aus den Kar-
Although in 1981 the responsible authorities were given ten und Vermessungswesen, Reihe II, H. 40,
a detailed research concept, no financial backing after pp. 99-107, 1983.
1983 is yet foreseen.

o. Kirchner, D., P. Pesec, W. Riedler and K. Rinner:
Assuming further support the following activities are Proposal for the Participation in the SIRIO-2/
planned: LASSO-Experiment for International Clock Compari-

son, Proposal to the European Space Agency (ESA),
- Further studies of the use of TV-signals transmitted 1979.

by geostationary satellites for one-way time transfer
measurements. 7. Kirchner, (.: The LASER Ranging System Graz-Lust-

bdhel, Proc. of the Fourth International Work-
Further attempts to improve the orbit determination shop on Laser Ranging Instrumentation, Vol. II,
by range measurements to the satellites. pp. 463-467, 1981.

Use of the ISIT-Camera of the LASER ranging system to 8. Allan, D.W. and M.A. Weiss: Accurate Time and Fre-
improve the position determination of satellites by quency Transfer During Common-View of a GPS Sa-
optical observations. tellite, Proc. 3 4th Ann. Frequ. Control Symp.,

USAERADCOM, Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703, May 1980.
Two-way time transfer experiments using geostationary
satellites. 9. Hellwig, H. : Microwave Time and Frequency Standards,

Radio Sci. 14(4), pp. 561-572, 1979.
Upgrading of the timekeeping station: purchase of an
additional clock and replacement of the desktop com-
puter by a minicomputer.

Use of the GPS receiving system to study the perfor-
mance of the Global Positioning System for both time
transfer and position determination.

Study of LORAN-C groundwave propagation effects with
the help of GPS.

- Participation in a future LASSO-type experiment.

- Participation in other continental and intercontinen-
tal time transfer experiments.
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Fig. 5 GPS antenna with pre-amplifier Fig. 6 TTS-502 receiving equipment and system controller
housing with peripherals
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Fig. 8 Description of the software used to incorporate the TTS-502 into the automated
measurement system

Fig. 9 USER bench
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Fig. 10 Control equipment for the LASER station Fig. 11 Mount and telescope system
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Fig. 15 Residuals from a linear best fit to the GPS data of Figure 14 after removing the time
step of 87 ns on February 28, 1983 and subtracting the ionospheric and tropospheric
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TIME DISSEMINATION FROM THE

NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL OF CANADA

C.C. Costain, H. Deams, J.-S. Boulanger and R.J. Douglas

National Research Council Canada

Summary of the 80, 40 and 20 meter amateur bands. Voice

announcements are made in French and English each
CHU Canada broadcasts continuously on minute and an FSK time code is broadcast in the 31st

3.330 Mz, 7.335 MHz and 14.670 MHz with powers of 3 to 39th seconds pulses.b ) kW, 10 kW and 3 kW respectively. Voice
announcements of the time are made in French and The FSK code is also available on the DDD

English each minute, and an FSK time code is telephone network, with triply redundant code

broadcast in the 31st to 39th seconds pulses. The generators and logic circuits to ensure an error
NRC time signals are broadcast Canada-wide each day free code. Prototype remote clocks have been
by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation at 12.00 developed which measure and correct for the delay

noon ET on their French network and at 1.00 p.m. ET from the remote location, ensuring millisecond
on their English network. Talking clocks in French accuracy even via satellite. We hope these clocks

and English can be accessed on the DDD telephone will find their way into most cable TV system, where
network. The FSK code is also available on the DDD an automatic call/week would ensure time display of

telephone network, with triply redundant code 0.1 s accuracy. This would make precise time

generators and logic circuits to ensure an error continuously available to a very large fraction of

free code. Prototype remote clocks have been the Canadian public. We are also trying to persuade
developed which measure and correct for the delay TV stations to display graphic clocks, ticking off
from the remote location, ensuring millisecond perhaps 10 seconds to the hour, as is common in many

accuracy even via satellite. The two-way satellite European TV networks.
time transfer experiment using the Symphonie

satellite terminated July 1, 1983 after 4 years with Four years ago
1 

we reported here on the two-way

France and two years with Germany.,Two satellite time transfer between France and Canada using the

ground stations with 3 m antennas and I W power have Symphonie satellite. This experiment terminated

been installed near the NRC time laboratory. Two- July 1, 1982, after 4 years, and for the last two

way transfer using low power CW tones via Telesat years Canada/France, Canada/Germany and
Canada Anik satellites in the 6/4 GHz commercial France/Germany transfers were made once or twice a

band has achieved subnanosecond precision. Tests of week. The results were used by the BIH in

prn code transfer are planned. constructing TAI, but with an experimental satellite
the experiment was bound to end. The results of the

* * * * transfer between NRC and PTB in Braunschweig are

given in Figure 1. The time scales in both

This report on Time Dissemination from NRCC laboratories are controlled by primary cesium
will include all of the systems mentioned in the clocks.

summary, but the weighting of the satellite portion
will be in the inverse proportion to that in the To have a practical operational time transfer

summary. However, it is important to remember that network, we must have a much more economical system,
there are perhaps a million customers for 1 a with small low power terminals at the laboratories,

accuracy for every one at 1 us accuracy. For the and using commercial satellites. We have been
general public, second accuracy is required, experimenting with the system the radio astronomers

although now with crysal watches they want 0.1 a used
2 

to measure the phase difference between the
accuracy. They don'tneed it, but they want it, and local oscillators at VLBI stations. In this system

we must take that Into account. For operational pairs of low power CW tones are exchanged between

networks, such as TV, millisecond precision is the stations, and the difference frequency between

desirable, and for navigation and communication CW tones is recovered to effect the phase or time

networks, microsecond precision, and more and more, transfer.
nanosecond precision, is required.

Two satellite ground stations with 3 m antennas

The NRC time signals are broadcast Canada-wide and 1N power have been installed near .he NRC time

daily on the AM stations of the Canadian laboratory for operation in the 6/4 GHz commercial

Broadcasting Corporation, at 12:00 noon ET on the satellite band. In the first experiments the Anik

French network, and at 1:00 pm ET on the English Al satellite of Telesat Canada was used. Tones with

network. Talking clocks in French and English at the frequencies fo ± 16 MHz and fo ± 16.5 MHz were

the NRC laboratories can be accessed on the DDD transmitted, and the difference frequen, Les of
telephone network. 32 MHz and 33 MHz recovered. The 1 MHz difference

was also recovered to identify the cycle of the

CHU Canada broadcasts continuously on 32 MHz. The results of one run are shown in

3.330 lMs, 7.335 Mz and 14.670 Mz with powers of Figure 2. The roe deviation from the 32 MHz signal

3 kW, 10 kW, and 3 kW respectively. These odd is 1.07 as, and the 10 point running average is well
frequencies were chosen over fifty years ago, for within I na.
practical commnication considerations, at the top

CH1957-O/8300 00OO7S$1.00(Z)1963 IEEE 78



Recently we have been using a simpler format Acknowledgement
with only two tones, fo t 0.5 MHz, to recover 1 MHz
directly, and I wish to discuss these experiments in We are very much indebted to Telesat Canada for
more detail. giving us access to the Anik Al and Anik A3

satellites, and for the advice of their staff in the
As Anik Al has died, we were assigned course of the experiment.

channel 7, 6185 MHz, on Anik A3. In Figure 3 a
simplified diagram of the transmitter is given. All References
signals are derived from a 5 MHz cesium standard.
One reason for showing our transmitter and receiver 1 C.C. Costain, J.-S. Boulanger, H. Daams,
circuits is to emphasize that commercial up- L.G. Miller, National Research Council, G. Freon,
converters and down-converters that we have tried P. Parcelier, Laboratoire Primaire du Temps et
and have seen advertised have too much residual FM des Fraquences, M. Brunet, Centre National
for the very narrow band receivers that we must use d'Etudes Spatiales, J. Azoubib, B. Guinot, Bureau
to recover the low level signals. These are more International de l'Heure, "Two-Way Time Transfers
than 50 dB down from the signals used in the Between National Research Council (Ottawa) and
Symphonie experiment. In the lower left of Figure 3 Paris Observatory Via the Symphonie Satellite",
the spectrum analyzer output of our transmission is Proc. 33rd Ann. Symp. on Freq. Control, pp 473-
shown. The carrier is suppressed by 30 dB from the 476 (1979).
1/6 W in the ± 0.5 MHz tones, and the strongest
overtone is 15 dB down. 2 S.H. Knowles, W.B. Waltman, J.L. Yen, J. Galt,

D.N. Fort, W.H. Cannon, D. Davidson, W.

In Figure 4 the portion enclosed by the dotted Petrachenko, and J. Popelar, "A phase coherent
line is a commercial frequency agile receiver, but link via synchronous satellite developed for very
we found it necessary to synthesize all local long baseline radio interferometry", Radio Sci.,
oscillator frequencies, to reduce the initial 8 kHz 17, 1661-1670, (1982).
residual FM to a fraction of 1 Hz.

In Figure 5 the details of the narrow band
detector are given. The final 5 MHz phase lock loop 1000
is a third order loop with an effective bandwidth of
about 0.1 Hz. 800 UIC(NRC)- TA(N)l or UTC(PTB))

Typical results, that is, the best results, are
given in Figure 6. The rms deviation is 0.4 nas. 400

With 10 a averaging of the phase lock loop, the -4
results are very similar to the 10 s average of the C 20 - -2.0
32 MHz signals obtained earlier. 2 0

However, we do experience interference from -200
other satellite or ground services at times. Figure -TA(NI) -UTC(PTB
7, with results from one hour earlier than those in -400

Figure 6, shows such interfering noise, which is ...

certainly to be expected at the very low levels at 300 400 500 61 . .800 900

which we are operating. MJD -

Figure 1.
Indeed, we understand that in Washington Comparison Between NCR And PTB Via Symphonie

operation in the 6/4 GHz band is impossible, but the
14/12 GHz band is practical and it is available
commercially. We will obtain 14/12 GHz hardware for u, i. a a 4.
one ground station, and expect about 15 dB 20

improvement from the increased antenna gain. 0

It is considered that our present 1 MHz 0o' "- ! '" -

experiment was a test of a PRN code system, with .
none of the bits missing. With commercial -,0
geostationary satellites, the station keeping is
such that very little Doppler shift is expected, and
path delays can be accurately predicted, so that
little search capability is required for a PRN code -3K
system. We must, at an early date, decide what we -,S -100 -so 0 so 3D 'SO
want by way of hardware. I understand that Comsat S..

and the USNO are carrying out some modem tests at
the moment. Always an optimist, I hope that in a 32M. I 1 07

year we can link NRC, USNO and NBS with the
beginning of an operational network that could put I . .
nanosecond accuracy and subnanosecond precision -.
anywhere in the world served by geostationary
commercial satellites, at a cost of $40,000 per 2
station.

-3

-ISO OW _SD 0 so IO Iso

Fi gure 2.
The 10 Point Running Average And Standard Deviation Of

Thf Recovered 1 MHz and 32 MHz Signals Via Anik Al.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVE TAPPED DELAY LINES FOR LOW-INSERTION-LOSS WIDEBAND ANALOG SIGNAL-PROCESSING FILTERS**

R. S. Withers and P. V. Wright*
Lincoln Laboratory, MassachusEtts Institute of Technology

Lexington, Massachusetts 02173
Summary substrates, chirp filters with bzndwidths as great as

w3.6 GHz and dispersion as great es 64 ns have been
-- Transversal filters have been realized as produced in a compact planar forn. In this pap'r are
miniature superconductive tapped electromagnetic delay presented the basic structure of these tapped delay
lines. The low loss of superconductors permits the use lines, a brief discussion of their analysis, synthesis,
of a compact stripline structure which offers useful and fabrication, a presentation of achieved device
delay at microwave frequencies. Taps are realized as performance, and a new technique for the design of
backward-wave couplers or as impedance discontinuities. high-performance filters with low insertion loss.OChirp filters are formed by cascading such couplers of
increasing length. Pulse expansion and compression
have been demonstrated over a 2.6-GHz bandwidth. By Device Design, Modeling, and Fabrication
weighting the taps, side-lobe levels *have been reouced
to 25 dB below the peak output. A coupled-mode Design
analysis has been employed for predicting the response
of this class of filters and has achieved very good Stripline is used because of its superior
agreement with experiment. The analysis also predicts isolation, delay, and dispersion characteristics
that, if coupling were increased to reduce insertion compared with microstrip or coplanar constructions of
loss below about 10 dB, significant phase distortion equal substrate area. The stripline pattern is defined
results with a commensurate degradation of side-lobe in a single layer of superconductive thin film
levels. --An- algorithm has oeen developed whereby the surrounded by two layers of low-loss dielectric, both
tap positions are adjusted so as to predistort the of which ar coated with superconductive ground
phase response in a way which compensates for the planes. Two distinct coupling configurations, labeled
distortion caused by the heavy tap weighting. proximity-tapped and reflectively tapped, have been
Subsequent analysis of the predistorted device exploited.
demonstrates that 41-dB relative side-lobe levels can
be achieved in a Hamming-weighted filter with 3 dB Proximity-Tapped Delay Lines (PTDL). In this
insertion loss. The technique is applicable to configuration, the input signal is launched as a
acoustic and optical grating filters. forward-propagating wave on one of a pair of coupled

lines. At specified points along the line pair, a
fraction of the signal energy is coupled onto a

Introduction backward-propagating wave on the second line.
Backward-wave couplers10 are employed to effect this

Transversal filters, also known as Kallman or coupling. The strength of each coupler is determined
finite-impulse-response filters, are widely employed as by the spacing of the lines and its peak-response
matched filters for analog signal processing. More frequency is determined by the line iength between
recen l surface-acoustic-wave1 ,2  and acousto- transitions in line spacing.
optic , 3 technologies have been developed and used to
fabricate transversal filters with bandwidths as great Suppose that an array of these couplers were
as 1 GHz. cascaded end-to-end as shown in Figure 1(a). Suppose

further that the length of the couplers were a linear
Linear frequency-modulated (LFM) filters, also function of length along the line. The resulting

known as chirp filters, are commonly constructed as structure has a local resonant frequency which is a
transversal filters and are valuable components in linear function of delay. In other words, it is a
high-performance radar,4,5,6  spread-spectrum chirp filter with a linear groupfdelay-vs-frequency (or
communications, and spectral analysis systems. These quadratic phase) relationship.' The strength of the
filters are characterized by impulse responses which couplers is controlled by varying the line spacing s to
have an instantaneous frequency which increases or give a desired amplitude weighting tj the response.
decreases linearly in time (called "up" and "down
chirps" respectively), and consequently have a linear BACKWARD-WAVE
group-delay-vs-frequency characteristic. INPUT COUPLER THROUGHPUT

A technology must offer three essential functions 4
if a transversal filter is to be realized: signal 2 3
delay, tapping of the signal stream at specified delays
and with specified weights, and summation of the tapped OUTPUT

signals. We have exploited the low loss of super- (a)
conductive transmission lines to realize transversal
filters as miniature tapped electromagnetic delay
lines. Electromagnetic delay lines offer INPUT
inherently wide bandwidth (up to a few tens of - / THROUGHPUT
gigahertz) but only several nanoseconds of delay per OUTPUT
meter. To achieve reasonable delays (10-1000 ns) in a 2

small volume, the transmission lines must be reduced in

size. This results in an increased transsission loss (b)
and precludes the use of normal conductors.

Employing microfabrication techniques to form Figure 1(a) Chirp filter formed by cascading backward-
miniature niobium striplines on low-loss dielectric wave couplers. (b) Reflectively tapped chirp filter.

**This work supported by the Department of the Arnl. In the time domain, each coupler represents two
*Present address: RF Monolithics, 4441 Sigma Rd., taps, one with a positive impulse response and one with
Dallas, TX 75234 a negative, corresponding to the two transitions in
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line spacing s. The realization of a canonical tapped In the general case of arbitrary amplitude
delay line as a cascade of backward-wave couplers is weighting and coupling strength, Eq. (1a) and (1b) mist
straightforward. There is a direct analogy between be integrated numerically. This is facilitated by the
this stripline filter and normal-incidence acoustic or transformation of the two equations to a single Ricatti "'
optical grating filters. equation, a nonlinear first-order equation. As the )

variations of R, S, and KI are gradual on the scale of
It is noteworthy that both ends of the line pair changes in the dephas fng term, it is possible to

are accessible. Thus, in the case of a chirp filter, approximate this equation by Fresnel integrals in a
both up-chirp and down-chirp filter performance may be piecewise fashion.
obtained from a single device. In general, for lightly
tapped lines (>10 d insertion loss), for which Computations have been performed in this manner tomultiple internal reflections are negligible, the model the superconductive chirp filters, although the
impulse response from one terminal pair is the model is just as applicable to normal-incidence
time-reverse of that from the other. The device is acoustic and optical gratings. It is noteworthy that
thus its own matched filter, a convenient advantage for phase and amplitude distortions caused by strong
some applications. coupling are included to arbitrary accuracy.

Reflectively Tapped Delay Lines (RTOL). Taps can By integrating Eqs. (la) and (1b) at a set of
also be effected by steps in line characteristic frequencies across the band of interest, the transfer
impedance from a reference impedance Zr to a tap function of the device (amplitude and phase vs
impedance Zt and back. In this case, coupling occurs frequency) is obtained. Such calculations are compared
between forward- and backward-propagating waves on a with experimental results later in this paper.
single line. The impedance changes are most easily
produced by changing the line width w (Figure 1(b)). Fabrication
The tap positions along the line are the same as those
along the line pair of the PTDL, and weighting can From the specified device parameters (center
easily be achieved by varying Zt. frequency, bandwidth, insertion loss, and amplitude

weighting function), a synthesis routine is used toThe advantage of the RTOL is that a single line, generate the desired tap positions, tap weights, and
not a line pair, is used; it thus offers twice the the resulting line separations or widths . The
dispersion of a PTDL on the same substrate. It is also proximity-tapped delay line shown schematically in
immune to the directivity prob)mrs, of proximity Figure 1(a) would be difficult to fabricate, being
couplers on anisotropic substrates.0,*1 On the other typically 1-mm wide and 3-m long. To utilize round
hand, the RTOL is nuch more susceptible to reflection- substrates with a minimum number of small-radius bends,
producing impedance discontinuities such as those the delay line is wound up into a quadruple-spiral
caused by photolithographic defects, substrate configuration.
thickness variations, and voids between the dielectric
layers. The spurious reflections are directly coupled Computer-aided design techniques are used to
Into the output of the RTOL but are to first order accurately approximate the spiral delay line with
isolated from the PTDL output. several thousand rectangles for subsequent photomask

generation. Reflectively tapped lines are designed by
Modeling similar techniques and laid out as a double spiral.

From the previous section one can see how a chirp Niobium films are deposited on the dielectric
filter with prescribed tap positions and weights is wafers to a thickness of 3000A bA RF sputtering and
constructed. It is also useful to determine the patterned by reactive ion etching.!
expected frequency-domain characteristics of a single
device and the performance of a pair of devices as In the package, the second wafer with its ground
matched filters. plane is held in place against the patterned wafer by

an array of springs, preventing air gaps which wouldCoupling-of-modes theory13 has been applied to cause Impedance discontinuities. The RF terminals,
analyze these devices. The coupled-mode equations are brought to bonding pads at the wafer edge, are

connected with short strips of 0.5-nm-wide ribbon to
dR K(z) S(z) (la) SA connectors brought through the back of the package.

and Performance of Proximity-Tapped Delay Lines
dS K*(z Chirp filters have been fabricated on
dzR(z) (b) 5-cm-diameter, 126-m-thick sapphire. One particular

delay line pattern was designed to have a dispersion of
where R is the complex amplitude of the forward- 35 ha and a bandwidth of 2.6 GHz centered on 4.0whee Rtsthec~lx mpltue o th frwad- GHz.- The design is f r a predicted top-pair
propagating wave input at port 1, S is the amplitude of IHz n Teein i f a redice ar
the backward-propagating output wave, z denotes length coupling coefficient of 10 , i.e., all couplers are
along the grating, K is the complex coupling factor, 40 in strength. (Such a device with all taps of the
including the dephasing between the input wave at same strength is called linear-weightedh. The
frequency f and the locally resonant frequency of the increasing nuer of taps per unit length as the
grating, and K* is its complex conjugate. high-frequency end of the device Is approached resultsg a il nin an insertion loss which decreases linearly with

For a linear chirp filter, the dephasing (angle frequency.)
of K) is a linear function of the input frequency and a Figure 2(a) shows the measured ad predicted
quadratic function of z. In the weak-coupled limit, in Fiue ( shwshe pare a p i
which the Input wave amplitude R remains constant In z, alitude of the down-chirp pair. The predictions were
and for a flat amplitude weiting (constant JKI) Eq. made with the theory described previously And are based
(ib) my be expressed as a Fresnel integral,'f6r which on the physical design parameters of the device.

sExcer or the fine-tcali. deviations (attributed toseries expansions and tabulations are available. 14  Eptffiou fions a toMT acrosst ttWspurios re titonls,, the agre nt across te
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passband (2.7 to 5.3 GHz) is very good, theory and up-chirp phase was also measured and gave a least-

experiment being in agreement within about 2 dB. squares value Implying a chirp slope of 76.40 MIz/ns,
which is excellent agreement and indicates well-atched

-10 filters. The design value is 74.2 MHz/ns for both up

and down chirp. This error of less than 3% could be
caused by a 3% overestimation of the effective

THEOR dielectric constant of the substrate.

20 t Silicon appears to be a excellent dielectric

Ssubstrate for ths application.12 Its most desirable
property is its dielectric isotropy. which eliminates
the limit on time-bandwidth product Imposed by

-30 MEASURED DATA anisotropy, and the advantages offered by the profuse
Mtechnology behind this material cannot be overstated.

Proximity-tapped delay lines have been made on
05-cm-diameter 125-an-thick wafers of 150 0-cm

DEVICE CS025/026 resistivity, (111)-cut n-type silicon, utilizing the
DESIGN RW14 same niobium technology described previously.

o.5300-2700 MHz, 35 ns DOWNCHIRP
02-0 1 3 1O11CI411 1 One design is for a Hamming-weighted chirp filter

0 2 4000 6000 with a 2322-MHz bandwidth centered at 4 GHz, dispersion
FREQUENCY 1MHz) of 37.5 n , and an insertion loss at center frequency

of 10 dB. The results of puIse-copression testing
of this device are shown in Figure 3. A 10-V. 135-ps

(a) impulse is applied to the up-chirp end of the device
5 (port 4 in Figure 1(a)). The resulting expanded pulse

DEVICE C8025/026 (obtained at port 3) is amplified, time-gated, delayed,

DESIGN RW 4 and applied to the down-chirp end of the filter (port
DES0GN 3 0 M . 31). The matched filter response (obtained at port 2)43is shown in Figure 3. This compressed pulse exhibits

25-dB relative side-lobe levels and a central lobe
30 full-width of 2.2 ns. This width is somewhat wider

T O than the 1.3 ns of a Haming-weighted pulse of this
20 bandwidth because the signal was weighted upon both

2 I expansion and compression. The theoretically predicted
2 side-lobe level of 41 dB is not achieved because of

0 substrate thickness and linewidth variations which
10 produce spurious reflections and deviations of coupling

J from design values.
u
o 0
LUI

4C -10 500 ps

-20 MEASURED
DATA

-30 _

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 20 mV

FREQUENCY (MHz) T

(b)

Figure 2(a) Predicted and measured amplitude of a
proximity-tapped superconductive delay line;
(b) predicted and measured deviation from quadratic
phase for this device.

The measured phase spans a range of more than
25000 degrees across the passband and is essentially a Figure 3 Measured compressed pulse response of a
quadratic function, as expected. The measured and Hamwing-weighted niobium-on-silicon proximity-
theoretical deviations from a best-fit quadratic are tapped delay line.
plotted in Figure 2(b). The difference between
measured and predicted response Is dominated by
distortions which probably result from spurious Phase Compensation for Low-Insertion-Loss Filters
reflections. The rm value of the deviation of the
measured response from quadratic phase is 12.00. The Error in Uncompensated Filters
theoretical deviation from quadratic phase is dominated

by the Fresnel ripple resulting from the asymmetry of Tapped-elay-line filters are most straight-
the integral near the band edges, forwardly designed in the weakly tapd limit. In this

limit, which Is valid for insertion osses of 10 A and
The least-squares-fit quadratic coefftcient 2f higher, the input signal propagates essentially

phase for the measured data Is 2.361x10" 4 dig/Mhz undepleted and, as a corollary, mltiple internal
which implies a chirp slope of 76.24 Mz/ns. The reflections are negligible. It is notmeortly
whic



that it is not the weight of the individual taps, but efficient numerically than the coupling-of-mooes
the product of weight and number of taps contributing solution.
at a given frequency, which determines the validity of
the weakly tapped assumptions. In this limit there is The phase error for the filter pair of Figure 4 Isa direct mpping of individual tap weights and clearly significant, having a slow variation of T.0°
positions along the line to the amplitude and across the central two-thirds of the band. Thetime-dependence of the impulse response. In the case detrimental effects of tht error are evident In Figureof a linear-chirp filter, the tap spatial periodicity 5, which displays the calculated compressed pulseis a linear function of distance along the line or, envelope of the filter pair. A trailing side lobe ofequivalently, the tap position is a quadratic function 21 A relative magnitude is evident. An idealof tap number. In the frequency domain, the line has a Hamming-weighted system would yield a peak side-lobe
local resonant frequency which is a linear function of level of 42.8 M.
position and, consequently, a linear
group-delay-vs.-frequency characteristic.

For more tightly coupled lines (CIO M insertion
loss), distortions in both mplitude and phase occur.
The amplitude of the response at a given frequency is -30
no longer proportional to the product of the tap weight I
and the number of taps resonant at that frequency but -

to the hyperbolic tangent of this product. ThJ_
saturation effect can be compensated analytically8
and has in fact been incorporated into the deviceanalysis and synthesis procedures used to design the -
filter of Figure 3. Phase errors are more difficult to
handle and cannot be treated analytically in closed
form for a chirp filter. Heuristically, the effect oftight coupling is to deplete the input wave and thereby
shift the effective center of reflection from the exact .s
point of synchronism toward the input, thereby reducing
the group delay by an amount dependent on the local tap
strength.

Figure 5 Calculated compressed pulse response envelopeIn Figure 4 is shown the phase error (deviation of the filter pair of Figure 4.
from linear) of a pulse-compression system consisting
of cascaded up- and down-chirp filters, each with Predistortion Algorithm
37.5-ns dispersion and 2.3-GHz bandwidth (the same asthe filter of Figure 3) and a 3-d insertion loss at In order to compensate for the phase errors causedcenter frequency. Each filter is weighted with the by tight coupling, a technique has been developedsquare root of the Hamming ftrction so that the system whereby the tap positions are adjusted (i.e., theresponse is Hamming weighted. design Is "redistortedo) in a manner based on the

calculated phase error (e.g. Figure 4) of the
undistorted device. The predistorted filter Is then
analyzed using the integral (WVKJ) formulation to

30 verify the efficacy of the adjustment.
Z The phase error of a single uncompensated device,

e(f), is first calculated. This is converted to a
group delay error by the familiar relation

I do f8, 1 d*e(f)
•i T ( f ) ( 2 )

where #e is expressed in radians.

The tap spacing is uniquely described by the
* I grating frequency function f (z) which, for an

M 3M M uncompensated linear-chirp filteW' isUUUOUItC 4 M0aI 4LFIRoUINC (Wkl L

fI(Z) - fc + e L (3)

where fc is the center frequency of the device, B is
Figure 4 Calculated phase error of a matched pair of the bandwidth, z is the position along the linechirp filters with 3-d4 insertion loss, 37.5-ns measured from the input, and L is the line length, Vedispersion, 2.3-4Hz bandwidth, Haming weighting, and wish to perturb this in such a way that the group delay
no phase compensation, is predistorted by an amount equal and opposite tost (f). Invoking the space-frequency relationship ofThe phase error of Figure 4 was calculated using a ti chirp filter, we achieve this to first order 1t

method somewhat different from the coupling-of-modes setting
solution used to obtain the curves of Figure 2. L (4)In anticipation of the ned to analyze the nonlinearly z B schirped phase-cempnsted, gratings, an integral fB T M Lformulation was developed" whicb is in mra y fg(1) fc + - T f afsimilar to the WJ approXtmetionlf end is mNch more f c ft'



where T is the device dispersion. Of course, T Application
-2L/vp where Vp is the phase velocity. The compensated grating function (Eq. (4)) can

The phase error 40(f) is obtained by calculation readily implemented in the pattern-generating routi
at a number of discrete frequency points. For use in used to fabricate proximity-tapped and reflective
the predistortion algorithm, Eq. (4), it is convenient tapped delay lines. The logical candidate fer st
to have an analytic form. One useful form is t,% tapping and compensation is the RTOL bmcase of its,
Fourier sine series high tap-weight-independent spurious reflection levels.

k f" fc CIt should be noted that a compensated filter

#e(f) I A n sin 2 m(----) (5) cannot be used as both up- and down-chirp filters, as
n.1 can an uncompensated filter. The compensated device is

not its own matched filter; two separate devices are
This series does not include the even (in frequency needed.
around f ) components of the phase error but, as is
evident n Figure 4, the even errors of the up- and An uncompensated RTDL with 64-ns dispersion,
down-chirp filters cancel. 3.6-GHz bandwidth, and 3-dB insertion loss has been

fabricated and tested. However, spurious reflection
Phase Error in Compensated Filters levels are still too high to discern the predicted

21-dS side lobe. Improvement of substrate unfformity
The predistortion algorithm (Eq. (4)) was applied and device packaging is necessary to benefit from phase

to the devices of Figure (4) and (5), using the series compensation of this class of devices.
(Eq. (5)) with 8 terms to approximate the phase error.
The compensated devices were then analyzed; the The predistortion algorithm is directly applicable
resulting system phase error is shown in Figure 6. to normal-incidence acoustic and optical gratin
This clearly demonstrates an order-of-magnitude filters and could be adapted to oblique-incidence
improvement over the uncompensated device, filters.
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___ LOW PHASE NOISE MULTIPLE FREQUENCY MICROWAVE SOURCE*
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V~bsdluboau Defense and Electronics Center Ubetina peue ftl, C 0eaie
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ABSTRACT

SUse of high overtone bulk acoustic resonators (HBAR) has made pos-
sible development of low phase noise multiple frequency microwave
sources operating directly at microwave frequencies. Most recently a Ylow noise source has been developed at L-band which provides signals 1
at approximately S-MHz intervals and achieves phase noise suppres-
sion equivalent to sources based on low frequency quartz crystal stabi-
lization and multiplication. The direct microwave HOAR multiple ftc-.
quency source requires a fraction of the hardware required to achieve
the same phase noise suppression for multiple microwave frequency
operation by any other means.<_-'F

Stabilization is based on exploiting the high overtone resonance of
crystals such as YAG, sapphire, lithium niobate or lithium tantalate
for which intrinsic loss indicates a potential Q approximately ten times Fiur 1. GeoieI7 of IIAR Showing Subsumae and
that of quartz. Resonators of this type have been fabricated as high as Troohce DaeW
10 GHz. For the 1.3.0Hz band comupressional mode, loaded Qs of
over 50,000 have been achieved in several samples. The resonators lines than other acoustic resonators. A transmission resonator is illus-
consist of deposited film transducers on the resonator crystal. Single trated in figure I which is the form we have found most useful. The
reverberation is confined to the region under the transducer. The rrys- main feature of the geometry, the separate transducer coupling to the
tal is mounted rigidly to its housing which minimizes effects of ester- resonator body, provides the following key operational advantages:
nal vibration on frequency stability. Measured vibration sensitivity is e Coupling to high order overtones
described in a companion pape. * Availability of higher Q nonpiezoelectric substrates

The source consists of a low noise voltage controlled osilao (VC03) *Cnieeto gucatvt loigrgdmutn n
stabilized in an automatic frequency control (AFC) loop. The HDAR lower sensitivity to viation.
is, the frequency determining element in the AFC discriminator. Mosn- The coupling to high order overtones allows useful resonator coupling

* sured phase noise agrees well with predicted performance. Details of directly at microwave frequencies and provides a large number of
noise performance will be provided in the paper. Multiple frequency

*operation can easily be obtained with the addition of digital control equall spaced overtones in the operating band. V* are using overtone
circuits to preposition the VCO on any of the H3ARs responsea. levels of several hundred (as oppos ed toup to the fifthor seventh with
Thus, a low phase noise emtonically controlled multiple frequency trdtoa qurt reoan whch for the rusonaor '1 0 ibed. in
souwn is obtained with mdinal hardware, this paper provides an overtone spacing of apaproxheastu S MHz.

___________ Even clos overtone spacing col be providad bu would lisi alow-rrus.... ma.able bandwidth for the cocilator fooeack circuit and W*u noise per
The ighovetone" aousic rsontor(HRA) povies te bsis formance0. The rigid moun0ting Of the reonao has l01d to almos0t two

foe ho igh ove ito bulk e acu tiretato micSR rovidte bai oe of mantd .sppreedou In vibration sensitivity whi is ds.
forlo niseoslltor sablizd irctl a mcroav ~scridin al; perinthis conferenceby Rose man d Hane.'

The II3AR% high Q, cloel spaced, periodic resonances provide e.
b.h0atm for multipe quency oscisetors. The phase moise Put
formanceIs equivalent to s oure phase lockedto lowl'requency cryihlsai.hpo o h SA ~h eomusnUmtdi
tul xmuts, but reqire only a traction of the hardwore. fgure2 in W ofPQ1 uebe se U . off I-uac -% Nsemo

Q% Of mo081 AeNOuNt f Off= NIP ruIs ft 41- a) PQ pr-AKs
The HUAR has been described in previu popes by Moore,oetal. 2 so surm as a od r"e ordur hub of, em al I - l desfn Nou on
that a dwription oi Its operation wiNl bel -1uk1 to briefly reiwn igmf 2 mrs of com Q i ,dhi - Qua is dM IkIems
lee doomint med structure as shown In figure 1. Ie HS4Rta dom* by FQ - 1." withempladillerned ind~olm
he jo i - 4 m a msuiole amilo f die optical FrayPem int o ft~ t P up to pImi I M M4= ko. ft few" Abov I
burnemr. Cloommely It bs am Ie puoma day imicrowave dela Gite WOAR Q9b oeim mt wd AMs t*A FQ410So 10

A& Mims 0973 I.S- to 3-Gil t freqenc boodt
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Fngure 2. FQ Preoc Chart Showing Reltve 0's of Recutl
Fabricated HgAR'& Tofth Crystal Reoaer n Figure 4. Insertion Less .ind Q vs A e for (,6)VAG

Dielectrie Ramomatora

The advantageous use of higher Q media is best illustrated in figure 3 6
which illustrates the available Q's of materials for the frequency range ' ~
I to 10 GI-z. It should be noted that theme are several materials with / 1
Q's approximately an order of magnitude greater than quartz (SiO 2). --

NOt only does the separate transduction ailow nonpiezoelectric sub- -,~.
strates, it also allows the use of a nonpiezoelectric crystalline orienta-
tion of piezoelectric materials. Greatest success in the present program O
has been with cube edge and diagonal cut VAG. 1

IQ
Figure S. Insertion Lou and Q vs Aperture for V111 AG

7' - Additionally comparing figures 4and S. he experimerntidicates that

resonators fabricated on (1',1, 1) YAG exhibit lower insertion loss for
e 6BI the same Q as the (1.0,0) YAG. This is surprising in that (1,0,0) VAG is

the lower loss material. It is theorized that the anisotropy of the
(1,1.1) direction is aiding the resonance.

Figure 3. Avahle Qeof Typical Materials
Base on the experiment, we have selected for the resonator design a
circular spot transducer with an aperture of 6.3 x 10-' m2 which

THlE RESONATOR provides the best tradeoff between lowest jsrinloss and highest Q.
The plzoelactic laytr is zinc oxide 45A thik.e bottom contact

The most recent results and highest Q% bean reported on this p"pe is chmeol 12X0A thick Ad the top contact Is chrome-aluninuin
were the result of design using a transmission line type model of the 1800A thick.
resonator. The model, based on the Mason Thanducer equivalent cir-
cult, takes Into account filmn thicknesses, acoustic impedances, layer The substrates are prepared from a boule of lase quality YAG. After
propoaaio attenuation, and aperture s"z. This model does ot In- X-ray alignment, the boule is sliced into substrates of thickness appro-
elude effect of the diffraction of the acoustic wave and therefore priate for the required peak frequency spacing. The faces are polished
predicts two values of the aperture wtic give the sin values of In using a technique believed to be unique in the industry. The pro cess
sertioa less and Q, each at a different ftequency. This is basically a provides exceptional results for hard, lower loss, media for wue at
statement that the resonator can be unco 9upled both by aking the higher microwave frequencies.
SPerMu too larg or too sael. This symmetry Is broken in the actual othapyTebtomcna fteatiernsuraetres
device bry diffraction. The trasducer are fabricated using standard integrated circuit pho-

lb nvstgae hi efet. esmos reidntca esap fr petue rooraby. The bto otc of th ctiveagolnd The rmum
Tom iette aiaeeted thesoatr are. heticaaexcap for tuae adein layte oftN4i evaporated o irst ithd 7U sho ita
esi ema wbere sln e irula sotrM aIU art r fo .0 e x of loayrtof with thod. is procedur firs kwnt abot inrduc

mer sopl 2. 0- i 4larlti st epies sperlmreins o sOx s- ordre oldpo o flint h od %poeur tkont rdc
on (l,0,A YAG and (1,1,1) YAO have been fabriuated and tamed.
lRmnss inditat that the Qb Ices P with Inces a parta ada, The Amn oxide Is depoite usin an RP diode sputterin systien. Spot-
homev, th neom mm lssab irasn y thetim sh apetue amngsfrbom a nc oxWie artIn a 23% hto73%A -1 atmosere
has reached S 2.3 W? l02 the insertion lose so be that cbs as Theikuas smkonioredwuslag- aefuommetkb ler moI-r
une ps we not observale. The Innseo loss e persw Ana The sopelestroeisdeposied using a redno praem.Aftae net

mew~inf~we~fr~l,,0)T~eaf~gue~fe(I,1l)TA , dte suIs at with resist and developing the p;tter. a dwow -
~b sa Sinisun asm 3.5 X to' for ane sot of-MEdihsss did~ lope seaporad on t Asfee. A fI b i

Wall. wsed and the thickness of the abloutis isamld by doWase



ducer design. Usng acatone and an ultrasonic cleaner the unwanted oscillator (VCO) is applied to the discriminator, At the dlsaimlnmor
chromium-aluminum is removed, output - mixer output - an error voltage atiprea that is pioPor-

tional to the frequency error between the VCO and the purtieulr -
The bighoovertone bulk acoustic rmonator chip is shown at the top of lected HBAR resonance. This voltage is then fed back to the VCO
the exploded view of the mounting scheme in figure 6. After pretesting through a loop video amplifier. To take full advantage of the mona.
to ensure the required Q and insertion loss, the resonator substrate is tor's filtering properties the output is take after the resonator.
cut to 0. 125 inch by 0.200 inch. The YAG substrates are about 0.034-
inch thick. The ground planes of the top and bottom transducers ex-
tend to the outer edges of the substrate as shown in the figure. The
transducer top contact of auminum is connected to the package ter-
minals by epoxy reinforced gold wire ball bonds. The substrate is
bonded to a supporting metal preform using conductive epoxy which
in turn is expoxied to the grounding base of the resonator package.
The top ground plane of the substrate is grounded by wraparound
tabs shown in position in the figure. The gold wire contact leads are
epoxied to the microstrip line terminals of the package. The preform
epoxy mounting provides a robust support for the resonator body.

Tom loUN PIIVAIP11

Figure S. Simplified Diagram of AFC Stablinzd Source

Multiple frequency operation is achieved relatively simply with the
addition of hardware to allow the loop to lock on any of the HBAR's
responses within the VCO's tuning band. This implementation is
shown in figure 9. The principle addition is a digital controller which
accepts a user input and addresses a digital-to-analog converter to
preposition the VCO on the proper HBAR response. I and Q mixers
provide amplitude and phase data to the controller so that it may
adjust the phase shifter for quadrature signals at the mixers at eacb-
frequency. Once positioned the loop locks through the loop video am-
plifier as previously described.

Figure 6. High Q Balk Mode Resonator

A typical measure resonator response is shown in figure 7. To date the
best resonators exhibit Q of greater than 50,000 with insertion losses _. Z'
of less than 10 dB. Some resonators with higher Q's, near 65,000, have
been demonstrated by the increased insertion loss,

V3InSIF,, . it J M0 "
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a. 3 ~Ftgure 9. Diagram. of Multipl Frequency Source

PHASE NOISE PERFORMANCE

Short term stability is limited by resonator Q, video amplifier noise,
and VCO AM noise at modulation rates below a few kilohertz. Above
this, phase noise is a function of VCO phase noise as modified by loop

., , ,, ,, gams and resonator filtering.

Quantitatively the video amplifier contribution is:

Figure 7. Typical High Overtone 3.1k Aeoustic L(f) - F.2i1 j (; ) +& '
Raem R@mPe gQ2 'EfA & -f & I

Where: L(f) - Single sideband phase noise (I/Hz)
SOURCE STADILIZATION F - Output frequency

- Video amplifier noise voltage floor (V3144
To fully exploit the HBAR% unique characteristics, an automatic fre- Q - Resonator Q
quency control (AFC) loop technique is used as shown in figure 8. The E - Mixer phase sensitivity (V/lad)
resonator is used as the frequency determining element of the fre- fA - Video amplifier I/f noise break fequen7
quency dscriminator. The output of a low noise voltage controlled f - Modulation frequency

..
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AM anissg h VCO ad itsp M~ ampift is converted to phase in the It Mi to I kHz nossw d ass tha dss11WOOM is
imim by the mime LO poat acting au anfficient AM detecto. T7he an approximate 64111 diseapam the puimsite an eodw
carution twphass e is 1L.w both proportional to 149'. In this raglon VCO AM solo ass,.

FO'Pf.M~~ADO tlno -k anoise domlma~ Md Is proponisaul to hhp. V00 AM
14f) = oise gmrflyigdelM lmao m m d he preictis Is busdes.

typical value which aig* reemonfabe bworm by 6 411. Isthe I hkla
to 4 kz regi nstheno umat was I= ersa limited asIt wa ah o'

Where I - Fractional mixer video voltage change per fractional 50 kilz. The meusurud data does begin to falkili the filter r~inissof
LO power change the resonator above 20 kHz. Thbe tat set floor is; a uasunt of

M(f,) - 1/f AM noise spectral density at frequency f. (I/Hz) two identical oscillators in the tst so. Measurements 3 dil below this
flooe% in the region above 100 kHz, Indicate that the HBAR ftabilhed

Above a few kilohertz phase noise performance is determined by first source a at least 10 dB below the noise level of a single tat set osalia- .

calculating the suppression of VCO open loop phase noise by the AFC tor. It should be noted that in order to use an existing innlse test @et, the
loop. Noise Is then filtered further by taking the output after the reso- frequency of the HEAR source was doubled.
nator. This effec along with the above mentioned contributions are
displayed ini figure 10. Parameters associated with the L-band source
une dev elopment were use. CONCLIONS

A source making use of the high overtone bulk acoustic resonator has
been described. Resonators achieving Qs over 50,000 at 1.5 to 2 GHz,

Itu\..jgreater Q than by any other means at those frequencies, were de-
Vol scribed. A source with noise performance equivalent to those for

Ouiui~which the frequency is multiplied from low frequency crystal refer-
.,u ,..4\ ~ - *ence oscillators is reported. Much lower hardware levels are required.

With improvements in HBAR technology, even superior performance
may be possible.

web lowFMINORFI

Figure 10. Predicted L-Dead Noise PerfermameRFRNE

Thus far a single frequency source at L-band has been fabricated and I1. R.A. Moore, J.T Haynes, B.R. McAvoy, "High Overtone Bulk
tested. Measured performance not only agrees reasonably well with Resonator Stabilized Microwave Sources," IEEE Ultrasonics Sym-
predicted performance but compares favorably with typical L-band posium, Cat # SICH16899, Vl., pp 414-424, 1981.
radar requirements. Figure I I shows measured and predicted phase
noise along with a typical requirement. The test set floor is included
for analysis. 2. R.A. Moore, 3. Gosdell, A Zahorchak, R.A. Sundelin, W, Hop-

wood, J.T. Haynes, B.R. McAvoy, J. Murphy, "High Q Bulk
Acoustic Resonators for Direct Microwave Oscillator Stabiliza-
tion," 34th Annual Frequency Control Symposium, Ft. Mon-

mouth, N.J., 07703, pp 243-251, May 1910.

3. H. Rossman, J.T Haynes, "Determination of Acceleration Sensi-
tivity of Bulk Mode Resonator Plate," 37th Annual Frequency
Control Symposium.
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0 -- A Synchronous Ooillator (SO) is a coherent syn- Miace the publication of the Me~t Papeas, MW
chAzto n rcigtotokI hc n aenl chronization, or frequency of estrsiint, Wy Vn der
signal forces the osilattob synchronized In, iol to tile late 1920's. 2 eany articles have *pawed

A lfrequency with a final phase difference determined by thtanlz th propee atd behavior of Van der
the Initial frequency difforence between the oscilla- 1-4

gM tor natural freqesucy and the external frequency. A Pal,. or Injection oscillators.. in spite of the
So acquires, tracks, filters, divides and improves the large numnber of published article. there ise a lack of

Ssignal-to-noise ratio of the input sipwl, in a single reporting on applications and practical circuits.
process. Most. of the analyses In the literature. There has been not aerious attempts In their use as In-

510the original work by-Van der-Pal, are based upon- adequate solutions of nonlinear differential equations
forced oscillation (JO) principle. In this operation did not reveal. the real capabilities of Van dor Psi

the oscillator ceases to oscillate as soon as the ox- oscillators under various operating conditions.. When
* tenalsignl i apliedto t *

1-4wvri ha~ the Input energy, the efficiency &6d the Sain of the
teral ignl i aplie-toit. Rov~er intheSO, Van der Ploscillator are changed anentirely differ-

the oscillations continue to exist after the appliea- ent synchronization and tracking network results. A
4 tion of the external signal. .A 9D has a very 'high highly nonlinear and unstable network is used In a

skirt selectivity, approadhing those of crystal f 11- liasa signal processing. 8 -10 Soo are novel networks.
J tars ()6OdBJOCT) and a linear phase within its trac~k-

inx band. parsv- a SO can be synchronized by an Input
signl-t-hoie a lowas 100 covredto +dB ndhn SO can be considered a coherent acquisition and

higher In phase-lock loops. A SO constitutes a nlovel thecin SO twork hic wthe etera sielfre

network, not realizable by other means, at least In the h t e synchrnied wt h exter inal 1plIn

sawe simplicity and quality. It is also a now class frequency and to have: a final phase difference that is
determined by the Initial difference betwe the 80

Van der Pb1 oscillator.* It is a nonlinear, oscillatory fistural frequency and the external control frequency.
network which is-used in linear signal processing,
such as filtering, synchronizatton, cracking and i- si elbonfo h hoyo iltosta

provng he sgna-to-ois raio. O hs alo aawl there in a negative incremental resisance at the foed-
* prvin th sinal-o-niserato. S ha alo a~f- back point of the oscillator amplifier, and this s~ega-

adjusting feature to maintain constant output signal- tive Incremental resistance cancels all the AC loss
to-noise ratio even if input signal-to-noise ratiointecru. hefetofhexenasgals

to Increase or decrease the Incremental negative res-
A Intodursistance, thereby to serve as am energy source to the

ntoution, free-running oscillator, and consequently to eAbliak
a now steady-state synchronization condition, tn en

CSychxmidZation and Improvements In synehroniza- To the Incremental negative resistance Is cancelled and
tion techniques have made It possible to advance the the oscillations @me to exit. ft a To the ocilla-
state of the art of cmmuiations systems and to pro- tor becom, an amplifier, whereas in am 90 the aecilia-
duce efficient digital coherent coasanicatione not- tiew continue to exist after the applicationt of the
works. input synchronization signal. This feature ometitatee

The gosept of synch ronization goon back to the the Important difference between the PO and 2D. Ther&-

17th ceatmv)!, when ygem reported that two clockso~,t 0 h olnwtisaepee
slightly out of step with each other became synchron- .Ph@" stability tosalways associated WMt ampli-
law aim heag on a thin wooden board. to Amita.y *a Wh iff eroes betwesn the linear

amid nonlinsar teem Is that the instability is pormen-
The Ability to predict the ecearesse of Certain ma sh ise *as, ohese tn the oalimer case,

event& Offs bi5le n 00" gasims edsvestags. IM amr the WONbUA defteases with the loue""i all-
vlval. It to not surrialg tha a oleek seas to to". ad veatses et a imed *e4" of ampltude, at
eaint i abo M e fA1 aiU v af hem aNOs end v"ishte bstltSa cmes ettisezy.
Other W tol mam iese a plames. There is ales

Avlme that a give orouisa Was seta Mes t-e *A Ak -I. i,~ ~ si s
em~~~~ *rw isinsi lsk sos Opisek ofslin af sofa-
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An SO is not only a synchronous tracking network Rxperiments indicate that an SO can be synchlon-
but is also a linear-phase bandpass filter, with the lzed only when the waveform is at its minimum pot-
bandwidth determined by the input driving signal, as ential. Moreover, there is no mixing process n an
well as by other factors. An SO is also a frequency- SO to produce transients, nor are there loop delays.
dividing network. In a carrier recovery.network Therefore, because of all three considerations, unlike
(CRN), the SO can perform all three of these func- PLL, there can be no false lock with an SO.
tions simultaneously and improve the S/N by 30dB, as
well. There has not been serious attempts in their use

as inadequate solutions of nonlinear differential
Another important feature of an SO is its cape- equations did not reduce the real capabilities of the

bility for storing input frequency information for Van der Pol oscillators. Therefore, SOs should be
several cycles of the input signal when this is distinguished from Van der Pol oscillators or injec-
turned off. This storage capability is especially tion oscillators.
useful in clock recovery networks (CLiRs), in which
the input data consist of. continuous ones or zeros The performance of an SO is determined by its
for extended time durations wherein no synchroniza- quality factor, which, for a given driving energy, can
tion signal is provided. The SO continues to oscil- be defined as
late at the frequency of the external signal until the
time constants of the circuit take over. The operat- Quality factor - Tracking range x
ing frequency of SO is limited only by the character- Synchronization Gain
istcs of the circuit ele mets. 8 '

This product should be maximized for carrier recovery.

The performance of an SO is much more rewarding Also the skirt selectivity should be as steep as poe-

and sophisticated than a Phase-Lock Loop (PLL). A sible. In an SO, unlike passive circuits, the band-

SO is a multifunctional network. For example in a width (tracking range) and the noise rejection capac-

QPSK modem for carrier recovery a SO replaces a sec- ity can be increased at the same time, and both can be

ond order phase-lock loop and two frequency lock optimized to a high degree independently from each

loops. A PLL consists mainly of a phase detector, other, ,to deliver a highly efficient system. An opti-
a low-pass filter, an operational amplifier, and a mization curve is shown in Figure 1. A similar situa-

voltage-controlled crystal oscillator (VCXO). The tion exists in a chirp signal; where

tracking is performed with a DC signal, and frequency
information of the input signal is interrupted. The Time x Bandwidth

nonlinearities associated with the PLL elements re-
duce the accuracy of the system. Also, the low-pass product is maximized.
filter, the amplifier, and the VCXO are frequency
limited, and a PLL has a poor acquisition speed. In There are three important differences between a SO

an SO, the synchronization occurs directly without and a PO:

conversion to a DC or a low-frequency signal. The
frequency information between the input control signal INCREASE GAIN
and the output frequency is not lost; therefore, the
SO is a coherent synchronization system. In the CN_
of.a QPSK modem, synchronization, tracking, filter-
ing, and frequency division can be performed sitwl- __

taneously in the same network. Experiments Indicate
that the tracking range and the noise rejection
(synchronization gain) product for an SO is higher AS Hi BANDWIDTH
than for other synchronization and tracking networks. AS IG HT

An SO can divide and multiply frequencies by in-

tegers and certain noninteger numbers, with noise
present. This capability is unique, especially with S/ AS STEEP
noise and Is not achieved in a single process by any / AS POSSIBLE
other means.

Because SOs can divide frequencies, there is a
valid argument for the possibility of an SO function-
ing in a paremetric mode, with division by 2 being a Figure 1

special case.
4  For example, the synr.hronization sig- Quality Factor of A Synchronous Oscillator

nal is at its lowest, or has the lowest potential, 1. In the FO node the phase shift between the
when the external slnal reinforces it. This relation
indicates that the external energy is supplied to the input and the output is 180 ° , whereas in the
SO when the SO energy s mlintmm, as in a parametric phase-locking node the phase shift remains
operation. Indeed, mathematically, the SO and pare- 3600 after synchronization.
metric functions have the same differential equation,
with the driving or control signal being twice the 2. In the FO mode the synchronization curves
resonant frequency of the tank circuit. The mani- resemble those of tuned resonant circuits,
fatations of the two phenomena, subharmonic reson- (See Figure 2) whereas the synchronisation

ance (driving with sin 2it) and the parametric reson- curves for SOs are rectangular in shape as
eos, are different. For subbarmonic resonance, the shown in Figure 3. In P0 the oscillator be-

synchroniusation is directly produced by the external Comes an aplifier.
periodic excitation. For parametric resonance, it is
caused by the periodic variation of ono of the parm- 3. In PO decreasing the input causes the output
meters in the absence of any direct external excita- of the SO to decrease, whereas in the SO
tion. decreasing the input lncreases the output as

shown in Figures 2 and 3.
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Gain and Phase Synchronization Curves

2.0 E'2,0 The gain-synchronization curves of a 90Mz SO
and a 560MHz SO used as carrier recovery networks are

1.8 shown in Figures 4 and 5. They have been displayed on
HP 8505 Network Analyzer. Figure 5 compares also the

1.6 selectivity of a three section filter to that of a SO.
0The skirt selectivities of Figures 4 and 5 are over

1.4 0.15 60dB/OCT, approaching those of crystal filters. The

0.1 gain-synchronization curves of FOs, including Dewan's
1.2 0.05 resemble the curves of resonant circuits.

1.0 A SO can be synchronized reliably by a signal as
low as -8OdBm and a signal-to-noise ratio as low as

0.8 -10dB. The SOs of Figures 4 and 5 are synchronized by

0.6- ~ , %I Il 0.0.6
0.5 -, , , 0.15

,005

5 4 3 2 ! 0 1 2 3 4
X

J x =AMOUNT OF DETUNING

Y - RESULTANT AMPLITUDE

E - EXTERNAL APPLIED VOLTAGE

Figure 2
Synchronization Curves For Van der Pol Oscillators

Figure 4
Cain-Synchronization Curve For

90Mz Synchronization Oscillator

Figure 3
Gain-Synchronization Curves For Synchronous Oscillator;,

The classical Van der Pol oscillator equation 
1-4

; + (-V
2 

- q) + wOv _ w
2

E sinit Figure 5
:,01 Gain-Svnchronization Curve of A PLSO

is solved by assuming a solution of the form Compared To A Three Section Filter

a (t)sinw t + a (t)cosw t an input signal level of -20dBm, and have a svnchroni-

1 1 2 Ization bandwidth of approximately IMHz. The skirt

This form of solution linearities a highly nonlinear selectivity of an SO remains in the order of 12dB/OCT.

differential equation and the unique performance and and the signal-to-noise sensitivity is over 0dB. In

functional properties of the oscillator are lost, phase-lock loop, for example, the skirt selectivity

I pis only 6dB/OCT, and requires a signal-to-noise ratio
Although Dewan's classification and concepts are higher than +5dB for synchronization. Also, a SO can
correct, his results do not differ very much from the acquire frequency synchronization within few cycles.

results of the classical solutions. Although phase settling requires mare time it remains

at least one order of magnitude lower than phase-lock
loops, especially when there is frequency offset. For
example, with a frequency offset 253iz and tracking

bandwidth of 60OXUz, a phase-lock loop in the absence
5

of noise can he synchronized in lOoseconds
5
, whereas

~1 93



SO with a signal-to-noise ratio of -2dB can be synch- +V
ronized in less than 500nseconds. The synchronization
time approaches liseconds when the input signal-to-
noise ratio becomes -5dB. A phase synchronization
time curve is shown in Figure 6 for a 560MHz carrier
recovery network with an input signal-to-noise ratio
of -5dB. In a preamble used in a modem there are 48
bits of l's and 128 bits of l's and O's for carrier
and clock synchronization respectively. The start ofT OUT
the I's and O's sequence is shown by the second pulse, C
which settles 1.51seconds sooner than the total time
allocated for this purpose which is 2.8seconds, as

.shown in Figure 6. The pulse shows that a phase
change occurred at that instant frequency is in syn- IN 0-
chronism and lock. T

- _
T T

Figure 7
A Synchronous Oscillator Circuit Diagram

Figure 6
'hase Acquisition Curve of A Synchronous Oscillator

in a Modem

[he basic SO network which produces the gain-
synchronization curves of Figures 3, 4, and 5 is shown
in Figure 7. The series LI C resonant circuit pro-

duces the dips (zeros) in Figure 4 and S and their
location are important in determining the steepness Figure 8
of the skirt selectivity of the gain-synchronization Gain And Phase Synchronization
curves. Figure 3 shows also the adaptive filtering Curves of A Synchronous Oscillator
property of the SO. When the input signal-to-noise
ratio is reduced the bandwidth becomes narrower and band. As a matter of-fact the phase nonlinearities
the gain increases to keep the output signal-to-noise extend several octaves beyond the abrupt amplitude
ratio almost constant. The dips in Figures 4 and 5 changes. Therefore, Figure 8 indicates an important
before and after the synchronization band are due to difference between a linear minimum or nomsinimum
zeros of the SO which occur before the poles. Similar phase shift network and the nonlinear SO network. In
dips exist also in crystal and elliptic filters, addition, the gain synchronization curves of Figures

3. 4, and 8 by themselves approach the non-realizabil-
The phase shift of a SO is linear within the svn- ity criterion of linear networks (Paley-Wiener crite-

chronization band as shown in Figure 8. The total ron) due to their sharp skirt selectivities and their

Phase shift of a SO within its synchronization band flat synchronization b.ind.
7

is always 1800. The phase shift at the edges of Synchronous Oscillators as Carrier and Clock Recovery
the synchronization band can be made to drop faster Networks
to reduce the phase shift per unit frequency offset
at the around of the center frequency. Increasing A SO can synchronize, track, filter, divide and
the selectivity of the gain-synchronization curve improve the signal-to-noise ratio by as much as 30dB
increases the phase shift at the edges of the syn- 8-10
c'ronization hand to reduce the phase shift within in a single process. For example, in a four phase

the synchronization band. Figure 8, for example, shift keying modem, the SO replaces one second order
phase-lock loop and two frequency lock loops, in the

has only 120
° 

phase shift within the svnchroniza- original carrier recovery network of a QPSK modem.
t lon, Instead of 180

°
.

SOs have been used successfully in modems at vari-

Synchronous Oscillator as a Network Element ous bit rates as clock and carrier recovery networks.
The results were excellent and superior to any other

Figure 8 shows that the gain and phase synchroni- clock and recovery network. For example, the bit
zation curves violate Bode's phase-attenuation inte- error rate with recovered clock and carriet differed

z only by 0.2dB from the hard wired cases in burst mode

gral theorems. According to this theorem sharp operation in a 120Mbit/sec modem. Other results were
changes in amplitude produce sharp and nonlinear equally impressive. SOs can perform also functions

changes in phase at and around the synchronization

94
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not possible by other means, at least in the same
silicity and quality SOs do.

groadbandina SO C) L,

The three possible ways to increase the tracking

range of an SO:

a. to increase the SIN of the input signal, -R

b. to decrease the effective Q of the SO, and
c. to decrease the gain of the oscillator

transistor.~Figure 10

The increase in input signal level introduces high A Series Equivalent Tuned Circuit - LIC1
distortion and jitter, while lowering the gain of the
oscillator transistor may suppress the oscillations Equation (4) can be written as
and decreasing Q lowers the imunity to noise. There-
fore, once the above parameters are optimized for a Xj(w) - QIRL 2h (5)
given requirement, additional adjustments in the SO w0
parameters will degrade the performance of the SO.
The method analyzed below increases the tracking range We can write equation (5) as
without affecting the other performance features of
the SO. A_w0 2QIR L  (6)

The circuit in question of a 560Mz SO is shown
in Figure 7, where a series L C1 network is added to

or
the basic circuit. The equivalent circuit of the XJ(w)
series and parallel LC networks looking away from the 8f -

base of T1 is shown in Figure 9. f 2 QIL

We start the analysis by assuming a single series We add a parallel resonant circuit to the exist-
resonant circuit shown in Figure 10. ing series resonant circuit, and we have the circuit

Tshown in Figure 9 looking into Z2 (w). ZN is theThe impendance of Figure 10 is given by

equivalent circuit looking into the base of T1. The
Z (w) = sL + 1 + R/L reactance of series and parallel circuits near reson-

1 SI ance varies in the same amount but in opposite direc-

tions. That is, the reactance of a series resonant
- s 2 L1C1 + 1 + sCilL (2) circuit increases while that of a parallel resonance

sC1  circuit decreases away from resonance.

Let Therefore, equation (6) can be written for Figure
9as

012 - I/LICI
0 - X2(J (7)

end " 2'(Q, - Q 2) R

By using a combination of a series and a parallel

we can write equation (-) as resonant circuit in an SO, it is possible to increase

a the tracking range while keeping individual Q's high.

ZiNw) - Q _W2 + (wo + jWO R (3) This is possible as both Q's are multiplied by the
gain of the oscillating transistor. With Q1... Q2 9J WOW the tracking range becomes wide while keeping the

We are Interested in the variation of reactance steep skirt selectivities. The circuits of Figures 3,
near the resonance frequency. The reactance in this 4, 5 and 8 use the LClseries resonant circuits.

case is given by Without the L1 Cluetworks the gain-synchronization
+0( 0, curves can not achieve high selectivity and high gain.

XJ(W) -QIR \ -0 [ (4) Note the sharp skirt selectivities with high gain.
wwo0 These assure high noise rejection capability with

tracking range varying from 1 to 2.6 MIs. Note the
* r--- 0  -' l~-~J-.--.---~dips on both sides of the tracking range, in Figure 4.

L 1 C1  This type of tracking performance in characteristic of114two resonant circuits, the dips occurring due to se-
A iX. R risa feedback resonance. In Figures 3 and 8 the dips

are further away from the canter frequency and can not
Z2( ) C2  L2 be seen.

Q Although simple linear analysis show that
the transfer function of an S0 resembles that ofFigure9

Figuree 9 ira second order PLL, 3 ecperimental results and the
Equivalent Resonant Circuit of A present analysis indicate that the SO outperfom

Synchronous Oscillator in all aspects a second order PLL. In addition a

_A,



SO is a multifunctional network which can replace
several phase-lock and frequency-lock loops. SOs are
also much simpler networks.
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FREQUENCY (STANDARD) COMBINER SELECTOR

Victor S. Reinhardt
Bendix Field Engineering Corporation

Columbia, Maryland

Raymond J. Costlow
Applied Physics Laboratorym Laurel, Maryland

Summary computer used as a back up to the LSI-11 controlling
the FCS. A digitally controlled crystal oscillator

This paper describes the Frequency Standard Cont- (OXCO) composed of an 18 bit digital to analog convert-
__ biner Selector (FCS) which was being developed Jointly er and a high stability VXCO is used to provide the 5

, by the Bendix Field Engineering Corporation and the MHz outputs of the FCS under normal conditions. A phase
Applied Physics Laboratory for the NASA Space Tracking comparison system is used to monitor the difference in
Data Network (STON) headquartered at Goddard Space phase between the 5 MHz output of the OXCO with a reso-
Flight Center (GSFC). The purpose of the FCS is to lution as high as 0.05 ps. This information is used by

MCC provide a redundant high performance frequency source an LSI-11 microprocessor to phase lock the DXCO to the
for a redundant timing system. average phase of the atomic standards. In this phase

lock mode, the fractional frequency'of the OXCO can be
The FCS is designed to take maximum advantage of an arbitrarily offset with respect to the average frequen-

ensemble of frequency standards at a station by: cy of the atomic standards with a range of +1xIO 7.
This effectively turns the OXCO into a low nofse syn-

1. automatically combining their frequency outputs thesizer.
into a single output with the average properties of the
whole ensemble, In practice, the frequency resolution of this syn-

thesizer is virtually infinite. The processor controls
2. automatically eliminating faulty members of the en- 1
semble, the OXCO frequency with a resolution of 8xlO "13 per

bit. But the phase lock loop allows the processor to
3. automatically keeping the FCS output on time and on change the frequency of the OXCO ten times a second so
frequency with respect to UTC regardless of the long that the loop can adjust the phase of the OXCO in 0.08
term behavior of the ensemble, ps steps. This effectively turns the OXCO into a syn-

thesizer with a frequency tracking resolution of:
4. being single point failure protected so a single
point failure in the FCS itself will not disrupt opera-
tion. 6f 8xlO "14

This paper discusses in detail the design of the
FCand how its functions are implemented by the vari-
ous subsystems. The heart of the FCS is a digitally where T is the averaging time in seconds.
implemented phase lock loop based on a multiple mixer
phase comparison system, a digitally controlled VXCO, The frequency offsetability of the phase lock loop
and a microprocessor. The digital loop allows one to is used to keep the OXCO output on time with UTC regard-
phase lock the VXCO to the average phase of the ensem- less of the frequencies of the input standards. An
ble of standards even though the various standards op- event clock monitors the difference in time between the
erate at different frequencies and even though the VXCO local timing system I pps output driven by the FCS and
output frequency is purposely offset from the average UTC information provided via LORAN-C or some other time
frequency of the ensemble. This offsetability feature source. The proper frequency offset to keep this time
allows the FCS to use a second very long time constant difference zero is maintained either manually or in a
(U wek) phase lock loop to adjust the offset frequency secondary loop.
so the timing system output is kept on time and on
frequency with respect to a I pps Universal Coordinated Error detection and single point failure protec-
Time (UTC) reference provided by a suitable timing re- tion are accomplished in a triple redundant subsystem
ceiver. The second loop also allows the microprocessor called the Frequency (Standard) Selector (FS). The FS
to determine the fr uencies of individual input stan- constantly monitors the health of the input standards,
dards against UTC. allows the FCS to readjust the' the OXCO, and other system elements. If an input stan-
VXCO offset freque when there is an input standard dard fails, it is thrown out of the phase lock loop by
failure so that the FCS output remains on frequency as the processor. Errors that will cause loop failure,well as on time with respect to UTC. including processor failure, cause the FS to transfer

the 5 MHz outputs from the DXCO to the first standard.
The theoretical and experimental behavior of the This is accomplished in 1 us so an LC filter can sain-

digital loops used in the FCS are presented and other tamn the S MHz outputs during the switching process
embodiments of the FCS concept are discussed. A subset keeping the time error caused by this type of failure
system of the FCS called the Frequency (Standard) Se- down to +100 ns. A subsequent failure in the first
lector which only switches redundant output between the input stindard then causes the FS to similarly switch
various input standards in case of input standard all outputs to the second input standard. The FS is
failure is also discussed. described in more detail later in the paper.

Description of the FCS Hardware A teletype and digitally controlled miltichannel
Fge shsstrip chart recorder constantly provide hard copy docu-

Figure I shows 4 simplified blck diagram of the mentation of system operation. This documentation can
FCS and Figure 2 shows an overall view of the rack also be sent to remote locations via several RS-232
containing the FCS next to a teletype and a POP-11 interfaces in the FCS.

9? CH41s?_*(B000 m?1.00)11831ff!



II

The controller of the FCS is a Digital Equipment One can show that if this frequency standard is used to
Corporation LSI-11 microcomputer which is interfaced to drive a clock that, at any instant, the error in this
most of the digital hardware of the FCS through an IEEE clock's reading is given by:
standard CAMAC crate and data bus. The CAMAC crate con-
taining the LSI-11, the 18 bit digital to analog con- -)
verter, and a multichannel event clock (to be described x(t) - (2)
later) is shown in Figure 3. Not shown is the 16 C7Tf
channel recorder interface which also fits in the CAMAC
crate. The CA1AC crate was used to interface the hard- x is called the normalized phase error or clock reading
ware rather than the standard LS-11 data bus so the error. For simplicity in this paper, x will be called
modules d veloped for the FCS could be used with other the clock error.
computers. The four RS-232 interfaces are part of the
L51-11. They can be used to remotely control the FCS as By taking the time derivative of A one obtains the
well as for transmitting monitoring data. instantaneous angular frequency offset from 2Zfo:

The phase comparison system is a multichannel gen- dt 2

eralization of a dual mixer system
1 . The system uti- * - 2irf(t)

lizes an 8 channel phase comparator, a multichannel
event clock, and a crystal local oscillator (LO). The Dividing this by Zif 0 yields the instantaneous frac-
8 channel phase comparator is shown in Figure 4. The 8 tional frequency error:
channel phase comparator is made to be used with an L0
which is offset from the from the frequency standards f. 6f dx
to be compared by frequencies up to 10 Hz. The 8 7 "'fo W -  

x (3)
channel comparator consists of a buffered distribution 

0 0

system for the L0 and 8 buffered single channel phase That is, the instantaneous fractional frequency offset,
comparators which produce TTL square waves synchronized y, is the time derivative of the clock error, x.
to the zero crossings of the beat frequencies between Averaging y over some timeT:
the L0 signal and the each input frequency standard
signal. At 5 MHz, the 8 channel comparator provides
greater than 100 db of isolation between pairs of input 7(t + Tt) - 1r t+Ty(t , )dt (4)
standards and between the input standards and the L0. t
At 5MHz with a 1 Hz beat, the noise floor of the phase yields the important relation:
comparator is 0.05 ps. The performance of the phase
comparator as a function of averaging time is shown in
Figure S. Even though the 8 channel phase comparator y (t + T. t) - X(t+) - x(t) (5)
is designed for 5 MHz, it is usable from over 50M Hz to T
under 100 kHz. The theory behind the operation of the
phase comparator is described in the next section. Now, within this framework, the phase comparison system

can be described.
The multichannel event clock records the epochs of

either the positive or negative edges of the TTL sig- The phase comparison system is a generalization of
nals coming from the 8 channel phase comparator and the dual mixer phase comparison technique1
1 pps UTC reference. Several differedt multichannel the . A simpli-
clocks have been developed with resolutions ranging fied schematic diagram which describes the dual mixerfrom 200 ns to 12.5 ns and with 6 to 16 channels. If technique is shown in Figure 6. The multiple mixer
higher resolution is desired, a laboratory time inter- system utilizes more than two mixers connected to the
va counter can be interfaced via an IEEE 488 interface transfer or local oscillator so any pair of frequency
connected to either the CAKAC crate or directly to the standards can be intercompared as in the dual mixer
microcomputer, system. In the actual system, the mixer Is replaced by

a single channel phase comparator consisting of two
The L0 consists of a Frequency and Time System buffer amplifiers to provide isolation, a mixer to pro-

FTS-1000 crystal oscillator with a nominal frequency of duce a beat frequency signal, and a low noise zero
4,999,990 Hz. Other L0's with only a I Hz offset from 5 crossing detector with a narrow band front end am-
MHz have been successfully used in the system. The L0 plifier to produce fast rise time square waves
is left free running so the phase comparison system synchronized to the beat frequency. The noise band-width of the system is defined by the bandwidth ofwill operate regardless of the status of any of the the front end amplifier.atomic input standards or even the VXCO. The operation
of the phase comparison system with a free running L0is described in detail in the next section. To understand the detailed operation of the phasecomparison system, consider an input on channel I of

Theor of the Phase Comparison System the form:

Before describing the theory of the phase compari- V1 - Ai sin (2,rf t + *1()
son system, it is helpful to review some pertinent fre-
quency standard theory. The output of a frequency
standard can be described by: and a signal from the local oscillator of the form:

V a A sin (2 fo  + (t) (a) L sin (2 t
VL  fo t + L(t))

where fois Its nominal or ideal frequency and * (t)
describes all the phase deviations from ideal behavior.

U



where to " 5 !4Hz. Notice that all the phase deviations Equation (7) states that, to determine the differ-
ence in clock error between any two channels, only the

in these signals from that of an ideal 5 MHz oscillator relative frequency between the LO and one of the oscil-
have been put into 0. and fL respectively (included in lator channels concerned must be known. In other

0 is the 10 Hz offset from 5 MHz). words, only the relative frequency and not the phase of
L the LO affects the phase measurement. In practice, one

Each single channel phase comparator outputs a TTL need only estimate L - Yj periodically to obtain
square wave whose edges correspond to the zero cross- sufficient accuracy for the phase measurement. The
ings of the beat frequency out of the double balanced1 mixer. The mixer for channel i outputs the beat fre- error this will introduce is given by:
quency between the local oscillator and the channel i t

input. Since the local oscillator is lower in frequen- 6x = i (tni - tmj)

cy than all the channel I inputs, the ith mixer output
is of the form: Since, in general, we can make tni - tmj 100 as by

= AM g( (t) - t (t)) choosing n and m, x will be less than i013s if
YL - YJis measured to 0 12 . The LO is a low noise

where g is some sine-like function whose only important crystal oscillator whose stability from 1 s to 100 s is
properties for this discussion are that:

better than 10-12 and, in general, all the atomic

g (n7T) = 0 standards' frequencies will be known to 10-12 . We can
therefore use any atomic standard input to estimate

and that the slope of g is positive for:

YL - YJ and can take up to 100 s to make the measure-

ment to have an accuracy of 1O13s for differential
L =n phase measurements.

The zero crossing detectors of the ith channel turn the Through (7) we can also determine how frequency
function, g, into a square wave whose positive edge instabilities in the LO determine the system measure-
occurs at: ment noise for clock error. Defining the clock error

jitter variance from measurement to measurement as:
0L (tni) - i (tni) =2n r (6) 02 <[Xni _ Xn+1,ij.Xmj .Xmn+l .j]

where tni is the epoch of the 
nth postive edge of the

in the absence of any noise from the input oscillators
channel i beat frequency square wave and where the where <...> indicates an infinite time average, one can
phases L and 01 have been defined to make 0L - Ot zero show from (7) that:

at the epoch of the first positive edge under consider- 2 2

ation, toe. mx x (Ztni - tmj ln - t (8)

Equation 6 implicitly relates the phase deviations 2
between the channel i oscillator and LO to the epoch of where o (2,T,T) is the Allan variance

3 of x of the LO

the ith channel zero crossing. To obtain the clock for averaging time 2 and dead time T-r. (02 has been
errors explicitly in terms of the zero crossing epochs, 

mx

we proceed as follows. Using (2), (6) becomes: defined to make the system noise equal to the Allan
2variance of the L0. If the more conventional ox were

x n used to define the system noise, the system noise equa-
xL (tni) - xi (tni) 7 tion would not be so simple.) In analyzing (8), it is

0 important to consider whether tni - tn., is greater or

Taking the difference between two channels, gives: less than tc, the correlation time of the low pass fil-

ters in the zero crossing detectors (which determine

x (t x (t n-m the noise bandwidth). Assuming that tc << tni - tn<
I(tn) - xJ mj L ni - xL (tm o 0 1 s, the Allan variance above is approximately a con-

stant. For the L0 used, it is about 1 ps. Thus for

Using (5), for YL and Yj, the fractional frequency off- tni - tj - tc, the phase noise of the L over the

set of the L0 and CSj respectively, finally yields: beat period determines the system measurement noise.
For tni - tm << tc, the correlation of the low pass

xi (tn) - xj (tnt) + -_ (7) filter causes a reduction in system noise given approx-
0 inamtely by:

[iI. (tni' tai) - J (tni tmA) (tni - tmj) tx ni ctmc i

This is the equation we are after since it relates the
difference in clock error bet~ two inputs %esr where a is the L0 phase noise for I t 1 - t4 >  t €.
at the SM time to the tni's whch re m as o ney j c.

multichannel event clock. Since the measurement system is oqasuring fndepen-
edent flu y standards. t - to ll assm" all



values between 0 and the period of the beat frequencybetween the L0 and the frequency standards. This means dx -1 dYfthat if t c . s less than the beat frequency (which is TF

true in our case), the LO phase noise will limit the
phase resolution of the multiple mixer measurement sys- so the DXCO would run at a fractional frequency offset

em.toA way to ovqrcome t~s for lo term me surelpents from the int standard of odue t te free
average te results of N asurements OT Xnt running OXCO frequency drift Sch an uncontrolled

after correcting each with an independent measurement offset ir the phase locked XCO is unacceptable.

of YL - S" Since each measurement is individually To overcome this problem, a second order loop is
corrected for changes in L0 frequency, the contribution used. The OXCO register is incremented at each beat
of the L0 to the measurement noise will act like white period. TO by:
phase noise because the long term correlations from the

LO will have been taken out by the correction process.
Therefore, the contribution of the LO noise in the av- Ayn (BIS) Ani - (CTO/S) xni
erage of Xni will be reduced by the square root of N.

If the multichannel event 
clock has a resolution,

R, the smallest phase change that can be measured is A an a an - an-1

yLR. For A - 2 x 10-6 (10 Hz offset), and R a 2 x This is equivalent to:

10"7s, the phase measurement resolution is 0.4 ps. A xT_ n ,-(BlS) -- n (C/S)-xn

Otgital Phase Lock Loop 0 1 0 ni

First consider locking the OXCO to a single refer- and for times long compared to T this becomes:
ence input. Let y be the fractional frequency output 0

of the OXCO. If the DXCO control has a sensitivity 2
of S (df/f per bit) and the control register value is Y, d - d x (9)
then: dt 2  "

y he: Y= + yf where D is the drift rate of the OXCO. Equation (9), in

where yf describes the free running behavior of the general, has the solution:

DXCO. Let Xni be the clock error between the OXCO and -rlt -rzt D

the reference oscillator: x(t) = a, 2e + (10)

Xni ' xo(tno) - xi(tni) where:

where channel o is the OXCO channel. Then using (7): r = B/2 + 4

Xni = R (Tno- T )L - ;.) rx 1 -
no niL r =-B/2 -1--4C2 2

where R is the resolution of the event clock in seconds and where a1 and a2 are constants determined by x(O)

per bit and Tni is the epoch of the nt h beat zero and A(0). For the phase lock loop to be stable, we

crossing for channel i in bits. Since we are locking on must have:
only one reference, we can assume it is on frequency, 2 >
that is, - 0.

A first order phase lock loop is given by the equa- B2 . 4C defines the critically damped solution:
tion:

V ( BlS ) x ni -r t 0 I
n -, x(t) - (alt + ad)ec + D (11)

which for times long compared with the beat period, To
is equivalent to: where:

dx - Bx + y2
! , .x ,frc " B/2 and C- T

This has the solution:
* In this case, a frequency drift will only produce a
Sx . x e" t + yf/B phase offset:

where B is the time constant of the phase lock loop. ii DIC

When phase locking to a cesium standard, B- should For critical damping, r 1  - 100 s, an 0 a 1o'1O/day,
be about 100 ecause then o s esnoi y than a., this equation yields x a 10 ps. This is below the phase
be about 100 s because the 0CO is less noisy than a ltter of the average phase of even 10 cesium standardsI [ cesium frequency standard up to about a 100 s averaging so 0XCO frequency drift should not cause ro" Ims withtime. This causes problems dueto the presence of yf. a second order loop.
however. The DXC0 has a rated frequency drift of less

1 -10 per ay or... abot 115 per second. Sice Now consider a second order plbas. lock loop which
than 101 e a raot1'5prscn.Sne tracks the OXCO to the average phase of several atomic
this is a slow drift: standards (CSi) with an adjustable fractional frequany'l d U

- ~ . ..-- --- -- - --- --- no
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offset, YO. Again, the phase difference betwee the in order to keep the Y register from being changed
drastically by a bad data point. This allow the loop

DXCO and CS1 is: to function in high noise envirements. Oe can show
that, by Judicious choice of L, the lo cw be made to

xt R(To - T1 ) (7t " j) function smoothly with bad data occurring 0 percent of
the time or more and that the loop can function without
degraded performance with bad data occurring up to 10

where again R is the resolution of the clock, and Tnt is to 20 percent of the tim (if the bad data points are

the ith channel beat zero crossing epoch in bits. randomly distributed).

In a practical phase lock loop, a problem in con- Because the CS1 |,ave different frequencies, J., and

puting Xni occurs. Because the frequencies of the in- -Too ) will individually grow without limit nput standards are in genral different, To -Tnt Will Y°Tn

goes to infinity. This will not cause computational
diverge in time (even if yo were sqt to zero). This problems in computing Xn, however, if we rewrite (14)

means that an infinite memory would be required to as:

store all the past values of Tnt required to coute (T T + K (16)

Tno- Tni at any given instant. To avoid this problem, i1n

using (7) again, we can rewrite Xnt as: where:

X ni = R (T no - T i)(L n-m (12) 1
no Kn Jni yo (Trio " Too) (17)

This allows us to use the closest Tm1 to Tno so we don't 
J1

have to store past values. From (12), we can obtain the Kn must be bounded as n goes to infinity because all the

difference between the OXCO phase and the average phase other terms n (16) are bounded (The phase lock loop

of N cesiums: causes Xn to be bounded.) Kn can be computed by setting

n -it initially to zero and computing increments to add

xn= 1 i [ R(Tno - T)( L - d - mfi) (13) with:
0

N

where the fact that m is a function of i is explicitly A = ni +Yo Tno (18)

Vdicated. 
1 1

To lock the DXCO to the average phase of the cesi- The AJni can be computed by two methods. The sim-

ums with a fractional frequency offset yo, we can de- plest method is to use the definition of the ani and
fine a variable:

n vincrement tJni for each DXCO zero crossing and decre-

X= Y (Tno - Too) - ment AJni for each CSt zero crossing. The disadvantage

of this is that should a noise pulse cause a false Tni

where the units of Xn are in bits. Since the event or should a zero crossing be skipped, the OXCO will

clock is driven by 5 MHz from the OXCO, the OXCO output shift in phase by 200 ns/N.

defines the local time scale against which measurements
are being made. We therefore can consider that: To avoid such permanent phase shifts in the DXCO,

another method for calculating the AJ can be used as

R ___ follows. With the convention that Tmi is the first

f m
fo channel i event after Tno occurs, we can define:

Using this and (13) we obtain: DT T -T0 Tt m- Tr-no
1 N

x n  E [(Tmi-Tno)(7L-yi) + Jnit (14) DTni will range between zero and approximately 0.1 s.

i-1 If the Yi and yo are not too large, OTni will change

+yo (Tno-Too) slowly with n until 0 or i 0s reached. Then, the value

where: of OTni will suddenly change. Thus, to compute Aj.

ani * n-n(i) one can use the algorithm:

A second order loop in the varible Xn is defined by: 
1. If: D Tnt - D Tn= 1 1  To

AY ( ) Axn + (E n15 2. then: I

where A Y is the amount the DXCO control register is 3. If: D Tnt - 0 Tn. ,  4C

incremented. In the actual algorithm, AY n is limited
to: 4. then: Mn 1

-L < AYn L L
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S. Oterwie: afault ourselves in this matter. We are als0 ConfidentS. Otherwise: AJnt 0that these skips would disappear If a properly spact-
fled crystal were used as the OXCO.

The advantage of this method is that if there is a bad
ill switch be- Before we could cure these problems, however, work- oa i d r r ion the FCS was stooped for the reasons having nothing

tween +1 and -1 or vice versa on successive calcula- to do with the FCS Itself. The FCS was being developed
tions leaving no permanent phase shift, to provide a redundant high performance frequency source

for the next generation timing systems for NASA's
YL and the F can be calculated from the event Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STON) stations

clock data. Once the OXCO is locked, it defines local run by Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). Development
time, and by definition is at frequency fo. Therefore, work on the FCS was stopped before the FCS was co-
y1 and the y1 can be estimated by: pleted because NASA Headquarters decided to consolidate

STDN and the Deep Space Network (DSN) run by the Jet
-f Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). JPL had been developi ngS

fnL " fo m Coherent Reference Generator (CRS) similar to the FCS
m, o -T (19) for their next generation timing systems. When theL on+M consolidation was announced, GSFC and JPL worked out acombined effort to produce a single next generation

and: timing system for the combined DSN-STON network. It
was decided that, for the combined system, the JPL CRS

f -f and the GSFC timing system would be used. Therefore
f - nL "ni T m (20) all work on the FCS was discontinued and only the Fre-

nL "-ni fo + m "Tn ( quency (Standard) Selector (FS) alone was produced forthe new DSN-STDN the timing systems.

Because the LO is a free running crystal oscillator, YL Frequency (Standard) Selector

must be constantly updated to correct for crystal The purpose of the Frequency Standard Selector (FS)
drift. Since only YL - Yt must be known, to calculate is to provide a user with a triply redundant source of 5

MHz and 10 MHz derived from 3 independent 5 MHz fre-
Xns (20) is all that is needed for loop operation. To quency standards designated the primary, secondary and
make the estimate error on the order of 10-12 or less, tertiary frequency standards. Unlike the FCS, the FS
but often enough to correct for LO changes, m should be will not combine the multiple frequency standard inputs
between 10 and 1000 (1-100 secoid averages). (19) is into a single output and will not keep the output on
used to determine T from (20) for diagnostic purposes. frequency with respect to UTC. A block diagram of the

FS is shown in Figure 10. Both the primary and second-
FCS Performance ary frequency standard channels each have an internal

RF detector and 2 user tailorable fault monitors. When
The performance of the phase comparison system and an RF failure or a fault condition on either of the

the 5 MHz distribution amplifiers used in the FCS have fault monitor lines occurs for the primary standard,

been presented elsewhere2 so this data will not be pre- the FS switches all outputs to the secondary standard.
sented here. Figures 7, 8 and 9 show the critically If the secondary standard then has an RF failure or
damped second order phase lock loop performance for causes a fault condition on either of the 2 secondary
1 s, 10 s, 100 s time constant4 respectively using two fault monitors, the FS will switch all outputs to the

Hewlett Packard high performance cesium frequency stan- tertiary standard. All fault sensing is latched so any
dards as input standards. Besides showing the param- change initiated on a fault will not be restored until

the latches are reset by push button or remote TTLeters discussed in the previous sections, the figures c ad. o ne e t ime erro or ro m
also show the 1 pps from one of the cesiums monitored by command. To minimize thre use error occurrng frm
the clock. This shows whether the loop jumps cycles of switch-over, LC filters are used to hold up the ampli-
5 MHz. In the figures, Xe is X and VXCO is from the tude of the 5 MHz signals until logic circuits and RF

e s n  n detectors can react. A relatively abrupt change of up
theory section converted to time units and fractional to ±00 ns will occur in the output signals at switch-
frequency change in the VXCO respectively. Notice that over, however, because of the differing phases of the 5
in the 10 s loop there is bunching of the VXCO (Y Mz signals from the 3 frequency standards. The fault
variable) noise distribution and that in the 100 s loop monitors can be tailored by the user via DIP kluge
there is a sudden spike in Xe accompanied by a jump in plugs to sense, as fault conditions, either a positive

12 or negative change in a voltage (>2V), a resistanceVXCO representing abut a 4 x 10- 1  jump in the OXCO (also used for contact closure), or a logic level.

crystal. The spikes in the 100 s loop occurred only
occasionally, with periods between the spikes ranging The Frequency Standard Selector achieves redundan-
from a few hours to a few days. Notice also that in the
100 s loop the I pps did not jump. This shows that the cy by complete triplication of all circuitry. After a
loop does not Jump cycles even under a severe distur- matrix of passive power splitters to create 9 isolated
bance. The authors feel that both the 10 s bunching in RF sources from the 3 RF inputs, all circuitry in each

the VXCO data and the 100 s spikes are due to vibration of the 3 sections is completely independent. The vait
, of the AT cut crystal used in the OXCO by fans in the is designed to be completely protected against all sin-

rack holding the FCS. Discussions with others In the gle point failures and to allow repair of any modular
unit without interrupting power. To aid in fault diag-

crystal manufacturing business4 5 indicate that the nosis, each section also monitors the voltages coming
crystal may have exhibited these occasional jumps be- from the power supplies of the other two sections. For
cause it was cut too near the anomalous resistance convenience, the user can interchange frequescy sten-
point. Since we j:. not specify to Frequency and Time dards 1 or 2 as the primary and secondary standards
Systems that the crystal oscillator should exhibit from the front logic panel. One can also select an
smooth clock behavior and since the crystal oscillator alternate switch-over sequence from the primary
mts all manufacturers specifications, we can only directly to the tertiary standard.

*10
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All control switches and LED status monitors in the
FS are connected to remote TTL connectors so a remote
computer can both monitor the performonce and remotely
control the FS. This was done both to allow the com-
bined DSM-STOM network to operate in a computer con-
trolled environment and to allow the FS to be turned
into the FCS by adding appropriate modules.

Some pictures of the FS are shown in Figures 11,
12, and 13. Figure 11 shows a front view of the FS
showing the triple power supply and a dignostic monitor
panel. Figures 12 and 13 show the triply redundant
digital and RF sections respectively.

CONCLUSIONS

Even though sudden frequency Jumps in the VXCO
caused occasional 0.5 ns spikes to appear in the DXCO
output when a 100 second time constant was used, the
FCS concept basically proved successful; even under
the severe stress caused by these VXCO Jumps the digi-
tal phase lock loop did not break lock or Jump cycles.
With some further work to reduce the vibration environ-
ment of the VXCO and to find a more smoothly behaving
VXCO, it is felt that these occasional spikes could be
eliminated. The FCS concept also goes beyond the the
specific hardware used. It is felt that the digital
loop described here can be successfully implemented
with IEEE 488 standard test equipment and a calculator
if the calculator has sufficient speed to implement the
loop within the time constraints imposed by the beat
period and the loop time constant.

For long term time keeping purposes, the loop can
be implemented utilizing a phase microstepper rather
than a OXCO (as in the U. S. Naval Observatory master
clock system). In this configuration the output would
be derived directly from a single input, but the reli-
abilty problems caused by this could be eliminated by
using the Frequency Standard Selector to switch Inputs
in case of master standard failure.
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Figure 11. Front View of the Frequency Standard Selector
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NON DESTRUCTIVE OBSERVATION OF RANDOM ELECTRICAL TWINNING IN CULTURED QUARTZ

H. l6rigoux, J.F. Darces, P. Zecchinl
Laboratoire de CristaLlographie et Synthises Min6rales

Facult6 des Sciences et des Techniques
25030 Besatkor, Cedex - France

J. LamboLey

V- Q.E. Alcatel
B.P. 190 92602 - Asnibres - France

Summary apparently correct X-ray orientation and the bad pro-

perties of the resonator. We are able to detect this

- It is well known that in a cultured quartz defect before the blank is transformed into a resona-

bar we can observe, around the seed, several growth tor.

o zones which are indicated by Z, +X, -X... These zones
have been described either by X-ray topography or by
y-ray irradiation. IR observation of the growth zones

By infrared spectroscopy we find that we can
distinguish between these zones. Since their infrared A cultured quartz is obtained by deposition, in
spectra are different according to the trapped impu- a high pressure solution, on a seed having a Z-cut or
rities it is easy to identify each growth zone from nearly Z-cut orientation.
its spectrum. During the growth the speed of the deposition is

Sometimes, among our irradiated blanks, we slightly anisotropic. The highest speed is observed
note that we can see, inside the normally -X zone, in both Z directions and the Lowest in the -X direc-
the +X zone's characteristic blackening. The IR tion. So we may describe the bulk crystal as a juxta-
spectra confirme the irregular presence of the two position of several crystals grown nearly independen-
zones. tly around the seed, this difference comes from their

Taking in account the crystal symmetry we can direction of growth. Each of them is called the Z or
explain these observations. There is a new supplemen- ± X growth zone. These zones had been observed by
tary two fold axis. This axis commands the electrical X-ray topography',

2
, but you may see them directly

twinning. According to the IEEE convention this kind on the quartz
3 
itself if you irradiate a Y-cut with

of twinning onfy changes the resonator's &-and_.- gamma-rays. A blackening appears more or less intense
angle sign. t"_ 1 , ' i according to the growth zone (figure 1).

With the X-ray diffraction method devetopped
in Besan;on, we know how to determine these 6 and 0
angles with their sign. Our measurements of these
abnormal zones show that the electrical twinning law
and not the combined law may be present in all cLas-
sical cuts used for piezoeLectricaL purpose. Such a
result can be obtained because we are able to measure
simultaneously with our goniometer the orientation
of two associated crystals.

Introduction

It seems to be accepted that in cultured quartz
we cannot find an accident such as a twin crystal.

Indeed when we manufacture quartz we place in the
pressure vessel only controled seeds of quartz free
from twinning. During the growing process it is assu-
med that the deposited new quartz crystal presents the
same structure that the seed does : i.e. the same
handedness and the same electrical axis orientation.
So we are confident of the quality of the cultured
quartz when we cut a blank. However we sometimes find Fiue I V-cut o6 cuttu ued quaz baAtroubles with some resonators showing unexpected d Jt gamm- imadidtiO .

frequency features. Then if we take out the quartz
from the resonator and make a new X-ray measurement
of its orientation we will find, using a classicaljprocedure, that the orientation is a good one or one
with some small variations which cannot explain the
observed anomalous motion of the resonator. So we must The color Is unchanged for both Z-zones, but the
focus our attention on the quartz itself and characte- +X is darker than the -X one. Between the +X and the
rize the quality of the quartz by others methods. two Z-zones we observe zones called S-zones ; they
Using gamma-irradiation and Infrared spectroscopy we are divided into two subzones S and Sb. The growth
have found the key to this problem and now we are zones differ also according to their pysico-chemical
able to explain this discrepancy between the properties and their blackening is linked to the

ableIto11 CH U7-G U 0111 $1.00 0 in3 IEEE



eLectronical changes in their trapped impurities.
Knowing their exact position we are now abLe to re-
cord their infrared spectra, with the heLp of a
mask.' We observe either an adjacent slide of the ir-

,adiated Y-cut blank or the same slide after having
heated it. The initial eLectronicaL Level of the crys-
taL impurities is then restored. Both methods give
the same results. Al. spectra are obtained on a 5809

Perkin Eimer infrared spectrometer, at the nitrogentemperature, between 3800 and 3100 cm-
1
.

In figure 2 we have the infrared spectra of

the six zones. The quartz presented here is of e

medium quality, the IR measured Q is about 1.2 106.

Each growth zone is identified by a black mark in a
small cartouche. The two Z-zones are aLike with re-
gard to the two fold axis of the quartz. This axis
Lies on the surface of the observed Y-cut.

3800 cm-1 3100 cm
1

Figu~te 2 e-6 Ininahted 6pectAa a.t
Nit.Aogen tempme/tue

• ie-6 : 9&oafth zone

We recognize SiO absorption bands at 3200 and
33j00 cm-1 and the four ON "S" bands.,

,6 
The +X-zone,

is quite similar to the Z-zones. The ON-bands are

slightly stronger. In the -X-zone, details of the
spectrum are hidden inside in a very Large band. This
widle band is particular to this zone. With the Last

two S-zones the spectra are quite similar to those
observed with the +X-zone : aLcatine impurities are
strfoger.

c

Observation of an external defect

Once on the-X-surface of a cuLtured quartz, the
nearly flat one, we have observed small hiLlock as

shown figure 3.

Y

d ~,**Figu* 3: Hi~loek

x onpte -X-th xaCe

3800 cm 3100 cm

FiguAe 2 a-b-c-d N6iated apectu a~t
NWtogen tempe a~e

a-b : Z powth zone
a-d : X uwA9 zone
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After irradiation of a Y-cut including this are more different elements of symmtry able to turn
defect we have observed an anomalous blackening in over the crystal in its lattice. So if we partition
the -X-growth-zone, near the hillock. The infrared the symmetry elements of the lattice not present in
spectra figure 4 a-b-c, confirm that in the -X-zone the crystal, we have, according to their effects on
we have a small area of a +X-zone, figure 4.b ; both the turn over, three sets of elements.
SiO absorption bands are seen again figure 4.c.

A6, 3A"2  they are associated with a proper rotation
of the reference axis, they induce the
electrical twinning Law

M, 3M" they are associated with an improper rota-
"1 tion changing only the handedness of the

crystal, they induce the optical twinning
law

C, 31M' they are associated with a change on both
the handedness and the direction of the

a reference axis, they induce the compound
twinning Law.

X-ray observation of a twinned quartz

In the "quartz lattice" any direction [hkL] is
repeated 24 times by the symmetry elements. In the
"quartz crystal" they are repeated only 6 times. So
there are only 6 equivalent planes having the same
X-ray reflective power among the 24. We have four sets
of six planes each. Three of these sets are obtained
from the fourth by one of the three twinning taws.
The principle of the search for twins is based on the
observation of the reflective power of planes of the
differents sets. The discrepancy, if any, between
theory and observation determines the type of twin-
ning law. But there is a supplementary phenomenon
called "anomalous scattering". In a non centrosym-
metrical crystal, such as quartz, reflective power
for two planes connected by the center of the lattice
are nearly the same. On a piezogoniometer it is not
easy to differenciate the variation induced by the

c anomalous scattering. In a first approximation we can
say that X-rays add a symmetry center to the quartz
when observed on a piezogoniometer. If the goniometric
observation adds a center, it hides the effect of the
center involving the compound twinning law. In the
same way, during such a measurement optical and elec-
trical twinning law are combined.

3800 cm 1  3100 cm 1

3 Instead of 4 sets we can only see 2 sets of
Figuke 4 - Y-cut at Nittogen umpeatu e 12 planes each. In the first one there are planes

coming from the untwinned crystal and from the twin-

a : +X = h zone ned part by the compound law. In the second one, if

b : X o zone any, there are those coming from the electrical or
c . nek thIL iJ ck optical Law.

SThe epaainis that we have an accidental
Texplanation ithtwhaenacdnalExperiment s and X-ray diffraction apparatus

twinning in the crystal. We do 
not yet know if this

phenomenon obeys the electrical or the compound
twinning law. Once the orientation of the blank is measured

on the plezogoniometer, we can calculate the angular
positions required for the observation of planes

Quartz twinning coming from the two sets. These planes are selected
between those having a large variation in the reflec-
tive power when we change sets. The most useful planesThe quartz symmtry is 32 UP3 3A2), the fourth comei from the (052) and (124) famillies because we

Ar of it can use them with nearly all the classical cuts.part~A of' iA"s LatcDymtr / mC. uring the observation of a plane the crystal is
par ofit Latie a~iery8/mmm(W- W_ W C) translated, not rotated, on the reference metallic

Then there are several ways to place the crystal in plane of the plezogoniometer. We know we are observing

its lattice. What we are saying may be simply iLlus- the same lattice plane because there are no rotation
trated with a very common example. If we take matches movement on the apparatus. ALL we have to do is record
in their box, there are two ways to place them. The the variation of the intensity of the reflected beam.
phorphorous head may be placed at one end or at the The piezogonlometer we use in this work allows us to
other end. Thee two possibilities come from the determine the orientation of any blank. Because we
elements of symmetry match-box lacking matches. With are able to observe any Lattice plane, we just have to
quartz the situation is more complicated because there
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adjust the Bragg angle for the X-ray detector and The detection of twinning in quartz crystal is
search the reflected beav in combining two rotation a very important problem, because twinning changes
movements.

7 
From the angular positions read on the the crystal orientation. For instance, with the

goniometer we can calculate the value of the 8 and electrical twinning Law we have the (-6, -#) orlenta-
angLes5 with their sign if we know the quartz hand&- tion instead of the Ce, *) expected angles (IEEE Con-
dness. The only special device needed for the twin- ventions). The twinned cultured quartz crystal we-
ning research is a translation motion on the sample have shown may give soon a Lot of troubLeswhen making
holder. a resonator.

It seems that the defects observed by infrared
spectroscopy arenot Linked to the seed ; we may call

Discussion and conclusion it an accidental twinning. Such a defect has no

importance for a resonator because we do not use the

X-ray goniometry and infrared spectrometry are -X growth zone. But if we use such a crystal as a.: Xraygonomery nd nfraed pecromtryare seed we will induce twinned area in a new r',jartz

two complementary methods for twinned quartz crystal s el. uce winn e e i n th
observation. With the firstone, we see the orienta- crystal. Such a mechanism may be described in the
tion error of the crystal in its Lattice. It can figure 6. There is a irradiated Y-cut. We can reco-
work onLy if the twinned crystaL appears on the sur- gnize the growth zones in the crystal and in the seed.

face blank. With the second one, we see ponctua de-
fects in the volume of the sample. It can work only in

the X-zones because they have very different trapped
impurities. Infrared spectra can be obtained at room
temperature as shown in figure 5 for a doubly rotated
cut of a cultured quartz. In figure 5.a we have an
actual +X growth zone. In figure 5.b an actual -X
growth zone. in figure 5.c, instead of the -X expected
spectrum, we have the two SiO bands of the +X growth
zone. The spectra are Less accurate than those obtai-
ned at the Nitrogen temperature, but the discrepancy
between the two X-zones is still noticeable.

a

figuue 6 The ,eed oA th.6 cA.yAtt i6 cut
in botth X and 2 gytooth-zone6.

If the seed possesses a twinned area, the new
crystal will grow twinned even in the Z-zones. Such

a mechanism if not eradicated may soit all a cultured
quartz production.
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TENSILE FRACTURE STRENGTH OF ST CUT QUARTZ

H. Lin Chao & Thomas E. Parker
Raytheon Research Division

131 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Abstract the fracture strength of quartz (- 14,000 psi)
was published1 and this number should be re-
evaluated in light of the progress made in

The tensile fracture strengths of a total the technology of growing and polishing
of 83 ST cut, single crystal, quartz discs quartz. The major emphasis in this study was
were measured under a variety of experimental to compare the fracture strength of discs
conditions. The major emphasis of this made out of four different types of quartz.
study was to compare the fracture strength of These were natural quartz and three synthetic
four different types of quartz including grades (optical, premium Q, and electronic).
natural, and three synthetic grades (optical, Since fracture strength often depends on sur-
premium Q and electronic). Since fracture face finish, two different sample polishing
strength often depends on surface finish, techniques were used. The electro-mechanical
two different polishing techniques were also Q of many of the quartz discs was also meas-
assessed. One technique used a Syton polish ured using infrared absorption techniques.
starting from a rough ground surface while The test method used fpr fracturing was the
the second technique involved a fine mech- biaxial flexure test.Ak1!sults from these
anical polish followed by a short Syton fracture tests will be presented as well as
polish. A biaxial flexure test was used for results which show the effects, on the frac-
measuring the tensile fracture strength on ture strength of quartz, of chemical etchingthe discs which were 1 inch in diameter and and ion beam etched grooves about 1000 A deep.
nominally 0.1 inch thick.

The average fracture strength of Sample Preparation
polished samples was 21,400 psi with a stan-
dard deviation of ± 6,000 psi. There was Eighty-three ST cut, Z-zone, 1-inch
very little difference in fracture strength diameter and 0.1 inch-thick (after polishing)
for the four types of quartz and the two quartz discs were purchased. Both natural
different polishing techniques. The differ- and synthetically grown quartz were supplied,
ences between the average fracture strength including the three synthetic grades of
for each category fell well within the stan- optical, premium 0, and electronic. The
dard deviation. Five unpolished discs were fracture strength of a material depends upon
also tested and the average fracture strength the quality of the surface finish, where sur-
was found to be 8,900 ± 800 psi. Clearly, face flaws such as scratches can concentrate
polishing the surface serves to increase the the applied stress and thereby lead to frac-
fracture strength by better than a factor of ture. Complete removal of flaws from the
two. surface permits the strength to approach the

theoretical maximum for the particular mate-
Two particular techniques for altering rial. For comparison purposes, two different

the surface quality were also investigated, sample preparation and polishing techniques
It has been reported that chemical etching were followed.
of very thin quartz discs can significantly
increase the fracture strength. To test the The first polishing technique (referred
effect of chemical etching on thick discs, to as Polish A) was simple, going directly
ten chemically etched samples were also from a 220-diamond saw blade cut finish to
broken. The average fracture strength was Syton polishing for a half hour on each sur-
significantly lower than for polished discs, face. Syton is a chemical-mechanical polish
but many of the etched samples showed numer- consisting of a colloidal suspension of SiS 2
ous etch pits or channels. Some the samples in NaOH. The second polishing technique
had few or no etch pits or channels and (referred to as Polish B) was more complex.
these showed a fracture strength comparable Starting with a similar 220-diamond saw
to the polished samples. Another seven finish, each surface was ground down using
samples had 1600 shallow grooves (- 1000 A successively finer grit sizes of 35, 12, 9,
deep) ion milled into a polished surface. 5, and 3 microns of alumina oxide. Next a
These samples showed no significant change in two-step polishing sequence was employed,
average fracture strength. In addition to first using cerium oxide and then finishing
the parameters mentioned above, other factors with Syton. The duration of the cerium
such as relative humidity, Q (from infrared oxide and Syton polishes varied, depending
measurements), and sample thickness also were upon the grade of quartz, from 2 to 5 hours
found to have no correlation with fracture for cerium oxide and 1/2 to 2 hours for
strength. Syton. Both Polish A and Polish B samples

had slightly bevelled edges. For both types
Introduction of samples, the mechanical wheels used were

randomly varied among the different types of
This paper discusses research made on quarts in order to avoid any systematic

thebasic tensile fracture strength of quartz. errors resulting from usage of a particular
It has been over 10 years since a value for_. wheel on a particular tyl. of quartz.
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Infrared Absorption Characterization

The literature shows that there is an
inverse correlation between dislocation den-
sity and electromechanical Q of quartz.
N igh 0 crystals tend to have fewer impurities

than low 0 crystals. There is also a direct
correlation between Q and infrared absorption.
Hence, infrared measurements were a conven-

ient method for determining the 0 and, there-
fore, the material quality of the quartz 1

discs. All of the synthetic quartz ordered
originated from Sawyer Inc., with a quoted
minimum 0 of 1.3 x 106, 1.8 x 106, 2.2 x 106 no

for optical, electronic, and Premium Q grade,
respectively.

A Perkin-Elmer 580 B Infrared Spectro- 400 0 oo 11000 ,00 00

photometer was used with a selected resolu- MvWL.U .-- I

tion of 1.4 cm-1 and the plotted wavenumber (c) Synthetic quartz
spectrum from 4000 to 2000 cm-1 . Examples
of plotted infrared spectrum measurements of natural and synthetic quartz are shown in

Fig. 1. With natural quartz, great differ-
ences were seen in the level of absorption
at a given band. This indicates that the
impurity content is distinctly variable from

sample to sample. This is not surprising
60 considering the different origins, growth

conditions, and environmental factors forming
each natural quartz stone out of which one to

- etwo quartz discs were cut. Because of the
large variations, infrared spectrum measure-
ments were made on each natural quartz disc.
For synthetic quartz, little variation was
seen in the infrared spectrum from disc to
disc within a particular grade, hence only a
sampling of the disc were measured.

The equation used for converting infra-
red transmission levels into Q was obtained
from a paper by Philips Research Labs.

2 
The

0 30 3000 $00 10 basic equations used are as follows:
WAvEKNtMS( k.')

(a) Natural quartz5 = I ( 1. T3800

-1000 t 350
too.

*

oA.UL. UZ 03500 = 03500 + 0.25

Where

to 03500 = Extinction coefficient at

wavenumber 3500 cm
-1

L*

.40 03500 Extinction coefficient
with the correction factor
shown above.

t Thickness of sample in
centimeters.

i i 0
40 ,0 ,,,0 T, Fraction of incident light

. * ~ Of wavenumber v transmitted
by sample

(b) Natural quartz (note that
this spectrum is quite
different from above) 0 - 1.35 x 10 /63500

Figure 1. Infrared transmission spectra for
two samples of natural quartz and Two other calculation methods for Q were

one of synthetic quartz: Note assessed where one used a 3410 CM-1 ain
2 and

that sample-to-sample variation the other used a different equation.
3  They

in natural quartz can be quite all resulted in somewhat different values of

large, whereas all synthetic g for a sample. However, the equation above

samples of a given quartz grade generally gave a 0 between the high and low
were quite similar, values.
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For natural quartz, the 0 varied from
0.3 to 4 x 106. Most values fell into the
range from 0.7 to 1.1 x 106. Synthetic sam-
ples nearly always satisfied the minimum 0 CE 66277
quoted. A major limitation on the accuracy
of the infrared measurements and hence the
calculated 0 was the thickness of the quartz
discs. The literature2 recommends at least
7-mm thick samples to provide sufficient
infrared absorption for high 0 material. Al-
though our disc were only 2.54 mm thick, the
low Q of most of the natural quartz samples
provided high enough absorption that accurate
measurements could be made. For the higher Q
material, which included a small fraction of
the natural and all of the synthetic quartz,
two or three discs were stacked together to
provide improved accuracy.

Biaxial Flexure Test and Experimental
Conditions

Though there are a number of techniques
for measuring tensile fracture strength, the
biaxial flexure test 4 was chosen, since this
technique has been used for years at Raytheon
to measure the strength of optical and ceramic
materials and also a large number of samples
can be easily handled with this method. In
this test, a 1-inch circular sample is sup-
ported below by a somewhat larger ring and
is loaded above by a ball (5/8 inch diameter)
with a machined flat surface (1/2 inch diam-
eter). For an isotropic material, this cre-
ates a large area of uniform tensile stress Figure 3. Instron universal testing instru-
directly under the area loaded by the ball. 5  ment used for loading the quartz
The bottom surface of the specimen is under discs.
tension. Once loading and specimen deforma-
tion begins, the upper loading occurs along
a ring having the diameter of the flat region
of the ball; hence, edge preparation is not fracture was recorded and this was used to
of major importance, so that sample prepara- calculate 5 the tensile stress from the
tion is relatively easy. Figure 2 shows the equation below.
load fixture and Fig. 3 shows the Instron
universal testing instrument on which the 2
tests were conducted. 3 a-r

r 2 ly + (1-Y) In a/r P
The fracture strength of the quartz r2b

discs was determined by loading the samples 0
until fracture occured. The load force at

Where

CE 66279
y = Poisson's ratio

a = Radius of supporting ring

ro = Radius of flat on load ball

b = Radius of quartz disc

P = Load force (in pounds)

Th t Sample thickness (in inches)

The values used for the various parameters
are: a a 0.420 inch, ro - 0.25 inch, b -
0.50 inch, and y a 0.16. The value used for
Poisson's ratio was that of fused quartz.

This obviously is not the correct value for
single-crystal quartz, but the anisotropy of
crystalline quartz means there is no single
value. The above equation for tensile stress
is not strongly dependent on y, however, so
the exact choice of a value for y is not

Figure 2. Load fixture for biaxial flexure critical. A 25 percent change in y causes

test. only a 4 percent change in Or-115 i
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It was impossible to conduct the tests stress test is that once the sample bends
in a fully controlled environment, but temper- under the load force, the only region of con-

ature and humidity were recorded during each tact between the flatted load ball and the
test to provide for evaluation of any possible sample surface is at the outer edge of the
correlations between these parameters and the flatted area. Since quartz is a very hard
observed fracture strengths. The tests were and brittle material, it was decided to test
conducted at room temperature which, through this assumption by replacing the flatted

the course of the tests, showed only a small area with a ring of the same diameter for a
peak-to-peak variation of about 4F. The few tests. Two samples were broken in this
relative humidity, however, ranged from manner and their fracture strengths were
46 percent to 72 percent over the duration completely in line with other samples frac-
of the tests. A special test designed to tured in the normal manner. Therefore, all
reduce the effect of humidity on tensile remaining discs were fractured with the
strength was performed and will be discussed flatted load ball.

in the next section.
Fracture Results from Main Group

During the course of the fracture tests
on the first two samples, it was necessary to The main group of samples consisted of
stop the application of increasing load in 50 discs prepared as previously discussed.
order to make adjustments in the recording Of these 50 discs, 15 were natural quartz,
equipment. In both cases the samples frac- 14 optical grade, _4 premium Q, and 7 elec-
tured after several tens of seconds at a tronic grade. Polish B was used on 22, while
high but constant load. This phenomenon is the remaining 28 had Polish A. This group of
known as delayed fracture and results from a 50 samples provides the main body of data
slow crack propagation velocity. Since this from which the effect of grade of quartz and
introduced a time-dependent variable into type of polish could be evaluated. It also
the fracture strength, great care was taken provides a baseline to which some special
to ensure that all subsequent tests were made cases could be compared. These special cases
at a fixed load rate. This rate was 1300 lb/ (involving 30 additional discs) will be dis-
min which gave a typical time from the start cussed in the next section.
of the test to fracture in the range of
15 sec to 45 sec. Table 1 shows the average fracture

strength (in psi) and standard deviation for
In order to prevent the introduction of each of the seven combinations of the type of

another variable, all of the samples (with quartz and the polishing technique as param-
the exception of some with strain qauges) eters that were tested. No electronic grade
were placed on the support ring with their x samples with Polish B were used. The far
axis pointing in the same direction. Also, right column and bottom row show the combined
since very high load forces (350 to 1000 lb) results from the columns to the left or the
were required to fracture the discs, some rows above, respectively. During the frac-
damage to the support ring was incurred dur- ture tests, the samples were broken in groups
ing each test. To prevent this from becoming of seven (one sample for each parameter) so
a factor in the fracture strength, the sup- that any systematic variable could be mini-
port ring was dressed after every seventh mized. The average fracture strength for the
test. No significant damage was incurred on entire popoulation was 21,400 psi, but two
the load ball throughout the tests. other characteristics are quite noticeable.

One is that the standard deviation is quite
A final comment on the experimental large (- 30 percent), and that any differ-

procedures: one assumption of the biaxial ences in fracture strength among the seven

TABLE I

FRACTURE STRENGTH OF ST CUT QUARTZ DISCS

Polish B Polish A Polish A & Polish B

Natural (8) 21,600 1 7,600 (7) 20,900 ± 5,200 (15) 21,400 ± 6,300

Optical (7) 24,400 t 6,400 (7) 23,200 t 8,100 (14) 23,800 t 7,100

Premium 0 (7) 19,400 ± 4,200 (7) 20,100 1 4,400 (14) 19,700 t 4,200

Electronic -- (7) 20,400 ± 6,100 (7) 20,400 ± 6,100

Total (22) 21,800 t 6,300 (28) 21,100 t 5,900 (50) 21,400 t 6,000

(N) - Number of samples. All values in psi.

TOTAL POPULATION (N-50) 21,400 t 6,000 psi
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FRACTURE STRENGTH OF NATURAL OUARTZ DISCS VS. Q FRACTURE STRENGTH OF ST CUT
QUARTZ DISCS (I"DIA.)

4.0 TOTAL POPULATION N z SO
11 Avg. = 21,00 t 6.000 psiMax. = 37,700 psi

2.2- Min. = 13,100 psi

2D

ot
" 1.4

d.0• reltiv t h Rm Q A
,'a * 10OO, 20000 30O 40ues.

.6 Tf (PSI)

a sl a tFigure 5. Distribution of fracture strengths
L--i for the main group of 50 discs.

Tf (PSI)

Fiure 4. Fracture strength of natural quartz FRACTURE STRENGTH OF ST CUT
discs relative to their measured Q QUARTZ DISCS {"DIA)
valIues.

POLISH B N = 22

Avg. 21800 t .300 psi
parameters are small compared to the standard Max. 37,700 psi

deviations. Virtually no difference existed Min. t,000 psi
between Polish A and Polish B samples. More
variation among the types of quartz was

observed, but even between the strongest o "]

(optical) and weakest (Premium Q) the differ-
ence was only 4,100 psi. This is only
slightly more than 2/3 of the average stan- 5'
dard deviations. Also, no correlation was N

observed between the measured Q of the natu-
ral quartz and the fracture strength. This LA i m o 5
is shown in Fig. 4. K%000 20,000 50.000 4Qooo

Tf I Ps)

In view of the large standard deviations, Figure 6. Distribution of fracture strengths
it is of interest to investigate the distri- for the Polish B discs. The grade
bution of fracture strengths. Figure 5 shows of quartz is shown for each sample;
the distribution for the entire population of N - natural, 0 = optical, P =
50 discs. As can be seen, the distribution premium 0.
is not symmetric but has a tail which
stretches up to nearly 40,000 psi. Yet, the
peak of the distribution lies somewhere be- 50-7-4

tween 15,000 and 20,000 psi. The ratio of
the strongest to weakest sample is a very FRACTURE STRENGTH OF ST CUT

large 2.85. Figures 6 and 7 show the frac- QUARTZ [SCS(I"DIA)

ture strength distribution for the Polish B
and Polish A samples separately. Both show POLISH A N = 28
the same general shape as the distribution Avg. 21 000± 5.90o psi

Max. 33.900 psI
for the entire population. In these figures, Min, 13,100 psI
the grade of quartz for each data point has
been indicated by a letter (N = natural, 0 -

optical, etc.)

In addition to the fracture strength of
each disc, seven of the first samples were B
broken with strain gauges on them. The 5

strain gauges were located on the bottom side D M

of the discs (the side under tensile stress). Ih &
Four were oriented so as to measure the
strain along the x axis, while the other 00,S0 4)
three were oriented to measure the strain
along the direction perpendicular to the x Figure 7. Distribution of fracture strengths
axis. The strain at frgcture ranged from for the Polish A discs. The grade
1.2 x 10-

3 
to 1.6 x 10- for seven samples. of quartz is shown for each sample;

In the x direction the average ratio of N - natural, 0 a optical, P =
stress to strain was 17.9 t 1.0 x 10

7 
psi. premium Q, E * electronic.
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In the direction perpendicular to the x axis,
the ratio was 17.5 ± 0.9 x 107 psi.

Some observations made during the course 1 4

of the tests led to minor changes in test con- 4

ditions. one observation was that the average u ---fracture strength of the 7 discs with strain 10

gauges was 25,000 psi while the next 14 discs, ' : PEL (1kF =

without strain gauges, averaged 21,000 psi.
This led to some concern that the strain
gauges effected the fracture strength. To __

check this, the next 7 discs were broken with
a piece of thin plastic, similar to a strain
gauge, fastened to the disc in the same manner
as a strain gauge. The average strength of
these 7 discs, however, was found to be
21,400. This seemed to rule out the strain
gauges as a cause for the high strength of
that particular group. AwLiko STRM

Since the relative humidity was increas- Figure 8. Weibull distribution for the total
ing through the course of the fracture tests, population of 50 samples tested.
it was also decided to evaluate the effect of
humidity on fracture strength. Therefore, a
special test was arranged for the final 14 of Similarly:
the 50 discs. Seven were broken as usual,
but the other seven were baked at 1750C for
4 hours to drive off absorbed water. While In(-In Ps) = m In a -m In 0o .

hot, one surface was coated with a silicon
grease and then the discs were stored in dry
nitrogen (at room temperature) until immed- Note that In (-lnP s ) is a linear function of
iately before they were to be fractured. The in a where m is the slope and the intercept
greased side was placed down so as to be is (-m In a(). Figure 9 shows a plot of
under tension. Though the humidity was high In(-inP s ) vs. in o. Different Weibull mod-

during these tests, both groups showed above- ulus can indicate that more than one fracture

average strengths and little difference was mechanism is occuring. From Fig. 9 more
observed between the greased and ungreased than one Weibull modulus is apparent and can
samples. Since neither the dummy strain indicate that one type of fracture mechanism

gauges or the silicone grease had any signif- occurs for low fracture strength, and another
icant effect on fracture strength, these fracture mechanism occurs for high fracture
parameters were not called out in Table I. strengths. This may explain the large stan-
In hindsight, it appears that our concerns dard deviation that was observed.
about systematic affects were caused by sta-
tistical fluctuations related to the large -
standard deviation.

The statistical theory of brittle mate-
rials is commonly based on the Weibull WEISULLSTATISTICS
probability distribution. The relationship 0iL
between probability of failure (Pf) and
applied stress is:

Pf = 1-exp

where a is the maximum stress at fracture and /
co and m are material constants. The Weibull
modulus is represented by m. Figure 8 shows
a plot of the Weibull distribution for our
samples. A.

The estimation of the Weibull parameter m
is made by using the maximum likelihood method
in In-in space. The Weibull distribution ex-
pressed in terms of probability of survival is:

P = exp a

Taking the logarithm of both side yields:
S.~~oi l i 1 - _ -

1n20,000OO 30.000 IOO0
Inp P .2. a(PII

0' Figure 9. Ln-Ln plot of -In P vs. a where

the slope is the Wetbull modulus.
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As a final step in evaluating the main ture stress may in fact be higher. The pres-
group of discs, seven discs were reassembled ent questions about the accuracy of the cal-
in order to study the fracture patterns. culated stress values should in no way atfect
When broken, the quartz shattered and the the results of the comparison among different
higher-strength discs disintegrated into far grades of quartz and types of polish.
too many pieces to attempt reconstruction.
Therefore, only the weaker discs could be Fracture Results from Special Groups
reassembled. Figure 10 shows the fracture
patterns of four of the seven samples along Thin Discs
with the corresponding fracture strengths (in
psi). A great deal of similarity is seen in In this special group, eight quartz
the patterns among the four samples. All discs consisting of two each of X cut, Y cut,
show a central section with fracture lines AT cut and BT cut plates were used. The
running completely around it and usually discs were 1.25 inch in diameter, 0.05 inch
through it. The diameter of the central sec- thick, and were polished on one side. It was
tion is roughly the same as that of the flat determined that the discs were at least
on the load ball. In some cases, some of the 10 years old, but the source, grade of quartz,
fracture lines on different samples appear to and type of polish were unknown. The average
be the same crystallographic planes. Outside fracture strength of the eight discs was
of the central section the fracture lines found to be 22,110 ± 6160 psi, which is very
tend to run radially, giving a flower petal consistent with the results from the main
appearance. Generally it was not possible group. This was reassuring since these discs
to tell where the fracturing originated, but were considerably different in both geometery
in one sample the central section was cracked and history from the main body of samples.
but still intact. Obviously, for this case,
the fracturing did not originate in the cen- The two X cut discs had the highest
tral section. This was unexpected since that average strength (- 26,700 psi) of the four
is precisely where it is supposed to start in different cuts, but a population of only two
a biaxial stress test. This observation, in is insufficient to draw any conclusion about
combination with the very similar fracture the relative strength of the various cuts.
patterns in all seven of the reassembled
samples, has led to the possibility that the Unpolished Discs
fracturing of all of the samples may have
started near the edge of the flat on the ball In order to compare the relative
or perhaps even near the support ring. A strengths of polished and unpolished discs,
possible explanation for this is the affect five unpolished quartz discs were broken.
of anisotropy of a single crystal. The Of the five, four were natural quart: with a
stress analysis for the biaxial stress test 120-om lapped surface finish, and the average
was done for isotropic materials, such as tensile strength among the four was 9200 ±
ceramics, and would not be accurate for most 440 psi. The one remaining disc was an
single crystal materials. A complete analy- optical-grade quartz with a 220-diamond saw
sis for ST cut quartz discs was beyond the blade finish which broke at 7,600 psi. By
scope of this program, but it may show high comparison, the average tensile strength of
tensile stress levels on the bottom surface, polished discs was 21,400 ± 6000 psi. These
directly under the edge of the load ball. experiments indicate, not surprisingly, that
This further increases the uncertainty in the unpolished quartz is substantially weaker
calculated values of the fracture stress. (by a factor of two to three) than polished
Therefore it would be best to assume that quartz, and therefore that polishing is an
these values are a lower limit and the frac- important part of maximizing the strength of

a given configuration.

CE 66278

PBN-82-796

Ammonium
El1 fluorlde Teflon

/W J Solutien Sampler
, • (_600C) Holder

Corn Oil Ouarts
_7 V (Heat Transfer

Medium)
Magnetic
Stirrer

00
Figure 10. Fracture patterns for four quartz

discs along with their measured
fracture strengths. Each disc is
oriented such that its x axis is Figure 11. Experimental setup used for
parallel to the indicated line. chemically etching quartz discs.
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of 4 to 6 mils was typically etched off to
Chemically Polished Discs ensure complete removal of surface layers

damaged by mechanical lapping and polishing
Chemical etching of natural quartz discs processes.

in a saturated solution of ammonium bifluor-
ide can produce chemically polished surfaces.
Interest was generated because very thin After completion of the chemical polish-
chemically polished discs are shown to be ing, the surface topography was examined.
extremely strong.6  The etching experiments Two commonly observed surface defects are
were performance in a double beaker arrange- etch pits and etch channels, as shown in
ment, as shown in Figure 11. An outer glass Fig. 12. At the surface end of an etch chan-
beaker contains corn oil, which proved to be nel, etch pits are always found; however,
a better heat-conducting medium than water etch pits are not always associated with etch
because of its slower evaporation rate and channels. The exact mechanism for generation
higher boiling point. The inner teflon of etch pits and channels is unclear. Etch
beaker contains a saturated solution of am- channels are likely due to dislocations in
monium bifluoride with a composition of 65 the crystalline lattice. Bulk and/or surface
gms ammonium bifluoride flakes per 100 ml of defects and impurities in the quartz may lead
solution. The ammonium bifluoride solution to etch pits. One piece of evidence for a
is heated to about 800C, and is constantly bulk-related mechanism was seen in a sample
agitated with a stirring bar. The rate of where etch pits were heavily concentrated in
etching depends primarily on the temperature corresponding areas of the surface on both
of the solution where the higher the temper- sides of the disc. A surface-related mechan-
ature the faster the removal of material from ism instead would have resulted in etch pits
the substrate. A teflon sample holder is evenly distributed across only one surface,
used to hold the quartz disc in the etching since the whole disc surface should have
solution. undergone the same preparation and polishing

conditions.
Prior to etching, all discs underwent a

thorough cleaning to remove surface contami- Large numbers of etch pits and channels
nants such as grease, which may inhibit were observed in synthetic grade quartz.
etching. The cleaning procedure consists of Hence, chemical polishing using ammonium bi-
ultrasonic agitation in a detergent solution fluoride proved to be unsuitable for synthetic
followed by thorough rinsing with TCE, ace- quartz. Though the amount of etch pits and
tone, and methanol. channels varied from sample to sample, all

chemically etched natural quartz surfaces were
Both natural and synthetic quartz discs, of much better quality than chemically etched

with either Polish A or Polish B surfaces, synthetic quartz surfaces. Of the ten Chem-
were chemically etched. The rate of removal ically etched surfaces, the average fracture
from both surfaces varied from 1.5 to 2.2 mils strength was 14,400 ± 6500 psi, which proved
per hour dependent upon temperature and amount to be substantially weaker than the regularly
of depletion of the etching solution. A total Syton polished surfaces of strength 21,400 ±

PBN-82-799

PBN-82-798 pe"9MM

III~a ON a". Me

Figure 12. Photographic comparison of sur- Figure 13. Three chemically polished natural
faces of natural and synthetic quartz discs, showing the corre-
quartz disc after chemical lation between fracture strength
etching, and surface quality after etching.
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6000 psi. This weakening of tensile strength three synthetic grades (optical, premium Q
due to chemical etching is contrary to results and electronic). A biaxial flexure test was
noted in the literature.6 One important used for measuring the tensile strength on
observation was that, among etched samples, quartz discs which were 1 inch in diameter
the better quality surfaces with little or no and nominally 0.1 inch thick. The average
etch pits had a higher fracture strength of strength of polished samples was 21,400 psi
20,700 t 7500 psi. Although this is not and this was independent of both quartz grade
stronger than the regularly polished Syton (natural quartz and three distinct synthetic
finish surfaces, it is substantially stronger grades) and polishing details. Unpolished
than the average strength of the general popu- samples, however, fractured at approximately
lation of chemically polished samples where 9,000 psi indicating that polishing is indeed
the surfaces were full of etch pits and chan- a critical processing step, increasing mate-

nels. Hence, etch pits and channels do cause rial strength by a factor of 2 to 3. Chemical
weakening of the fracture strength. Shown in etching was also evaluated, but caused etch
Fig. 13 is this observation that the fewer the pits in natural quartz which actually reduced
etch pits and channels on the surface, the average strength. The ion-beam milling of
higher the fracture strength. An interesting extremely shallow grooves (1,000 A deep) on
possibility may be first to chemically etch the disc surfaces did not significantly alter
the surface and then finish with a slight material strength. In addition to the param-
Syton polish to smooth out the etch pits. eters mentioned above, other factors such as

relative humidity, 0 (from infrared measure-
ments), and sample thickness also were found

Discs with Ion Etched Grooves to have no correlation with fracture strength.

Placing ion-milled grooves onto the
surface of quartz discs and then testing References
for tensile strength would show the effect
of the grooves on the disc structure and
show whether the grooves would substantially i. H.E. Karrer and J. Leach, "A Quartz
weaken the discs. Resonator Pressure Transducer,* IEEE

Trans. on Industrial Electronics and
Seven quartz discs had grooves ion-milled Control Instrumentation, IECI-16, 44

onto the surface using standard photolitho- C o s6nI.

graphic techniques. The quartz is coated with (1969).

photoresist. Then the photoresist is exposed 2. J.C. Brice and A.M. Cole, "The Charac-
through a mask with UV light. A mask with terization of Synthetic Quartz by Using
1600 2.5 microns wide grooves was used. Infra-red Absorption," Proceedings of
Following the exposure, a development step re- the 32nd Annual Symposium on Frequency
moves the exposed photoresist and hence bares Control, pp. 1-10, 1978.
the surface in the groove regions. An ion-
miller is used to etch down 1000 A into the 3. Technical Brief, Material Specification
bare substrate, and the rest of the substrate for Cultured Quartz, No. 7, Sawyer
is protected by the photoresist. Research Products, Inc., Eastlake, Ohio.

The average fracture strength was 4. J.B. Wachtman, Jr., W. Capps, and
19,300 ± 2700 psi, which is comparable to J. Mandel, "Biaxial Flexure Tests of
regular unmilled surfaces with strengths of Ceramic Substrates," Journal of
21,400 t 6000 psi. Hence, at least for Materials, 7, 188 (1972).
discs, ion-milled grooves on the surface did
not substantially weaken the tensile strength. 5. T.R. Wilshaw, "Measurement of Tensile

Strength of Ceramics," Journal of the
American Ceramics Society, 51, 111 (1968).

Conclusion
6. J.R. Vig, J.W. LeBus and R.L. Filler,

The major emphasis of this study was to "Chemically Polished Quartz," Proceedings
compare the fracture strength of four differ- of the 31st Annual Symposium on Frequency
ent types of quartz including natural and Control, pp. 131-143, 1977.
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EFFECT OF ALKALI IONS ON ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY AND

DIELECTRIC LOSS OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS*

J. Toulouse, E.g. Green and A.S. NowickHenr Krumb School of Mines

Columbia University, New York 10027

Summary :. p,;

Because of the importance of alkali ions in rels- also known.
8

tionto frequency stability of quartz resonators, we
have investigated the electrical properties of various An important question is whether there are similar

Li-swept and Na-swept quartz crystals (both natural and loss peaks due to Al-Li pairs. Such a peak was claimed

a synthetic). These properties are of two types: dielec- by Stevels and Volger
5 

to be present at 60 K (for a

tric loss measurements, particularly at cryogenic ' , frequency of 32 kitz). There is a need to confirm this

temperatures and electrical conductivity measured claim, since such a peak would provide a valuable method

between 100 and 400-C. In the case of the dielectric for characterizing the Li+ content of quartz crystals.
measurements, we studied the two well known loss peaks
due to Al-Na pairs and established a calibration for The second property of interest is electrical con-

the lover temperature peak (tan 6mx of 1.5 x'iOc
5  

ductivity. Because of the large band gap of crystnlline

corresponding to I ppm of Al-Na pairs). High quality quartz (> 8 eV) such conductivity is entirely ionic, and

synthetic crystals and a natural crystal were found to is due to alkali ions that have broken away from Al-M

have primarily Li as compensation for Al in the as- pairs as a consequence of the dissociation equilibrium.
grown condition. The absence of an analogous Al-LI A detailed study by Jain and Nowick

9 
has shown some

peak leads to the conclusion that Li resides on the interesting differences between natural and synthetic
2-fold symmetry axis of the A10 4 tetrahedron to which crystals, in particular, a lower activation energy for

it is bound. k-Foloving irradiation, large loss peaks natural crystals.
were found, at 8.4 K for Na-swept and at 6.85 K for Li

swept crystals. These peaks may be useful to charac- Both electrical properties are strongly dependent

terize quartz crystals, upon the morphology of th8 alkali defect, which can he
modified by irradiation.l1 Therefore we have also begun

The ionic conductivity is different for Na and Li to investigate the effects of X-irradiation upon dielec-

in the same crystal, and also for synthetic and natural tric loss and conductivity.
crystals. Conductivity is controlled by a combination

of the energy of migration of free Mf andof association In order best to study these electrical properties

of the Al-M pair. related to alkalis, it is desirable to obtain crystals
that have Al compensated by just one alkali at a time.

Introduction This objective can be met by the process of electro-
diffusion (or "sweeping"), i.e. application of an elec-

It is well established that frequency instabilities tric field parallel to the z-axis to introduce the
in quartz resonators, especially after irradiation, are desired interstitial ion into the lattice replacing

related to impurities in the crystals.1-4 Probably the those that were grown in. This method was previously

most important impurity is A1
3+ 

substituting for Si
4+

, developed by Kats
I 

and by King
1 and is now a relatively

which (due to its lower valence) requires an additional standard technique. In addition to alkalis, H+ can also
defect for charge compensation. The latter is most be swept into the crystal. By studying the electrical

comonlyan interstitial monovalent ion, M+, notably the properties of Li-, Na- and H-swept crystals we hope to
alkalis, LI+ and Na

+
, or hydrogen. Because of the achieve a better understanding of these properties than

Coulombic attraction between the M
+ 

and the A13+ (which had been achieved in the past with measurements on

carries an effective charxe of -1). the 1q+ inter- various as-grown crystals.

stitial is usually located adjacent to the A13+ ion at

low to moderate temperatures. Experimental

Two types of electrical properties provide useful The principal synthetic crystals studied were high
ways to observe the effects of alkali ions; these are quality crystals taken from the Z-growth region: Toyo

dielectric loss, and ;onductivity. The pioneering work Supreme Q (bar SQ-A) and Sawyer Premium Q (bar PQ-E).

of Stevels and Volger showed that dielectric lose (or The natural crystal was a clear crystal from Arkansas.
"dielectric relaxation") observed at cryogenic tempera-

tures shoved a number of peaks, two of which could be Zlectrodiffusion experiments were carried out at
attributed to Al-Na pairs. Subsequent work in this Oklahoma State University by Dr. J. Nartin. (Method

laboratory
6
.
7 
shoved that a Ne+ ion can occupy two described In ref. 12). Dielectric lose (tan 6) and

pairs of equivalent sites (a total of 4 sites), which ionic conductivity were both measured with a General

m ay be considered nn and nnn positions, about a given Radio type 1620A Capcttance Bridge assembly over the

" A10 tetrshedron. An electric field gives rise to frequency range 20 Us-1O0 kis. Complex pedame

dielectric loss by producing preferential reorientation analysis wes used to obtain the bulk tuction.v The

betwm an equivalent pair of sites, the lower tempers- samples used were plates of arfce ates I m amd

ture loss peak being due to nn reorientation and the thickness t.0-1.5 = coated with sputtered oliver ele--
higher temperature one to nun reorientation. Analogous trodee. Nast samples were cut s0 tht the olecttl

acoustic loss (or "anelatic relaxation") peaks are field is applied parallel to the s-eaxits. but sem wat
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40 .Fig. 1. Dielectric loss of natural
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S0 ..... swept and Na-swept. Note that the scaleSO"for the two lower curves is 20 x larger

than that for the upper curve.
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cut in a perpendicular orientation. The sample chamber The study of the Toyo Supreme SQ-A sample allows
for the onductivity measurements was described pre- a calibration of the 30 K peak. Halliburtonet al. , 1 0

viously. For dielectric loss, the sample was inserted developed a method for determining the Al content of a
into a Janis Supervaritemp cryostat, and measurements quartz crystal by converting all of it to Al-hole
were taken between 2.9 and 300 K. The leads from the (Al-h + ) centers through an appropriate irradiation
bridge to the sample electrodes were shielded by a procedure; these centers could then he detected and
continuous coaxial shield connected to the bridge ground. their concentration determined through ESR measure-

ments. In this way, they found, for an SQ-A specimen
X-irradiation was carried out for 4 hours at room from the same bar as our sample, a value of 14.4 ppm.

temperature using a conventional tungsten-filament tube of Al. If we assume that our Na-swept SQ-A sample
at 40 kV and 20 mA. The very soft X-rays were filtered contained the same Al content and that the Na sweeping
out by the layer of sputtered silver used as electrodes. converted all Al to Al-Ne defects. then our peak height

tan 
6
max of 22.1 x 10-5 must correspond to 14.4 ppm of

Dielectric Relaxation Studies Al-Na defects. This result then gives a calibration
constant of 1.3 x 10-

5
/ppm.

The Al-Na Peaks

The earlier theoretical treatment
6 
permits us to

In several samples containing Na, we have observed interpret this calibration constant. It was shown that
the pair of peaks previously reported by Stevels and the relaxation strength 

6
tr/c , of the dielectric

Volger
5 
and by Park

7 
as due to Al-Na pairs. At a fre- constant c// parallel to the t-axis is given by

quency of I kHz these peaks appeared at 30 K and 75 K.
An example Is given in Fig. 1 which compares dielectric 2, ndi
loss (tan 6) for the natural crystal as received (un- -

2
tan max kT

swept) and after Li-and Na-sweeping. The two peaks are
prominent in the Na-swept sample, very small in the where tan 

6
ax is the measured peak height, ad the

unewept and absent in the Li-swept sample. The 30 K number of dipoles (Al-Na pairs) per unit volume,
peak Is especially interesting as a very sensitive P3 the
measure of the A1-t cOntent ust as is the 50 K component of the dipole moment parallel to the a-axis
eanuaeic peak (at 5 c).8 In fact, by comparing and kT has its usual meaning. The above calibration

the temperature location of the dielectric peak at1 k z constant than gives a value of 3 - 5 x 10-30 C-, or

with that of the anelastic peak at 5 Msz, one obtains a charge separation r 3 - 0.3 A, which is reasonable.

H - 0.052 eV as the activation enthalpy of the peak.
Figure 2 shows a more detailed examination of the peak Table I presnts a omry of the result# for the
shape, cooparing normlizod data for the natural and 30 K peak for a variety of samples that we have studied
the Toyo synthetic crystal. It is striking that the (all me saured parallel to the a-axis). In the final

shapes are so nearly identical (excpt for a possible column this calibration constant is used to convert
small tail on the high I/T side for the synthetic crys- peak heights into concentration of Al-Na pairs. It is

tal) in spite of the great difference in origins of Interesting that these high quality synthetic crystals

these two crystals and a peak height that is 7x larger (SQ-A and PQ-t), grown with Li T 
in the aneraliser,

for the natural crystal. From the peak width of fig. 2 show only a very mall amount of Na In the *o-grogn

on apparent activation energy of 0.050 eV Is obtained, condition. The total Al content of the PQ-E crystal,
showing that the peak Is only 4Z wider than a perfect foexample was - Ie ppm;lO therefore, only 4Z of the
Debye peak. 14  

This relaxtion peak is attributed6
p, to AlJ is associated with Na In the as grown condition.

Sreorientation between the two equivalent on configura- Similarly there is only 15 Al-Na In the ?oyo SQ-A

*hopes between natural end synthetic Is found for the etd there I u o ideme I n the srtl. for Infra-

75 K peak, which is attributed to un Al-Na pairs.
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Table 1. Results for the 30Kpeak for various samples

Peak height CY

tan 6.. x 105 ppm Na
I SQ-A unawept 3.2 2.1 c2

SQ-A Na-swept 22.1 14.4

PQ-E unswept 1 0.7 0 
S L4

+

NQ unswept 1 0.7
NQ Na-swept 151 100 0

30K PEAK (7) -

Fig. 3. Diagram showing part of the unit cell of

10 . NATURAL .0 "o -quartz containing a substitutional A1
3
+ that forms

e an A10 4 distorted tetrahedron. The two-fold symmetry
axis, C2 , which lies parallel to the x-axis, is also

•. S shown.
"

o tion occurs in the case of Na
+
, have now collapsed into

Ja single site; thus, the possibility for reortentatoz,

, , i.e. for dielectric relaxation, no longer exists.
0
Z [This last remark is just a restatement, in physical

2o . terms, of what is contained mathematically in Eqs. (1)2 o and (2).] A possible explanation for the orientation
ee of the Al-Li pair along the C2 axis may be related to

0- ,,* *,o*,*,,",% the small size of the Li+ ion which may permit it to2.4 3.0 . 3.. i.5 4.0 sit between two oxygen ions of the A104 tetrahedron.

1OO/T On the other hand, the Na+ ion is believed to prefer to
form an O-Na type of bond with one of the four oxygen

Fig. 2. The 30 K dielectric loss peak on a ions of the tetrahedron.7 
One way to explore the

nornalized plot for: 0 the natural crystal, l the Toyo defect configurations further is by computer simulations
SQ-A crystal. (The absolute peak height of the natural using the HADES II type program.

17 
Such methods have

is 7 x higher that that of the Toyo crystal.) given insight into the minimum-energy configurations of

different defect clusters in a variety of ionic crystals

Search for Al-Li Peaks and may also be useful in the present case.

In attempting to find one or more dielectric loss Irradiation Peaks

peaks due to Al-Li pairs, we have examined several X-Irradiation produces a large peak at very low
unswept and Li-swept samples both parallel and perpen- temperatures, with a high rising background below the
dicular to the z-axis and over the temperature range peak. Figure 4 shows the results for Toyo Supreme SQ-A
2.9 - 290 K. In all of these experimentsno identifiable samples that had been Li-, Na- and H-swept. In the Na-
peak was found, in contrast to Stevels and Volger's swept case, the 30 K (Ol0/T - 3.3) Al-Na peak is con-
claim of a peak at 60 K (for 32 kHz). The middle curve siderably reduced and replaced by a huge peak at 8.4 K
of Fig. I shows one of the best examples, that of a with a rising background at still lower temperatures.
Li-swept natural crystal. In this case, for which the A similar peak is present for the Li-swept case, but it
Al content Is 100 ppm (see Table 1) there is noevidence is located at a lower temperature, 6.85 K. The H-swept
for a peak as large as tan 6

4
mx - I x 10-5. (Even sample, on the other hand, shows a smaller less well-

small fluctuations which might hide very small peaks In defined peak after irradiation, which might be inter-
Fig. I were later shown, by remeasurement, not to be preted as a composite of the residue of the peaks for
peaks.) Thus, using Eq. (1), If a AI-Li peak exists the Li-and Na-swept samples.
for measurements parallel to the z-axis, it must
correspond to a value of P3 at least an order of nag- It is reasonable to ascribe these radiation induced
nitude smaller than that for Al-Na. Similarly, measure- peaks either to the Al-h+ center or to a center that
meats with electric field In the basal plane, for which involves the alkali. The fact that the peaks for the
the corresponding relaxation-strength equation is6 different alkalis have different temperatures and that

1the H-swept sample shows a lower and less well defined
a x - (2) peak suggests the possibility of an alkali center. A

simple N-; center is not very likely, since such a

where 02 is the component of dipole moment in the center with a single electron would have a strong 3S3
y-direction of the crystal, again save negative results, spectrum, yet has not been detected in irradiated
suggesting that U2 is also exceedingly small. It is eamplese. 8 A more complex alkali center may be involvect
noteworthy that anelastic relaxation, which involves for example, It say contain two electrons and possibly
the same relaational mode 6 as cj,, is also absent for an oxygen-ion vacancy. Nore work is clearly needed to
Li-swept crystals over a similar temperature range. 13  

further explore these interesting irradiation induced
peaks as well as the very low-temperature background

It is therefore concluded that the Al-Li pair i effect which accompanies them.
mset likely oriented along the x-axis, i.e. the direc-
tion of the 2-fold (C2 ) systr axis of the crystal,
as show in Fig. 3. lecause LIT locates itself on this
axis, the two equivalent sites between which reorienta-
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Conductivity Studies

Fig. 5. Conductivity plots (log jT versus I/T.
Conductivity measurements were carried out on where G is the conductivity) for Li- and Na-swept

unswept and swept Toyo SQ-A and natural crystals. All natural quartz samples (NQ), and for three differently
measurements were made with electric field parallel to swept synthetic samples (Toyo SQ-A). The corresponding
z-axis. The results, shown in Fig. 5, are somewhat activation energies are given in Table 2.
different for the two types of quartz. For the natural
crystal, the Li-swept shows a substantially higher con-
ductivity and a slightly lower activation energy (see
Table 2). On the other hand, for the Toyo synthetic Table 2. Activation Energies from Conductivity
crystal, the conductivities are quite close and the Li- Measurements.
swept has the higher activation energy. Also included
in Fig. 5 are results for the H-swept Toyo crystal. Crystal Sweeping E(eV)
Here the conductivity has dropped by more than two Natural NQ Li 1.09
orders of magnitude, yet the activation energy is com-
parable to that of the alkali swept crystals. It is Natural NQ Na 1.11
therefore reasonable to regard that the conductivity of Toyo SQA Li 1.44
H-swept sample is not due to K+ migration, but to the
small amount of residual alkali which reains after Toyo SQA Na 1.31
sweeping. Toyo SQA H 1.43

Table 2 also shows that the activation energies
for both natural crystals fall well below those for the
synthetics, as Jain had already observed.9  These
differences were interpreted in terms of the relation. Conclusio

E-E Li+ and Na+ behave quite differently in their
am ' A (3) effects on (W dielectric loss. (,U) dielectric loss

after irradiation and (i.) electrical conductivity.
where E. is the activation energy for migration of a The first of these properties involves the bound Al-N
free alkali ion, EA is the Al-N association energy, and pair; this study has shown that the two alkalis sit on
can vary between and 1 with the value of unity for very different sites. The second property may tell us

synthetic crystals, in which the defect concentrations what becomes of the alkali ion during irradiation.
are so small that additional unassociated Al may be information which has thus far not been revealed by
present. In any case, the term 9A dominates the ex- other methods. The third property is controlled by
pr~ssion for g, so that a higher value for Li+ than for free N' ions produced by the dissociation of pairs; it
Na does not ssm that the larger (Na+) ion igrates involves both the energy of migration and of associatio
down the open channels of the crystal more rapidly than In each category, understanding the difference between
the smll Li+ ion. Rather, becaus of the smell size of Li+ and Na can help us better to characterize quartz
Li+. it is possible that EA for Al-Li is higher than crystals and to understand the origin of frequency
that for Al-Ka. instabilities.12

2; 1 1 *Not
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RADIATION INDUCED TIRANSEN ACOUSTIC LOSS
IN QUARTZ CRYSTALS

D. R. Koehler and J. J. Martin+
Sandia National Laboratories

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87185

Abstract Introduction

- - when exposed to pulsed ionizing radiation, quartz When exposed to ionizing radiation, quartz oscil-
oscillator crystals can exhibit transient acoustic lator crystals often exhibit both transient and steady
loss (Q-I, resistance) increases and transient fre- state frequency and Q shifts.1- The impurity caused
quency shifts. Although the transient resistance frequency shifts stem from changes in the elastic
increase is usually observed in unswept quartz, resis- moduli which are associated with the radiation-induced
tance changes and transient frequency shifts have been modification of point defects responsible for acoustic
seen in swet quartz. The transient frequency shifts loss peaks at tempraturts below the operating tem-
in swept material are caused by the radiation-induced perature of the crystal.v In high purity swept
conversion of the Al-OH center into the Al-hole center crystals, the frequency changes are caused by dynamic
and by dynamic thermal effects. For the Al-G con- thermal efferts in the quartz resonator and suporting
version process, the subsequent decay is due to the structure.0 ' The Q or crystal resistance changes
return of e proton by diffusion along the z-axis are related to radiation-induced acoustic loss peaks
channels. (-- near the operating temperature of the crystal.1

The transient loss increase which can cause the As-grown ynetic quartz contains a variety of
oscillator to stop must be related to motion of the point defects. rubI These defects fall into two
alkali ions which act as charge compensators for the general categories; (I) substitutional aluminum with
substitutional aluminum in unswept material. we have its associated interstitial alkali, Al-*+, and (2)
directly measured the transient acoustic loss in both OH- molecules formed by protons trapped on oxygens
synthetic and natural quartz. A set of four 5 MHz 3rd near unidentified OH- related defects in the lat-
overtone AT-cut blanks were fabricated from an unswept tice. Ionizing radiation creates mobile electrons
bar of Toyo Supreme Q quartz. One blank was left un- and holes in the quartz lattice which interact with
swept, one was lithium swept, one was sodium swept, these defects. At temperatures above 200K, the alkali
and one was hydrogen swept. The blanks were then is released from the aluminum when a hole reaches an

a mounted in ceramic flat pack holders. The (Brazilian) adjacent oxygen and then migrates away along the
natural quartz crystals were 5 Muz 5th overtone units. Z-axis channel until it is trapped at an as yet un-
The crystals were mounted in a variable temperature identified site. Protons from the GH- related
cryostat which allowed the measurements to be made defects also are released (at any temperature) and
from 110K to 400K. The crystals were irradiated with become trapped at an oxygen adjacent to the aluminum
70 ns wide x-ray pulses from REBA, a flash x-ray site. Thus the Al-r + centers are converted into a
facility at Sandia Laboratories. A typical pulse mixture of Al-O- and Al-hole centers. The pre-
gave a dose of 6000 Rad (Si). The acoustic loss was irradiation Al-Na+ center is responsible for the
sampled approximately every 0.5 second by a log- large acoustic loss peak near 50X9 and the radiation
decrement system. The sairpling was started a few process described above results in the removal of the
seconds before the radiation pulse and continued for peak at temperatures above 200K. 12 This process is
approximately 50 seconds. An approximately tenfold responsible for much of the steady state fr ,ny
increase in acoustic loss was typically observed im- shifts. Electodiffusion introduced by Kng' is
mediately following the radiation pulse. No transient used commercially to replace the interstitial alkali
loss was observed in hydrogen swept crystals, ions with protons forming the Al-MU- center. A

number of studies have shown that the radiation hard-
Following an initial fast t5ansient, the acous- ness of oscillators is significantly nha cd 1h t1e

tic loss increase decayed as t-1/ 2 over the 20- to electrodiffusion or sweeping process.l,2, ,5,6,7,8,14
50-second interval for temperatures below 340K. At Since the Al-M+ centers have been converted into
htg1er temperatures, the decay went initially as Al-(I- centers by sweeping in an air ambient, most of
t-/ 2 then became more rapid going nearly as t-1. the steady-state frequency shift has bee eliminated.
The t-/ 2 dependence is characteristic of one-
dimensional diffusion. Plots of the magnitude of the when such swept quartz is exposed to ionizing
transient loss one second after the x-ray pulse radiation pulses, transient frequency offsets which
against temperature show a broad background that is decay as 2 or several decades of time have been
nearly the same for the synthetic and natural samples. observed. King and Sanderl, 2 , 3 have observed no
This broad transient loss is most likely a relaxation resistance changes in swept quartz and have shown that

loss due to the alkalis drifting along the Z-axis the transient frequency effects are caused by the Al
channel. The expected low activation energy for such center. A radiation-induced hole releases the proton
a motion would be consistent with the broad loss. from the Al-Oa- center forming the Al-hole center

which qs acoustic loss peaks at 25K, 1009 and
Sharper peaks, centered at 3601 in the unswept 135K2 , and, thus, changes the elastic moduli.

synthetic saple and at 3801K in the alkali swept syn- The proton undergoes one-dimensional diffusion along
thetic saples, were observed on top of the broad the Z-axis channel until it reaches an Al site where
background. In the natural quartz samples, the trans- it can reoabine. Sosin1 has pointed out that the
ient loss increased rapidly for temperatures above t- 1/ 2 dependence is characteristic of diffusion in
350K suggesting a peak somewhere above our 400K one-dimension.
maximm temperature. These transient peaks my
be caused by an unstable defect which momentarily The transient response behavior of as-grown syn-
traps the alkali ion. tetic and natural quartz is somewhat more omplicted

since the alusamim is charge cmpensated by an alkali
ion. In addition to transient frquency offsts,

S _______________crystal resistance increases (Q deereases) are ob-
Ton iLve from ORuanome State University. served. Thes resistance increases can be lare"
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enough to cause oscillation to cease. The radiation Each crystal was driven at. its series resonance fro-
relesass the M4, ion from the aluirm site as orquency for approximately 40 ms and then allowed to
described above. The increased acostic loss or freely decay. The crystal signal was then amplified
resistance observed at the operating tesperature of and detected using a superheterodyne receiver. The
the crystal seems to be caused by the.+ ion drift- decay time was measured by gating a timer with the
ing along the Z-axis channel. Hughesl has observed exponentially decaying output from the detector. The
transient electrical conduction following a radiation calculator switched the system back and forth between
pulse in unsewept quartz which lasts for many seconds, the two crystals so that Q- versus time was mea-
He suggests that this conduction is caused by the sured for both smples on each radiation pulse. Each
motion of alkalt ions along the Z-axis channels, crystal was sampled approximately every 0.5 second.
Nowick and Jain-8 hav also recently observed a The sampling was started a few seconds before the
long-lived radiation-induced conductivity in unswept radiation pulse and then continued until approxistely
quartz which could be "frozen-in" , cooling the 50 seconds after the pulse. since FM was fired in-
sample below 0oc. Therefore, a t- 1 2 dependence of dependently of the measurement timing, we have a 0.05
the transient loss might be expected since it is to 0.1 second uncertainty in the to of the radiation
again a one-dimensional problem. King and sander, 1  pulse for most of the runs. The uncertainty is prob-
however, have reported that a somewhat more complica- ably 0.1 to 0.15 second for the run where the Na swept
ted decay curve is observed. Hughes- meaurements of and H2 swept samples were paired.the transient radiation-induced-conductivity also do

not display a siple time dependence. Results and Discussion

We report here a study of the radiation induced Figure I shows the acoustic loss versus "reall
transient acoustic loss (resistance) in a set of crys- time for the unswept and the hydrogen swept crystals
tals electrodiffused with Li+, N+ and H+; all crys- fabricated from Toyo Supreme Q quartz. The radiation
tals were prepared from the same bar of high quality pulse took place at the time markqd as to on Figure 1.
synthetic quartz. Results on natural quartz crystals In agreement with King and Sander no transient loss
will also be reported. The study was made as a func- changes were observed in hydrogen swept crystals. The
tiOn of temperature with most measurements made over transient acoustic loss for the unswept (5s40), the
the 280K to 400K range. A few additional measurements Li-Swept (5S37), the Na-swept (5S39) and the H2-swept
were carried out at cryogenic temperatures. (5S38) crystals was measured as a function

of tiei rature over the 280K to 400K temperature range.
Ecperimental procedure A t-l/ dependence is characteristic of second order

kinetics for one-dimensional diffusion.16 King and
mSt of the measurements were made on a set of Sander1 observed that the transient frequency shift

four synthetic quartz crystals that are described in decayed as t-1/2 over many orders of magnitude. Since
detail below and on a pair of Brazilian natural quartz the transient acoustic loss involves the drifting of
crystals. A set of four 14 m dimter 5 Mz 3rd the alkali ions along a Z-axis channel, a t-1/2 depen-
overtone AT-cut blanks were fabricated from an unswept dence would seem reasonable. However, as shown by the
bar of Toyo Supreme Q quartz+. Studies on this bar 389.8K curve in Figure 2, the situation is more cmn-
at Oklahoma State university show that it contains plex as the acoustic loss increase decays there more
approximately 10 Rpm aluminum and relatively few CH nearly as t-l. The loss increase per dose versus
related defects. 0 Using the electrodiffusion pro- time is shown for the unswept crystal, 5S40, in Fig-
cess described by Martin, et al,20 one blank was ure 2. The 305.7K curve starts slightly faster then
lithium swept, one sodium WejW and one was hydrogen goes as t-1/2 while the 389.8K shows a decay faster
swept. The remaining blank was left unswept. After than t-1/2 at the longer times. The time dependence
mounting in ceramic flat pack holders, the crystals of the transient loss in the synthetic samples can be
were designated as follows: unswept, 5S40; H-swept, summarized as follows: at the lower temperatures
5S38; Li-swept, 5S37; and Na-swept, 5S39. The (T<340K), they follow approximately a t-l/ 2 curve;
Brazilian natural quartz crystals were 5.12 IIIz 5th at tha higher temperatures a t-l dependence becomes
overtone units designated 266 and 474. A few addi- evident and nearly dominates the decay at the highest
tional mei ;urements were made on 5 MHz 5th overtone temperature.
blanks PQ-E6 and PQ-1R9 which were hydrogen and lith-
ium swept, respectively. These blanks were fabricated Figure 3 shows the acoustic lose increase per
from a Sawyer Premium Q bar designated PQ-E by the dose versus tame after the radiation pulse for natural
Oklahoma State University group. quartz cryial 474 at 309.1K and 395.0K. Again, a

simple t-W/' is not observed. At 309.1K the initial
Pairs of crystals were mounted vertically on the decay is slower than t-12 followed by Ikfaster

copper cold finger of a variable temperature ctycatat. decay. At 395K, the curve follow a t-w 2 behavior
The cryostat allowed the measurements to be made over out to around 10 seconds and then shifts to nearly a
a 110K to 400K temperature range. The crystals were t- dependence. Similar behavior was observed for
then irradiated at the desired temperature with the natural quartz crystal number 266. For the gatural
70 nA-wde x-ray pulses f om FM, a flash x-ray quarts samples, the faster (approximately t - .) time
facility at Sandia National Laboatories. The doe dependence sems to come in for temperatures above
for each pulse was measured with a TLD dosimeter taped 340-3501. It does not, however, dominate the entire
to the aluminum foil radiation window of the cryotat. curve as it shows up only after about 20 seconds of
A typical pulse gve a dome of 6000 Md (Si). 7he the slower decay.
actual doe in the crystal resonators will be slightly
less than that recorded by the dosimeter because the A few msamreemts at cryogenic teeratures

S-rays passed thmough the window and parts of the made on Li+ and H+ swept blanks PQ-M9 and PO-46
holder. respectively mounted in a gap holder. The echanical

vibration that takes place when is fi caused
The acoustic loss, Q-1, data wer collected as the blanks to bounce on some of the radiation pulses

a fu tion o time for sach radiation pils using a resulting in a loss of data. Bweer, the tranient
ca ulatr controlled logarithmic decteant system acoustic Io in the Li-mopt blank diosqpeared at

t t_ below 200K. Below 200K thafali ion
is not released f om_ the aluminm ste.O Blow

'o(laom State oniversity ar -d1ignation so-s. 150K, a mall long-lived transient los as observed
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in the H-swept blank. This loss was probably caused increased in the natural quartz samles for tein-
by the conversion of the Al-O- center into the peratures up to 400K, suggesting a peak at higher
Al-hole center and an interstitial H0 atom. The teaperatures. Additional IR, SR and annealing

f Al-hole center is responible for acoustic loss peaks experimentation is suggested to further characterize
at 25K, 10oK and 135K. 2 ,1 5 The HO atom anneals this defect and such work is now being planned.
out within 5 minutes at around 120K. 2 1
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Figure Captions

Fig. I The radiation-induced transient acoustic loss
for an unswept synthetic resonator is shown.
The radiation pulse took place at t 0 . No
transient loss was observed in the hydrogen-
swept sample.

Fig. 2 The transient loss increase per unit d or
the unswept crystal is shown. Here a t-/5"
dependence is observed at 305.7K only for the
longer times. Again, the high temperature
decay goes more nearly as t-,.

Fig. 3 The transient loss increase per unit dose for
a natural quartz crystal is shown versus time
after the Pu Both decay curves go ini-
tially as t-x/ and then change to a faster
dependence.

Fig. 4 The increased loss per unit dose one second
after the pulse is shown as a function of
temperature for the unswept and Na-swept
crystals. The results suggest a transient
loss peak near 360K for the unswept sample
and 380K-390K for the Na-swept sample super-
inmposed upon a very broad transient loss.

Fig. 5 The increased lOSS per unit dose one second
after the pulse is shown as a function of
temperature for a natural quartz crystal and
for the unswept synthetic quartz sample. The
results for the natural sample may suggest a
large transient loss peak somewhere above
400K superimposed upon a broad transient
lose.
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Figure 1. The radiation-induced transient acoustic 0.1 1.0 10 100
loss for an unswept synthetic resonator is shown. The TIME(eo)
radiation pulse took place at to . No transient loss Figure 3. The transient loss increase per unit dose
was observed in the hydrogen-swept sample. for a natural quartz crystal is shown versus time after

the pulse. Both decay curves go initially as t-1 / 2 and
then change to a faster dependence.
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Figure 4. The increased loss per unit dome one second
after the pulse is shown as a function of temperature

igure 2. The transient lose increase/ unit dose for the unswept and Na-swept crystals. The results
for the unswept crystal is shown. A t- dependence suqgest a transient loss peak near 360K for the unswept
is observed at 305.7K only for the longer times. The sample and 380K-390K for the Na-swept sample super-
high temprature decay goes more nearly as t-1 . imposed upon a very broad transient lose.
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imposed upon a broad transient loss.
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THE BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE PROPERTIES OF LITHIUM TETRABORATE

C D J Emin and J F Werner

GEC Research Laboratories
Hirst Research Centre

Wembley UK

ABSTRACT transversal filters and BAW resonator filters provide
roughly complementary technologies. However there are

N\Lithium tetraborate is a new piezoelectric material significant applications in modern radar and
which has been shown to have improved properties for communication systems, which require frequency
SAW applications. In view of this the bulk acoustic selectivities difficult to achieve with SAW's, combined
wave properties have been predicted for both singly and with bandwidths impracticable for BA crystal filters.
doubly rotated cuts, using the values of the material With AT quartz resonators a fractional bandwidth of 1%
constants and their temperature coefficients currently is feasible but in this region the effects of losses in
available. inductors which are essential to the design are very

significant. These problems can be overcome by
One of the orientations investigated showed potentially sophisticated synthesis and optimisation techniques but
interesting properties. An X2-cut rotated 5rd0' about there is an inevitable practical penalty in terms of
X1 displayed a zero room temperature first order sensitivity and ease of construction. There exists,
temperature coefficient of frequency for the thickness therefore, an urgent need for a material with both high
shear mode. Although there is strong coupling to a EM coupling and zero first order frequency temperature
thickness extensional mode this is well separated out coefficient.

O in frequency and the response is effectively single
moded. Materials that have been investigated in recent years

_include lithium niobate, lithium tantalate and aluminium
The piezoelectric coupling constant for the thickness phosphate (berlinite). Table I shows the EM coupling
shear mode was predicted to be greater than 6%,
comparing favourably with AT quartz (0.8%) and 28* Material EM Minimum Maximur
rotated berlinite (3%). < - and cut coupling k2  effective bandwidth

K Co/C1  %
Preliminary measurements on single resonator devices
have been conducted. The existence of a parabolic Lithium 0 .61 77379 - 1.5
frequency/temperature performance has been confirmed niobate
with second order temperature coefficient of 163*X 2
30 x 10- 8 °C " 2 . Although the turnover temperature shows
a tendency to shift with the value of x/t (where I is Lithium 0.408 0.166 17 6
the electrode length and t the resonator thickness) tantalate
devices have been designed with a room temperature 163°X 2
turnover and a variation of ±50 ppm between 0 and 40°C.
Although this is higher than AT quartz (-0.5 ppm) the Lithium 0.281 0.0792 20* 5
capacitance ratio of these devices has been measured as tetraborate
low as 20 compared with a value for AT quartz in excess 56°40'X2
of 200.

Berlinite 0.15 0.0225 90 1.1
The maximum attainable bandwidth of a filter using 28°X 2
quartz bulk mode resonators Is 1%, achieved using
complicated synthesis and optimisation techniques. Quartz (AT) 0.089 0.00792 250 0.4
Simple lithium borate bulk wave filters should have
fractional bandwidths significantly wider than this and (a) Fundamental mode
it is expected that by using design techniques similar
to those used for quartz filters further improvements Lithium 0.615 0.042 70 1.4
could be made. niobate

163*X2
I NTRODUCT ION

Lithium 0.408 0.0184 170 0.6
There is an increasing demand in signal processing tantalate
systems for compact electronic components using surface 163*X 2
acoustic waves (SAW) or bulk acoustic waves (BAW) in
piezoelectric substrates. These components include Lithium 0.281 0.0088 380* 0.26
filters, delay lines, encoders, decoders and tetraborate
correlators. The most commonly used substrate material 56*40'X2
has been a-quartz which offers good mechanical and
chemical stability, high intrinsic Q and single rotated Berlintte 0.15 0.0025 800 0.12
cuts with a zero first order temperature coefficient of 28*X 2
frequency (TCF) for both SAW and BAW applicp'ion.

Quartz (Af) 0.089 0.00088 2000 0.05
Unfortunately quartz exhibits weak electromechanical L_
(EM) coupling which is a limiting factor in achieving (b) Third overtone * Experiment y deteined values
certain device specifications such as bandwidth and
insertion loss. Over certain frequency ranges SAW Table I Comparison of filter performance
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factors and maximum bandwidths of these materials for that its low density (2451 kg/m 3 ) would result in high
fundamental and third overtone mode operation. However acoustic velocities. Single crystal boules have been
attempts to build useful filters with these materials grown using the Czochralskl technique6.7  and its
have unearthed a number of complications, symmetry has been determined as tetragonal 4 m. The

elastic, dielectric and piezoelectric coefficients have
Lithium niobate and lithium tantalate exhibit trigonal been measurgd along with their first order temperature
symmetry with point group 3m, and for both materials coefficients and these have been used to calculate BAW
there exists, in addition to the major axes, a properties for single and double rotations of lithium
pseudo-threefold axis rotated 1630 from +X2 about X1

1  tetraborate plates.
(See Figure 1). A plate prepared at this rotation has
a vibrational mode structure similar to AT quartz, but THEORY OF THICKNESS MODE PLATE VIBRATORS
the TCF is of the order of -80 ppm/0C for lithium
niobate, and -20 ppm/0 C for lithium tantalate. A The first exact solution to the problem of vibrations in
double rotated (a=75*, p-14*) plate of lithium piezoelectric plates with wave propagation In the
tantalate has a zero TCF at 25 0C, but it has been found thickness direction only was due to Tiersten8 . He
that the mode spectrum of resonators operating at considered the case of an homogenous, anisotropic,
fundamental mode for this orientation is distorted by infinite plate with infinite massless electrodeshigh overtone flexural modes moving through the main subjected to an alternating potential difference. The

response with a TCF of -50 ppm/*C. The TCF for faces of the plate are assumed to be traction free with
operation at third overtone is -40 ppn/°C. XI arbitrarily selected as the plate normal. No X2 or

X3 dependence is assumed. The analysis proceeds in the
following stages.

(i) The rotated material constants are obtained for a
particular orientation using relations of the form

C'ljk1 = X VlrVjsVktVlu Crstu (1)
rstu

where Vij is the rotation matrix and C'ljkl corresponds

to the rotated elastic constant matrix. In the
following text Cijkl. elik, tij are used to represent
the rotated values of the elastic, piezoelectric and
dielectric constants.

2  (ii) The stiffened elastic constants C are computed

using the relation

CljkI = CljkI + elIjellk (2)

Xi (iii) Following Tiersten, solutions of the stress
equations of motion including piezoelectric stiffening
have been assumed to take the form Uj-AjsinviX1 . This
requi res

Figure I Conventions for specifying plate rotations (Eljkl - C6jk) Ak = 0 (3)

with respect to crystal axes X1 ,X2 ,X3
(a) Single rotation p (b) Double rotation co where 6jk is the Krdnecker 6. This matrix equation is

solved by Household r reduction9 yielding three real
More recently berlinite has been examined as a possible positive roots C11) corresponding to the acoustic
substrate material 2 , 3 . Berlinite is isomorphic with velocity of three modes a, b and c. Mode a is therefore
quartz and has a 280 X2 plate analagous to the AT cut a thickness extensional mode whilst b and c are the fast
in quartz. Work performed at Hirst Research Centre on and slow thickness shear 1odes. Each mode has an
berlinite bulk wave resonators has demonstrated a cubic associated eigenvector A() corresponding to the
frequency temperature performance with turnovers at k
room temperature and 1000C. However berlinite offers polarisation of the particle displacement.
only a marginal improvement in EM coupling, and
berlinite resonators exhibit many undesirable features (iv) The EM coupling factor K2)is defined as
such as an hysteresis effect on temperature cycling and 0)
very low Q values. This was almost certainly due to
the fact that the best quality material available had a 2() 2
water cgntent of as much as 1 mg/g in X2 axis grown A k ellk)
materiai4 Growth of single crystal boules by K(2 . (1 (4)

* hydrothermal synthesis has proved difficult not least Mi)
because of its reverse solubility, and investigation of1
this material has subsequently been discontinued. k
Lithium tetraborate (Li2B4O7 ) is a npw material which and is plotted in Figure 2 as a function of I for each

has been arousing 1nterest for possible SAW of the three modes where p corresponds to an orientation
applicationsS .  It was chosen initially in the hope from +X2 about X1 .
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Figure 3 Frequency constant as a function of rotation
angle p3. Fundamental mode

Figure 2 Coupling coefficient as a function of angle

of rotation 0. Fundamental mode (vii) Finally the resonant frequencies are adjusted for
temperature by using the temperature coefficients of the

(v) The natural resonances and antiresonances of the material constants and their thermal expansion
plate are obtained from the poles and zeros of the coefficients (see Table 2). The resonant frequencies
input admittance10 . These occur at are computed at room temperature ±0.5SC and a TCF is

calculated from the slope obtained from these points.

1 k2(i)tanYQI)
Y(i ) . - for antiresonance (5) Coefficient Magnitude Temperature coefficient(1o-coc-I)

1 XY(i) 0 for resonance (6) Ci1  12.67 -125

C12  0.05 14000

If the plate faces occur at XI-th then Y(it-h(i). C1 3  3.0 350
Equation (5) is simply satisfied for Y(ij * m/2 for m
odd yielding an infinite set of harmohically related C3 3  5.39 354
antiresonant frequencies fa. Equation (6) has three
series of coupled roots. For single rotations of C44 5.50 -23
1128407 only two modes are excited simultaneously and
for simplicity it is assumed that these modes are C6 6  4.60 -480
uncoupled. This is a reasonable assumption for certain
values of the ratio of antiresonances for the two
excited modes. e15 0.36 -1300

(vi) Values of the frequency constants are computed by e31 0.19 -1300
an iterative solution of the equation

e33 0.89 -1000

Y(i) " atan n frn 1 (7) eS 8.97 -110

(th i fofa M ES33 8.15 -33

all1 13.0

(with n-i for the fundamental mode and n-3 for the
third overtone mode) using the relations a33 -1.5

Y(t) "a (n ) and fa(nt) - n , where V(i ) are
,i nu r aer Table 2 Elastic stiffness (1010 bO'2 ) piezoelectric

fa (n) (c-) and relative dielectric constants and

the piezoelectrically stiffered phase velocities their first order tiperature coefficient at
209C. These were the values used in the

Frequency constants for the three modes are calculations. [From Shorrocks at al 19W].
(Vi ) a11 and 23 are the linter expansion

plotted as a function of p in Figure 3. coeffcients (10-o mCX )

13' . ...



1'i f These are plotted in Figure 4 for the fundamental mode
and Figure 5 for the third overtone mode. It is clear
from Figures 2 and 4 that there exists single
orientations of Li2B4O7 plates for which there are zero
TCF's for both t e electrically excited modes. These
occur at p-,38049' (thickness extensional) and ±48048'
(thickness shear) for the fundamental mode, ±71052 ' and m
±68"17' for third overtone.

mode o _4

is@ Nod" b ...

L't

Figure 6 Turnover temperature as a function of
0electrode size

MATERIAL CHARACTERISATION AND DEVICE PREPARATION

The resonators used in these experiments were prepared
with material obtained from an XI axis grown crystal

Figure 4 Temperature coefficient of frequency as a boulell. Optical examination revealed an annular core
function of rotation angle p. Fundamental of defective material but away from the central region
mode there were large areas of crystal that were relatively

defect free. 56040' rotated X2 plates -.0.5 mm thick
were cut from the boule and then syton polished on both
sides. The plates were checked for orientation by X-ray

-Md.. reflection and then the bulk of the material was
s d ] j examined using a Schlieren imaging technique. Circular

blanks B ae in diameter were trepanned from the best
material and then reduced to -0.1 ds i thickness using a

so stretched carrier lapping machine. A final inspection
of the blanks by the lsaidinger fring method revealed a

=S& oPrtainnl r- thickness uniformity of I part in 1O0o
o Blank characterisation proceeded by measuring the blank

. frequencies at 3rd and 5th overtone in 6 an diameter

Sthickness using a digital micrometer a value of the
frequency constant for the unplated blank was obtained.

cacu.ios..e onere;dt . t ai terf r -gaph e etrod ives Tgtr ithea maeet ofed

* ~ . This was found to be 1700150 kl~z w.

SINGLE RESONATOR DESIGN

b t t In order to design a single resonator it is necessary to
Aorie n ttotion doe . extend the mathematical treatment to allow for the

effect of finite electrodes with finite mass. Such a
treatment based on a wave propagation analysis for

Figure 5 Temperature coefficient of frequency as a integrated filters has been usot previously for the
function of rotation angle ft. Third overtone design of AT quartz resonatrs" and an adaptation of
mode this technique has proved successful in predicting the

properties of resonators manufactured from higher
The experimental data described below was obtained from coupling materials such as 1630 rotated X lithium
lithium tetraborate resonators manufactured on plates tantalate. As a first approximation this tec niqu has
cut at on-56040 * an orientation obtained from been used for 56*40' rotated X2  lithium tetfaborate.
calculations based on earlier data. It has therefore The method involves treating the electroded and
been necessary to adjust all predictions to this unelectroded regions as having th : 1. thickness. t.

a room temperature turnover for a given value of itt obtained for standing waves in the X~ctroded region and
where A Is the elect rode length and t the resonator an evanescent wave in the surrounding reion; the
thickness. In the case of infinite electrodes where solutions being matched across the boundary. for square

4 Att + - the turnover temperature for this plate tends electrodes of length A these solutions depend on the
to an upper limiting value well away from room ratio lt, corresponding to the Decheann conditions for
temperature as anticipated. (se Figut re) quartz.
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The information required is the rotated elastic,
piezoelectric and dielectric constants and an estimate offewb N... a...nof the intrinsic Q of the material. The value used was I. a3 3'm ae L.OW IL4 LW O
106 at 1 MWz by measuring the Q of a device at 7th
overtone and extrapolating back (Figure 7). Thus
values of the fractional mass loading, (defined as &~-I

wher PE 2pu) and resonator Q have been calculated
as functions of plateback for the fundamental and third
overtone modes. Here plateback is defined as

(fu-fp)/fu. fu is the resonant frequency of the blankIN
and fp the frequency after plating. These are ILe
illustrated in Figures 8 to 11 for a range of values of 6Al/t and were used as the design criteria for energy

L11
I/V-40 IN is 5

Figure g Differential mass loading as a function of
plateback for the third overtone mode

a____ Theory13+ Experiment (1/t-14)

43

Frwqiwy DOW2

Figure 7 Intrinsic Q as a function of frequency.
Extrapolated from resonator Q at third
overtone

0 Experimental value for 1,3 and 5

13 p

an LO DPMO m.i. LO L3.355LI Platebeek

Figure 10 Plot of platback/resonator Q for the
fundamental mode

L631

LI EXPER1IMENTAL RESULTS

Groups of lithium tetraborate resonators have been
gfabricated with values of 1/t from 3 to 30. The crystal

LIM equivalent circuit parameters and frequency temperature
characteristics of these devices have been examined.

L04 EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT PAIMETERS

1/"m Is3 a 3 to The equivalent circuit parameters of the lithim
tetraborate reonators have been determined using an
automated measurement technique previousli described forFigure 8 Differential mass loading as a function of the measurement of quartz resonators '. The four

plateback for the fundamental mode S-parameters of the device are measured (tranwission
Theorymesrmn) thnerrcretduigasa r I'4 *~~~~ Experiment (1/t-14) maueette ro orce sn tnad1

066A a
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P1...hekFigure 13 Typical response of a third overtone mode
crystal resonator, together with the best

Figure 11 Plot of plateback/resonator Q for the third value parameter fit
overtone mode

FREQUENCY TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOUR
term error model and finally a non-linear least squares
fit is performed using the transmission coefficient, The variation of resonant frequency with temperature has
S21. A set of starting values is obtained from an been investigated in two separate ways.
initial survey of the measurements around series
resonance which are Iteratively refined to obtain In order to examine the existence of a room temperature
optimum values of the crystal parameters RL,C and Co. zero TCF, an environmental chamber equipped with both
The measured and calculated responses are then heating elements and CO2 cooling was used to provide
displayed. Figures 12 and 13 show typical outputs fo' ambient temperature from -200 C to 800 C. Accurate
the fundamental and third overtone mode. Accurate, mtsurements of temperature were made by encapsulating
repeatable measurements of crystal parameters can be the 3sonators and then fastening platinum resistance
obtained in this way with traceability to the precision sensors to the container. The frequency was monitored
50 ohm components used in the calibration procedure. A in two ways. Where possible an oscillator circuit was
comparison between the values of the measured used incorporating a 12 MI1z low pass filter to prevent
parameters and those predicted by the single resonator frequency hopping to either the thickness extensional or
design program is shown in Table 3. The experimental higher overtone thickness shear responses. The
values quoted are averaged over eight resonators. frequency could then be read directly from a counter.
These results are discussed below. Where this was not possible, due to high insertion

losses or general lack of stability, frequencies were
monitored directly on a spectrum analyser.

FmqOOm) C.on$ nR La WO Ca(p The measured data was stored on magnetic tape. Analysis
11.85884W7 1.16 11. 4.85 &.841E-2 S of the data involved making a parabolic fit by the

method of least squares. The results are summarised in
Figure 14. It is clear from these results that there
exists a first order zero TCF but that the turnover
temperature Is dependent on the value of A/t.

The frequency temperature characteristic of a resonator
was measured over a wider temperature range, 4 K to
300 K, to look for possible coupling with other modes of
vibration which could give rise to lower values of

* resonator Q. Automated acoustic loss and frequency
measurements were made as a function of temperature

do i - Mpepw1 a using a hl ium/nitrogen flow cryostat system described
"T -11 .,4..1 Ft previously1 . A slightly modified form of the precision

crystal parameter measurement technique was utiliSed.
The f requency-temperature characteristic of the
resonator is shown In Figure IS as a percentage change
relative to the frequency at 4 K. A large acoustic loss

F imwmy C.TA F-8144h occurs In the 50-70 K temperature regim giving rise to
the discontinuity In the frequency-temperature plot.
Discontinuities in the range 85-IOS K are Indicative of
coupled modes. A large acoustic loss peak at 160 9

Figure 12 Typical response of a fundamental mode gives rise to the Inflection In the In the
crystal resonator, together with the best characteristics in that region. Above about 100 K the
value parameter fit min response appears unaffected by sprious m
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DISCUSSION

,.PM.Sw. eCd a Theoretical calculations have shown a number of

orientations of lithium tetraborate offer temperature
9 stability and high electromechanical coupling. A study

of the temperature performance of a 56040 Y rotated
plate has revealed some interesting points. For values
of Att - 30 the frequency/temperature behaviour is
approximately linear with a positive slope of 20 ppm/OC
as expected. However experiment has shown that as i/t
decreases the temperature for zero TCF decreases rapidly
reaching 20°C for ilt - 3. It is also noted that an
increase in turnover temperaure with i/t has been
achieved by replating the same resonator with different
size electrodes. In addition it is independent of

I/we -M 1~14 electrode orientation with respect to the face axes XI
and X3 . Furthermore, using the linear temperature
coefficients available a minimum in the

Figure 14 Frequency/temperature characteristics of frequency/temperature curve 1 anticipated with a sezond
lithium tetraborate resonators for different order coefficient of +30.10-9 0C-z (which is comparable
electrode sizes. F=11 MHz to ST quartz) whereas in practice a maximum has been

obtained with a coefficient -300±50 x 10 9 °C"2 . It
seems evident that the first order temperature

25 coefficients are only accurate for 25°±5°C and
particularly for temperatures in excess of 300 higher

2order terms are required.

m Measurements of the electrical parameters of single
resonators have shown a number of interesting
properties; the most striking being the large anomalies
between predicted and theoretical values for fundamental

40 responses whilst at third overtone far better agreement
1 -has been obtained (see Table 3). This would seem tof point to cross-coupling between the fundamental mode and

some other mode: the only other electrically excited
being a thickness extensional mode with a frequencyI constant more than double that of the fungamental shear
mode. Electrical coupling to this mode (kz - 4.) cannot
explain the increase in coupling required to account for

U - the anomalously high platebacks shown in Figure 8.

lrp " XThe measured Q values for the fundamental mode are an
order of magnitude less than anticipated although good
agreement has been shown for higher overtone modes.

Figure 15 The frequency/temperature characteristics of
a lithium tetraborate resonator from 4.2K
to room temperature

ftN" Va" Prdiqtcted

miNe iftv rois Aft flfquscA Platc Itcy ae Isttel ClpSclta c@ N~tPII es? T v Toovr hi Itleal up 4
On wMat capecltec. cpec t&Oc ale t isvctace toeeratur. TCF teitaMce

uP m.10- 2  10-'c- n

SI10. 0.6 3 1730 0.01 1.13 1.06 so 12.2 tie 0270 it 30

1 11.30 1.0 7 1747 0.017 1.1 3. 2 4.8 36 36 5 0 37.2 36 nM
3 33.3 1.0 1 o.m 1.4 4.4 M i 36.0 3M SM6

1 11.10 1.0 14 1600 0.030 2.63 14.1 to 1.43 10 I U -314

1 11.16 4.6 30 1747 0.03 19.0 63.4 30 0.32 I0 a0 -176

Table 3 Summary Of results obtained on lithium tetraborate resonators
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This may be due to mechanical coupling resulting in 3 J Detaint et al, Procs of the 34th AFCS, 93, 1980
damping of the fundamental mode or loss of energy
through some flexural or thickness twist mode. 4 N J Bevan, GEC Research Laboratories, Divisional

Report, MS16431, 1982
It is possible that some approximations in the one
dimensional theory and the single resonator theory 5 N M Shorrocks et al, Procs. IEEE dJtrasonics
breakdown in the case of some high coupling materials. Symposium, 337, 1981
Recently a more general theory has solved the problem
for coupled acoustic modes in partially contoured 6 S R Nagel et al, J. Amer. Ceram. Soc., 60 (3-4), 172,
crystal resonators16 and it is hoped to extend this to 1977
flat crystal blanks. Even while the fundamental mode
behaviour is not fully understood it is still apparent 7 J 0 Garrett et al, J. Cryst. Growth., 41, 225. 1977
that useful devices can be made on lithium tetraborate
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SPUTTERED C-AXIS INCLINED PIEZOELECTRIC FILMS
AND SHEAR WAVE RESONATORS

J. S. Wang, K. M. Lakin and A. R. Landin
Ames Laboratory, USDOE
Iowa State University
Ames, Iowa 50011

Abstract the oblique oriented films. Orientation relationships
for shear wave excitation have been calculated for ZnO

SSputtered piezoelectric films are being studied and CdS that suggest a nearly pure quasi-shear wave

for potential application to VHF through microwave would be excited for films having C-axis orientation

frequency acoustic wave devices. This paper reports approximately 40' from the surface normal and applied

on the growth and characterization of C-axis inclined direction(1l). At other angles, quasi-shear and quasi-
ZnO and AIN films for shear wave resonators. Orien- longitudinal waves are excited. Based on recently ob-
tation relationships for shear wave excitation were tained material parameters for ZnO and AlN(12,13), the
calculated for these films which suggest a nearly pure angular dependence for mode excitation is calculated
shear wave could be excited with films having C-axis and plotted in Fig. I where the coupling coefficient
orientation approximately 45r from the surface normal, is given for both longitudinal and shear modes as a
At other angles, quasi-shear and quasi-longitudinal function of the angle between the C-axis and the elec-
waves are excited. trical field. As can be seen in these figures, the

quasi-shear wave excitation will greatly exceed the
The well oriented ZnO or AIN films with C-axis quasi-longitudinal wave excitation at an angle 42' for

X inclined from the film normal were grown in a reactive ZnO and at an angle 47' for AIN. Therefore, a good
dc planar magnetron sputtering system having an auxil- shear wave acoustic device can be made when the films
iary anode structure. These films were evaluated by have C-axis orientation approximately 45' from the
scanning electron microscopy(SEM) and BAW device meas- surface normal.
urements. The columnar structure of the C-axis
crystallites, inclined from the Si substrate normal, Although C-axis inclined ZnO films have been de-
was clearly visible in SEN. Films having C-axis in- posited by placing the substrate at a 90

° 
angle from

clination angles up to 45"'and thicknesses up to 10 the target(14), the film thickness variation is large
microns have been obtained.-- and therefore this film is not suitable for device

applications. Recently, oriented ZnO films having C-
Composite resonators were fabricated by sputter- axes about 15' from the substrate normal have been

ing ZnO or AIN films onto the p+ Si membrane. Typical- sputtered by locating the substrate position far from
ly, these resonators exhibited Q a of about 5000 in the target center or tilting the substrate angle with
200 MHz to 500 MHz fundamental resonance range. Of respect to the target(15). This technique was used to
particular interest is the temperature compensation make a shear wave transducer. For resonator applica-
of resonant frequency. Resonators having an absolute tions, however, a highly oriented piezoelectric film is
temperature coefficient of series resonant frequency needed. This paper describes our well-oriented ZnO
of less than I ppm/C' around room temperature have been and AIN films having C-axis inclination angles up to
made for both ZnO/Si and AlN/Si composite structures. 45' and thicknesses up to 10 microns. These films were
The temperature coefficient of the ZnO and AIN plate grown in a reactive DC planar magnetron sputtering
resonators was also measured to be -36.2 ppm/C' and system. Several high Q shear wave resonators have also
-25 ppm/C' which suggested the temperature coefficient been fabricated to evaluate the quality of the films.
of the p+ Si membrane to be about +9 ppm/C' in the
shear mode. C-Axis Inclined ZnO and AIN Films

Introduction The ZnO and AIN films were grown in a DC planar
magnetron sputtering system having an auxiliary anode

Piezoelectric films of ZnO and AIN are of contin- structure. The reaction chamber is shown in Fig. 2. A
ued interest for the excitation of bulk and surface peripheral anode ring is used to collect the electron
acoustic waves. These films have been widely grown by current and help to prevent arcing to the dielectric
various techniques including HO-CVD(1,2), plasma- film and substrate. The six inch anode ring has a four
enhanced CVD(3), RF magnetron sputtering(4), DC reac- inch opening and is located below the target and I cm
tive magnetron sputtering(5) and DC triode sputter- above the substrate. The electric field distribution

ing(6). In most of these techniques, the grown films created by the anode ring also has an apparent orienting
show a strong tendency to grow with their C-axis per- effect on the growing film. The general sputtering con-
pendicular to the substrates and therefore suitable ditions were as follows:
for longitudinal wave excitation when driven by an
electric field perpendicular to the film plane. A Target: 99.9992 pure Zn or Al, 5" diameter

goal for many years in our group has been to obtain Substrate: Si, BiD2 /Si and AIl/Si
films suitable for shear wave excitation. This task
is difficult since shear wave excitation requires Target-substrate spacing: 5 cm
that the C-axis of the ZnO or ALN crystallites lie in Atmospheric gas: 99.9992 pure oxygen or nitrogen
the substrate plane and be aligned in a specific Deposition pressure: 0.5 - 5 millitorr
orientation with respect to the substrate. The C-axis Substrate temperature: 300"C for ZOO, 100C for AIN

ein-plan epitaxial films were found to be grown only Cathode voltage: -300 volts
on R-plane sapphire using chemical vapor deposition Cathode current: 400 milliampers for ZnO,
techniques In our early work(7,8). At present, there 800 millLampera for AIN

io no satisfactory technique for growing C-axis In-Andvotg:2-40olsc
plane fls for general device applications(9,10). Growth rate: 3 pf/hr for Zno. 1.5 tm/hr for All

Cathode Ond anode voltages were masured relative

Given the problem associated with growing a C- to the grounded substrate. Typically, substrates wer
axis n-plane film, we have shifted our attention to placed 1" from the tarpet comter in order to obtain a

C"1957-O/3/000 0144 $1.00 )13 IEEE 144



more uniform film. To promote plasma stability and to AIN. The resonator Q van found to be in the range of
nbtain better film quality, the anode voltage was kept only 1000 to 2000 for these devices due to a parasitic
in the 20 to 40 volt range. When 30 volts dc anode transducer effect existing at the overlap of the bond-
voltage was applied, a ZnO or AIN film with C-axis ing pad onto the substrate p+ region.
inclined approximately 30" from the film normal was
obtained. This film was oriented with the crystallo- Temperature Compensated Composite
graphic C-axis preferentially aligned and directed Shear Wave Resonators
toward the target canter. A scanning electron micro-
scope(SEM) photograph of a cross-section of a 6 um The temperature coefficient of the resonators was
thick AIN film is shown in Fig. 3. Here the columnar determined by placing the resonators at the and of a
structure of the C-axis is clearly visible. In order coaxial cable in an environmental chamber and measur-
to achieve filas with C-axis 45' from the film normal, ing the series resonant frequencies as a function of
the wafer was tilted 15" from base plate normal to temperature from -20' to +1200C. Resonators having an
obtain an oblique deposition. However, the thickness absolute temperature coefficient of less than I ppm/C °

variation due to oblique deposition degraded the around room temperature have been found for both ZnO/Si
quality of the film and resulted in lower Q shear and AlN/Si composite structures. The temperature co-
resonant responses. In general, films having a 30' efficients of the nearly compensated composite reso-
inclination angle were used for the quasi-shear wave nators are shown in Fig. 7 along with those of AT-cut
resonators in this work. Their thickness variation quartz. The ZnO/Si resonator was composed of 0.85 pa
was about 0.5% per millimeter as estimated from meas- ZnO on 8 tsa p+ Si membrane while the AlN/Si resonator
urements made in the SEM. had 2 pm AIN and 6.3 um p+ Si. The resonant Q s were

approximately 4000 for both resonators. Also shown in
The substrates used here included (100)Si, these figures are the temperature coefficients of

thermally grown oxide on Si and sputtered Al film on quasi-shear wave ZnO and AIN plate resonators. The
Si. No significant differences of the film structure temperature coefficient for ZnO was shown to he -36.2
on these substrates were found. It appears that the ppm/C' and AiN was found to be -25 ppm/C' around room
substrates used to grow normal oriented ZnO or AIM temperature. No parabolic temperature behavior was
films can also be used to grow these C-axis inclined detected In the measurements.
films.

It is apparent that the ZnO and AIN films effec-
Electrical characterization of the material is tively compensate the p+ Si membrane to give an over-

done in the resonator configuration described in the all temperature coefficient near zero. Based on
following sections and detailed in previous publi- linear elastic theory, the p+ Si appears to have a
cations(16-19). positive temperature coefficient. In order to study

the temperature compensation mechanism, temperature
Shear Wave Resonators coefficients were measured near room temperature for

'different Si to ZnO and Si to AIN thickness ratios.
Shear wave composite resonators were fabricated The results are shown in Fig. 8. The temperature be-

using the sputtered films on Si membranes. The con- havior exhibited for these devices will agree with
figuration of the composite resonator is shown in Fig. linear elastic theory if p+ Si Is considered as a
4. The fundamental parallel resonant frequencies of homogeneously doped membrane and its temperature co-
the resonators are plotted in Fig. 5 as a function of efficient is assumed to be +9 ppm/C' around room temp-
Si thickness for several values of ZnO or AIN thick- erature. The temperature coefficients of these con-
ness. In general, the fundamental resonant frequency posite structures are plotted in Fig. 8 using the
is in the range from 200 MHz to 400 MHz for as-fabri- above assumptions. As can be seen, the experimental
cated ZnO/Si resonators while AIN/Si resonators have data are closely fitted to the theoretical calcula-
a somewhat higher resonant frequency range from 300 tions.
MHz to 500 MHz in this study. For a resonator com-
posed of 2.8 Um of ZnO and 7 M of Si, a series Q of The experimental results for a positive temper-
3900 was measured. A high parallel Q of 6900 was ature coefficient in p+ silicon corresponds with
also obtained for a resonator having 2.0 pm AIM and theories for heavy doping in semiconductors(21,22)
6.3 pn Si. Typically the resonator Q was found to be and Is a fundamental effect. Fig. 10 shows the approx-
in the 3000 to 7000 range. The phase and absolute imate theoretical prediction for shear wave resonance
value of the impedance around fundamental resonant in boron doped Si as a function of doping concentra-
frequencies were computed and plotted as shown in Fig. tion. Dashed lines show the approximate boundary re-
5. The series and parallel resonant frequencies of gions for the Si membrane used in our study.
these resonators are also shown on the Smith Chart
in this figure. Some nearby spurs on the high fre- Conclusion
quency side were also detected.

Piezoelectric ZnO and AlN film having C-axes
Edge-only supported ZnO and AIM plates were also oriented up to 45' from the film normal have been

fabricated in order to evaluate their shear wave grown on Si substrates in a reactive DC magnetron
velocities and temperature coefficients. To construct sputtering system. The quasi-shear acoustic wave
these plate resonators, a ZuO/Si or AI/Si composite velocities ware found to be 2850 c/soc for ZnO and
resonator was first fabricated. Then a CF4 ga 5585 for AIM as measured on films having C-axis 30'
plas etch(20) was used to remove the Si membrne inclined from the film normal. The temperature co-
from under the ZwO plat . A N plates were found to be efficients of these shear Wave resonators were also
mechanically more rugged thn Zo plates. ZnO plate measured to be -36.2 ppm/C' for ZoO and -25 pmiWC for

bowing was observed if the plate thickness was less AIN around room temperature. Temperature cpsated
than 3 pm. The Impedence plots and Smith Charts for composite resonators with the absolute temperature co-

e fficient* of the "ties resonant frequemcy les than
a3.s m thick Za O plt and 3.8 Tpm thick Am plate I ppm/C* have aleo been obtained. These devices
resonator are shon in Pig. 6. The fundamntal sheer could be very Important for practical resenator
wave resonant responses were measured at 407.33 Ms applications.
and 734.45 lMs for ZmO and AIN respectively. The
corres mt shear acoustic wave velocities were cal-
culated to be 2350 c/sec for Zo and 5585 lase for
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Rcalibration of Q Capability Imdicationa From
Infrared Measurements on Cultured Quarts

a. Sawyer

ldwin Sawyer Crystals. Inc.
Gate Kilt, Ohio 44040

O - The calibrated formula reported in Sawyer '72 ) In Sawyer '72 a preference ws chosen for a small

that predicts Q capability from m rement. of slit image over a circular one because it permitted
extinction coefficients at 3500 47 " has been high spatial resolution of alpha variations as plotted

re-examined on a broader basis. Quartz samples from in a Z-traverse of a Y-section. In the present work a

four growers have been assured for infrared transmitt- matched slit preference wea retained. The slit se and

ances at the three wave numbers; 3585, 3500, and 3410, the absence of a rotating sample stage make polariza-

using sost of the suggestions in Brice and Cole '78 ). tion-averaging as recommended by Bric impractical.

41CC In addition, watched pieces of each of the samples were

made into Warner's design 5-Miz fifth-overtone reson- Cole formulas in alpha 3410' the one in Bice and

ator byoneor ore f fve anuactrersforQ- ole178), and the one above are offered for generalsasby one or more of five manufacturers for Q-
m s u purpose use, each repeatable on differing machines.

measurement use. Brice and Cole's will be preferable for averaging over

Earlier calibrations were generally confirmed for a circular aperture area and polarization averaging:

quart: grown in both the carbonate and hydroxide the above one for slit plotting of alpha A1 Jz) with

processes. Nowever Ia small differential in absorption calibrated results. This formula is still preliminary

of about 0.013 ca between 3500 and the 3800 reference in that not all Q results have been received, and some

wave number was found to occur in the beam condenser modification may be indicated, though little or none is

used in the Sawyer '72 work, using a Beckman IRI0 prism expected.

instrument. The succeeding generation of spectrophoto- This recalibration will pose some questions for

meters utilized more intense IR sources, and gratings, those who wish to use the recent IC and EtA
whichos whot wish toa usneer tere recen eeed andor

which meant that beam condensers were not needed. for standardized Q categories. It seems clear that the
instruments without beau condensers, the Sawyer curve category limits in Table I were intended for use on the
should be revised: moved 0.013 alpha units lower tow rd scales sat by the 5ot used formulas in alpha and

the Fraser-ludd curve (See Figs. I & 2 In Sawyer '72 ). 50ales set by te d to e o0r a inapa o be

This matters little when getting Q indications from 3585

large alphas, but results In increasingly overstated complete %hen specifying an indicated Q it will be

Q's as the alphas become small, when the old formula to necessary to state dhich wve number and which Q

applied, as it usually is today, to alphas measured

without a beam condenser. In fact these measurements For example, a quartz ample which tested at an

indicate that three of the four earlier calibration indicated Q of 3.1 million using the Sawyer '72 formula

formulas mentioned by Brice and Cole yield more or less without a beam condenser should yield an indicated Q of

overstated Q's as used today, the exception being the 2.4 million from an alpha measurement and use of
.. Fraser-Rudd one, which slightly understates. the above Sawyer '83 forua. The difference In the

Of course each of these formulas is as useful a. indications does not reflect any change in the quarts;
only the result of a smll differential no longer lostbefore for ranking samples in Q order, and for testing i emcnesr hoeefc smgiidb
In a beau condenser, whose effect is agnified by

to calibrated Q tolerance limits. The news here is

confirmation that Q's are mostly being overstated at taking reciprocals of sall umbers.

the low-alpha, high-Q ends of the curves. Revised

Sawyer and other curves are easily derived if needed,

but re not reported here to avoid confusion. Instead

a preliminary Q/alpha 3 4 1 0 curve (adjusted slightly from

Brice's curve because no polarization correction was

sed here) is given as follows;

1061Q = 5.92 alpha3 4 1 0

11 r7CH UoWM @15o181.0001= 1a E



FIrCTS Of RE cA IATIONS ON 2W13 Q CATROoIZS

QIC 1O IA ALPlCAL SCOD LIMITS Mms BT G. 12 SAM. 83

3.8 0.02 2.76

A 3.0 3.0 0.03 2.29

a 2,4 0.04 1.96
2.2 2.2 0.045 1.83

C 1.8 1.8 0.59 1.53
0 1.0 1.0 0.119 0.91

9 0.5 0.5 0.256 0.48
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PRISSURE-VOLUME-TEPERATURE BEHAVIOR IN THE SYSTM H2 0-NaOH-SiO2 AND ITS RELATIONSHIP

TO THE HYDROTHERMAL GROWTH OF QUARTZ*

E. D. Kolb, P. L. Key and I. A. Laudise
Bell Laboratories

Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

and

E. E. Simpson

Western Electric
0 ),. > North Andover. Massachusetts 01845

SUMMARY RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

-4 We report her a convenient laboratory method for p-V-T Behavior of H2 0-NaOH-SiO2
hydrothermal p-V-T measurements and give pressure data
in 1.O. NaOH satur ted with quartz as a function of Figure 1 shows the p-T behavior of 1.0m NaOH
temperature up to i45O'C. Measurements were made at saturated with SiS 2 at various fills. 1.0. Nar was

-w percent fills from 65-89Z in isothermal laboratory chosen so as to be comparable to conditions used in
vessels and in autoclaves with temperature differences commercial growth. Figure l(a) Ahows the low
like those in quartz growth. These results are pressure region while Figure 1(b) covers higher
compared with pressures measured on production sized pressures. The line A-B is the coexistence curve.
equipment. The results are used to establish the The fills shown on the abscissa are based on the
temperature at which the gas phase disappears under initial cold volumes of solution and autoclave and
various conditions. Above this temperature-

P 
is no correction for temperature or pressure dilitation

constant and rather large. of the vessel is made to them. In reference (12)
these corrections are discussed and applied as are

One application of these data is to establish safe measurements in H20-NaOH. Along the curve A-B,
operating conditions for the autoclaves used for liquid and vapor saturated with quartz coexist. As
production growth of quartz. Specifically, the steels can be seen, at a particular fill once the autoclave
used for construction of such autoclaves are brittle has filled with liquid, the pressure departs from
below a specific temperature which increases slowly t coexistence curve and is linear with temperature;
with service. The present p-V-T data can be used to s thee lope of the p-T curves at constant %f is
assure that high pressures are avoided at temperatures "-°Z t

where the autoclave is brittle. - constant and greater at higher Z fills. Indeed the
data of Figure 1(a) may be used to show the temperature

INTRODUCTION at which the system departs from the coexistence curve
as shown in Figure 2.

Com-ercial hydrothermal growth of single crystal
a-quartz has been practiced for more than twenty years. A0 -PiUmt 1a ss
It is arguably second only to Si in its importance S.Mo. "

to electronics. The hydrothermal mineralizer or o 1ac 0 4e sot -
solvent used Is either NaOH or Na2CO3 and, particularly gao, ,..
in the case of the more generally used NaHS, both the W 0501
physical chemistry and crystal growth aspects have bem 6sf
quite extensively studied, including phase relationso'' 7.6 11o0. + 5 -

solubility,(
2
) growth kinetics, distribution of ,z2oo Wft

impurities (especiallyOH), & perfection(
5
) and 60o5

electrical properties
6) 

of grown quartz. However, 7 eoo
the pressure-volume-temperature relations for neither = 6.0-Vs
Na2 CO3 nor NaOH for aineralizer solutions saturated N +.00 $,0 .4001
with quartz have been determined. p-V-I data for 11,60o
aqueous solutions of NOOH 7 , 8

. 9 ) and Na (7) are '5oo no
available, but their relationship to the silica -4Aoo
saturated solution used in quartz growth is tenuous. I 40ow-mo 4. mot So
For our purposes the system 2 0-NaOH-SiO2 is of
particular interest since It is most used and probably 4.0o ,Av~dts f

€

most studied. We have directed our tidis to it 3.soo t2o
and have adopted it for production. (10) In the paper &oo P
of Kolb et al,( 1 1 ) we reviewed the literature, 2.oo zoI
summariing p-V-T masurements in hydrothermal tgo.
mineralizers and described a technique and equipment 2A00 to

for rather rapid p-V-T measurements which we applied tAoo
to the ALP04 system and which can h easily applied ,0 to
to other saturated hydrothermal systems. As a result litoj of this work and our research and factory experience o so
with quarts. it is our belief that p-V-T measurements _00

In the system U2 0-NaOR-8iO2 would be particularly .. . . ------
useful. A more extended version of this study 11110
including experimental detal th 2 rd calibration i. TCNUMTVK PC)
available In a recent report so we sumerise here
only mjor results of interest to quarts growers. Figure 1 - (a), (b) p-T behavior of 1.0a N*OW

fto 7eSlted (Adapted) from The Bell System Tschnbal saturated with quarts at oesvttU I fiX l
• Journal. COMr~ght 1983, AM&.

to ,"9m-W M l $A I s



sent .000
112000. N0 S~ 30

Seat0 *IT?1g 30-V"o

alkooo $ADO [1W -i 0

*I So~*S0~,s.00o______.____0_
40W C $0 5 StO 40 0

-14.000 1"D 00110 oreveloped(KKR)

000- Fiue rittlo-ductile tasioofautoclaves
10.00060 stools asa function of time at 3S0-400C.

tme"w sl61 Th autoclave operating cnios.primarily
SW7A6coEXOMsIuct .Wflshould be choms such that high pressure is not

AW CURVE eeoe until the temperature is above the brittle
-Wo range. on a practical basis. this requires that

SANs conditions be chosen using data In Figures 2 and 3
--- so that pressures do not depart from the coexistec

~curve until the autoclave temperature Is In the
RATIM11clductile region. for example, from Figure 3, en

Figure 1I (a). W b p-T behavior of 1.0S 3a&li autoclave with 80.000 hours of exposure (about 10 years
saturated with quartz at several Z fills at a typical 902 duty cycle) will be brittle for

temperatures below 140-175*C. From Figure 2, this
suggests that fill should be limited to 902. Thus
p-V-T data are very useful in establishing Safe

RelationshiZ to Autoclave Embrittlemnt operating conditions and should be obtained for other
mineralizers and conditions used In comrcial

Figure 3 shows the brittle-ductile transition of hydrothermal processes.
some autoclave steels as a function of exposure time
at quartz production conditions (350% crystallization Effect of Temperature Differentials
temperature. 400*C nutrient temperature with the usual
%18l hr warm up and 'u24 hr cool down and typical run For practical crystal growth, Saturation occurs Lu
time of -~30 days). Further identification of the a hotter lower region of the autoclave containing
steels; Is given In reference (13). The data of relatively finely divided quartz nutrient and growth
Figure 3 were obtained by Charpy Impact msasuremntsj1 3) takes place in an upper, supersaturated, cooler region

containing seeds. To obtain Information about the
zo0 effect of temperature differentials on msasured

pressures, a series of experiments In non-isothermal
sic ,m ~vessels ws conducted. All experiments ware done in

001111 U rpm1.0. NaOU Saturated with quarts at various fills.
CUMSTIM 05W Figure 4 sumarizes these results. Wie designate

temperatures as follows:

too Tj- Upper cooler temperature region of autoclave

T2 a Mid point temperature of autoclave
T- Lower hotter temerature region of autoclave

* AT1 - T3 - TI (T2 "' cnstaut)

AT2 -T2 - Tl (T3 constant)4 As can be seen pressure Is approximately liner
a-with AT1 and AT2. figure 4 am be used to estimate

the correction necessary for converting isothermal
data to A? data. It is interesting to point out that

450 neither hotter lower region, upper cooler region, nor
average temperaturv deteraine pressure. but a fair

M 44 n I' a 9 fit can be obtained using anaverg weighted in favor
54 of the uppr cooler temperature.

of Pigure I md Figure 4, fot 832f, I. I tiSaturated

1.0a 3501 saturated with quarts asa ODU (d) e tempemetmee TV, which g1" the e
function of Initial f Ill.* pressur io n- isothermal aute "e, colon (e)

SEES



AT3 - T4 - T and Column (f) AT3/ATl. If the average Comarison of Laboratory end Factory )Iasuremmnts
temperature &etermined the pressure In a nton-
Isotherml autoclave. than AT3 /ATI a 0.5. As can be p-T measurements were made on a production erystal
seen from Colum Mf the average to weighted toward growth vessel filled with nutrient, 51 baffle and needs
the upper cooler temeatr reinadtewighting and using the heater placement ad power inputs normal
factor Is reasonably constant. for comercial growth. The volume of the vessel emg

determined by filling with water to the corrosion mrk
30 Indicating where the seal ring had rested In. the
IS -. goprevious run. Volume corrections were made for the
SO - o am"Sionleads in the, cover. Capillary lead tubing and pressure

I a?. Bourdon gauge wore f illed with water using procedures
IS. M tosimilar to those of the laboratory. The veasel was

filled to a nominal fill of 831 with In aeW sad warmed
IS from room temperature to operating conditions: 350%

f Me(crystallization temperature), 400% (nutrient region).Wo -.-- IAT 50*C in a period of 18 houra. During the warts up
fft-f '.ssOtemperatures and pressures were recorded and are shown

InFigure 5.

T,.bOS 33 Se-
AT,36 *A6%tj LMOAAIOAY VE~SSEL

I ,-W34- aius; WA~ a
Al32 - W 22

0 O4 4 oa600? 1 24- LAMOAa1RVESEL

AT rC) 
.1~24
~.$6

*Figure 4 -p-T behavior of 1. Om 3*01 saturated with I 1quartz as a function of temperature as
def ined:

LAT 1- Tl~pper cooler region TLower hotter region 11
so

andA 6 "r CEXIST" CMWSV

-T 6a
AT2  T11id -Upper cooler region 4-

The pressure is of course uniquely determined by
aknowledge of local density and temsperature anywhere 00_64' 50ADn

In the vessel. For example. in a vessel whose average tMI Ic
If Is 832. if the AT Is 50"C with a top temperature of
3500C, the observed pressure Is 22.180 psi (1530 bar). Figure 5 -Pressure-temperature of 1.0m VaON + quartz
Using Isothermal data for If and taking density as in commercial autoclaves during warm up and
If/OG, this suggests a local density of 0.85 g/cc for cool down.
the region at 350*C and 0.79 g/cc for the region at
400*C. The"e densities are clearly subject to soeThe results are compared with Isothermal labora-

*errors since they are based on Initial I fill* and tory data for 83 and 86 2f. Careful examination of the
do not Include contributions due to dissolved solutes. ring seating region at the conclusion of the run and
Procedures of this sort might he used to calculate calculations of the volume from the autoclave
density gradients; and hence be used to calculate the dimensions load us to conclude that the true Z fill in
driving force for convective circulation In the system. the vessel was 84 + 0.32. On this assumption we can

TAII 1see that the pressures obtained are In resemableTAXLZ 1agreement with isothermial laboratory data.

COXCLID IONSI Upper Cooler
Temperature T4 to A reasonably rapid and convenient method for the
Iegi"n of Give P In measurement of the pressures of saturated hydrothaeal
Autoclave Pressure Isothermal AT3  solutions of the sort used In crystal growth Ias been

(TI) P AT1  Autoclaves AT3  3 developed end applied to the determination of p-V-T
T relations in 1.0. WeON and 1.0 RaCE saturated with

(00 psi (0 (4 VQquarts at degree. of fill from 054992 preseures up
350 to '.30,000 psi (2070 her) and temerturee up to

30 23,250 75.0 368 18 .240 %4300C.
350 23,000 67.5 367 17 .252

350 2,00 45. 361 11 .44LAter about "'10 years of service the brittle,-
350 2,00 450 36 11 244 ductile transition of eutocleve steel lacreases to

350 21.000 22.5 356 6 .267 %l70"C so that substsiatial. preesurde stomld be avoided
below that tepenvar. fte p-i'-? date ane ueed to

350 20,000 0.0 350 0 show the relationship between initial fill sad
temperature at which the pressure departs frem the



Coexistence curve and becomes large. The"e data (10) R. A. Lsadiso and 1. A. Sullivan, "Pilot plant
maybe sedas6 Production Synthetic Quarts," Cba~lhhal ~m lAas

naybeuse a aguide for the choice of safe operating Pores Vol. 55, 50-. 5 5-59(may 199).
conditions.

(11) R. D. Kolb and R. A. Laudise, "Pressure-Volume-
Pressure measurements were made an autoclaves Temperature Behavior in the Systen 5 2 O4O-

with temerature differentials end the data were A1PO4 and Its Relationship to the Rydrottiermal
related to preseure measurements on Isothermal vessels. Growth Of A1PO4," Journal Of Crvst~l 9192t
A weighted average temerature (weighted In favor of Vol. 56 o , pE 12
the upper cooler region) for the temperature . Vo.5,N.1p. -9(92)

differential reproduced the isothermal measurements. (12) E. D. Kolb, P. L. Key, 1. A. Laudise and
On the assumption that local density and temperature 1. E. Simpon, Bell System Technical Journal,
determine pressure, p-V-T data can be used to estimate Vol. 62, No. 3, Part I (March 1983).
density differencies associated with typical tempera-
tinre differences (AT). A AT of 50% at 350*C growth (13) P. L. Key, E. D. Kalb. Rt. A. Laudise and
temperature for 83 Xf 1.0m Naas saturated with quartz R. E. Bresnahan, "Umbrittlement of Steele Used
produces a density differential of 14.06 glcc. in Antoclaves for Hydrothermal Crystallization,"

Finally pressure measurements were made on large1.oCrsaGowh2,1616(97)
* scale factory autoclaves under conditions of commercial
* I growth and these measurements are compared to

laboratory results.
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STIADAD ~alMTZIN0 MBTIDS FOR TH DETEINATION OF THE QUALITY OF NY~DRUISALLT Coin MM

Motorola. Inc.
P.O. Box 279

Carlisle, Pennsylvania 17013

C_______n method of sample preparation and evaluation has been

S-!Z)3taadard characterisation technique, have bean dn- dvlpd

Sveloped for the determination of the Q and the etch Another property of interest is the etch channel
channel density of hydrothermally grown single crystal density of alpha quartz. It to Important to be able
alpha quartz. Y-cut slices, for Infrared Q evaluation, to confidently process alpha quartz into resonator.
and AT-cut slices. for etch channel determinations, which wiil exhibit the desired performace require-

* were respectively lapped Co a three micros finish at a inenta. Date gathered over a period of year* show that
*final thickness of 6.35 m'i.0m. resonators fabricated from low etch channel deasity4o,- quartz have superior mechanical strength than thoe

In order to properly characterize the Q of the as- fabricated from higher channel density quartz. (7)
grown quartz, the sample should be linearly translated Also, if low etch channel density alpha quarts can bethrough the beam so that a couplete profile along the Z routinely produced, than chemical etching or polishingaxis is obtained. To eliminate differences due to av- techniques can replace certain mechanical lapping pro-ang techniques, the maximum alpha value calculated cedures which would greatly reduce the number offrom the scan should be employed to safely characterize manipulative transfers. This would allow the greater
repetiiQ of a atlpain vlesfndad tobles le employment of photolithographic techniques in blankthan or equal offyapavlewsfudto be0los.e manufacture. It would also allow for the production ofthanor eual o V.004.a greater variety of black geometries which would be

04 - difficult to produce by mechanical mseans.* To determine the etch channel density of as-grown
alpha quartz, a standard etching procedure and sample To determine the etch channel density of as-grmMeasrn t procedure has been formulated. Repeatable alpha quartz, a standard etching procedure has beeschannel densities have been obtained utilizing a 24.0 formulated. included In this procedure are standardi-
nowa 14 W2 solution at T - 750C to etch from 4 to 8 zations of the concentration of the etching solution,

volume of etching solution, etch temperature and time,samples for two boara. After etching, a 0.25 ca x 0.25 number of samples per etching load and, the method ofco grid Is scribed on each AT slice, in the pure Z re- canldniymaueeto h thdsle
gion an thechanelsarecouted n ech gid rea Typical etch channel density variations within a crys-with the aid of a Sft microscope. The'average etch tlavelawhiagrthunaeasobn

channel density -2o ist then calculated for the sam.- determined.
pie.

ZxperIaentAl
Introduction

Sampie Preparation Technique
Secent applications for quartz resonators and os-

cillators require tighter tolerances for performance The preparation of the samles for both infrared
under hostile enriroments. These tighter tolerances and etch channel determinations was identical. Figure
translate Into higher reliability in component charac- I sumarizes the essential features of the preparatioe
toristics along the chain of manufacture. Uniform and technique employed. The alpha quartz crystal or cry@-
predictable compoenat properties are obtained through tal section is mounted on flat glaSS with a quick
proper characterization procedures and traceability setting adhesive. The minue X surface is In contact
throughout the manufacturing process. The first link with the glass. The crystal is then clamped in posi-
In the manufacturing chain Is the growth and charge- tion so that a slice, approximately 6.6m In thickness,
terisation of the alpha quarts. Two propertis of is cut fro the crystal or section with a dinoed blade
Interest to consmes of alpha quarts are Its Q vaine rotating at approximately 3000 rpm. A 1-cut slice Is
and Its etch channel density. To aid those Involved in removed for the Infrared measurement and AT-ant slice
quarts maufacture, standard Procedures for the chargc- (35.2?*), from the "e crystal or section, is removed
terisation of hydrothermally gtow alpha quarts with for the etch chanmel measurement. Both slices are de-
respect to QP. as determined by the Infrared technique, bonded from the flat glass plate, cleassed and then
and P, etch charnel density, are Presented, In this nested In carriers for lapping. The slies are lappd
paper. first with 25 micron abrasive ad then finished with

Withn ascor ofyeas a ~erof dffeentthree micron abraive to a final thickness of 6.35ma
techniques and equations hae been promoted for the ±.~
ehaseeterisetisn, of quarts with respect to Q by the Irv- rra t"
f ran techique. (1.4) BSf of U. techniques InvolvedA elaAC 3 setriotmt eemlyd
1ca0800 the4 00102 al 0104 th opt s% at0 fi itd h for the determination of Q by th einttrd eehefte.

the evooonth nglg. itte Inormtlei ws aol l Th woaelength eccuacy sad reslanim of the leatrem
able With uuspect to mwes 01apeaties d U. ment is hatter them +2,rw and +1.2ne sepectiftly.
mssbsme Yiualef peseup dewing Ibm dsmwmintlue. the laPpe sli0 in pA80ed in & imtrdftt nRPt-
Signs tf dateINa sm of doe Q of "Mbe " do ft- UMa s U8 theS feeal Point of dos bes £140aft at
frand ubo em ft* mn as a reawub"e oppose. U. ftIOSt to"e of the Slice. !A 1.30lt" d.1"AhE
""*ia Of Its true asn, eomplefts MI stamiard speta is leemeo boemem6 fm thwui

U? CHti7-MMM CO W."0 ME i

7 2~



source and the slice being scamed. The 1.3= width variations of the Vellea of the au and aut ane used
to parallel to the Z avis end 6.*35m length is par- to deemn when the instrument should be ajse
allel to the 1 ais. The slice is then linearly '/ytelm hne.TeQvle acltdfo
translated through the bean so that & coplete po the/a tue andp mchanged.alhQ vlemar calcuate fhomi

fpelied ln the Zaxsr c isodsained The fulsea]*ti this figure. Over a period of years, the reproduc-
opeate intheabsrbace nd.wit th ful sale Ibilty of the sadardization procedure has been

equal to 0.SA. A *coming speed Is used mo that -oetdma fteedaaaesoni al
millimeter of smple is displayed on five milLitr doentd mo themsadrds l dused an Fhwigur Ta. L2e
of chart paper. Table I sumariasa the specifications inr th stanleare thmpe diauim sead Inigure 3.ph vLse

desrbed aove.measured from the infrared scans and their calculated

For~~~~~~~~~~~ te eauentothethcaeldmty* Velal. Por ach colum is listed the average value
ao qate cetmesrent by qte etihmer griy, with Its standard deviation and the range of thea qurte cetimeer y qarte cotleter ridIs easured or calculated value shown. The repeatabilityscribed on the AT slice In the pure Z region of the of the aee within one standard deviation is 40.0034

sample and the slice Is then viewed through a staee-me
soom microscope with a final negnification of 30a and for P~~±.06 or shorter ties froms
Under theme conditions. one sesment of the grid filM23mnhstedvaio a oe o e4.0 n
the field of view. Each segment is counted redto- (02- resp),t et v iain ly.udt b 000

corded and the average etch channel density (ca 2 ) to
calculated. The data collected over a period of years have

shews that there are a nmb~er of sources of determi-
Deteroination of Q by the Infrared Technin neat and indetersinant: errors. Limitations on the

degree of accuracy of the coefficient. of the equation
The equation that was employed for the standard- preclude an accurate average Q correlation to the Ab-

ization of the infrared measurement of Q was sorption coefficient. Zn addition to the limitations
of the equation, are thoe" variations in Q caused by

W6_ 2 the changes in growth rate during a hydrothermal. run.q*-0.45L+0.15) a + 7.47L+0.30) a + 0.114L4j0.02) Dependent upon the thermal program developed by the
-C producer of the alpha quartz for a particular grown

The equation Is quadratic and relates the absorption product there could be a wide variation In Q in the
coefficient, a, to the Q of a 5 Ms 5th O.T. AT to- usable area of the as-grown crystal. Therefore, de-

pending upon the averaging technique employed for the
oste . the stam narenitoaothee tpesent, ag determination of the absorption coefficient different

eseetialytheetadar devatin aouttheaveage Q values could be obtained from the sem infrared
value for each coefficient. Figure 2 is a plot of a
section of the curve @started from the equation scan. Finally, there are also the indeternmat
Above. Zn Figure 2, three poita were selected to errors associated with the physical Implementation of

detrmie te efec ofthe~mcreanty'inthevaling the scanming procedure itself. If we equate the
ofana the effct o the resultatyn h values s tandard deviation of the a.. to the acceptable range

6f th ooffciet wonl allo thelan abopto coeffciee tosan,
lated. The point. selected were l.3xl10. 2.0460 and otwudalwhebsrinwe6 fcett pn

3.0006 wit abopinceficiets of 0.075. 0.052 range in Q of approximately 0.2:10 results. To or
with pon oeenpensate for these potential sources of error, it has

and 0.0295 en-' respectively. For these three polnte, been recomended that the quartz be classified on the
the variations In the Values of the calculated Q due basis of the value of the maxim a at 3300cm-l .(8)
to the =certainty or the range of the coefficient. This value is obtained from the analysis of a scan of

*are, respectively, ±0.10:10', 40.15,106 and +0.281106. the infrared taut slice along the Z ais. The am
In addition to this variation, is the variation In Q Is the point of sexism absorption found during the
dependent upon the change in growth rate an the cry*'- scan of the sample. This procedure had been asub-
tal io grow. That Is, depending upon the uniformity mitted to the EtA for consideration and was adopted by

*of growth In the hydrothermal run, a significantthulsyer
change In Q can occur during the growth of the quarts hnls er
crystal. Figure 3 Illustrates this type of change. Dtriaino thCl 10mt nApaQat
This figure Is a traced copy of an Infrared acan of erm atoofEcOamlDnstinAhaura

* ~on of our standard 1-cut sles used to verify the Itrs nlwec hne eet lh
performance of the Instrument and scanning arrangement qat a ufcdfranwe fraos ano
fralwnea perod beor anohaer. te solesca which have been stated In the Introduction section of

Is swep pefoznd efoe ad aterthe~ha~iIthis paper. There are any factors that affect the
quartzsamples ame tested, For this scan the instru- etch channel density found In the as-grown, quarts
smplt was st n te abeot ae o aen. r and I the a crystal. nowever, before the effect of the factore on

sampe we same atthetwo ave~er shwn n ~ channel density could be ascertained, a standard etch-
figure. The Little table included in this figure Lng procedure had to be developed In order to quantify,
lsts the piertinent data logged for each test scan. as accurately "s possible, the etch channel doesty

Listd i th pat m~r sctin o thi tale s ~ variation within a gr.w crystal, as well as, within a
thickness of the 1-cut sample scanned in inchesg thrn

The arg disupton I th entr o themenThe etchat solution eboem.wa me mima bifluor-
The arg disupton I th cener f ~ide. This solution waeschosen becamse an, experimental

represents the location of the seed employed to grow(7
the quarts crystal. Seth edges of the seed are well !be wee already developed In I vi 1 27. soe

defned Sts toan iIcation of the degree of paramters already fixed for this procedure wee the
rslution on am obtain. 20. points have been de- t"ra e of the et&L"n soluo (70C and the

fined on thia scait doe locatins of the meviom and time of etab (2 heen). UsT veviblein ski We e-

mimoi (beto coeficints ___onVlar____ ha_ tllbdtob dfrlie af imod todetendo Anthr or nt an "ustmes is tosmaar. o ofteodftslom tevln



the solution to be used, the nuer of osp l to be density.
etched per load and the expected variation of etch
charnel density within a quartz crystal, as well as, The last variable in the etching process that had
within a growth run. to be determined was the nacr of "AT" slices that

could be etched in a given volume of etching solution
To determins the concentration of ammofum bl- at one ties and obtain reproducible etch channel den-

fluoride which would result in reproducible etch sities. Again multiple "AT" slices were cut from
channel densities, mtiple "AT" slices were cut and three different crystals grown in three different
then lapped from three quartz crystals from three growth runs. Thee slices were then lapped according
different growth runs. The*e crystals were selected to the standard lapping procedure previously described.
from growth rms in which we anticipated a high etch The slices were than etched In 0.5 liters of 24.0 molal
channel density. Two slices from each single crystal anonium bifluoride for the specified tine and tewer-

were etched for two hours at 75°C in 0.3 liters of ature. In thi case, a different ra of p values
amvim bifluride of vaious concentration were employed. The number of slices was varied from
(miure 4). The etchnt solution concentrations re four to fifteen per load. To reach the prescribed

varied from 6.0 molal to 25.0 solal. These data In- nuer of samles per load, dummy slices were added to

dicated that a relatively constant etch channel the etching solutions. Theas duy slices were equiv-

density vas obtained at 24.0n It was alent Y-cut slices that had been through an identical
F2. t " also lapping psta of the test procedure. Table 4 contains

noted that a large change In channel density occurred these data. In all of the samle loadings listed in
in all three samples between the etchings performed In this table, only one slice per stone or crystal was
the 9.Om and 12.Om monim biflooride. Since the etched in each loading. In this case, the standard
solutions were always stirred during the etching pro- deviation listed for the slices measured represents
cese. It seems unlikely that a change from a diffusion the variation of the channel density within one slice
controlled process to a reaction controlled process rather than the standard deviation about a mean value
had occurred. for a nmer of slices from the same crystal as was

shown in Table 3. The data in Table 4 Indicate that
The next variable investigated was the antici- up to eight slices can be etched at one tiens in the

pated variation in etch channel density within an standardized solution without significantly affecting
as-grown quarts crystal, as well as, within a growth the p value for a particular crystal. Less consistent
run. In order to remain consistent with the previous etch channel densities were measured at the fifteen
parameter Investigated, crystals were chosen from a sample loading compared to the results obtained on the
growth run in which was anticipated a high etch chan- respective stones at the other sample loadings. A
nal density. A crystal was selected from both the top sumary of the total etching procedure developed from
and bottom tiers of the growth run. The top test these investigations is shown In Table 5. This pro-
crystal yielded nine "AT" slices which were lapped cedure had also been submitted to EIA and was adopted
with one "AT" slice from the bottom test crystal. All a (9)
ton slices were then etched in 1.0 liter of amonifu last r.

bifluorlde for two hours at 750C. The etched slices Early in the course of this investigation lum-
were then cleaned with acetone and a 0.25cm x 0.25cm bered bars were fabricated from crydtals of know etch
grid was scribed on each slice in the pure Z region. channel densities. These lumered bars were sent to
Each slice was then vied through a stereozoon micro- our component blank fabrication facility in Franklin
scope at a final magnification of 30x and each square Park, Illinois. Round 250 all "AT" blanks were fab-
area was counted. Table 3 contains the data collected ricated from thes lumbered bares and thes blanks were
on these alices. Seven of the nine determinations then etched under standard conditions. Those results
from the top test crystal were within one standard de- are shown in Table 6. The specific source of each
viation of the man value of these slices. The etch blank was not maintained with respect to the bar from
chanel density measured on the "AT" slice from the which it was fabricated and a random sample of these
bottom test crystal was easily within the limits of blanks weore selected for the etching experiaent. The
the top test man. The bottom test slice was removed blank data listed in this table wore arranged with re-
from one and of the crystal and could be compared with spct to the :termined etch channel density. Certain
either slice 01 or 99 of the top test crystal. In conclusions still could be made about the values re-
this case even better egrement with respect to the ported and their distribution. The average value of
channel density ang theme slices is obtained. Fig- p for the five lumered bare was calculated to be
ore 5 Is a graphical representation of the data in 2og-2 and the mean value for t blank$ farcated
Table 3. Presented In this maner, another Interest-
Ing feature of thes data is mere easily seen. There from these lumbered bars was 35 +70ci 2. This result
appears to be a poiring of p values from the opposite Is In good agreement with some other blon deta V-
ands of the top test crystal. That is, comparins ported elshre by our group. (10)

between alices 01 sad "; slices 02 and 08, etc., a potely a else old red oton In etch sl d nity
smaller raS of eteb ahamel density ame found be- smpto io d ratecn ine erotch cfheart dent
mom thase slices compar d to the range between se a l to occur bt n e wh of the quart and
coseecutive lioe. The Only exceptin to thi was th fiae bl n fabr icatin. or ma of the blan
slice 6 whibch eaibited a very high etch channel den- listed in this tble there wa a degree of cnetain-
city. Nt data ane belg gathered with respeeto ty as to hether or not an ech channel wts eve o
this obsevatiom over a rang of different neal presost. ohis unedrinlt was because the thinss ofdusllno h -4t 1 ad/at/o ftu tesedat is the blanks made it difficult to aserttain whether or
densities. The Initial Indication from these data is ntatthcoe a peet he lnswrnot an etch haN1i w" presnot. The blinksav
that a possble twaoe ld eymtry eats with respect listed as containing three etch chaels per 4gue
to etach eil density n an so-mt crystal. Ou centimetr. Sh difference bemen Ae Man and the
ads Interet be, hover, wee to develop a dgree medinan values for these bah is also GmPrO=MtOp
of emfidemee that a partiodar slice fuan an as-r sixfold. The probability Is that th noItY of the
alpha quarts crystal ould characterize the quality of blanks that wer etched mar fabricated fre I thre
met of th crystals grm In a particular growth run.
She data we baye ghred to date bae indicated that low etch vel dsoety r brs and thbtor, the
em erigima eot erystel seloctio ts sufficient for vmedia vemeld t efaeet ths ddaUibti. Km waf

usee chetousitiom with respect to etch chanel h even that a of t b1 m n ne

Ie



from the low p lumbered bars, the reduction in the on Crystal Grth, Corotmado, CA, July (1981).
average etch channel density would still be approxi-
mately 50. In an attempt to discover the ouigins of
this reduction, a large number of etched "AT" slicee

were analysed on a cm2 x cm2 basis to determine if the Fline 1. S*)L, ?f1A3AU 351500
variation of p within en s-grown slice Is responsible
for the lover channel density meen In the blanks.
Figure 6 contains a sketch of & typical low etch chan-
al density pure Z slices analysed. The dashed

parallelogram in the center of the slice represents UK. - 6.6 441.13=
the original seed used to grew the quartz crystal.

The square areas on both sides of the seed represent L£
2 ections in which the etch chaneal density is Type: l-M AT-4ut

counted. A circular section on each side of the seed OW: 0o +e 35.25? 21
represents the approximate location where a round

blank would be removed frou the quarts crystal.
Usually, the etch channel density is easured across
the entire pure Z region, including the seed. The two
coluas shown as adjacent to the seed, actually ex- -

tended into the center of the slice and both contained
approximately one half of the seed area. For the pur-
pose of clarity, these colums were noved outside the ,lMMBXW3 25 1203
defined seed area. Listed for each row and colum, on
both sides of the seed, are the average etch channel AzL T. - 6.45=s !.03=

density for that particular group of four cm2 areas.
The average channel density for the entire slice was

calculated to be 106&a -2 and the p for the blank areas

was 84cm"2 . This represents approximately a 201 re-
duction, however, does not account for the degree of
reduction seen between the blanks and the bars pre- FINL LOPM SUM
viously discussed, Further investigations are being ADVASIYK: 3v A1203
pursued in order to Isolate the cause of this reduc-
tion. Lastly, it should be noted that the etch
channel density tends to decrease from the seed-crys- F1JL THl. - 6.35= 40.O
tal interface to the outer as-grown Z surfaces in the
pure Z region of the crystal. The change in channel
density is substantial and, again, reinforces the im-
portance of good seed-crystal interface during growth.
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ELECTRODIFFUSION OF CHARGE-COMPENSATING IONS IN ALPHA-QUARTZ

J. J. Martin, R. B. Bossoli, L. E. Halliburton

Brinda Subramaniam and J. D. West

Department of Physics
Oklahoma State University
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74078

,na ,__y/ either thermally or by radiation, the interstitial ions
0drift along the relatively large Z axis channels. This

interstitial diffusion is responsible for the radiation
Electrodiffusion (sweeping) is a post-growth induced transient acoustic loss

2
, the increasing acous-

treatment which allows the selective exchange of charge tic loss observed at high temperatures,
3 ,4 ,5 

and the
compensating interstitial ions in quartz. This tech- annealing of radiation-induced defects. An electric
nique is employed commercially to enhance the radiation field applied parallel to the Z axis can be used at
hardness of the material used for quartz oscillator high temperatures to electrodiffuse (i.e., sweep) in-
crystals. Nearly all quartz contains A 3+ ions subti- terstitial ions out of a sample and replace them with
tuting for Si.

+
. Adjacent interstitial alkali ions or other ions.

protons provide the ecessary charge compensation for
these Ale ions. Additional unidentified sites also King

6 
was among the first to develop electro-

trap protons to form the Ot--related defects which are diffusion as a method for changing the concentration of
responsible for several IR absorption bands. When specific interstitial ions within a crystal. As part
thermally released from their trapping sites, the in- of his extensive infrared study, Katz

7 
used the process

terstitials can migrate along the relatively large Z to sweep specific alkalis and protons into and out of
axis channels. Therefore, if the sample is heated with quartz. Fraser

8 
has described the basic process for

an electric field applied along the Z axis, the ions the selective electrodiffusion of alkalis and Kreft
9

can be swept out and replaced either by protons from has shown that holes can be swept into quartz if the
the surroundinq atmosphere or by the desired alkali process is carried out in vacuum above the phase tran-
from a salt electrode. This process also modifies some sition. Alkali sweeping and the use of inert gas at-
extended defect., as the etch tunnel density is reduced mospheres have been investigated by Brown, O'Conner,
in hydrogen swept material. (-- and Armington. 10 A number of studies have shown that

the radiation hardness of oscillators is significantly
In order to better understand the electrodif- enhanced if electrodiffusion has replaced the alkalis

fusion process, we are systematically investigating in the quartz with protons.
11 ,12 ,13

various aspects of sweeping. Current-versus-time
curves usually show an initial decay followed by a Arnold

14 
has reported that etching quartz pro-

steady current. We believe that this steady current duces very deep tunnels while Nielsen and Foster"' have
represents the migration of only one species of ion observed that these tunnels tend to lie along the
through the crystal. Once this steady state is reached general growth direction. The tunnels are apparently
the temperature is slowly lowered and the ionic conduc- caused by dislocation networks which trap impurities.16

tivity is measured versus temperature to obtain the Vig et al., 17 in a recent investigation of chemically
activation energy. Alkalis show activation energies polished and mechanically polished resonator blanks,
between .76 and 1.24 eV; while hydrogen shows an acti- found that swept material showed fewer of these etch
vation energy of 1.5 to 1.9 eV. Low-temperature IR tunnels and that chemically polished blanks were
absorption spectra, ESR spectra, and acoustic loss superior in strength.
measurements were used to characterize the effects on
the point defects of alkali and hydrogen electrodif- Electrodiffusion is closely related to ionic
fusion. Four-point bend fracture tests were carried conductivity. The main difference is the exchange of
out on a series of AT-cut samples as a function of ions that takes place in the electrodiffusion process,
etching and hydrogen sweeping. Etched samples from i.e., specific ions (protons or alkalis) are brought
hydrogen-swept bars showed a greater fracture strength into the sample to replace interstitial alkalis that
(i.e., were more difficult to fracture) than etched had been trapped at defects during the crystal growth
samples from similar unswept bars. process. Electrical conductivity in quartz is ionic

and one dimensional with monovalent ions moving along
the Z axis channels. The number of mobile ions is

Introduction governed by the number of traps, such as substitutional

aluminum. If only one kind of trap, say aluminum, and
one species of interstitials are present, the naubef

Interstitial alkalis and protons can be trapped per unit volume of mobile ions should be given by
by substitutional aluminum ions and other point de- 1facts in alpha-quartz. When liberated from such traps, n - (C)/

2 ) N4 expI- (1)

Proc. 37th Ann. Freq. Control Syip., USAERADCOM, where CT is the mole fraction of traps, N is the m-
Ft. Monmouth, NJ 07703, June 1983 ber of SiO2's per unit volums And R& is the as"aief

CH1957-O/83/0000 0164$1.00O)193 IEEE 144
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genery between the ion and the trap. The ion mobil- continue until a sufficient number of ions have been
ity is given by transportedi this usually takes less than two hours.

ed As a swep nre aopletion, we believ only one species
-- v exp(-E /kT) (2) of ion is being transported. Then, while the furnacetemperature is slowly programmed down, the sample cur-

rent is recorded as a function of temperature. This
where d is the jump distance, vlatte data gives the effective ionic conductivity as a
Em is the activation energy for interstitial migration, funtir ofta ep the e iic onbeitng

Thus, the conductivity a - nep can be expressed as function of temperature for the specific ion being
swept.

T -A exp(-E/kT) (3)Eight AT-cut polished rectangular plates approx-

where imately 15 ma x 20 mm x 2 mm thick were fabricated from
each of the bars EG-C, PQ-C, TD-A, and PQ-D. Four

+ 1 plates from each of the bars EG-C, PQ-C, and TD-A were
m 2 Era+ yE A  (4) hydrogen swept by the process described above. (Bar

K -D was Sawyer Swept Premium Q grade material.) Two
and 2 T 1/2 unswept and two swept plates from each of the bars werethen etched in a concentrated ammonium bifluoride solu-

A - kT (5) tion to reveal their etch tunnels. Except for PQ-D,
each bar gave pairs of AT-cut plates representing each

According to the following four categories:- unswept, unswept-
T- 1 should yield a straight line. Jain and Nowick 2 0  etched, H-swept, and H-swept-etched. Samples for the

have reported such behavior and have found activation X-parallel fracture tests were 1.5 m wide with their
energies, E, near 1.4 and 1.0 eV for synthetic and long axis parallel to X and were cut from one plate ofneturgiesl1. an, 1. e each pair. ZV-parallel fracture test samples, also
process is expected to be more complicated si ce ion 1.5 mm wide, were cut perpendicular to the X axis of

exchange is involved; however, Martin et al.P found a the other miber of each pair. The fracture stress was
similar behavior for the ionic currents once the measured using a four point bend jig mounted in an

Instron testing machine. 2 3 The four-point bend testsweeping process has neared completion, subjects the sample (at least in the elastic region) to
A systematic study of the electrodiffusion pro- a pure bending moment between the inner loading points.

systematic study ofo thenionlectrodiffuonionxpro-
cess in quartz is underway at Oklahoma State University. The stress varies from tension along the long axis of
In addition to the effects of electrodiffusion on the the sample on the top to compression on the bottom.
point defects, we are also investigating the effects of The results from at least seven samples from each plate

sweeping on extended defects and fracture in quartz, were averaged to obtain the values reported.

Experimental Procedure Results and Discussion

The samples used in this study were cut from The electrodiffusion current for hydrogen
unswept pure Z-growth lumbered bars of synthetic quartz. sweeping usually shows a significant initial decay fol-These bars included material from Thermodynamics, lowed by a steady current as shown in Fig. 1 for sample

Sawyer Research Products (Electronic, Premium Q, and PQ-G. The results for a Li + sweep on a similar sample
Super Premium Q grades), and an aluminum-doped syn- are also illustrated in Fig. 1. Both the H+ and Li+
thetic bar. The various samples were identified ac- sweeps show nearly the same final current even though
cording to the notation established by Markes and the applied field for the H+ run is approximately
Halliburton. 22  Z plates 3 mm thick and 15 mm x 17 am 2000 V/cm while 15 V/cm was used for the Li sweep.
in the X and Y directions were used in the electro- This result and similar results for Na+ show that H is
diffusion experiments. Such samples are a convenient much less mobile than alkali ions. we believe that the
size for the sweeping apparatus and for subsequent large initial current and subsequent decrease that
infrared evaluation. rolished AT-cut rectangular takes place in a H+ sweep is caused by the removal of

plates and plano-convex AT-cut resonator blanks were the very mobile alkali ions from the sample.

swept for the mechanical and acoustic loss measurements c ifta at the positive+electroe c
respectively. + Specific ions, Li from the Lid source electrodeor H from the hydrogen atmosphere, are brought into

Prior to sweeping, the samples were given an the crystal at the positive electrode. These specific

optical polish. Our sweeping process, which was ions then migrate along the Z axis channel and replace
carried out in the system previously desci .bed, 2 1 be- the interstitial alkalis originally trapped at the alu-
gins by vapor depositing gold electrodes on the two minum and similar sites. Thus, as the process continues
sample faces. If Li or Na is to be swept, the a condition is reached where only one species of ion is
appropriate salt is first evaporated on one side, than migratinq along the Z azis chanel. The numer of ma-
a gold electrode is deposited over the salt. The ]rating ions is determined by the number of traps pre-
electrodiffusion is carried out in the desired atfo- sent in the sample. oeuntly, the c utity
sphere at a temperature between 480°C and 5000 Co A- should be described by S. 1 through 5. jig."e 2 sham
kali sweeps (i.e., taking alkalis into the crystal) are a plot of log 7T versus 1000/T for Li , Us , and K+

done in a vacuum Ahile an H2 atmosphere is used for sweeps of previously unewept samples taken from bex
sweeping protons into the crystal. The applied else- NA-A. Bar A-A, which wes doped with alusmim urnL
tric field is approximately 15 V/au for alkali sweeps growth, contains approximately So no Id, but it on-
and 2000 V/cm for hydrogen. A digital multimeter and a tains very few OHr related defcts. 2 1  e ppar
laoratory cm ter are used to monitor the gsping ent ionic conductivity of +is se to be hash low
current as a f iction of time. Hydrogen swee are than that of either Me+ or Li4.  The Omer ball of ig 3
carried out until the current rea-Aes a steady state; compares the apparent ionic om tivity of U in the
this usually takes less then 24 hors. Alkali MRee-s IU-A s le, in Premim Q smle P-I (a 10 "a MI),

log

.57 'VW



and in Super Premium Q sample SP-A (<1 ppm Al). The
bottom half of Fig. 3 compares the conductivity of e 100
in sample HA-A and PQ-Io For both Li" and H* runs,
the conductivity clearly increases with increasing LihLium

10-1 " - A-A

100 , V 10-2  -P-A

S10- 3

8 10 -  -

204 60-61.2 1.3 1.4 1. 16 17

604 01. 1 .

X +n

TII4E (t4 nut em) WOO0/T (1/K)

Figure 1. The electrodif fusion currents for H+ and Li+ Figure 3. The upper portion of the graph compares aT
sesonsamples from Sawyer Premium Q bar vs l000/T for Li+ for samples with approxi-

-are shown as functions of time. We 40ately 50 pp Al (HA-A, 0 pp Al (P-I),

eieethat the large initial decay during and less than 1 ppss Al (SP-A). The lover
drna + sweep is caused by the replace- curve compares aT v 1000/T for flampies with

mot fth bile alkalis with protons. approximately 50 pp. Al and 10 pp. Al.
The applied fields were 2000 V/cm for H+ and
15 V/cm for Lj +.

The activation energy, E, which includes both
00  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ the migration energy and the association energy can be

I | I determined from the slope of the log aT vs l000/T~curves. Table I gives the activation energies deter-
NA-A mined for Li+ , Na+, and H4 for a number of different

1r LI~J~I weeping runs.

%% Table I. Sweeping Activation Energies (eV)

0
I-  sample Li+ Na +  H'

d SP-A 0.76 0.99 1. 75
PQ-G 1.14 1.25 1. 95

)Literature 0.76-0.8824 l.03-1.224 1.7l-.7525

The activation energies vary considerably between the
sweep o samle different quarts sp le. mi ration energy for a

1013m. 15 1. . giv~m ion is expete to bed th sa for all quartz,

s ow o/ ot1/. association energy ma fluctuate onsiderably. l(PQ-A ,

is a very clean bar of quarts while both PQ- and P9l-I
have quite a bit of al inw and other defA . lowr

Figure 2. ue product of the apparent ionic coeduc- HA-A ha c lot of almin m but it 0T otherne -
etivity n e m era i s tantively defect free. ine 0h Al ahold doipna e

from the almintm doped quarts WA-A. In other trap in bar A-A, the aatnvationaezies -

all c-ases1 the cOnductivity is thermally ported( for it may relpresent the effsots oi &i a theactivated, only trap. Our actiti energ e for the laes bo e
are sligtly on thand the 1.3 to 1.4 V nrgy k be
ad-in then i+ a t n mbeiot daiffe.

*m Lihu:wepn us
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Vig1l has reported that sweeping lower* the etch

tunnl dnsiy ad iproes hemechanical strength of
quartz resonator blanks. We have carried out etching 100
and four-point bend fracture teats on a numb6er of un- V. r-PARALLEL

j swept and 1I+-swept synthetic quartz sample.. Table 11
gives the etch tunnel density for unswept and H+-awept
samples from three bars of synthetic quartz.

Table 1. Etch Tunnel Densities (Tunn/c 2 )s

UwetEG-C Pg-C TD-A 1*.

+_ 0
H -swept 310 380 820 1 L.E 1I IL.E

Thee rsuls sow hatswepin sinifcanly edues Figure 5. The fracture stress as measured under four-
Thes reult shw tht seepng igniicatlyredcespoint bend is shown for test sample bars cutthe etch tunnel density. However, the basic extended from AT-plate. perpendicular to the X axis.

defect is still present. The sweeping has most likely The sample designations are the same as in
replaced the alkali ions trapped in the dislocationPi.4
network with protons.Fi.4

Four-point bend fracture tests were made on sam- conclusions
ples cut parallel (X-parallel) and perpendicular (Z'-
parallel) to the X axis of AT-cut synthetic quartz
plates. Figure 4 shows the fracture stress results for
unswept, unswept and etched, 1I+-swept, and H+-swept and The mobility of H+ in the electrodiffusion pro-

cess is much less than that of the alkali ions. As
etched X-parallel samples from Sawyer swept bar PQ-D. expected, the apparent ionic conductivity for a specific
Figure 5 shows the results for Z'-perallel samples. io sclsruhywtteaumnm otntfte
Our results as shown in Figure 4 and 5 indicate that qatsneteatvto nryfraseii o
swept and etched samples have the highest fracture depends upon the quality of the quartz, more than one

*strength. Etching alone might be expected to improve tyeotrpmsbeivvd.H sepnginf-
*fracture resistance since it should improve the surface cantly reduces the formation of etch tunnels. Etched

finish. However, the unswept-etched X-parallel samples H+-swept samples showed an improved fracture strength.
showed a reduced strength while for Z' -parallel the
unswept-etched samples were stronger.
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I - Aluminum and #Vdroxide Defect Centers in Vacuum Swept Quartz

Ierbert G. Lipson, Alfred Kahan, and John O'Connor

Solid State Sciences DivisionRome Air Development Center
Henscom Air Force Base, Bedford, MA 01731

Sunmmary Several considerations indicate that sweeping
quartz in a vacuum atmosphere improves material and

- Vacuum swept quartz is characterized by in. device properties. However, previous Investigations
frared spectroscopic measurements both along the indicated that effects are non-uniform, and the use
sweeping axis and by scanning small regions of the of crystals processed in this manner may lead to
sample perpendicular to the sweeping axis. We ob- unpredictable results. lb properly characterize
serve large variations in the strengths of the as- vacuum sweeping, we performed infrared measurements
grown O- and A-OH- defect related bands between perpendicular to the sweeping axts and scanned
the g node and cathode. In a vacuum swept sample, small regions of the saple between the anode and
initially containing aluminum-sodium centers, a cathode. Infrared spectra of vacuum swept syn-
region depleted of as-grown OW extends a short thetic crystals, initially containing interstitial
distance into the sample, with a corresponding lithium or sodium ions compensating substitutional
sharp gradient in the Al-OH- related band. Elec- aluminum impurity, Al-Li + or Al-Nm', Ref. 6, showed:
tron spin resonance data indicates that in this re-
gion of the sample 35 percent of the defects are in (1) As-grown OW concentration near the anode is
the form of aluminum-hole centers. A sample, ini- reduced, and subsequently, with increasing
tially containing alminum-lithium centers, was air sweeping time, it is depleted. Band strength
swept and then vacuum swept. Successive periods of varies greatly between the anode and cathode,
vacuum sweeping deplete hydroxide defects near the and after 12 to 24 hours of sweeping the de-
anode and substantially decrease them near the pleted region extends approximately 3 to 4 m
cathode. Vacuum sweeping effects are accelerated into the crystal.
by removing the surface layers and repolishing thj
crystal after successive short sweeping periodsz- (2) Al-OW is formed near the anode, and it is

progressively swept towards the cathode.
My Words: Qjartz, Impurities, Defect Cen- Eventually, with increasing sweeping time,ters, N Infrared Spectroscopy. Al-OW Is reduced in the region where the

as-grown OW is depleted.J lIntroducti on
I(3) The compensation processes are the same for

e most caon characterization techniques Al-Na+ and Al-Li'. but longer sweeping times
of point defect centers in quartz include optical are necessary to observe the same magnitude
spectroscopy, inelastic loss measurements, and of effects in crystals with large aluminum
electron spin resonance. It is generally 1ccepted concentration.
that the low temperature 3581 and 3366 cmrl infra-
red bands in c-quartz are associated with as-grown this paper reports additional results on the
hydroxide and Al-OW defect centers, respectively, spatial distribution of defect centers in vacuum'These bonds have bee used extensively to monitor swept quartz. After vacuum swsoping, the anode
changes in ujed by sweeping (electrodiffusion) or region of a sample with en initial large A1-bradiation.1 - lhe customary experimental technique concentration was completely depleted of as.graom
is to measure band strengths along the sample OW, but Al-OW was still present. Severel sections
growth or sweeping axis, the z-axis. lhis type of were cut from this crystal reio and were examined
measurement averages the band strengths of defect for almminm-hle acters, AI-o', by aSk. P*slts
centers along the z-axis. lhe local effects of show the largest percentsg of Al-. ever observed
sweeping are not revealed by thqse moasu emsnts. for vacum swept quartz, MAother crystal, con-
Kts,l and subsequently Krefft,5 have studied the taining A1-L', was air impt for several weeks and
sweeping process by scanning the infrared spectrum then vacum swept for different tim periods to a
of smel regions of the sample perpendicular to the total of 45 days. Results show large defect center
swaping axs, In Ref. 6 we have described this gradients along the sweeping axis, and depletion
non-destrective characterization technique for de- of both as-r"n OW" and Al-UW amr IN amm*e We
termintg the spatial distribution of the defect also include M fIets on spatil dlSMIbeel
conters betwe the sno and cathode. Iis es- of defects In Irradiated epVoe..
uroment technique is also useful in evaluating the
uniformity of radiation induced defects.

I 'w.. uA



Eorimneal Proedres rained with a wire grid infrared polrizer set at
45. For the specific soople orientatsm ve,.

The unswept and swept Promiu m-Q Q mxiu bnd strenghs, arximtely equivalent
samples used in this investigation were grown it to the values measured alon the optic ai s. are
Sawyer Research Prdcts (SAP) by the some proc- obtaine with a 00 setting of the plaizer. and

ass, except that for Premium-Q, lithium salt was are designated as E I c. Niimm band strength is
added to the mineralizer. the primary impurity in observed for 90 rotation of the polarizer, indica-
both M -gh.Q ind Premium-Q quartz is su stitutional ting that the bands are completely polarized. Un-
aluminum, AT + . In Hgh-Q material All+.is compen- polarized and E L c absorption data differ only in
sated with sodium, AT-Na, and In Premiu*-Q with band strength, but for reasonable signal-to-noise
lithium, Al-Li. The unswept samles were rectan- the polarized measurements require long scanning
gular sections, approximately 1.6 x 1.8 x 2.0 cm, times owing to low polarizer transmission. In this
with parallel x-, y-, and z-faces. An air swept paper we are interested in relative changes in the
bar, 1.0 x 1.2 x 5.0 cm was also used for vacuum defect centers, and we present only the results
sweeping studies. Platinum foil electrodes were of the unpolarized radiation.
placed on the z-faces, and the sweeping was perfor-
med at 10- torr and 500 *C, with an electric field Results and Discussion
of WOO0 V/cu.

Point Defects

Infrared transmissions were measured between
3100 and 3700 cm-1 at 85 K with a Digilab FTS.14 We are concerned with the point defect struc-
Fourier spectrophotometer. The full beam was uti- ture of as-received high quality synthetic quartz,
lized in the direction of sweeping. Specific areas the effects of ionizing radiation, and changes due
normal to the sweeping direction were scanned by to sweeping in an air or vacuum atmosphere. The
moving a 3.2 x 1.0 m aperture along the x- or point defect models associated with the most common
y-face. Additional measurements were made with substitutional and interstitial imurities in
the 3 m focused beam of a Nicolet SX-170 Fourier a-qartz, and the influence of sweeping or irradia-
spectrophotometer. 1he results obtained with the tion on these defects, have been reviewed by a
Digilab and Nicolet spectrophotometers are in good number of investigators. 7 -il
agreement for band strengths measured along the
optic axis, but instrument polarization differences The major point defect in as-received high
affect measurements normal to the axis. The Nicolet quality quartz is the aluminum-metal defect center.
instrument data are normalized to correct for these Al-M* (M - Li, b, or K). Irradiating a sample at
polarization differences, room temperature will dissociate Al-N and form

Al-OH and aluminum-hole centers, AI-e+. In this
Figure 1 shows the absorption spectra of sam- process the internal as-grown O- is the source of

ples measured normal to the growth (sweeping) axis hydrogen ions. The dissociated alkali metal ions
obtained with unpolarized and polarized radiation. have not been observed by any of the standard char-
At 85 K, four principal bands associated with as- acterization techniques. The relative ratio of
grown OW impurities in synthetic quartz have vib- Al-OH- to Al-e + defects depends on the type of
ration frequency peaks at 3348, 3396, 3438, and electron traps available in the crystal. The A -0
3581 car. The four bands behave very similarly center thermally decays near 270 *C. and there are
as a function of sweeping or irradiation. Figures indications that In this process the defect Is con-
la and Ic show that for sa les with relatively low verted to AI-OH-. In turn, the Al-OW1 center ther-
OH- concentration, only the 3581 cm-" band has a mally decays in the 350 OC to 4S0 OC range, and the
strong narrow peak and an easily determined low original Al-K* center is re-formed.
background absorption, whereas the absorption of
the other three bands are broad and are superim- There is general agreement, that sweeping syn-
posed on Si-O lattie bands. For these reasons we thetic quartz in an air atmosphere, whre wMr ve-
select the 3581 ca- band to monitor changes in por is present, or in a hydrogen atmosphere, at tam-
as-grown OW. peratures between 50 C and 550 OC, will:

Figures lb and Id show that after irradiating (1) Dissociate A]-W 10 charge coqmensate the
the Premiumw-Q samle with 1 Ned of Mo, or vacuum substitutiona) Al with hydrogen to. ferm an
sweeping the Ngh-Q sample for 24 hours, the OW Al-OH center which is stle below the a. to
bands are depleted In the regions examined. A the $-qartz inversion teeraftre S73 C.
same tine, tw bnrds associated with AI-OW, at
3306 and 3366 cm-1 , are formed. We choose the (2) Sweep the alkali metal ions towards the
stronger 3366 cr bend to monitor changes in this cathode, and physically move most of them
defect center. Also, we are minly Interested in from the crystal.
relative changes in as-gtrm OW and Al-O- inuced
by sweeping or trradlotla,, and for this purpose it (3) Not significantly affect the asirwn OW
is sufficient to copare absorption peak heights bands.
instead of calculating changes in the Integrated
ares. It is, however, uncertain whether Al-ON IS forumed

in a one-4tep process, with the hydrogen p ovided
Both the 3501 and 33 cl bands have lae by the external source, or mther the h iN

dictrot refs ofth IxISO strengths when the iS drie ternlly fV t46 i%
eectric vector is perpendicular to the optic ants, the exteral hydrogen replenishing * 41I Ot
I I c. The band strengths shown in Fig. I measured
with 1polrived radiation are close to thoe o -
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In principle, one expects that sweeping a variation oust invoke additional mechanisms, for
crystal t4 a vCMt4t Atftsphere, with no external examle, radiation induced hydrogen Migration to
source for hydrogen ions will dissociate Al-IW and remote sites.
form the Al-e+ center. ih role of as-grown OH- in
this process is uncertain. There are several possi- 1hese considerations are complicated by the
bilities which Mst be considered: fact that AZ-e centers are also produced during

the irradiation. The sequence of formation and the
(1) Al-e* will form depending on the availabil- factors that determine the relative concentration

ity of electron traps. of AI-ON- and Al-e + has not been established. Does
Al-e form first and then Al-OW when the electron

(2) As-grown OH- acts as an internal source of traps are saturated, or are both defects created
hydrogen ions and stable Al-OW is formed simultaneously? Regardless of the sequence, the
at the dissociated Al-H + center, final percentage of Al-e 4 centers is more probably

determined by the concentration of the electron
(3) Both defects, Al-ON- and Al-e+ , are formed traps rather than the aluminum concentration. 1he

in the same crystal region. Undetermined interplay between the defect centers may be clari-
factors govern the preference of forming one fled by studying infrared, ESR, and the optical
defect center over the other. bands between 2 eV to 4 eV as a function of radia-

tion dose and annealing.
(4) he Al-ON- center exists as an intermediate

state, and after the as-grown OW" is deple- Aluminum-hole Centers
ted this center becomes unstable and is
also converted to Al-e + . For this process Figure 4 shows the effects of sweeping a crys-
to occur it is necessary to assume that tal containing Al-Na+ . his figure is an updated
unfilled electron traps exist in the crystal. version of Fig. 11 of Ref. 6. The air swept por-

tion of the figure is identical with the original
(5) Vacuum sweeping effects are either uniform data. Sweeping the sample in an air atmosphere

across the sample, or, defect center gradi- forms Al-OW, but it has no significant effect on
ents arise between the anode and cathode, as-grown OH-. The sweeping process consists of a
These gradients will depend on the initial gradual movement of ions towards the cathode. 1his
defect concentration and the sweeping migration of alkali and hydrogen ions towards the
parameters. cathode is retarded by a barrier such as a space

charge build up, or ion clogging in the channels
Experimental verification of some of these conside- close to or on the cathode surface. This can be in-
rations will determine whether vacuum sweeping is ferred by comparing the 3, 6, and 12 hour sweeping
effective in removing hydroxide defects and produce time curves. After 3 hours of sweeping a 0.5 m
room temperature stable Al-e + . thick surface layer was ground from the cathode

side of the sample, and the crystal repolished. The
Radiation Effects extent of Al-OH- penetration within the sample, be-

tween the 3 and 6 hours of sweeping, is attributed
Figure 2 shows radiation induced changes in to the physical removal of this layer. The layer

as-grown OH- and Al-OW bands on a crystal 92n- was not removed after the 6 hour sweeping and the
taining A-Li+ after exposure to 7 Mrads of MCo change in penetration between 6 and 12 hours is
radiation.1 2  The sample was measured with the in- small. Measurement of this sample along the
frared beam parallel to the crystal growth axis, sweeping axis indicates AI-OW , but does not reveal
between the +z and -z-faces. he figure shows the the Al-ON- non.uniformity or the incomplete sweeping
usual decrease of as-grown OW and the formation of the sodium ions. 1he radiation response of a
of Al-OW bands, and that the effects are saturated resonator fabricated from this bar, with a highly
by 1 Nrad. non-uniform sodium distribution, would be

unpredictable.
Figure 3 shows bend strength data after

1 Mrad irradiation measured perpendicular to the The right hand portion of Fig. 4 shows the
crystal growth axis. The Initial as-grown ON- dis- corresponding data for sweeping in a vacuum environ-
tribution Is relatively uniform for about one half ment. We include results for an additional 12
of the sample, and there is an approximately a 50 hours of sweeping, a total of 24 hours. As-grown
percent band strength variation for the other half OHr is depleted near the anode and Al-OW" is formed
of the crystal. The effect of room temperature In this region, with effects extending through one
irradiation is an almost uniform decrease in the half of the sample, 8 w. The surface layers were
as-grow OW across the entire sample. At one end not removed after the 12 hours of seing, and
of the crystal wher the initial ON- concentration changes between 12 and 24 hours are Insignificant.
was low, ON. Is depleted after Irradiation. The his again demonstrates the need for emovin the
Al-OW concentration Is relatively uniferm through- surface layers after each sweeping period.
out the entire "le. the combination of uniform
A)-ON- and residual as-grwn O- In some parts of The primary experimental tochnique used to
the smple Indicates that the formation of Al-ON- measure Al-e is electro spin resomce. A1s
is limited k# the alimina Ion concmtratit. In topic has been revtewed ewtnWSl* pWg jql* "d
another tample, with a high alminm to cncentro- more recetly by Imrtee and lltbvte.. -
tion, I 1mad Irradiation depletes all the s.0, but istence of Al-e Insrrediated c 1il teftliv
Al-OW varies by a factor of two ross the saple. containing A144, as been of nl
Considering the fact that OW i's dsplete *cross ever, to the best e# "u1, teg
the entire sample, an explaotIon of the M-OW ported Est evidewce for A ' Int2 C
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swept in a vacuum environment below the e. to the as-grow Or and Al-Or bands show strength
-quartz inversion temperature, 573 0C. 1he opti- differences between the anode and cathode, with the

cal absorption in quartz, observed for irradiated cathode region having a larger percentage of OW.
crystals between 2.0 eV and 4.0 eV, which gives After vacuum sweeping for 14 days, the ON' content
rise to a smoky c or, he been correlated with of the crystal is lowered both at the anode and the
the Al-e center.1 0 Ike darkening of vacuum swept cathode. An additional 14 days of sweeping did not
quartz, and the propagation of & color front between affect the bands, indicating the presence of a bar-
the anode and cathode as a function of sweeping rier against migration of the hydrogen ions. Fol-
time and temperature, Was bee* reported. 5 ,5 (Refe- lowing this sweeping period, a 100 um surface layer
rences to previous investigations are given in Ref. was removed from the anode and cathode, and the
5). In addition to direct ESR measurements, the sample was swept for an additional 17 days. The
coloration of vacuum swept quartz may also be used anode region has been depleted of both as-grown OH-
as an indicator of Al-e +. and Al-OH-, and there is also a substantial de-

crease in the OW band at the cathode. Figure 6
In our experiments, after 24 hours of vacuum shows more detailed results of band strength varia-

sweeping, the sample did not show any darkening. tion between the anode and cathode at the end of 45
Several 2.5 nm thick sections of this crystal, con- days of sweeping. The region free of hydrogen re-
taining the anode region which is depleted of as- lated defects extends 3 to 4 mm into the crystal, a
grown OH-, wer cut parallel to the z-face, and ex- section large enough for resonator fabrication.
amined by ESR.17 7he results show that over most
of the anode the sweeping is 98 percent complete, The depletion of both as-grown 0W and Al-Or
that is, the AI-Na+ is dissociated, and that 35 bands in the anode region has also been observed by
percent of the defects are in the form of Al-e + . Krefft3 in a sample that was completely colored and
7his is the largest percentage of aluminum-hole presumably contains Al-e+. Our sweeping experiments
centers ever observed for vacuum swept crystals. were carried out at 500 C while those of Krefft
Previous inconclusive ESR results on vacuum swept were at 700 OC, well above the 573 6C inversion
crystals may be attributed to the fact that the temperature. The trigonal symetry of &-quartz
ESR sample position relative to the electrodes was changes to a sixfold symmetry for P-quartz, and may
not selected properly. allow B-quartz to picomodate different, or addition-

al, point defects.10 Also, Fraser' showed that for
The results of this study show that vacuum natural quartz the anelastic losses associated with

swept quartz, at least the anode section, contains Al-W + are discontinuous through the inversion, and
Al-e+ , Al-OH-, and is depleted of as-grown OH-. that Al-4 thermally dissociates in the $-phase be-
Al-e + coexists with Al-O- in the same region of tween 573 OC and 700 OC without sweeping. Conse-
the crystal, and Al-e + is formed before all Al-Or quently, defect centers created by vacuum sweeping
is exhausted. However, from infrared measurements at 700 OC may be different from those induced by
only, we can not establish whether both defect cen- sweeping below 573 °C.
ters are formed simltaneously, or whether Al-OW
acts as an intermediate state, and Al-e is formed The removal of the surface layers after short
after the internal hydrogen source replenishing the sweeping, times, for vacuum as well as air sweeping,
Al-O- is depleted. is a critical element in facilitating the removal

of hydrogen related defects. This is especiallyThe results of vacuum sweeping high quality true for samples containing heavy concentration of
synthetic crystals containing Al-Na+ are similar AI-M + centers. igher electric fields will also
to those obtained by KrefftS for natural quartz. accelerate sweeping. In our experiments, the elec-
Krefft investigated changes in the optical and in- tric field was maintained consistently at 1000 V/cm,
frared spectra induced by vacuum sweeping, and but it is known that higher fields can be safely
found that the depletion of the as-grown OW , the applied. It is also known16 that vacuum sweeping
relative increase in Al-OH, and the propagation proceeds more rapidly at elevated temperatures, but
and position of a color front between the anode and from a practical point of view it is critical that
cathode are correlated. The investigations carried the crystal be maintained below 573 OC, because the
out by Krefft were performed on natural quartz, o. to Ps-quartz inversion Introduces electrical twin-
which had mich higher overall absorption levels ning, which renders the material useless for piezo-
than the synthetic crystals used for our investiga- electric resonators.
tins. On this basis it is not surprising that we
do not observe the visual coloration associated Conclusions
with Al-e . Natural crystals also show substantial
Al-Or bands before Irradiation or sweeping, where- 1. It Is possible to obtain crystal regions
as, no Al-OW exists in our as-received synthetic completely free of hydrogen related defects by
quartz, sweeping the sample in a vacuum atmosphere.
_Sweeping Effects 2. Stable aluminum-hole centers are introdu-

ced by vacuum sweeping at S00 OC.Figure S shows experimental results for a
Pr mitm-Q, LW-cmpensated siple, which wes air 3, For vacuum swept quartz aluminvs-hole
swept for several weeks at Sawyer Research Products, centers coexist with M-OW centers in the "a
and then vacuum swt at our facility for defined region of the crystall.
time periods. lr tsem that after this period of
air SwOeiN the "-*MW OW end AI-OW centers 4. The most efficient sweepingpicu to to
were fvly turet. We show data for the role. sweep for repeated short tim perds, aidis v
fet bends for the anode and Cathode regions. Both sample surface layers after each sIeepin period.,
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Figure 1. Unpolarized and polarized infrared absorption
spectra for Premium-Q and High-Q quartz measured per-
pendicular to the crystal growth axis, (61 Premuluw-Q
es-received (b) Premlum-Q after 1 NradO Co i rra-
di ation, (cl Nlgh-Q as-received, and (d) Ydqh-Q after
vacuum sweeping for 24 hours.
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Figure 4. Hydrogen related defect band absorptions
in High-Q quartz as a finction of position between
the anode and cathode after air or vacuum sweeping
for the indicated time periods.
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Figure S. I~drogen related defect band absorptions Figure 6. Irdrogen related defect band absorptions
for air swept Preium-Q quartz measured at the as a function of position betwen the anode and
anode and cathode after Vacuwx sweeping for the cathode for an air swept Premlum-Q quartz seeple
indicated time periods. after vacuum sweeping for 45 days.



EFFECT OF SEED TRFAT|ENT Oil QUARTZ DISLOCATIONS

Alton F. Armington, John J. Larkin, John J. O'Connor, J. Emery Cormier and Jane A. Horrigan
Rome Air Development Center
Solid State Sciences Division

ianscom Air Force Base, MA 01731

Abstract ultrapure nutrients
3
, where even lower purity is

evidenced, both the nutrient ,.'nd the liner material
-sThis work is a continuation of the work on the are also considerations. Figure 3 shows the effect

preparation of high purity, low dislocation quartz of growth rate on the aluinum content of several
being performed at RADC, Several methods have been samples. The upper curve shows aluminum content with-
investigated for the preparation of high purity out the addition of lithium while the lower curve is
materials. The effect of seed pretreatment is also for runs with lithium addition. It can be seen that
discussed. L_ the difference is more pronounced at higher growth

I urates. In this et of experiments we found the alumi-
Introduction num (not plotted) to be higher in the carbonate runs

but these were only performed at growth rates above 30
The major portion of the Air Force quartz growth mils/day. While the lithium content increases also

program is the development of the production of high with growth rate, the values are not as well defined
purity, low dislocation quartz based on the assumption as for aluminum. We could find no correlation with
that this material will have low frequency offset and sodium either in terms of growth rate or lithium addi-
low etch tunnel density. Previously we have reported tion. We have also found a relationship between the
on purity studies performed in our laboratory. In growth rate and point defects in the c:rystal4.
this presentation we will present additional work on Also about half of the points shown were crystals
purity and some initial studies on the effects of grown using seeds from the +x region of quartz crystals
seeds and seed pretreatment. again indicating that growth rate is more signifiant

than type of seed.
The sYsten used for this work has been described

previously and consists of ten autoclaves varying The condition of the autoclave wall may have an
in diameter from one to four inches which are under effect on the purity of the crystal. Figure 4 shows
computer control. Hlost of the studies repo~ted here some analysis on the coating material on the wall.
were in the three inch (by three feet) units. The It can be seen that aluminum is a significant impurity,
mineralizer was generally hydroxide and the nutrient probably precipitating early from the hot mineralizer
cultured quartz with an aluminum concentration of after it enters the growth zone In the convective
about 15 parts per million atomic. Some runs were current above the baffle. Also shown in this figure
performed in silver liners and some in unlined auto- are the results before and after an extensive cleaning
claves. in the autoclave. This does Indicate that some alumi-

num in the crystal may be picked up from the wall
Results during growth.

A series of runs were performed to determine the The purity of the nutrient also affects the ur-
effect of using a silver liner in the autoclave with- ity of the crystal as has been shown previouslyl
out a top. The hope was that the purity would not However, there are at least three ways aluminum can be
be seriously affected in this case, based on the limited to less than a part per million without the
assumption that the material deposited on the autoclave use of a liner. Even better purity can be produced

.wall would not be transported to the seeds as rapidly with a liner but this is both expensive and complicatedas without the liner. Runs were performed using an in a commercial size autoclave. The results of some of

unlined autoclave, a lined autoclave, and a silver these techniques are shown in Figure 5. The first
liner without the top which is usually welded on. The result, devitrification, was produced by the recr stal-
results of chemical analysis by atomic absorption are lization of high purity glass (in a slyer liner),
shown in Figure 1. It is apparent from the results followed by growth in an unlined vessel. The second
that using the same conditions there is little to be result, recrystallization, was the result of the second
gained using a partial liner, since the unlined re- recrystallization of quartz from a high purity (3.3
suits are as good as those from the partial liner. ppma Al) cultured quartz in an unlined vessel. The
The higher results in the partial liner are probably third result was produced by using only nutrient cut
due to a higher growth rate in this case. We are at from the Z growth area of cultured 3amples. Analysis

, present, growing with an unwelded top to see if this has shown that this 5-10 times lower in aluminum than

will reduce the impurities in a growing crystal. the other areas of the crystal. Similar analyses haveA srecently been reported
3 

for the S and Z regions.A series of runs was also performed with and

without the use of the lithium additive to the Seed Studies
mineralizer. The results in this case are shown in
Figure 2. Both lined and unlined autoclaves were Our effort in improving seed quality has concen-
tested, as well as a carbonate mineralizer. The trated on two areas, seed pretreatment and the use of
aluminum content is somewhat higher without the lith- seeds from the X growth area. Using Z face seeds both
iun addition but not significantly higher. It is to from the Z growth and the X growth area in the same
be expected that the difference between crystals with autoclave, Figure 6, we obtain better strain control
and without lithium adlition would be more pronounced with the X area seed. The growth rate of the seeds
at higher growth t was about 20 ails per day, in a silver liner. The

mineralizer in this case was sodium hydroxide with no
All of these studies sems to indicate that lithium added. The aluminum content of the crystal

growth rate te the most important parameter to consider grown from the X seed was 5 ppea. with the Z area sed
in all cases where low purity is desired, at least having a smewhat higher alumtnum aonteat. the u
down to the parts per million range. In the case of of this figure is somewhat optisttic simce we do mt
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always get strain-free crystals using the X growth pear to offer any advantages for the growth of die-
seeds. However, they are always sore strain-free location-free crystals.
than the Z area seeds used in the same run. Ue are
not certain why some seeds do produce strain, but Acknowledgement@
suspect it is due to the growth rate or seed treat-
ment. In one case (Figure 7), bubbles were produced The authors are Indebtd to Nackte Harris for his
at the seed interface with dislocation (strain) lines assistance in the growth of the crystals. Character-
propagating from them. ization was also performed by L. alliburton, Oklahoma

State snd by A. Fluessaier, Eagle Picher Inc. The
authors are also indebted to Joseph Ualascio and

We have completed a series of runs on the effect Baldwin Sawyer for their helpful discussions and
of the heatint-up cycle on the seed condition prior to assistance.
growth. In this case we heated the seeds up for
twenty-four hours to operating temperature, cooled References
down and removed the seed. We have done this for
untreated seeds, HF-etched seeds, ammonium bifluoride 1. A.P. Armington, J.J. Larkin, J.J. O'Connor and J.
seeds and chemically etched seeds. There does not ap- A. Ilorrigan, Proceedings of the 35th Annual Frequency
pear to be any difference in the results whether or Control Symposium, U.S. Army Electronics Command, Fort
not a pretreatment is employed. Hanmouth, N.J., p297, Electronics Industry Association,

Su r 2001 Eye Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006.

2. N.C. Lies, et al, J. Crystal Growth, 18, 1 (1973).
The growth rate appears to be the most important

factor in the preparation of low aluminum quartz cry.- 3. S.P. Doherty, S.E. Horris, D.C. Andrews and D.F.
tale, at least down to the parts per million range. Croxall, to be published In Radiation Effects.
For purer crystals, liners and select nutrients are
required. Studies using seeds from the X-growth area 4. J.J. Martin and A.F. Armington, to be published in
show promise but more studies must be done to produce J. Crystal Growth.
reliable results. Pretreatment of seeds does not ap-

Al* Fe Li Na K GROWTH RATE
HILS/DAY

CLOSED SILVER LINER 3.8 <0.5 1.0 <0.5 <0.5 16

PARTIAL SILVER LINER 13 <0.5 4.4 2.7 <0.5 30

UNLIUED (X-35) 6.9 2.7 1.7 0.7 19

*IN PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC

Figure 1. Analytical Results of Full and Partial Liners.

Al* Fe Li Na K

UNLINED RUN

WITH LITHIUM 6.9 2.7 1.7 0.7

NO LITHIUM 6.5 3.4 1.5 2.1 <0.5

PARTIAL LINER

WITH LITHIUM 13 <0.5 4.4 2.7 <0.5

NO LITHIUM 17 0.5 4.7 3.3 <0.5

LINED RUN

WITH LITHIUM 3.8 <0.5 1.0 <0.5 <0.5

NO LITHIUM 5.3 <0.5 1.5 0.9 <0.5

LINED RUN (CARBONATE)

WITH LITHIUM 35 1.2 17 11 0.5

NO LITHIUM 43 0.8 14 11 1.4

*IN PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC

Figure 2. Analytical Results of Runs with and without Lithium Additive.
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ANALYSIS OF WALL DEPOSITS*

4L Fe Ll Na K

920 22% 127 6.6% 32

780

2590

ALUMINUM IN CRYSTALS

BEFORE CLEANING - 5-8

AFTER CLEANING - 3.7-6.5

*PARTS PER MILLION ATOMIC UNLESS SPECIFIED

Figure 4. Results of Cleaning an Unlined Autoclave.

ALUKINUM* IN CRYSTALS PROM VARIOUS NUTRIENTS

I - DEVIUIrIICATIO0 - 0.6

2 - UECRYSTALLIZATON - (1

3 - Z RO V- 0.6

*PARTS/MILLION ATOMIC

Figure S. Effect of Nutrient on Purity.
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SYNTHETIC QUARTZ CRYSTALS

8. Katz, A. Ualperin and N. lanen

Racah Institute of Physics
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem

Israel

0ummary Experimental

-. !Many electronic devices containing quartz crystals Y-cut plates were cut from a single-crystal Y
operate in an environment exposed to radiation, and it grown bar of unswept Electronic Grade Synthetic Quartz.
is important therefore to investigate the effects of Samples from the different growth sectors of Y plates
radiatiot on quartz crystals. In the present work we (namely -X, +X, -Z, +Z) were c t in the form of plates

s show that the technique of thermoluninescence TL can having dimensions of 10x6x3 m:. The measurements were
serve as a. good tool for such an Investigation. We re- carried out separately on the different growth sectors.
port on TL measured in the temperature range of 15 - The samplse were mounted in a Displex cryostat produced
300 K. The measurements have been carried out separa- by Air Products and Chemicals Inc., designed for mea-
tely on the various growth sectors (namely +X, -X, +Z, surements in the range 10-350 K. The crystal was fit-
-Z) of Y plates cut from a Y grown bar of unswept ted into a rectangular hole in the cold finger with a
Electronic Grade Synthetic Quartz. The well resolved copper cover screwed to the holder using Indium to
glow peaks at 72 K, 80 K, 87 K and 104 K were observed improve the thermal contact between the crystal and its
for the first time in the present work. We suggest holder. For the TL measurements the samples were irra-
that the glow peaks appearing only in +X growth sector diated at low temperature for a period of 100 minutes,
samples (namely 135 K, 162 K, 178 K) after pre-irradia- through a thin (0.3 m) aluminum window using white
tions at room temperature (RT) by x-rays (white radia- radiation from a tungsten target at 50 KV and 15 me.
tion, 50 KY, 17 me), might be related to [Mg;1 0  The total x-ray dose in each Irradiation was close to
centers. The glow peaks above 104 K In the +Z sector 2 Mrad. After irradiation the cryostat was placed in
samples are completoy different from those observed in front of an optical system comprising a 0.25 a Jarrell-
+X sector samples.qotMR-glow peaks in this temperature Ash monochromator and a cooled E.M.I. 9658R photomulti-
range progressively-fade out with increasing predosee plier tube operated at 1160 V. Its output was fed Into
at room temperature. From the measurements and the re- a 610 Xaithley electrometer and recorded on a chart
sults described in this paper it can be seen that one recorder. This arrangement enabled us to take fast
or more glow peaks correspond to a certain type of de- scans (15-20 seconds) of the TL spectra over the range
fact present in various growth sectors and that their 250-700 a. A heating rate of 2.5 /min was obtained
TL intensities are proportional to defect concentration by means of a Nalabs driving motor potentiometer with
present in quartz, its output connected to a precision temperature con-

troller. Temperatures were measured by a chromel vs
Introduction gold - 0.072 iron thermocouple pair connected to a

digital multieter with its reference at 0C. Glow
Alpha-quartz in used in a variety of electronic curves were plotted from the spectra recorded at inter-

devices, e.g. high precision oscillators, filters,etc., vale of about 2 K. In order to get a better Insight
where high frequency stability Is of prime importance. into the origin of the TL changes in the various growth
It is known that acoustic losses and frequency Instabi- sectors, the crystals were also I - irradiated (50 KV,
lity In quartz crystal oscillators are affected by ra- 17 us) at room temperature for different periods of
diation Induced charge trapping at point defects. It tims. This radiation resulted in a smoky coloration
is therefore important to understand thoroughly the mainly in +X sector samples and left the Z sector sem-
origin and the nature of thes defects. Many electro- plea uncolored. Optical absorption measurements after
nic devices containing quartz crystals operate in an room temperature pre-irradiations were carried out on
environmet exposed to radiation, and it is Important a Carry 14 spectrophotometer at 77 K on +X and +2
therefore to investigate the effects of radiation on growth sectors.
quartz crystals. In the present work we show that the
technique of thermoluminescence TL can serve as a good teaut
tool for characterization of certain defects present
In quartz. Several InvostIgatoral- 3 hes measured the Fig. 1 shows glow curves obtained from the +Z
IL of quarts above roem temperature, in a wide variety sector before room temperature irradiation (dashed
of natural end/or syathetlc crystals. Their results curve) and after a pre-irradiation at room temperature
were found to he sample-dependent. Low temperature T for 2.5 h (solid curve). The Slow curve for the non-
has received less attention and hag been studied mg irradiated crystal show glow peaks located at 72 K,
others by Mdlin4 and Malik at al.3 after Irradiations 80 K, 87 K. 104 K and 127 K, sad a omle of glow
at 95 K. In the present work we report on fT measured peaks at higher teperatures up to about 220 K. After
in the temperature range of 15-300 K. The measurements pre-irradiation at room temperature for 2.5 h (solid
have been carried out separately on the various growth curve in Figure 1) the glow curve for + growth sector
sectors in the quartz crystals, which helped in the shows see decrees i oItmeity of the peaks at 7I 1,
characterization of the defects and impurities in- 80 K and 87 K and 104 K, the disappearee of the g1w
volved. peak at 127 K and of the mplex of gaw boo& " the

temperature rage of 131 K - 165 K send ft saease
in Istewity of the eomes of $1w peeks IelZ ut to

iol CHIMS-40/O0 0181 $1.000 I= Im
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the range 180 K - 230 K. Also shown is the appearance they are associated with defect centers present In
of 3 now strong peaks at 135 K, 162 K, 178 K. These both sectors at theme temperatures. The glow peaks
3 peaks increase in intensity with the time of pre- at 72 K and 78 Kmit at 430 m and those at 87 K ad
irradiations at room temperature as can be seen In 104 K at 470 m. So there are at least two types of .' I

Fig. 2, which depicts the dependence of the maximal centers associated with these Slow peaks. It has been
Slow peak intensity upon the total time of Irradia- shown by Narkas and alliburtonn that irradiation at
tions, at room temperature (UT) for the different Slow low temperatures produces hydrogen atom 90

. 
The atom

peaks present in the +X sector sample. The strongest are detrapped and disappear If the quartz crystal is
glow peaks In the +X region, after prolonged pre- heated such above 100 K. We can assme tentatively
irradiations at room temperature, were at 162 K and that the previously mentioned glow peaks are due to
178 K. The 72 K and 80 K glow peaks showed an emi- the presence of hydrogen atoms U".
ssion maximum near 430 m and that of the shoulder at
87 K was at 470 am. Other glow peaks showed in gene- Halliburton et al.9 have shown that the aluminum
ral a maximum emission near 380 na. In parallel it in as received unswept quartz is primarily In the form
was found by us that curves of the optical absorption of Al-Nb centers (where M+ represents an alkali ion).
spectrum recorded in the wavelength range 250-750 nm In addition they have indicated that irradiation at
show after every pre-irradiation at RT, intensity temperatures above 200 K converts the Al-M centers
increase, with the maximal TL intensities of the Slow into Al-O- centers and aluminum hole trapped centers
peaks at 135 K, 162 K and 178 K. Our measurements of [Ale+]

0
. They have also shown that Al-OF centers are

visible absorption spectra show a maximum near 2.5 eV. converted to aluminum hole trapped centers by irradia-
This kind of spectra was reported by Kouvakalis

6 
for tion at 77 K. In our case it seem that the glow p~ek

the aluminum - associated hole center [Ate+]
°
. Fig. 3 at 127 K and the complex of glow peaks between 137 K

shows marked differences in the glow curves for the and 165 K present in +X growth sector samples (see
sample cut from +Z sector. The glow curve for the Fig. 1. dashed curve) can be correlated with A-4
non-irradiated crystal at room temperature (dashed centers because in this sector both glow peaks com-
curve) shows strong peaks at 112 K, 145 K, 162 K and pletely disappear after room temperature irradiations.
200 K. The glow curve traced after pre-irradiation We suggest that the glow peaks appearing in +X growth
at room temperature for 7 h (solid curve) shows that sector samples (namely 135 K, 162 K and 178 K) might
the intensity of the glow peaks appearing at tempera- be related to [Ale+]

0 
centers. Their TL intensities

tures greater than 104 K are greatly suppressed. The progressively increase together with the intensities
glow peak at 104 K shows an emission maximum at 470 am of the optical absorption spectra measured after va-
and its behaviour with the time of pre-irradiation at rious pre-irradiations at room temperature. Therefore
room temperature is similar to that of the glow peaks the TL for these 3 glow peaks results from recombina-
at 72 K, 80 K and 87 K. The dependence of the maximal tion of electrons and holes at recombination centere
glow peak intensities upon the total time of irradia- connected with defects of aluminum hole trapped can-
tions at RT for the various glow peaks encountered in ters. This suggestion is corroborated by the fact
the TL curves characteristic of +Z sectors is shown that the 3 glow peaks at 135 K, 162 K and 178 K do not
in Fig. 4. For the peaks at 72 K, 80 K, 87 K, 104 K appear in +Z crystals and are characteristic of +X
there is a reduction in intensity after 2.5 h of irra- sector crystals. The glow peaks above 104 K in the +Z
diation at RT followed by a slight increase in inten- sector samples are completely different from those
sity after total irradiation times of 4.5 h, 7 h, 10 h. observed in +X sector samples. All glow peaks in this
As shown In Fig. 4 other Slow peaks are considerably temperature range progressively fade out with increa-
reduced after prolonged pre-irradiation at RT. It was sing predoses at room temperature. These glow peaks
found by us from the corresponding optical curves at may be related to dissociation at Al-M( centers which
77 K that there is no measured absorption at all for may be present in +Z sector samples. A final conclu-
the sample cut from a +Z region after the various sion on this point can not be reached unless a swee-
irradiations at IT. ping experiment previous to room temperature irradia-

tions is carried out. In that case marked differences
In order to analyse some glow peaks we applied should appear in the glow curve for +Z sector samples

the initial rise method to both +X and +Z crystals. measured after completion of the sweeping process.
This allowed us to obtain the activation energies for
glow peaks where the initial rise was clearly resolved. The TL technique is a nondestructive method for
These results together with the emission wavelengths measuring impurity concentrations and various radiation
are sumarized n Table I. doses. From the measurements and the results described
Tktin this paper it can be shown that one or mere glow
TASE 1. Glow peak tmperatur, activation energies peaks correspond to a certain type of defect preaent in

and emission wavelengths for the different various growth sectors and that their TL intensities
glow peaks found in the quartz samples are proportional to defect concentration present in

Glow PeFak Activation Emission quarts.
T. ..erature (K) Enemy (0) Wavelength (nm) The above results were obtained on electronic

72 0.16 430 grade quartz crystals. Additional experiments are in
135 0.213 380 progress and measurements are planned on premium high-q
162 0.35 380 grade crystals. It is hoped that the Investigation

will enable us to continue to clarity the nature of the

M momadvarious defects and impurities incotporated in these
218*Io and Conclusions growth sectors.

To obtain a thorough understanding of radiation
effects In quarts crystals It is necessary to consider
data obtained from measurements below room temperature.

To the best of our knowledge the well resolved
peeks at 72 3, 10 t, 87 9 and 104 K were observed for
the first te in the present work. Ihes peke ap-
pear In both +1 and + sectors, Ouch Indicates that
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Figure 1. Glow curve for the +x growth sector sample Figure 2. The dependence of the maximal glow peak in-
Irradiated at low temperature only is $Iven tensity upon the total irradiation time at
by the dashed curve. The solid curve shows room temperature for the different &low
a glow curve for the same sample except that peaks present in the X growth sector sample.
the low temperature irradiation is preceded
by a 2.5 hours Irradiation at room tempera-
ture. Off scale value of the 72 K peak
intensity is indicated.
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Figure 3. Glow curve for the +Z growth sector sample
Irradiated at low temperature only is given
by the dashed curve (1). The solid curve(2)
shows a glow curve for the same sample except
that the low temperature irradiation Is pre-
ceded by a 7 hours irradiation at room temi-
perature. Of f scale values of the 72 K peak
intensities for curve (1) and curve (2) are
indicated.
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CHARACTZRIZATION OF QUARTZ CRYSTALS BY CATUODOLUIUECC
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jumme ryResults and Discussion
(CL) In a scaning electron Fig. 1 ohows the C.L. panchromatic micrograph of

Smicroscope (8310 is used in the presae work for in- the various growth sectors found in a quartz T plate.
quarts czymials. This Iareailysmeapd ofdifrniteaedatoluisec ptrs
and non-destructive method wh corrieat vell hih taken from a quartz sample before irradiation at room
resolution. Our results using CLcreaewl ih temperature. Strong and well defined luminescence

Sthose obtained by other methods, e.g. x-ray topography patterns woe obtained from +X growth zone including
and light scattering tomgaphy. The advantages of CL growth striations decorated by impurities. The lumi-
technique over other methods are described in detail nescence of -X growth zone was in general similar to
and disaed. <- that of the +X zone but sometimes lover in Intensity.

The +2 and -2 grovth sectors Save only faint lumines-
cence, if at all. In the later growth section,, growth

Introduction striations are seen as continuations of the correspon-
ding ones in the +X growth sector. It has been shown

The various crystal defects and impurities found that the Z growth sectors have the lowest impurity
In synthetic quartz crystal resonators influence conai- content and this Is compatible with the fade out of
derably their frequency stability and quality factor Q. luminescence in these sectors. Similar growth stria-
It is therefore important to understand the origin and tions are often observed by X-ray topographyl and by
the nature of such defects and to find simple experi- light scattering tomography5 in the growth sectors of
mental methods for their investigation. So far these the Y-cut plates. They are in general caused by ve-
defects have been Investigated by X-ray topographyl1 3  rnations of lattice parameter associated with changes
and by light scattering tomography4-5 . in the impurity segragations during the variation of

* the growth rate. Growth sector boundaries are also
In the present work we describe a relatively observed. It has been reportedl that the presence of

* simple and rapid method for investigating various growth striations is associated with a higher equiva-
growth secr. foud In synthetic quarts crystals by lent series resistance of the resonator and that the
use of catbodolvmlmscamce (CL) In a$810. This in a different deleterious defects change the nature of the
non-destructive method wbich gives a very high resolu- resonator vibrations.
tion and It to suitable for the Investigation of layers
of the Crystal CID" to the surface. Our results using The csthodoluuinescence method used in the present

*ahdc corltoowallwih tse ligtaise- a)inltiike ohr meodafrneames ovra otoprahys
bycaimehods eg.rXlaytpg b well with ghos o -aine inlesaonhsomadntgsve other methodsfreapeXaytogph

tteifttwarapy. headvantages of ettodolumines- this is a non-destructive method and only the surface
cence teebiqume o~e other methods will b6 described of the sample is bombarded for very short periods of
in detal an discussed, time (a few seconds) by low energy electron,. There-

fore the damage to the crystal is much loe significant.
Rumerimetal b) The samples are used as grown crystals and It is not

necessary to slice them to a thickness of Ism. In the
The investrigagion was carried out em several X-ray topography one must Consider the dependence of

quarts plat*@ cut from a single erystal? Irown bar of the topographic contrast of X-rays upon the thickness
umi5"Of ilectrosic *O&d Querts eradglr to the Y of the samples and the structure of defects In them.
axis. these crystals opla the &M , st growth The specimens must always be sliced because X-ray beams
secteve of T plates, gaely 4X, -1, 4% -it. The saw- are not transmitted by very thick samples. c) The s-
plesasse aset by a Shim layer of amebes (so A thod gives a very high resolution. It is worth mention-
thi MSe) for avoid sepenim dM&AMN~ 'during the img that the easiest end scet convenient way to achieve
eleces'0 bee sa--t- of the surface. Cathodolumines- an optimum spatial resolution is to use electron beam
cames, 900184swe on Is a Coebrdge Iteroscan 54 excitation In a S. Focuss ing and positioning of the
SIM. 06 anscalS w ee med by am slatron beau of beam are much easier Ini a scanning electron microscope
30 ON' (peerSA40r depth Of about 7I"). Mh diameter then in system based on optical excitations (as in the
of the OU49Me beft vae about i10 tWhe tilting case of light scattering tomography). The recording of
agleof M1Se sample was seer 4,50. U Iemaitted rad1&- micrographs Is also much easier in such am instrument.
ticst 01 eaes 4b qpol Jam whic focused It d) It is very suitable for the Investigation of layers
"on se phww o 0me e 16 W #M) 11 pbomuItiplier. of the crystal close to the surface.

In Order to gein better insight Into the origin of Fig. 2 shows the CL panchromatic micrograph of the
the lamnassemos In the various growth sectors som of various growth sectors of the saw. crystal as in 7ig. I
the crytal plate" were irradiated by x-rays (white after irradiation at room tereTture by 2-ray wit*
radimtio, So KY, 17 me) at roes temperature for a radiation for a period of 5 hours. VMiS rediatie
Period of 3 hours, caused a emoky coloration In 41 and -X groot seetors

Is crnep-uOANM 4W $VA* fm es



and left the Z sectors uncolored. After thts irradia-
tion the cathodoluminescence patterns obtained from +1
and -X growth sectors under the same experimental con- i
ditions as for Fig. 1 (e.g. the sme accelerating vol-
tage, beam current, the same voltage on the photomul-
tiplier etc.) are such weaker than those observed
before the Irradiation. It has been shown by
Halliburton at a17 that the aluminum in as received
unept quartz is primarily in the form of Al-M + cen-
ters (M+ - represents an alkali ion). After room
temperature irradiation these centers are converted
into Al-O- and aluminum hole trapped centers. So it
may be suggested that the strong luminescence in the
+X and -X growth sectors of the sample before any
irradiation at room temperature arises from recombina-
tion of electrons with holes trapped adjacent to A1-t4+
centers. This is because the CL fades out in the both
+X and -X growth sectors after room temperature Irra-
diation and so it may be related to dissociation of
Al-v" centers present eventually in these growth sec-
tors. A final conclusion can be reached only after
carrying-out a sweeping experiment on the sample be-
fore any room temperature irradiation and thorough in-
vestigations of C.L. spectra from low to room tempera-
tures carried out separately on the various growth
sectors in the quarts crystals.
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conrol-an t sm'all-deviation low-frequenoy the masurement system, IMeasurements hivo been
phase modulation are introducind on a 'laser $
beam. ,The amplitude of the vibration made on a sample r*4*natOr wVhOse displacement
displacement Is obtained as a digital data. a 0~td haVVn 4 ledykonwl. S

measuxtment and pzrocessing of data are die y sibtio n w me hreen dystmnsona
the computer Sytt. The improved system can dsrbtos o h he iesoa
be used to the. measurement of vibration. vibration didplacement components of 'the

dispaceent ownto fve ngstom.withn a fujndamental, the third overtone, aund the fifth'
fewperentrepeatability in the frequency overtone plano-convex SC-cut quartz crystal

range from 1 Hits to 10 MHz. using this resonators have been measured.
system, the detailed vibration displacement
distributions of a plano convex SC-cut czjartz picpeo esrmn
crystal resonators have been measuredPrnil-oMesemt

Fig. 1 shows the fundamental arrangement
_________of the laser interferometric measurement

introduction system in the case of the measurement of
vibration displacements perpendicular to the

We have previously developed the laser surface of the resoncatot under study. e
interferometric measurement system I Of laser beam. , emitted from a laser %knit
vibration, displacements introducing a low- separated into two beams by a half mirror.,Ose
freq"ency pha" modulation into one of the of these beams Is ptojedted onto the mirror,
laser beams and proved it to be a powerful and the other beam is focused onto one Point
means for measuring displacements Of Plan*- on the resonatoirsurface. The ref racted two
convex At-Cut quartz Crystal resonators. In beams from the mirror and the resonator ace
this measurement system, the peak-to-peak superposed by the half mirror and arevalues qf the vibration frequency component collected to the avalanche photo diode bya
and the tidulAtio#t frequency component in the condenser Ions. in the presence of a vibration
output of the photodetector are measured, and displacement Ucosvt to be measured, the beam A
the vibration dispacement is ca lddlated from undergoe a phase modulation of
the ratio aif values. (4fA Vcoswt, where X. is the waveltho

16 thittbe 1loaee light. Whien theb DCphase ,ceetrol
In th _paper, the folloving4' and&i the low-frequency phase modulation

uwdificatiois have been m ade. In order to apply f~osept -are introduced Into the laser beam B
tbe di ital' *44dAeunt .technique to the the beam 8 undergoes a phase modulation of
mOsesredt Syftem mutii0aed abQ406. Id the 4W~+ * coopt. Hence, the light intensity
1400044" system, WC 111ae @dsttbl. and the incident upon the photo detector is 'expresse"

smgi~dytI~im ow-rdaepY*ultion are at the following suation.
adapted " by the t3-rv mirror phase
m~ulaft, so tAisV the too It Pat atgnaIs of
the Phdt6 detector; bedme th hieSineni
wevSS. The voltaqt ratio of tbe two n I I +23a ' . +22at tets'+ tiC4@*pt+ Ucoswt)
m*44*66 alra 06a*Oted to hel dIoita I9M L

S~ 6 Igfkl Ive02l hr. "Mior"0p0,d#(1
~2 aS fr e he di~ 4 6" 6410t . 'it ~ U )ai 3.~ b ~ ~ t e t e b a

The features of the im-evei mesurmont
systemi MaeV 717e~o~

(1)IM a~ee~m 1 " 1"e n the
hbS~t 1 di$R~tare

-SS



Since the range of displacement U of our One of these beams is projected onto the PST-
concern is not more than several hundred driven mirror and the other beam is forcused
angstroms, and the deviation of the low- onto one point on the resonator surface. The
frequency phase modulation is controled to be refracted beams from the mirror and the
sufficiently small, the approximations U<<k, resonator surface are superposed by the half
and 0<<i can be appllied. Then, the Equa.(2) mirror and focused on to the avalanche photo
becomes as follows, diode by a condenser lense. The resonator

under study is attatched to the measurement
jig which can be moved along the bench surface

L and the direction perpendicular to it and can
-Ea +Rb -2EaEb4)cospt--,EaEb.Ucoswt be rotated in any direction around the center

of the resonator surface. The output signal of
(3) the avalanche photo diode is separated into

two signals. One of these signals is filtered
by LPF and the other is filtered at the

The output of the photo detector is frequency of the measured displacement and
propotional to the light intensity incident coverted to the 20 kHz signal by a selective
upon the detector. Therefore, the output of level meter. The output signals of the LPF and
the photo detector containes the two the selective level meter are led to the
components; the low-frequency component 10 , digital level meter. The ratio of these two
the 3rd term of Equa. (3) which depends only signals is converted to the digital signal in
on the intensity of the two beams, and the dB value by the degital level meter. A
vibration frequancy component I1 , the 4th microcomputer system, which is composed mainly
term of Equa. (3), which depends not only on of a 8 bit microprocessor, makes control of
the intensity of the beams but also on the the digitl level meter and storage of the
amplitude of the vibration displacement. By data. A minicomputer system can make a
using the ratio of the amplitudes of these two determination of the optimally approximated
components, the amplitude of vibration displacement distribution function and make a
displacemenz is expressed as follows: graph of the displacement distributions.

Fig. 3 show the optical arrangement,
111 which is called the Mach-zehnder

U-- - (4) interferometer, for the measurement of
47L 10 vibration displacements parallel to the

resonator surface. In this case, the laser
beams , one of which undergoes DC phase

Therefore, if the deviation of low frequency control and the low-frequency phase
phase modulation is estimated beforehand, the modulation by the PZT-driven mirror, are
amplitude of vibration displacement can be focused on one point of the resonator surface
calculated from the ratio of rO and I1. The at the Incident angle 45 degrees. Scattered
etimation of J> , i.e. the estimation of the beams perpendicular to the surface are
absolute magnitude of the displacement can be collected by the condenser lense and forcused
made by the method proposed in the previous on the avalanche photo diode.
paper.'

In the case of the measurement of Performance of Measurement system
vibration displacements parallel to the
resonator surface, the measurement can be made In order to test the performance of the
simply by changing the arrangement to the improved system, the measurement of a plano-
Mach-zehnder interferometer. In this case, convex AT-cut quartz crystal resonator
vibration displacement U parallel to the (1.5MHz) has been made. Fig.4 shows the
resonator surface is expressed as follows: relation between the driving current of the

resonator and the displacement component
parallel to the resonator surface. The good
linearity has been obtained between these two

. ,(5) values. The lower limit of measuring range,
47II01 in this case 4 angstroms, has been determined

by the total gain of the optical detection
system. The repeatability of measurement of a

Measurement system few percent has been obtained in the range
from 5 angstrroms to 600 angstroms. From the

Fig.2 shows the laser interferometric measurement of the third and the fifth
measureen system. Measurement system is made overtone mode of the same resonator, it has
up of the three parts: the laser been shown that the performances of the system
interferometer, the opticasl detection system, are nearly equal at 4.51Hz and 7.S MHz.
and the microcomputer and minicomputer system.
The optical arrangement depicted in Fig.2 is
Michelson interferometer for the measurement Measurement of SC-cut quarts crystal*
of the vibration displacement perpendicular to resonators
the resonator surface. The interferometer
is formed on an optical bench and As an application of the measurement
covered withe plastic case in order to reduce system, measurements of plano-Convex IC-cut
the interference of enviromental mechanical quarts crystal resonators have been made. Wig.
disturbances and fluctuations of the air. The 5 shows schematic view of the samples and
laser beam emitted from a He-Ne laser is Table 1 shows the dimensions of the three
separated into two beams by a half mirror, samples. The results measured 0S the

1U8



fundamental mode of sample 1 are shown in Fig.
6. Ux is the displacement component parallel
to the x-direction, Uz parallel to the z-
direction , and Uy perpendicular to the TABLE I PLATE DIMENSIONS OF THREE SAMPLES
resonator surface, respectively. The
distribution of the largest component Ux is
confined in the center region of the plate and SAMPLE NO. I 2 3
is similar to the thickness-shear mode of
plano-convex AT cut resonators. However, the FREQUENCYMHZI 2.5 2.5 2.5

magnitudes of Uz and Uy are about one fourth
of that of Ux, and the relative amplitudes of OVERTONEORDER 1 3 5

Uz and Uy are nearly five times of those of CUT ANGLE
the At-cut resonators. Fig. 7 and 8 show the 2233)3/.00' 22N30)350' 23013350'
distributions of the 3rd overtone SC-cut (YXWI) T/O
resonator (sample2) and 5th overtone SC-cut
resonator (Sample3) respectively. In all BLANK RADIUS 7.0 11.0 15.0
cases, the relative magnitudes of Uz and Uy R [mml
are much larger than those of the AT-cut
resonator. Consequently, it can be said that THICKNETH t 0,73 ?.Is 3.65
the dependency of Q factor of the SC-cut 1mm ]
resonator upon the gas pressure in the holder
should be fairly large compared with that of CURVATURE Ri
the AT-cut resonator. 1mm I

RAIUS Imm ___ ___ ___; IELECTRODE Re
Conclusion RDE Re 4.0 6.0 8.0

Improvements have been made on the laser
interferometric measurement system of
vibration displacement of quartz crystal
resonators. It has been shown from the
measurement of a sample resonator that the
measurement of vibration displacement can be
made down to five angstroms within a few
percent repeatability in the frequency range
from 1 MHz to 10 MHz. By using the new
measurement system, the distributions of the
three dimensional vibration displacement of RESONATOR
the plano-convex SC-cut resonators have been UNDER STUDY
studied. The results show that the vibration
mode is similar to the thickness-shear mode of
the plano convex AT-cut resonator, however, U coscit
the relative amplitude of the vibration
component perpendicular to the surface is
nearly five times of that of the AT-cut (DC + ( COSL)ot A
resonator. From these results, it is concluded
that this measurement system can be a powerful
means for the study of quartz crystal
resonators.
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THE STRESS COEFFICIENT OF FREQUENCY OF QUARTZ PLATE RESONATORS

Muhamad Nizan & Arthur gallato

U.S. Army Electronics Technology A Devices Laboratory (MOCON)
Fort Nonmouth, Now Jersey 07703

Abstract much more easily to practical problems.

st ss-frequency effect exists for both It might be thought that with the advent
bulk and su ace acoustic wave devices, and has of the SC cut, where electrode stress effects

V[ been studiedfor more than thirty years. Eight are absent, or negligible, one would have no
years ago t so studies led to the discovery need for considering any other cuts. This is
of the SC-, r *stress-compensated" cut, which not so. Cuts other than the SC are currently
has found wi spread acceptance for many frequency in use for a number of reasons:

L control appli ations. The calculations required
W'to obtain K characterizing the effect are a In oven controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO)

very elaborate, incorporating as they do the applications, achieving a desired turnover
influences of lattice deformation and the third- temperature requires extremely tight 9
order elastic constants. 0 tolerances; these are lessened by changing f.

These calculationsltave been carried out a At # angles other than that of the SC. one
previously by EerlissW' for the three thickness or more of the following can be improved:
plate modes at six-rvalues on the upper zero amplitude-frequency effect, c-mo phase
temperature coefficient (ZTC) locus. The resu~s noise, b-c mode separation, piezoelectric
have now been used to extract simple polynomjl coupling, etc.
coefficients that permit computation of KfV ,
as well as several other pertinent measures, In these cases it is necessary to know the effect
in simple engineering form for intermediate-0- on stress-frequency of the departure from the
values.._ SC cut. From our results the necessary dmas-

ure of sensitivity my be obtained. Additionally,
Key Words since the results cover all three modes, the

influence of stress effects on multi-mode oscilla-
Resonators, Frequency Control. Acoustic tors is available for all 0 values.

Waves, Quartz Crystals, Doubly Rotated Cuts,
Bulk Acoustic Waves, Force-frequency Effects, Edue-Stress
Piezoelectric Crystals.

In Fig. 1 are shown the definitions for
Introduction angles 0 , a , and f . The angles 0 and 9

specify the doubly rotated orientation, while
The stress-frequency effect was observed e specifies the edge-force azimuth angle.

more than thirty years ago for radial edge forces
applied to quartz discs. References I through
4 contain in their bibliographies a rather complete
listing of work in this area. The recent paper X3.X3
by Oura, et al. 5 indicates that interest in,
and practical application of the effect have
not waned.

Studies related to this effect led to the &
discovery of the stress-compensated SC cut a
few years ago. The introduction of this doubly
rotated cut and others close in orientation to
It Is beginning to yield very appreciable practical
dividends, and to spur adlitional work on electrode
effects. Sherman's papev is a case in point. ,, -

Because the stress-frequency effect depends
upon rather elaborate calculations Involviing " '
nonlinear elastic coefficients, It Is often inconvenient \ /
to obuild in" its Influence in analytic expressions. .-
For this reason, a simple expression for Kq(P)
was developed for the AT cto, based on a least-squares
curve fit. In this paper the method is extended
to doubly rotated uts discs vibrating in the X"
three thickness = . The present formulation
Is useful primarily because of its simplicity.
The engineering coefficients obtained contain
the nformtion derived from the complicated Figure 1. Reference angles 0 and G specifying
ab initio calculations, but they my be applied doubly rotated plates, and force azimuth angle o.

"U'. Govnmmt wok not pwl by U. espygh" 14



Figures 2 through 7 graph the input data 0__ ___________________

obtained by Esriisse using a variational approach2. ___6 WI-&
The data are for the three thickness modes (ass
b. & c). and represent values of Kf at roughly
50 11 increments. The 0 angles ar00(Tct
100. 150 VFC cut). 19.10 (IT.0 S cut).
and 300. The 9 angles are such as to place the
orientations on tihe zero tepreture coeffftieet
(ZT) locus, with I ft 34O- 350. It should
be noted that the results to be given below are
for this so-called upper ZTC locus; they should
not be extrapolated to the lower locus. The figures
also contain the least-squares fitted curves passed
through the data points. 0__________ ___________

4' (degrees)

* . Figure 4. Input data points and resulting curve

-. fits, 150.

fit a a e -- It. me e

tt

-k 1

0 30 0 00 It MO0.4a b egrees

so . fisi* 9.0

-0.

Figure 3. Input data points and resulting curve

4dereesl

Figure S. Input data points and resulting curve
(0 - to.fits, 9 - 19.10.

30 0 664 Node11"S
4) -*24

mSt --- 6 o



Table 2 - Values of bpr for modes a, b, ed c.

CD 
n

bpo " a b C

blo -25.557 41.4561 21.8756

o \ "'-bll 32.622 -58.8359 -21.6335

b12  -13.177 30.7243 3.9990

- b13  5.958 -13.0410 -4.0039

-,o 94n to 0 ,o ,

GO 00 PRO ISO 20

dgrees) 20 2.1263 3.4438 5.4115

b 21 -2.7042 -4.6983 -9.7486

Figure 7. Input data points and resulting curve b2 2  1.0297 2.2568 7.9220
fits,S - 300.

b2 3  -0.4576 -0.9930 -3.5330

Formulas and Coefficients

With due regard for the symetries Involved,
and for the accuracies of both the input data
and of the resulting curve fit, the following
expressions were used for the fitting functions: Properties of I(t)

A. W s z Once the coefficients a and br have been

+, W determined, the simple form (1) jemits the
+L B,(I ) Sun rapid computation of various parameters of interest.
P- Examples are given in Figures 8, 9, and 10.

3. Figure 8 shows the maximum and minimum values

oo(2) Of Kf for the c mode as function of#. In Figure'A (0)'L cs *0 9 are plotted the'? values at whch these extra=

are attained. An altitude chart of Kf is shown
in Fig. 10, again for the c mode, as functions

8 (0 ber. co31# (3) of and 0angles. s(Cf. Fig. 8 in Reference

The values of a and bpr differ for each mode; 2). Units are 10 ms/N.

they are list h Table I end Table 2, respectively.
Units are 10-O1 ms/N.

*0 .. o. u

Table 1 - Values of anq for modes a, b, and c.

_ _ _ b C

0 4.1537 2.8717 -9.628 28
01 -3.5254 0.9429 22.8714
02 1.5713 -1.3902 -4.49 9sin
03 -0.4670 0.7174 2.1115 ..........

10 7.0787 -4.2748 14.6146
11 6.9915 -7.3642 -9.3m6"
12 -1.9925 .2015 12.3242 "
13 0.6338 -1.6466 -1.6736

20 -0.2821 -0.1120 -0.2374
21 -0.7029 -1.1791 -3.0763 .401 ,

22 0.2493 -0.1053 -0.4793 4 0 6 Me i U U
23 0.0375 0.0759 -0.865

30 0.06 1.30 0.2056 431 -0.03J -1.443 1.9m

32 0." 0.X" -1.M3
33 . .4597 0.3414 Figure 8. Values of the c-mode Kf(#) extrm

versus .

109
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Insertion of (1) Into (3) gives

The coefficiett AO (#) for the c mode Is plotted ver-a Mdesuas I in Fig. 12; wheere it equals zeon defines
the SCcut. Also plotted are Al And A2 . Figre
13 graphs te coefficients A3- 0It and ftversus

~for the c ode. Units Are 100 us/U.

Kf Mki"Uoa

20 Kf MORjmG-

C-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 I

Figre . Pi agls o th c-od kf~) xtrmaFigure 11. Electrode film stress considered
verr 9 su ns of th equeKfO xre swivalent to a superposition

MSO

140., 
--

j 320 10.

so-

40,-C

20

-5 0 5 10 Is s0 25 30 n 3rot

Figure 12. Coefficients JA060). AI(O). And A20~)
for thecmode versus 0 . o#Figure 10. Altitude chart Of KfW0.9 - constant, defines the SC cut.

fer the c mode.

ofte film-str oefiin

vau fthe edge-stress coefficient iK(*4

(K,(* . Aq~ kf (0,(P) d*l. )

.*.*%*7r



________________________________Relative sensitivities of film-stress coefficients
a. are plotted in Fig. 14 for the a. b, and c modes,

--- versus r oe'd to the A-"ut c-mode value.
The ordinate scale Is logrithmic. From this
graph the sensitivity of thec-detcagi
in angle about the SC value my be determined.
It is aso seen that the b- and a-mode values
are somewhat less than that of the c-mode AT
cut, and are nearly invariant with O

to0 IS 10 5 s

Figure 13. Coefficients AA(O, B1 0#). and B2 (0)for the c mode versus #

Table 3 lists the computed values of A0(O)
for all three modes at six specific 0 values. N
Units are 1015 ms/N. The nominal SC angle ofA
0 22.40 prduces a computed c-mode A0 value
of 0.13*10-l1 rather than zero; this Js due to 2 .1

a number of factors: uncertainty in the input
material values; accuracy limitations in the
variational procedure used to obtain the input
Kf(#,q') data; residuals In the least-squares
due to the simple fitting function chosen; 0i
the disparity between the flat plate geometry20 a gu 23i
for which the calculations of Kf(#,'P) were carried
out, and the finite. contoured resonators used
to define the SC cut by means of its thermal-transient l (do* )
behavior.

From the coefficients in Tables 1 and 2, the Fgr 4 bouevleo h imsrs
zero of A(O) occurs at Fgr 4 bouevleo h imsrs

coefficient <Kf(#)>, normalized
21 22.70; to that of the AT cut, as function

of # for modes a, b, and c.
at this value, the slope is

IIs.

* Rtesults of complex calculations determinfng
the stress-frequency effect free fundamental
material constants have been put into simple
engineering terms.

oThe edge-stress-frequency coefficient Kg(#., ~)
Table 3 -< Kf(O) >for modes a, b. and c. and the film-stress-frequency coeffIcient <Kf(#)>

are available as simple analytic expressions
for cuts on the upper zero temperature coefficient
of frequency locus, for the a, b, and c thickness

"0sf awtb AWcmodes of plates.

o 1.7A71 JAM) 10.6357

LO0 LOW9 7.78we thaem E.P. Ienifsse of qgMvtK, lee. ft.' the
15 2.ll 2.9"3 .M kind permftion to us. Mis Weolltioms Of Kf4O,f'

191 2.032 .s 2. A" as our input dat.
U. 4 2.1377 3.4969 0.1314

** 2."11 4.3w1 -. 3"23
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?WEPERATURE DRATIVES OF ELASTIC STIFFINESSES DERIVED

FRM TIMl FREQUEOCY-TEMERATURE BEHAVIOR OF OUAMTZ PLATES

P. C. Y. Lee and Y. K. Yong
Department of Civil Engineering

Princeton University
Princeton J 113 0S44

Abstract these values are in substantially better agreement with
~ experimental data.8

-- Linear field equations for small vibrations super-
po ed on thermally induced deformations by steady and In the present paper, nonlinear fi.ld equations of
uniform temperature changes are derived from the non- thermoelasticity in Lagrangian formulation are employed
linear field equations of thermoelasticity in Lagrangian at the final and initial states, respectively. By
formalation. taking the differences of the corresponding field

equations in the final and initial states, a set of
From the solutions of these equations for the thick- linear field equations for mall vibrations superposed

ness-vibrations, the temperature derivatives of elastic on the thermally induced deformations owing to steadyO stiffnesses are related analytically to the known or and uniform temperature changes in crystal are obtained.
measured properties such as the second and third order
elastic stiffnesses, thermal expansion coefficients, Solutions of these equations for the thickness-

r and t rature coefficients of frequency of quartz vibrations are obtained by a purturbation method, from
plate _ (1

which the first temperature derivatives C and the

Six values of the first temperature derivative C( l) effective second temperature derivatives c 1 atepq
and six values of the effective second temperature related by analytical expressions to the first and
derivative 

(
2) are calculated from the temperature second order temperature coefficients of frequency,

pq second and third order elastic stiffnesses, and the
coefficients of frequency measured by Becbmann, Ballato thermal expansion coefficients of quartz.
and Lukaszek for various doubly-rotated quartz plates.

By employing the above mentioned relations and the
The presently calculated values are compared with the least squaresregreseion analysis, six values of

first temperature derivatives obtained by Sinha and (1) a(2)
TiorsIbm. In the incremental stress-strain-temperature C and six values of are obtained. In per--tantmeaue pq pq
relations, certain expressions involving the elastic forming calculations, we have used the values of the
stiffnesses, temperature derivatives and thermal expan- first and second order frequency coefficients for
sion coefficients can be identified as having similar thickness vibrations of quarts plates by Bechmann,
significance as the temperature coefficients of C Ballato & Lukaszek (1963), the values of thermalpq
defined by Bechmann. Values of these expressions are expansion coefficients and second order olasti stiff-
calculated and compared with the existing values. The nesses by Dechmann, Ballato & Lukasek (1962), and the
loci of the zeros of the first and second order tempera- values of the third order elastic stiffneses by
ture coefficients of frequency for thickness shear (B Thurston, McSkimin & Andreatch.

3

and C) modes and the frequency-temperature characteris-
tics of the LC-cut are studied and compared with exper- These presently calculated values are compared wits
imental values, the first order te rature derivatives obtained by

Sinha and Tiersten.' By regrouping the terms in the

Introduction incremental stress-strain-temperature relations, certain
expressions in terms of the elastic etiffnesses, temper-

The dependence of resonance frequencies of thickness- ature derivatives and thermal expansi on coefficients
vibrations in doubly-rotated quartz plates on the steady can be identified as having similar significance as the
and uniform temperature changes was studied in a com- temperature coefficients of C defined by Bechmann.
prehensive paper by Bechmann, Ballato and Lukassek Therefore values of these expressions are calculated
(1962,1963) in which the linear elastic stress-strain and are listed with the values of the temperature coef-
relations were employed. 1

,
2 

Their values of the tem- ficients of C obtained by Bechmann, Ballato and
perature coefficients of the second-order elastic stiff- pq9
nesses have since been applied to predict frequency Lukassek,

I 
Adams, Enslow, Kusters and Ward, and Kahan

0

shifts owing to temperature changes in various crystal The loci of the zeros of the first and second ordervibrators oil finite extent frequency coefficients for thickness shear (B a C) modes

as a function of # and 8, and the frequency-tempera-

In 1966, a complete set of values of the third-order ture characteristics of the LC-cut are predicted and
elastic stiffnesses Cr of quartz was published by compared with experimental data.

Thurston, MoSki in end Andreatch. 3 The presence of the !Mutions of Notion for Small Vibrations
nonlinear terms associated with C in the stress- Superposed on Thermally Induced Defoaratons

strain relations was found to be essential in the
studies of the fce and acceleration menstivities of The process of superposing small vibrations on ther-
crystal plates . BHolland realised there is a need to Nally induced deformations in a crystal maybe described
extend the work by Beclhiunn, et &L, for the design of by the three consecutive states the crystal goes through
resonators subject simultaneously to thermal and stress as follows#
biases. 6 

by a nonlinearly based formalism and referring
the position of ateflal points to a fixed reference 1. Natural States At first, the crystal is said to be
frm, Sinha and Tiersten calculated the first tempera- at a natural state when it is at rest, free of st as
tu denrgtives of the seond-order elastic stiffnesses and strain, and has a uniform tporaare To . efrtred
of qarts,' and have shown that predictions of teers- to a comon rectangular Cartesian frame of reference AN
ture oeffeient of velocity of surface waves based on shom in Fig. 1, xI (i a 1,2,3) denotes the position
CHIM7-SS-0/102001.IIOO W IEEE 0



of a generic material Point, PO the mass density, When vlues of the linear thel expansion oef-
C . an C ~ hird ficientC jkl ' Cijklam n a d C ijkl m pq the seco n-, third- @, i i n ) 1 . ( )

and fourth-order elastic stiffnesses of the crystal. aij . aij "a + aij (5)

2. Initial state: The crystal is now subject to a are measured instead of those of AiV we have by its
steady and uniform temperature increase fr o  o tT definition and symmtry

and allowed to expand freely. At this state, the posi-
tion of a material point is moved, due to thermal i + e .* (expansion, from xi  to yi" .J' 

+ Us 'j  ij ji

The nonlinear governing equations of thermolasticity and by the second equation of (1)
in Langranqian formulation are given as follows: R a + 1(7)
u Yi " xi ij ij + 2 k (

1 There is no difficulty in using (7). However, the
ij T ji + +quadratic terms, estimated from Bechmann's values 2 of

'. @ 1 8+1 (1) _(2) -
Ti " Cjl~ 01ikn~l ijlmx~lmE~( i'C and for quartz, are of the order of 10 -j T~~i C jkl.,kl * V jklm Ekl m +gCijkJ.npqEklEmnEpq -Xi ij ij~f t r th r ~ l

smaller than the first term in (7) .and hence are
i(Tj + TjkUi,k ) ,j . P0Ui  • neglected. Therefore for initial fields, we have

Pi n (Tij + U ) onS , (1) e
o ki~ ji " i,j " ij " ijwhere Ui I Ei , Ti,5 and P, denote initial displace- T i

ment, Lagrangian Strain Tensor, Kirchhoff-Piola stress ij
tensor (of second kind), and surface traction allreferred to the natural state. Also, n, are the corn- U i = 0 ,(8

ponents of the unit outward normal to the bounding
surface S of the crystal and 9 is the temperature since the plate is at rest and allowed free expansion.
irere to TntrlsaeO lo iaetecm 8

3. Final States When small-amplitude vibrations are
= T - TO  (2) superposed on thermally induced deformations, the plate

is said to be at the final state. The position of thematerial point is moved from y. to s.. * e let
In the third of (1), the stress-strain-temperature re- m i

lations, material properties are assumed to be tempera- u = z - yi be the incremental displacement due to the
ture dependent, i.e., vibrattons. Then the total displacement from the

natural state to the final state is, as shown in Fig. l
S(1) + 1 (2) 02
ijkl - Cijkl + Cijkl 2ijkl U = Ui + ui Z - xi (9)

Ci i01) i . Similarly, we letikg = 
iJklmn Ulklmn

Eij - iJ + eij

ijklmnpq ijklmnpq
(2) 2 ij , ij 

+  
tij '

P0 + Ai + (3) 10

where Ai is the stress coefficient of temperature 
and

where Eij, ,  and P1  are the total strain, stress

a I and traction, and eij t i and pi the incremental
_(1) - ikli~ h nrmna

ijkl a TO strain, stress and traction, respectively.

The governing equations of the total fields should
2 C, necessarily be the same as (1) for initial fields.

C(2) j Therefore we have
ijkl OT2  ITO Ii - I . .

ij " ".i + 'i. + Uk,i%. j)  '
] '- 6e - 1e - - 1e8

c ( )  - i (4 T ii. ilkl + fijkbmkl3  + tcikmpqklimRpq - Ai

ijklmn TO LkO~

are temperature derivatives of the elastic stiffnesses i- =  + T) on . (11)
evaluated at temperature To in the natural state. It I 111 jkik

is the values of theme derivatives that we intend to In (11), we he asmed that the tezetere of the
om te from the solutions of the thickness-vibratios crystal remmin at T, or the touptme Vriatilf

and existing experimental data. caused by the Incremetal vibrations is aerlA ibaO.

'AL.



Subtraction of (1) from (11), respectively, gives the (2)
governing equations for incremental fields, ijkl

called the effective second tomperatre derivative of

1 Cijk-
ij 2" j,i * ' j u.j'ki + Ukiuk) ,ik

We see therefore in problems of mll vibrations

f 8 + 8e 8 superposed on homoeneous thermal strains, only

4.-C and +jk ar needed to describe the teerature
ijl ijklar

(tij + tjkUik + TjkUi k) .-0%ii , dependence of elastic stiffnesses up to the second power

of 0, C(
2
) 
1  

C (
1
) and C do not appear

Pi. ( Toi(1)ijkl ijkiun ijklnnpq
i n,(tij + tjkUik 

+ 
TjkUi,k) on S. (12) separately and hence cannot be determined separately

either.

In (12), the terms containing the products of incre-

mental fields have been disregarded, since incremental Thickness-Vibrations

deformations are assumed to be small. We note (12) are

very similar to Eqs. (16)-(18) of Reference 4 except Let X ( = 1,2,3) be the crystallographical axes

the constitutive equations. of quartz. A doubly-rotated quartz plate is defined by

(yxwU)#,0 in the conventional X23 notion.
1 1 

Let
Further substitution of the material property- 2b be the thickness and n (or n1) the unit outward

temperature relations (3) and (5) and the thermally

induced initial fields (8) into (12) gives the incre- normal to the faces of the plate in the natural state.

mental stress-strain-temperature relations Referred to Xi  coordinates, the cmonents of the

(1) + D(2) 2, normal in terms of rotation angles * and 6 are
ti - IC..kl + 0....- *+D 1ik.0

2 ekl , (13)
ij I1 ij± ijk I ni = -cose sin#, n2 - cosO cos*, n3 = sine (18)

The displacement equations of motion
For traction-free face conditions, (15) becomes

Gi~klUg~jl = o0i ,(14)
P l njGijklk,l ' 0 at nX - + 2b (19)

and the traction boundary conditions
The solution for harmonic, antisymmetric thickness-

Pi " jGijkLuk,1  on S (15) vibrations

where uk - sin& npXpa
i~ t  (20)

_(1) (1) C j (1) satisfies (14) and (19) provided
• ijkl i Cjkl i jkl'm n

(Q ik A6 ik )A k "0 ,
(2) 1-(2) (2)

ijkl ijkl 
+ 
Cijkln m

C -C 1,3,5 . .C (21)
-(2) _(2) (1) (1) C ~ (1 ) 1) 2b " n=13,. .(1

jijkl " ijkl + 
2Cijklnn + ijklmpq opq

where

C(1) - _(2) ^2
G ijkl'+ + ilijklk ukQk Qik Oki GJklnjnl

G (l) C a ~(1) + C l() c ()+C' 2 rf2
ijkl sjkl is + Cj. +Cijklmn an + Cijkl - = L i =

0 & 2 Pnwj (22)
G (2) 0(1) -(1) C (2) C (2)
Gijkl C jli %t + Cojklois +4 js~

k - In the eigenvalue problem (21), Qik GiJklnjnl and

" M Q (1) C(1) (1) (1) (1) Gijkl' defined in (16), depends on the unknown tempera-

sjkl is ijalks + sjklmn is Oman ture derivatives C(1) and (2) In order to obtainCjl ij(1) (2)

(1) (2) (2) 112) analytical solutions from which C
1  and 2)* C O.i~ 0l C~la 0m + - *i (16) ilJkl an ijk

ij as an *iiklan n +'2 ijkl -(16) can be calculated from other known or maMue properties,

(n) the mayllyh-Schrodinger perturbation method is
We see from (16) that Dijkl has the me syimry employed. We let the amplitude and eiqenvalue be

as Cid' but

(n) _in) 4k 
+ () +

ij ~l kij (21.0. (0) *+ (1). 4 (2)e2 (3)

* In (13)-11S) tarm containing 03 or higher 
powers

are dropped. We note that m91 the unknown temperature where e T - T is samo to be mall.

derivatives of elastic stiffnesse in (3), only CM 1
i• ijkl by insrtin (2t3) ilnto (21) ad squtingl coeffiients.

and j(2) appear enplio)tly in D a of like we obta(: ad ijkl Liuee Npatitl (0) (0)j~ (n0)j

;-the field equations (13)-(15) OP. r( " L i 0(4)

* . v--Z



1' [(0) 6 O)( ) ) into the resulting expressions, we obtain

k ik i + [A -(1) 2X(0) T (1)

(25)
( 2) (0)Tf( 2  

+ (0)(T(l))2

[Qik i ik ABy substituting (34) into (29) and (31) and rearrang-( 2) (2) 0) ing so as to have the unknown temperature derivatives

+ ik - " -0 (26) on the left hand side, we have

C(1) (0) (0) = 2X(0) (1) (1)
where Cijkl n n1Ai Tf IC ist's

_(0) _(0) nn
Qik G n l (1) 1) (0) (0)

ik ijl 1+C sjkl ais + C ijklmnqm I jnlA, Ak (35)

G1 _(1) n nlQik ijkl ( (2) A
(0) - (

0 4(0)Tf(2) 2 (0)(Tf(1) 2

C ijkl njnA 4A i + 2A)T

Q(2) G (2) n n (27)Ak ijkl -11 a ( 2 ) +c (2) + (1) (1)

From the zero-order equation (24), we can solve for

A (0) and ( 0 )  
uniquely by normalization, i.e., + C(1) ( ) Cl) (1) s L (1)

(0)iin sjklois +ijsl'~s + Csjklmnisrequiring

(0) (0) (1) (1) (2) (0) (0)(28) s at + C OL jn n A

Multiplication of (25) by Ai
0 )  

and utilization of - 2+C (i) C (1) C ((1)
(24) and (28) leads to i sjkl is ijsl~ s ijklmn mn

X(1) - A(0) (1) (0) (29) CM 1]nnA(o) (1) (36)I A k N29 + ijk j j l i  ( 6

Solutions of (1) from (25) exist,
13 

since the second
Temperature Derivatives of Elastic(1) 6 (1l(0)___________

term (ik - ik Ak is orthogonal to the eigen- Stiffnesses of Quartz

(0) - (
0
) ) and ( can be deter- Equations (35) and (36) can be applied to calculationsvalu (0 0Nof temperature derivatives for crystals of any symetry.(_ ( )(1) -_(2)

mined uniquely by requiring orthogonal to N For t quartz, a trigonal crystal, C jkl and ijkl

each has six independent components 12ferring to the
(0) (1) crystallographic axes. By expanding the left sideAO N) - 0 (30) of (35) and (36) and adopting the abbreviated notions,

the-e two equations can be rewritten as
(0)Similarly, multiplication of (26) by A: 0

, and _(1) _(1) _(1) _(1)
iiemployment of (28) and (30) results to C 6 '1 +C 2 2+C 4  3 + C 4 24

k(2) (0) (2) (0) (0) (1) (1) (31 C1) (1)
S Qik A + Ai Qik Ak (31) + C13 x5 + 

C 33 x _ (35)'

Normally, we compute the first- and second-order
eigenvalues due to temperature changes from (29) and -(2) -(2) -(2) -(2) x
(31). However in the present work, we want to compute C6 6 ! + C22 !2 + C44 -3 

+ 
C14 -4c(1 ) ( 2

() k(2) from these equations by regarding _(2) Z(2) (2)
i +C 1 3  5 +C 33 =y(36

AM and A(2) as known quantities. ~

where y (1) and y( 2
) are the right hand side exprez-

Substitution of w - 2wf into the second equation w 1 a 2
of (22) gives sions of (35) and (36), respectively, and

2 1 (0)2 2 (0) (0) (0)2 2f2 *ne+(0)*+) (32) x A1
f 2 (A30) (1) () X 2A 1 A 2 n 1 n 2 + a 2

40b 2 A (0)2 2 -(0) (0) .(0) 2

2 2 2i + 2AI & nLn2 + i n2
and f Y taking the first and second 3  

(0)2 (0) (
0  

0)
derivatives of (32) with respect to temperature T and x 21Ai 2 n3 + l 2 nl3 Ai 1 a2
substituting Becbmann's definition of temperature (0)2 (0) (0) 2 (0 ()2
coefficient of frequency - A2  n2n3  A 2  Ai n -

n4 (0)2 2 (0) (0) (0)2 2 (0) (0)f() . l oI .1
0  ( A1  .+ 2 1  A2  .no 3 + A2  R3 +2 N Ao

20
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V2
+ A()2 n2 + A3 n2 Eased on our values of Cl)x and , the first-3 1 3 2

() () and second temperature coefficients of frequency are
A A n n + A ( 0 nni predicted and compared with the 117 observed values13 1 3 2 323) (1) (2)

in Table VI. The loci of Tf and Tf for C mode
x n and B mode (fE > f ) are also computed and shown in

3 3 a C
(37) Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. It may be seen from

Table VI and Figs. 2 and 3 that results of our present
prediction are either comparable or slightly better

From (18) and (24), n. and are obtained. than those predicted in Ref. 1.

Then x. are calculated according to (37). In com- Finally, the frequency-temperature characteristics

puting y and y we have used the measured for LC cut of quartz vibrating in A, B, and C modes

values of temperature coefficients of frequency Tf(n) (f > f > fC) are studied. Fig. 4 shows that our
for various doubly rotated cuts by Bechmann, Ballato predicted curves agree well with measured values.

16

and Lukaszek,2 thermal expansion coefficients

a(n) second-order elastic stiffnesses C., (orij ' 1]l Acknowledgments
C ) of Bechmann, Dalhato and Lukaszek, 1 and the
tpq )dod elasti stiffnessnd C (or t We wish to thank Dr. A. Ballato of the U.S. Army
third-order elastic stiffnesees Cijklmn (or Cpqr Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory for
of Thurston, McSkimin, and Andreatch. 3  

many valuable discussions.

We determine the six values of C(1)  in (35) by This work was partially supported by the U.S. Army

employing the method of least squares?
5 according to Research Office, Contract No. DAAG29-79-C-0019.

the following algorithm:

1. Obtain the least squares estimate of C(1) and References
pq

their standard errors from a given data set. 1. R. Bachmann, A. D. Ballato, and T. J. Lukaszek,
"Higher-order Temperature Coefficients of the Elas-

2. Construct a 99.9% confidence interval, tic Stiffnesses and Compliances of the a-Quartz,"
Proc. IRE 50, 1962, 1812.

3. Reject data points outside the interval.
2. R. Bechmann, A. D. Ballato, and T. J. Lukaszek,

4. obtain a subset of data. "Higher-Order Tsperature Coefficients of the
Elastic Stlffnesses and Compliances of a-Quartz,"

5. Go back to Step 1. USAELRDL Tech. Report 2261, September 1963.

We begin the calculation with 117 data points given 3, R. N. Thurston, H. J. McSkimin anA 7. Andreatch Jr.,
in Table 5 of Ref. 2. After five repeated calculations "Third-Order Elastic Constants of QVAe-tz,"
as described above, the number of data points is reduced J.Appl.Phys. 37, 1966, 267.
to 28. The data of these selected points from Ref. 2
are given in Table I. In the last column of Table I, 4. P. C. Y. Lee, Y. S. Wang, and X. Markernscoff, "High
we have assigned a value of 1.0 (one) as the weight for Frequency Vibrations of Crystal Plates Under
observations from the well known orientations like AT, Initial Stresses," J.Acoust.Soc.Am., 57, No. 1, 1975,
X, Y, and IT cuts, and a value of 0.5 for the rest of pp. 95-105.
the observations. Among these 28 data points, 11 inter-
sect with the 24 data points listed in Table III of 5. P. C. Y. Lee, K. M. Wu and Y. S. Wang, "Effects of
Ref. 1. The same 28 data points have also been used in Acceleration on the Resonance Frequencies of

(36)' for calculating -(2) Crystal Plates," J.Acoust.Soc.Am. 63(4), 1978,
pq pp. 1039-1047.

Least squares estimated values of the first tempera- 6. R. Holland, "Temperature Coefficients of Stiffness
ture derivatives and the effective second temperature in Quarts," IEEE Trans.Sonics Ultrason., SU-23, 1976, 72.
derivatives are tabulated, respectively, in Table II
and III with their standard deviations. Also shown in 7. B. K. Sinha and H. F. Tiersten, "First Temperature
Table 11 are the firs temperature derivatives obtained
by Sinha and Tteritvn." Derivatives of the Fundamental Elastic Constantsof Quarts," J.Apl.Physics, 50(4), 1979, pp.2732-2739.

In the incremental stress-strain-temperature rela- B. B. K. Sinha and H. F. Tiersten, "On the Temperature
tions (13), we observe that D(1 ) /C 1 and Dependence of the Velocity of Surface Waves in

(2) kQuarts," Ultrasonics 83Wosiim Procegdings, 1978,D jkl/Cijkl have similar significance to the tempera- pp. 662-665.

tiare coefficients of elastic stiffnesses, "C (1) and
TC(2) ijkl 9. C. A. Adams, G. N. Enslow, J. A. Kusters, and R. W.ijkl epotthes Ward, "Selected Topics in Quarts Crystal rmsearch."
coefficients are not equivalent, for they are defined Proc. 24th Ann.Freq.Control syM., 1970, pp. 55-3.
in two different formulations. However, for piposes

of comparison, we report the values of D (1)/C and 10. Alfred Kahan, "Elastic Constants of Quarts and Their
(2) pq -C l Teserature Coefficients," 3 n,.

D( )/C, rospectIvely, in Tables IV and V along with Control gSy ., 1962, pp. 19-167.
the tm erature coefficients of elastic stiffnesses 11. "Standards on Pieaoelectrio Crystals, 1949,0
given by Bacmann A ballato ad L usmk, 1  dams, Enslow,
Kusters and Ward, 7 and aha.1 0  Pr. M, 37, 1949, p. 1379.
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12. A. Nayfeh, "Perturbation Methods," John Wiley 6 Sons,
Inc., New York 1973. TAUZZZ

13. Francis B. Hildebrand, "Methods of Applied Mathe-

matics," 2nd Edition, 1965, Prentice-Hall, Inc., sceed tswaratme Derivatiws of do Dastic Stlfmesses
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, pp. 30-34. for A19b-s.ats St 25C '() 103 ala2PCr

14. Reduce 2, a system and language for algebraic
manipulation by Anthony C. Hearn, 1973, may be (o
used to perform the tedious expansion. H I e

15. N. R. Draper and H. Smith, "Applied Regression U.021 1.6

Analysis," John Wiley & Sons, New York 1966, 22 -13.121 1.19

Chapter 2. 44 -26.593 2.04

14 4.256 .715
16. M. Nakazawa, H. Ito, A. Usui, A. Ballato, and T. 13 -18.787 3.50

Lukaszek, "New Quartz Resonators with Precision 33 -20.926 10.2
Frequency Linearity over a Wide Temperature Range,"
Proc. 36th Ann.Freq. Control Symp., 1982, pp. 290-
296.

TABLE I TABLE IV
Selected 21 data points from Sif. 1

ORIUI!I TI f(1) Tf (2) 0ZIGHTS IN First Temperature Coafflciats of Eastic Stiffssegs

(IN 0305W) " 106/C" 10"
9
/c ANALYSIS for AlpbIS-QUrt at 25"C, 10-6/-C

10.0 -36.000 a -94.70 **. 0.5 Prevent Eechann. St all AIs, at al.9 Klb
1 0

30.0 0.0 A -20.50 -53.20 1.0 pq (1)/C TC() T() T
0.0 -49.217 a 0.0 -40.00 0.S
0.0 -55.000 a -13.70 -73.70 0.5 pq c C
0.0 -60.000 a -24.50 -75.00 0.5
5.0 -48.000 5 -1.50 -43.10 0.5
30.0 20. 000 5 -9.30 -21.00 0.5 -49. -33.6
30. 0 40.000 3 -22.20 -39.30 0.5 13 -703 -350 -633 -612
30.0 50.000 5 -28.00 -43.90 O.S

0.0 35.250 C 0.0 -0.45 1.0 14 84.2 101 89 93.2
0.0 0.0 C 92.50 ** 1.0
5.0 -24.000 C 33.10 -58.50 0.5 33 -197 -160 -192 -205
S.0 -28.000 C -1.70 -16.40 0.5

10.0 -30.000 C 0.S0 -11.50 0.1 44 -186 -177 -172 -104
10.0 -31.000 C 0.61 -10.70 0.5
10.0 -32.000 C 0.26 -9.80 0.5 ISO
10.0 -30.000 C -5.50 -5.90 0.5
10.0 -40.000 C -6.50 -6.S0 0.5
10.0 -48.000 C -27.40 -19.60 0.5
12.5 -33.500 C -0.40 -7.40 0.5
20.0 34.333 C -0.06 -10.10 1.0
30.0 10.000 C 13.30 -7.90 0.5
30.0 20.000 C 7.00 -16.90 0.5
30.0 30.000 C 5.00 -20.50 O.S
30.0 32.000 C 4.30 -14.90 0.5
30.0 34.000 C 0.75 -12.96 0.5
30.0 36.000 C -4.55 -14.30 0.5
30.0 60.000 C -72.80 -101.70 0.5

* TABLE v

Sheoad twesreture Coefficients of slastic stiffuseges

for Alphs-41vrt8 at 25C 10"9/C
2

TAME IX Present ScOmm, r11 l dam. St a1 Ai6,21

q ,(2)'C T(2) T2(2) (1)
First Tmperture Dtivatives of tbhe latic tiffnees H Cpq C

for Alplm-quarts at 25% C
(1) 

106 5/s
2/*C 11 -117 -107 -107 _I;

1 13 -1019 -1150 -1021 90

PRSENT 14 -34.6 -48 -19 -46.4
-'(1) 7lSdlt* 33 -137 -275 -162 -100

; 44 -272 -216 -261 -273
44 3.0747 .029 5.033 66 130 118 14 172

22 1.3976 .03 1.375

44 -5.3700 .043 -5.198

14 0.91475 .01$ 0.W014

13 -2.1963 .061 -2.127

13 -6. .32. .19 -7.140

2"

) 5*



tus vs
taq~lm of the ekowd amle~e T = 91t,:adNo

thAnkaose MAOS of go""t *I&%".
Cedonz mtmn 6 eintwn, nkmt olanlampnitf z 5"1n nmr -

tilolumsf 13)elqml8I~a
5ff(1, ,,1,t(

(13 D65) 605• 104/€ 10-9/c.
6 omusu caz €nawi 0n6399 ea.e.azo

10.0 -2.000 A .74.50 -06.01
10.0 .26.000 A -94.70 -9460G*2.5 34.000 A -81.00 -U3.61 -129.00 -118.05
15.0 -33.000 A -75.00 -74.96 -110.00 -113.53
15.0 _35.000 A -7.00 -61.20 -66.30 -115.75
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TRANSIENT TmU LLY IDUCED IuQ Cy EXCUis I
_ _ _AT- AND SC-CUT QUAWIZ TLAPpD UNER! RRS(MTORS

D.S. Stevens and 1.F. Tiersten
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12181

Abstract significant because the change in frequency of pure
thickness vibrations vanishes in the absence of the

1*4 - In the AT- and SC-cuts of quartz the change in electrodes for the thermally compensated mode. Conse-
resoant frequency with temperature of a particular quently, the presence of the thin electrode films and
pure thickness mode (the C-mode) is essentially negli- the transverse trapping of energy, which is always
gible in the absence of the electrodes, and the cut is present on account of the finite dimensions of the
said to be thermally compensated for that mode. Conse- electrodes, have an important influence on the transi-
quently, certain other effects, in particular the ent temperature dependence of the resonant frequencies
presence of the thin electrode films and the transverse of thermally compensated cuts.O trapping of energy, which is always present on account
of the finite dimensions of the electrodes, have an In this work the time-dependent, inhomogeneous
important influence on the transient temperature depend- temperature distribution in the quart. plate is obtained
ence of the resonant frequencies of thermally compen- from the uncoupled heat conduction equation for thick-
sated cuts. In this work the time-dependent frequency ness dependence only, subject to the appropriate initial
shifts due to rapid changes in the thermal environment and boundary conditions. Since the heat conduction is
at the surface of the crystal are calculated from the sufficiently slow compared to the speed of elastic
solution of the time-dependent heat conduction equation waves, the mechanical inertia terms can be neglected in
through the resulting thermally induced deformation the stress equations of motion, thereby reducing them
state, the temperature derivatives of the fundamental to the quasi-static stress equations of equilibrium.
elastic constants of quartz, the temperature dependence Accordingly, the time-dependent thermally induced bias-
of the motional capacitive effect for the cuts consid- ing deformation state is determined from the exact
ered and the now known trapped energy mode shapes with equations of static linear thermoelasticity for zero
the aid of the equation for the perturbation in eigen- thickness electrodes and from the aforementioned system
frequency of a piezoelectric solution due to a bias.E.. of approximate static thermoelastic plate equationus
Both the AT- and SC-cuts are treated and the results- for finite thickness electrodes. Here, however, the
are compared. The influence of electrode size is auto- approximate equations are extended to the case of
mstically included in the calculation. inhomogeneous temperature distributions following

earlier work9 .
1. Introduction

In the case of both zero and finite thickness
A perturbation analysis of the linear electro- electrodes the substitution of the quasi-static thermo-

elastic equations for small fields superposed on a bias elastic three-dimusional displacement field into the
has been performed1 . The change in resonant frequency above-mentioned equation for the perturbation of the
due to any bias such as, e.g., a residual stress may eigenfrequency along with the solutions for both AT-
readily be obtained from the resulting equation for the and SC-cut quartz trapped energy resonators "- and the
perturbation of the eigenfrequency if the bias isknown. first temperature derivatives of the fundamental elastic
In addition, a system of approximate plate equations constants of quart22 enables the calculationof the tem-
for the determination of thermal stresses in thin perkture dependence of the resonant frequencies of AT-
piezoelectric plates coated with large much thinner and SC-cut quartz trapped energy resonators due to the
film was derived2 from Nindlin's plate equations3 -6  time-dependent thermally induced biasing deformation.
and subsequently modifie2 somewhat. The resulting The very important influence of the temerature depend-
approximate equations simplify the treatment of many ence23 1

5
s of the ntional capacitive effect of the elec-

thermal stress problems considerably, and the three- trodes on the resonant frequency of thickness vibra-
dimensional detail not included in the approximate tions of the electroded portion of the plate, which is
description is not deemed to be important for our a result of the temperature dependence of the pertinent
purposes. piezoelectric and dielectric constants for the thick-

ness mode of interest in both the AT- and SC-cut quartz
ihen a quartz resonator is subject to a change in plates6 '15 is included In the treatment.

the ambient temperature, it undergoes a time-dependent,
inhomogeneous temperature distribution which causes the Calculations are performed for both AT- and SC-cut
resonant frequency to drift in time ' s until the new quarts trapped energy resonators with rectangular gold
thermal equilibrim state is reached. In recent work9  electrodes for the fundamental and some harmonic over-
on the influence of thermal transients on the resonant tones. For both cuts the calculations reveal that the
frequencies of pure thickness vibrations of quartz magnitude of the transient frequency shift beyod the
plates it was shown that for rapid temperature inputs final equilibrium resonant frequency increases as the
in thermally compensated cuts the calculated frequency orientation of the quartz plate more closely approaches
shifts beyond the final equilibrium resonant frequency the enact (nominal) zero temperature cut for the partic-
were caused by the thermally induced biasing deformation ular transverse mode shape of the trapped energy reson-
state resulting from the presence of the thin electrode ator. Also, the more rapid the rate of change of the
film. It was also shown that in a thermally uncompeon- surface tmerature the larger the transient frequency
sated cut the influence of the electrode film is small shift. This is in emnfornity with experimental ooers-
and the frequency ehangs monotonically from one equi- ation,. A realistic g-sbape input tera u u we
libritm resonant frequency to the other. Thus, in aseamed in all cases.
thermally compensated cuts the Influence of small
effects such as the presence of very thin electrodes is

CH1iO? 4/0000 020811.000111111 IE20



2. Pelturbation l outions I 1 1

The equation for the perturbation in eigen-
frequency mentioned in the Introduction my be written + WU3t VYK (2.7)

in the form
n e /2w , W - - A, (2.1) where for a thermoelastic biasing state and relatively

small changes in temperature T from the reference
temperature To

where uL and w are the unperturbed and perturbed eigen-
frequencies, respectively, and Tj = -v'.(T T

- f Y d , (2.2) .D - ( K,+ wN, K ) (2.8)

and V is the undeformed volume of the piezoelectr4 Y yAS5, bLtc€ and k. 1 ye 0 denote the third-order

plat at the reference temperature To. In (2.2) t elastic constants, the electrostrictive constants and

and r denote the normalized mechanical displacement the first-order electroelastic constants, respectively,

vector and electric potential, respectively, of the co denotes the permeability of free-space, w denotes

sth eigensolution, and are defined by the static biasing displacement field, and V. 5 denotes
the thermoelastic coupling coefficients. Thus, in this

description the present position Z is related to the

N2 dV, (2.3) reference position X by

V z(XL, t)0 x+(XL) + (X',t) . (2.9)

where 4 and are the mechanical displacement and 3. Temperature Induced Biasing State
electric potential, respectively, which satisfy the
equations of linear piezoelectricity A schematic diagram of the electroded crystal

plate is shown in Fig.1 along with the associated
coordinate system. The only difference between this

KY I.,uN+e. L M+ section and the analysis presented in Ref.2 and adi-
fied somewhat in Ref.6 is that here we have a time-

-LMYYH M e, ,  (2."i,) dependent inhomogeneous (in X) temperature change sym-

metric about the centerline of the plate, which we

KYi,LPY.O ,L=0, (2.5) represent in the form

subject to the appropriate boundary conditions. The - T-0)1- M 2  0 (3.1)

quantities SYa, epy and e,% denote the second-order where the temperature T changes relatively little from
elastic, piezoelectric and dielectric constants, the homogeneous reference temperature V0 and V repre-

respectively, and p denotes the mass density. sents the final temperature of both surfaces of the
Equations (2.4) are the linear piezoelectric constitu- eents te quar pate o both s u e ces
tive relations and (2.5) are the stress equations of
motion and charge equation of electrostatics, respect- the temperature change is time-independent and homo-
nionay d haupprcle otation f ormanyr daics rgeneous. Furthermore, as noted in the Introduction theively. The upper cycle notation for many dyamcP

variables and the capital Latin and lower case Greek mechanical inertia resulting from the time-dependence

index notation is being employed for consisten4 with of the temperature field can be ignored so that the

Ref.1 as is the remainder of he notation in this sec- quasi-static stress equations of equilibrium can be

tion. The variables Iy and : in (2.2) denote the employed. In view of the foregoing we simply present

portion of the Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor and refer- the appropriate results from Rafe.2 and 6 while incor-

enceg h hagsrsutn fo h inhomogenteousence electric displacement vector, respectively, result- poratin2 the changes resulting from the
Ing from the biasing state and a change in the funds- temperature field. Accordingly, it has been shown
mental mterial coistants in the presence of th that referred to the coordinate system shown in Fig.1

the static (here quasi-static) purely extensional
and fu end are given by thermoelastic plate equations for the plated crystal

plate may be written in the form

A ,A , -0, (3.2)

+ (I~&eLM) , M - a.+ s (2.6)ABAB,
' ,where A, B C, D take the values 1 and 3 and skip 2 and

where a ,p ini, and k" are effective constants that j) and as) re the sero and second order plate stress
depend on the biasing state

' and AStyag, AOLay end 9L a resultants, respectively, for the electroded crystal

denote smll changes in the fundamental elastic, pieso- plate. For symetric inhomogemeous terature states
electric and dielectric constants, respectively, due to and identical electrodes on the upper and linr our-
a change in temperature, faces, by following the procedure in Sec.III and IV of

Ref.2 we find that the extensional constitutive equa-

When nonlinearitise due to biasing deformation tions may be written in the form

only are included, we have 1 /(

+- (" 3("1
-U E - 2s 0 .~ T', '2 A AMc h YAM 4 13 ADO~

M -mw~ + 1=!Y'1 I, YA3CD)'D AD ANA+ h
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This soitton is unique to within homonmmous plate
02) h3 6h' ~)() h(y +rotations" of zero an" second order. Substitutitng from
AD 3 ,-AS + 4 (3.3) into (3.12), we obtain

Jhlb y- E(°) . (3.3) (3+ (2) hh' (Oh) +hh2 (n. X2)

where T is the final electrode teerature, .() +.~.;)iT)

and

OR' R -R "vI R ,-cRS - ,, W ,, , "('J + ,-' Vi (T -T (3.13)

' ;'V;- V 2 c 2 , c(3.5) Equations (3.13) constitute six inhomogemnous linear

h h equations which may readily be solved fpr the six plate,(0) h, fh2t~X 9() j ~( d2 '  Mtains E,°) and ,42). ,,,en go) an,, 42) have been
) = 2,t)dX 2 (2) = fX2f(I 2 't)determined from (3.13), go) and 42) are readily

-h determined from (3.10). Then the three-dimnsional
biasing strain can be obtained from (3.8), which is for

R'= - i'[1 - f(h,t)), (3.6) anisotropic extension. There is no flexure because the
resonator has identical electrodes which are subject to

for the same instantaneous temperature change.
tensor indices according to the schemeIt i cl a fr m ( .) h t t e b as n t r e

dimensional strain field which has just been deter:
R, S-=1, 3 5; W,V-=2,4, 6 . (3.7) mined in inadequate for the calculation o f the change

in frequency because the three-dimensional displacement
The Yns are Voigts' anisotropic plate elastic constants, gradients vX.L are needed. It has been shown in
the O art the associated plate thermoelastic constants Secs.III and IV of Rof.6 that the three-dimensional
and the W" are the effective anisotropic plate small rotation field
thermoelastic constants. For the case of anisotropic
extension considered here the three-dimensional 1
strains EKL, which are needed in the perturbation equa- M = 2 (wL, KWK, L) (3.14)
tion, are related to the plate strains by",

1 may be obtained by requiring that the three-dimensional
. (,L + LK). )+- X ) . (3.8) rotation gradient-strain gradient relations

The plate strains ECA,) (n- 0,2), which occur in (3.3), I',HE t ,KEIKL (3.15)
are given by be satisfied. In this way since the change in fre-

E .(n) 9 (n)) ) quency due to homogeneous rigid rotations vanishes s t
2 =(A,B %,A). has been shoav e that

and the remaining plate strains, which are needed in = E(0)+X2(2) V E(0)
(3.8) as well, my be obtained from VAB AST 2 A I 2 ,A 2A

A,1A 2A v (0) 2E(2
(0) 0o) - 1 t15.(0) o + .2X, R + x., (3.16)-- cW -VSS+ cW+ V\k3 7A,"2 2A 2 2A ' 2 , 2 . 22 222

8h
- 0(2 ))(T.T 0 ) '  Thus, once the plate strains E( 09 ) and E(A ) have been

Sh found from (3.13), the biasing displacement gradients
(2) -1 (2) , may be obtained as known 1jnear functions of the

-(2) -- - (2) v i - change In surface temperature ( - o). Thus, vs now. . cvCvs,8n + obtain -Iy, in (2.7)3 as a known linear function of

15 1 (2) (F -TO) for the electroded region of the plate.

(h (3.10)In the unelectroded region of the plate the situa-

tion is somewhat simpler and since, as noted in the
which have also been used in obtaining Eqs.(3.3). Introduction, the mechanical inertia can be neglected

in the stress equations of sotion, we have the quasi-
In 1ig.1, the 1,-coordinate axis is normal to the static stress equations of wqUilibrium

major surfaces of the plate at T-T o . Since the out-
side edges of the plate are traction free, we have T (3.17)

ML,N 0 0,
1YO).A , X) - 0 on outside odges, (3.11)
A*A P.O A2 -0oAusieegs, (.1 along with the constitutive equations (?41 Since

the outside edges of the plate are traction free aLong
where W, denotes the outwardly directed unit normal to with the major surfaces, we have
the edge of the plate at T-T. The solution satisfy-
ing (3.2) and (3.11) takes the form I

NM~i 0 P(3.18)
AS) 0, y()-0 (3.12)
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where N* denotes the unit normal to all surfaces of the where

plate at T-T o . Pram (3.17) and (3.18) we have ' 2 2 - k2 2 /C, = (2n+l)w/2h, (4.5)

1 . 0, (3.19) and we note that the value of 0 determines the sharp-
ness of the temperature rise at the surfaces. In view

for the unelectroded plate. Since the thermoelastic of (3.1) and (3.6) It is clear that (4.4) enables the
calculationp of (o), p) and ;r, in the elactrodedcoupling constants V0L are related to the coefficients region of the plate. In the unelectroded region ofthe plate, Eqs.(4.4), with (3.1) can readily be used

(3.20) in (3.21) and (3.23) to obtain the displacement grad-
V- , (3.20) ients w, L as known functions of Ko and t and the

given surface temperature data.
from (2.8)1, (3.19), (3.20), and (3.1) we have

5. Eiseumodes in Trapped mueril Resonators
1-E1i - crJX(T - To) [1 - f (X2,t ) ].(3.21)

S1 2' (A plan view of one quadrant of the trapped energy
resonator is shown in Fig.2. It has been sh °? that

In the unelectroded region of the plate the time- the solution functions for the trapped energ eigen-
dependent inhomiSeneous strain state is given by (3.21) modes can be written In the form
and we note that %hen the quasi-static stress equations
of equilibritm, (3.17), are satisfied trivially, as is - , 2the case here, the vanishing of the stresses, (3.19), =1 B sin cos cos W
results in time-dependent inhomogeneous strains 4 L and
consistent rotations ILI which are determined from S S nT1 2  'e"( 1)
(3.15). Since all variables are functions of the Y. U- 

=  sin - cos 3 ,
coordinate only and it has been shown1t that the change T(X3b)
in frequency due to a homogeneous infinitesimal rigid T _T n2 -o 3 -e
rotation vanishes, from (3.15) we obtain u1 I sin 2h co I

nTX (- ) VT(X 3 b)
13=0,~ C1 1 2 e-(1- ~-V~3-b

W3 0 f 1  - E 2 1 ' 3%3 ' 2 3  (3.22) U1 . B in -e , (5.1)

From (3.8), (3.14) and (3.22), we obtain where

EAEM(3.23) DS -icosa , 3T-3cos%, C-Vcos7 cos%, (5.2)

A2and and 1 are determined from the roots of the trans-
which with (3.21) yields the displacement gradientsw,L cendental equationl(" 

2 0

as known linear functions of the change in surface 1/2
temperature of th, unelectroded portion of the plate. 2 a (5.3)The substitution of (3.23) with (3.211 in (2.7)9 yields t \P (.OcLYNa as a kow linear function of (T-TO) for theunelectroded plate. -The decay numbers e and T are given by

* 4. Temperature Dependence S. .Y /2 T y 2) 1/2
- R _-2 - , (5.4)

The temperature behavior of the plate shown in ( n G n
Fig.1 is obtained by satisfying the uncoupled one-
dimensional heat conduction equation and for SC-cut quartz the coefficients N, P. and Y.

are given by'1

k - Cs (4.1) 2c2

22 £ t 16
a=c + -- + r2 (ci 2 +c 6 6)

subject to appropriate initial and boundary conditions (r2(2)
at X9 - *h. In (4.1) k22 is the thermal conductivity + c 6 6 )
in the 1,-direction and C. is the specific heat. If n2(2) cot ,2 '
the surfaces are subject to an S-shaped rise in temper-
ature (T -o), the initial and boundary conditions are Pn - c 5 8 +r 3 (c36+ c4 5 )

T-T -0 at t-0, (4.2) no ,(,a(31+) (e(1) 3 ! ct 3

T-T o - (T-To)[I- (l+0t)e " t I at X2-*h. (4.3) + nn(3)K cot Pt3, (5.5)

The solution to (4.1) subject to conditions (4.2) and
(4.3) can be written in the forp sl) n 2 2 4k +

coo h

Co 2 2 where

(b2Cn,,V"20
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r2 3 E(3 L BSr3 '

sin ;Zl (5.11)./7)" K -JIM whre

"2 ' s.4 (-1) 2 (r2 _______ _
2 . 26 , R 2 e Vh E (2) Ki m in K r/12k26  (1) ' oh (

2 n+l (r3 () +c 4 5 )2hNS

M ..(0)( 1 -k2 2P) (5.7) ES - (-l) 2 ( 3)~nsn ~T (5.12)
E nIT sin x3r12

In (5.5) - (5.7) the material constants are referred to with similar expressions"0 for %4 and 4. As noted
the transformed coordinates

a° associated with the earlier in this section this solution is referred to
eigeavector triad for waves in the thickness (Xg)- the eigen-ector triad of the pure thickness solution
direction as discussed in Sec.2 of Ref.23 and the ) for the SC-cut1 . For purposes of calculation of the
are the eigenvalues for the three waves. The resonant temperature dependence of the resonant frequency it is
frequency for the trapped energy mode in (5.1) is advisable 0 to transform back to the origisl conven-
given by °  tional coordinate axes for the SC-cut, thus

~I niT h1 M 22 u (5.13)

P ..1/2 where % denotes the components of the mechanical die-
+ .. j.. 4h'-D')] (5.8) placement in the original coordinate system for the

SC-cut and Quo denotes the tranformotion from that
system to the eigenvector triad . For the AT-cut
this is not necessary.

Since the AT-cut can be considered to be a special case

of the doubly-rotated SC-cut, the foregoing traped 6. Temperature Dependence of Resonant Freauency
energy eigensolution for the SC-cut can be used'0 for
the simpler AT-cut. We now have the u1 -displacement The change in the resonant frequency with tempera-
field for the trapped energy mode in either ture of any electroded contoured SC-cut quartz plate
orientation, resulting from the thermally induced biasing my now be

determined from (2.1) and (2.2) with (2.6) and (2.7).
As notedin Ref. 15 in addition to the u 1 (i 1 ) din- However, q.(2.2) cannot be used for calculation as it

placement field there are accompanying u2(%) andusU 2 ) displacement fields, and to the same order in appears because the temperature derivatives of the
u() there are accompanying corrections to the (oe ) complete piezoelectric and dielectric temors are not

*Idisplacement fields, which are given b presently known, nor are all the fundamntal coeffi-
cients appearing in (2.7) known. Nevertheless, as in

Sco -earlier workl, since the piezoelectric coupling and
1(1 +J± )ini. lCon !a3 wavenusbers along the plat* are both smell, the temper-

B ature dependence of only the transformed" 2 thickness
, 2 . 7.r

2h rcos-.-2nrcos 2  piezoetectric and dielectric constants e2s and cgs need
22 ' 2  i n Cos be retained in Hu. oreover, since (l/e6)2S/de >>

co, -2--- sino ignore (l/, 2 )de,,/dT. Furthermore
(l/e2)dens /d' can and should be excluded from wave

r"32h ncc 2  X-w - term in Hu because the existing temperature derivatives
Icos- cogs:: co s' $in of the fundamental elastic constants of quartz effect-(5.9) ively contain the small influence of the temperature

dependence of the piezoelectric and dielectric con-
where stants, which results from the piezoelectric stiffening

ad- (2) -- of the waves. In addition, we ignore the &tx since
C 2 (2) ac 12 2 , they are not knwn. Then the (l/e 5 )deI/dr that we

4) sin xim12 retain is not fundamestal but effective . In view ofthe foregoing, the genrel elctroelastic perturbation

E~l(rB3~+) 2 integral in (2.2) with (2.6) and (2.7) may be written

. (-1) 2  , (5.10) in the reducd forsP

a ,3  isin x +/2

and -... -. ,'..,
S *62 _ (X1 -a1 )2

I I+ X2 )sin coo ;A 3 6L ()

r e2h 8 It2 2a 2, 61
uS. [:2E__... coS + Ccoo -s--] whore

-0 co 3X~ l A •(T Tow n T (6.2)

.6 •• cos 1
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In (6.1) the first torm under the Integral sign is d.- Calculations have been perfmted using the nm
composd In the original conventional coordinate system values of the second order elastic, piezoelectric mad
for the SC-cut because the cLym and are known in dielectric constants of quartsas, the third order
that coordinate system, whle the second term is deco.- elastica and thermoelastics constants of quarts and
posed aloe8 the eigenector triad of the pure thickness the recently obtained first temperature derivative of
solution . From (6.1) for the geometry shown in P(g.2, the ldamental elastic constants of quart s alonfwe obtain with the estimates in (6.8). The results of the calcu-

3lation are presented In FiBS.3-10, each of iurb show
h A b e the relative chane in frequency with time for a temper-

ela t2 i dphnch en for te oi 00 secdire All calculations were for

th o btie

eb a trapped energ resontor 1.7 t hick with o qaTre

r ndX (6.3) gold elnctrodes 2000 thick (although sometime of
zero thickness) and an h ratio of 20. Figure 3 shows
athe calculated change in frequency with temperature of
an AT-cut (no nal angl e 0 -- 35.25 ) c ompenated ct o

where only I PPH for the first, third and fifth harmonic
. + trapped eery modes. The figurthat the ransient f he cak ft §W , A,L' in frequency to considerably smaller for the harmonics

t tno t 2 from t pica than the fundamental, which exhibits a sl aht initial
for dt p ih e ftransient shift In the opposite direction before begin-

C,2 26 w,2 hehre" (6.4) ing its monotonic chanage to the final equflibriun
the fvalue. The behavior of the hmo ica is natontc

throuhout. Fiture 4 is for ae SC-cut wh ch is also
The sc in (6. ) are kno as space and tme depend- compensated to only I PPM. The figure sh o  that the
ent linear expressions in cT-To) from the analyses in harmonics exhibit a slight initial transient shift in
Sets.3 and 4 and the space and time dependent change In the opposite direction while ue t fndamental cheaes
the elastic constantd with temperature la are givenonot

byonSin callorti gun of t heongrte a rsult of the

-yDbehavior of the sindmntal trapped energy mode for
Ac (de21;MO/dT) (T - To (6.5) both the AT and SC cuts shown in Fis.3 and 4, respect-

T ively. The symt sho that the changes in frequency
to the new equilibriu values are opposite in sign and

where the d&Lym/dT are obtained from the first temper- not that different in magnitude and that the AT-ut
ature derivtives of the fundamental elastic constants exhibits more severe transient behavior. Fiagure 6 shows

of quartzl* dc,,0(/dT referred .o the principal axes the change in frequency with temperature of an AT cut

by the tensor transformation relation compensated to 10 PPT (part per trillion) for the
fund m tal trapped energy mode. The figure shows

d d c tlrather sevee in frequeny toiths in mcy in each
JF YMK , a LDaYEs aGC H §EFG' (6.6) direction for both the 2000 1 thick old electrodes,

for which the compensation was achieved and electrodes

of zero thickness o te alte thransient frequency
where the a are the andSrx of direction cosines for excursions are lar r for the more compensated cae.
the transformation from the principal axes to the Figure 7 is for an SC-cut which is also compensated to
coordinate system containing the axes referred to the r0 PPT. The figure shoe rather severe transientelectroded plate. 'hen the onventional EEE notational shifts in frequency as in the case of the AT cut, but
for doubly-rotated plates Is written in the form (Y,X, now In only one direction, for both electrode thicknesses
w,I)q,9, wsre # -0, the rotation angles cp and 9 are considered. Note that again the transient frequency

the first two ruler angles, from which the at can be excursion is larger for the moae aboutnsated case.determined. Clearly, the transformation relations for Figure 8 shows the chanae in frequency due to the
the second and third order elastic, piezo electric and presence of 2000 1 thick gold electrodes

as 
for which the

dielectric constants, and coefficients of linear expan- actual changes for the AT cut are shown In F18.3. Note
sion my be written in the respective form that the change in frequency due to the flm is about

two and three orders of magnitude smller than the
-aIaL~a~aN FG ,actual change shown in FIg. 3 and that for the AT cut

the changes due to the electrode film are monotonic.
Z Since a portion of the aging rate is a result of the

€IJ B
= 

l~a~a HaA~B El I'relaxation of residual stress to the electrodes, the

los8 time asYltotiC limit Of the change 1 frequency
sum3 ajama4WeDgF, shown to FiS.8 is the portion of the actual chng In

.frequency that cout4.s to the a rate. 11gre 9
S" ue" , , " ", (6.7) aboe the chnge in frequency de to t presence ofeveU40IN2000 1 thick jold electrodes for which the actual

Jwhere the tensor quantities with the upper cycle are changes for the SC-cut are shown it FLg.4. Note that

Sreferred to the principal axs of the crystal. the change in frequency due to the film8 to about five
and si orders of magnitde satlerthan the actual

SThe temperature depndence of the effective chapa shows to Fitj.4 sud that for the~ SC out they are

~~pieowelectric constants for the thickness node of pigs 6aoo€ i~etels asA po9l ld/ic
interest in both the AT and SC cuts of quartz have been associted with the Waisl rto s." t ot
stiJstOe

s  from data provided by Lukassk and are that the aging due to eletrode strms oeumld be between
two and three orders of magnitude smaller for the SC cut

ie n by than for the AT cut. Figure 10 above dt cu l chang
(l/a26)de26/4 - .6×0/KaT in frequency wi.th tempetureo f the £AT d 9C cut,

L142 d 64 15xO4/K T both of which are oamsated to 10 M9 t a role-
-4.8x × 101K , SC. (6.8) tively slow rate of chap of surfa Ite j ratift ast-

repnin o$ 1/100 sed- The fiet WW that

the transient f~requency excusions are about two olphn

• -' °" I ... .....2-13 "



of magnitude smaller th~an in the case of the rapid 12. S.F. Tiersten and D.S. Staveng, "A Analysis of

temperature input Corresponding to p - 10 sac71 , which Contoured SC-Cut Quarts Crystal Resonators,"
are shown In Vp.6 and 7. Figure 10 also shows that Proceedinss of the akth Anal SMoiff 1!the transient frequency shifts for the AT and SC cuts Freneno Cotrol. U.S. Army Electronics Research
are of the same order of magnitudex although the shift and Development Comand, Fort Homuth, NewJersey,
for the AT cut Isabout twicea"slargeas for the SC 37 (1982).
cut. The results of the calculations presented here
clearly Indicate that the chang in frequency of the 12. 5.K. Sinha and S.F, Tieraten, "First Temperature
trapped energy modes due to electrode stress is more Derivatives of the Fundamental Elastic Constants
than two orders of magnitude smualler in the SC than in of Quartz," J. Appl. Phys., .5,0 2732 (1979).I
are of the saw order of magnitude in both cuts. 13. M. Onoe, "Relationship Between Temerature

Behavior of Resonant and Antiresonant Frequencies
Acnwledimmonts and Electromechanical Coupling Factors of Pieto-

electric Resonators," Proc. IEEE, 57. 702 (1969).
This work was supported In part by the Army14 A.Blao"pretOintonSfsofMs

Research Office under Contract No. DM0 29-82-1-0130 14v.Blao Aprn OinainSit fMs
and the National Science Foundation under Grant No. Loaded Plate Vibrators," Proc. IEEE, 64. 1449
MRA-8115340. (1976).
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EXCESS NOISE IN QUARTZ CRYSTAL RESONATORS

J. J. Gagnepain and M. Olivier
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assocld I l'Universitd do Franche-Comtd Besancon

32, Avenue de lObservatoire - 25000 Besancon - France

z F. L. Walls

National Bureau of Standards - Time and Frequency Division

oBoulder, Colorado 80303

Summary duction of the concept of a dual crystal system,

in which a quartz oscillator with good spectral

Frequency and phase noise in quartz cry- purity is phase locked to a passive quartz

stal resonators are studied as a function of the resonator.4  In this approach, the frequency

driving power. At low power, where the crystal stability in medium and long term is dominated

behaves linearly, 1/f fluctuations of the reson- by the passive quartz resonator and hence its

ance freuqency are observed. At medium power the stability becomes observable. Such measurement

nonlinearities of the crystal significantly systems can be used for comparing quartz crystal

increase the phase fluctuations at low Fourier instabilities and for trying to understand the

frequencies. At high power, thermal instabil- origins and the mechanisms of these frequency

ities and chaotic behavior occur characterized fluctuations.

by the generation of high level white noise.Tva

The previous measurements2 '3  have shown

Introduction that the resonance frequency of quartz resona-

tors exhibits flicker (1/f) fluctuations and

The short and medium term frequency stabil- random walk (1/f2 ) fluctuations. Random walk

ities of quartz crystal oscillators are limited frequency noise has been shown to be correlated

by additive and parametric noises of the elec- to temperature fluctuations.3 ,5 The mechanisms

tronics and by parametric noise of the quartz contributing to the generation of 1/f noise are

resonator.1  In an oscillator it is not always not well understood yet.
possible to distinguish between these different

contributions and thereby determine the level of When the resonator Is excited at9 a moler

frequency fluctuations of the resonator. A ately high drive level a large increase of the

significant adva,., in solving this problem came noise level is observed at low Fourer frequen-

with the introduction of a new technique to test cies. It will be shown that this excess noise

quartz crystals Independently of the oscillator is due to the nonlinearities of the crystal. At

7 electronics.2 This enabled measurements of very high drive levels, the resonator can exhibit

flicker and random walk frequency noises of chaotic behavior producing high level white

various pairs of crystals at different frequen- noise.

dies and of different origins.2'3  A second

advance on the same problem came with the intro-
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) Measurements at Low Power Greet care must be taken to minimize the

spurious influence of temperature changes. TheThe measurement system, presented for the measurements reported below were obtained using

first time in ref. 2, will be briefly described.
a digitally controlled oven. Temperature was

As schematically shown in Fig. 1. two identical measured with a LC-cut quartz sensor. The

resonators (or two that adjusted to be nearly temperature control loop had a 10- 4 X resolu-
identical) are driven at their resonance frequen- ton Adtonlhealflengwthcpr
cy by a frequency source with high spectral mass and thermal discontinuities, reduced the

purity. When the two resonators are at the same residual temperature fluctuations of the cry-

frequency (frequencies are tuned with adjustable stels under test down to a few pK over a few

capacitors) and with equal Q-factors (Q-factors sec.6 The two resonators were in the same oven

are balanced with additional resistors), the and thermally coupled in order to reduce random
frequency fluctuations of the source are rejected frequency walk noise. This does not perturb 1/f

by 50 to 60 d. The double balanced mixer (DON) noise measurements, because 1/f noise is not

operated at its quadrature point by means of the correlated with temperature fluctuations.3'5

900 phase shifter detects the phase fluctuations Over a day, temperature stability was of the

d# induced by the frequency fluctuations of each order of 5x10 "5 K. The resonators generally
resonator, fo1llowing the relati on were operated at their turn-over temperature.

This measurement system was used to test 5 MHz,

do = -2 d  - 2) (1) 10 MHz, and 2.5 M4Hz resonators.wo

1) 5 MHz resonators. Six AT-cut crystals

where Q is the resonator loaded Q-factor and (fifth overtone) were studied. Two were commer-

dk 1 (& 2 ) is the instantaneous frequency differ- cial BVA7 resonators and four were standard

ence of the resonance frequency of resonator 1 commercial high quality resonators. A typical

(2) from the driving frequency w0 . Equation (1) spectrum (pair of BVA crystals) is shown in Fig.

is valid for Fourier frequencies within the 2. The noise is essentially 1/f frequency

resonator's bandwidth and for low drive powers noise. The 1/f3 noise is due to the filtering

(typically 10 pW were used). Outside this effect of the resonator; this occurs at its half

bandwidth it must be corrected to take into bandwidth. For three pairs of resonators the

account the filtering effect of the resonators. frequency noise, S (f), measured 1 liz from the
Yo -13 -The mixer output is amplified and processed by a carrier was equal to 2. SxlO /4Hz, 2.5x10 13/14"z

spectrum analyzer, yielding the power spectral and 3.10 13/4Hz. The raw data were divided by

density Sv(f ) of the output voltage noise. This 42 under the assumption that the noise of each

is related to the frequency spectrum of the resonator in a given pair was identical. Ob-

resonator S (f), viously by doing all possible pairs one can

obtain a more accurate value for each resonator

Sv(f) M (Gp)2SQ(f) = (ZGjQ)2 SYo(f), (2) independent of this assumption. All these

resonators had unloaded Q-factors in the range
where p is the mixer sensitivity, and G is the 25x10 6 < < 6

low noise amplifier gain. The corresponding 2) 10 MHz resonators. Two kinds were measured:
resonance frequency fluctuations of the resona- AT-cut and ST-cut crystals. Both were third

tors are deduced from relation (1) (again for overtone resonators, but with very different
Fourier frequencies within the resonatr's Q-factors, typically 3.10 for AT-cut and 1.7

bandwidth). Each resonator contributes to the 6for T-cut. ST-cut crystals have muCh
total nise, which is measured. If the two higher Q-factors because this crystallographic

resonators are identical the noise amplitude of orientation has lower intrnal losses for the

each of them is obtained by dividing by 42. thickness-shear mode. 8  Noise spectra are shown
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in Fig. 2. A large difference in the noise can be developed.9

levels can be observed between the AT and BT

4 cuts. At 1 liz from the carrier these levels are The nonlinear behavior of a resonator.
of the order of 7x10" 1 3/4Hz for the BT resonators driven in transmission can be represented by the
to 3.2xlo'1l/4Hz for the AT resonators. These phenomenological relation,

results show a strong dependence between the 1/f
noise level and Q-factor. d 21 w0 di

+- -- -- 2E U- 2 (n ) cos O t] i( 1 + ki 2z

3) 2.5 IHz resonators. Two pairs of fifth over- d 2  w d2
tone, AT-cut resonators were tested with un- = F cos wt, (4)

loaded Q-factors close to 4x106 . Although these

pairs had almost the same Q-factors, the noise where i is the current through the crystal, Q
levels differed by almost one order of magni- the loaded Q-factor, and F the amplitude of the

tude. The presence of 1/f2 noise in the spectra driving force. k is the nonlinear coefficient

of S yo(f) indicates that the sensitivity to (related to the next higher order elastic con-
temperature fluctuations are very large for this stints). a(D) cost introduces a modulation of

type of resonator. The 1/f noise power 1 Hz the resonance angular frequency w , which repre-
from the carrier, evaluated for each individual sents the frequency noise of the resonator.
crystal, was plotted as a function of the un- et th frqnc nos ofheeoao.

Solving this equation with a perturbation method

loaded Q-factors in Fig. 3. A linear regression gives the phase noise of the output signal.

among these experimental points gives

2 Let Sy (0) be the frequency noise spectrum

YO q 4 of the crystal. When driving it at low power,
in the the linear range, the corresponding

These results are also sumarized in Table I. phase spectrum is given by

The data show a clear dependence of 1/f (2

noise on the resonator's unloaded Q-factors, 0(l) o/4q2

following a 1/Q4 law. The only exception occurs
with the 2.5 Mhz (#2) crystals, which show At medium levels, when the resonator is driven
excessive noise most likely due to thermal near the jump frequency, the phase spectrum
transient effects. becomes

If these crystals are used in an oscilla- 22 2 2

tor, the 1/f spectrum will give a flicker floor 5# (f0) W ( 2 2 + Wo(/Q

in time domain, whose corresponding values are

given in Table 1, and which corresponds to the Thus the ratio between the phase noises at medium
best stability achievable in that case with an and low powers is

oscillator. S (medium power) a + 9o/4q2 )2
Measurements at Medium Power S (low power) 1 -4 1. */(7)

______________a W+ 0W'/Q)

When the drive level of the crystal 1s This ratio goes to unity for 0 >> w,/Q and is
increased it exhibits nonlinear effects due equal to w/16Q202 for 0 << mo/4Q. Therefore

mainly to the higher order elastic constants. the induced phase noise for the lower Fourier
This is the well known amplitude frequency frequency components can be greatly increased by

effect where distortions appear in the amplitude the crystal nonllnearities. Such a noise wes

and phase resonance curves end even hysteresis

.4 m:
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experimentally observed on a 5 MHz (5th overtone
the temperature coefficient have opposite signs.

AT-cut) resonator driven at 2.5 MWE, as shown on

Fig. 5. Above the turn-over temperature the sign of

the temperature coefficient becomes positive.It should be noted that higher drive levels

were once considered as a means to improve the In this case the temperature rises, inducing a

(white phase noise) signl/noise ratio and positive frequency change, which corresponds to
(wit pddiione noisede)runc signa/nois ratisn

therefore the short term stability in oscilla- an additional amplitude-frequency effect. This

tors. However, our results indicate this is not is equivalent to increasing the nonlinearities

in general a practical solution since the non- of the crystal. Fig. 7 illustrates the ampli-

linear response of the resonator increases the tude resonance curve of a 5 MHz (AT-cut, fifth

close in noise at the same time. overtone) crystal excited with a 7 V rms driving

signal. As the drive frequency increases the

Measurements at High Power crystal goes from stable state to chaotic states.

The transition is sudden, and no set of cascading
subharmonic bifurcations is observed, as

For still higher levels, quartz resonators
would be the case in low-Q resonators. The

exhibit large instabilities. Such phenomena are

known in nonlinear systems as chaotic behavior. absence of subharmonics is explained by the high

Chaos has been observed in many different sy- Q of the quartz crystal, which filters all the

stems10, for example phase locked loops11 and subharmonic frequencies, which are out of its

Josephson junctions
12 ,1 3 which can be considered linewidth.

as low Q-factor resonators. The main difference
The sideband frequency noise of the trans-between these systems and quartz crystal resona-

tors stem from the high Q-factor and thermal mitted signal was measured in the same condi-
tions Ine Fig. 8h htgh p-fwer spetra densityo

effects, which strongly modify the behavior of tions. In Fig. 8 the power spectral density of
frequency fluctuations shows a f2 dependence,, the crystal at high power.

versus Fourier frequency. This corresponds to a

The dissipated power induces large tempera- white phase spectrum, characteristic of the

ture rises. Positive or negative frequency generation of white noise in the crystal resona-

shifts follow according to the sign of tempera- tor by the chaotic behavior (white noise was
1 ture coefficient of the resonator, i.e. to the also observed in other chaotic systems. 10 1 3

eThe level of this phase noise is Sror -34 d
location of the operating temperature on the 2

frequency-temperature characteristics. (rad 2/Hz), which is about 80 dO larger than the

phase noise levels of Fig. 5.

Near room temperature, the temperature

coefficient is negative (of the order - 4 Hz/K). Conclusion

A temperature rise will induce a negative fre-

quency shift, which can be large enough to pull The noise behavior of a quartz crystal

the crystal to the frequency where the down jump resonator is strongly influenced by the li-

phenomenon occurs (Fig. 4). Thus the amplitude tude of the oscillation and the corresponding

becomes much smaller decreasing the dissipated nonlinearities. At low power 1/f frequency
power. Temperature therefore decreases causing noise is observed. At medium power the nonlin-

the frequency to increase until it reaches the ear response of the crystal can amplify this
second jump and so on. This gives a cycling noise and give larger phase fluctuations. At
with large amplitude and phase perturbations, as high power, thermal effects became an aMitional

shown in Fig. 6. This phenomenon occurs when srce of istates t sufce hih
the iplitude-frequncy effect and drive p r chaotic states take place which

In



generate very large white phase noise. The 6. G. Marianneau, J. J. Gagnepain, "Digital

problem of chaos Is of most interest however, temperature control for ultrastable quartz

from the basic physics point of view. The oscillators", Proc. 34th Ann. Freq. Cont.

theory of cascading bifurcations is a good Syrp., p. 52 (1980).

explanation of how a deterministic system can

have stochastic solutions although it does not 7. R. J. Besson, "A now piezoelectric resonator

directly apply in the case of quartz crystal, design", Proc. 30th Ann. Freq. Cont. Syrp.,

because of the high Q-factors. p. 78 (1976) "A new electrodeless resonator

design", Proc. 31st Ann. Freq. Cont. Symp.,
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THICKNESS MODES IN CIRCULAR AT-CUT
QUARTZ PLATES WITH CIRCULAR ELECTRODES

Dr. W. D. Beaver
COMTEC ECONOMATION INC

3300 E Sparrow Avenue, Flagstaff, Arizona 86001

ABSTRACT

.ver the past years, several papers have been pre- conventional filter configurations which employ
sented which contain theoretical analyses of the discrete quartz crystal resonators. It Is because of

* coupled thickness-shear and thickness-twist mode these types of filters that an understanding of the
resonances in rectangular and circular quartz plates. nature of unwanted inharmonic thickness shear modes is

SThese studies involved the solution of the differential vitally Important. It is Important to be able to
equations with certain assumed boundary conditions and reasonably accurately predict the frequencies and
t he determination of the eigenfrequencies related to relative amplitude of these modes.
the thickness modes using computers.

What this paper will provide is an equation which will
However, to this date, the complexities of the allow the user to predict the inharmonic mode
mathematics have prevented a similar analysis of the frequencies as a function of the critical dimensions of
commonly manufactured resonator consisting of a the crystal resonator. The designer may then design
circular AT-cut quartz blank with circular electrode the resonator to stagger the frequencies and minimise
on its major surfaces. The purpose of this study was the effects of coincidence. Also provided Is
to derive useful equations which can be employed In experimental data related to the relative amplitude of

11 designing such AT-cut quartz resonators. the inharmonic modes in resonators designed to meet
various inductance requirements. The designer may

This paper describes the results of am empirical utilize this data to determine the trade off of
analysis to determine how the freauency and the impedance levels and mode suppression. The paper will
relative activity of the thickness modes in AT-cut also introduce what we call the Shared Electrode
quartz resonators depends on the diameter of the Resonator SER and describe some of its characteristics.
circular electrodes and the mass loading. _.

Specifically provided in the paper are: INHARMONIC MODE FREQUENCIES

1. an equation between the dimensions of the effec- The equation' which we will employ to compute the
tive motional volume of a quartz plate and the inharmonic mode frequencies is shown in Figure 1. We
electrode diameter and mass loading; assume that essentially all of the acoustic energy is

trapped within the bounds of the resonator. This
2. an equation for the frequencies of the inharmonic equation gives the frequencies of a rectangular

thickness shear and twist modes as a function of resonator where Fmnp Is the resonant frequency of the
the mass loading and resonator dimensions; mode having.5m wavelengths along the dimension T, .5n

wavelengths along the dimension X, and .5P wavelengths
3. a graphical presentation of the Interrelationship Z with m, n and p being integers. We will modify the

between the relative amplitude of the thickness equation to fit the empirical data, so that we can
shear and thickness twist modes and the product apply it to resonator designs with acceptable accuracy.
of the frequency and the motional inductance of For an AT-cut quartz plate the equation shown in
quartz resonators. Figure 1 involves p, the density of quartz, CC6, C1,

and C55 which are the elastic constants, T the quartz
From analysis of the empirical data, the lengths of plate thickness and X and ). which are the effective
the major, Ax, and minor axes, Az, are given respec- lengths of the motional region of the quartz plate
tively by equations which express them as functions of in the X and Z' directions respectively.
the diameter of the electrode, the thickness of the
quartz plate, and the mass loading. What is left to be determined by our empirical analysis

is how Ax and Az depend on the dimensions of the
electrode and the quartz plate. It Is easily demon-

INTRODUCTION strated that if we emptoy only the dimensions of the
electrode in the X and Z' direction that the calculated

The purpose of this paper is to share the results of frequencies will not correlate with the measured
an experimental analysis of thickness shear modes in frequencies. This is because the dimensions which
AT-cut quartz plates. The objective of the analysis define the motional region of the quartz plate are not
was to explain the feasibility of using different bound by the dimensions of the electrode. We have,
zones inside the boundary of an electroded region as therefore set up several experiments to determine the
separate controllable resonances. In the process dependency of Ax and A on the dimensions of the
sufficient data was derived to establish an equation electrode and quartz plate.
for the frequencies of Inharmonic thickness shear
modes In resonators having circular quartz plates with
circular electrodes and to gain an understanding of DETERMINATION OF Ax AND Xz
their relative activity levels. Most narrow-band
filter requirements can be satisfied utilizing In the first set of experiments we employed quartz
monolithic crystal filter configurations. However, resonators of the kind which are Illustrated In
Intermediate band width and wide-bend width filter Figure 2. We used quartz blanks which were fairly
requirements cannot be satisfied using the monolithic large in diameter, in this case 100 plate thicknesses.
crystal filter approach and must be realized using Large electrodes were Initially vacuum deposited on the
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two major surfaces of the quartz plate. The diameter quency of the fundamental thickness sheer mode of
of these electrodes was 71 plate thicknesses and they motion in the region under the small electrode is lower
were located directly opposite each other. The reson- than that of the peripheral region around it, the mode
ators were mounted and bonded onto a simple base which cannot propagate Into that region, but is acoustic
would allow for the deposition of a small circular fre- displacement exponentially decays as the wave "tunnels"
quency adjustment spot directly opposite on both outward from the extremities of the smaller electrode.
surfaces of the quartz plate. The experimental set-up The magnitude of the exponential decay depends upon
is diagramed in Figure 3. This shows a small vacuum the relative difference between W.2 and we,.
chamber containing two evaporation sources located As the difference between these two frequenciesIs on each side of the quartz resonator but shielded increases, the rate of the exponential decay in the
from the quartz resonator by a shutter. The crystal displacement Increases; therefore, the effective
resonator is held in a fixture which contains Pi- motional volume constricts to the dimensions defined
circuits in accordance with the recommended test method by the adjustment spot. If we assume that at the
in IEC Publication 444, which was employed in these defining edge of this motional volume, the effective
experiments. amplitude of the wave in the X direction is equal to

that of the wave in the Z' direction, then we have
A mask was fitted over the quartz resonator and was ax is approximately equal to 1.26 (oz).
designed to very accurately align the adjustment
deposition pattern on both sides to the center of the It is important to point out that in this configuration
quartz plate. The experimental procedure consisted we have a single resonator with two 'fundamental'
of sequentially making small frequency adjustments and frequencies whose inductances may be controlled within
then measuring the motional parameters, primarily the certain limits. By using this configuration we can
motional ;nductance. Comtec's Model 770204 Test achieve the complete half lattice arca of the filter.
System2 was employed to make these measurements. An This will be discussed in detail later
example of the resulting data is Illustrated in
Figure 4. For the resonator shown in Figure 2, the Using the approximation for the ratio of ax:az and
initial motional Inductance was measured to be 1.9 assuming the motional region to be elliptic in shape
milli-henries. After an initial small frequency we compute from the inductance measurements the
adjustment is made, two resonant frequencies very close related areas, and in turn we compute ax and oz .
to each other are generated. One frequency was Figure 6 shows a plot of the magnitude of ox and oz
slightly higher than the original frequency, and the as a function of the differential mass loading, A
other slightly lower. The inductance of the lower of given by the equation
these two frequencies was measured to be approximately
3 milli-henries and the inductance of the higher of W !ei - We2
these two frequencies was approximately 5.6 milli- wel
henries. As additional mass was deposited onto the
center of the electrode and the frequency was sequel- As can be seen from this data, the plot appears to be
tially lowered, the inductance associated with the well mannered when plotted on a logrithmic scale.
lower of the two frequencies continued to Increase, The ordinate in this case is ox and a and the
whereas the inductance associated with the higher of abscissa is the differential mass loading. Utilizing
the two frequencies decreased and became asymptotic this data we can determine the value for the effective
to the Inductance value related to the original motional length in the A.' and Xz direction as a
frequency of the resonator, function of the diameter of the electrode and the mass

loading.
Clearly, what takes place, is the constriction of the
effective motional volume as a function of Increased
mass loading associated with the central region of the ALTERNATIVE DETERMINATION OF Ax AND ;Lz
quartz plate and the expansion of the effective
motional volume associated with the peripheral region- The next series of experiments involved in the
around the lower frequency central region. The fabrication of a large quantity of resonators covering
inductance associated with the central region Increases the frequency range from 6 to 20Hz. The frequency
and becomes asymptotic to the inductance value which spectrum of the resonators were scanned to determine
is associated with the area of the adjustment spot, the frequencies and relative magnitudes of the
which in the example discussed here is approximately Inharmonic thickness shear modes.
43 milli-henries. It is also important to note that
the product of the two inductances divided by their The method employed in the scanning of the frequency
sum equals 1.9 milli-henries, the Initial value of the spectrum associated with the quartz resonators is that
Inductance. defined In the IEC Publication 283. The crystals are

placed in a hybrid balanced bridge circuit as shown
The conductive electrode which extends over the entire in Figure 7. The experimental procedure inyolved
motional area, functions as a collector of the surface sequentially scanning the frequency spectrum to
charge which is established during the excitation of determine the inharmonic mode frequencies then increa-
the central region at the lower frequency. As we know sing of the mass loading by electroplating the entire
the motional Inductance Is Inversley proportional to electrode and repeating the scanning step. By
the area of the region In resonance. Therefore, by identifying the 112 and the 121 modes when detected,
measuring the motionel Inductance with the lower fre- but mainly utilizing the 113 and 131 modes, the
quency central region, we can direcly obtain a effective motional lengths Ax and A, were computed
measurement of the effective motional volume of the using the equation given in Figure 1 and substituting
quartz plate under resonance, into it the frequency difference between the

fundamental Fi1l mode and the F1l 3 and Fi I modes
This condition Is illustrated In Figlure S. The respectively.
effective motlonal volume of the quartz plate Is
extended bey o the *rec of the smll electrode by en The results from a large body of experimental data
anount * In the X-crystallopraplic direction edo which actually encompassed many thousands of frequency
in the F' crystallographic direction. SInce the fre_ measurements, Is shown In Figure 8. Figure 8 shows
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ox  and oz, the extensions of the motional volume CASE 2: Electrode Diameter 4.88mm
beyond the dimensions of the electrode In the X and Mass Loading 1.185%
Z directions respectively, plotted as a function of
the mass loading, delta (6). MODE FREQUENCY (KHZ) DEVIATION (KHZ)

COMPUTED MEASURED
A relatively simple equation can be fit into these
curves. The base equation which fits this type of Fill 7144 7144
curve is that the natural log of sigma divided by T
is equal to a constant KI plus a constant K2 times F112 7176 7178 2

the natural log of delta, the mass loading. From the
data plotted in Figure 8 we determine that for the F121 7180 7182 2

Z direction Ki is equal to -1.292, K2 is equal to
-0.602. We can write the equation for az as FI13 7230 7129 -1

Oz - 0.275 A-0 .6 02  F131 7241 7245 3
T

During the acquisition of the experimental data, the
Therefore, X. is given by the equation activity of the unwanted modes was recorded and can

Xz - DE + 0.55 T ALO*62 be shown as a function of mass loading.

For the X direction extension Kl equais -1.411, and Figure 9 illustrates a summary of this kind of data.
In the figure we have shown the supnression of the

K2 equals -1.67. strongest mode as a function of mass loading for

ax is given by the equation various types of resonator designs.

ax .We have defined the different resonator designs by

T- 0.244 A-0.t7 it's 9-factor. The B-factor is defined as the product
of the resonators frequency times the motional
inductance. The frequency being measured in Megahertz

And the equation for Ax is given by and the inductance In milli-henries. Therefore, If
the B-factor were 100 and the frequency of the

Ax - DE + 0.488 T A-0 .67 resonator was 1OMHz, then the inductance associated
with that resonator would be 10 milli-henries. Shown
in Figure 9 are curves which range from a B-factor of

If we employ Ax and Az as defined by these equations, 105 to 700. The curves illustrated in Figure 11 are
in the equation for Fmnp we can get reasonably very typical for resonators of the values shown. As
accurate results, which can be used to determine can be seen, the value of the mass loading for which
suitability for use in filter applications, the suppression of all the modes is a maximum, varies

with the magnitude of the B-factor. In the case of a
Two examples are Illustrated In the data given below. B-factor of 105, the maximum suppression is obtained
In this figure we have two sets of data involving with a mass loading of approximately 0.6% as shown

resonators in the 7.1MHz frequency region. The first here. For a B-factor of 140, the maximum suppression
case is for a resonator having an electrode diameter is obtained with a mass loading of approximately 1.01%
of 3.22mm and a mass loading of 1.0%. As can be The same is true for a B-factor of approximately 186,
seen from the tabulation, the deviation between the but as the B factor increases to 203, a higher value
computed and measured value is less than 2KHz for of mass loading is required to achieve the maximum

* modes having break-ups only along the X or Z' suppression of the inharmonic modes. This data can be

crystallographic dxis. In the second case, the summarized in a slightly different manner and plotted
electrode diameter Is substantially larger in size in Figure 10. What we have done here, is plot the
and the mass loading is 1.185t. In this case the maximum mode suppression db versus the B-factor. As
deviation between the computed and measured values shown here, if the resonator design required a B-factor
is approximately 2KHz. of approximately 100, then the maximum unwanted mode

suppression that one could expect would be approxi-
COMPARISON WITH MEASURED DATA mately 17db. This may or may not satisfy the

requirements of the filter design. If the designer

CASE 1: Electrode Diameter 3.22mm was required to have a greater suppression of the
Mass Loading 1.0% Inharmonic modes then resonator designs in which the

B-factor exceeded approximately 190 would be

MODE FREQUENCY (WHZ) DEVIATION (IHZ) necessary. The mode suppression Is not significantly
COMPUTED MEASURED Improved for resonators having S-factors of 200 or

Fill 7107 7107 greater.

Fl12 7120 7119 -1 THE SHARED ELECTRODE RESONATOR (SER)

F121 7123 7122 -1 The resonator construction Illustrated In Figure 2
has the equivalent circuit shom In Figure 11. As

F122 7173 7169 -4 previously discussed, the motional Inductance ead
capacitance of the series resonant arms ore functions

F113 7203 7204 1 of the diameter of the large electrode and the adjust-
ment spot and the relative mass loading of the two

F131 7213 7211 -2 regions. Within the limitations prescribed by these
parameters, the device my be produced to have a
specified Inductance ratio end frequency separation.
For Intermediate bandw idth and wide bandwidth filters

-* * t .. .. .. .-. .. . ...... - -"



the inductance ratio Is Important, but the frequency ..
accuracy is of less Importance. It is in these - 2
applications that we feel the SER will find 0.5 4M 2  C11 N C55  2
application. MN ~-~ T2- +
Further studies of SER devices will be reported in T L
the near future. Devices have been fabricated with
up to three controlled resonant regions. Utilization Where:
of this type of device can reduce the number of
quartz devices by the number of controlled resonant ff
regions in the $ER and thereby reduce the cost and M N P  Is frequency othe MWP mode
size of the filter network. 0 G6 ,CI & 055 are eltic constants

WIN & P are integers denoting the modes

Xx&AZ are kengths of the motional region of the
quartz plate in X and Z' axis respectively

T is the thicknep of the plate

DE is the diameter of the electrode.

ML i. the mass loading of the electrode

is the density of quartz
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PROPERTIES OF AT QUARTZ RESONATORS ON WEDGY PLATES

Lawrence N. Dworsky

Motorola, Inc.
Schaumburg, Ill.

ABSTRACT and motional parameter related minimum electrode
area. If the electrode thickness and/or the elec-

It is well known in the quartz literature that trode area is sufficient for several anharmonic
non-parallel plate surfaces will cause deteriora- modes to be trapped - in both X and Z - we consider

(N tion in the performance of AT resonators. This the resonator to be "heavily electroded" and note
deterioration consists of a decrease in the mot- that the X thickness shear displacement amplitude
ional capacitance of the resonator's desired may be approximated by
operating mode, often without a corresponding
decrease in the motional capacitances of observed
spurious modes. ux sin( 1)cos(N-X)cos(2&) I)

A model was developed for thickness-shear 
vibra- 2LX

tions of a heavily electroded rectangular AT where ux is the X thickness shear displacement
plate, assuming a small linear thickness variation amplitude

m (wedginess) across the plate. The model predicts y Is the thickness direction
that the standing waves corresponding to the dif- x and z are the lateral directions
ferent anharmonic overtone modes of vibration will Ny are the number of J wavelengths in
*unch up" in the thicker region of the plate. thickness
Higher order anharmonic modes will be less affected Nx and N are the number of i wave-
by the wedginess than will lower order anharmonics, lengths In x and z, respectively
The observed consequence of this behavior is that 2Lx and 2Lz are the electrode dimensions
the motional capacitance of the lowest mode (the
desired operating mode) will deteriorate, while the Piezoelectric excitation of this resonator occurs
motional capacitances of the higher order mod only for odd values of Nx, Ny and Nz. The "heavily
(spurious modes) may not deteriorate at all. electroded" approximation is only valid for low

values of Nx and Nz . However, Nx = Nz = I is
typically the operating mode, in which case Nx = 1,

INTRODUCTION Nz = 3 and Nx = 3, NZ = 1 are the most troublesome
spurious modes.

In 1976, Tiersten presented an accurate model for
the rectangular trapped energy resonator on an AT Equation (1) is the solution of
quartz plate.I This model allowed for calculation
of the resonant frequencies and motional parameters B2 u 2 + u
of all trapped modes. In 1979, Tiersten and Smythe anx + C 5T.- + +_x_0 2
presented a model for the trapped energy resonator
on a slightly convex plate.

2  Their model was de- C5 and C66 are elastic constants

reived by assuming a small quadratic thickness s mass density
variation over the plate, and then assuming an w Is the (radian) frequency
approximation based upon Tiersten's earlier work. Mn is Tiersten's correction to CuI

In this paper, we use this same technique to derive subject to the boundary conditions Ux. 0 at the
a model for the trapped energy resonator on a plate
with a slight linear thickness variation, or "wed- edges of the electrodes and that the surfaces of

giness" over the plate. Simple approximate relat- the electrodes are free.
i lonships are then derived which show how the ob-Iosisaete eiedwihso o h b For small variations of h with x and z, assume that

served motional capacitances of the resonator vary
with the magnitude of the wedginess.

ux = U(x,z)sin( - ) (3)

THE WEDGY PLATE
This reduces (2) to

Although energy trapping theory ,ddlcts 
that es-

sentially spurious mode (spur) free resonators are Ch u lU
possible, often practical considerations preclude C'+ Upw"- -(N y /2h)] =0 (4
this possibility. These considerations typically ' ' r a1j .include process related minimum electrode thickness

CHIS67 O/0000 0232 1.0 003 IEEE 22
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where C' = (Mn , C55 )/2, (5) within -Lx < x < Lx.

an approximation too poor for accurate frequency
calculations, but adequate for this discussion. For the itn point.

Accuracy of a particular example may be improved,
if so desired, by replacing C' with the exact xi = 4(1 - Lxl_) , 0 < I < N+I (16)
values for that example.

Now, let The second derivative of F is approximated by

h = ho + (xx + azz (6) d1F Fj F + (17)

For small variations in h aboutho
and the ordinary differential equation (9) is

I { _ _ (a x + azZ)] (7) replaced by the set of linear algebraic equations

Substituting (7) into (4), Fi+l + FI-I - 2Fi + (Kx&)'Fi

C,/62U B2 + (i - Lx/&)&F i = 0 (18)
(+-2+ x x/ho-2zZ/ho)]U = 0 (8) with the boundary conditions

Letting U = F(x)G(z) and following a standard Fo = FN+l = 0 (19)

separation of variables procedure results in two
ordinary differential equations, identical in form: In matrix form. (18) appears as

d'F/dx2 + KF + 3 xF = 0, F(-Lx) = 0 (9) Al 1 0 0 0 - - Fl-

d'G/dz' + KG + OzzG = 0, G(± Lz) = 0 (10) 1 A2  1 0 0 - - F2  (20)

where 0 1 A2  1 0 -- F3  0

K' (pa - T-(Nyfr/2ho), - VI/C' (11) - -- -

K =Y'/C' (12) -

0= C--N7r2a/2C-ho.(for both x and z) (13) where

Note that, for a given design, i.e. a given choice Ai = -2 + (Kx)' + 81i - Lx/4) ' (21)
of N and h , p is proportional to a. Also, from
(11) and (1,and the resonances are found by setting the det-

erminant of the coefficient matrix = 0.
= -6(Ny r/2ho)l + C'(K' + K )]/p (14)

The determinant of the coefficient matrix is easily

The solutions F and G, to (11) and (12), describe evaluated by the repeated transformation

the x and z dependencies of the standing wave
U = FG on the wedgy plate. Once F and G are known A1  . . . ..
it is possible to calculate the motional parameters
of the resonator. Equations (II) and (12) are I A2  - - -

eigenvalue equations, and each has an infinite
number of solutions. Only the lowest values of 0 1 A3  - -

Kx and K. are needed in order to calculate the
motional parameters of the operating mode of a 0 0 1 A4  -

resonator. The next-to-lowest values of K and
Kz are needed in order to calculate the motional . . . .
parameters of the dominant spurs.

WAVE FUNCTIONS ON THE PLATE A1  . . . .

Since (9) and (10) are identical in form, it is 0 (A2-1/Al ) - - -

only necessary to solve either of them, Consider
a finitc difference approximation to (9): 0 1 A3  - -

j Let A- 2Lx/(N + I) (15) 0 0 1 A4  -

be the separation between N equally spaced points - - -
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Al - ness, it is necessary to assume a simple form for
F(x). Inspection of figures 2 and 3 shows that

0 - - F(x) may be approximated by

S"(A3 sin ,Nw(x-a)
in Lx-a

A4  (22) F(x) a < x < Lx (23)

0 -Lx < x < a

etc.
where a is a parameter which is in some way

This procedure transforms the determinant to an dependent upon 03, and -Lx I a < Lx.
upper diagonal determinant, which is evaluated by To find the dependence of a upon 8, let (23) be
simply taking the product of the diagc.al terms. used as a trial function in a variational formu-
This procedure is efficient enough that relatively laton of the (egenvalue) problem:
large order determinants may be quickly evaluated
on a small personal computer. Lx F/ L x

To find the value(s) of Kx by determinant eval- - f (24)
uation it is necessary to "guess" at an initial x L
value of Kx, evaluate the determinant, and then _ F~dx
to iteratively improve upon the guess until a
value of K is found which causes the determinant
to be equaf to zero. Once a value for K is noting that the above form of F(x) satisfies the
found, the values of F are found by setting FI  original boundary conditions.
(say) = 1, and then solving the matrix equation
(20) for the remaining Fi. Substituting (23) into (24),

Figure I shows Kx vs 1 for the parameters shown
in the figure. Note that there is a region of13 ( Nw
(0 < 13 < 2x10l 2 ) where Kx hardly varies from its Kx < PLa -

1 x(Lx + a)/2 (25)
0= 0 (no wedginess) value, and then for higher /
values of1, Kx falls rapidly. From (14) we may
interpret the Infqgmation in figure 1 as saying Equation (24) states that the correct value of Kx
that for 0 < 2xlO~' the resonator frequency is always equal to or less than the approximate
essentially stays constant, and then as 1 gets expression shown. If the actual function F(x)
large the frequency falls rapidly. were available and were used in (24), the exact

value of Kx would result. This means that an
Figure 2 shows the function F(x) for the same par- expression such as (23), with an adjustable par-
ameters as figure 1, for several values of 1. As ameter, is most accurate when that parameter is
may be seen, for P= 0, F(x) Is a * wave cosin- set to give the minimum value of Kx in (24).
usold. As 3 increases, F(x) appears to get In order to find the value of a which minimizes
squeezed towards the thicker region of the plate. Kx, we take the derivate of (25) with respect to
This agrees physically with the concepts of energy a and set it to 0:
trapping in AT plates, and also explains why the
resonant frequency decreases as 1 increases. d(K;)/dx = 0 , or,

Figure 3 shows F(x) for a higher order solution, (26)
(Nx = 5), for the same parameters as used in fig- a = Lx - (2Nx)"//x'/' (
ures I and 2. As may be seen, the effects of
wedginess appear the same in figure 3 as in figure Equation (26) is valid only for -Lx < a < Lx. In
2, except that it takes much larger values of 0 other words, (26) is valid for
for the case of figure 3 to produce noticeable
squeezing of F(x). This means that, in actual
devices, we would expect the operating mode, Ax I (Nx )2/2L , (27)
(Nx = 1) to suffer the effects of wedginess much
more severely than the spur modes (N > I). In otherwise a = -L x  (28)
other words, we would expect the motlonal capeci-
tance to degrade much more severely for the operat-
ing mode than for the spur modes. Figures 4, 5, and 6 are repeats of figures 1, 2,and 3, but using (23), (27), end (28) to generate

A Sthe figures. As my be seen, the simplified model
A SIMPLIFIED IDEL. reproduces the results of the finite difference

solution quite well. Naturally the corners hichIn order to develop simple closed form equations appear in the curves of figures 4. 5, and 6 are
relating observed motional capacitance to vdgi- artifacts of the simplified model, and ae not at
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all physical.
2L. < (2,r)21310113" 3.4/1/ 3  

(33)

NOTIONAL CAPACITANCE A reasonable approximation for the frequency of

The calculation of motional capacitance is wel a resonator, for the accuracy required here, is
treated in the literature. For example, reference the frequency of an infinite plate,
I has detailed expressions for the motional cap- F0 = N (3)
acitance of trapped energy resonators. For the
purposes of this treatment, we are Interested only Combining (34) and (12),
in how the motional capacitance of a resonator
chages as a function of wedginess. For that reason 0 3.xlogFhza/N (35)It Is perfectly reasonable to set all elastic,
piezoelectric, and dielectric coefficients = 1, and Equations (33) and (5) form an approximate plate
consider only the functional form of an expressionfo r m o t i o n a l c a p a c i t a n c e : a a l l s e i n g i e i e o i e e i nknowing the electrode size required, (33) speci-

fies the maximum allowed value of 0. Knowing the
(xz)d overtone of operation and the operating frequency,

u = ].(29) (35) then specifies the maximum value of ot.U (2The maximum allowed thickness variation over the
electrode Is then simply 2h-x.

where s is the electrode area.

Evaluating (29) for the simplified F and G forms An has beeno ~(Eqs. (23), (26), and (28) ) yields naroiteoelhsbndvlodfrth
eheavily electroded wedgy AT quartz plate. Based

upon a simplified approximation of this model,(Lx - ax)(L, - a.) closed form expressions were developed whichCmNN relate the deterioration of the motional capaci-
xztance of the resonator to the plate wedginess.

hThis in turn led to the specification of aFor a given Nx and Nz, normalizing to the ax = maximum allowed thickness variation over the
0O case, [i.e. letting ax = -Lx and az = -Lz), electroded area of a plate which could be toler-

(ated without significant deterioration of the
:;i Lx -ax)L7 -az)motional capacitance.

Cn=(Lx - ax)(L, - a7) (1Cmn 4 LxLz (31)

As an example, consider the case of a square res- REFERENCESV onator with equal amounts of wedginess along 1. H. F. Tiersten, "Analysis of Trapped Energy
both x and z axes. In this case, (31) becomes Resonators Operating In Overtones of Coupled

(32) Thickness-Shear and Thickness-Twist." ).

Cmn = I 2ax / (32) Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol 59, p 879, (1976).

2. H. F. Tiersten and R. C. Smythe, "An AnalysisFigures 7, 8, and 9 show Ckn vs. electrode size, of Contoured Crystal Resonators Operating In
for several values of thickness change over the Overtones of Coupled Thickness Shear and Thick-electrode. All 3 figures are similar in appear- ness Twist." J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol 65, p
ence, with only different parameters to distinguish 1455, (1979).
them. In each figure, for a given thickness change
over the electrode, there is a maximua size elect-
rode which will show essentially no motional
capacitance deterioration due to wedginess. Once
that size Is exceeded, the motional capacitance
show what thickness change over the electrode

may be tolerated for a given size electrode with-
out appreciable motional capacitance deterioration.

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The maximum amount of wedginess which can be tol-
erated without a noticeable deterioration in res-
onator motional capacitance is that value of 0,
(or 0), at which appreciable squeezing of thestanding wave F(x) nd/or G(z) occurs. From(26), therefore,
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ACOUSTICALLY COUPLED RESONATORS : FILTERS AND PRESSURE TRANSDUCERS

0J. DETAINT, H. CARRU, P. AMSTUTZ, J. SCHWARTZEL

CENTRE NATIONAL D'TJDES DES TELECOMNWJICATIONSCK? 196, rue do Paris Bagneux 92220 FRANCE

ABSTRACT have also interesting application as pressure transdu-
cer.

4Acoustical radiation is of particular intensity
for resonators having large normal components of dis- II - THEORETICAL INVESTIGATIONS

,C placement. This can be used as a simple and efficient
way to transfer energy between two resonators in order The Figure I represents the differents structures
to constitute a filter structure. A one dimensional we have considered in this study, most use composite
modelisation of gas coupled extensional composite re- resonators which permit to obtain larger coupling area
sonators is described. This model indicates a simple than classical ones and permit an easy fixation of two
dependance of the response on several parameters of the resonators at a short distance. The composite flexural
gas gap. A theoretical investigation of vibrational and bars that have a length-thickness motion can be made
electrical behaviour of composite resonators and of with very low resonance frequency together with small
acoustically coupled biresonator filteroiade by a bi or dimensions. As we will see latter composite flexural
tridimensional finite element analysis is reported, bars can be easily temperature compensated and their
This analysis was performed for two different types of coupling coefficients can be adjusted between 0 and
structures : one of cylindrical geometry, the other of about 25 % (with zero F.T.C).
paralellipipedic geometry. fZ._

II.1 1 - D model
Ar coupled filters , Experimental work reported

concerns composite flexural discs coupled by fixing Ve consider two resonators of the symetrical
them at a short distance. The influence of several pa- Langevin type coupled by a small gas gap (Figure 2).
rmneters such as coupling distance and gaz pressure is The end parts of resonators are made of a mechanical
given, filter metallic alloy. The piezoelements are either
In order to obtain devices with low losses, low aging T + 360 LiNbO3 or a high q, low FTC piezo-ceramic.
and good temperature behaviour, composite flexural bars
made of Durinval alloys and Y-45 Lithiua Niobate and The 1-D model considers out-side radiation i.e.
X + 5o flexural quartz bars were used. On the whole loading of the end faces by the mechanical impedance of
such 2 poles filters exibit good performances and may a semi infinite column of gas. The model uses the for-
be a simpler and maller valid alternative to classical malism of 4 x 4 electro-mechanical chain matrix with
LC, crystal and mechanical filters for low frequencies, parallel electrical connections, introduced by Sittig

12) for the piezoelements, and classical mechanical
ressure trasduers - The pressure dependance of 2 x 2 chain matrix for the elastic layer including gas.

insertion loss of gas coupled filters is quasi-linea Connection, at the inner side of piezoelement, between
over three decades. A response is obtained across at the 4 x 4 and 2 x 2 matrix, taking account of the elec-
least 5 decades of pressure. trical open circuit condition is accomplished by alge-

braical mnipulationsequivalent to those needed when a
serial combination of a nullator and a norstor is con-

I - I5ODUCTION sidered. Mechanical losses in solids are introduced by
imaginary parts of material constants [31 , compres-

Acoustical radiation is known to be one important sional viscosity is considered in gases that are regar-
energy loss mechanios of piezoelectric devices contai- ded otherwise as ideal. Temperature and pressure effects
ned in pressurized enclosures. This phenomenon is of are taken into account for the Sas. Forthe piezoelectric
particular intensity for resonators having vibration layer, stiffened bar constants are used according to
modes with a large normal component of displacement, on the global vibration mode of the resonatore. The eopu-
a boundary surface of large area. This condition oc- ter program set up fbr I D modelisation can analyse ei-
curs fOr smny types of low frequency resonators. Acous- ther gas coupled filter or classical I D electrmecha-
tical radiation can transfer energy between resonators nical filters composite resonators. It considers any
[I] . A question arises then i In it possible to cons- type or 1-D modes (thickness modes,length extensional
titute efficient filters structures using acoustical modes, torsonial... ) of stiffened or unstiffemed mature
coling ? Our purpose in the present paper is to as- forhe piesoelectric layers [21 , in the non-Wasi sono
nine the principal properties of gas closely coupled mode approximation. Results am obtained in the fora of
resonators through tbeoretical and experimental inwee- total chain matrix. 821 and insertion loss for quadri-
tiptions. This remearch was conducted in view to oh- polesnd impedane for dipoles.
tan siMI.* filters in the supraocal frequency domain
for telolkae applications in particular for an anti- Before presenting compued reseltf, 1" s eUS f
larsen syste far a free hand set. In the cours of specific properties of Wall distee of oomlift ad
this work it was shown that this type of structure am estsblishwith a VerY simple SKa&UtiL 0e0M eim.

i i t .... .. 4
N ,.. ...ldk-



some caracteristics of short distance gas coupled reso- Figure 3 represents the computed insertion loss
nators. The I D chain matrix of a gas layer is (41 for the composite structure whose dimensions are given

on the figure. It was computed with Q - 4000 for all
a B ( F21 solid layers. A flat response occurs for R1 a 5,5 kA

and R2 = 50 ka. With equal resistances peak responses

() C occur near resonant frequency with low values and near
antiresonant frequency for high values. We must empha-
size, that, without losses, two "true" band-pass (i.e.

where a - 6- cos eg with :1.% a 2 i f #!/v with zeros of A) can exist in these conditions. For

S.Z sin 6 - the geometry chosen, they are very narrow.

Y ~ sin 09 7g . Pv S In this stud we consider the "false" band-pass
=- n already mentionned that is much larger (a large frac-

tion of the fa-fr interval) and tends to become a zero

since Ig is very small as compared to wave-length in attenuation bandpass as either surface Sg, or pressure

gas we can approximate sin e6g by eg and cos eg by 1. In is increased or tg in decreased (5). A more detailed

the hypothesis of an adiabatic ideal gns vg and Zg de- examination of the purely mechanical approximation

pend as follow of Pressure and Temperature : would have also revealed the interest of decreasing the
mass of resonators (the B term of (3) contains this
mass). With the chosen geometry (constant section) it

273+T is not possible to vary significantly the ratio Sg/Mr.

vC(P,T) = v0  273 (iin°C) On Figure 4 is represented the experimental response
b for the same structure. Agreement is good in view of

the uncertainty in material coustants. Please note a
different definition of A (here A is the effective at-

tenuation) that explains the difference of about 5dB

Z(PT) P* P 0 (273.) v(PT) (Pin ma Hg) () for flat response with computed results.

Figure 5 gives the computed pressure dependance

of amplitude at the center of a flat response in linear
reference state T- - 760 coordinates. The linearity of the A(P) relation is well

T , Hg verifiEl 1. It was also numerically verified that no tem-

perature dependance occurs due to the gas (less than
If we consider 2 purely mechanical resonators, with a 1/100th of dB for 50

0
C variations). Computation have

resonant frequency fr = vm/2.tn, coupled by the gas gap shown that, in this case. external radiation of the re-
of lengt! L ,the total mechanical chain matrix is sonators has only a very very small influence on inser-

tion loss and that viscosity of gas has a negligible

A B) (a ) ( D B I1+By B
2

13 +3 influence. On 6 are represented the variation of
B27+2) (3) insertion loss (flat transmission) when the coupling

(C D y 6 C A \ +By distance Lg is varied. The 1/tg law is verified for

sanall distances. Figure T indicates the computed sensi-

A - D -I a tivity 0 " the frequency response (flat transmission)
when the resonant frequency of only one resonator is

since f-fr and 0 6Zge changed (by varying the dimension of one layer of one
s e -. resonator).

(Approximation e 11.2 - Two dimensional analysis

By the electromechanical equivalence (F ', u'- i) we The results given by the I-D model are thought to
have: be of general significance. So to obtain with gaz cou-

pling a wide flat response with low insertion loss we
have to take devices with large coupling area,low mass

2 and low coupling distance. So an attracting solution is
e X I+BY)+ 1 (2B B 7+RjR2Y+O) (4) to use thin flexural discs. The principal drawback of

V2  (R +R2 ) the 1-D model was to consider (plane wave hypothesis)
no ponsibflity for the gas to escape the coupling space.

This and the composite nature of resonators have led to
for < ; 1 << and for f near fr the predomi- consider a 2-D modelisation for the structure using
--nnt Eeraf. j1 con&ain all the factor y so : flexural disc. (Figure 1).

1 v2  The detailed geometry of a disc resonator is given

II £s on Ficure 8 (Half disc). Only modes of axial symetry
K' y K' are considered. The equations in metal are those of i-

21Zv sotropic elasticity, in ceramic those of piesoelectri-
city and in gas the wave equation. bounary conditions

or in fonction of P, T, Sg, 1g are Tn s 0 for external surfaces (no externaliradia-
tion) and continity of T and u at %Ie interfaces. Ithis

Si2 .L leads to the condition 2 =  un (61 at the (imner)
0K" (5) gas interface. The solution was obtained by i te 31.-

mat etod 16 1 . The spatil Liscrolsatiom ef o2 Do*

pled composite discs uses 62 elemits of s*tmiw
cross section (Ih node eleomats with e dbow to

In the electms k-n-oal case this relation can be we- a enies t h d is an6 f igm..aos f iNmi $M N4

rtfled UU 46 natof a at V Is or i a 0 ere *Vtf~ty 1W s tim 1-
t 1l mt 11 The s1.otwieal semss U

i 77 71 ii . .-- ..



obtained by condensation of the internal (electro-me- 1II1 - Disc geometry

chanical) degrees of freedom 191. Further experiments with discs were made with

Figure 8 displays for a half-disc the first fle- thinner resonators coupled at shorter distances (.5 to

xural mode of the composite disc as computed by FEM. .8 am) ; the minimal effective attenuation was in the

The associated resonance frequency of 13272 Hz is in range of 10 to 12 dB. An important part of attenuation

good agreement with the experimental value of 12750 Hz was attributed to the low Q factor of resonators (about

according to incertainty in material constants and to 100) that resultsfrom the use of a PZT 5 like ceramic.

the fact that in experimental resonators the fixation On fiVu-e 13 a typical example is given. A 8 kHz expe-

adds some mass that lower the resonance frequency. rimentio7Mter structure is displayed on fpgre 14.
The effect of coupling distance was measuredw t he

On Figure 9 are shown for differents R1 and R2  same kind of structure. The attenuation is a 1/Ig fonc-

the computed effective attenuation of two air coupled tion only for short distances, then solid angle effects

discs. Agreement with corresponding experiment is good or radiation diagram effects modify the law (Figure 15).

as can be seen on Figure 10 exept for absolute value The attenuation is a quasi-linear function of pressure

of attenuation ; the difference can be attributed to down to about 50 mmHg, below the response becomes non

the modest Q value of resonators 80 to 100 . linear. The structure can detect pressure well below
10- 3 torr (Figure 16).

11.3 - Three-dimensional model
111.2 - Flexural bars

In order to obtain devices with higher Q factors
and with easier fixation, we have then considered Composite flexural bars permit to achieve good Q
composite length-thicknessflexural bars vibrating in factors. The bars can be temperature compensated by the

their first free-free mode. The 3-D model considers choice of the alloy and heat treatment to better than

essentially the same equations and boundary conditions - 5.10 -6 for 100 C. The figure 1T represents typical

as the cylindrical 2 D-one. The solution (electrical response of such a resonator. The coupling coefficient
response) is also obtained as a function of geometri- can be ajusted by choosing the dimension of the piezo-

cal parameters by the finite element method. The dis- element between 0 and about 25 %. Figure 18 represents
cretization uses the twenty modes (2nd order) brick the frequency response of argon coupled bars. The ef-

element, 16 elements are used for the filter struc- fective attenuation is as low as 4 dB, the 3 dB band-

ture (Figure 11). The same method was also used to with is 175 Hz, that is 3 %. The structure is much
obtain the elec rical response of resonators 1101 . smaller than a classical mechanical filter and, a for-

The computed electrical response is somewhat larger tiori, than a LC filter. Use of different termination
than the experimental one which is given on figure 12a. resistances (the filter acts as an impedance transfor-
However the model has permitted to demonstrate that mer) is not a drawback in this frequency range. Atte-

without losses a bandpass between low and equal r,,- nations of some 0E are generally not constraining in

sistances can be obtained. This fact was confirmed on- this frequency range since an extra gain is generally

ly very recently by the experiment (figure 12b). available at low cost in the systems. However if less
losses are needed or higher order filters required, the

III - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS same type of resonators can be used to obtain lattice
or ladder "classical" filters 1121 . The F re-

Several mechanical filter alloys from Acieries presents the frequency response of a 3 reannators Lad-

d'Impaiy (Creusot-Loire) were used in this study. Most der filter.
important properties of these alloys are given in
Table 1 X + 50 flexural baras can be used in air coupled

structures as can be seen on Figure 20 but with little
TABLE I advantage. It is difficult to Tx the rigidly at a

short distance and to lover the input-output parasitic

. - -capacitance. A preliminary investigation was made using
v(ms- 1 ) /gm-3) FTC two AT quartz plates (fr a 2.6 mz) at a distance of

Alloy (ext.bar.) -6,o -1 Q about .5 mm ; surprisingly there was a noticeable res-
________10 

6 c- ponse as shown on figure 21. It seems that the coupling

Durinval C 4900. 8.04 O.±2 2.5 10 effect occurs by theI ml Tnormal component of vibration
Adjustable (Air) that exist, particulary in contoured resonators, rather

than by a shear viscosity effect. Further investigatiom

F.T.C are needed on this point.
Compensatin 

4  . 8.0 -5 up to
Durinval 4900. to 8 104 I' - GAS COUPLED RESO0A AS PBESSUE 'ThAUDUMEN
Alloys 430 vacuum

The model have pointed out 2 important features of
- - 1 gas coupled resonators :

(Air)7 - 1)the linearity of the tranuission - pressure
. ....-. relation

- 2)the absence of temperature effect due to the
the piezoeoemen of the composites wore the P X 5 cera- gas on response.
mic for the discs (Philips) ; two developmental
types of low F.T.C , hish Q ceramics were used for fl- FJW- 2. represents in linear ecorditeb theV8
xural bar : The PX 652 from Philips and the 9281 from response of two composite flexural bars coupled bJ ar;
Thomson-CSF. For high Q flexural bars, Y-4T7 lithium we cam see that the relation betwem attamAution ad
niobte was used. The Q walue of composite flexural pressure to quasi-linear don to about "*M g ; then,
bars can be in the range 2000 to 20 000 according to as in OM 16, the rela"i boes s linear. Goe
the piesoelent chosen and tc the bonding tecnolog coupledfloxur&l discsuae also be used e pressre
(conductive epaq bonding or thin film tin soldering) transedie'os : the 2 represents. h VeIP) "lo-
fll, tion for such a tv* ii. A pollmAml 0te0% Spar

fitting of the sworimatel aa vas elteal d is



displayed on the figure. [71 H. ALLIK, T.J.R HUGHES
Finite Element Method for Piezoelectric

Although not strictly necessary, the flat response Vibrations
is also an advantage for pressure transducer use, it Int. J. Rum Mth. vol 2 p 151 1970
avoids temperature effect due to the resonators which
translate the curves in frequency. However the compo- [81 Y. KAGAWA ; G.M.L GLADIWELL
site resonators can easily be compensated by choice of Finite Element Analysis of Flexure type Vibrators
the alloy and heat treatment, down to a value less With Electrostrictive Transducers
than 1 ppm/°C. The main practical concern is to obtain IEEE Su 17 n0 1 p 41 1970
resonators with sufficiently tem.perature independant Q

factors and to fix them at an invariable distance , [91 R.G. ANDERSON, G.M. IRONS, O.C. ZIENKIWVICZ
this can be solved easily with a good technology. The Vibration and Stability of plates Using Finite
attracting features of that type of transducer are Element

Int. J. Solids Structures vol 14 p 10145 1968
- the high value of electrical signal obtained

- no need of reference pressure [101 H. CARRU
Three Dimensional 'Sandwich" Transducer Modelling

- a large pressure range (virtually no limit for by finite Element method
high pressure, lower limit in the order of 10- Electronics Letters vol 15 n° 24 p 805 1979
torr).

[111 C. DUCHET ; G. VILLELA
V - CONCLUSION Length expander transducers for mechanical filters

of composite metal-lithiui niobate structure
It has been shown that, at least at low frequen- Proc. of 1979 ISCAS p 900 IEEE cat no 79

cies, gas coupled mechanical two poles filters can be CR 1421-7CAS
obtained with good performances low volume and low
cost. Higher order filter can also be obtained by in- [121 G. FERRIEU ; P. AMSTUTZ
cluding intermediate air coupled mechanical resonators A New Principle to Avoid undesirable Oscillations
between the two end transducers, in Electro acoustic loop : Application to the

design of a Hands-free Telephon set without Voice
The dependance of filter caracteristics on cons- Switching

titutional parameters and the specific feature of gas Proc. of ICASSP p 1448 IEEE cat. 82 CH 1746-7(1982)
coupling were obtained by modelisac-ion. The case of gas
coupled AT quartz needs to be investigated in depth.
The methodology used in this paper can also be applied
to study the energy transfer in gas between a quartz
plate and its pressurized crystal holder.

Gas coupled resonators appears also to be an inte-
resting absolute pressure transducer.
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FORCE SENSOR USING DOUBLE-ENDED TUNING FORK QUART! CRYSTALS

SHIH S. CHUANG

STATEK CORPORATION
Orange, CA

Abstract Flexure Notion of Double-Ended Tuning Fork

The purpose of this paper is to present designs To analyze and obtain a complete analytic function
and experimental test results of double-ended tuning to describe the flexure motion of a double-ended tuning
fork quartz crystals vibrating in the fundamental and fork is not simple. In practice, the result of the an-
overtone flexure modes. These double-ended tuning fork alysis of the flexure motion of a beam clamped on both

,)quartz crystals were produced using photolithographic, ends can provide essential important information on the
chemical etching and laser frequency adjustment manu- motion of the tines and the frequency of the double-
facturing techniques. ended tuning fork for a first approximation.

The motions of the fundamental and overtone flex- Figure 1 shows a typical double-ended tuning fork
ure modes of a double-ended tuning fork are described, structure. The relative displacement of the tine as a
Electrode designs which depend on the crystal vibra- function of the position along the tine length direction
tional mode are used to optimize crystal parameters. can approximately be described by the following equa-

tion.:
The first order frequency-force coefficient of a X X X X

double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal vibrating in U(X )-P{(coshnt- cosnjL))-(sinhm-L -sinn L)} (1)
the fundamental flexure mode is higher than that of the c t nt
crystal vibrating in the higher order flexure modes. sinhm-sinm
Experimental results show the ratio of these coeffi- where P coshm-cosm
cients is approximately 2.3 and 3.2 respectively for
the ratio of the coefficient of the fundamental mode to and m is a constant which is determined by the
that of the first and second overtone modes respective- equation:
ly These ratios are smaller than the frequency ratio
between the overtone modes and the fundamental mode. 4 - coshm-cosm = 1 (2)

The frequency temperature characteristic of the For different flexure modes, the eigenvalue m has
double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal vibrating in the following values:
flexure modes is very similar to that of the single-
ended tuning fork quartz crystal. The turnover temper- flexure mode m
ature of the higher order flexure mode is higher than fundamental 4.73
that of the lower order flexure mode.

first overtone 7.86
The experimental results of the crystal parameters, second overtone 10.99

including the motional resistance, Q, the frequency
temperature characteristic, and the frequency-force Figure 2 shows the lateral displacement of U(X
characteristic of double-ended tuning fork quartz of the fundamental and overtone flexure modes. 1

crystals are shown and discussed.
The frequency of the flexural motion is approxi-

Introduction mately:

A double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal has been f fm(l-aT) (3)
known as a force sensor" 1 

,3, and is potentially use- I / m2w {l+Kw12,
ful in many sensor applications, there is no published where W 1 I1 - cm (4)
detailed analysis or description of the crystal designs
and parameters. Using photolithographic and chemical is the frequency of the flexure motion without
etching manufacturing techniquesk, a better control in external force,
the precision of crystal geometrical dimensions is pro-
vided. These techniques also create more flexibility *m = frequency force constant
for a crystal designer to use more complex crystal geo-
metry to optimize the double-ended tuning fork quartz p - mass densitycrystal parameters.

S a elastic compliance constant
The purpose of this paper is to present designs

and experimental test results of a double-ended tuning T w external applied force on the crystal along
fork quartz crystal vibrating in the fundamental and the length direction
overtone flexure modes. It will show that this crystal
is not only useful as a force sensor, but also useful w - tine width
in frequency control and filter applications.

I u tine length from crotch-to-crotch
In the following sections, the motions of the fun-

* damental and overtone flexure modes of a double-ended t a tine thickness
tuning fork will be described. Electrode designs which
depend on the crystal vibrational mode are used to op- Kc - constanta
tiize crystal paremsters. The first order frequency-
force constant relating to the crystal design will be Iaen no external force is applied to the double-
shwn. The experimental results of the crystal para- ended tuning fork, and wi. is very smell, the frequency
meters will be presented and discussed. retios of the overtone flexure modes, With respect toc~mtU-49~aois O d l,.@ 13 eEEN

- . -*



the fundamental flexure mode, are 2.8 and 5.4 respec- Crystal Parameters of Fundamental
tively for first and second overtone flexure modes. and Overtone Flexure Modes

Equation (3) has shown that the frequency of a To demonstrte the crystal parameters of fuem-double-ended tuning fork crystal can be changed by the tal and overtone flexure modes of a double-ended tuning

external force T. If we expand Equation (3) to: fork quartz crystal, the following crystal orientation
and dimensions were chosen:

f = fm(l+6mI T+%2 T 2 ---- ) (5)
m m m2 Crystal orientation: (lYw)20

the first order frequency-force constant is approxi- Tin wit0n ilmatey6:Tine width: 10 mil
mately 6:

Tine length: 227 mil
am jm (6) Thickness: 5 mil

This constant is proportional to the square of the The electrode designs used for these crystals are
tine length, and inversely proportional to the thickness as shown in Figure 4.
and third power ofwidth. The orientation of the quartz
crystal will also effect the a. through the elastic Table 1 shows the list of typical crystal para-
compliance constant, S; h is"I approximately equal to meters of the crystals.
0.0735, 0.036 and 0.022 m' for fundamental, first and
second overtone modes respectively. The frequency ratios of the first and second over-

tone flexure modes, with respect to the fundamental
The first order frequency-force constant (ar ) flexure mode of the crystal, are approximately 2.67 and

for the lower order flexural mode will be 5.13 respectively. The values are slightly smaller than
larger than the higher order flexural mode. The ratio the calculated values based on simplified analysis as
of these constants is approximately 2.0 and 3.34 re- described in the previous section.
spectively.

The quality factor of the crystal operating at
Electrode Design higher overtone flexure mode is higher than that oper-

ating at fundamental mode. The quality factor of the
Electrodes are placed on the piezoelectric reso- double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal is much lower

nator to obtain the maximum electrical mechanical coup- than that of the single-ended tuning fork operated in
ling. In the case of a double-ended tuning fork quartz flexure mode at the identical frequency.
crystal the electrode designwill depend on its geometry
and the crystal orientation. The motional capacitance of the double-ended tuning

fork quartz crystal is much higher than the single-ended
If the quartz crystal orientation is (ZYw)Q, the tuning fork, since it requires approximately 2.5 times

tine length is almost in the y direction, width is in more tine length to obtain the same frequency as with
the X direction. Electrodes are arranged so that the the single-ended tuning fork.
electric field, which will contribute to the piezo-
electric effect, is mainly from the field in the X di- The first order frequency force constant of therection. It can be shown that the stress related to experimental value is very close to the calculated value

the ptzeoelectric effect is approximately proportional based on Equation 6. As predicted by the theoretical
to the second derivative of the lateral displacement calculations, this constant for the crystal vibrating
U(Y) of the tine with respect to Y. at the fundamental flexure mode is higher than that at

the higher overtone flexure mode. However, the ratio of
Figure 3 shows the relative stress as a function the constant is approximately 2.3 and 3.2 respectively.

of the position along the tine length direction for the
fundamental and overtone flexure modes. The nodal The frequency temperature characteristics of a
points shown in the figure will be the approximate lo- double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal are very similar
cations in a practical double-ended tuning fork. The to those of the single-ended tuning fork quartz crystal'
actual locations will depend on the detailed geometry operating at the flexure mode. The frequency-tempera-
of the crystal. However, the locations shown in Figure ture relation approximately follows a parabolic func-
3 provide the initial positions for the design. tion. The turnover temperature of the higher order

flexure mode is higher than the lower order flexure mode.
Figure 4 illustrates examples of the electrode de-

signs of the fundamental and overtone flexure modes of Effect of Crystal Geometry
a double-ended tuning fork. Since there is more than on the Frequency-Force Constant
one reverse, the stress along the length of the tine,
the electrical polarity change of the electrodes along As shown in the previous section, the first order
the tines is necessary. The positions where the polar- frequency-force constant ci of a double-ended tuning
ity of the electrodes change are at the minimum, or fork crystal is approxi- ' mrately pr prtional to
zero stress points, along the length of the tines. tl/(wlt), where I, w, t are length, width and thickness

of the crystal tine respectively. The following ex-
Experimental Results periments will show this relation.

The double-ended tuning fork quartz crystals were Figure 6 shows the experimental resultofthe first
produced by using photolithographic, chemical etching order frequency-force constant, *I, as a function of
manufacturing techniques. In the following experiments the crystal thickness. In this experiment the tin
the crystal electrode design is described in the pre- width and tine length are 10 mil and 227 mil r*spc-
vious section. The crystal orientation is (1Yw)O. tively. The constant, a,, decreases from 223pm/grem

to 71 ppm/gram as the crystal thickness is increased
Figure 5 shows an example of the double-ended from 3 nil to 10 mil. The curve In Figure 6 v r

tuning fork quartz crystal. closely follows Equation 6.
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The a, as a function of the tine length, was per- Experimental results show the effect of the baseformedwith identical crystal designs at S mil thickness, configuration on the frequenc-force relation. It notAs the tine length is changed from 227 mil to 88 mil. only effects a,,. but 81so li 1nearity of the fro-
ai decreases from 135 ppm/grm to 22 ppm/grm which quncy-force relation, especially whe the external

closely follows the square of the length relation, force is very small. The external force will shift the
effective stress nodal 11m of the flexure motion of

The a,, as a function of the tine width, was deter- the crystal in the lateral direction, especially when
mined with two different tine widths, 5.6 and 8.8 ml. the base to the tines configuration is not symmetrical.
The crystal tine length is 187 ml and the thickness is The value of as tends to decrease and is less than the
5 m1. The frequency-force constants, a1 , are 160 ppo/ calculated value based on Equation 6 if d, or d2 ts not
gram and 500 ppm/gram for width 8.8 mil and S.6 mil near or equal to dc.
respectively. The ratio of those two as's is approxi-
nately inversely proportional to the cube of the width Dynamic Range of Force Sensor
ratio.

The maximum frequency change under a force Tuox of
The Effect of Crystal Orientation a double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal is Tx. a,

where Tmax is the maximum axial force applied to the
The first order frequency-force constant of a crystal. It can be shown that T a, Is proportional

double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal will depend on to the square of thickness-to-with ratio.
the crystal orientation. Equation 6 shows the constant
is linearly proportional to the elastic compliance con- Figure 11 illustrates an example of the crystal
stants. The elastic compliance constant in the length frequency as a function of the axial force applied to a
direction will be changed when the orientation of the crystal. In this example the maximum frequency shift
crystal is changed. is approximately 4.4 kHz when the force is 760 grams.

Figure 7 shows an example of the experimental re- Dynamic range will be reduced if there is a coup-
sult of the first order frequency-force constant as a ling between the main flexure mode to the other modes 7 .
function of the crystal orientation angle 9, where 9 is This coupling can decrease the Q of the crystal and
the angle designated by (lYw)g; i.e., the angle of ro- causes the frequency instability, and sometimes crystal
tation around the X-axis of the quartz crystal. The ceases to operate.
crystal thickness, tine length, and tine width are 5,
227, and 10 mil respectively. All the crystals were Table 2 lists examples of three different crystal
chemically etched in the same process and at the same designs and their dynamic ranges. The dynamic range
quartz etch time. There are some variations in the can easily be Increased if the thickness-to-width ratio
shape of the crystal tine cross-sections due to the is increased.
anisotropic nature of the quartz, 03 decreases as 9
goes to positive angle, and increases as 9 goes to neg- Selection of Flexure Modes
ative angle. The overall change of a, is more than 30%
when 9 changes from -200 to 12. In the previous section the double-ended tuning

fork quartz crystal operating at the fundamental and
Figure 8 shows the crystal frequency as a function overtone flexure modes was described. For the force-

of the angle 0. The frequency decreases as angle 9 is sensor application, if sensitivity is the most impor-
Increased positively. This relation is very close to tant factor, the fundamental flexure mode Is certainly
the result of the theoretical calculation, a choice. However, In certain cases, if higher Q and

higher frequency are required, then the overtone flex-
Figure g shows the turning point temperature of ure modes provide an alternative choice.

the crystal as a function of the crystal orientation
angle 9. This relation is very close to the conven- The double-ended tuning fork quartz crystal may
tional tuning fork quartz crystal. provide an alternative design in frequency control and

filter applications in frequencies below the NIz range.
The Effect of Base Configuration In certain applications, if higher C is required, the

double-ended tuning fork will be better than the
The base configuration of a double-ended tuning single-ended tuning fork".

fork quartz crystal will have some effecton the crystal
parameters because of the change of the boundary condi- Sum
tin between the motion of the tines and the coupling
of the base. In this paper some design parameters and experi-

mental results of a double-ended tuning fork quartz
The following experiment was performed to investi- crystal have been shown. With photolithographic,

gate the effect of the base shoulder width di and d2  chemical etching manufacturing techniques, one can pro-
near the crystal crotch areas. The crystal tine length, duce a subminiature double-ended tuning fork quartz
tine width and th6ckness are 227 mil, 10.2 oil and 5 mil crystal. A frequency-force constant grater than 500
respectively. The crotch width 2dc is 5.6 mil. ppm/gram can be easily produced by a miniature double-

ended tuning fork quartz crystal. With this high son-
Figure 10 shows the first order frequency-force sitivity, this crystal my be very useful in sensor

constant as a function of dj/dc. applications.

There are two cases: ds-dt and da-0. Curve A It has also been show that, with the combination
shows when died*; Curve B shows dj-O. Wen coaring of the fundamental and overtone flexure made of a
the value of at of Curve 9 to that of Cur A. thevlue double-ended tuning fork quartz c tal, this crstl
of a, is smller when dtsO. For both curves, A and B design can be useful In the freqvency cMtrol ad -
the constant of as Increases as da/dc ratio is increased, tar applications.
and then reaches a maximum whmn dI/d is approximately
equal to one (1). As di/dc is increisd further, ai
decreases.
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PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR MINIATURE QUARTZ
RESONATOR FORCE TRANSDUCERS

Errol P. KerNisse Jerome N. paros
Quartex, Inc. Parosioentifio, Inc.
1020 Atherton Dr., Bldg.C 4500 148th Ave. N.E.
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 Redmond Wa 98052

SUMMARY

h new devie ealled the double-ended the length L is well-defined inde ondent of

tunig fork has boon examined for practical the actual attachment boundaries." Several
use as a force transducer. A number of modes exist near the frequency of the desired
problems unique to the use of the device are tuning fork mode. These are seen in Fig. 2
treated. Design rules, important for a typical device. Mode 4 is the one
considerations for applications, and an .- actually used by virtue of the symmetry of
example of typical performance are presented .i--the electrode pattern. The frequencies are

dependent upon the force F aligned along the
length L. The solution of the resonant

INTRODUCTION frequency of a beam with lon:g ydinal stress
1 is a transcendental equation. A

Arecently introduced force transducer 1  simplified polynomial fit of order 1 can be
has been studied In detail for practical used for most p aCtiCal design
applications. The device is a double-ended considera tions. If one Ignores the slot
tuning fork wherein a longitudinal force for Mode 1:
Causes frequency shifts through effects
identical to the tuning of the frequency of a w2 L2 S
vibrating string. Frequency changes can be f 1.03 (E/P) "5 t (1+2-m2--- ) L 2  (1)
monitored and then reduced with simple t
equations, thus making the device an
inherently digital, high resolution, low w2 S -2
power consumption force transducer. Optimum f 1.03 (E/P) "5 t (1+-.--) m "  (2)
design involves frequency shifts as large as 2 t
10% of the zero-force frequency. It has been
found that such large frequency shifts cause
some unique problems. f 1.03 (E/P)'5 w (1+S) M-2  (3)

3
Several spurious modes exist that can

result In activity dips if the desired f 1.03 (E/P).5 w (1+(S) -  (4)
frequency crosses one of the spurious mode
frequencies as force varies. The spurious
modes have been modeled approximately and where E is Young's Modulus, P is mass
confirmed by finite element Calculations, density, the dimensions L, m, t, and w are
Experiments have been performed to locate the shown in Fig. 1, and S is the force
modes and support the theories. The spurious sensitivity relation for Mode 4
modes have force-sensitive frequencies, which
complicates jhe design of an activity-dip- 0.148 F m2

free devie. S Z --- 2 (5)

Unequal loading of the tines causes the
natural frequencies of the tines to separate, which is the one used for the force
which causes loss of Q and eventually measurement.
bistable operation of the device In an
oscillator circuit. In many cases Finite element analysis has been used to
oscillation ceases. Praotlial methods are confirm the mode shapes and frequencies. The
shown to avoid the problem. mode shapes shown In Fig. 2 are from the

finite element analysis. The frequencies
The temperature behavior of the devices from the finite element analysis and Eqs. 1-5

is modified from that of watch tuning forks are shown In Fig. 2 for F z 0 and the
by the thermal expansion of the mechanical dimensions shown in Fig. 2. Note that the
structures used to apply forlea. Some design simple theory is adequate for design. There
consideratioms are included. is a mall error In the bea caloulatLon of

less then 6% for Mode 3 beese the simple
Finally a practical appliestLom is calculation Ignores the aontrI tlon from the

given where Large forces are meaurod with a short distance between the slot r da and the
compound lever system with renol tllg of enlarged attachment portions.
better then 1/400,000 of full seale.

An experiment has been performed topALTaZS verify Fia. 2. The details will be published
later. Briefly, the experlaent uses a non-

The deVIce If shown in Fig. 1. It 0an contesting fiber optic displaeement gauge
be nde by photolithographic techniques much called a Ihtoml Sensor (Sold by the NTI
In the Smas I y a watch crystal 19 Company) and a dual channel Farst Fourier
febrlestd." The ends are enlarged for two Transform apeetrvm analyser V tI output
reasons: attachment stresses are reduced and gives both rl matglt ao phae ale of

Cn1U7 U=4 O0 ags $1. ts tuIEE



the measured displacement relative to the complete set of inequalities is used. Note
driving force signal. Devices of dimensions that the device of Fig. 2 with L/m of 1.18
as given in Fig. 2 were attached to a simple and t/w of 0.8 is in the middle of one of the
lever arm system. The lever arm system was largest allowed regions of Fig. 4.
driven with forces from a PZT piezoelectric
drive system excited with a white noise
source. The white noise drove all modes of UNEQUAL LOADING
the crystal. The displacement gauge was
moved along the f-ont of the device by an xyz Another problem arose in using the
table to investigate Modes 1 and 2, and along devices for force measurements. Each tine
the side of the device to investigate Modes 3 acts like its own force sensor, so it the
and 4. The lever arm system allowed a static force is not distributed equally between the
force to be applied simultaneously with the two tines, the individual tine frequencies
white noise forces so that the change in dive-Se and the mode coupling that makes Node
resonant frequency with force could be 4 possible ceases. This is a severe effect
monitored. Figure 3 shows the results for when one de-tgns the devices for large S.
Modes 1, 3, and 4. Mode 2 could not be seen Figure 5 shows how one might intentionally
because the displacement gauge was wider than load the tines unequally. This configuration
both tines and the signals from the out-of- was used to evaluate the importance of the
phase motion cancelled. Figure 3 also shows effect. Figure 6 shows what happens when
a comparison of Eqs. 1-5 with the there is a 1.8 or 3.6 % difference in the
experimental data. The general agreement is loading on the two tines. Note in Fig. 6
excellent. The differences are att-ibuted to that there is a degeneracy that occurs when
w being larger than designed due to the the two tines are no longer mode-looked
faceting that occurs when the devices are together. Also note that the resistance at
etched from the wafer of quartz. resonance degrades at forces below those

causing the degeneracy. Clearly, if this
Note in Fig. 3 that the frequencies circumstance were allowed to occur in

shift by 105 or more. The dimensions in Fig. practice, the device would have linearity
2 have been selected carefully to avoid any problems at lower forces and stability
activity dips from Mode 4 crossing Modes 1 or problems at larger forces.
2 as the force increases. This may seem
trivial at first glance, but Modes 1 and 2 Figure 5 shows a practical configuration
and their overtones cause severe design where the forces on the tines are equal
constraints, particularly if t is much enough to maintain mode-locking for the tineg
smaller than y. which was the case for the so that Mode 4 can be used to measure force.1
early designs and is the case for watch This configuration has proven useful if the
crystals formed by chemical etching. A flexure is integrally machined with the lever
design criteria has been established based on arm to form an Integral suspension system.
Eqs. 1-5 and additional equations for the
overtones of Modes 1-2. It is desireable TEMPERATURE BEHAVIOR
for f to not equal any other mode frequency.
This gan be accomplished if the rjt3os L/m The frequency of Mode 4 of the double-
and t/w are chosen appropriately. The ended tuning fork behaves with temperature
following inequalities must be satisfied for quite similarily to the single-ended tuning
the entire range of F (S) to be used. fork used in the watch industry if there is

2 no force on the device. Thus, the usual
w L ( 1 + S ) crystallographic orientations can be used to

f - -A 1 (6) obtain a parabolic f vs. T behavior with
[ 1 + S ( L w / m t ) 3 turnovers near room temperature. However, as

one can imagine from Fig. 5, if the metal
used for the lever arm and flexure has a

w ( I + S )different thermal expansion than quartz,ff --- -------- .. . 1 1 (7) there is 8 temperature-dependent force acting
14 2 t E 1 + S C w / t on the device. In the case of Fig. 5, the

force depends upon the torsional spring
constant of the flexure, the difference in

Additional Inequalities arise for the thermal expansion, the length of the free
overtones. For instance, the numerator of quartz, and the lever arm length. In
Inequality 6 should be multiplied by 0.363 to addition, any mechanical structure attached
avoid f a the next overtone of fl" to the input side of Fig. 5 must be

considered. Most structures are too
Additional inequalities arise also complicated to represent here by one

because It is undesireable to have 2 f 4 fit equation. 4Some useful relationt can be found
Se. The omplele set of inequalities axon e elsewher$. A useful guideline Is that whenfound elsewhere. a 1 pps/ C change in frequency due to a

temperature-dependent force from the
The inequalities must be evaluated for structure is superimposed upon the inherent

the range of F (3, force sensitivity) to be parabolic behavior, the tornaround
used. This has been done for the design of temperature shifts by 12 C. The shirt can
the device of Fig. 2 where 0.1 and be up or down depending upon the net effect

* 3 * -0.1 ( other words O% frequency of the entire structure used to apply the
sAlt) were chosen for 3.4 X 10 dyne/om force.
longitudinal stress In each tine in both
tension and oompression. Figure 4 shows the
regions o m L/sa m t/w allowed when the

..-*2 I " * .
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APPLICATION CONCLUSIONS

The device of Fig. 2 has been used for A number of technical considerations
measuring fogee in a space program have been presented for the design and
application. The reader is referred to application of a new force transducer called
reference 5 for details. The application the double-ended tuning fork.. A number of
involves measuring the force applied to a stumbling blocks in the use of the device
magnetic plate (rotor) by an electromagnet, have been pointed out and ways around them
The force is used to point an optical have been presented. The device proves to be
experiment. The force measurement from the a low cost, high performance force sensor.
double-ended tuning fork is used in a feed- It has been successfully used for a critical
back loop to correct for hysterisis and force measurement in a pointing system
thermal effects in the magnet permeability, application for space experiments. The
The maximum force to be measured is 40 N. results prove the viability of the double-
The device of Fig. 2 can handle 3 N with a 3X ended tuning fork as a practical device if
safety factor. A lever system was designed proper device design and careful application
to reduce the force from the rotor to a size of engineering principles are used.
compatible with the double-ended tuning fork.
Figure 7 shows the lever system. It is a ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
compound lever system isolated f-om the
environment by a pair of opposing bellows. The authors express their appreciation
The crystal can therefore be in a vacuum for the contributions of T. Montague, G.
while the force is applied with a pushrod Banik, and L. Clayton.
through one of the bellows, as seen in Fig.
7. A simple CMOS oscillator circuit drives REFERENCES
the crystal in Mode 4. The output of the
oscillator circuit provides a measure of the 1. E. P. EerNisse, "Miniature Quartz
frequency of Mode 4 of the device. Force Resonator Force Transducer," U. S. Patent
measurement is accomplished by measuring the 4,215,570.
period of the oscillator output and using a
polynominal expansion of the transcedental 2. E. P. EerNisse, "Resonator Force
equation relating force and frequency. The Transducer," U. S. Patent 4,372,173
following relation is adequate foi most
applications: 3. J. M. Paros, "Mounting System For Applying

Forces to Load-Sensitive Resonators,*
F /A 1 -f ) - B ( I - f/f )2 (8) U. S. Patent 4,384,495.

where A and B are constants and f is the 4. J. H. Paros, "Isolating And Temperature
frequency measured with no force ipplied. Compensating System For Resonators,"

U. S. Patent Pending (Claims Allowed, 1983).
The performance of the double-ended

tuning fork is impressive. Figure 8 shows the 5. E. P. EerNisse and G. J. Banik, "Vibrating
resolution obtained with the lever system of Quartz Force Sensor For Magnetic
Fig. 7. Resolution is defined here as the Suspension Systems," 29th International
standard deviation of 10 consecutive period Instrumentation Symposium, May 1-6, 1983,
measurements using a 1 second gate. Note Albuquerque, NM.
that the resolution is better than 1/400,000
of the full scale force of 40 N. This type 6. S. S. Chuang, "Force Sensor Using Double-
of resolution is typically obtained if the Ended Tuning Fork Quartz Crystals," 37th
mechanical structure is properly designed and Annual Frequency Control Sysposium,
the force is applied equally enough to the Philadelphia, June 1-3, 1983.
tines to maintain a stable crystal-controlled
oscillation. Any one familiar with force T. S. Timoshenko and D. H. young, Vibration
measurement technology should appreciate that Problems In Engineering, D. Van iN-s-iin
the results in Fig. 8 are at least an order (3rd Edltl-n, 1955), PP. 374-375.
of magnitude better than most other force
measurement techniques. 8. J. M. paros, "precision Digital Pressure

Transducer,* ISA Transactions, Vol. 12,

The linearity of the results is shown in No. 2, 1973, PP. 173-179.
Fi. 9 for bi-directional force measurements.
It is shown as the residual vs. actual force 9. N. Serra, "Technical Report on the Quartz
applied after Eq. 8 is used to reduce Resonator Digital Accelerometer, AGARD' frequency shift data to force. The small Conference Proceedings F43, Inertial
residual seen in Fig. 9 Is primarily due to Navigation Systems And Components, Oxford,
the difficulty in applying the forces England, 1967.
perfectly opposite one another when going
from tension to compression in the crystal.
Once agaiq, the results are impressive when
compired to other force measurement
techniques.
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Figure 1. Double-Ended Tuning Fork configuration.
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Abstract Resonator Confiourations

Further studies on the acceleration The majority of experiments were performed onI sensitivity of quartz resonators have been SC-cut resonators enclosed in ceramic flatpacks.
performed. These studies have Included The details of the fabricatio f such resonators

i I _ conventional AT, strip AT, GT, IT, AK, and SC-cut have been reported previously -. The resonator
resonators. No significant differences have been blanks have a 14m diameter and were bonded ro
found in the best achievable acceleration four 1.5m wide molybdenum ribbon *LN clips with
sensitivities of the various cuts. silver filled polyimide adhesive. The clips were

spaced 98O apart on the perimeter of the blank,
The dependence of the acceleration sensitivity two on the xx' axis and two on the zz' xIs.

of 4-point mounted SC-cut resonators on design
parameters and operating conditions has been Other configurations tested included 3-point
investigated. These parameters include blank mounted AK-cut and SC-cut resonators enclosed in
geometry, angle of cut, mounting orientation, "C" holders, 4-point mounted IT-cut resonators in
temperature, drive current, and overtone. No ceramic flatpacks, and miniaturized GT-cut
significant systematic variation of acceleration resonators.
sensitivity has been found as a function of any of
these para!eters except overtone for the same Acceleration Sensitivity Measurement SystemI t' resonator.I rTwo methods of testing the acceleration

The advantages of 4-point mounting over 3- sensitivity were employed. These were sinusoidal
point mounting of SC-cut resonators have been vibration on a shake table and the 02-6 tipover"demonstrated. The advantages have been shown to be test. The results of these two tests on any given4) a lower total acceleration sensitivity for 14mm reson.tor typically correlate to better then
"lameter blanks, and 2) more consistent 1x0LU/g.
manufacturing yields of low acceleration
sensitivity resonators. For the sinusoidal vibration tests, the

resonators were connected to appropriate oscillator
K ey Words: cicuits and the acceleration sensitivity was

determined by examining the response of the
Quartz, quartz crystal, quartz resonator, oscillators to the vibration. This technique

quartz oscillator, SC-cut, AT-cut, AK-cut, IT-cut, minimized the temperature stability required and
GT-cut, acceleration, acceleration sensitivity, allowed a search for mechanical resonances in thevibration, frequency control. resonator mounting structure. The oscillators were

potted in beeswax to minimize the relative mtions
Introduction of oscillator components. The relative powers of

the vibration induced frequency modulationThe high degree of spectral purity required by sidebands were measured. The relative magnitude of
some modern comunication, navigation, and radar the power in the first sideband to the power In the
systems and the immunity to acceleration induced carrier Is denoted by . is related to the
frequency offsets required by some precision timing acceleration sensitvity,11f, , of the resonator by
applications require the development of resonator
designs with lower acceleration sensitivities than 2f (1)
are presently available. As part of a development -4 "', lOd / 20 (1)
program on high precision ceramic flatpack enclosed
quartz crystel resonators, both SC-cut and AT-cut,
the effects of blank gomtry on various resonator where:
performance parameters have been investigated.
These effects particularly those Influencing AT- fv -vibration frequency An J#
cut accallration sensitivity, have been reported F0 v resonator operating femquency He
previously . In this paper, these Investigations a - acceleration level in I's

aeexpanded to include the effect of other desisebo/~rern o'o wbnParsrters on the cceloeration sensitivity o ; s- / ratio - o . .. "b s
cuts. di &dtion, M ral other cuts of quartz .. value of M w d46mid fr several0" enclosure ty" faw been studied, vibrati freq i Is ordr $a. e that

no 41cienu1 l ftqeence warwe '
oscillator * -i e

O-.mo a" -"m -" V"
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For the 1-6 tover "r* temst, Cs not appear to be affected bywr set to turnover tnapproprsao 111 l~ M I* M .j ' '

ovenited orceldtor e. The acceleratonsensitivities yore dtrmined by mesuring the ABclrKtge 1eA l vs, fto ting 0rlUt~t

fractional frequency deviations corespoding to
known changes in orientation with respect to the It hs bo reported that the magnitude of th -
earth's gravitational field. The resonators were accoleratiom sensitivity of 4-point mounted SC-ct-4-
first rotated about an axis normal to the plane of crystals should be l9tluenced by the location of
the crystal plate to determine the radial component the mounting points . Resonators have be
of the acceleration sensitivity. The resonators fabricated with the mounting orientation, ' ,
were then rotated 1800 about the zz' axis to varying from 00 to 450. No large variation in the
determine t normal component of acceleration best achieveble acceleration sensitivity Is
sensitivity. As a self check, the response of the observed with mounting orientation, as seen in
oscillator to a complete rotation about zz' was figures 8-10. It appears that an unknown factor
then predicted from the measured components, and may be masking the predicted sensitivity to
verified by performing the rotation. mounting orientation.

Results Acceleration Sonsitivit.y vs. Overtone

For 4-point mounted SC-cut crystals in ceramic The acceleration Sensitivities of several
flatpack enclosures, the influence of several resonators have been measured using overtones of
desip parameters and operating conditions on the same resonator. The results are presented in
acceloration sensitivity has been determined. The figure 11. It is seen that for 9 of 10 resonators
resonator designs tested were 5 MHz fundamental tested, the acceleration sensitivity was Improved
mode, 5 Nlz 3rd overtone, and 10 MHz 3rd overtone by using the higher overtones of the same crystal.
SC-cuts. The design parameters examined were blank
contour, blank thickness, angle of cut, and Acceleration Sensitivity vs. Orive Level: I
mounting orientation. The operating conditions
examined were temperature, drive level, and The testing of various overtones of the same
overtone. The direction of maximum sensitivity to crystal required operation of the crystals in
in-plane acceleration has been determined for units oscillators of different frequencies. To eliminate
tested by the 02-6 tipover" method. the possibility that the observed changes with

overtone were due to changes in the drive-level
Acceleration Sensitivity vs. Contour from oscillator to oscillator, a *2- tipovor" test

was performed repeatedly using an ovenized
It has previously been reported that the oscillator with externally adjustable crystal drive

acceleration sensitivity of AT-cut quartz current capability. For a 0.4 mA to 2.0 mA range
resonators depends strongly on blank contourA. of crystal drive current (which exceeds the range
Similar measurements have now been made on SC-cut of oscillator drive current normally used), no
resonators. The results are shown in figures 1- variation in the acceleration sensitivity wes
3. Over the range of contours from 0.S diopter to observed.
5.0 diopter, no systematic variation of
acceleration sensitivity has been observed. Acceleration Sensitivity vs. Temerature
Although not noted In the figures, the data
includes some blanks which have the positive-on- The oscillators used in vibration testing warecompresson side contoured, some blanks which have not ovenized. As the vibration apparatus Mated up
the negative-on-colression side contoured, and during use, the temperatures of the test
some blanks which are biconvex. These different oscillators were measured as varying between 20' C
gemetries do not appear to affect the acceleration and 600 C. No variation In acceleration
sensitivity, sensitivity was observed as the teerature

changed. Several of these crystals were later
Accleratin Snsitivity vs. Thickness ovenized at teperatures between 75'C am 1200 C

for *24 tipovePr tests. As noted before, ti
Figure 4 Presents the acceleration acceleration sensitivities measured, with the 0-

msftivitfes of the SC.- t resonators tested as a tests mtced these mSsured by Sinuset1
fenctfen of blink thickness. There appears to be a vibration. The acceleration sensitivity therefoe
slight trend toward lower achievable acceleration doe not aPPer to be affected by a tlg eer
sensitivities b wing thinner blanks. Recently the range of t0' C to lid C.
however, tests ave been made a 63.8 $Nz and 100
ftz resonators of much smaller blank diameter. No Dt1epl' I xL "

improvements in the acceleration sensitivity wre W1X
observed with these units. It is therefore
possible that this potential Influence on the the upul f the-*4*t
acceleration Onittvi aWl t b e to the to Ceis a the 4Urest
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of the mounting structure and the -ambiguities of Conclusion
mounting the blanks. it is possible to rotate the
blank 1800 about the zz' axis and xx' axis and end No single parameter has yet been Iden.tified
up with all the vector components lying in one which substantially lowers the acceleration
quadrant and *rouped close to the zz' axis. If we sensitivity of SC-cut resonators.
perform these rotations. we obtain the distribution
showin in figure 13. This figure Is an histogram of Aknuowledgmots
the hm~er distribution of vectors lying off the
zz' axis by each given angle. It is seen that the The authors wi sh to thank R. Irandayr. if.
radial component of the acceleration sensitivity Washington, and R. Williams for their assistance in
exhibits good repeatibility and typically occurs fabricating the resonators used, and 0. Bowman and
20* to 30* off the zz' axis for SC-cut resonators. P. . Thompson for fabricating the many test

oscillators. We also wish to think the General
Four Point M oun tina Structure Electric Neutron Devices Department, Colorado

Theeffctsof sin a ourpoitmuntng Crysa Corporation, Frequency Electronics, Inc*,
The ffets f usng for-pont ouning Piezo- Crystal Company, Motorola Inc., SEIKO

structure rather than a three-point structure have Corporation, and the Air Force Rome Air Developmnt
been investigated, and are show In figure 14. The Center for supplying resonators used in several of
first two columns represent 14m diameter blanks, our experiments.
half of which were mounted in 3-point mount OCO-
typo holders, and the other half in 4-point mount References
ceramic flatpacks. The set of blanks mounted at 3-
points 9had acceleratlyq sensitivities between 1. R.L. Filler, J.A. Kosinski and J.R. Vig,*The

2.x01g ad 3.x0Ig hle te 94pit Effect of Blank Geometry on the Acceleration
mounted resonators were between O.4xI10 /g and Sensitivity of AT & SC-Cut Quartz Resonators.*
1.4x10/g. The component of acceleration Proc. 36th ASFC*, pp 215-218 (1982)
sensitivity in the plane of the blank was similar
for both the 3-point and 4-point mounted 2. R.L. Filler and J.R. Vig, OThe Acceleration and
resonators. The variation of the acceleration Warm-up Characteristics of Four-Point-Mounted SC
sensitivity occured in the component normal to the and AT-Cut Resonators." Proc. 35th ASFC*. pp 110-
blank. 116 (1981)

It was necessary to' make certain that the 3 . J.R. Vig and E. Hefner, uPackati ng Precision
difference in acceleration sensitivity between Quartz Crystal Resonators,* Technical Report ECOM-
these groups was due to the mounting structure and 4143, US Army Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth,
not the differing electrical characteristics of the NJ, (July 1973). AD 763215
metal "C"-type holder and ceramic flatpack

4enclosure. Therefore, a 3-point mounted resonator 4. P.D. Wlicox. 6.S. Snow. E. Hafter and J.R. Vig,
was tested with 1) the enclosure grounded, 2) the *A New Ceramic Flatpack for Quartz Resonators,"
enclosure floating. 3) a load capacitor, and 4) no Proc. 29th ASFC*, pp 202-219 (1975), AD A017466Iload capacitor. As shown in figure 15, no
significant difference was observed in the S. R.D. Peters, NCeramic Flatpck Enclosures for
acceleration sensitivity of the unit as it was Precision Quartz Crystal Units,* Proc. 30th ASFC",
tested under these conditions. pp 224-231 (1976), AD A046089

The last three columns of figure 14 all 6. J.R. Vigo J.W. Lelus and R.L. Filler,
represent 10 M~lz resonators. The column of 14mm OChamically Poli shed Quartz," Proc. 31st ASFC, pp
blanks represents a gop of ceramic flatpack 131-143 (1977) AD A088221
enclosed crystals, wIle the two col umns at 9.Sam
diameter represent 3-point and 4-point mounted 7. J.R. Vig, R.J. Brandmeyr and R.L. Filler,
crystals in TO-S type holders. Here it is seen "Etching Studies 'on Singly and Doubly Rotated
that by using a smaller diameter blank the range of Quartz: Plates," Proc. 33rd ASFC,. pp 351-35 (1976)
acceleration sensitivities achieved by using 3.
point mounts was similar to that achieved by using 6. J.R. Vi OiY/Ozone Cleaning of Surfam;s A

44-point mouts. However, it can be seen that the ReiOw," kirfauc* jaosfin1 L......th
yield of low acceleration sensitivity resonators is " oL . Mte GsVa&.P
beth ,greeter and more consistent for the 4-point 9309"0Ple" Press, Mew York, 1979

9. LL. Filler, J.M. Frank, R.D, Peters and JhJL
~AImrat n Sensitivity via Amlet Of Cut ~ Pol oid SomWi~ fesanaters,* Pot. Alod

1he variation of acceleration sensitivities
am"n several angles of cut has been exaMned. 10.. .l.R. Vig, R.L. 4111.,o Wn X~L Iesi -
f4piv' 16 is A. somary of the data. The col"gss Cut Usonatert s 1,erm~lW AK amd IT-cuts represent the testing Of -only a 0"filatet's P"oc. M~d 010 , pp NI m

fp emoemontal rnewtonsand tft column or
2.1440 resonators represets the toting of a greu 14- P.C.Y. Los and LW . o'h
of 1, iniatre ST-cut reonators. Over a wide Suport asf en o h
rang of a00les -of cut (iincluding different modes Senitivit V par
of vibratimn) me significant VprI Lten In AFC, pp14 (MW),
actelee'attan sesstity can be ~ Nal
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I 1UNUI NiG O F BRATICN SIETIVTY
_ _ BULK MOM FSUU R P IAW

H. Rosuse, J.T. Hayim.
system Deslopemt DavisianrETnm=CU DM AND EUCTMCS CENE

Baltimore, Mylam4 21203

mSLK4 where V is the velocity in the z directicn and t is

> An qradmate theory will be discussed for the th elitial plate thicknss. Th acceleration
determination of aooeleration sensitivity of a high senuitvity is strain dependent and is caused primarily
overton yttriue abninun gant (YA) bilk made by the stresses that are developed at the plate sur-

~- rsontor lat ~eatin diectl atml~faces, i.e., at the transducer monting surfaces,
frequencies. Uw high overtome bulk acoustic resonator durin vibration. In tewo of elastic constants, the
faciita plmentation of low phase noise multiple geralized Hooke's law for strain in the transipodsd
frequ y microwave surces with much less hardare direction may be written as
then has been required by other means. Details of the i
oscillator dssign and tests are discussed in a cam-(2
panian p ser, se referencel. Te vibration sensi- +.

twhere At is the dange in thidkess caused by the
Electrical asuremnts wre perfomed on a AG

bulk mode resonator device in both quiescent and rmal stresses Sx, Sy and S,, E is the -ou of
vibrating states. The cm~uted value for the -11 elasticity and .. is Poisson's ratio. Cnoe the plate
acceleration sensitivity (K) of apprimtely 4O-/G is stressed equation 1 becomes
cpared favorablywith the tested value of .28x0-.

7h measured value for the bulk mode plate is about two - (3)
orders of mgnitude loss sensitive to motion than a 2 t!At)
typical 3 point AT cut quartz crystal.

____O____ The + or - notations indicates an increase or a
decrease in thicness respectivly. lbe change in

In radar applications of oscillator devices, frequency ( f) can be expressed as
vibration will came freqmncy modulation (M4 of the
resonator. lbs MI, if excessive, will produce noiseI
sidebmids of sufficient agnitudie to mank real targets -j=;4 4
during radar operation. 7bs degree of sensitivity of
the oscillator to vibration is primarily depexnent
upon the acceleration sensitivity (K) of the resonator.

lbe acleration sensitivity onstant is governed by
7 resonator is driven by very thin, on the order the know exression

of 40&Rx, Zo t mrainsders. Th problem of deformation
(strain) is sole in tens of its relationmship to the = - '-()

frequency equation in the tranod direction. r
Several imple fammulaa are ditained relating elastic
defaticn to the acceleration sensitivity.
Dtennatiu of the strain wma achievd by first Thi equation represents the fractional frequncy
calculating the plate stresses. A brief decription c tational it by tituti
of the method for determining the plate stresses will equations 1 a, 4 into equation 5 we now dbtain the
also be includ in the discussion which follows. aneleration sensitivity constant in tens of strain

ANUMCRL APMACH whre t &
(6a)

For this anaslysis the plate was asawaed Ito bet t _r
isotroic. It was further aumed that the plate was
fuMd at its inteface with the amuting Preform, iz&
thre sides, asdepicted in figures 1 aid 2. The for A t << t ~ ~ .±
3eatricafly active #= is d t 910"6in. 2 fte (6)
pdAm of defamition ommod by vibration of th G

I-uao plate is soi.ad In term of its relatiohip
to the freqimecy .qstia in the trapmm Ws
direation. I* zU5UIrtO fZUAW in 7Finally~ by A.ti :tIng equation 2 Into 6 en qtm±-

mate aipressimn reltin the &COSMlextl SPOSitiviy

Ihia - g aw A past *V *Mbmt 12362-62-C-006, 1 Air Devlpmnt Cobbr, izm ml

CHti5-4 *U .072 $1.00 I 1111 172

w ' r



to the geeralized Hooke's law for strain is obtained EXPERDCT DATh

Setting up .-40 c M on e sigals and

obseerving the discriminator cutput thrua the Ia (on*-, lx (7) the analyzer) a calibration output at various
vibratim frequencies was otained. Data takem at

G ~ several frequencies of interest are cited be'o.

Vibration Calibration output
Frequency (Cua

plate strees at the cto of interest (the 0ai 0.1

electrically activ area of dep6 in2 ) , we 2000 0.144calculated. 7he technique used to determine ttve 3000 0.147

stresses w finite elemnt a malysis (PER. In ibtef,FFA. is a meho of represntinrg the plt stutr The cal.l atinm ba- was then reoe andth
by a newr of finite stutua element. Figure 2 MUaureM~t V/AF Z taken at the aprpriate

..is a representation of the bul mod reontor plate vibration frequency.
and its bondr supr strture, depicted in
figure 1. Th eleet are interonece at nodal Vibration H/Z" Vibratio Response

points each of which is identified by a nuy*r. For Frequency at escumator Substrate
this analysis a 1G gravitational field was applied to (HZ (G's)
the configuration. Te MEA yielded values for S, y 000 0.221 3.0

and Sz . These results w then inserted into 2000 0.278 3.8
euation 7 in order to obtain value for K. For the 3000 0.510 4.4
resonator plate described in this paper a yr lue of
4xl0-11/G was obtained. Note: 3G's rather than 1 G was used for the input

fru the vibration madne in order to obtain an
S1..u, observable response out of the phase noise test

set-up. See figure 3 for the response data.

Phase pertubaticns caused by sinusoidal vibration Vibration Sideband = SBv=CAI*20
inputs, see figure 4, were marwed with the test set-
up shown in figure 3. This arrangemet depicts a CA v
standard pase bri e impleentation which~ is where f is the frequency of vibration, f is the
frequently used to determine the additional phase r f (l.65x10 9 HZ) and
noise contributed by crystal oscillator devices during _
vibration. 7he system is calibrated by injecting a V1
phase sideband of kown magnitude and then observing A 2v to
the output of the low noise video amplifier with the
spectrum analyzer. This yields a calibration point Semple calculation of K from the test data at
at whic phase noise can be referenced. 2000 HZ-

The HP 3585-A can display phase noise as V/ Ar
whereV is volts. Using the calibration, the V/ a Houpu is the an, rted to a fracioa freqenc I~ a-4 o o Xl

sensitivity per G of accelerati cn. 44 xt -

In order to minimize any frequency modulatimA
whic could be caused by excessive motion of the W xK LOOO x %0 - .o
cable during vibrati n appropriate mchanical clamping
in onjunction with a low frequmcy cable loop was
pt vided as indicatd in figure 3. In order to 4~\ a
establish the level of noise introduced by the cable/'k - - Iz x
owu r *yetm a mstrate structure (similar to %.6S K e ).. 1tebulk mode resonator'* structure) employing a
trm sion line w p io the resonator The experimental value for twe acclratim
would normally be located. 7his system wss measured sensitivity constant did ar to vary slightly with
in both quiescent and vibratory states. 7te resulting frequency of vibration, howevr, this was attributed
noise level was negligible. 0c this a acoplished primarily to errors associated with data obervation
the actual device was vibrated. From the data and small variations in resonator temperature.
obsered the acleratio sensitivity oenstmt
d>.d.
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Osdle the aliculated qapoedi is an app~odmtme of S UNk Node

solutonthersulting vaue for equal to 4xlO A/ Reeomggor plateAm

vale o 12#x10 U q, eefwagoing mthod of A

calculating ttm accalaratin sensitivity woawlied3Ske
to a 5 Ms conve-plano, IC aft 3 point ux*@d Budr
quartz remnmao dvic. The calculation yialsd a
value of abct .5x10A /Gin the direction AMIl to
the plans of the oxyatal, oepared togeral
pdtliuimd value of apprcadmatelY bclO-9/.I
ca'llatimn prooedue developed as part of this tAsk
qippear to yield reasonable results fcc qzuartz
ream ap qplications as well.-

Theu author wishes to thank Brian T. Drd of
Westiznxia Electric Corp. for the develpmnt of
the finite elmet modal of the resonator plate Wim

* ~ was usd to detaridim the stresses.
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1983.
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AN I NSTRUT FOR AUTOMATED HEASURE4MENT OF THE ANIUS
OF CUT OF OUBLY ROTATED OUARTZ CRYSTALS

John L. Chambers

Advanced Research and Appl icat ions Corporation

1223 East Arques Avenue
OSunnyvale, CA 94086

Summary

Aautomated x-ray orientation system for accurate 3) Rate of Measurement: 50 plates per hour.
me esent of the angles of cut of both singly and
doubly rotated quartz crystal plates is described. The Thus, the design goals specified an Instrument with
instrument Is capable of determining the conventional greater flexibility and accuracy than commonly found
phi and theta angles-of-cut to a one-standard-deviation in conventional x-ray orientation equipment. We have
precision of 3 - 4 seconds of arc and is capable of achieved the first two goals set forth above. The
measuring the general orientation of any cut on the time per measurement required to obtain this high
bulk-wave zero-temperature-coefficient locus. Blanks precision is currently 245 minutes, although the In-
are assumed to be pre-cut to within 15 minutes of the strument can measure at higher speeds If the require-
desired angles-of-cut. ment on precision Is relaxed. To date, accuracy

rather then speed has been the primary consideration,
The Instrument, a laser-assisted Laue diffrac- and significant Improvements In the measurement rate

tometer, has been in operation for approximately are possible, keeping In mind that measurement of a
one year. Thousands of measurements have been made on general three-dimensional orientation Is Inherently a
both singly and doubly rotated cuts of quartz, as well longer process than determination of a single angle-
as other crystalline materials, with excellent results, of-cut.
Automatic handling equipment is currently being added,
which will perIs the Instrument to run unattended for

up to 16 hours _ 
The Lave Method

introduction The differences between the Laue method and
conventional diffraction techniques as they apply to

In this paper we describe a laser-asslted Laue this system have been described earlier.1 - 5 An

diffractometer for accurate and automated measurement excellent general text on the thgory and application
of the angles of cut of quartz crystals, Including of the Laue method is available. The Laue method has
doubly rotated cuts -- In particular the SC cut. long been used for orientation of crystals to about
Earlier work on this Instrument has been described In 0.25 degrees, usually employing visual analysis of a
the Proceedings from last year's Symposium and else- diffraction pattern on film or on a fluorescent screen.
whre.2,41-, This Instrument, designated the Higher-precision Laue work (35-arc seconds In favorable
EXAQ-1200, utilizes a continuous x-ray spectrum rather cases) has been previously performed where the desired
than a monochromatic spectrum as In conventional crystal c.'tentation places a crystallographic
diffraction Instruments, permitting x-ray reflections symmetry axis exactly along the Incident x-ray beem, by
to be easily located with use of a sample mount having matching the Intensities of symmetry-equivalent
only one degree of freedom In motion of the blank. reflectlons7 , but that method is less useful for

an instrument which must measure a variety of general
The primary function of the Instrument is, given orientations.

a blank cut to within about 15 arc-minutes of the
correct nominal angles-of-cut (the conventional phi. Because the Laws method uses a continuous Incident
theta, and psi), to measure these angles to a few x-ray spectrum, small changes In crystal orientation do
arc-seconds accuracy In order to determine any required not In general move the crystal in and out of the
angular corrections. These measurements are made with diffracting condition. This Is In contrast to the case
respect to a reference standard crystal for each type of conventional Ira" diffraction, where a mail change
of cut to be measured. The design goals we wished to In the orientation of a diffracting crystal In general
meet Included: causes the diffraction maxim to dissappear entirely.

The search for maxipm can thus require three degrees
1) Types of Cuts: Blanks of any general orienta- of freedom In motion of the "*le end considerable

tion, in particular those on the buk-weve amount of time. In the Laue case, since the Is
Xero-tomperature-cofficient locus. Circular visible over a wide range of orientitlons, only"•
blanks as well as a variety of blank sizes and single degree of freedom in samile motion, a rotation
thicknesses must be ccounodted. about the psi axis, Is required when the orientation

In phi and thaet Is knmn to better then the speration
2) RsMrodw lblllty and Accuracy: Reproducibility of the prominent peaks In the LWas dlffrettlon 0itter".

ad accurfty of plus-or-minus 4 arc-seonds If It were not noessry to masure ctrl"Ut btlaks"
and 10 arc-seconds, respectively In the I.e., If psi Ire also % to 0.S degree at the
conm entional phi/theta antles of cut for SC- outset, no motion of the blank would be qInlred, one-
cut plates, where the values refer to am siderebly redulng t tims. bet6tv*ltl4 of
standard deviation from the mean, the Iotions of te dfratt'a peks it W fleort
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to completely specify the three-dimensionql orienta-tion of a crystal. ran~ge whits Miotahing a fiNed saMMl-to-dtetor
distance of 400 am. These movements allow the instru- i

The major advantage of the Leaw method is thus the ment to be readily adapted to a wide variety of cuts,
fact that peaks are very readily located, leading to a and a repositioning of the detectors Is the only
mount with only one rotational degree of freedom, and change in the instrument required to change from one
therefore to a design which provides a great deal of type of cut to another. This method of measurement
accessibility to the sample. The major disadvantage and reconfiguration makes no distinction between
lies in the lower diffracted intensities. Careful singly and doubly rotated cuts; i.e., every blank is
choice of Instrument geometry and x-ray reflections has measured in terms of its general three-dimensional
been made to maximize intensities, orientation. While speed and accuracy therefore do not

Improve for a singly rotated cut, both angles of cut
are obtained, and the Instrument has proven uniquely
useful, for example, in measurement of phi In AT-cutLaue instrument Concept crystals.

Given a Laue diffraction peak, as the orientation We are in the process of adding automatic blank
of the crystal is changed by a smail amount the posi- handling equipment to the instrument, so that it can
tion of the peak changes just as if the reflection were run unattended for up to 16 hours. The handling equip-
occurring from a mirror parallel to the diffracting ment consists of four elevators which will hold stacks
lattice planes, slightly changing the peak energy of of blanks to be measured, four receivers into which
the diffraction. At a 400 as crystal-to-detector the measured blanks will be sorted and a robot arm
distance, as in the system to be described, the x-ray which can move in radius, azimuth, and height, which
spot moves about 4 microns for a one arc-second change will operate in a pick-and-place mode.
In crystal orientation in the plane of reflection.
Figure I shows the concept employed in the Laue A 2mM He/%e laser (not visible here) is mounted
diffractometer for completely determining the crystal near the central arch support, and the reflected laser
lattice orientation. A minimum of two x-ray detectors beam is detected by an optical system including a
is required, although a larger number can be used position-sensitive diode detector, shown at the far
(three are available on our system). The blank is left. Both the laser source and the laser detector
mounted on a rotating stage with the axis of rotation are Inclined at 8 degrees from horizontal with respect
approximately parallel to the psi-axis of the blank, to the sample. The laser detector consists of a lens
The x-ray detectors, with apertures large enough (plus- system to magnify the motion of the reflected laser
or minus I degree In this case) to accommodate any beam, a bellows to decrease the amount of ambient lightmounting errors as well as errors in the angles of cut, entering the system, and an electronics package con-
are positioned so that only at some unique stage rota- sisting of a linear positlon-sensitive photodiode
tion angle will x-ray reflections enter all counters mountedwith the position-sensitive axis vertical and
simultaneously. The exact position of each reflection circuitry to convert the diode output into a voltage
within its counter aperture is then determined. These proportional to spot position. This system enables
measurements permit the normals to two or more sets of the position of the reflected laser beam to be monitor-
diffracting planes and, thus, the crystal orientation, ed by the computer in real-time during the initial
to be computed. rotational search for x-ray reflections.

Assuming that the blank has been mounted so that Figure 4 is a closer view of the rotary stage on
the normal to Its face is exactly parallel to the which the sample is mounted. On top of the stage Is a
rotator axis, this Information Is sufficient to deter- three-point vacuum chuck, on which the blank Is mounted.
mine the angles of cut. However, mounting errors are The collar around the sample mount is threaded to
often in the one-minute range and a correction Is permit adjustment of the saple height. The viewing
therefore required. The method used, shown In Figure 2, angle in this figure is approximately the same as in
employs a e/ge laser and linear position-sensitive Figure 3, with the x-ray source collimator at the left,detector to masure the procession of a loser bom and the Incoming No/No loser beow at the right.
reflected from the face of the blank as it rotates, to
yield both the height and orientation of the face. The x-ray source is a standard sealed diffraction
Determination of the severity of errors arising from tube, excited below the characteristic K-line potentialsample mounting and the method of laser-assisted in order to produce a relatively smooth "white-
diffractometry have been described previously by VIg 8 . radiation" spectrum. The incident x-ray beam approach-

as the saple at a glancing angle of 20 degrees. At
the exit pOrt of the x-ray tube housing is the x-ray
shutter, which Is also under computer control and hasDescriltion of the Lae Oiffractometer both '"open" and "closed" fail-safe sensors for opera-
tor safety.

The Instrument has been described earlier 
In de-

tailS. A brief summery will be presented here. An In front of each x-ray detector is a translating
overall view of the prototype Laoe dIffractemeter Is stage, which scans a pair of slits over its detector,
showm in Figure 3. Although the He/e laser Itself is in order to measure the spatial x-ray Intensity dis-
not visible from this angle, the other major features tribution within the aperture. A Ieast-squares profile
of the Instrument oan be seen. A steel table serves as fitting technique is employed to determine the position
the base of the lnstrumnt. Mounted in the center of of the x-ray spot within the detector. Filgre 5 is a
this table is a high-precision rotating stage which, close-up view of one of the outside translating stages,like the other moving parts of the instrument, is taken from the far "right" of the instrmnt. The
under cwhuter control. Just to the left of the rotary nature of the slits cusd to datormiam the x-ray posi-
stage is the x-ray source collimator, attached to the tion can be seen In this figure. The two slits are
x-ray source Itself. The diffracted x-rays are detect- 90 degrees to ne a other and each is at S derees
ad by three x-ray detectors Mounted on the three arch with respect to the direction of stage trowl. This
supports lIch can be sen at the right of the rotary errngee-t alis the X-Y coAIrites Of tm x-ray
stage. Each of the arch supports permits Its detector spot within the detector to be determined with a
to be varied in azimuth and Inclination over a wide single translational motion. Scans are porfrmd on

2M6
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all three detectors simultaneously, first with the the limits on physical charactoristi", ad dynamic

"upper" slit, then with the "lower." Scan times can range) is that three x-ray reflections of suitable In-

be varied to match the speed and accuracy require- tensity be accessible to the x-ray detectors slmultam-

ments, and have ranged from 15 seconds to 2 minutes eously. This requirement has to date been very easy
to meet. SQ.,aral such sets of reflections have beenper sean. located for each cut tried so far, and the best set

The control subsystem is shown in Figure 6. A chosen in each case.

dedicated microcomputer Is connected to the instru-

ment through a CNMAC Interface, which Is a highly As an example of the high degree of flexibility

flexible standardized digital interfacing system. The of the instrument, experiments have been conducted not

CAMAC crate accepts standardized plug-in modules which only on different types of cuts of quartz, but also

in this case include four stepping-motor controllers, on an entirely different material -- cadmium telluride

a digital i/O port (for control of the x-ray shuter, (CdTe). Unlike quartz, which has a trigonal crystal

etc.) , an A/0 convertor for the laser detector, and lattice, the CdTe lattice is face-centered cubic with

a six-channel scaler which counts the pulses received thedesired orientation normal to the Ill planes. The

by the x-ray detectors. Also present are a NIM bin Ill normal is an axis of three-fold rotational

containing the high-voltage power supply and pulse- crystallographic symmetry. This symmetry was used

height discrimination circuitry for the x-ray detec- to make an absolute measurement of the CdTe angles-of-

tors, and a power supply for the x-ray shutter and cut much in the same manner as an absolute measurement

stepping motors. A CRT terminal for operator Input of phi can be made In the case of AT-cut quartz, as

and a 30-cps keyboard/printer for a hard-copy record discussed in the section on AT-cut measurement results.

of measurement results are also present. Six CdTe samples were measured wit6 a repeatability of
5 arc-seconds in the angles-of-cut, and an absolute

The primary function of the control subsystem accuracy of 17 arc-seconds (root-mean-square values

software is to perform the automatic measurement over the six samples measured) without availability of

sequence, first for a reference standard crystal, then a reference standard crystal. Thus, the instrument

for the blanks to be measured. The program outputs a appears capable of measuring angles-of-cut not only

hard-copy record of the measurement results for each of quartz crystal plates of any orientation, but also

batch of crystals. The operator is prompted when any of a variety of other crystalline materials as well.

Intervention is required, such as mounting the next The remainder of this section will describe the results

blank when operating without the automatic blank obtained on approximately 150 well-studied SC- and AT-

handling equipment. Since we are dealing with low- cut quartz plates.

level signals compared to tose commonly observed in

conventional orientation equipment, and we require SC-CUT RESULTS
very high accuracy, the computer is essential in S_-_UTREULT
extracting as much information from the signal as
possible. Least-squares curve fitting techniques are SC-cut blanks of both known and roughly known

employed to extract this Information, for example, in angles-of-cut were measured. The first batch was a

the determination of crystal orientation from the set of it SC-cut blanks, each cut at a different angle

computed diffraction vectors. The set of vectors near 21.93 degrees phi and 34.11 degrees theta, very

obtained from the measured blank Is treated as a kindly provided by Frequency Electronics, Inc. (FEI).

rigid body, which is rotated to achieve the best The blanks had been selected to cover the entire

match (in a least-squares sense) with the set of dynamic range of plus-or-minus 15 arc-minutes about the

vectors measured from the reference standard crystal. nominal SC-cut angle and had been measured to about 20-

The three rotation angles determined from this pro- 30 arc-seconds in theta and 1 - 2 minutes In phi.

cedure co-respond to the changes in the angles of cut These blanks were 14 mm (0.550 in) in diameter, 1.27 mm

(phi, theta, and psi) between the measured crystal and (0.050 in) thick, parallel to better than 0.5 micron,

the reference standard. and had a 3-micron surface finish. Performance on
these blanks was excellent.

Several sets of measurements were performed. For

Quartz Crystal Measurement Results each set, the instrument was calibrated relative to a

different one of the blanks. The results relative to

The EXAQ-1200 has made several thousand measure- blank 125 as the reference crystal are shown in

ments of various types of cuts of quartz. Whereas the Figure 7, a scatter plot of the twenty measurements

measurements described at last year's Symposium tested made on each blank. The open circles represent the

repeatability Without remounting the blank between nominal angles, and a plus sign is plotted at each of

determinations , the ones described here involved the measured angles. A one arc-minute scale is shown

removing the blank from the chuck, rotating It through near the lower right. The tight clustering of the

an arbitrary angle in psi, and replacing it on the plus signs is representative of the instrument repro-

chuck between repeated measurements. While the tilt ducibility. The differences between the nominal angles

due to remounting was often am eare-minute or more, and those measured on the tXAQ-1200 are consistent with

the actual measurement precision was considerably the estimated precision In the nominal angles, and it
better (e.g., a few arc-seconds) IndloetIng that the can be seen that the largest differences are in phi

laser subsystem was performing well. The mesurmnts (the less critical angle). Figure I summarizes these
utilized data from all three x-ray detetors, and the results numerically. Over all 120 mesurements, the

measurement rate selected resulted In meawm'e t average reproducibility In phi was 3.4 are-seconds, and

times of 2.6 minutes. Among the types of samples in theta was 4.0 arc-seconds. The average total sproad

measured to date have been SC cuts with phi a 21.93 (maximum minus minimum) was 13.7 seons In phi and
degrees and thots w 34. l1 degrees, SC "ts near ph 15.1 seconds In theta. The maximum observed phi spread
23.75 degrees, SC cuts near that* - 33.5 degrees, and for 20 measurements was 18.7 seconds end "almim theta
AT cuts. One or more crystals of each type of cut spread was 19.4 secands. The values in FIIure S
were selected for use as reforeeee standards. crrespodlng to relts(Phi) and Nlteabet.) F_

the differance betwen the angle-or-ut a Ian
The only requirement which must be fulfilled for the EXA*-il00 and the nominal angle. $lei* ' reults

a given type of cut to be measurable (in addition to were obtained relative to other blanks (021 end I)1)
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taken as the reference crystal. In all, 330 measure- AT-Cut foults
meats were mods, giving the following overall
statistics (*ll In arc-seconds): The other type of cut measured we the AT-cut.

This cut Is singly rotated, anl while theta am be
measured by conventional Instrumentation very artate-

Phi Theta ly, phi is typically not measured or controlled. The
AT-cut Lme pattern contains an axis of mirror symmetry,

Average Reproducibility 3.6 3.6 which can be used to mke absolute speurammas of phi
with the fXAQ-1200. based on measurement of both sides

Average Spread 10.9 11.2 of the reference crystal. in the experimet described
Maximum Spread 18.7 19.14 below, thirty-one circular AT-cut plates provided by

USERADCOH, Furt Nonouth, and lapped to a S-micron
surface finish at F91 were used to obtain a batch of

The fact that the spreads were within plus-or- 620 measurements, 10 measurements on each side of each
minus three standard deviations from the mean suggests blank. Physical characteristics were:
that the errors in measurements made within the
dynamic range of the instrument conform to a normal Oiameter: 13.97 me (0.55 in)
distribution. Psi was measured absolutely to plus-or-
minus 0.25 degree and was 70.6 degrees in all cases, Thickness: 1.09 me (0.043 in)
at that orientation where the x-ray scans were per-
formed. Overall, the root-mean square difference be- Nominal Phi: 0.0
tween the angles measured for these blanks on the
EXAQ-1200 and the nominal angles was 118" in phi and Nominal Theta: 35.383 dog (35 23')
24" in theta. These differences agreed well with the
estimated errors in the nominal angles. The Instrument performance on these samples was

excellent, with on average reproducibility of 4.6" in
The other set of SC-cut blanks for which angles phi and 3.0" in theta, and an average spread of 15.3"

were known was generously provided by Hewlett-Packard in phi and 9.6" In theta, based on ten measurements
(HP). The set consisted of six blanks, all cut at per side. The average value of phi overall was very
angles phi and theta of 21.8611 and 34.1281 degrees close to zero -- 0.0001 degrees, and the average theta
respectively, as measured by HP. The blank-to-blank was 35.3989 degrees. The root-mean-square value of phi
variation (one standard deviation) in angles-of-cut as was 0.0747 degrees (4'29"), indicative of the fact that
measured by the EXAq-1200 was only 9.6 seconds in phi phi was not controlled during processing. The maximum
and 6.4 seconds in theta, over all six blanks. The observed spreads in phi and theta for the whole batch
consistency within this batch was thus excellent and were 211 and 181 respectively. The blank-to-blank
the results were consistent with the two-sigma (i.e., standard deviation for the batch was 0.0979 degrees
two standard deviations) in combined theta and phi (5'52 1) in phi and 0.0073 (261) In theta. The mean
errors of 12 arc-seconds estimated by HP for this set difference in theta measured on the two different sides
of blanks. Each blank was measured 20 times, and the of a blank was 5.14", Indicative of the average
measurement repeatability was very good, averaging 3.5 parallelism of the two sides for this batch.
seconds In phi and 4.0 seconds In theta.

Stabil ity
To test the stability and repeatability of the

instrument, many measurements were made on a set of To test the long-term stability of the Instrument,
over 100 different SC-cut blanks whose angles-of-cut approximately 400 measurements were made on an SC-cut
were known only approximately. These blanks were plate over a three-day period. The standard deviation
circular plates supplied by USAERAOCOM, Fort Monmouth, for the entire set was 3.7 arc-seconds in phi and 2.9
which had been purchased from Sawyer Crystal Systems seconds in theta. Figures 13 - 14 show the progress
and lapped to a uniform five-micron surface finish at of the measurements for phi and theta, respectively.
FEI. Additional physical characteristics were: The measurements conformed to normal distributions,

indicating that the major source of error in the
Diameter: 13.97 m (0.551n) measurements was random. These figures also Indicate

that drift over this term was very small. A ther-
Thickness: 1.02 me (0.040 in) mometer was used to monitor the temperature at the

instrument, and no dependence of the results n
Nominal Phi: 21.93 dog (21 561)  temperature has been observed over the S degree C

temperature variation measured. The stability of the
Nominal Theta: 34.017 deg (34 01') instrument with respect to time and thermal effects is

thus excellent, as expected based on the materials used
The results for these blanks are sumrlzed In in its construction.

Figures! - 12. Performnce on these samples was
excellent over the entire batch of 1040 measurements, Precision vs Rate of Measurement
with an average one-standard-devlition reproduciblllty
of 4.6" in phi and 4.2" In theta, and an average spread The measurents we are now routinely meking en
of 14.8 seconds In phi end 17.2" in theta, based on ten the EXAQ-1200 require 2.6 minutes each to achieve
measurements per blank (see Figures 9 ad 10). The precision near 4 seconde of arc. X-ray scan times
maxlmm observed spreads in phi n theta for a ton account for only about I minute. As sham in Figure 15,
asuremM series were 28" and 30", respectively, which is a plot of performence vs total measurement

The owral average angles-of-cut for the batch were time, the largest cmpnent of the remelnlgs evareeed
pho22.3575 and thetoa33.1TO, relative to Ft1 SC Is the Initial search for a-fay reflectles, arislg
refsronce crystal 125 (phI,2l.9601, thetw3".0912, as from the asmtlo that psi Is umbNm at the 4mstet.
described In the previous section). The blank-to-blank Nevertheless It Is feasible for m types of plote
standard deviation m 0.1395 degrees (8'2') in phi to determine pal (4r smuple, by eptlal mes), and
and 0.0197 ogreos (I'll n ) In theta, taken over all a rough knowledge of psi at the start auld reduc
blanks In the batch (see figures 11 and 12). determinttl4M times by as mc s I e0t. 1The
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anticipated effect on instrument performance is shown instrument. Advanced PsmAsrch and Applications
in the dotted curve of Figure 15, along with the per- (ARACOR) was a subcontractor to P. I. Nffiaan Camay
formanob vs total determination time in the current during this Initial phase, and Is currently a sub-
conflguration (solid line). The only change to the corector to Frequency Electronics, Inoiwporatod
system required to achieve these rates Is a modifica- who Is the prim contractor for the auta.smtoo phase.
tion to altlow the laser subsystem to determine the The automatic blank handlIng equipment two tmen
orlentatioe of the crystal face from a single, station- developed by Brooks Associates, Incorporated.
ary measurament.

I wish to thank my colleagues at ARACOR, Tom
in situations where the highest precision is not Workman, Myron Pugh, Alan Young, Klan Chau, Las

required, reduction of x-ray scan times can provide an Palkuti, and James Stanley, who have contributed sub-
improvement in the throughput. The scan time per step stantielly to this work.
used In the 2.6 minute determinations is 2 seconds.
If a factor of 1.41 (root 2) degradation in rapeat- My thanks go also to Roger Ward for his advice
ability is acceptable, scan time per step can be cut and suggestions, Including the idea that the Laue
to 1 second, saving 30 seconds per determination. If method could be used for this application; Jack
a factor of 2 degradation Is acceptable, times can be Kusters and Charles Adams of Hewlett-Packard for
cut to 0.5 second/step, saving 45 seconds per their generous donations of reference crystals; and
determination, etc.g as shown in Figure 15. Martin Bloch, A. W. Warner, Jack Korman and Bruce

Goldfrank of Frequency Electronics for their valuable
Conclusion comments, suggestions, and donations of reference

and sample crystals. I am also very grateful to John
The EXAQ-1200 prototype has provided automated Vig for his valuable advice and support throughout the

measurements of the full three-dimensional orientation course of this program.
required for doubly rotated quartz crystals to a pre-
cision and at a throughput that is unmatched by any
other currently available system.
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I. co w 1 the x,-ray portio of the mearemtn
aparatus. A minimum of two detectors is
reqIred three are avaltable an the prototype

2. Concept for the laser portion of the measurement
apparatus, which corrects for errors in mounting
of the crystal to the rotating stage, as
described in the text.

3. Full view of the prototype Instrument.

4. Closeup of the rotating stage. Angle of view is
about the same as in Figure 3.

S. Closeup of one of the outside translators. The
pair of 1.5 mm slits used in the x-ray scans can W

be seen.

X-mw ammm 0o~M

6. Control subsystem for the prototype instrument,
with computer, computer peripherals, x-ray count-
ing circuitry, and CAAC digital control

interface. A

7. Scatter plot of the measurements on 11 SC-cut
plates. The open circles represent the nominalangles. The clusters of +'s represent 20
measurements on each of the blanks. A I arc-
minute scale is shown at the lower right.
Agreement with the nominal angles was within
their estimated error.

8. Comparison of nominal vs measured angles for 11
SC-cut plates.

9. Measured phi for 102$C-cut plates, each pointris the average of 10 measurements/plate.
10. Measured theta for 102 SC-cut plates, each point

is the average of 10 measurements/plate.

11. Standard deviation in phi for 10 measurements
each of 102 SC-cut plates.

12. Standard deviation In theta for 10 measurements
each of 102 SC-cut plates.

13. Time dependence of phi for 392 measurements of an
SC-cut plate over a three-day period.

1k. Time dependence of theta for 392 measurements of
an SC-cut plate over a three-day period.

15. Precision vs. total mesurement tim for SC-cut
blanks. The solid line represents current per-
formence; the dashed line represents the
performance achievable If blanks were to be
marked In psi prior to measurement.
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A MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE FOR DETERMINATION OF FREQUENCY vs

ACCELERATION CHARACTERISTICS OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL UNITS

D.J. Healey, Ill
H. Hahn
S. Powell

Westinghouse Electric Corporation
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

0 Abslract described, the acceleration A is an RMS average of a gaussian

An apparatus that permits rapid measurement of crystal unit random process in any one of 128 frequency bins. The band-
g-sensitivity under random vibration is described. It takes less width of each bin is either 60 Hz or 120 Hz. Af and therefore -f
than two minutes for a HP desk-top computer to set up a spec- are also functions of acceleration frequency (fA). The apparatus

trum analyzer, to compute g-sensitivity vs. acceleration fre- makes indirect measurements of Af and A needed to determine -y
Squency, and also to record the results. and then plots the -y vs. WA

50 0 Hz to 15000 Hz) characteristic of a
It is possible to obtain a noise floor of the instrumentation that crystal unit in less than 2 minutes.

allows measurements of g-sensitivity of VHF crystal units to less
than 10-10/g for accelerations of l0-g 2/Hz to 10"'g 2/Hz over a [I. Measurement Analysis and Apparatus Setup
frequency span of 50 to 15000 Hz. A measurement system block diagram and a more detailed dia-

The relationship between the measured voltages by the spec- gram of the frequency discriminator block are shown in Figures I
trum analyzer and the desired g-sensitivity will be discussed. and 2.
Sample computer plots of g-sensitivity for AT, FC, IT and SC cut
crystals indicating resonant frequencies associated with the 11.1 Measurement Analysis
mounting system of the crystal units will also be shown. Eq. (1) is rewritten in Eq. (2) showing y, Af, and A as func-

tions of acceleration frequency fA.

I. Introduction vy(fA) = Af(fA)/(fo A(fA)) (2)

The frequency vs. acceleration characteristic of quartz crystal The quantities measured directly are the RMS averages per-
units has been measured in the past either by static "2g-tipover" formed in the HP3582A spectrum analyzer of voltages VA (chan-
or centrifuge' tests, or by single-frequency dynamic2.3.4 tests aR- nel A input) and Ve (channel B input), which are proportional to
plying sinusoidal acceleration forces to an entire oscillator circuit A and f, respectively. (See Figure I.)
module. This paper describes a g-sensitivity measuring apparatus
which tests a crystal unit by itself over a 15000-Hz band and also Let VA = KA A (3)
gives a simplified analysis of the measurement apparatus with a and
derivation of the lower limit of the measurable g-sensitivity. Vs = Ka Af.

The quantity of interest. or g-sensitivity of a crystal unit Proportionality constants, KA and Kg have to be known in
(crystal plate, support system, and package) is a vector. The mea- order to evaluate Eq. (2) from the HP3S82A spectrum analyzer
surement apparatus to be described can be used to obtain the data.
g-sensitivity vs. acceleration frequency characteristic of a crystal KA (relating the channel A input voltage to the acceleration g
unit alone in any one chosen axis when fitted with an appropriate level measured by a sub-miniature accelerometer (ENDEVCO)
crystal unit mounting fixture. For the application of the crystal mounted very loe to the crystal unit) is simply the accelerome-
units that required determination of their g-sensitivity, it was suf- ter transducer conan (about 1.25 X 10-2 coo Vg) divided by
ficient to measure the component of r normal to the crystal the total capacitance se by the accelerometer output charge. If
plate. A single setup is only practical for measurement of a spe- the total capcitane s 5y then
cific component of r owing to the problem of attaching fixtures the total capacitance is 500 p, then
and maintaining adequately low mechanical crostalk. Rapid KA - 1.25 x l012(coul/g)/S0pF
measurement of all three components of r would only be practi- . 2.5 mV/g.
cal if three separate measuring apparatus were provided. Ks (relating the channel B input voltage to f deviation of the

In this paper, the symbol - shall represent a g-sensitivity com- crystal series resonance frequency) depends on the frequency dis-
ponent in the direction of the applied acceleration (normal to criminator constant and the LNA (Low Noise Amplifir) gain. In
plate) A in units of g( = 9.8 m/sec'). Then, the frequency discriminator block of Figure 2, the input excita-

tion frequency is constant at or very near the crystal sraies reso-
= Af/(f0 A (I) nance frequency at rest. When subjected to vibration forces, the
- fractional frequency deviation pe crystal series resonance frequency undergoes fluctuation. One is,
= 1sslitlvlty inclined to suspect that the actual mechamisms,6. 7 of series tso-

where Af - frequency deviation from the series resonance fre- name frequen shift umiha frmn charsu in Athicnes, demit,
quecy f. of the crystal unit under test. For the apparatus to he or evm elik constant apelenesi duft plate dteomifo.

CH1967-OUIi0000- .0204 $1.00 Q 1003 IEEE 2"
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From the preceding discussion .it can be seen that the aet ef- - VN/(2Q Kp GLN A)()
fect of vibration on the frequency discriminator is a phase modu- where Eq. (8) is derived from Eqs. (1), (4), (6) and (7). VN
lation (see Figure 3) of the excitation signal according to A# = (equivalent noise input voltage) is the LNA input noise or the
AX/R, where AX is the reactance change in the equivalent circuit spectrum analyzer equivalent noise input referred to the phase
of the crystal and R is the total equivalent series resistance. Near detector output.resonance, AO is related to Af by (ignoring sign),
rAnc 2A s or Before the phase detector, crystal resonance fluctuation infor-

S= 2QAf/fo (4) mation is in the signal phase fluctuation and therefore the signal

For 100 MHz 5th overtone AT-cut crystals having Q. of generator phase noise is also a factor in determining the lower
100000, the passive Q in Eq. (4) is Q = Q, * 40/(40 + 10 + S0) = limit of measurable g-sensitivity. This limit is given by
40000, where 40 ohm is the crystal series resistance and the addi- "y(f) = 2f, 0Af-M/(foA) (9)
tional 60 ohm is an approximate resistance in series with the crys-
tal unit as seen in Figure 2. Thus, for the case of 100 MHz 5th where Eq. (9) is derived from Eq. (1) and the expression ,.(f.)
overtone AT-cut crystals, the phase shift given by Eq. (4) is = 20 x log [Af/(2f.)] for the single sideband phase noise at

offset frequency f.. .(f) of the HP8662A synthesizer and of a
a*= 80000 Af/f o (radians) () VHF oscillator employing an SC-cut crystal unit were used to
With signal levels at M! ring modulator (phase detector) as arrive at two of the limiting g-sensitivity curves shown in Figure

shown in Figure 2, a phase detector sensitivity (K.) of 0. 1 volt/ 4. In practice, the actual HP8662A phase noise often exceeds the
radian exists. The phase detector (MI) output voltage. VP, is specified quoted resulting in improved g-sensitivity limits.
given by Bright lines exhibited by the HP862A are at offset greater

Vp = Kp A4 (6) than IS kHz so that measurement of g-sensitivity for acceleration
= 0. I A0 frequencies of 500 Hz to 1500 Hz cart be made without any

= 8000 Af/(100X 106) degradation arising from generator bright lines.
= 8 millivolts if Af - 100 Hz. Amplitude noise as well as phase noise can be important. The

Finally, circuit symmetry of the balanced phase detector effectively sup-
VB = Vp GLNA presses the output fluctuation of the frequency discriminator

= (0.1 x 0000 x Af/fo) 550 arising from amplitude noise by typically 20 dB at 100 MHz.
= 0.044 Af Signal generator additive noise occurs in output amplifiers and
= Ks Af (7) ECL dividers. Half of the noise power is AM and half is PM.

Such additive noise levels are typically - 150 dBc/Hz at 100
and K 0.044 volt/Hz is obtained. In Eq. (7), an LNA gain of MHz, thus the AM noise is rarely a limitation.550 is used.

Finally, it should be noted that the accelerometer itself has aWhen the measuring apparatus is used, the phase detector out- non-ideal frequency response. At low frequency end, it acts as a
put Vp is always measured for each crystal unit for Af of ± 100 hi-a freermine bt ot capcincend ist-

Hz in the signal generator frequency and KB is found from Eq. high-pass filter determined by the total capacitance and resist-

(7). This is done to account for variation in crystal Q from unit to a see by the accelerom ter is freqeny
unit. The g-sensitivity in Eq. (2) can now e calculated from theby itsmeasured RMS values of voltages VA and V using the known mounted resonance (at 32 kHz in this example). The accelerator
meaurerMval ues ofKvoltages and Vfrequency response is known, however, and therefore can be
proportionality constants KA and KB. taken into account by a computer software. At 15000 Hz, for

example, a correction factor of 1.4 is involved.

11.3 Apparatus Setup
11.2 UmAtlg Factors of the Meaurement Apparatus The equipment used in the g-sensltivity measurement setup

In the present measurement system, the lower limit of measur- (Figure I) consists of standard, commercially avallable units ex-
able g-sensitivity is set by the spectrum analyzer (HP3S82A) in- cept an LNA (Low Noise Amplifier) and a complementary filter.
put noise and by the signal generator (HP8662A) phase noise. The LNA has a nearly constant pain of 55 dB from 50 Hz to 500
Figure 4 shows this limit together with a lower limit that can be kHz with an equivalent noise input of 1.5 x 10-9 volt//Hz. The
achieved if a well designed oscillator is used as the signal source. complementary filter is a parallel network of a low-pass filter

and a high-pass filter, of which the latter is terminated into a 50
A simple Colpitts oscillator' stabilized via phase shift property ohm load so that the second harmonic (200 MHz) of the carrier

of the transconductance using an SC-cut crystal unit can be ar- does not overload the LNA input section. The line stretcher (de-
ranged for incremental tuning over a range of ± 15 ppm so that layline)p vides a re hshiftandlis
its frequency can be adjusted to resonance frequency of the crys- used to compensate for phae detector (Ml) offset.
tal unit under test for X-sensitivty. Such an oscillator with a com-

mon bae output buffer amplifier will provide noise levels 10 to The crystal unit together with its input and output network, an
20 dB lower than the HP8662A synthesizer noise. As seen In Fig. adjustable quarter.wave delay line, and the MI ring modulator
ure 4, it is possible to measure S-sensitivity less than 10"1 when constitute a frequency discriminator whose function was de-
testing 100 MHz crystal units using a low noise signal source. scribed In the measurement analysis section (11.1).

After the phase detector, information of crystal resonance fre- Of the three costly Items, the HP96 computer - be ve-
quency fluctuation is in voltage fluctuation and therefore men- placed by a slower (and less cocivemlmt) HPSS and the HPIGUA
surable g-sensitivity is limited by the spectrum analyzer input signal synthesizer by a dimple crystal controlled Calita osel-
noise and by the LNA Input noise. This g-sensitivity limit Is given tot, as discussed earlier, in applicatins for wh ot or low
by Sq. (8). lev g-sensitivity measurment Is maportant.
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III. Descueloo of On Measurement Software While the g-sensitivity characteristic of a crystal unit can mark-

A BASIC program, of which a simplified flow chart is shown edly be different from that of another unit (of similar electrical
in Figure 5. written for the HP9826 scientific computer controls parameters), a general pattern of mechanical resonance locations

the measurement settings in the HP3582A spectrum analyzer and emerges as shown in the histogram. The spread around a me-
theres the analyzer FFT data stored in memory. Then, the chanical resonance frequency observed at three major peaks are

HP9826 computer calculates and plots the g-sensitivity vs. accel- caused by (I) manufacturing tolerances of crystal plate support
eration frequency characteristic of the crystal unit under test. systems and of their locations, by (2) variation in the unattached
The spectrum analyzer starts FFT analyses under computer com- portion of packaged lead lengths between package and test fix-
mand and accumulates the power spectra obtained in FFT re- ture or by (3) effects on the crystal unit from transverse excita-
peated 32 times. The user is asked at the start of a measurement tion owing to the vibration generator armature resonance.

*run to vary the excitation signal frequency by ± 100 Hz, enter the Only the peaks occurring near 11500 Hz have been positively
resulting frequency dicriminator output voltage change, and cor- attributed to the crystal plate and the support system inside the
rect a noise source to the vibration generator. The g-sensitivity package. A computer simulation shows that the resonances at
measurement is otherwise automated taking a total of about 100 2500 Hz and at 7000 Hz involve the entire TO-5 package includ-
seconds per crystal unit. ing the package leads transmitting energy to the crystal plate.

The program also stores the g-sensitivity data on floppy disks Narrow band measurements of mechanical resonance peaks
for further analyses such as statistical treatment of mechanical show Q of 500 at 11500 Hz, but Q of only 50 at both 2500 Hz and
peaks shown in Figure 1i. 7000 Hz.

- V. Condusiom

IV. Discuslon of Results .. A computer-96ntrolled g-sensitivity measuring apparatus has
(g-seusitivity vs. acceleration characteristics) been assembled and used to screen 100 MHz AT-cut crystal units

7 for any manufacturing defect. This apparatus obtains the g-sen-
AT-cut crystal ualts with 3-point support - Figures 6 and 7 sitivity vs. acceleration characteristic of a crystal unit alone in

show typical computer plots of g-sensitivity for acceleration ap- less than 100 seconds in a given direction.
plied in the direction normal to the crystal plate of two sample
units of 100 MHz 5th overtone AT-cut crystals using a 3-point The basic equations governing computation of g-sensitivity
support system. from the measured data can be used to determine a new set of

component requirements for the apparatus when measuring dif-
Caution is required in determining that any of g-sensitivity ferent crystal types to a specified g-sensitivity level. It has already

peaks has not occurred as a result of transverse acceleration (as- been shown that measurement of g-sensitivity levels less than
sociated with armature and fixture resonance of the vibration "l-) is possible for 100 MHz quartz crystal units.
generator) experienced by the crystal but not sensed by the accel-
erometer. This is initially checked using three mutually perpen- The described g-sensitivity measurement technique can be used
dicular accelerometers mounted to a small cube of aluminum, to study mechanical resonance properties of crystal mounting
one flat side of which is fastened to the vibration fixture with and packaging schemes, simply screen defective crystal units, or
loktite. Crosstalk should be less than - 13 dB at all frequencies investigate interfering modes of low frequency mechanical reso-
when the vibr,tion generator is driven at levels to be used in crys- nances of the crystal plate and supporting systems after a simple

5- tal unit testing. At most frequencies, crosstalk levels of - 20 dB modification of the measurement software. f-
are observed using the VTS-100 vibration generator.
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Figure 6. g-sensitivity vs. acceleration frequency 5th overtone
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.... EVALUATION OF CRYSTAL MEASUREMENT SYSTEMS*

R.C. Smythe & W.H. Horton

PIEZO TECHNOLOGY, Inc.
ORLANO, FLORIDA 32804

0

SUIMARY For precision crystal measurement the accuracy
and resolution of the internal frequency synthesizer

\"- A number of commercially available instruments are Inadequate, and an external synthesizer Is
have been evaluated for use in precision quartz required. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the
crystal resonator measurement. Since no single complete system, which includes a controller
system is best for all the commonly required and peripherals.Omeasurements, emphasis has been placed on basic
performance factors so that users can Judge the The system has been described earlier [2]. For
suitability of each system for a particular type of each resonator, CO is measured at frequencies above
measurement. Comparative room temperature and below resonance. Resonance, fr- or motional arm
measurements of a range of crystal resonators, resonance, fs, Is found by a simple, two-stage
resistors, and capacitors are reported.4 7- search. The corresponding resistance, Rr or R1 , is

measured. Optionally, L1 is measured by the t f
1. Introduction method. From the equivalent circuit parameters the

load frequency and resistance, fL and RL,
This paper presents the preliminary results of a corresponding to an arbitrary positive or negative

comparative evaluation of commercially available test load capacitance may be calculated. In addition,
instruments suitable for application to the f and RL may be measured using the reactance
measurement of precision quartz crystal resonators. offset method [2, 4]. Unwanted modes are measured in
More detailed results will be given later C1]. the same manner as the principal mode.

Four instruments were evaluated:
2.2 H-P 4192A

H-P 4191A RF Impedance
Analyzer The 4192A Low-Frequency Impedance Analyzer is a

self-contained, programmable instrument covering 5 Hz
H-P 4192A LF Impedance to 13 MHz. It is a three-terminal instrument;
Analyzer however, one of the floating terminals may be

grounded if desired. The instrument measures the
Polarad ZPV Vector Analyzer voltage across, and the current through, the unknown

impedance, using a null technique [5J, and presents
Transat MCT Modular Crystal the results in any of a number of immittance forms.
Test System A variety of fixtures are available.

Of these, the Transat MCT is the only instrument The internal frequency reference can be locked
specifically designed for crystal resonator to an external standard. Frequency resolution is 1
measurement and the only instrument of the four which Hz at frequencies above 1 1Hz, adequate for many
is capable of automatic resonator measurement without purposes. An external synthesizer may be used for
additional system components. Our evaluation of the greater resolution.
M1CT was limited to its use as a stand-alone
instrument. The remaining instruments were Manual measurements of resonator parameters are
incorporated into systems which included a separate possible with the 4192A, but more conveniently a
controller and, for the H-P 4191A and Polarad ZPV, a separate controller is used. We have employed the
separate frequency synthesizer. Software was same algorithms as for the 4191A.
provided b PT! and employed algorithms described
earlIer I2 . In addition to Impedance measurement, the 4192Acan also function as a two-channel transmission test
2. System Descriptions system measuring attenuation and phase shift. In

this mode, It my be used with a separate p1-network.
2.1 H-P 4191A reflectometer, or other test network for resonator

measurement. Measurements were made In this modeThe 4191A RF Impedance Analyzer is a using a p1-network for the purpose of providing a
self-contained, programmble instrument for the comparison w1t0 other p-network systems .
f -requency range frim e to 1000 MHz [3]. A buplt-sn
coaxial reflectometer (directional bridge) measures 2.3 Polerad ZPV
the reflection coefficient of the unknown impedance,
which is converted into any of several iemittance The Polated ZPV Vector Analyzer Is a
forms by an internal microprocessor. systems-orented vector voltmeter. The Internal

microprocessor Incorporates a number of features
*This work was supported by the U.S. ArW Electronics useful for impedance measurement. Using tuner ZPV-E3
Research & bevelopme t Caomand, Ft. Monmouth, N.J., the frequency renge Is 0.3 to 2000 MHz.
Contract No. AAK2-82-C-0390.
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Firme 2 uhows the block diagram of the complete *Transat 2%
system. Both P1-network and reflectometer test net-
works were used. The software is adapted from the 3.1 Chia Elmt ftnurennt
H-P 4191A system. For the reflectometer measure-
mats, it as necessary to add a calibration routine Typical comparative masurements of the chip
to the program. resistors and capacitors are presented in figure 3

and Tables I through S.
2.4 Transat NCT

Figure 3 shows the result of amplitude linearity
The Tronsat Nodular Crystal Test System is a measurements on a 10 ohm chip resistor using the H-P

self-contained system for the automatic measurement 4192A, the ZPV with 12.5 ohm p1-network. and te
of crystal resonators from 1 to 250 MHz using a Transat 2 with 12.5 ohm pi-network. The 4192
separate pi -network. It may also be used with an measurements were ad at 11 Hz, the others at 30
external controller and also an external frequency MHz. These data represent averages of 7 to 9
source, but these modes of operation were not measurements. From the figure it can be seen that
evaluated. Additionally, it has a phase-locked mode the current range and linearity of the 4192 are
of operation, clearly superior to the other two instruments. Also.

the linearity and current range of the Transet 2 are
The system comprises four modules plus the very much better than those of the Transat 1. There

separate p1-network. They are 1) the voltage- are significant differences among the instruments in
controlled oscillator (VCO) module which provides the standard deviation of the measurements and in the
outputs for the measurement channel and a reference measured values of inductance for the chip resistor
channel; 2) the phase-locked receiver (PLR) module, a and resistance for the chip capacitor, and these will
two-channel phase/amplitude detector; 3) the auto- be reported later [1].
matic lock module (ALM) which controls frequency
sweep and phase lock functions; and 4) theautomatic In Tables 1 through 8 a sample of the results of
processor module (APH) which contains a pre- chip element measurements at 11 and 201 MHz are
programed microprocessor which controls the various sumarized. The unbracketed numbers are the mean of
test functions. Frequency is determined by a built- 7 to 9 measurements while those In parenthesis
in counter with a resolution of .01 ppm per 1 second represent the standard deviations. All p1-network
gate time. Provision is made for a TTL-level measurements used the same 12.5 ohm network.external 1 MHz frequency standard. Measurement of the series resistance of the

The full set of equivalent circuit parameters capacitors presented some difficulty for the ZPV and
are computed from three admittance measurements (but the Transat 2. The measurements of chip resistors
additional measurements may have to be performed in show, in general, good agreement among the several
obtaining these three.) The detailed measurement systems. The greatest differences are seen at highsequence is described in the operating manual [6]. resistances. At 11 MHz the Transat 2 was unable to
The three measurements are: 1) a measurement of o  make usable measurements of a 10K ohm resistor, while

at af 1 where i is a frequency near fs and a the ZPV/12.5 ohm p1 system gave a very low value. At
for fl > 32 M z. For fl < 32 MHz, a is an even 201 MHz both of these systems gave unreasonably low
integer such that 32 < afl ( 64 MHz; 2) a measurement resistance values for the 10K ohm resistor [I].
at fs; 3) a measurement at a frequency fI near fs
such that the difference in vector voltmeter phase 3.2 Resonator Measurements
angle for the two measurements is sufficiently
large. A spurious search mode is provided which Comparative measurements were made on 13 AT-cut
measures frequency and resistance of unwanted modes. and SC-cut resonators ranging in frequency from 1.65

MHz to 173 MHz. Data for 5 of these are summarized
3. Measurement Results in Tables 9-13, which. as usual, represent the mean

of 7 to 9 measurements.
Comparative measurements were made of the

equivalent circuit parameters of 13 crystal units at For each resonator, the equivalent circuit
frequencies from 1.65 MHz to 173 MHz. For six of parameters were measured and the current at resonance
these units load frequency and resistance were measured or calculated. To minimize measurement
measured. Unwanted mode measurements were made for differences attributable to current, all units were
some resonators. Measurements were also performed on screened for linearity. For six units load frequency
a set of ten chip resistors and capacitors provided and resistance were measured with simulated load
by E.T.& 0. Lab, Ft. Monmouth. capacitance of 32 pF. Load measurements were not

made with the Transat NCT since its firware does not
In addition, numerous Informal measurements were include a simulated load capacitance capability.

made with all four systems. The 4191A- and 4192A- (However, It does allow phase offset measurements.)based system have been in daily use at PTI for over

two years. As a result, our experience with these Examination of the tables shows good agreement
systems is much greater than with the ZPV and Transat for most measurements of equivalent circuit
systems. Moreover, our evaluation of the Transat parameters. Small differences In resonance frequency
system was performed using instruments provided at no value are attributable to temperature differences.
cost by the manufacturer. During the nine-month IFf resonance frequencies obtained with tie ZPY/Pi
contract period a series of modifications were appear to be In error by a few ppm.
introduced. Measurements made with early instruments
are referred .to in the tables as "Transat 1". The measurements reported as CO have dIfferent
Approximately two weeks before the end of the meaning for different measurement ewOrks, giving
€ontratt period an improved Instrument was received. rise to "porent m esurmet d ermtalf the
Measurements mae with this system are referred to as of O. pf.r murementos eonce the otal c w
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always floating, an ambiguous condition. Moreover, requires phase equalization of the measuremnt and
the three types of measurement network used differ as reference channels.
to terminal conditions. The reflection bridge makes
a two-terminal grounded measurement; I.e., one S. Frequency sweep/display. Onl the ZPV (with
measurment terminal is grounded. The pi-network suitable additional system components) is capable of
makes (approximately [1]) a two-terminal floating rapid frequency sweep and display. The NCT, however,
measurement. Finally, the H-P 4192A makes a true can rapidly search a given frequency band for a
three-terminal measurement. resonance and has a spurious search mode. Via a

controller, the 4191A and 4192A systems can be given
Simulated load measurements presented greater a display and plot capability, but the data rate of

difficulties, especially in the measurement of RL. these instruments is Inconveniently low for this
For example, the ZPV/Viltron bridge measurements of purpose.
RL in every instance but one were essentially
meaningless . 5. Conclusions

In addition, the Transat systems had difficulty In manufacturing and characterizing crystal
with some very high Q resonators. For a 5 MH; 3rd resonators a variety of measurements are required for
overtone AT-cut resonator with a Q of 2.2x100 and different purposes. No single system can best
resistance of 18 ohms, both the Trahsat 1 and 2 were perform all these measurements. This paper has
unable to achieve phase lock, due to a too rapid attempted to set forth the salient features of four
frequency sweep, and measurements were not possible. commercially available instruments as they apply to
(The manufacturer plans a modification to correct resonator measurement.

Figure 4 presents linearity measurements of a REFERENCES
10.2 MHz fundamental mode, AT-cut resonator. This
resonator has increasing resistance at low drive. 1. R.C. Smythe & W.H. Horton, Final Report,
Measurements were made with the Transat 2, the ZPV Contract No. DAAK20-82-C-o390; in preparation.
with reflection bridge, and the H-P 4192A. No
linearity measurements were made with the H-P 4191A 2. R.C. Smqythe, "An Automated Resonator Measurement
since its test level is essentially fixed. System Using a Reflection Coefficient Bridge,"

For several resonators unwanted mode Proc. 35th AFCS, pp. 280-285; 1981.

measurements were made. Figure 5 shows the frequency 3. T. Ichino, H. Ohkawara, & N. Sugihara, "Vector
spectrum of a 4.192 MHz fundamental mode, AT-cut Impedance Analysis to 1000 MHz," H-P Journal,
crystal obtained using a 12.5/12.5 ohm p1-network in vol. 31, no. 1. pp. 22-32; Jan. 1980.
a transmission measurement system. The mode
resistances shown were obtained with the 4191A 4. M.H. Horton, et al, mComparison of Methods for
system. Values obtained with the 4192A, the Measurement of Quartz Crystal Resonators with
ZPV/bridge, and the ZPV/pI systems were within 10 Load Capacitance," Proc. 35th AFCS, pp. 271-279;
ohms of these. The Transat 2 system was able to 1981.
locate only the first of the two spurs and indicated
a mode resistance approximately 30 ohms lower than 5. Y. Narimatsu, K. Yagi, & T. Shimizu, "A
that shown. Versatile Low-Frequency Impedance Analyzer with

4. System Considerations Journal, vol. 32, no. 2, pp. 22-28; Sept. 1981.

Our evaluation of the four systems included a
number of factors, some of which are listed here.

1. "Turn-Key" status. The Transat MCT, as
delivered, is capable of automatic resonator
measurements. The H-P 4192A is capable of manual
resonator measurements, but requires an external
controller and software for automatic measurements.
The H-P 4191A requires these and a programmable
frequency source, while the ZPV requires all of the
foregoing plus a measurement network.

2. Frequency range. The H-P 4192A is limited
to 13 MHz maximum.

3. Drive level. Measurements over a range of

drive level are possible with all instruments except
the 4191A.

4. Remote measurement. Remote measurement is
possible with all systems. The 4191A, 4192A, and
ZPV/bridge system permit coaxial line extension of
the measurement port, so that the masurement network
can remain with the instrument. P1-network systems
such as the Transat NCT require that the pi-network
be located remotely. In addition the Transat system
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04 Table I Coparative Chip Capacitor Measurements,
5 pF Chip Capacitor

.C) (Frequency: 11 MHz)

I OWMeasurement System (ons) (ph)
.04191A -3.7 4.88

(4.4) (.O06)

.6 ZPV/Bridge 113 5.24
NP4 MII, 1.1,(11) (.03)

96, 37 GOO8
m ANIA?! Transat 2/Pi Net. -120.9 4.79

(.07) (.OO)
no A L 3

CUM T LOA) 4192A 1.8 5.02
(.8) (.001)

4192A/Pi Net. -9.3 5.42
(16) (.03)

6. Table 2 Comparative Chip Capacitor Measurements,
5 pF Chip Capacitor

MP402 (Frequency: 201 MHz)

6S4 RC
8Measurement System (OhQ ) (ph)

flA,3T,.' / 4191A 0.21 5.142
1 (.006) (.0003)

VlV f &"e \// ZPV/Bridge -1.77 5.245
0.2 ,(.08) (.004)

ZPV/Pi Net. 5.11 5.343
O(.0) (.005)

0 C .1 0 ( .0 1Transat 2/Pi Net. 5.30 5.19
CURRENT (W (.74) (.026)

90 Table 3 Comparative Chip Capacitor Measurements,
39 pF Chip Capacitor

,0 (Frequency: 11 MHz)

70 Measurement System (0m)

4191A 0.12 38.87
soQ (.13) (.02)

ZPV/Bridge 9.8 39.77
4O (.) (.09)

30 ZPV/Pi Net. 16.2 3.06
no& (.7) (.09)

4 . Transat 2/PI Net. -12.18 38.51

0 ,4. (.004) (.01)
419724 0.00 3.40

4.! 4il2 4.3 4A4 4.6 (0) GO
PRIO lMs~ ) 4192.A/Pt flt. 0.9 3.20

(.35) (.03)
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Table 4 Comparative Chip Capacitor Measurements, Table 7 Comparative Chip Plasistor Measurements,
39 P Chip Capacitor 400 Ohm Chip Resistor
(Frequency: 201 MHz) (Frequency: It Nkz)

fts C1  Ps Xs
Mpaurement System (Ohms) (ph) Measurement System (Ohmos) (Ohm")

4191A 0.07 40.13 4191A 418.9 -0.32
(.003) (.002) (.2) (.11)

ZP/ri dge -0.04 43.70 ZPV/$ri dge 416.2 -4.6
(.009) (.04) (.3) P.)

ZPV/Pi Net. 0.77 39.65 ZPV/Pi met. 420.9 3.2
(.02) (.05) (1.0) (.9s)

Transat 2/Pi Net. 0.90 41.1 Transat 2/Pi Net. 413.9 -17.4
(.28) (1.2) (.08) GO5

4192A 425.5 -2.50
(.0) (.0O)

4192A/Pi Met. 420.9 -6.3

Table 5 Comparative Chip Resistor Measurements, GO5 (.6)
20 Ohm Chip Resistor
(Frequency: 11 MHz)

Re t Syte Table 8 Comparative Chip Resistor Measurements,
MeaurementSse (Ohms) (Ohms) 400 Ohm Chip Resistor

4191A 19.52 0.07 (Frequency: 201 MHz)
(.004) (GOO)

Rs XsIZPV/Bridge 19.66 0.20 Measurement System (Ohms) (Ohms)(.005) GOO0)
4191A 411.0 -61.2IZPV/Pi Net. 19.72 0.21 (.07) (.007)

(.00) (.04)
ZPV/Bridge 406.4 -64.1

Transit 2/Pt Net. 19.65 -0.04 (.7) (1.0)
(.00) (.00)

ZPV/Pi Net. 399.0 -65.0
4192A 19.91 0.07 (1.3) (.7)

(.02) (.02)
Transat 2/Pt Net. 395.3 -75.1

4192A/Pi Net. 19.67 0.07 (.05) (.4)
(.007) (.00) ____ _____

Table 9 Comparative Measurements, Reasonator 15
Table 6 Comparative Chip Resistor Measurements.

20 Ohm Chip Resistor S-u.3dFnaetlwM *40
(Frequency: 201 MHz) (CCt r udmna 40."80

ran. lott" 4391 4192 8H,. 3.10 so ItA *A P

Measurement System (ohms) (Ohms) I &3) l.1S enu 0148 .343 *.AI

4191A 19t. 1.44 ( .00) GON (.1) GD) (01
(.03) (4 0)(111 G) ?S

Transri /P et 19.34 1.4 C, WO) 4.13 LON1 .6. L"4LON
(.02) (.01) cta (-W) (.00) (.15) (4.)

0t.11 0.#* 60.101 MU.M

( . 0 2 )S ( .0 4 ) (A _( 09_ _ _ ) (4

Co 4 a 075 073 L a." 1.1

ILL,



Table 10 Comparative Measurements, Resonator M-1 Table 13 Coparattve Measurements. Resonator 101

(SC-Cut. 3rd Overtone -750K, 19.35) (AT-Cut, 7th Overtone QO-SSK, 69.4)

aloe/ ZP/ Z39/ Trot 2/
ma. *Btf 4)91 4190 3. Om Pi Irl3. 12.3 0.. P 12.5 4". Pi ZPV/ ZPVl Transt I/
f, (ut) 06.3m 905.1347 9S.327 0s.49 "06.363 99S.2f9 Mets. Snstem 4191 Bridge 12.5 Ohm P1 12.S Ohm 111 (ON*) 1.3 3s1 ~ s T ue s. 31.0

(.3) (.5') (.09) (.N) (.16) (1.) fs (kHz) 173260.899 173250.994 1732S1.487 IIS1.901
(.002) (.007) (.004) (.00 )LI .(R.) 1150,6 1151.1 1166.0 1131.8 1141 i t"1

S(.S) (.) (7.) (7.8) (") (17) RI (Ohms) 41.S6 41.25 44.36 41.68
(O) 4.83 4.33 ,. 5 .02 S ,.43 (.01) (.02) (.04) (.03)

(.0) (.00) (.OS) (.03) (.69) G )

tL (Ikl) 05.36 u s05.377 "DS. 37 999.10 906. U3 L1 (dl.) 2.18 2.17 2.22 2.13

(M-1,) (ft) 31.0 30.7 3.7 31.0 0.2 (.00) (.005) (.00) (.00)

(.el (.5) (.0) (.4) (.o) co (pF) 1.44 5.60 S.46 S.24
IL (00) 11.5 123.0 143.2 16.3 13.2 (.00) (.00) (.00) (.01)

(.A) ( .0) (1.2) (.9) (2.0)

Cwvuet at .31 .x .30 .31 .43 3.34 Curreft at 0.49 0.49 0.39 1.39
f, (W.) fs (NA.)

Table 11 Comparative Measurements, Resonator 114

(AT-Cut, 3rd Overtone Q-71K, M-21)

ZPV/ ZPV/ Transit 1
me". System 4191 Bridge 12.1 Ohm Pi 12.1 Ohm P1

fs (kHz) 83999.027 83999.033 83999.293 83999.106
(.004) (.001) (.003) (.003)

R1 (Ohms) 14.42 14.49 14.72 14.30
(.01) (.01) (.02) (.04)

LI (Ml.) 1.93 1.95 1.94 1.90
(.00) (.005) (.01) (.005)

CC (pF) 6.30 6.44 6.71 6.082
(.006) (.01) (.01) (.006)

Current at 0.70 0.70 1.68 2.28

Table 12 Comparative Measurements, Resonator A

(AT-Cut, Fundamental 0-11K, 6-15)

ZPV/ ZP'V/ Tpansat 2/
Rs. System 4191 grIde 12.5 Ohm P4 12.5 Ohm Pi

1, (kil) 1139.813 11392.63 111394.170 111393.315
(.001) (.00) (.007) (.011)

NJ (Ohm) 46.69 46.16 47.4S 4S.S
(.006) (.023) (.06) (.02)

Li (91.) o19 0.619 0.510 O.si(.-001) (.001) (.01) (.owo)

Ce (pF) 1.47 1.50 0.98
(.004) (.007) (.001)

f5 'm at *L45 0.41 0.46 0.6

f (SA.
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A EW FREQUENCY FOR PIEZOELECTRIC RESONATR MEASUINNT

a.H. Morton and R.C. Sq'the

PIEZO TECONOLOGY, INC.

SORLANO, FLORIDA 32804

0 '4000 a quartz crystal resnaor unit is used In where m is defined In fig. 7.
a reflectawce bridge to stabilize the frequency of anoscillator It is found hth the frequency is insen- In addition the expressions in fig. 7 for thesityve to the length of tl cable between the crystal fractional frequency differee betwemn f and f ca
unit and the bridge , , Properties of the be obtained. The well known correep"Ifg relatns
reflection coefficient of a crystal unit, one of for f are also shown in fig. 7 for comparsion. By
which explains this insensitivty, and some related graphical analysis or from equation (3) of fig. 7 it

J crystal unit measurements will be described. f. can be seen that fg is Independent of R1.

When the crystal unit can be represented In the Because of insensitivity to cable length, use of
vicinity of an isolated mode of vibration by a linear f for remote measurement is of particular Interest.
electrical impedance Z, having the usual simplified Wlth instrumentation capable of measuring or calcu-
equivalent circuit of fig. 1, the corresponding lating r the procedure is straightforward. Typical

Ze-Ro results from measurement of an ovenized crystal unit
crystal unit reflection coefficient is re - . using an HP 4191A Impedance Analyzer (7) are shown in

Ze Ro table 1. The crystal unit equivalent circuit element
Just as the Z- or Y- plane imtittance circle diagram values are given in table 11.
of the crystal unit is useful in describing the
relationships between the resonance frequency fr- the
motional arm resonance frequency fs and other REFERENCES
characteristic frequencies of Ze , the corresponding
plots in the r or Smith-chart plane are useful in (1) F.L. Walls and S R. Stein, "A frequency-lock
analyzing the characterfstics of r,. Steps In making system Fer improved quartz crystal oscillator
such a plot are shown in fig. 2, fTg. 3 and fig. 4. performance," IEEE Trans. Instrum. Heas., vol.

11N-27, no. 3, pp. 249-252, Sept. 1978.
The characteristic frequencies fs and fr can be

located on the r plane plot as in the Z- or Y- plane (2) S.R. Stein and J.P. Turneaure, "The development
lo. In addition the condition of minimum of the superconductfng cavity stablIzed oscil-
rjidentifies another frequency, f . which Is not lator," Proc. 27th Annual Symp. on Frequency
bvous on the Z- or Y- plane plots. Since the Control, pp. 414-420, 1972.

output of a reflectance bridge is proportional to r,
the minimm value of Ir.I corresponds to a minimum of (3) S.R. Stein, "The superconducting-cavity stabi-
transmission in the leflectance bridge. It can be lized oscillator and an experiment to detect
shown this is also essentially the reference time variation of the fundamental constants,"
condition used in oscillator stabilization. It is Ph.D. dissertation, Stanford University,
therefore useful to examine properties of fg. Stanford, California, 1974.

If the crystal unit is connected to a reflec- (4) C.S. Stone and O.J. Saltzer, "A frequency domain
tance bridge of impedance Re by a cable of the same reflectometer for quartz resonator investi-
Impedance the effect on the Smith-chart is to rotate gations," Proc. 36th Annual Symp. on Frequency
the crystal imittance characteristic about the chart Control, pp. 321-326, 1962.
origin by an angle of twice the angularlength of the
cable as shown in fig. S. Since this rotation does (5) W.H. Norton and R.C. ftthe, "A new frequency
not change, the location of the minimum for iezoelectric measurement," Proc. IEEE,
value of Ire on the imittence circle, that charac- vol. f1. no. 2, pp. 260O282, Feb. 1983.
taristic 6ff is unchanged. The positions of f and
fP o the rotated circle have no correspondingly (6) E. "after, "The piezoelectric crystal-
smple method of identification. Moreover, from Definittis and ethods of aarmnt," Proc.
fig. 4 it can be seen that, unlike fr, fg continues IEE, vol. 17, no. 2, pp. 179-201, Feb. 196M.
to exist when the crystal unit figure of merit M is
less than 2. Other properties of f9 evident from (7) R.C. Sqtft. "An automated resonator measuiement
graphical analysis are shown in fig. 6. system using a refletion coefficient bridge,"

Proc. 3fth Annual Sm. oan Fraqmy Control,
From other analysis (5) using the work of Hafner pp. 26O-6. 1M1.

(6) It cam readily be shown that fg f Pr if and onlyif mm " >N (1)

or, equivalently,

NJ NO T (2)

041RM? UWU-P gI*@t E
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MEASURING METHOD OF EQUIVALENT SERIES CAPACITANCE AND NEGATIVE

RESISTANCE OF QUARTZ CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS

M. Toki, Y. Tsuzuki

0Yokohama National University

Hodogaya-ku, Yokohama 240 Japan

and

T. Mitsuoka

Toyo Communication Equipment Co., Ltd.
Samukawacho, Koza-gun, Kanagawa Prefecture, Japan

Summary Introduction

- ,A measuring method has been developed to obtain Crystal oscillators have been in wide use as impo-
the oscillator circuit input impedance characteris- rtant devices of electronic equipments, and extensive

tics, so that the oscillator circuit operation perfor- efforts have been made to improve performances of both

mance can be estimated without connecting a crystal the crystal unit and the electronic circuit of the
resonator. oscillator.(l) It is, then, important to check a crys-

tal oscillator circuit prior to putting it in use.

The operation performance of the crystal oscil-
lator can be estimated without connecting a crystal Crystal oscillators have usually been checked by
unit if we measure how the input impedance, which Is observing how they operate upon connecting a certain

usually represented by an equivalent capacitance and a crystal resonator of a given frequency.(l) The opera-
negative resistance, behaves with the frequency and tion performance of the crystal oscillator, however.
amplitude of the driving signal current of the cir- can be estimated without connecting a crystal unit, if
cuit. the input impedance characteristics of the circuit

facing the crystal unit are measured. In this paper, a
In this paper a measuring method of the equivalent measuring method of the input impedance of the crystal

capacitance and the negative resistance of the oscil- oscillator circuit is described.
lator circuit has been considered. The equivalent
capacitance and the negative resistance are measured The oscillation characteristics of an ordinsy
by comparing them with a reference capacitance and a crystal oscillator such as a Colpitts oscillator a
reference resistance, respectively.-. shown in Fig.l, can usually be represented by an #e,,t-

valent circuit as shown in Fig.2. In Fig.2, the crys-
A bridge circuit is adopted as a measuring cir- tal resonator is represented by a set of equivalent

cuit, and a measuring unit is developed so that the series circuit parameters, an equivalent resistance Re
reference capacitance and the reference resistance of and an inductive reactance Xe at a given frequency.
suitable values can be inserted. The measuring system Facing the crystal unit, the input is.edance of the
is the same, except the measuring unit, as that of the oscillator circuit is represented by the series cir-
measuring method of a crystal unit. cuit composed of an equivalent capacitance CL and a

negative resistance -RL.
Measurements have been made on a Colpitts osci-

llator circuit. It has been shown from the experimen- Both the equivalent capacitance CL and the nega-
tal results that the input impedance characteristics tive resistance depend on the frequency and on the
can be measured by the newly developed measuring met- amplitude of the driving signal current. The opera-
hod and the oscillator circuit performance can be tion performance of an oscillator circuit for a given
evaluated without connecting a crystal unit. It has set of crystal resonator paramters, then, can be
also been shown that adjustment can be made on the estimated if we measure how the equivalent capacitance
equivalent capacitance of the oscillator circuit so CL and the negative resistance -EL behave with the
that the frequency of oscillation for a given crystal frequency and amplitude of the driving signal current.
resonator can be obtained.

- - -ssurinz Method

Principle of measurina method

The principle of the measuring method of the equi-
valent capacitance CL and the negative resistance -DL
is s follows. When a certain resistance Re is come-
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cted in series with the oscillator circuit represented (1) Measuring errors due to the difference in the
by CL and -RL and a RF signal is applied, the negative magnitude of VI and V2 can be minimized, since the
resistance -RL of the oscillator circuit can just be measurement can be made in a state that the magnitude
compensated by the resistance Re on a certain signal of Vl is near that of V2.
current level of the circuit. Then, the total ilpe-
cance of the series circuit becomes equal to the (2) by the symmetrical configuration of the
reactance of the equivalent capacitance CL. The value bridge circuit, effects of the stray capacitance and
of CL is measured by comparing it with a reference the residual inductance of the measuring unit can be
capacitance Cs. eliminated if we make use of a measurement by means of

comparing the equivalent capacitance CL and the nega-
tive resistance -UL with the reference capacitance Ca

Measuring circuit configuration and the reference resistance Is, respectively.

A bridge circuit as shown in Fig.3 has been adop-
ted as a measuring circuit. In Fig.3, the circuit Measuring system
circumferenced by the broken line is the oscillator
circuit which is represented by CL and -RL. Rs is Fig.S shows the measuring system using the above
the reference resistance with which the negative resi- described measuring unit. The system is the same,
stance -RL is compensated. The series circuit of Rs. except the measuring umit, as that of the measuring
-RL and CL makes an element of the bridge circuit, method of the crystal resonators by means of a ueasu-
Another element Cs is the reference capacitance with ring unit such as the pi-netvork or Fr-meter.
which the equivalent capacitance CL is compared. The (2),(3),(4) In the system, a YHP vector voltmeter is
two capacitances of the same value C are the remaining utilized as a voltage-phase meter. A variable atte-
two bridge elements. Vs is the RF signal cource vol- nuator is used in order to adjust the driving signal
tage. VI and V2 are the two output voltages of the current level of the oscillator circuit to be mea-
bridge and are led to a voltage-phase meter. sured.

Measuring unit

Measurement of Oscillator Performance
A measuring unit as shown in Fig.4 has been desig-

ned, so that the reference capacitance Cs and the Measurements have been made on the oscillator cir-
reference resistance Rs of a suitable value can be cuit of Fig.l. As the input impedance characteris-
used. In Fig.4, the portion of the unit indicated by tics, the frequency characteristics of the equivalent
'A' is the measuring terminal through which a testing capacitance CL have been measured by keeping the value
oscillator circuit is connected. 'B' and'C' indicate of the negative resistance -RL on a certain constant
the sockets for the reference capacitance Cs and the value. The measured results are shown in Fig.6(a).
reference resistance Re. 'D' indicates the input con- The signal current I has also been calculated and its
nector through which the RF signal is applied to the frequency characteristics are shown in Fig.6(b). The
unit. 'E' and 'F' indicate the receptacles for the characteristics have been measured for several parame-
probes of the voltage-phase meter for measuring the ter values of the negative resistance -RL over a
bridge circuit output voltages V1 and V2, respectively, frequency range up to 40MHz. The range of the magni-

tude of the negative resistance -RL has been chosen so
that it covers the equivalent resistance of ordinary

Measuring procedure crystal resonators. From these measured results, the
following oscillator circuit performances can be seen.

In the measurement, the signal source voltage Vs
is adjusted so that the phase difference of the two (1) Suppose, for instance, a crystal resonator
output voltages VI and V2 becomes zero. The magnitude which has an equivant resistance Re of 30 to 40ohms
of the negative resistance -RL is, then, equal to the is used and a magnitude of -RL two or three times as
value of the reference resistance Re. The value of large as the crystal resistance Re is required for a
the equivalent capacitance Cl is calculated from the sure oscillation to take place. If this is the case,
measured voltages Vl and V2 by the relation: it can be seen from Fig.6(a) that the oscillator cir-

cuit of Fig.l can be used in a frequency range from 6
CL - (Cs + C)/(Vl/V2) - C. (1) to 22MHz. The frequency range is also seen more clea-

rly on the frequency axis in Fig.6(b).
If V1 is equal to V2, the equivalent capacitance CL is
equal to the reference capacitance Cs. Possible ef- (2) It can be seen from Fig.6(a) that, over the
fects of capacitance differences of the bridge ele- above evaluated frequency range from 6 to 221Mz, the
ments due to the stray capacities of the probe recep- equivalent capacitance CL has a value between 30 and
tacles and the circuit wiring of an actual measuring 60pF if the above described crystal resonator with the
unit can be eliminated, if we calibrate the CL measu- equivalent resistance Re of 30 to 40ohus is used.
rement by means of connecting a standard capacitance
in place of the series circuit of Rs and the testing (3) It can also be seen from Fig.6(a) that at a
oscillator circuit. particular frequency near 17MHz, the value of the

equivalent capacitance CL is nearly constant for a
It is expected that the measuring method is also wide range of the magnitude of -RL. Consequently, as

useful for adjustment of the equivalent capacitance far as the oscillator circuit of Fig.l is concerned,
CL, by means of an adjusting series capacitance, for it is especially desirable to use it at a frequency
instance, near 17M z.

Thus it has been shown that the oscillator circuit
Features of measurins bridge circuit performances can be estimated from the smasurod re-

sults of the input impedance characteristics of the
It can be seen that the measuring bridge circuit circuit.

has features such as:
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AdJugtomet of Equivalent Capacitance A.knoledmsmt

In order to show a usefulness of the meanuring The authors wish to thank Mr. S. Okaso and Nr. K.
method, adjustment has also been made on the equiva- Hirame of Toyo Commication Equipment Co., Ltd. for
lent capacitance CL of the oscillator circuit of their purticipation in the development of the mess-
Fig.l. The frequency of the crystal resonator is usus- ring method.
lly made so as to have the nominal frequency at which
the crystal resonator is antirsonat with the so-
called load capacitance. (I) This frequency is References
called the load resonance frequency and gives the
frequency of oscillation when the crystal resonator is (1) Marvin 1. Frerking: "Crystal oscillator design and
connected with the oscillator circuit whose equivalent temperature compensation", Van Nostrand, 1978.
capacitance CL is equal to the load capacitance of
the crystal resonator. (1) (2) IZC Publication 444: "Basic method for the ma-

surment of resonance frequency and equivalent
By adjusting a variable capacitor connected in series resistance of quartz crystal unite by zero

series with the circuit, the equivalent capacitance CL phase technique in a pi-network", 1973.
of the oscillator circuit has been adjusted to 3OpF,
which is one of typical values of the load capacitance (3) Issac Koga: "Measurement of a VEF crystal unit
for fundmental mode AT-cut crystal resonators. A using a "Fr-meter" and an "Auxiliary reference
couple of crystal resonators have been used for each resistor", 1980.
testing frequencies (except for 30Mz). Frequency of
oscillation Foat has been measured upon connecting the (4) T. Adachl, M. Toki and Y. Tsuzuki: "Digital
test crystal resonator with the above adjusted oscil- Measurement Method of VHF Quartz Crystal Resona-
lator circuit. The adjustment of the equivalent capa- tors" (in Japanese), Trans. IECE, '82/8. Vol.J65-
citance CL and the measurement of the frequency of A, Wo.8, 1982.
oscillation Foec have been repeated twice for each
testing crystal resonator. The differences between the
load resonance frequency FL and the frequency of osci-
llation Foac are shown in Fig.7. As Fig.7 shows, the
differences are less than 2ppM over the frequency
range from 10 to 30IRz. The difference of 2ppM in
frequency corresponds approximately to that of 0.3pF
in the equivalent capacitance CL. Thus it has been
shown that the measuring method is also useful for
adjustment of the oscillator circuit equivalent capa-
citance.

Conclusion

It has been shown from the experimental results
that the oscillator circuit input impedance characte-
ristics can be measured by the newly developed maesu-
ring method and the crystal oscillator performances
can be evaluated without connecting a crystal unit. It
has also shown that the adjustment of the oscillator
circuit equivalent capacitance can be made by the
measuring method.

Thus it Is concluded that the newly developed
measuring method is useful for the development and
adjustment of crystal oscillator circuits.
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a :MEASURING TERMINAL. FOR OSC CIRCUIT
b :SOCKET FOR REFERENCE CAPACITOR Cs
C :SOCKET FOR REFERENCE RESISTOR Rs
d :CONNECTOR FOR RF SIGNAL INPUT Vs
' :PROBE RECEPTACLE FOR MEASURING Vi
f PROBE RECEPTACLE FOR MEASURING V2

Fis.4. CONFIGURATION OF OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT MEASURING UNIT.
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S.Y. PARAMETES METHOD FOR ACCURATE MFASUREMITS OF BUZZ

WAVE CRYSTAL RESONATORS AT FREQUENCIES UP TO 2 GHs

J.P. AUBRY, E. GERARD and S. LE HOPIER

CVZ COMPAGNIE DIJZBCTONIQUE Er DE PIEZO ELBCTRICITE
95100 ARGENTEUIL ( FRANCE

SUMMARY

ilulk wave quartz crystal resonators with very-high Q Other methods can require a large number of experimen-
factors or of very high frequencies have received tel measurements in a wide frequency range to allow
great attention in recent years and they do require precise fitting or accurate results (8).new methods of characterisation.

In an other hand, industrial purpose requires that the
A general method allowing accurate measurements of operator contribution must be as reduce as possible,
high Q or high frequency crystal resonators is by using computer controlled equipment.
described.

In order to overcome these limitations, CEPE has
The basic idea is the use of the admittance matrix 4evelopped a fully automatic equipment.
of the resonator. The basic idea is to use the admittance matrix of the

r lcrystal. Variations of the 
admittance matrix are

For low frequency resonators( f2OO 1Hz), the 
'  

recorded as a function of frequency, in a range less
transmission method throug te i than t 20 ppm around f .
network leadsto the determination of Y12 (f) and 0

givesaccurate results of motional parameters and
frequency. For VHF crystals (up to 2 GHz) the Y matrix II - THE AIITTANCE PARAMETERS
is computed from the four S parameters.

Around its resonant frequency, a crystal resonator
The equipment used the basic steps of the method and can be described by the simplified equivalent circuit
the calibration and measurement procedures are of figure la or lb. In these figures
described. Typical results are presented. Accuracy f is the resonant frequency of the serie arm
and reproducibility of measurements are discussed 0 Ri, Li, Cl
for both high Q and VHF crystals. C is the static capacitance

0

I - INTRODUCTION C2, C3 are the holder capacitances.

(1) Looking the crystal as a two-port network (fig. 1.1)
Among the applications of modern pieo electricity leads to the definition of the admittance matrix
crystal resonators with very high Q factor or of(2 -3)
very high frequencies are more and more studied .(Y 11 Y 12

yY
Without neglecting the difficulties to overcome when )
manufacturing such crystals, a major problem to solve
is to perfosm reliable and accurate measurements of From fig. 1.b one has Y1 2 = Y2 1 = - YQ
these crystals.

NMI 
Y2ou) methods and equipments have been described Y 11 +Y 1 2  (1)

(4-7)to reach more or less accurate measurements of =22 + Y)2 1 = 3
crystals. These methods can be active (Cr~stal
Impedance meter) or passive (*r or T network trans-
mission). Impedance bridges have so been used and It can be easily sho1 that
more recently reflexion bridges ( or S parameters Y= J C w +
network analyser (9) have been described. o R + J (Lit - I )

All of these methods have their own advantages but 1

they also have their own limitations. w t in

Classical methods of passive networks measurements, RI (2)
such as the 1 IN network (5), are not suitableQ R2+ 2R +X
for the crystals we are dealing with. The limitations I I 1  1
come from : I
- frequency range mimatcb between crystal and network in which X - Lw -
- bandwidth of high Q crystals e C,
- crystals having no null-phase response
- operator dependance of measurement.
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The values of I a a function of frequency can be III - DW FR3UINCY CRYTAIS : Y TIANUKSSION -M
rearcbed from ()

For crystal resonators of frequency below 200 Wns, the
It is possible to use the full relation (2) to reach tranmission measurement throught a W network gives
the equivalent circuit of the crystal. This is the enough information to reach the notional elements.

well known determination of the circle of admittance. This method can be sucessfully used with high Q
When calculating this circle, it appears that a good crystals.
fit is obtained with a large number of experimental
points (R0) , carefully distributed in a wide frequen- Description of the equipment
cy range, from resonant to parallel frequencies. It The equipment used for tranmission mearement is
appears also that stray capacitances must be taken
into account (mainly in the test circuit). Additionnal described on figure 3. This system includes
diffi ulties &rise from the large difference of -an ADRET frequency eynthetiser (0,01 Hs step)

measured impedances, giving a mi-match of adaptation delivering a highly stable signal (cesium controlled)

of impedances in the covered frequency range. - a RHODE et C vector volmeter (ZPV)

Salternative solution in using the admittance allowing complex ratios and voltage measurements

parameters is to consider only the reciprocal of the - a power splitter
real part of (2) a I H 444 Irnetwork

12 'X2
I R I + coBoth synthetiser and voltmeter are computer

G (G = conductance) controlled through the IEEE 488 bus.

Calitration and measuremnt procedure

Using the well known narrow band approximation The first step to perform, ssuming that apparatus
1 have been carefully caliLrated is to calitrate the

X = L -- 2 L( - o ) = 2 Li& w full equipment. This is obtain ty insertinr in tht
1 1 network the IB - recommanded shorting blank.

G - becomes Voltage attenuation is measured at nominal

2 frequency (phase and amplitude). These values will Le
1 (2 L1 -' w) taken as references in all further measurements

R(y) R1 + R (3) performed at f 4 ** 1 % . Voltmeter can store thes
aQ I RIreferences in its own memories in order to display

only the induced attenuation. This calibration

This relation describes a parabolic curve as a procedure is automatically performed and checked.
function of frequency. Values of the equivalent The shorting blank being inserted, voltage ratio
circuit are then calculated from the coefficients must be read as I : 0.
of a parabolic curve,fitted by a least-square method
from the experimental points. The measurement procedure starts by a rapid determine-
Advantages of this method are as follows : tion of f,. This is done by an iterative phases
- mall numbers of points are required (N-7) reading at two frequencies (f f 2 ) close to the
- points can be taken in the close neighbourhood of fre previously estimated fo (starting from fN). Sign and
- small variations of impedance of the crystal in magnitude of both phases give the new determination

* the covered frequency range, allowing good of fe. Three iterations generally lead to a correct
impedance matching of test circuit estimation of fo.

- measurement independent of Co.
- general method usable disregarding any sero phase The following step is to perform a run of N measure-
response. ments at N frequencies centered around fe. At each

frequency, phase and mplitude attenuations are
The general procedure of measurement can then be measured. and the value of G- 1 = 1 is calculated

described as follow.After an appropriate calibra- R YN Q T$ tion procedure, the crystal is inserted in a test
circuit. A set of measurements Is performed stepping through the classical voltage transfer relation of
in frequency around the assumed resonant frequency- the I network :
Computer aid will allow the adjustment of the 2
measurement conditions on the crystal under test Aci l~d
(frequency range, location of G-I parabola versus- 2nir ..+coo (0 - 0) (4)of~~~~ C- parbos versu RW x 1+01W0 )  ()
frequency ... )ciA o - c

After completion of this set of measurements, least ti(lI) cos (0 a

square fitting is performed and interpreted. The

minima of the G-1 curve gives the value of Rl, V I
the frequency at this minimum is the erie am in which A =a-- As e i is the voltage
resonant frequency fe, and the second order torm V
of G-1 gives L1 (fig. 2).

attenuation between input and output of the W
Criteria for a "good" measure can be introduced in network when the crystal Is inserted.
the computer progrm. If the calibration procedure on the short circuit

has been perfomed first, one can take in (4)
JAcl - i and 0  -0 1

Ac - e J'oc being the voltage transfert om the
Fshorting blank.
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The frequency range covered by the N steps of Reproducibility of measurements is given by figure 4,
frequency is given mainly by the overtone order of in which a set of 50 successives measurement if shom.
the resonator (from * 20 IO6 for a fundamental mode These measurements have been performed on 5 NHz AT P/5
to * I 10- 7  

for a fifth or higher overtone). CEPE NVA design.

Various requirements must be met to allow a correct Both accuracy and ruproducibility are found in the
interpretation of the measurements : range of so

m e parts in 10"9 .

- minimum of I must be seen between 2nd and N-Ist
Re-(YQ poaint. Typical rults

- standard devi ation of the parabolic fitting (given Typical results of measurement are presented on
in n) must be lower than a given percentage of the figures 5 to 7. AF

computed value of R1  The horizontal axis is in - around a nominal frequen-

- minimum of the G curve must be positive. cy (or around a pre-estlmated to). The vertical axis

- the coefficient of the 2nd order term must be gives the I values In ohms.

positive Q
- ratio between the greater and the maller 1 The stars are the

R.Q line is the parabolic C-curve calculated by a least

observed must be found between given limits. square fit.

If one of these conditions is not fullfilled, an Figure 5 gives the measuremerts of a 5 MHz AT P/5

other run of measurement is operated after a (CEPE BVA design) resonator.

possible modification of center frequency or
frequency range. Figure 6 gives the measurement of a 10 MHz SC P/5

resonator.

Figure 7 gives the measurement of a 10 Mtz SC P/3Accuracy and reproducibility resonator.

Accuracy of the motional parameters and frequency
comes from :

IV - VH CRYSTALS - S-Y PARAMETERS METHiOD
- accuracy of the method which will be discussed

- accuracy of the test circuit (IT network) For frequencies higher than 20C MHz, crystals gererally
introducing systematics errors, do not show any zero phase response and, in addition,

stray (or holder) capacitances are core and more
The accuracy of the measurements is related to the perturbating. Equivalent circuit must then be seen as
G
-1 

fitting curve, which comes from the accuracy a two port network.
of each I experimental points.

R7- It is well known that S parameters allow an accurate
measurement of the elements of the VHF equivalent

This accuracy can be calculated from (4) by taking circuit (4-8). We will show a procedure of Interpreta-
into account the spucifications of the vector tion of S measurements which is usable and accurate
voltmeter. It can also be estimated by a run for VHF crystals, and which requires a minimum number
of 100 successive measurements of 1 at a given of measurements and saves time.Re(Y )

frequency. For a given run of frequencies around fe, we measure
the Sij parameters and ther, by the relations giver

For a given calibration, this error is found in figure 9 , compute the Y matrix. By (1) and (3)
about 1.. we will calculate, from Y12 or Y2 1 ' the reciprocel

The effect of this possible error on each 1 of the real part of YQ. giving access, by the C
" 

curve

ife(y-) fitting to fop R ILl.
points on the G

I 
fitted curve is estimated byQ Capacitances will be calculated from Y11 and Y22 "

affecting 1 to N experimental points (randomly It can be seen that we will have two sets of points to
distributed in the N points) by 1% error, calculate Y , one given ty Y12 and the other by Y2 1 "
Notional eLments and frequency are ra.calculattd Q
at each time. Table I sumserizes this computational This gives a mean to check the good operation of
analysis for various resonators the system.

A &f/ 6L/ AR
(lIA f L R Dscription of the equimnent

The S parameters measurement requires

BVA 5 MHz AT P/5 2.3 +- 1.35 10 "
- 0.8 % t 0.8 % - a frequency synthetiser

10 MHz SC P/5 1.3 t 3 . 5  10
9 +  2.5 % t 0 . 7  -a S parameter test adapter

10 " + + - a vector voltmeter
10 Mz SC P/3 1.3 - 3 10 - 2 -0.77. -a tet circuit (5O& load adaptation)

100MHzAT P/5 0.1 t lO 8 - 2 % t-o. 77%
I___I___I_ The equipment Is described In figure 8.

Ta ilc I The synthtiser, S adapter and vector voltmeter areunder computer control through 133 488 bus.
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The various relays giving the different ways of RF The C"I curve Is then fitted on the 2.N pcints, as a
propagation (transmission and reflexion) are shown furction of frequency.
In figure 8.

The computor is in charge of applying the frequencies, A'rag i a r ac -of h e o f c lt o

the status of the relays and of reading the inform&- Here again, accuracy of the method of calculation of
thestaus o the relay an dofItwill rea ogihe n a motional elements and frequency can be estimated, dia-
tions on the vector analyer. It will also givereadn thifuncofumtkofc rceitcthe Interpretation In trms of fog Rip Lis Co, C2 C3 regarding the Influence of asmtet of charcteristic

t o 0 23' impedances, or imperfections in the test circuit, which
can be checked by 5CAL tests and references.Calibration .procedureAc 

u a y o th 1The minimum calibration of the system is performed Accuracy Of the 1 points can be taken from the
on Sll, with an open circuit on the test circuit.

After initial reading, S11 is adjusted to an amplitude voltmeter and S adapter characteristics. Assuming an
I and a phase 0b accuracy around 1 % on each 1I readings, one can

Pl or highest frequencies, it can be measured that SLJa

paramters (L, J* 1,1) aresUghtly different than. do the same computational analysis then in the low
their theoretical values (S22 = : 0 an open circuit, frequency case. This will give the order of magnitude

= S - 1 :0 on short circuit).. This can be de of the accuracy of the calculated motional elements
and frequency. Table II smsarizes- this analysis.

to unequivalent electrical lengths, rotations of
phase ... Q Af/f AL/L AR/R

Some workers have overcome this problem by Introdu- 3 + 7 +
cing "error Matrix" in their computation 600 MHz AT (F) 10 10 - 3.4 10 1.2 I 0.8 %

We have chosen an other solution wbich consists in 200 Mhz SC (F) 22 103 + 1.6 0
- 7 

+ 1.8 % 0.8 %
measuring, at the nominal frequency, after S11  3 1-74

calibra , 22m (open circuit) and Smend 1m 1,06 GHz BT P/5 28 10 t 1.8 10 - 2 % 0.8 %calibration, S271 2

(short circuit). Then we calculate SIj parameters Table II
(compensation parameters) by :

Sti . Sil
c 
= 1 (i, J * 1,1) (5) Reproducibility has been checked by performing 50 suc-

cessive measurements, after a given calibration, on
Any further Sij measurements performed on a crystal a 600 MHz AT fundamental node crystal resonator.
will be multiplied by these three error parameters.

Figure 11 gives the variation of fo, L 1 and R1
An example of such a compensation is given on during these fifty measurements. It appears that
figure 10 (600 Mli AT fundamental quartz crystal). frequency does not change by more 0,8 ppm (500 Hz)

fduring the operation. It can be thought that most of
Figure lWea gives the G fittin without taking into the frequency drift come from small temperature
account the compensation. Figure 1 .b gives the sae variations during the 1 hour and half of time covered
curve calculated with the Stj compensation. It can be by the 50 measurements.
seen that the fit is better and that differences
between Y_ and Y are lower when using copensation. Accuracy and reproducibility in L and R appear to be
Neverthelfis, it U shown that this compensation does better than 2 and 1 %, and in the range of some parts
not affect greatly the values of the elements, in 10-7 on frequency, even at 1 Oz.
indicating a good equilibrium between electrical
lengths of the S adapter. Typical results

After completion of calibration procedure, crystal Typical measurement results are presented in figures 12
is inserted in the test circuit. tol4

figure 12 SC 20C MHz fundamental
Measurement procedure figure 10 AT 60C M z fundamental

figure 13 : IT 1,060 CHz P/5
As in the low frequency operation, the measurement figure 14 AT 1,9 0hz P3.

procedure starts by a rapid determination of fe
This is dome by using the amplitude of Sl1 which must In each figure, stars indicate I calculated from

he minimue around fe Two $11 readins are performed Q

at frequencies (f1 ,f2) close to a previously estimated Y12 and Y21, and the solid curve gives the parabolic

f• (starting from f ). mplitudes of both S curve fitted on the 2N points.

measurements lead to a new determinatior. of f . In most All of these crystals were manufactured by CIPI(VIjna
cases, three iterative pairs of StI measurte.ert give the now well known ion beam milling technique
te location of fe. (fig. 15).

A run of N measurements is performed at frequencies
around f (K-9 in most applications). Each measurement
is made of the set of four S parameters. For eacb
frequency of the run, the calculator computes, by (5),
the compensated S matrix, and then the Y matrix. Dot.
YI2 and Y21 are used to give a pair of 1

experimental points at each frequency step.
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V - DISCUSSION Typical values are reported up to Ofs range.

One can vake a comparison between the two methods At 1 GRz QF product as high as 30 1012 is obtained
described above, and with the 1E W network method, with BT cut fifth overtone. QF products of AT cut

are between 6 1012 (fundamental) and 13 1012
Table I'U gives the results of measurements on 70 MHz
fundamental mode AT cut cryataI$. These results seem to be the greater Q value which

Zero Phase 1 / G 1 / C can be obtained, even by SAW or composite devices,
1W Network Wr Network S parameters in this GRz frequency range.

69960648 69960618 69960642 REFERDECES
Frequency (iz) 7.10-8(*) 5.10-8(*  3.10.8(*) 1/ L. PIDR? and J. CHAUVIN "rrect Frequency Crystal

9.89 9 9Oscillator", 35th APCS, 1981 pp 365-375

esistance (a) 0. 0.2(*) 0.2%() 2/ L. BIDART, "New Design of Very High FrequencyResistance__ 40_ 0.5%_ 0.2%_0.2%Sources",erroelectrics 1982 vol.40 pp 231-236

2.705 2.680 2.701 3/ B. dALLAET and P. SIFFERT, "Recent Advances in
Inductance (m!) 1.2.(*) 0.3%(*) O.2.(.) VHF Crystal Filters", 36th ARCS, 1982 pp 405-418

4/ H.S. PUSTARFI and WoL. SMITH, "An Automatic
Q factor 120230 118880 122780 Crystal Neasurement System", 27th APCS, 1973,

I Ipp 63-72

(*) dispersion on 5 measurements 5/ IEC Publication 444 (1973)

Table III 6/ W.H. HORTON, T.S. PAYNE, R.C. SMYTHE and
D.A. SY 4KDS, "Comparison of methods for

Table IV gives the industrial result of such crystals, measurements of Quartz Crystal Resonators with

based on thousand of units manufactured, and measured load-capacitance", 35th AFCS, 1981, pp 271-279
by the above methods. 7/ R.C. SYTHE, "An Automated Resonator Measurement

Initial R(AL System using a Peflexion Coefficient Bridge",
tolirancel R ' ( " 35th AFCS, 1981, pp 280-285

4 1 13,5 t 1 2.85 -0.12 93000 8/ R.C. PEACH, A.J. DYER, A.J. BYRNE and S.P. DO!ERTY,
"New Method for the Measurement of Quartz Crystal
Parameters", 36th AFCS, 1982, pp 297-301

Table IV 9/ C.S. STHE and O.J. B&LTZER, "A Frequency Domain

Reflectometer for Quartz Resonator Investigations",

Table V gives a comparison between Y transmission and 36th AFCS, 1982, pp 321-326
S-Y methods measurements performed on 181,666 MHz AT 10/ R. FISCHER and L. SCULmKE, "Extending the
cut crystals, for 5 successive measurements ( in Frequency Range of the Transmission Line Yethod
ambient air). for the Measurement of Quartz Crystal up

y.tranmission so Yto 250 Mz", 31st APCS, 1977, pp 96-101
11/ M. BETE, "Acoustic Bulk Wave Resonators and

F 181 665 819,2 ! 20 Uz 181 666 128,5 - 10 H. Filters Operating in the Fundamental Mode at
+ Frequencies Greater than 100 MHz", 31st ARCS,

R 104,1 - 0,25 &. 101,9 - 0.1 1977, pp 122-125.

L 5.284 - 0.02 m. 5.431 t 0.03 mH

Table V

Between both methods, disagreement in L1 and R1
is smaller than 2 % and frequency errors (-2 ppm)
are probably due to differences in temperature
during each run of measurements.

CONCLUSION

We have described a fully progrmmable equipment,
allowing automatic calibration and measurement
procedures. Suitable progrmme allow to choose the
best conditions in order to reach a given accuracy
in the minimum time. Ceeral method is usable from
IEMs to OH range.

The described procedure leads to the eerie arm
characterisation, Independent of Co and stray
capacitances. Without any compensation circuit,
it allows the maeasur-m at of crystals which do not
show zero phase response. It is also possible to
detect anomalies in frequency-phase curve or to
characterise a crystal at a gIv n phase offset.
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SPURIOUS RESONANCES AND MODELLING OF COMPOSITE RESONATORS*

K. B. Yoo, H. Uberall, D. Ashrafi and S. Ashrafi

Department of Physics

The Catholic University of America

Washington, DC 20064

Abstract

!
4

eversl three-dimensional models have been de- of its predictions with experimental data, and
veloped for explaining the characteristics of compo- discussions will be given in section 3.

site resonators. The agreement between the resonance
spectra predicted by the models and the experimental 2 Three-dimensional model
data is excellent, inlcuding spurious resonance fre-
quencies. The size and geometry of the resonator is A. Rectangular plate model
found to be directly responsible for the spurious reso-
nances, and to be important for the principal reso- This model will best represent resonators with a
nances. A significant relationship between resonance rectangular top electrode. As in the disc model

3 
which

1C frequencies and material properties has been found, we developed previously, the single homogeneous,

and its implication is discussed. 4-- isostropic elastic plate is assumed to have side
lengths 2a and 2b, and thickness 2L. The origin of the

1 Introduction coordinates is at the center of the plate. The displa-

cement vector u can be expressed
4 

in terms of a scalar
Bulk acoustic wave resonators on a silicon sub- potential 0 arda partial displacement ':

strate with fundamental frequency in the VHF/UHF range *= + '(

have been developed by several groups.
1  

Although (1)

proto-types have been successfully fabricated, they with
all exhibited the undesirable feature of spurious reso-
nances. The main purpose of this work is to understand 0. = 0.

the origin of the spurious resonances, so that means Considering only symmetric displacements with respect
for their effective control can be found. tonsie one, we haveto the a - 0 plane, we have

The composite resonator
1 

consists of a thin
silicon membrane etched out of a block of silicon to a Lu, --A s.%k 1 x cok, coskV-
thickness of a few microns, with a sputter-deposited (2a)

piezoelectric ZnO film of comparable thickness. At the + I~ B, ~ vlOS j'1, X o -;ca 5sd
top and bottom of the piezoelectric film, thin elec-

trode layers are located to excite the resonator. The
shape of the top electrode is typically circular or Uk -Ark,/k)coI0Stx To' c-ltLk +
rectangular. To analyze the resonator, an equivalent
circuit modell (which is strictly one-dimensional), or +[ 3. cosA1,x $'%Aj, Co$ , (2b)

a two-dimensional model
2 had been employed. The one-

dimensional model did predict * stries of principal
resonance frequencies but it failei to account for VA-=- A(k) eos k vS

spurious resonances which were observed experimentally.
The mentioned two-dimensional model, however, showed 4 3 Co5AM CbtA. Tt , (2c)
only the qualitative structure of the spectrum.

A realistic three-dimensional model
3 
which we have where k /3a

developed clearly showed good quantitative agreement "(' - - 1 
k  

L)
"  

(3a)

with an experimental measurement. To represent the
composite nature of the resonator more accurately, we IC ( )(3b)

have developed our earlier model further so that it now
consists of two different places Joined together. With L / . (3c)
minor adjustments, we were able to obtain essentially
the same spectrum as in the single-plate model, which
had checked well with experiment. This agreement (3d)
implies greater significance for the model since each

individual material property is directly related to the

resonance frequencies. CL and CT  being longitudinal and transverse wave speeds

In the following section, a brief description of in the plate.
the single plate model is furnished,end Is extended to To satisfy the stress-tree condition on the a alL
the development of a coupled-plate model. A comparison sr efoa.ad.hst .eat k .amm< •__--_..--._- _surfaces for all x mid y, qa

s 
to be equal to kand,-

*Supported in part by the U.S. goverment, and by the q .equal to k& . Then we obtain the characteristic

-Office of Naval Research. equation
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3 Results ad Discussion

41,_ k_ _ks__,'_ kx ) As ws had found before3 , the boundary conditions
- - ) (4) on the side surfaces, Eqs. (7a) and (7b), have little

tan k.L (L j'- j 1  )- " effect on the resonance frequency spectrum, giving at
most a few MIz (P%1Z) shifts. We thus employed the
tangential stress-free condition, Eq. (7b), throughout
our calculation.

Here kI  and k2 are determined from the boundary con-
ditions on the x .- a and y -I-b surfaces, re-
spectively. Satisfying CAX " 0 or u- Us 0 at
x - a leads to

kj. 0 .2 ) (5a

the T" 'Cic, - 0 or u - 0 condition leads to

I a -W- 7r. (5b) 4b

Similar equations for k2 are obtained by satisfying

boundary conditions on the y - t b surfaces:

2.= 2'A La 35 45 455

or
I Fig. 1 Experimental frequency spectrum of bulk-acoustic

(6b) wave resonator (filter).
where m and n are integers. Figure I shows the measured spectrum of a filter6

with silicon thickness of 5.6p, m, zinc-oxide thickness

As the frequency equation (4 ) depends only on of 2.47.m, and rectangular top electrodes (254x5O8#Lm)
2 2 saced 12tm from each other. There appears a funda-

k 2. k I , the condition can be summarized in the mental resonance at 425 Mhz which is trailed toward the
following way. lower-frequency side by a series of smaller spurious

resonances. Weak indications of a first overtone and
For ?,,x - Z' -0: its spurious frequencies are evident around 445 MNz;

they appear far more distinctly in other, unpublished
work of Grudkowski et al., Ref. 1. To model this

'1*,+ ('17 j IO, 7e spectrum, we first used a mingle rectangular plate model2-Xz /L 2$ 1r / 2' 1 (7a) with the same area dimension as the electrode. and a

thickness of 8.1rm. Effective velocities adopted were
Li 7160 m/sec and c T - 3443 m/sec, assuming

o- - MO: 2 T Tr L . These values were obtained in the limitingand for '. case of Eq. (4) when the plate becomes infinite, and
fixing the principal frequencies at 425 and 442 Mz.

Different values of aL and L' are obtained if we. _ 7JZ L' r.. 2-. (7b) assume 2 ' > . but the predicted spectra are thesame.

B. Coupled-plate model

This model assumes two plates of different
materials, joined together like the actual composite
resonator. Coupled discs and coupled rectangular
plates may represent composite resonators with a circu-
lar top electrode and with a rectangular electrode,
respectively. The displacement vectors are similar in
form as in single disc or rectangular plate model.
However there is one more boundary surface to be
considered. The displacements and stresses are con-
tinuous across the junction plane. This leads to 8 x 8
determinant equations for the disc model and 12 x 12
determinant equations for the plate . The detailed
equations will be published elsewhere . The boundary
conditions on the aide surfaces are assumed to be the 385 405 425 445 465
me as in the single-plate model. 3W4

M"z

Fig. 2 Theoretical frequency spectrum from an effective
single rectanular plate rsonator. The di-

mension of the plate is 254x508x8. fAA.
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Figure 2 Is the spectrum of the rectangular plate Our coupled rectangular-plate model prediction is
model. The number of spurious Oesonance frequencies shown in Fig. 4.
has increased considerably, comparing with that of the
disc model

3. 
However, the agreement with the data

(Fig. 1) is better. Not only do the major peaks
coincide with the predictions, but also the smaller
wiggles on the lower frequency side are seen to agree.
This was to be expected, since the rectangular plate
should better represent the resonator with a rectangu-
lar electrode than the disc model.

Next, we improved the model further by joining two
platesof different materials, just like the composite
resonator itself. The CTr and C L values for each

material can be directly inserted for the appropriate
plate with the relevant geometric dimensions. In this
way the relationships between resonance frequencies and
individual material properties can be explored. The
plate thicknesses used in the model are a priori the I _ ]
same as those of the composite resonator. A value of 385 405 425 445 465
0.3 Lm, however, was added to ZnO thickness to MHz
simulate the effect of electrode thickness. The
predicted resonance frequencies were somewhat higher
than the observed ones. This may be due to the aniso- Fig. 4 Theoretical frequency spectrum from the coupled
tropic property of materials used in the real resonator rectangular plate model (254x508p-m).
while the model was assuned to be isotropic. Reducing
now CT of ZnO and Si uniformly by 11.7%, we could get The area of the rectangle is taken the same as
satisfactory agreement with the data. that of the resonator, and the thicknesses were chosen

in the same way as in the coupled-disc model. As we
have seen in Fig. 2, a large number of spurious reso-
nance frequencies are predicted. They are very similar
to the case of the single plate model (Fig. 2). The
agreement with the data is again excellent.

The effect of ZnO and Si thickness ratio varia-
tions on the values of Fl and E. should be interps-
ting, and will be investigated in the future since they
have physical significance in controlling the spurious

resonance frequencies. Also, the mode functions
associated with the fundamental and the first overtone

may be affected by the thickness ratio.

j In conclusion, a series of models have been used
to predict resonance frequencies and the agreements with

385 405 425 445 465 experimental data are excellent. The coupled-plate
model closely represents the resonator and the direct

MHZ relationship of resonance frequencies with individual
plate sound velocities and geometric configuration yield

Fig. 3 Theoretical frequency spectrum fra the coupled- important information for controlling unwanted modes.

disc model (radius = 250fkm).
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ANALYSIS OF COMPOSITE RESONATOR GEOMETRIES

K. M. Lakinj Ames Laboratory-USDOE
Iowa State University

Ames, IA 50011
*1 S ummary

P7Composite resonators and other thin film In addition to having complex boundaries the
piezoelectric acoustic devices are often cor- material may also be inhemogeneous as in the
posed of complex geometrical shapes which in- p4 silicon membranes. Because coupled resonat-turn may be made up of inhomogeneous material or filters play such an important role inregions. Analytical solutions for the mode conventional filters it was felt that the an-spectrum of such structures using perturbat- alysis technique should be able to determineion theory or normal mode expansions must filter response, and network scattering Par-make approximations which may depart signifi- ameters as well as mode distributions. Thecantly from the real problem. Particularly, final result will be equivalent circuits toat microwave frequencies it may be inapprop- aid in device design.
riate to neglect the finite thickness of theelectrode metalization and treat it as an Because of the complicated boundary shapes0 equivalent mass such as done for low frequency in real devices it was decided to use a numer-resonators. In composite resonators having ical analysis formulation which would describep diffused silicon membranes the impurity the material as being composed of a finitediffusion profile and associated carrier dist- continuum with a superimposed mesh or grid
ributn cause the material to be inhomogen- where field values are to be calculated. For
eous. causthe general case of arbitrary crystal anisotr-opy and up to four field components, a finite

In order to treat a general class of difference equation approach was adopted topiezoelectric excitation problems a new finite approximate the differential equations ratherM difference formulation of the general two than a finite element formulation using a freedimensional coupled piezoelectric wave equat- energy minimization. The finite differenceion has been derived. The formulation allows formulation allows the boundary conditions tofor three displacement components and the be met in a clear physical manner just as theyelectric potential having propagation in two would be derived from the initial fielddimensions. Cases of obvious material symmet- equations.
ry reduce the complication of the formulation
accordingly. Although one, two, and three dimensional

formulations are under study, only the twoThe formulation is unique in that the dimensional formulation is discussed in detailessential physical nature of the problem is in this paper.
not masked by the numerical analysis procedure.The finite different equations are in the five II Theory
point configuration having a central pointand four nearest neighbor. The coupled diff- The theoretical development of the finiteerence equations describing the motion of the difference formalism starts from the generalcentral point are in the form of the usual point form linear elastic equations for aeigenvalue christoffel equations having near- region of arbitrary anisotropy,est neighbor mesh points as apparent sources. NEWTON'S SECOND LAW

I Introduction XA -- j (()
GAUSS'S LAW

Composite resonators represent a new GAUSS'S(LA* class of VHF-microwave piezoelectric devices ? t - 0
that show considerable promise as fundamental CONSTITUTIVE RELATIONS
mode resonators and as filter building blocks.1A major problem with such devices has been the 0,2 --- - e14,k- (3)complicated nature of the spurious responses
exhibited by the resonators when employing ;, ea (Alt - (4c-axis normal films for wave generation. That PKKfilm orientation generates a complex set of For resonator analysis the time harmonic assum-Lamb and flexure waves in the composite plate ption is employed although there are numericalstructure that is difficult to analyze analyt- methods for solving the time dependent waveically. However, some simple geometrical equation as well.4-6 Newton's second law inconfigurations have been analyzed using plate the point form and Gauss's Law form a set ofwave mode expansions to satisfy simplified four differential equation coupled throughboundary conditions. 2 constitutive relations as indicated.

It is the purpose of the study reported
here to formulate a very general approach to There are numerous methods used to solvesolving complicated boundary value problems this set of equations, in the presence of boun-under conditions of arbitrary material anis- darie, using expansions in partial waves, plateotropy and boundary configurations. Typical waves, power series,-or perturbation methods.boundary configurations that might be expected Given the complexity of the boundary conditionsin composite resonators are shown in Fig 1. anticipated with composite resonators a numeri-This f gure is meant to represent a composite cal finite difference approach has been chosen.of poss ble boundary shapes, including abrupt Some simplification of the problem may be hadtermination of the piezoelectric layer, and by initially restricting the problem to twois not suggesting a particular device design. dimensions. The 2D plane will be the xl, x2
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plane with x3 normal. No spatial variations form of the difference equations does not
are allowed along x3 and accordingly the lin- depend on the detailed nature of the mesh.
ear differential equations for (1) may be
written as, The R.H.S. area integral of (10) is the

simplest to carry out when the fields within
(7/; (- A (5) the area element are assumed to be given

approximately by the fields at (I,J . The
let result is,

. -(6) -W :F

k where vector,

U) where the term in square brackets is just the
M T(7 total mass (per unit depth). Note that (2)

does not have a corresponding R.H.S. and so
then, that area integral is zero.

{-X" --%OaA 4 (8) The L.H.S. integrals in (10) are some-
3 3what more complicated because the stress must

Note that the L.H.S. of (1) has been expanded be described in terms of spatial derivities
for ial,2 and written so that the identifica- of uk along each path. The line integrals
tion in (6-8) can be made. The result of are of the form
having (6) in the form of a curl operation f
allows a direct integration using Stokes Theo- ( 4
rm to reduce the L.H.S. by one order, - j

W, -- (9) where the integration limits denote the vari-ous line segments in the four material regions

let Fig 3. Note that L.H.S. of (2) is treated the
_lame way as L.H.S. (1) so that the vector

r ~ ~3 Q(J) takes on a more general form

then, 6 -2f G ,

The ~ ~.&2Jeu d%.d~(10) +t D3,ktL,
The complex L.H.S. area integral is simply where u4 is the electrical potential. The
reduced to a line integral of the stress comp- material tensors A,B,C,D are defined by
onents around a closed path in the 1,2 plane.
Of course, in order to do the integrals the k=l 2 3 4
fields must be known or assumed to have a giv-
en form, series expansion, etc. Physically j=l c16 c66 c56 e16
these integrals correspond to finding the net
force on the material region. One form of 2 c12  c26  c25  e12
finite difference (FD) formulation is to break

C the region of interest into a set of finite 3 c14  c4 6 c45
points or mesh elements with each element
identifying a small localized region of the
material. 4 e1 2  e26  e25 -321

The rectangular grid region is shown in
Fig 3 representing a small localized part of Bjk k= 2 3 4
1,2 plane. The grid spacings are generalized i
to hl,h2,h 3 ,h4 as shown. The symbols 0, 0, j=l c66  c26 c46 e26
G, denote respectively each of four mater-
ial regions surrounding the central mesh point 2 c26 c22  c24 e22
(I,J). For generality the four regions are
assumed to have different material properties 3 c46  c24 c44 , e24
to allow eventual handling of complex material
boundaries. The nearest neighbor field points 4 e26  e22  e24 -922
to the central point (I,J) are (I-1,J), (I,J-l)
(I+l,J), and (I,J+1). These mesh points are
shaded for emphasis. Cjk k=l 2 2 4

Looking ahead, such a rectangular grid j-1 Cfl c16  c15 11
will give a "five point" set of difference
equations when fields along the dashed integ- 2 c', cl6
ration path are described by the central point c16 c66 C56 ,
and its nearest neighbors. A hexagonal mesh 3 c15 C56 c55 15
would be composed of triangular regions in a .
seven point difference equation. The triang- 4 ell e1 e I -all
ular mesh allows a more accurate description
of non-rectangular boundaries and can be
distorted to represent rectangular boundaries
am well. As will be apparent, the basic matrix
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Djk k1l 2 3 4 42

j=l C16 C12  C1 4  e12

2 .C66 c26 c46 e26

3 C56 c25 C45 e25 h? .A _f -. A .

4 e16 e12 e14 -612 (q) SI i h
4-

Each tensor is given in terms of the usual
reduced subscript material tensors and are p= f h,q 4
partitioned by the dotted lines to identify
those regions associated with Laplaces equat-
ion only, the wave equation without piezoelec- (I)
tric coupling, and finally the piezoelectric t.. = L2k(ZAT4 G & Uk(I-,. T)
coupling coefficients. Symmetry conditions 

k

will obviously reduce the complexity of these () 00
tensors. o (..T) +Q( LA(Uk (.U7

The line integrals are actually composed
of 16 terms for each of 4 equations in 4 reg-
ions for a total of 256 integrals. Fortunate- The above matrix form for the finite
ly, the integrals are of only two different difference equations holds at each point in
forms, as may be seen by dropping most sub- themeh. Pyally, helds at a incripts and superscripts, the mesh. Physically, the fields at a given

mesh point are viewed as being driven by the

-(A 14 nearest neighbor. This matrix description has
,- the expected form of a driven vibration prob-

lem. The dashed lines in the matrix separate
acA (A those parts coupled by piezoelectricity. Simp-0 - C + D) lifying examples will be given later.

In order to carry out the integrals the Within the mesh any point also influences
fields must be known or assumed along a given its neighbors and so the vector on the R.H.S.
path. Terms having the A and D coefficients of (11) is not a constant except for some
integrate directly while the B, C terms requ- terms at driven excitation points. Consequent-
ire that the derivities be described in terms ly, for interior points (11) must be written
of the local fields. For example, in the path as a homogeneous set of equations, one set for
a-b, Fig 3, the derivative is approximated by each point in the mesh. There will then be as
its finite difference, many coupled equations as there are unknown

!u u(I.Jil)-u(IJ) field quantities. Such a set typically forms
- hthe square but sparcely populated matrix hav-Xl- hl ing non-zero coefficients clustered along the

while the endpoints are approximated by diagonal,

u(a) = (u(I,J+1).u(I,J))/2
u(b) = (u(i,j-l)eu(I-1,J)/2.

When the various line segments are integrated .
and summed, shile identifying material tensors ........ 4
with an appropriate region superscript, the A V

resulting set of difference equations is A.. . .. .I

eis callaa U-r"... "P...... S

CNl Q cr 0(" @ The dots represent non-zero matrix elements.

There im an art to labeling the mesh .ith
a sequence of indices much that the matrix has

0(r)--) + C ) a small "bandwidth" (clustered tightly about
where . the dSolution of the equations is

, E X efficently carried out by aussan eliminaton
a) - fol1od by back substitution or Othr numri-

hu) e4edIIV + Alit al methmds.

A very simple ezample is for a one dim-
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ensional resonator whose finite difference
matrix is of the form

UMI) V(2) UM?) VC3) UM3) VM4) UC4) V(S) UM5) where .1r *
o b I ".. 0 0 0 0 0 0 The case for zero frequency, k = 0, reduces

to the simple difference equations for
0 -2 R 1 0 0 0 0 0 Laplaces equation for both the electrostatic

- ,and mechanically static case. The grid size1 0 -A 0 " 0 0 0 0 is normalized by the acoustic wavelength and
O-2 may be chosen for as few as 20 cells per

0-2 R 1 ",0 0 0 wavelength. The finite difference equations
for boundary terms are more complicated and

o 0 1 0 -A 0 1 0 0 must be derived for each specific case.
o 0 O. t 0 - 0 I 0 0I ~rxI
0 0 0 1 0 -2 R 1 , 0 I

" % A finite difference formulation of the
0 0 0 0 1 0 -A 0 ! . general anisotropic piezoelectric coupled wave

equations has been derived for the analysis
of complex composite resonator boundary valuewhere abA and R are non-zero constants and and excitation problems. The difference

U and V are the displacement and electric equations form a coupled set of four equations
potential respectively. Only the upper left describing fields at each element in the mesh.
corner of the matrix is shown. Note that V(1) The physical form of the equations show that
is the known boundary potential, and so would a central mesh point is driven by its nearest
appear on the R.H.S. of the equations. The neighbors as would be expected from physical
remaining unknowns are taken in pairs corresp- considerations. When expanded the difference
onding to each mesh point. The matrix is equations can be written in the form of sparce
relatively well banded and only the non-zero banded set of equations whose solution is
elements need be stored. The solution actual- readily obtained by well known means.
ly is carried out by performing the Gaussian
elimination (matrix all zero below the diag- The formulation is much more general than
onal) as the matrix is built. The matrix that required by the resonator boundary value
remains zero in the upper diagonal region problem. The formulation and solution tech-
above the diagonal row of ones. An inapprop- nique should be applicable to a wide class of
riate labeling or ordering of the equations excitation and acoustic scattering problems
could result in a much larger matrix that in arbitrarily anisotropic and inhomogeneous
might be too large to store in computer men- materials with complex boundaries.
ory.

A three dimensional version of the form-
In Fig 4 is shown a case where a one ulation is under investigation. Although

dimensional resonator was analyzed for a freq- mathmatically more complicated, the 3D form-
uency near the fifth overtone using 51 mesh ulation follows the derivation of the linear
points (50 segments of material). The sinu- elastic equations from classical mechanics
soidal variation of the displacement is clear- and accordingly the physics is somewhat clear-
ly brought out by the fine mesh. Using only er than in the two dimensional case.
11 mesh 1 ints the finite difference equations
are not able to resolve the high spatial freq- IV Acknowledgments
uencies of the overtone resonance, Fig 5.
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TOP VIEW
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Fig 4. Numerical result for a one dimensional
Fig 1. General configuration of a composite resonator operated near fifth overtone. The
resonator using a silicon p* membrane. Other 51 point sampling grid adaquately resolves the
configurations might be composed of other field.
material combinations.

PIEZOELECTRIC FILMELCRD

Fig 2. Illustration of some geometrical
boundary configurations. Slanting and abrupt
boundaries are of interest as well as in homo-
geneous material properties other than abrupt
junctions.

DISCRETE GRID IN TME 1.2 PLANE,

- Fig 5. Some conditions as in Fig 4 except
I only eleven sampling points are used. Although.1 ~ r,7  ~suitable for the fundamntal resonance, there4 are too few points for the high spatial freq-

~--A.~-~ ..fi uencies of the overtone.

Fig 3. A rectangular sampling grid in the

1,2 plans shaving the method of labeling
mesh points and material regions. The line
integral is carried otalong the a-b-c-d-e-f-g-h-a path and the area integral within



AN ANALYSIS OF THICINESS-EXTENSI4AL TRAPPE EuERGY RESONATORS WITH RCTANGULAR
ELECTRODES IN THE ZINC-OXIDE THIN FILM ON SILICO CONFIGURATION

H.P. Tiersten and D.S. Stevens
Department of Mechanical Engineering,
Aeronautical Engineering & Mechanics

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, New York 12181

5Abstract electric film on silicon structure is performed. The
analysis holds only when trapping is presents , which

It has recently been shown that highly uniform results in modes that have the highest possible Q's
Sthin layers can be etched in a small well-defined because virtually no energy in radiated into the thick
4 egin of a silicon wafer and that good quality thin portion of the silicon. Although considerably more

piezoelectric films such as zinc-oxide can be deposited complicated than the earlier work because of the cone"
•along with the electrodes to form high frequency trapped posite nature of the plate structure, this work paral-
venergy resonant device structures. The accompanying lels earlier work' - on AT-cut quartz trapped energy

analytical work has been for pure thickness vibrations resonators in that the assumption of thickness depend-
.i : only. In this work an analysis of essentially ence of all electrical variables is employed in obtain-

thickness-extensional trapped energy modes in the thin ing the asymptotic expression for the fundamental and
piezoelectric film on silicon composite structure ts overtone essentially thickness-extensional dispersion
performed. It is shown that for small wavenumbera relations in the vicinity of the cutoff frequencies,

' along the plate the dispersion equation is isotropic in i.e.,for small wave- and decay numbers along the plate.
the plane of the plate even though the silicon is This assumption holds for small piezoelectric coupling.
severely anisotropic in that plane. From the resulting As in the earlier workV'9 , simple approximate edge
dispersion relation an asymptotic differential equation conditions at each junction between an electroded and
describing the mode shape along the surface of the com- unelectroded region of the plate are established. This-
posite plate vibrating in the vicinity of a thickness- work differs from the earlier work7-' in that in the
extensional resonance is obtained along with the assoc- earlier work the motion is essentially thickness-shear
iated edge conditions. 4etnce the mode is essentially and here it is essentially thickness-extension.
thickness-extensional, trapping does not usually occur Although the fundamental essentially thickness-shear
in the electroded region for the fundamental mode of mode always traps in the electroded regions of a flat
the flat composite plate. However, by appropriately plate, the fundmental essentially thickness-extensional
thickening the silicon outside the electroded region mode usually does not trapO in the electroded regions
trapping in the electroded region can be made to occur of a flat plate (composite or otherwise). However, by
for the fundamental mode. Furthermore, in the case of making the thin silicon layer appropriately thicker
zinc-oxide on silicon, trapping in the electroded outside the electroded region (in order to make the
region can be made to occur for the fundamental mode of pure thickness frequency in the unelectroded region
a flat plate simply by making the zinc-oxide muffi- sufficiently lower than that in the electroded region)
ciently thicker than the etched silicon. The afore- trapping of the fundamental essentially thickness-
mentioned asymptotic differential equation and edge extensional mode in the electroded regions will be
conditions are applied in the analysis of the steady- caused in the usual case when it does not exist for the
state vibrations of trapped energy resonators with flat plate. Furthermore, in the case of the zinc-oxide
rectangular electrodes and a lumped parameter repre- film it is shown that for sufficiently thick zinc-oxide
sentation of the admittance, which is valid in the relative to the silicon layer trapping in the electroded
vicinity of a resonance, is obtained. The analysis regions will occur for the flat composite plate.
holds for all thickness-extensional modes and their
accompanying lateral overtones. After the pure thickness solutions for both the

unelectroded and electroded composite plates are
1. Introduction obtained, the full solution for straight-crested waves

decaying along the (010) axis of the silicon is obtained
Recently, it has been shown" " that highly uniform for the unelectroded composite plate. This case is

thin layers can be etched in a small well-defined treated because it is more convenient than propagating
region of a silicon wafer and that good quality thin waves in the electroded plate and it has been shown in
piezoelectric films such as zinc-oxide can be deposited a simpler case' s that for small wavenumbers along the
alons with metal electrodes to form a high frequency plate the solution for propagating waves in the elec-
resonant structure. Both stagle resonators and coupled troded plate can readily be constructed from the eolu-
resonator structures have been fabricated in this way tion for the case treated. An asymptotic expre sion
and reasonably high Q's have been obtainsd s for for the fundamental and overtone essentially thickness-
essentially thickness-extensional modes of operation, extensional dispersion relations valid in the vicinity
As noted by others' a, this enables the inclusion of of the thicknass-extenalonal cutoff frequencies t
resonators and filters as pert of the integrated cir- determined from an expansion of the full solution. In
cuit on the same silicon chip. The analysis that has addition, It is shown that the asymptotic dispersion
accompenied the experimental work has used equivalent relation is Isotropic in the plans of the composite
circuits, which hold for pure thickness modes only and plate. As a eonsequence, the asymptotic dispersion
ios the transverse behavior of the modes of motion, relation for straiht-crested waves is readily extended
Nowever, the tranaverse behavior is vary Important for to waves having aidr trio"IRtric or exponntial
calculating the precise frequency spectra, the motiolna cretse, as in certain earlier wvom. The approximets
capeitmse rid, petVape met Importeantly, the limita- edge conditions to be satisfied at each Junetion
tion en Q rum stiug from radiation into the thiek per- between an eloetrodod and uneleotrodod portion of the
tign of eo fillon wfer. composite plate are obtained. As in earlier 1 W '

the solutions obtained hen for the trapped mar
in this werk m analysis of essentially thicknes- modes in the composite plate with retamnlar eleetoes

extensiomal trapped ora modes in the thin pine. satisfy the oquations to seaond order in the small
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vavenumbera along the plate in all regions except the qf 0 at x 3 -0, (2.9)
unimportant corner type region, in which they are satis-
fieti to first order.

along with (2.6) and (2.7), which remain unchanged.

The aforementioned asymptotic dispersion relations, The quantity p' is the mass density of the upper

approximate edge conditions and approach taken in electrode.

corner type regions are employed in the analysis of
trapped energy resonators. Lumped parameter represent- 3. Pure Thicknese-Extenionl Vibrations

ations of the admittance of the trapped energy reson- In order to obtain the asymptotic dispersion rela-
ator, which are valid in the vicinity of the resonances, In in t oicin the ticsetsiona

are determined. tion in the vicinity of the thickness-extensional
resonant frequencies, we must first obtain the solu-

2. Basic Ecuation tions for the pure thickness-extensional vibrations of
the composite plate. Accordingly, in this section we

The differential equations of motion and electro- briefly" present the solutions to the problem of the

statics and linear piezoelectric constitutive equations pure thickness-extensional vibrations of the composite
for the piezoelectric film may be written in the tensor plate without an upper electrode but with a very thin

fornPa
s  ground electrode, as shown in Figure 2, and of the com-

pletely electroded composite plate driven by a voltage,Tfff f
TiJi PUj, D f=O, (2.1) as shown in Figure 3.

f f f f f For the composite plate without an upper driving
Tij= cijkluk, 9+ ekj',k electrode we have1i 3

f f f f f f f f f
Di "ek ik, I(2.2) (e 33P 3 3 )[u 3"u 3 (Ot)I, (3.1)

where the notation is conventional. The equations of along with

motion and the linear elastic constitutive equations f f f itt
for the silicon my be written in the tensor forP

4
1

1 3  
u 3 . (ACos 1 3 +D sin NZ 3 ) e

Taj a psk $ a 8 (2.3) 13 (ACos 1x 3  siTx)e ,(3.2)

and we note that the equations are too cumbersome to write provided

out in detail. At this point we introduce a Cartesian f 2 f 2 a 2 a 2
coordinate system x1 , v, 13 with the xs-axis normal to c 3 3 qf =  

, c 3 3 1=.s® 2
, (3.3)

the major surfaces of the zinc-oxide film and along a where
cube axis of the silicon. Since zinc-oxide has small f f f 2 f
piezoelectric coupling, for small wave and decay numbers E3 3 - c 3 3 + (e s) Ic33"
along the plate we need retain only N-dependence of all
electrical variables and we have From the boundary conditions (2.5) - (2.7) we obtain the

f  f  f f f transcendental equation13

3,3' , D e3 kau.k, I 3 3 ," ( tan (2+.4tanwf-f+ a yf ' O,I talfh c ptnpafh + Jfb-0, (3.5)

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a cross sec-
tion of a thin zinc-oxide film on a thin silicon layer where
composite trapped energy resonator. In the unelectroded s 0f-
regions the boundary conditions on the major surfaces cr c3333 P 

hO = . (3.6)

f T3J=0 , D3=0 at x 3fh (2.5) n 33_f 3 = ' .din and

3J3- P n U, C 0  at x3-0, (2.6) - (3.7)

! 0 at x3  h (2.7) The roots %ht of Eq.(3.5) determine the eigenfre-
quencies w. of pure thickness-extensional vibrations of

where the superscripts f and s stand for the thin film the composite plate without a driving electrode by

and silicon layer, respectively, and p' is the mass means of (3.3) 1 . Since R" << 1, it is conenlient to
density of the ground electrode. The electrical condi- expand the roots ?wh' of (3.5) about the roots l°ht of
tion in (2.5) s is a consequence of the fact that the xi- (3.5) with R=0, i.e., without a gromd electrode%
and *-depeadeuce of all electrical variables has been Accordingly, we write
left out of account and the elctricl potential inff

space is bounded at m-a-. Since the electrodes are Jh T +A.
much thinner than either the thin film or the layer, we
have employed approximate thin plate equations

1 ' for the where
electrode plating In (2.6)1, and we have made use of the fr+ n. f
fact that the mechanical stiffness of the very thin tan-,+a1htn =0, (3.9)

electrode plating is negligible for small wasvemmbre
along the plate. gimilarly, on the major surfaces of which s the tremecedetal eI atfo1 withMu a geumi
the compeeote plate in the electroded region the electrode that yields roots I the lowest few of
bodary coditions are which are of primary interest to t. Subtitutiag

at f (26 from (3.8) into (3.5), expaning and retaining trm
T3" 3 .- ff. V-e at X 3 Wh O ) , l la i A' w obtain

3.

I' . . I
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.. R- o (3.10) 4. Straisht-Cested Dis~elgi" ISltio

where In this section we obtain the straight-cested
dispersion relations for the composite plate in the

r .12 vicinity of the thickness-extensional resonant frequen-
°  + c(3.11) cies determined in the preceding section, i.e., for

coo 2 t oo p small vavenumbers along the plate. We specificalty
treat decaying waves in the unelectroded composite

The further substitution of (3.8) and (3.10) into(3.3), plate because these are simpler (less cumbersome) to

yields treat than propagating waves in the electroded struc-
yield f- ) ture and the dispersion relations for propagating waves

f33 in the electroded composite plate can readily be
_ -l '( - , (3.12) obtained from the dispersion relations for decaying

waves in the unelectroded case with the aid of certain

results obtained for the case of pure thickness-

which gives the eigenfrequencies of the composite plate extensional vibrations of the composite plate in Sec.3.

without a driving electrode but with a ground electrode

in terms of the roots of (3.9), which is without a As a solution of the differential equations
1 3 

for

ground electrode, straight-crested waves, we take

In the case of the completely electroded plate f f fli

driven by a voltage we have u 3  (A3 coo x3 +3sin1 3)e e

_3 f f i t u1 (A sinr ?3 +B sinI ? 3 )e
'  

0iet, (4.1)u3u3 (e 33vx 3 /c33 h )e 1 f3 I 1x)

Vxu83 A o %x3 + Bs sin e s x3) e It ,

he ue + + +c-3iwt (3.13) 3 3 (4.2)
f33 u-- ff (f sJn Ps3B -O tlX3) 4

where %4 Is given in 
(3.2), and

22 f 2f fh' -2 the first (4.1), of which satisfies the differential

(e3 3) /Z33 33 -k /(l+k ), ph . (3.14) equationsi for the zinc-oxide provided

Again it is convenient to expand the roots Ih, of Of f , f O,

(2.6) - (2.9) about the roots Tlhf of (3.9). Accord- 1 ll3 3"1 3Al33 '

ingly, we write ff ff ff ffaI f B 1 f- a I30a.fB f + a3 f 0, (4.3)

"ff =t +x f, (3.15) 11 1 - 1 3 3  1 3 1  3 3  '

where

and obtain" f f 2 f 2 f 2 f f f

-f fp°G (3.16) a11  (c11  -c 4 4Tf+ W )f (C1 3 + c 4 4 )9lf,

f f 2 Zf 2 f 2 (4.4)

where 033= (c - c 3 3 f+0 k k2  2 r
,0 . ( 2 - 2+cr tan o~ftanhf) and the latter, (4.2), of which satisfies the differ-

("h) cos1 ential equations 
3 

for the silicon provided

rS f .10 f8 a D

-R' -R'(1.-cr of tan joh tan W- fn(3.17) as A +53O - a 3 A1  3 a 3#3

The further substitution of (3.15) with (3.16) into 
aIaBI  (B+033-0, (4.5)

(3.3), yields where

S(3.18) a "11  (c,2 +PW, 3 .23 +,44

V a c 2 a 2 a2a7-3"(€A - c 3 3 T +0 ) . (4.6)

which gives the eigenfrquencies of the fully lec- 0' -

4troded composite plate with shorted electrodes in term

of the roots of (3.9) for the unelectroded composite Each of these four systems, (4.3)1.s and (h.5)t.a, of

plate. two linear, homogeneous algebraic equations in two

amplitudes yields nontrivial solutions then the deter-

The difference between the resonant frequencies of minant of the coefficients of the amplitudes vanishes.

pure thickness-extensional vibrations of the composite Both determinants for the film are identical, as are

plate with and without a driving ef1cttods, i.e., both determinants for the layer. Each of the two indo-

a. - , for the same If, is very to,- tent for describ- pendent determinants is quadratic i* !e' Tf end of.

ins and understanding the behavior ot trapped eerly Hence, for a given a o , eah Gato ue% yields two

res• tors in the thin film-on-silicon structure. In independent . ( 1) S) end 41 e1)) ad each 0 11

fact, the trapped enera resonator can operate at a yields independent amplitude ratta fo either of the

frequancy a aesetially in the arow frequency ranp two equations leading to each of the four determinants.

betwoe e . led eS.. Let u denote the eiobt sets of asplitiae retoe by
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"t 21 21 determined from a root of (3.9) we return to (4.3) -
A 1 AB &A 3  f], ASV = , A3 , (4.6) and following earlier simpler work note that1 =  3 1 since the decay number along the composite plate 9, is

si 1,2. (47) near zero and w is in the vicinity of a thickness-
" 'extensional resonant frequency c% and the i and 74,

are finite, i.e., C is small while w and the 11 are not,
As a solution of the boundary conditions (2.5) - to zero order in we have

(2.;), we take 2 2
o 122f 20 f2 f sUf(Afl Cx1 +Af2 Rf inIl (Ifl) _f N2 I 2 P -

3 = flX3 + 3  o f2x3+B3 s fl 3 c 33 c33u(A 3 cos cos f23 sin €

f2 "9XI i~t o s 2

+ B3 sin 112x3)e e t (12)2 = Li., (4.10)

f fl f2 fl c 4 4u (A1 sin flx3 +A1 sin 11f 2x 3 +B 1 cos fl x 3 from (4.3) - (4.6), and to lowest (second) order in [
f2 •"Xl iWt we have

+ Bs1 cos Tlf2x3)e e ,3 1 f2A rA 3 ' -I A -JrA I

u3  (As Cos I + 
+As 2 Cos1 rX3 _ T f2 r 2, 1 . l

ue3s2+
'  1 3 f 2 1  3 1 f2

+ 2 -e I iWt 1 3 1fl n
3  1 f2+ 3  s T 2x3) Y

aA -ras 1 - - s2 a s2sls2 al Al -r A3 1 A 3 -r AI1
ul (AI sin 1.x 3 +A, sinf1 2x3 + BI Cosllx 3  ls '3 

11s2

s2 " t B(l8 ss __1 s2 ss2 (4.11)
+ Bcos 2 X3 )e e , (4.8) 1  1 s2

where
1 3

in which the amplitudes with the subscript 1 are known f +f s
in terms of the amplitudes with the subscript 3 from f c13 44 13 c 44
(4.7). Consequently, there are only eight unknown r _f f , r 4 s (4.12)
amplitudes in (4.8). Substituting from (4.8) into the c33 " C44  c 33 " c44
boundary conditions (2.5) - (2.7) and employing (4.7),
we obtain 13  From Eqs.(4.10) and (3.3) it is clear that

2
. l f t f t f f t 0( . 3

[A3 (1f,4 -)cos f1hf -s 3 (Ifiv a -  - ., (4.13)
+ n=1 f=0

2 + f) sin 11thf 1 =0, which with (3.7) means that TV satisfies (3.9). More-
i 2l f1 over, from Eqs.(4.10) we note that

3 133 
0 2I 0 a0 (4.14)U33fi) Cos =fhl0, T f2 x f, ' s2 S 4.'

33 fitco
2 where

f f .e ff1 . is f )1 B s f f1/2
[13 (U3 31fi C13  (c 3 3 1si" -c 1 3 

v  ) J=f 0 X f . f. ./2 s . (Cs . (4.15)
if1 333/c4) .

2 2
[A s A ft f 21 Since we are interested in the solution in the
3 A 3i ] =0, IA3 c 4 4 (fi 2 .- L vicinity of a pure thickness-extensional mode and in

i-I t=1 small deviations from that mode, we take

A3 c 4 4 (T15 -! " ' ) 1 0- 11h11'f+8f, 1 he-C'h'+8., (4.16)2 2
12 .1 V . 0 iu1 ai a

S 3 N A3 (c1 3 8+c3 3 % si where 8, and 6, are mall. From (4.3)- (4.6) and (4.16)
li- we obtain1

3

sin h 3 c(cs h1.0, S [ 21_ Z ' + Pfm2=0
%1c 31 33 asi 6 1 ''lt+22

"3 (4'1 - C) cos %.ih" + o3 1151 .C2 - o(f)2 2rC l.". o+ 2"
g- _ .3( T L+ -W 0, (,. 17)

+ g) sin %,be] - 0. (.)

where
Equations (4.9) constitute a system of eight linear f f f f f aesa s
homogeneous algebraic equations in At, g, A;' and 3.', , r (C 3 +C )+C°, S'-r(c ,+c )+c ,
which yield nontrivial solutions when the determinan. (4.18)

of the coefficients vanishes 3
.

From (4.17), with the aid of (3.3), (3.6) amd (3.7), m
In order to obtain the asymptotic form of the obtain1 3

solution In the limit of small decay numbers along the
plate and near a thickness-extensional frequency
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2 the pure thickness frequencies down from OC to ;to a.C= + 8f, (4.19) with exactly the same curves emanating from each of the
three points. The curvatures of each of the three die-

where persion curves at cut-off are exactly the same because
the difference between the three frequencies VC, k

K- (phS/2 /) - (9 /P• )] . (4.20) and S. is very smell since the piezoelectric coupling k
and electrode mass loading factors R' and 1' are very
small. On the other hand If N is negative, the three

:]Substituting from. (4.11), (4.13) , (4.14), (4.16) and dspers.ion cures otke han qite ifferent fomhow ih n
(4.19) into the appropriate equations1 3 , expanding, aite sme cra h taprpitl emlyn 39 n eannt igure 5, with each curve having the same curvature at

appiey lig .9 re g terM Up cutoff. For a given zinc-oxide film on silicon theto afer mch edius ageba weobti~ s
sign of X in a given instance depends an the rtio of

2 f (o 2 f 2 the thickness of the silicon layer to that of zinc-

33 f) + P -0O, (4.21) oxide a. When N changes sign it does not go through
zero but instead goes to plus infinity and comes back

in which M is a very lengthy expression, which is too from minus Infinity. At the point at which M changes
toohsign, the asymptotic expression we have obtained for M

cumbersome to present here' breaks down because the Tgs and 12 thickness-&hear
wavenmbers satisfy a relation analogous to (3.9) atEquation (4.21) is the asymptotic form of the the same frequency as the thickness-extensional reson-straight-crested dispersion relation for small decay ance aC and in that case an expansion about the purenumber 9, along the composite plate, in the vicinity of thicness-shear resonant solution must be made for the

a thickness-extensional resonant frequency uP. with a - T solution as well as the expansion that has been
ground electrode of zero thickness (2h"- 0), i.e., with made for the t I a-T61 solution. This exceptional situ-
R-0 in (3.12), which yields ation occurs whenever there is a coincidence's of fre-

quencies of the pure thickness solutions that are0. f fl1/2 oue (a3/0) P . (4.22) coupled in the dispersion equation and will not betreated here.

The thin ground electrode serves only to change the On account of the considerable amount of algebra
thickness-extensional resonant frequency for.= 0 from involved in the evaluation of M, we have checked its
ue to 4 by virtue of the change from 7 to 6, where accuracy to be sure that no error was made. To this

0end for a zinc-oxide thin film on a silicon layer, we
*f= 11(I- R'/C °) , (4.23) have calculated the dispersion curves in the vicinityof the lowest thickness-extensional resonant frequency

as we know from Eqs.(3.8) - (3.12) of the thickness- using both the complete solution obtained at the begin-
extensional solution presented in Sec.3. As a conse- ning of this section (in which the algebra is not extra-
quence, it is clear from (4.21) that for a thin ground vagant) and the expression for N and compared the
electrode, the straight-crested dispersion relation results. It can be seen from Iisre 6 that the diaper-
takes the form sion curves compare very well for Ih r << i. Further-

more, for a = 1/3, M= 31.7761 X 1W0N1
1/M and the value

2 ff 2 0 of M obtained from numerical differentiation of the
Mg Z 33 + (4.24) dispersion curve is M= 31.7761X 01 o N/M, which shove

that they are in excellent agreement. Consequently,
In the electroded region with a driving electrode we we can be certain that no error was made in the deter-
are interested in the situation in which we have a rination of the expression for M.
propagation wavenumber C instead of a decay number na
Clearly, the relation for a propagation wavenumber ?
can readily be obtained from the eq.ation for a decay electroded region abuts an unelectroded region, as
number 9 simply by replacing 9 by ig. Furthermore, for shown in Figure 1. Since only the thickness dependence
the same reasons as in the case of the ground electrode, of the electrical variables has been included, the elec-
in the electroded composite plate with a driving elec- trical continuity conditions at a Junction between an
trode the thickness-extensional resonant frequency for electroded and unelectroded region of the plate need

=0 is changed from ug t " , given in (3.18) by virtue not be satisfied here, as in earlier work . Coase-
of the change from to "I, where quently, at such a junction we require the continuityof the mechanical quantities

f u 4.+ o 3 ' T,, u, T 13 ' (4.27)

from Eqs.(3.15) and (3.16), and Po, which is negative,
is given in (3.17). As a result of the foregoing, it in the film and the same quantities with the super-
is clear from (4.21) that for the electroded plate with script a in the silicon only. Since in trapped energy
a driving electrode, the straight-crested dispersion resonators or acoustically coupled resonator filters
relation takes the form with trapping in the composite plate the overall see-

tion properties of each constituent, i.e., the material
-2 _f -2 f 2 constants, the film and layer thicknesses and the thick-

C33A+ -0, (4.26) nx vavenumbers T9 and e, are either the se or very
nearly the same in the electroded and unlectrodedwhich is in accordance with what happens in an earlier regions of the composite plate, we can satisf, appro.-

treatment' of a simpler ca-. Imately, the four continuity conditions in (4.27) along
with the four with the superscript a because they aft

If N is positive the dispersion curves predicted coupled together in each region by the asytotic solu-
by each of the three equations (4.21), (4.24) and (4.26) tion in that region, simply by requiring the coatiuety
are presented in Figure 4, which clearly shows that the of only the two quantities
influence of the very thin electrode film along with f f
the smll piezoelectric coupling simply serves to shift u 3 , 1 0 (AM)
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at the junction, as in earlier work or equivalently and where and sare unit base vectors in the x-
and x-directions, respectively. Equations (5.1) and

s s (5.2) are clearly isotropic in the xi -x2 plane and
u3  U3 1 . (4.29) show that in the asymptotic limit of small wavemmbers

along the plate the dispersion relation (4.26) is inde-
As noted earlier the value of M, which determines pendent of direction in the plans of the plate, and,

the dispersion characteristics, varies with the ratio hence, is isotropic. Consequently, we can, by a super-
of the thicknesses o. In order to exhibit this varia- position of two straight-crested standing waves with
tion we calculate M for zinc-oxide films on silicon wave normals in the directions given by +9 and - O,
layers for a few values of a and plot the dispersion respectively, obtain a variable-created solution of the

curves. For a relatively thick zinc-oxide film on a form
1

''1
silicon layer corresponding to a value of a of 1/3, f fl fl 0 iut
N- 31.7761x and the dispersion curves take u3 .2(A 3 cos x3 +B 3 sin 3)cos'x cos e
the form shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7 it is clear
that if the driving frequency w is confined to the 8 - lon 3 sl 0in 1)COS- con 2 i

- t
range 4 <w< ,% trappinb in the unelectroded regions u 3 - 2(A 3 coIax 3 +3s a 3 )
will occur for the configuration shown in Figure 1. (5.4)
On the other hand, for a zinc-oxide film somewhat f f x cos it
thinner than the silicon layer, corresponding to a ul = 

- T(x 3 ) sin *x 1 c x 2e

value of a of 2.1923, N -30.2993 X O N/W and the
dispersion curves take the form shown in Figure 8, u = T ( s in 9Z e
which shows that trapping in the unelectroded regions 2 3 ) cos 1  X2 e
will not occur for the configuration shown in Figure 1 C
for any value of w. However, if outside the region S= T6(x)sin lcos vx2 eiut
containing the driving electrode the silicon layer is U -

thickened slightly as shown in Figure 9, so as to make
i <Ok by a small but sufficient aount, the dispersion a 25 S c S i
curves take the positions shown in Figure 10 and trap- u 2  T , (5.5)

ping in the electroded region will occur for w in the
range i6 <w<5. For a zinc-oxide film on a silicon where
layer we have found that the transition in the sign f fl o f2 f o _fl
of N occurs at a- 1.0654. For a thickness ratio any- T -A I sin x+A sinK N13 +B cos 1Z3
where near the transition value of a, no trapping 23 031
occurs at all because the dispersion curves take the + B1  o
form shown in Figure 11. At the precise transition 1 cooK 11?3'
value of a there is no imaginary C dispersion loop at a sl sno s2 sin S-° l 0
all and the real dispersion curves neet at a point on A1 a ;x 3 + Al ';x 3 +I cos;x 3
the u -axis with nonzero slopes. +2

5. Variable-Crested Dispersion Relations +1 c

In Sec.
4 
we obtained the asymptotic limit of the to lowest order in Z where

straight-crested dispersion relations for small wave-
numbers along the x -direction of the composite plate. -2 + 2 cot amg/1 (5.7)

Since the zinc-oxide is isotropic in the plane of the
plate and the silicon is cubic with the coordinate and from (4.26) we see that the dispersion relation
axes along the cube edges, the straight-crested disper- takes the form
sion relation obviously holds along the x-direction
also. In this section we extend the asymptotic limit N(9 2 + Z 33'f +  0. (5.8)
of the straight-crested solutions to solutions with
variable crests. Clearly, only the elastic constants
of the silicon influencing the asymptotic solution Moreover, it has been showm1 5 that 4 and A are large
obtained in Sec.4 need be considered, i.e., '4w, c: while u(, t4, t4 and %4 are small and are of no further
and :,, because the constants of zinc-oxide are inde- direct interest in this work. This fact has already
pendent of the angle 0 in the plans of the plate. been used in obtaining (4.28) and (4.29). Furthermore,
From the equations for silicon it has been shown that it has been shown that
the asymptotic limiting form of the equations can be
written in the form' 6 f n. (A n Cos 0 ln 0 ) ,, )

u3  3 + 3 3o ,  0 < f3 < ( 2,
(c a c 4 ! ,+ c5 usp O~opx

4 i.. 3u 3  on.0 3 . h
Ic'9V'2 u +cous (5.1)P u3 (As O coo

4 4  , 3  1c3 + ,..*j+c u, 3 - 5 ,(.1in( ~ 3 l 1x 3 ) fu(x 1,x 2,t)I

33 1 p *'o + c 3 3 3 , 3 , o , C+ (5.2) 3 (5.9)

very accurately in each region becane the section
in which the planar displacement u", traction t' and properties are very nearly the se and the pieeoelec-
differential operator VP, respectrvely, are deflued by tric coupling is mll, and where

3op ., ofln
1  Afluaco f -I - 9AoP
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provided the f satisfy the homogeneous differential in (5.17) most be for the slightly thickened sec-
equation tion. However, in the %5 -dependent functions which

2 2 have been integrated, i1f and If can always be used.
+ . fn_ n0, (5.11) This is a result of the fact that even though all IW 2 1 f and T6 are very nearly the same in each region, theIxl aX2small differences In the differential equations are*1 ~emsential- 9 .

were to i understood to be i . in the electroded,
and % . in the unalectroded regions, respectively. In 6. Aplication to Trapped Enera Resonators
addition, from (4.28), (4.29) and (5.9) it is clearSthat at a junction between regionsI with and without In this section we treat the trapped energy reson-
driving electrodes we have the continuity conditions ator, the plan view of which is shown in Figure 12,

following the procedures outlined in Refs.8 and 9.-? .i (5.12) This means that the solutions presented here satisfythe equations to second order in the small wavenunbers

t and v along the plate in all regions except the rela-
when the junction line is in the z -direction and tively unimportant corner-type regions (labeled C in

Figure 12) in which they are satisfied to first order
-fn . , 2 9 (5.13) in E and v, in accordance with the discussions in

P 2' Raefs.8 and 9. In accordance with Sec.5 of this work,
in the region with a driving electrode we have

when the junction line is in the ;-direction. Eq.(5.17), and, as noted in Sec.5, in any region with-out a driving electrode, we have
It has been shown15 that the steady-state solution

of the inhomogeneous problem is governed by the inhomo-
geneous differential equation fn + 2

2 fn 2-fn n -  =0O, (6.1)
21U [u~~4 3 L4> 2 u f Pffn] 2a

n f 3 in place of (5.17), and we note that Eq.(6.1) is not
f 2 e33 Vx3  it satisfied in a corner type region. As noted in Sec.5,P 0 - - - e , (5.14) the edge conditions to be satisfied at a junction

c3 3 h between an electroded and unelectroded region are given
by either (5.12) or (5.13), and we note that either

f(5.12) or (5.13) is also satisfied at a Junction
: for 0 < %s < hr, while for -b' < x, < 0 we have the

homogeneous equatio 1 8  
between a corner type region and an adjacent unelec-
troded region. The fact that (6.1) is not satisfied in2 sn 2 an a corner type region but either (5.12) or (5.13) is

I ~n u 3 U3 a 2u fu _ an f.~jn] (1 satisfied at a junction with a corner type region is+ - 331fn3 3  (5.15) the reason that the solution does not hold to secondn 1 2 order in t and v in the relatively unimportant corner
type region but does hold to first order in g and v.where Since the functions antisymetric in either x1 or zq
cannot be driven, as a solution of the associated homo-

ffn s an geneos problem, i.e., with V 0, we take the functionsu 3 - u 3 , u. " u 3 . (5.16) symmetric in x2 and N2
n-l,2 n-l,2

7 -=I coa Cx cos Vc2eint < I <1, 0< 2 <b,Substituting from (5.9) into (5.14) and (5.15), which
are integrated with respect to % and added and employ- n a-C(xl - ) iWt
Lng (5.10) and the orthogonality of the 1 5-dependent f n e coa-x 2e , L<Xl ' O<z 2 <b,
functions in the interval -' < % < ht , we obtain -V

T (z -b t

20<x b<x 2M' of -1. ce xl' ) "vT(z -b)

Gn am •2 n e A<xl, b<z 3 ,
of 2 eI (5.17)(62

h33 the first of which satisfies the homogeneous form of

where (5.17) in the - region and the second two of which
s atisfy (6.1) in the s and T regions, respectively,

C- = (I-cos -gh)(fy) 2 sin1h f , provided 0

- e3 - n~ q u
2 41fes 1r 33T, 41 sin11N Kn(en a 33 to pn'

(5.18)SJ2 .-2 f-2 f 2(63
Equation (5.17) is for the region with a driving elec--- -- - e3311h+ I -0.
trode which is driven by adriving voltage V. For an
undrven reion, T-0 and 1I, is replaced by %t,. Substituting from (6.2) into (5.12) at Ad/o* and (5.13)
Fially, it should be noted that when the andriven at e- b and introduciga the condition for a mtorivIal
region is thickened slightly, as shown in Figere 9, solution, we obtain
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tan I-9n, tangb-%7, (6.4) a in Sin

U a rre tib((L + X.+were aTCos 214b In . 2; As
E nEnCos gn, 2n= E aCos v"b, +OS T e si2n l

E -1 Cos I coso ;b. (6.5) 2-_ (l e .2 2
~911 +' Vi +0 'orL i~vbcs L

Nof, from (6.3), (3.8), 31)(.5 n 31)adT4 ~

neglecting products of and ,cwe ob t a in

Fo f.33 /2 2 i c 1/2 The admittance of this piezoelectric film n

show02 n 3 fro the sere 2ersettin1

s

)2p_, Y silicon composite plate operating in the Nxeth trappedn" n --. () (6.6) energy mode to obtained by substituting fr~ (6.8)

where wth (6.10) into (2.4)2vith k- 1- 3 which is then sub-

restituted into
in +. (UR')I don ". (6.7) 1 b

ic f f- j sin , 3x'2 (6.15)

Equations (6.4), with (6.6) and (6.7). constitute two

independent transcendental equations for I and a. for t c

a given co and b. which may readily be solved for all tnce res ly
the symmetric modes with respect to x) and (.. The
eitenfrequency for that mode may then be determined 4btion ffrom (6.3)1. Some results for a typical calculation 1 33 .

for the fundamental and a t e o e are given in Y h f  (+k

Table r. o i pr b

It has been sho tie from the series representationct N hAA 2of the steadystate solution for the linear forced ( /W2 XTf) ;.N% 6.3
vibrations of this composite trapped enery resonator Cter.
that in the vicinity of a resonance, say the NTth, oneterm in the su dominates and the others are negligible Th u
so that in the vicinity of said resonance the solutiono
in the electroded region of the piezoelectric film may O  4be (1 + k) /h, (6.14)
be written 3t

f f im 0 fT ¢ f 1 6 e I
ui3  (A 3coo8jfz+3Snfl HN O Ne 3 N 12 f) 2e 26 e ( .5

V io f f f min b/' T6(96)

f C s x2
e ( 3 V/c3 )x e (

- e33 (Afin co +B f3  sin 1 0 x )11N__ are called the static capacitance and motionl capaci-

3 3  10ix 3 f3 tance, respectively, ad havi been calculated for a few
i~t i~t typical cases and are given in Table 1.

- co T x, co %x~e + (N~c3 +XN~ )eAcknowledg~ments
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Miniature LiTaO 3 X-Cut Strip Resonator

Mtsanobu OK7AKI and Shigenorl iWTANABE

N.D.K. (Nihon Dmpa Kogyo Co.,LTD.)
Shibuya-ku, Tokyc, Japan

Sumary .,Key Words

LITa s. X-ut resonator, fast mode, Strip resonator,--- )Beaus ofit' exellet ad eectomehancal Mounting the one of the short edges, Cylindrical can.
coupling, Lithium Tantalate (LiTaO ) is an attractive VCXO, High reliability
matrial for new piezoelectric resonators which can
not be realized by Quartz or Ceramics. Lithium Theoretical backoround

C' Niobate (LiNb , which is one of the family of LiTaO3,
has not as good frequency temperature characteristics The secular equation of a LiTaO3 X-Cut resonator

I astLtTaW resonators. The area of industrial appli- is given as follows.
cation for LiTa(C is expanding rapidly. Examples of
this are voltage controlled oscillatros (VCXO) with a C]]-C 0 0
broad range of pullability, wide passband filters and
SAN filters. Especially, SAW devices for IF filter 0 C66-C C56  10 (1)
of the TV set are industrialized widely. Besides the 0 Z56 55-C
basic resereh for the study of LiTaO3 resonators were
reportedJA) Also, practical application of LiTaOh
for monolithic filter ws reportec.(C) Where Cll, C5is E 6 and C66 are the stiffenedstiffness.f m l c l sr t )Three Independent solutions of C are obtained from this

This Laper reports the developement of a minia- equation. The other side. C is given by the following
ture LiTa- X-Cut strip resonator enclosed in cylin- equation and has the same dimension as stiffness
dlical can which is presently used for wrist watch constant.
crystals 4An-X-Cut resonator of LiTaS has two shear C
modes. R aplacement direction of these modes are C- P.U (2)
perpendicular to each other on the Y-Z plane. One of
these modes is so strongly excited due to It's high Where P is the density of LiTaO& and is 7450 Kg/me.
electromchanical coupling and is referedas "fast mode." , s the propagation speed of the thickness shear
This mode is applied to a main resonant of a LiTa0 p vibration. One of the solutions has not a ter of
X-Cut resonator. The other mode Is not excited as piezoelectric constants. Other two solutions have a
strongly, but interacts with the main resonant, and term of piezoelectric constants. Therefore, only two
is called the *slow mode". It is necessary to sup- piezoelectric vibration modes are vibrated. Displace-
press the slow mode as much as possible to permit the ment direction of these modes are perpendicular to
fast mode to oscillate in a stable fashion, each other on the Y-Z plane, as shown In Fig 1. One

of these modes is called as a "fast mode". Frequency
This displacement direction of the fast mode Is thickness constants, electrmechanical coupling and

obtained theoretically and is confirmed experimen- displacement direction are calculated as shown In
tally . The slow mode is suppressed without affect- Table 1. The elastic and piezoelectric constants are
ing the main mode (fast mode) by cutting the strip refered from a paper by A. W.Warer.(3)
resonator elongated along the displacement direction
of the fast made. The shape of the wafer is chosen as The fast mode is applied to a main resonant of a
a strip type elongated along the displacement direc- LiTa05 X-Cut resonator, and the slow mode is a unwanted
tion of the fast mode. An -cut resonator of LlTaOshas resonant. The slow mode is not excited as strongly,
great many spurious responses. In particular, spurn- because it's electromechanical coupling is about 1/8
oUs responses of contour modes are strongly excited, of fast mode. But it appears at the frequency fo 80%
To suppress these unwanted modes, the length and width of main resonant. Therefore, It is necessary to
of the strip are determined by cut and try mthod. suppress the slow mode as much as possible to permit
And electrode shape is also chow by the seam WAy. the fast mode to oscillate in a stable fashion.
Further more, In order to eliminate the mechanical
Influence to the fast moe, one of the short edges of Displacement direction of time modes are con-
the strip is mounted, firmd ex rimentally by rotating the direction of the

mouti. 4 In this experiment, 16 I round shaped
Finally, the chip size of the 3.5 MUz resonator plate o Li a0 X-Cut resonator Is used. The plate Is

is decreased to 6m x 1.5im and O.5w in thickness. mounted as shown in Fig 2(a). It Is considered that
This resonator is enclosed in the cylindrical can, slow mode may be suppressed when mounted the position
Which i$ 304 x SM, the standard enclosure for perpendicular to the displacement direction of slow
wristwatch crystals. The method of cutting the wafer mode. 12 different mounting positlon are ex immeated
is very simple and the fablicaton techmique is the to abtain the best suppression direction of law mode.
sam as the ass producti4n technique of the tuning At each position, differvene of rsonse level bew
fork resonators for wristwatches. Therefore, this fast mode (f ) and slow sode (fa) It masved Am
resonator has a high reliability and has the possi- plotted as sam in Fig 2(b) anp ea). flW pek pol t
bility of ass production. This resonator has good of d is obtained. This dirction of In Is W*
e).ctri) ehracterfstIcs without bem fng which is as the direction of fast mOde which Is dirVes I
required In the iee of AT-Cut Quartz crystal. thintical calculation.
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by the yacuum evaporalton technique. Thickness of
Strip resonator the electrode is 3oooA. The strip chip with electrode

is mounted as shown in Fig 6. and is connected elec-
Based on the theoretical background confirmed trically by conductive epoxy. A sme1l quantity of the

and for the purpose of miniaturization, the shape of electrode material is additionally evaporated on the
the wafer is chosen as a strip type. This strip is electrode and adjusted the frequency within a desired
elongated along the displacement direction of the range. Finally, the can containning the resonator is
fast mode, as shown in Fig 3. It is assumed that filled with non-active gas, and then sealed so that
miniaturization of the LiTaOs X-Cut resonator may be the wafer will vibrate stably.
realized adapting this strip without affecting thefast mods. Characteristics

A characteristic of the frequency responses is The LiTaO X-Cut strip resonator is enclosed in
related to the combination of the length and the width the cylindlica1 can, which is 3mn x 8mt, the stan-
of the strip. The 3.5 MHz wafers are used for all dard enclosure for wristwatch crystals. Fig 8 shows
experiments. Fig 4 shows the frequency responses for the picture of this resonator. This resonator has a
four kinds of strip shape. The length and width of clean frequency spectrum as shown in Fig 5(b). Typical
strip on Fig 4 (a) are 4.1 x 1.S8mm, (b) are 5.0 x equivalent constants of the 3.5 1Hlz strip resonator
1.1m, (c) are 6.4 x 1.5mm and (d) are 6.4 x 1,3am. are give in Table 2. The crystal Impedance (Rs) of
From this experiment, the following results are 30n, which is similar to 1C-18/u type AT-Cut 3.5 MHz
obatind. The length of the strip gives influence on Quartz crystal, is low enough to oscillate stably.
the equivalent resistance of this resonator, and The capacitance ratio (co/cl) is 9.9. This value is
width affects the location and the intensity of the 1/250 to the fundamental AT-Cut Quartz crystal reso-
spurious responses. A fine frequency responses and nators, which means that the wide frequency difference
low equivalent resistance are achieved by the suitable between resonant frequency and untiresonant frequency
length and width of the strip. The length and the is obtainable. Therefore VCXO with a broad range of
width of Fig 4(c) yields the fine characteristics, so pullability, or a wide passband filter are considered
this shape is used to next step experiment, as application. Fig 9 shows the frequency-voltage

characteristics of 3.5 MHz voltage controlled oscil-
As same as the width of the strip has influence lator with good linearity. This oscillator offers

on spurious responses, the shape of electrode has +2000 ppm of pullability, which could not be realized
influence on spurious responses. Fig 5 shows the by Quartz crystals.
frequency responses for two kinds of electrode shape.
The area of electrode of (a) and (b) are the same, A LiTa% X-Cut resonator has the parabolic Ire-
though the location and the intensity of the spurious quency temperature curve. The turnover temperature
responses, and the intensity of the 3rd overtone mea changes depending on cutting angle, thickness, load
are different, capacitance of oscillator and oters.(5) Fig 10 shows

the frequency temperature characteristics of the 3.5
Mounting MHz LiTaO3 strip resonator. The turnover temperature

is more than 1006C. Typical frequency change between
In order to eliminate the mechanical influence -TOC and +600C is about 400 ppm. But this value Is

to the fast mode, one of the short edges of the strip negligible when applied to VCXO due to it's wide
is mounted. If both edges of the strip are mounted, pullability. Furthermore, if it is necessary, the
the crystal impedance of the fast mode will increase compensation of frequency temperature charactersitics
and the resonator can not vibrate constantly at the is easy acheaved by circuit design technique. The
fast mode only. Fig 6 shows an example of mounting. crystal impedance is stable within a wide temperature
One of the short edges of the strip is mounted rigidly range, too.
on the harmetic base with adhesive epoxy. Therefore,
electrical connection between electrodes on the wafer As shown in Fig 6, the strip chip is mounted
and leds are obtained by conductive epoxy. rigidly. And this resonator has high resistanced lagainst shock and vibration. This resonator withstand

Because of it's rigid mounting, this resonator against the the shock of 30006, and the vibration of
has a excellent resistance against shock and vibration. 500 Hz with 56 without any change of electrial and
This way of mounting is very simple and is the same as mechanical charactersitics. The construction of this
the mounting of the tuning fork resonators for wrist- resonator is very simple. So, this leads to a stable
watches. frequency aging charatcteristics. In this measurment

the resonator is exposed in the high temperture atmo-
Production process sphere at 85C. The frequency drifts of the resonator

are about 15 ppm within a period of 30 days at 8S6C.
The fablication technique is the sam as the mass This period and temperature are equivalent to more then

production technique of the tuning fork resonators for 1 year at room temperature. This frequency is negli-
wristwatches. Fig 7 shows the production process of gible also as a VCXO application.
this LiTaO3 X-Cut strip resonators. Very good electrical and mechanical character-

At the 1st cutting process, 3 Inches wafer of istics are obtaind. And the enclosure is miniature,
X-Cut LiTaP3 Is broken into 7 x 10m wafers. This whcih has the same dimension as wristwatch crystals.
rectangular wafer Is lapped to specified thickness by Consequently, this miniature strip resonator of X-Cut
monitoring it's frequency. At the 2nd cutting process, LiTNOg has wide possibility for industrial application.
rectariqlar war is broken into 6picas of strip chips.
About 200 pices of strip chips are obatined from a 3 Conclusion
inches wafer. It is very difficult to adjust the
thickness of the 3 inches wafer with the narrow distri- A miniature LiTO X-Cut resonator his beam
bution by current lapping technique. Then the surface developed by good choise for the shape of the wafer,
of the strip chip is cleaned with water and chemicals. as a strip type elongated along the displacement direc-
The electrode of silver is attached to the strip chip tin f the fast mode. One of the short edges of the

I : * - .. . . " !



strip is mounted rigidly. This resonator is enclosed
in the cylindrical can of 3w# x 8m, the standard
enclosure for wristwatch crystals. The excellent
electrical characteristics, especially low equivalent
resistance and high Q are obtained. Depending on this
simple structure, the resonator has a good frequency
aging characteristics, and has high resistance against
severe shock and vibration. The fablication technique V2
is the same as the mass production technique of the
tuning fork resonators for wristwatches. So, the X0
resonator has a high reliability and possibility of Y
mass production. Applying the resonator, a voltage
controlled oscillator with a broad range of pull-
ability is available.er
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MINIATURIZED LiTaO STRIP RESONATOR
3
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ABSTRACT attractive because the ratio of capacitances is up to
20 times smaller than AT-quartz. These resonators are

-i !The piezoactive shear wave in a LiTaOf_ X-cut suitable for use in voltage controlled oscillators
.plate has a velocity of 4330 m/s for the fist mode with a wide range of variable frequency, and have the

and attractively high electro-mechanical coupling possibility to be miniaturized in chip type due to
(47%). But the temperature characteristics of the heavy energy trapping under the electrodes. But the
-cut plate resonator shows a 5QO ppm change in the temperature coefficient and the crystal cost are not
resonant frequency between - lO-C and 6&C. We de- acceptable for industry and consumer use.

,.veloped a miniaturized strip plate type LiTaO Even if the curve of resonance frequency versus
a resonator with stable temperature characterishics. temperature of LiTaO X-cut resonator is parabolic,

turnaround point oftin occurs at temperatures other
In this paper, the displacement orientation of than room temperature (21. When the electrode size

the thickness shear mode was studied in order to decreases, the turnaround point shifts up to room
decide the crystal orientation of the longitudinal temperature, but the ratio of capacitances increases
direction of the strip. Measurement of the Q factor [3]. While the zero temperature coefficient was cal-
with different rotation angles showed that displace- culated for any orientation, the model did not take
ment orientation of the fast mode was -48" from the energy trapping into account [4). This paper reports
+Y axis. The width of the strip plate was chosen to on a single mode resonator with a small capacitance
separate the main mode from spurious modes. The ex- ratio, and with a turnaround point at room temperature
perimental study shows that the optimum ratio of by studying the relationship between the value of
width to thickness is 1.5 to 2.0 or 2.8 to 3.0. ,e- energy trapping and crystal orientation.
length of the strip was studied to realize small size
while keeping a high Q factor and gaining freedom In order to miniaturize the resonator for chip
from edge reflection. The minimum ratio of length to component and wafer cost reduction, the theory of
thickness is about 10. piezoelectric strip [5) is examined for the LiTaO3

crystal. First, we calculated the direction of purti-

To improve the temperature characteristic, the cle displacement and confirmed it experimentally.
most suitable relationship between crystal orien- Next, we studied the minimum dimension of the width
tation and energy trapping was studied. The experi- and length of the strip to eliminate spurious responses
mental study of plates with different crystal orien- from the resonant frequency range.
tation revealed the necessary condition to set the
turning point around room temperature for optimum
size of driving electrodes. A resonator of 3* rotated 2. Optimum Crystal Orientation
X-cut plate (along Y axis) with 1.3 - xO.8 mm elec-
trodes has a tempetature characteristic that is 2-1 Longitudinal direction of strip
almost a quardratic curve, and the turning point is

* near 25C, in contrast to the -409C of the X-cut One of the most important material factors for
plate, and has no spurious response due to inhar- resonator is the electro-mechanical coupling factor.
monic overtones. Therefore, the temperature stability The relationship between the coupling factor of LiTaO3is within 100 ppm from -10C to 60*C. thickness shear fast mode and the direction of the

nouml to the plate is shown in Fig.1, where the two

These techniques can be applied to resonators angles 'f and f are defined as Fig.2. The plate around
with a resonance frequency from 3 1Mz to 30 MHz. X-cut has a large electro-mechanical coupling factor
For 6 MHz, the size is 5.5 an x0.8 m x0.32 am. The for the thickness shear mode (u472), but the factors
ratio of capacitances is 16; 1/20 that of AT-quartz. for the thickness shear slow mode and thickness exten-

The mechanical Q factor is more than 10,000. The sion mode are small (-6% and -0%).
mechanical energy is so strongly concentrated around In order to have a miniaturized strip resonator,
the driving electrodes, that the strip can be mounted the displacement direction of the thickness shear fast
on a ceramic substrate without reducing the Q factor. mode mst be parallel to the longitudinal direction
Therefore, the chip type resonators were realized, of the strip. The driving electrodes for the resonator
and can be used as "chip components" on the top and bottom surfaces then reach throughout

the lateral direction, so that the spurious response
caused by the thickness twist overtone cannot be

I. Introduction generated.

The construction of the piesoelectric stirp is

Lithium Tantalate (LiTaO ) has been studied for defined in Pig.3, where 2W is the width of the strip,

electro-machanical devices, bicause it has a high 2H is the thickness, 2L is the dimension along the

l c activity that cannot be realized by longitudinal direction of the strip, 21 is the

quarts. The fast mode of thickness shear wave in dimension of.the driving electrode, and f is the ro-
LITaO X-cut plate has a large electro-mechanical tation angle from the Y axis in the X-cut plate.

The dLrection is calculated as shown in Table 1.

3 Angle differs according to the waterlal constants
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used in the calculation (1][6117]. To confirm the are separated by a large frequency from the main mode.

direction of resonance displacement, we measured the Figure 11 shows the experimental frequency spectrum
admittance characteristics of resonators having two of the spurious responses plotted against the W/N

different rotation angles * ( -48* and -54" ) as ratio. The fr indicates the resonant frequency

shown in Fig.4. When the angle # is -54, spurious constant, and fa indicates the antiresonant frequency

responses are generated, but the other has no spurious constant. When the ratio W/H is 1.5 to 2.0, or 2.8 to

response. Figure 5 shows the result of the series 3.1 (the hatched region in Fig.11), we can obtain a

resistance (R1) plotted against the angle # . R, is piezoelectric strip resonator with a single response

minimum at -48
°
. From Fig.4 and Fig.5, the most separated by an adequately large frequency from the

suitable angle # is -48*. spurious responses.

2-2 Improvement of temperature characteristics 3-2 Length of strip

To produce resonators having a turnaround point The diceplacement amplitude along the longitudi-

at room temperature, we studied the most suitable nal direction is the highest at the center of the

relationship between crystal orientation and energy driving electrodes and decreases on either side of tlh

trapping due to electrode size. electrodes region. The support on the edge of the

The distribution of the first order temperature strip therefore does not influence the resonance

coefficient of resonance frequency (&FTC) was cal- energy when the strip is long enough to dampen the
culated as shown in Fig.6 using the infinite model, displacement amplitude. To miniaturize the strip, we

Zero RFTC means that the turnaround temperature is studied the length of the strip. Figure 12 shows the
room temperature. The solid line shows that RFTC is result of R, plotted as a function of the ratio of the

zero and the dotted line shows that RFTC is -10 strip length to the strip thickness. When the ratio of

ppm/*C. RPTC is plus around the X-cut plate and minus the strip length to strip thickness becomes large,

out of the solid line. The temperature coefficient R1 decreases. When the ratio is over 10, R1 is the
of antiresonance frequency is always minus for any lowest. The minimum length of the strip is 10 times of
direction; for example -40 ppm/*C at the X-cut plate. the strip thickness for 30f resonant resistance.

Therefore, for the actual finite electrodes, one may
obtain a zero RFTC only inside the solid line for 3-3 Application of wafer processing
zero RFTC as shown in Fig.6.

The X-cut plate with infinite electrode has a The size of strip is so small and the mechanical
parabolic temperature characteristics curve [31 and energy so strongly concentrated around the driving

a turnaround point at about -40*C. When the electrode electrodes, that many strips can be confirmed on one

size is decreased, the turnaround temperature shifts wafer as shown in Fig.13; for example about 300 strips

up to room temperature and RFTC shifts to zero as are made from a 2" wafer for 6 Niz. The driving
shown in Fig.7. In Fig.7, parameter 4 shows the electrodes are made by evaporated thin metal film and
trapping energy value defined as the following; confirmed using photo-lithography. The terminal

I F electrodes are prited on the wafer with Ag conductive
6 ,/i resin. Each strip is separated by the cutting. The

strips are mounted on a ceramic substrates printed

fa-fe with an electrical terminal and packaged by the ceramic

fa cap.

where fa is the cutoff frequency for the non-

electrode region and fe is that for the electrode
region. Figure 7 shows that the turnaround point is at 4. Electrical characteristics
room temperature when ;-0.8, but the ratio of
capacitances increases to 22. Therefore, in order to Figure 14 shows the admittance characteristics of
offset the increase, the rotation of P and r around the 6 M4Hz resonator. The size of strip is small--
X-cut plate was examined. Figure 8 shows the result 5.5 mmx 0.8 mmxO.32 m. The ratio of capacitances is

of the zero temperature coefficient plotted against 16. The strip is 20 times smaller than that of the AT

the crystal orientation for 4-1.0, 1.25, and 1.5. If -quartz. The mechanical Q factor is 16,000. The strip
the value ; is larger than 1.25, an inharmonic over- is mounted on a ceramic base and packaged as a "chip
tone is generated [8]. Therefore, the plate with component", so that this LiTaO resonator can be used

A4.5* and e'-0' is the optimum crystal orientation for a hybrid intergrated circuit, as shown in Fig.15
to have zero tempetature coefficient, a small which is an illustration of a voltage controlled

capacitance ratio, and no inharmonic overtone. Figure oscillator using a variable capacitance diode. The

9 shows the turnaround temperature plotted as function variable frequency range is larger than 0.4% when an
of the ratio of capacitances. The ratio of capaci- FC-53 variable capacitance diode.

tances of 4.5* rotated plate is 704 of the X-cut plate
for zero temperature coefficient.

5. Conclusion

3. Miniatuaturization of strip
This paper reported on a miniaturized LiTaO3

3-I Width of strip strip resonator with stable temperature character-
istics. We studied the most suitable relationship

On the piezoelectric strip, spurious responses between the value of the trapped energy and crystal

depending on the thickness twist overtone cannot be orientation so as to realize a zero temperature coef-
generated [5]. Spurious responses due to the width ficient at room temperature and a small capacitance
of the strip cannot be avoided, as shown in Fig.10. ratio. We next applied the piezoelectric strip to the

These spurious responses shift up to a higher LiTaO3 resonator and studied the dimension of the

strip (WIN) becomes small. The value of WIN comes to enough frequency from the main mode and to miniaturize

the suitable ratio (W/H-2.0), the spurious responses the strip.
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These technique can be applied to resonators
with resonance frequencies from 3 MHz to 30 MHz.
The size of strip is small (for example, 5.SmmxO.8m
xO.32mm for 6 MHz). The ratio of capacitances is
small (16) and the mechanical Q factor is large
(16,000). These characteristics are suitable for a
high stable voltage controlled oscillator with a wide -160o  180*
range of variable frequencies. The mechanical energy 60°

is so strongly concentrated around the electrode that -140
the strip can be mounted on a ceramic substrate
without reducing the Q factor. Therefore, chip type
resonators were realised which can be used as chip
components. -120*

i L20
o
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Table 1. Constants of LiTaO3 X-cut plate

Thickness Thickness Thickness 40
extention shear(fast) shear(slow) (E

Coupling 0 0.47 0.06 20

Coefficient 0 0.45 0.04

H..m Hz.. Hz.. -30 -50 -70
Frequency 2865 2165 1692 Angle 0 (deg.)

lizm Hz.m Hz.m Fig.5. Relationship between
Constant 2776 2106 1684 angle# and R,

(ppm/PCI
Diceplacement -48.7' +41.20 0 / -

Angle - 54.8' +35.1' "(>10. /,"" l

Upper; Material constants by Yemada et. al. 5
Lower; Material constants by Smith et. al. 5 o

-10 -5 0 5 10 15

$*, (deg.)
Fig.6. Temperature coefficient

of resonance frequency
for infinite electrode

i -.
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Fig.13. One LiTaO 3wafer forms
about 300 strips F'ig.15. Voltage controlled

oscillator with
LiTaO 3resonator chip

Center; 6 MHz
Horizontal Scale; 0.5 Mz/div.
Vertical Scale; 10 dB/div.

Fig.14. Frequency response for
6 MHz(5.Siin.8=x 0.32=)
resonator, RI1 6a2, Cj-O.lpF,
L1-6.7mH and Q-16,000.
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CURRENT TRENDS IN CRYSTAL FILTERS

R.C. Smythe & M.D. Howard

PIEZO TECHNOLOGY, INC.
CORLANDO, FLORIDA 32804

SUMMARY Second, advances in wafer fabrication techniques
allow the use of higher fundamental frequencies,

.- Recent and projected developments in crystal making both higher frequencies and wider bandwidths
filters are reviewed. Major growth areas are in available. For example, the development of cellular
VHF/UHF filters, data transmission filters, linearity, radio for the 800-900 MHz band has created
packaging, and cost reduction. requirements for VHF filters having bandwidths of

about 30 kHz for use as first-i.f. filters. Figure 3
1. INTRODUCTION shows a four-pole filter now in production using two

45 MHz fundamental-mode monolithic two-poles. It
This is a particularly appropriate time for a seems likely that the next generation of equipment

review of crystal filters. Continuing expansion of will use an even higher i.f. such as 90 MHz, figure
present applications and the opening up of new ones 4.
are providing incentives for major advances in the
technology. The rapid growth of the field during the The use of unconventional wafer fabrication
past 10-15 years, associated in large part with the techniques is extending the maximum fundamental
advent of monolithic filters, has been outlined in frequency range still further. Using ion-milling,
some detail elsewhere [1]. The present paper will Berte and co-workers [2] have made AT-cut resonators
touch briefly on the most recent developments and (at at frequencies to 500 MHz. These resonators have
some risk) likely future progress. been applied to filters [3] as well as oscillators.

A drawback of the ion-milling process is its cost and
In the future, as in the past, crystal filters low through-put. One alternative is chemical

will be used primarily in communications and etching, using the ideas of Vig [4]. Figure 5 shows
navigation systems. Particular growth areas are: a 136 Mitz fundamental-mode one-pole filter having a 3

dB bandwidth of 350 kHz made by a wet etching
Military process.
Spread-spectrum communications
Satellite-based navigation systems (NAVSTAR/GPS) Third, frequency and bandwidth may be extended

upward by the use of high-coupling materials rather
Commercial than quartz. Some use has been made of X-cut lithium
Cellular radio tantalate [3]. Synthetic berlinite [5) appears even
Conventional/Trunked mobile radio more promising than lithium tantalate if growth
Amplitude-Companded sideband radio problems can be solved. Lithium tetraborate is a

very recent candidate [6].
The growth of these and other applications is

creating new requirements in the following areas which 3. DATA TRANSMISSION FILTERS
are briefly discussed in section 2-6:

Increasing use of digitally-encoded signals in
VHF/UHF Filters such diverse applications as secure comunications
Data Transmission Filters and paging systems is creating requirements for
Linearity crystal filters having good pulse response as well as
Packaging high selectivity. Conventionally, gussian-
Cost Reduction approximation filters have offered the former,

Tchebycheff and elliptic-function filters the
2. VHF/UHF FILTERS letter. Neither is adequate for many new

requi rements.
Advances in the performance and frequency range

of VHF and UHF crystal filters are motivated by a For such applications the crystal filter
number of applications and are being obtained in at designer needs to have a range of approaches at his
least three different ways. disposal. Two are Illustrated here -- one

minimum-phase and the other non-minimum-phase. Both
First, the use of multi-resonator monolithic examples use tandem monolithic topology. Figure 6

filters continues to expand. Figure 1 shows the shows a six-pole transitional Butterworth-Bmussan
attenuation characteristic of a 162 MHz, four-pole filter with added transmission zeros which offers a
fully monolithic filter; it measures 11.0 x 4.7 x 11.4 2:1 delay improvement over a Sitterworth filter
m., and has a terminating impedance of 3000 ohms. A having the same 60 d8/3 dO selectivity, at the

somewhat similar filter has recently been introduced expense of one resonator. The six-pole filter of
in a highly miniaturized paging receiver. Figure 2 figure 7 uses a Rhodes function [7] approximation of
shows the response of an eight-pole 45 MHz filter the type first applied to crystal filters by Hrzig
having two, four-pole monolithic sections. Filters of and Swanson [8]. For this filter, the group deity Is
this type may make single conversion economical in 800 almost constant over $SS of the passbmod. Thogh tot
ft conventional and trunked mobile radio systems. yet optimum, the filter illustrates the power of the

non-minism-phase approach.

3c0 0157-08M W a4 Si.0 Q 1W n M
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4. LINEARITY REFERENCES

Over the past decade there has been increasing
awareness and understanding of nonlinear effects In 1) Smythe. R.C., "Precision Frequency Control."
crystal filters [9, 10, 11]. The most Important forms E.A. Gerber & A. Ballato, Eng.), sec. 5.2.; In
of nonlinear behavior in the applications are inter- Press.
modulation (of both in-band and out-of-band signals),
increased phase noise (especially in frequency 2) Berte., N., "Acoustic Bulk Wave Resonators £
synthesis) and amplitude nonlinearity (especially in Filters Operating In the Fundamental Mode at
instrumentation.) Each new generation of systems Frequencies Greater than 100 MHz," Proc. 31st
results in increased restrictions n one or another of AFCS, pp. 122-125; 1977.
these, as the linearity of other system components Is
improved. Improvement in crystal filter linearity is 3) B. D'Albaret & P. Stffert, "Recent Advances In
achieved by process refinements as well as by Improved UHF Crystal Filters." Proc. 37th AFCS, pp.
device design. Figure 8 shows the amplitude linearity 405-418; 1982.
of a 20 MHz, four-pole monolithic filter. Passband
attenuation varies less than .006 dB over a 30 d8 4) Vig, John R., John W. LeBus, & Raymond L.
range of signal level. Filter, "Chemically Polished Quartz," Proc. 31st

AFCS, pp. 131-143; 1977.5. PACKAGING
5) Chang, Z.P. & Barsch, G.R., "Elastic Constants &

Several present and future needs will influence Thermal Expansion of Berlinite," IEEE Trans.,
the evolution of crystal filter packaging techniques: vol. SU-23, no. 2, pp. 127-135; 1976.
a need for further miniaturization, a need for cost
reduction in high-volume applications, and needs for 6) Emin, C.O.J., & J.F. Werner. "The Bulk Acoustic
surface-mounting and hybrid-compatible filters. Only Wave Properties of Lithium Tetraborate," These
the first of these will be addressed here. Proceedings.

Conventionally, each resonator or monolithic 7) Rhodes, J.D., "A Low-Phase Prototype Network for
filter unit is contained in its own NC-series or Microwave Linear-Phase Filters," IEEE Trans.,
TO-serfes enclosure. This approach is easy to vol. MTT-18, no. 6, pp. 290-301; 1970.
implement and can be used over the entire crystal
filter frequency range. At high frequencies quite 8) Herzig, P.A. & T.W. Swanson, "A Polylithic
small filters can be made. Above 20 MHz HC-45-derived Crystal Filter Employing a Rhodes Transfer
packages allow a high degree of miniaturization to be Function," Proc. 32nd AFCS, pp. 233-42; 1978.
achieved, Fig. 9. An eight-pole tandem monolithic
filter measures only 13.6x8.8x1.5 mm. 9) Horton, W.H. A R.C. Smythe, "Experimental

Investigations in Monolithic Crystal Filters,"
Single-wafer packages present a limit to Proc. 27th AFCS, pp. 243-5; 1973.

achievable miniaturization which, potentially, can be
circumvented by multi-wafer packages. The most 10) Tiersten, H.F., "Analysis of Intermodulation in
notable example is the stacked-ring construction Rotated Y-Cut Quartz Thickness-Shear
introduced by Sheahan [12]. A simpler approach, Resonators," Proc. 28th AFCS, pp. 1-4; 1974.
limited to two wafers, is shown in figure 10 [133. 11) Sqythe, R.C., "Intermodulation in Thickness-

6. COST REDUCTION Shear Resonator," Proc. 28th AFCS, pp. 5-7;
1974.

The widespread use of monolithic filters
beginning around 1970 came about in part because of 12) Sheahan, D.F., "Polylithic Crystal Filters,"
the economic advantage which they offered -- not only Proc. 28th AFCS, pp. 120-127; 197S.
over discrete-resonator crystal filters but also over
other form of filtering. In system design there is 13) Smythe, R.C.. "Some Recent Advances in
ordinarily flexibility in choosing the frequency or Integrated Crystal Filters," Proc. 32nd AFCS,
frequencies at which the filtering function is to be pp. 220-232; 1978.
performed, thus allowing different filter technologies
to be used. The choice almost always Includes
economic considerations.

Hence, future growth of crystal filters, both
discrete and monolithic, In many applications depends
upon continued cost reduction. This will be achieved
In part through economies of scale, but is heavily
dependent on introduction of process automation and
batch process techniques. Limitations in this regard
are the present lack of product standardization and
the fragmented character of the market.
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SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE BAUDPASS FILTERS

Clinton Hartmann and Stephen Vilkus
R.F. Nonolithics, Inc.

Dallas, Texas 75234

0ABSTRACT
,physics of SAW bandpass filters will be reviewed FIRST GENERATION SAW DEVICE

emphasising those aspects which directly impact filter
performance. Next, some of the design trade-offs in
these filters will be discussed including insertion
loss versus fractional bandwidth, skirt stnepness
versus device site and cost, and the characteristics of PML20.S. o ml*&
various substrates which are commonly used. Examples--'--"--
of various filters will be given including filters for
television IF, satellite receivers, and data communica-
tions systems. Generalized performance curves
achievable with SAW bandpass filters will be presented.
P rojections of future developents including SAW
resonator bandpasm filters and single-phase uni-
directional transducer filters will be diacuseod.--

The Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) field ba natured to
the point that at least two distinct generations of
bandpame filter devices are apparent. This paper Will Fig 1: Illustration of first generation SAW device
review the -principles of operation of thee tw showing the the relationship between electrode
generations of devices with special emphasis on the structure and and impulse response.
design trade-offs that should be omside r4 in
specifying SAW filters. In addition, fattre devel-
opments and the beginnings of the third generation of
SAW filters will be discussed.

Section I will review the principles of operation The filtering properties of SAW devices arise from
and the various Implementations of filters. It will the fact that the degree of coupling to waves of a
discuss the design approaches and modeling techniques desired frequency depends upon the size of the overlap
and derive the equations for the input impedances of a integral of the desired wave's surface potential and
SAW filter. Section I will conclude with a discussion the charge distribution of the electrode pattern.
of the effects which degrade filter performance, how Consequently a transducer can selectively excite waves
designers deal with them, and what to expect in terms of a controlled frequency band by controlling the
of filter performance, pattern of the electrodes. If the electrodes are

Section II will illustrate SAW filter capabilities closely spaced, the frequency goes up, broader spacing
through examples of four production devices, lowers the frequency. Use of a large number of
Limitations and capabilities will be pointed out, with electrodes generally narrows the bandwidth, whereas
particular attention given to how consideration of the decreasing the number of eletrodes generally widen it.
these limitations and capabilities at the system design The surface wave is essentially non-dispersive, and
stage has made best use of SAWs and has provided has little propagation attenuation. Since it
improved system performance, propagates along the surface it can be transversely

Section III will present some early results of work tapped, hence it can be modeled as a transversal filter
underway to develop the third generstion of SAW in the same way as tapped delay lines, COD filters, and
filters. Most notably, single-phase unidirectional digital finite impulse response filtera (collectively
transducers (S1UDT), and coupled resonator filters will known as Finite Impulse Response Filters or FIR
be shown. filters.)

Unlike the classical Fi filters, the serfaeee wave
generated by one transducer is smpled and thus

i. I I CIP S Ow OPAION filtered by a second, output, traneduor. Utilizing thefact that the propagating wave has accompanying it a
Figure I illustrates the configuration of a typical surface potential arising from the piezoelectric

first generation SAW filter. It consists of a pi@=- effect. As a result, a S.W filter is essentially a
electric vubstrate mob a quarts or LibO5  on which a conaede of two PFI filters where the two filters are
atalised electrode ptters (typically an ilasina film the two transducers.
a few thousand Atstroa thick) is photolitho-
graphically producod. The electrod pattern allows an Impulse Respomn 1adel
electric field to be applied to the substrate, which,
being piesoelectric develops a strain which manifesta Some ements are in order here soacerang FIR
Itself as a oustic wave propagating away from the filter design, which will make clear what &rivm the
trameducer. In selected caut of materials, a surfaeo length sad 0st of a filter and will dw that labad
wave (as Olga - IV4DO& balk wave) is ml4od which ripple aft*o" not Ony fromo m1 p W also ffoe

propagates along the surface of the substrate. the theretical limitations on finite legth.

CH167'-O/IMOM a4 1.O0 1W3 IEEE 64

, :, wveL n (a I a i wave) I eited which ppleais tm fro timesa b l
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A periodically sampled transversal filter such as a pair of transducers which when working together in
SAW transducer has a frequency response gives by(t]: cascade yield an optimised response.

H(f) - h -j2wif/f (1) Filter Length

i=1 So much for the easy part, getting H(f) given h, ts

Where there are N periodically sampled taps at time t - no problem. Getting the optimal time response t
i/f i(fea is the so-called sampling frequency). will meet certain frequency constraints Le.
H(f 'Il the Frequency response of the transducer. It Fortunately, many tools have been developed by the

goes without saying that the previous discussion holds digital signal processing field for doing just that.

true for the second transducer as well and that the The soot successful being an algorithm deelopd by
combined response consists of the product of th two Rems and etended by Parke and aClellan[2] weoh will
transducers' responses. take a frequency specification of desired values end

Several things are worth noting at this point: H(f) relative ripple or rejection levels and will produce an

is periodic with a period of f . Thus, if a impulse response of a given length which will minimise
passband is located at frequeny m  then a passband is the absolute ripple levels. The designer then modifies
also located at f +f So, if w1 have sampled at 4 the filter length until the program gives the absolute
times the center freuncy of the passband (a sample ripple level desired.
rate commonly used in first generation devices because One might guess that the filter length would simply
4 electrodes per wavelength cancel reflections off the go as the inverse of the transition bandwidth, but a
electrode edges) then ws can expect a fifth harmonic more accurate relationship has been determined by
response. In addition, the image frequency at -f will Rabiner[3). By compiling hundreds of results of the
generate another response at -f + f - 3f whIch is trial and error approach for low pass prototypes

a third harmonic response. Ig gen'eral, a ?ranaducer Rabiner was able to empirically fit the following

with 4 electrodes per wavelength will generate all odd equation:
harmonics. Thra electrodea per wavelength fill
generate the 2 , 4th Sn, etc., harmonics.

Another point to make about equation (1) is that if D(6 6
we impose the restriction that the samples have even N -2( I,6a)AF

symmetry (hi = hN.i+i) then we have for the case of odd
N:

J2w(N+)/2h N Where:
2 D({a) = 2aa(LOgl0n) + a2 Logl0 61 * a3

} Logl0a +

N/2 (21rf(i- N+ a 2

I 2hCos 2 4 (Log 1 0 6a) as Log1 0 61 a

t(61.62) = bI  b2 (Log1 o 6 - Los1062)

That is, that R(f) has linear phase. Thus, SAV devices 6 - The ripple level in the passband
can be designed with linear phase. In fact, the phase and stopband.
and amplitude characteristics of SAW filters can
(largely) be specified independently if the time
symmetry restriction is dropped.

If in equation (I). we replace the exponential term 1 - 5.309 X -
with Z, we have the well known Z-transform: a2 - 7.114 X 10-

N a 3 - -4761 X 103
1()- I . _4=2.66 X 10-3H(f) E hi2a4i

i- (2) a5 -5.941 X 101a6  -4.278 X 10 "

-J21rf/f b1 - 11.01217
Where Z 2 sap b2 - .51244

which is simply a polynomial in Z of order N-1.
Because Z is a trigonometric function of f, this
expression is also referred to as a trigonometric This expression is quite accurate for symmetrical
polynomial in f. As with any polynomial, the roots of band-pass filters and can be used to give the physical
this trigonometric polynomial can be found. Stopband length of a filter given the SAW velocity, V, for that
nulls correspond to seros on the unit circle in the Z- material:
plane and pasaband ripples correspond to zeros lying L-N /Famup.
near the unit circle in the vicinity of the pessband
response. A desired time response can be broken into In actual practice, about 2 extra millimeters are
two time responses by factoring the polynomial and added for dicing, handeling, and acoustic absorber.
simply assigning the sero to one or the other of the Figure 2 plots this length as a funotion of the
transducers. In this way, It in possible to arrive at a transition bandwidth for a narrowband filter centered

at lOONHs and operating on a quarts substrate with a

velocity of about 3.14 ma/uses. The parameter is the

rejection level for a fixed inb•mi ripple of 0.5D peek

1Later we will introduce the frequency contribution of to peak. An the length incre see, the pe ag ma
the "element response", a Green's function accounting handling costs Increase wMhoh are ratheeted Is a Very
for the fact that the cm-sero width of the electrodes approximate my illmtratd -ea the riot Mie or
are not precisely modeled by an impulse rMponse. This figure. It goes without saying, that actual prkow Is
o element factor alon with the effects of matching highly dependent upon the mie of the ae~t so
ciroits am strongly offet and even null out a non-reourring costs, but the mest fetee-

molno response. Nevertheles, it is common for SAW provide an insight late the Oiftet e *0 t ah e
filters to exhibit harmonic responses. parameters the final cots.



- -, term, 0 , which for a uniform beamwidth r s"c t r uer, can
be fount* from energy conservation to be L4 a

* C ums 2 22e Ga (f)sBK fo0CsW H(f) F2(f/foi)
I

Where: k is the material dependent coupling constant,
SI and F(f/foU) is the element factor which is dependent

i W ,,eupon both the frequency and the metalization ratio, u.

4' ' 1 For a transducer that does not have a uniform

- beamidth, the actual Ga is decreased somewhat and can
be evaluated by analyzing the transducer as many

; to. IN "tracks" of uniform transducers working in parallel.
is0 IN 2U 30e 4.00 00 For a uniform transducer with N electrode pairs, the

Tran~iandweth(inMHz) radiation conductance is approximately given by:

Fig 2: An idealization of the problem of filter 2 2 sin(X) V
length and cost to illustrate the effects of GX (f)8K f0C5WN
transition bandwith and rejection level. The
paradigm is based upon a 100MHz filter with
0.5dB peak to peak inband ripple on quartz. Where X= 2v N(f-fo)/f o

with 2m of extra length for absorber and 0

handeling. The family of curves are for and f, is the center frequency of operation.

different rejection levels. The curves are
based upon the length equation discussed in Notice that as the material coupling constant, k,

the text and should be used with caution. decreases (say, as we go from LiNbO3 to Quartz) then Ga
decreases as k2 . Ga also goes as N2 , and linearly with

Element Factor the width.
In an unweighted transducer where all tap weights

The previous discussion is quite general and does have tne same strength, the bandwidth goes inversely
not distinguish SAWs from pairs of CCD filters or with the number of taps, N. Consequently, G goes
digital FIR filters in any way. The first and most inversely with the square of the fractional ban-width.
obvious distinction is that a SAW device is an analog Recalling that the transducer capacitance goes as N, or
device which does not have perfect impulses as samples, inversely with the fractional bandwidth, we know that
The charge distribution on the electrode peaks at the the transducer Q will go as the fractional bandwidth.
two electrode edges instead of having an impulse in the A more carefull analysis where the frequency response
electrode center. Consequently, the impulse response function is approximated by a rectangular function
must be modified to represent the actual driving whose energy must equal the energy in a time function
function of an individual electrode (in a uniform which is also a rectangular function, yields an
array). At center frequency, with 4 electrodes per expression for Q of:
wavelength, this amounts to a slight tilt to the
passband, but harmonic responses are greatly modified. BW
At these higher frequencies, the element factor also Q" T
becomes sensitive to the metalization ratio. As a 4K 0

result, harmonic designs only slightly reduce the
photolithographic tolerances over fundamental designs, where IM is the noise bandwidth of the transducer.

To summarize to this point, then; the overall filter This expression is a good approximation even for
response can be represented by a product of the the apodized transducers. This expression makes clear that
frequency responses of each transducer, which in turn as the fractional bandwidth increases, the Q increases,
is the product of the element factor and it's array possibly to the point that it becomes the limiting
factor calculated from the impulse response model. In factor of the bandwidth. That is, when:
addition, there is an impedance matching circuit
response which is dependent upon the system impedance -
level and the equivalent circuit of each transducer. We T r
consider this next. o

Equivalent Circuit the bandwidth is limited by the electrical Q of the

transducer and must be compensated for by using
SAW transducers appear principally as a somewhat resistive loading, thus introducing losses. These

losey capacitor. The capacitance increases with the loses and the critical bandwidth at which the losses
number of interdigitated electrodes, the overlap of the arise are illustrated in figure 3. Notice how higher
electrodes, the metalisation ratio, and the effective coupling materials such as LiNbO can provide low loss
dielectric constant of the substrate cut. The total over a wider fractional bandwilth than can Quarts.
capacitance in Liven by: This particular figure illustrates loading losses only

and not apodisation loss, bulk wave, or other losses.
CT * N V Ce Also, for bidirectional devices there is an additional

6dB of Ions. As a result of these loading losses, wide
where W is the beanidth and C is dependent upon the bandwidth devices are best suited for high center
substrate out, the metalisatiol ratio, the effective frequencies of operation.
dielectric constant, and the electrode connections
(there is no capacitance between electrodes of the man One further complication must be added to the
potential.) equivalent circuit, a reactanoe 3. net be mlluded to

insure causality. As It stads, a 1dt lapuis of
Connected in parallel with the capacitanoe, and voltoe weIsId g omesto a *of tst e1lV bW %9 UVW

accounting for the acoustic radiation, Is a comiuetamee ourley t1nmfez of So 00 e 9 eWOOie edO aione.

-_- ----------- - - V
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Second Order Effect.

UNIVERSAL INSERTION LOSS CURVE In actual practice several difficultis limit the
U , ,,,applicability of the impulse response model. so

account has yet been made of diffraction, bulk waves,
m regeneration, matching circuit, or triple travel.

Table I lists the more comon of these spurious effects
IrawT and their impact in both the time and frequency

Iiidomains. Illustrating selected effects is figure 4.
o QUIARTZ An idealized time response to a narrowly gated RP burst
I is shown in figure 4a. Notice a small RP burst leaking
U . -- through the device at t-0. This feed through or cross-

talk arises from limited isolation and can be solved
U / L~wzwith improved packaging and mounting. In the frequency

Fig 3: Insertion loam versus fractional bandwidth 10% bandw-idth filter centered at 1001Hz with 50dB of
curve based upon the Q loading required to rejection and 1 dB peak to peak inband ripple. The
maintain a given bandwidth as discussed in the skirts are IN~s wide yielding a shape factor of 1.2.
text. No bidirectional or other losses are At various times bulk waves appear, here shown
considered. idealized and centered at 2.25uS~c. Bulk waves have a

higher velocity than the surface waves but (in the ae
To insure that it only have positive time components we illustrated) cam bounce off the bottom of the chip
need for Yi(~G()~JIC '() h taking a longer path than the SAW does. In the

frequency domain, the bulk waves appear on the high
condition that lr(TYn) be causal requires that Ba(f) frequency side about 10-20% higher in frequency than
be the Hilbert transfOra of G'( f). the lowest frequency in the pass band and at an

amplitude commonly in the 40 to 50dB range.
For the uniform transducer case:

B~f.Gf) Sin (2X) -2X
B f) Gxf

2  Spurious signals scaled by a 10

where: X N - f )/f
0 0 I

B (f) peaks at f-fof 0 /2N (half the distance to the
fAret null of Ga about 4dB down from the peak) vith a.

tvlue Of G (f )21On the low frequency side and the
negative A~ &~t on the high frequency side. For all
symmetric responses B(f 0 )=0.

Ignoring bulk, parasitic, and apOdimation losses an

untused transducer will have an insertion lose of: - * M

U=2G Go1  L
IL--0 I1 2 2 UWUCT OF WawaS SPUMOtIS OSUMS(G+6 G (21tfC + BLa T a

for a bidirectional transducer and a load inductance
of 0 (The total insertion lows of the device is the
sum the losses for each transducer.)

TUPI* TiAVKL
TABIR I

ofa ""WA " --A fm
0 A M oqrb mwA mum "b)fetn



At a time three tines the group delay, the triple Application of this unidirectional scheme allow the
travel signal can be seen. As a wave encounters a 6dB bidirectional losses to be allminatd,# but nore
transducer some of its energy is absorbed in the importantly, the triple travel signal can be well
electrical load but eone is also regenerated as a suppresed and as a result, the device need not be
reflected SAV wave. For the untuned case, the acoustic mismatched to suppress the triple travel, in fact,
reflection off of a transducer is given by minimizing the insertion, loss maximizes the triple

travel suppression.

R210 Lo Ga II. FILTER EXAMPLES

0 (GL+ Ga) (2 wfC T + Ba) As an illustration of the application of
second-generation filters, figure 6 shows a super-

The triple travel arises when the desired signal position of spectrum analyzer data for some 10 channel
reflects from the output transducer and reflects a 4 bandpass filters. In a "simplified" matching circuit
second time from the input transducer to reappear at which has a capacitor, two fixed coils and one variable
the output after having thus traveled the propagation coil this device exhibits an insertion lees of less
distance three times. Thus the triple travel strength than 8dB. In a fully matched circuit lees than 6dB
relative to the main response will be the sum of the insertion lose in possible. This filter and others
reflections off the two transducers. In many cases of similarly designed, for the channel 2 and channel 3
interest, the triple travel suppression relative to the bands are over 5.5MHz wide at the 1dB points and have
main response is approximately given by: TT - IL + 6dB. over 25dB rejection of the adjacent audio and picture

Similarly, there are fifth, seventh, nineth etc. carriers 1.25KHz away from the 1dB points.
transit signals that can contribute in and out of phase
with each other. In the idealised frequency response
shown, the device was assumed to have 15dB of insertion a CHANNEL 4 FILTER VARIATION
los so that the triple travel signal was suppressed ---------------
about 36dB. This contributes to a 0.28dB inband
ripple and a 20 phase ripple. PP

Notice that such ripple due to time spurs are of a 8
wholly different origin than the amplitude ripple
designed in the main response. An FIR filter can have
amplitude ripple (sometimes called Gibbs ripple)
arising from the finite length of the time response.
But notice that the Gibbs ripple does not accompany
phase ripple nor does it accompany time spurs. --7
Consequently, it can be important to specify amplitude
and phase ripple separately or to specify time spurious
muppresion.

Second Generation J
One way to reduce the insertion loss in to introduce 4

a third phase in the electrode pattern which will

excite a SAW wave in only one direction. Just as in CCD
filters or even theatre marquees, three separate phases
are the minimum needed for unidiroctionality and good
unidirectioal performance is achievable over moderate
bandiths.

Figure 5 demonstrates an implementation of the
three-phase air gap crossover unidirectional 4o.o . ... A0 3100 .00
transducer. The air gap is needed to drive the three Frequency (tHi)
independent phases on a planar structure.

Fig 6: Overlay of some 10 channel-4 bandpaas filters.SECOND GENERATION SAW DEVICE
In order to meet stringent cost constraints, this

filter was made to fit on a LiNbO, substrate measuring
10.4 x 2.8 mm on a side. Since the two transducers had

A. to be in - line no multistrip coupler could be used.
Also, conventional withdrawal weighting could not
provide the performance needed, Instead, a finer
gradation of withdrawable tape vere generated by

ov ereampling.
A more conventional, first generation, filter is

presented in figure 7 whieb show the produeibility
of 15 digital moem filter. ineerporated Aa the
Scientific Atlanta model 402 broadband Modse. Using a

54 a QAK-16 sovo' ik]~[ sce~me, this P filter ha a very

tight phase linearity spoo. of + 20 and an amplitude
ripple of 0.34D . As MaM an the UWsade scale of
figure 7a, it &n be ef to meet tsee vey tight
saoe an a eUs scale oduetio fese. Tkis filter
has a 143 badutlth of 720KK% ssetee at 190.25
and with an Insertion loae t 2 4&

Fg SA third uMple 10 I 17 filter few ft" re*iavFig 5, ir-gap oree ower andieotioth l device application, shown I figure S. 1his ,o gmeratis
swuetur mm ig the Nesod g ation filter ahievm as 83 Insertien lowe sd a I4
of SAW filters. bandwidth of 3011k. Note that at a oftler frtPoqueior



~RElMTABUMIT OF TYPIChL FILTER REnPONnE
I'R the Picture carrier and has a "sound shelf" designed em

the low frequency side to presvt croma-modulation with
the sound carrier. Built on ST-Quarts the 2.7 z 10.4 masize filter fits in a standard T0-8 transistor header.

The development of this filter and the related TV
receiver was under-taken for the FCC to study the

* feasibility of adjecent channel allocation of the
television bands. In meeting all major design goals,
this filter exemplifies the significant performance
improvements available with SAVe, particularly when the
system and component design is done hand ir hand.

- M M ram P" env &DUL OSS

1,41* * . 14.f r.00 M 1 .00 132.00 0 134. 0

.. 1

Fi .: A T IF filte centered:? at 5;6~ hhas an

insertion los of 8dS. The filter has a 3D0HzIs IdB bandwidth.
Ff 2 ft/Div,

'4 , OU ts 2 . 00 2.705 A .. 0 20.80/viai r -..... ..v

Fig 7t The repeatability of a first generation filter I I
is illustrated for a Digital Node.
application. The device baa 23dB of loss at
150.125Mhs and a 143 bandwidth of 720Khz.

of 596Rfz this filter bas a 5% f-actional bandwidth, if .
this filter had been designed to operate at, say, -
70Mhz, it would have a 44% tractional bandwidth. Such II-ii
large fractional bandwidths are problematic because of 0 K'TTT -
restricted flexibility of weighting techniques,
nterferen*e from bulk mode and diffraction distortion,

difficult Impedance matching, and increased insertion
los. Ience, for this and other reasons, SAW filter
performance is often improved with higher onter
freuenolos.

Figure 9 illustrate* a filter designed under F .447 .
contrast with the FCC as an alternative Yf stage. o
Operating at 448.725MT, aid with a 3 bandwidth of
4Kb, Si. filter ehibit* a loss of 6.5dl and 50d3 of
rejection em Quarts. Ibis filter also Illustrate* the Fig 91 A filter designed for the I for an alter-
ability of AW filters to has a amplicated and native TVI , ha an insertion l0e8 of 6.503 at
iWsVWit amplituto and lbsos shwaeteristie, this a center frequency of 4470km. The exhibits
f1l1W ha a dtiggsd-la abmes respon w hich the ab ity of SW filters he implement
espesto hor Wr 00 of Ames uillautift lstodueed complexs lits d m e em haroterlaties,
at So toloviss trm ittw mi ether pelt of So 9 the filter has a woand doelt ead 1hase cm-
reier. ZI elditis, it is vmtiially wei mr posesatie war a m Oft boWi .

II



III OUTLOOK FOR THE FUTURE IV SUMARY

A joining of SAW resonator and filter technologies The major advantages of SAW filters are:
are becoming possible with the advent of coupled
resonator filters. As seen in figure 10 the peaks of o Nass producible filter from W to UI
two resonances are apparent, shoving how resonators o Reproducible high performance
ith bandwidths typically too small for filter o independent amplitude and phase control
applications can be combined to yield a larger o High intrinsic Q
bandwidth but one still too small to ioplement with a 0 Small packaging
lov cost conventional SAW filter.[5] 0 Immunity from vibration

Another advance is underway in making a Single Phase o Low cost in volume
Unidirectional Transducer (SPUD?) which essentially
incorporates a reflecting array inside a transducer Some of the factors limiting SAW filter usage are:
structure to reflect the backward traveling surface
wave forward, without the need for external phasing o Design and tooling costs are usually
netvork.[6] costly and time consoming

Diagramed in figure 11, the SPUJDT has not yet been o High precision only available currently
used in a production device, but it, along with the for medium to high bandwidth filters
coupled resonator filter appear to be the beginning of o Only bandpass functions oan be implemented.
a third generation of SAW filters that hold great
promise for both low cost and low insertion loss. TABLE II

TYPICAL SPECIFICATION MGE

10dB/ Center Frequency: 35 to 1000 MHz
Bandwidth (1dB) : Up to 20% of center frequency

Insertion Loss 4 to 10 dB (Second Generation)
18 to 30 dB (First Generation)

Skirt Steepness : 300 KHz to 3 MHz
Amplitude Ripple: 0.1 dB to 2 dB peak to peak

- -Rejection : Up to 50 dB
S-- - - - Package : TO-8, TO-4, 14 and 16 pin DIP

S- -Triple Transit : 45 DB minimum rejection

More specifically, table II enumerates the current
types of specifications applicable to SAW filters. It
goes without saying that the extreme of these ranges
are not consistent and cannot all be incorporated in
one filter, but the values do give a good indication ofCenter Span current filter capabilities.215.084 MHz 1.000 MHz The fact that these devices provide highly reliable

filters at low cost, and are now available from severalFig 10: An early coupled resonator filter under manufacturers make them a key technology applicable to
development at RFM shows two distinct a wide variety of filter problems.
resonances that, as combined, yield a broader
bandwidth than a single resonator can R1HECES
implement and a narrower bandwidth than can be
economically made from a conventional SAW A. Oppenheim and R. Schafer, "Digital Signal
filter. Processing," Prentice Hall, 1975, chapter 5.

i21 J.H. McClellan, T.V. Parks, L.R. labiner, "A
Computer Program for Designing Optimum FIR Linear
Phase Digital Filters," 33 Transactions on Audio
and Bloctroaoustis, Vol. Au-21, NO. 6, December

1973, pp. 506-526.
[31 L.R. Rabiner, J.H. McClellan, and T.W. Parks, "FIR

Digital Filter Design Techniques Using Weighted
Chebyshiev Approximation," Proceedings of the I=3,Vol. 63, No. 4, 1975, pp. 995-610.[4] Supriyo Datta, 3.J. HUsingsr, and D.C. Nalooha, "A
ceneralised Mdel for Periodic Transducers withArbitrary voltages," Trasotion on sno and,

Ultrasonics, Vol. o-26, go. 3, ay t99, equation
10.

[]L.A. Ooldren and R.I. Uobeg, 4&@cgstioallyFig t Schematic of a Single Phase Unidirectional COUPld Al Uwmato Pillars with Wamo oat offilter which incoorpoates a thicker layer Of band Rejeotio,* ? ssUe m go Me ia Ui t-
metal on every other electrode to provide sonice, Vol. S-6, 1. 6, fty. w i, ~ 394.
reflecting array Inside the t.ansduor. The [6] C.8. fartmann, P.V. Wright, 1j. fta., ad .M.
reflectioss can be made to cancel in one arre, "An AaleiO of OW htwdia41tal
direction, making the transducer unidireo- Transduoer with Interal Mfleetios ad the
tional. Application to the Design of gLn"d-Pahse 1.1-

directional Trasdmoe," poeediage et the IN

UltrsOnIos OmposiVu, aoe,* 40.
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EHF WAVEGUIDE FILTERS

Jorg E. Raue

TRW Electronics Systems Group
O(e Space Park

Redondo Beach, California 90278

As is the case for microwave frequencies and below,
filters are required in virtually every practical EHF
system. They provide for separation or combining of
different frequencies as with frequency up- and down-
converters and multipliers. Even a relatively simple
receive-only application typically requires a bandpass
filter in front of the mixer for image rejection and
channelizing. Combinations of bandpass/bandreject fil-
ters are typically employed in EHF transceiver appli-
cations, both for channel separation and receiver
protection.

This paper will present a synopsis of current capabil-
ities in EHF waveguide filters. Emphasis will be on
standard type filters rather than non-fundamental mode
and dual-mode filters. The latter, although offering
the potential for providing the ultimate in htgh-Q
perfomance, have a rather narrow application range at
lower frequencies and no current practical realization
above Ku-band. Included will be a comparison between
theoretical and experimental Q's achievable for typi-
cal waveguide filters in the frequency range from 15
to 100 GHz, as well as a discussion of the differences
between these. Specificmlly, bandpass, highpass and
bandreject filters will be discussed. In addition,
comparisons will be made between standard rectangular
waveguide filters and other approaches such as micro-
strip, suspended stripline and dielectric image guide.
In particular, experimental results obtained at 94 and140 6Hz will be presented and compared.
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Mdflord, Mnasachusetts 01730

To Introduce the topic of digital filtering, V AA fL T
wefrst conasider bow. conventional Passive 'filtr

we contructd. ?b configuration to a succession
Ofrsonant aectiona connecte.d Irk ascarde, with the

N eoac contributing either an empbasta (pole) or
Ofrequency. vaob saction is a e@aond order linear

system, charactertiselby a resonant frequency and aA

0 Such a filter would be aspecified by a fre- i f.. El- A4 i.IIh
qiaency response, anmd one most determine proper L sad ON Vol .. m. )-CrwaourxLEmS
C Values to Implement the design. To convert such
a design to digital form. however, mne mist specify
the 9ole6 aod aOCe for the Individual second order Pfqure 2. Quantization Theoorsm
aectiona rather than the L Mid C Values.

Since the Input must be in digital form, vs
digress Mmentarily to consider two Important
requ irement* to be observed In the A/D con veroion of
the input signal to the filter .h-irst. to the the Ofinenaes of the background ratees Thi wit
bani-limitisg of both the apw4tri: nd4 the character- allow the statistica of the digital system owtMu to
latic function of the aignals the second is to he determined.
choose both a samling rate and a semling stop star
that will preserve respectively the apectral and the Cl0asica filter
statistical properties of the aignal. The first of
these reqiremets is the familiar sampling theorem a digital filter, such as might be ne ft a
of Uyquist, the second Is the loe familiar quantisa- tam filter in a mo"e, could he one of the %lasai-
tion theorem ot Uidrow. An analog filter is m-Cal- tppes (Figure 1) ... Butterworth, Chbyao, at
Scaly used In the receiver preceding the A/.' to alliptlc. ft. first two af these have only palse,
bead-limit the signal, and a suitable conversion mid are arranged reapectively on a circle or
rate is them cho-n ellipses the letter hem both poles and s"ran, ard as

a consequence ha a aqienior selectivity. fte pols
Likewise, since signals are soldom tot~fl7  of the elliptic filter are located so awe those of

ralse-free, the characteristic function is band him- the Cbebycev, but the aeros wre lit as sImply
ited by Ofront and' not"e on Illustrated In Pigure defined. A slight digression is helpful...f j 2. A quantiser step-se is then ohoen at twice

A great deal of insight to gained In designing
a filter if advantage in teken of the duality of the

-1 ~ phase and ampitude, characteristicsato the network
,.a aE z O LMm the equipotantial and stromlnea of the elec-

Ze ZO tric field. Ohut, to design a charge configuration
20 C C goiving a specified potential function In to design

To ~ a filter with a specified attenustion funtion
I0 (Pigure 4). ink the ce, of the elliptic filter, it

is convenient to first locate the plus and am"m
change of the potential, or thes poise and soe of
the filter in a ailt rectange (lee Igure S) # ter
the oordintes are aiMple 0e.g.t 1/X * 3/6.
etc. for A 6-POle dsiIP). TiM 1ect"anl is them-l beck to the onmvemtional s-pam with the

- - - -0ellptic siMe tf'tiGR NIi* 101p the rCftangl
into the half-plat) end M - am ft"ig result.

- - - -te s-piece 0Emoftion MOS~j ) bom a 0-Plem
I funcrtion 2(a))%(s) IV a billso tae atiue

* ~emts-l) (44), med em a last WA On flue to
Irealised as a abaemation at ieaki etw no'-

two-pill on-me netwoks as fllraew In Pimw
I ~6, With single poSA CC senCSe ad~e em MOON(

2b"e a Ofgital filte am ke deu l i of #A
rout. al me, or be". ThM .6gMaf Aas gus

"""'With 6emews *66% ttMU doot vat# MA aem
is ~b~ WPen to lawn *at 10 b l

- 7 t , .. 
-<.- .
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The most remarkable feature of a digital fil- DOPLAWo3tATION
ter of this design to its ability to completely
change in characteristics simply by inputting a flew TARGET
set of coefficients. An exaple of bow this feature
dramatically improves a system can be won in the
case of a digital autopilot or control system for an TRANSMITTED
air/air missile, illustrated in .Figure 7. Such a PULSES
system, when coupled with the dynamic response of
the airstream during flight, form a fourth order . PUES
system that is characterised by a set of coeffi- W-Jmm7A/
cients that very nonlinearly with Macb number
(velocity) and attack angle (incidence angle to
flight path). This over-simplified model will not
exhibit stability over normal trajectories without 1 CELL

compensation, which is usually added in the form of RANGE CELLS
shaping filters for phase advance of the gyro rate
or damping of body resonance. "hese filters must be 1 PRI

programed to change continuously with K and , and
that is accomplished by moving the time constants tigure 8. Radar Signal
(or poles and zeros) by inserting new digital coeffi-
cients and gains.

The configuration known as en PMT (Figure 9)
Radar Filters was originated from pure intuitive considerations,

based on the obvious observation that two successive
The three principel types of filters used in echoes that lacked any pulse to pulse modulation due

radar are the XI, Doppler, or Pulse Compression fil- to motion could be added Ia opposition and made to
ter, all of which are a form of a matched filter. cancel, provided they were suitably aligned. This

aligmeent was at first provided by quartx delay
The first of theme to be used was the HT!, or lines of one M (Pulse Repetition Interval) delay.

Hoving Target Indication, as it was called. To
understand this concept, we first consider the It was but a matter of time that this concept
nature of the radar signal. was recognized as a filter, and a digital Implementa-

tion using Memory storage to provide the Pt! delay
A commonly used waveform is a burst or a assumed the form already shown, i.e., the catenation

multi-pulse waveform, consisting of several trans- of two-sero networks. Poles are seldom added, due
mitted pulses, each followed by a listening to an undesirable transient response of a recursive
interval. Strictly represented, these intervals structure (Figure 10).

* would be strung eni-to-end, but we have placed them
side-by-side. since this will place in evilense the The next form of radar filter to appear was
sinusoidal variation in a single range call over the the Doppler filter bank, consisting of a mquence of
set of pulses of a coherent signal, such as a tar- contiguous time gates (diode bridges) with each gate
get, or perhaps sm moving chaff (See Figure 8). connected to a bank of narrow band crystal lattice
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Z-PAN9filters, Wm 111 - te Is Ptpure f. Clearly, the
Z-PL~tJEsignal will ow& a sting! f ilter adi the nise

E El(Z-11) ill oapy all filters. with a resulting @AV
Ei + 0improvement determined by this ratio.

digital counterpart of the range gatel bank at Pop-

x pler filters. 110 mannr in siid the W? proceses
the signal am be eecn from the Illustration (Vigor*

UNIT 12) in which the large clatter signal slowly shifts
CIRCLE to Its position in the spectrum,. with the higher ft.-

quenoy target signal finally emerging. awe an
readily -e the affect of non-observance of the

Figure 9. TTP Canceller quantization tbeorem ... the statistics of the out-
put signal are clearly not those of the input.

The pulse compression filter may be considered
K2 ~am f iltering operation applied in the range direc-

ticn of a single M3, rather than operation on aodu-
KIlations occurring f rom ones MR to the next, as with

the Mn! or Doppler filter.

The form of the pulse omresion filter

y i k + Eoresults from the equivalence illustrated in igure
USUALLY mented asa correlator. it the time of arrival of

K3 ADDEDthe'echo from the target is exactly known, a simple
oterlation is pgrklosd, with the iVY ueed to pro-

K4 vide the Integration of the output of the croes cot-
12+ J.+relator. if the time of the scho arrival of the

TW -K2 K K2pulse echo is not kcnown, two remedies may. be

Z2 - K - -KIapplied. Tbe first consists of applying the WYT to
K3  -K1 both Inputs to the correiatoev resulting in signals

.1-. .12identically aligned In time at the W? outputs.
ZEROS AT * 2 (-K, . rK2 - 4K2 1 (The time shift becomes a phase shift of the

POLE AT 6 I3 . rK 4N]transformed signal.)

POLE AT (K ± ~fIC2 + K41If the time misalignmeut.... I.e., uncertainty
In time of arrival of the plm echo ... is slight,

Figure 10. Radar Filter a sondII method is used. The M~ signals (trans-
mitted pulse and echo) are simply correlated, with
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efficiently than a mm* longer
-ipe at the actual -pou.

i:iiirthe M* resolution I ,I t analysis and a
aPPeA syNthesis11 dewalOgeemte 141 to a filte that

Com'"Im"E"ar also ameful an adaptive wbitnila filter
I 1 F 1F1 PLSEfar removing clutter reverberation in radar and
tJ~~~t S Jccu s14 L-- ignals, and mbl invstigation slang the..

Lins Is Currently underway.

DIGIme 9m i- (Nauiam utrop Method) filter Is
CONVLUTIN 4 AJNAAA1- bo unerstood bF omparimg it to traneAissiom of
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Figue 1. gectru, nalsisFigure 16. Scatterinq

acomaplished by a eiso osals htboth This structure may be transplanted directly
reflect and transmit Incident radiation, as illus- into the world of filters, with the NobmtoolesO
trated in Figure 16. This analogy in introduced for replaced by sectionis of a lattice (Figure 17). Ithe

*two reasons I lattice sections are not the usual Second order
struct-mrea in a crystal filter, for example, but

a) Two -obstacles', properly spaced are actually first-order sections.
in wavelengths, can form a reso-
nant structure by virtue of multi- However, what mne should observe here is that
plt reflections giving rise to the separation of a second-order structure into two
repeated transmissions, thus first Order sections will give rise to a Riccati
allowing a 'ringing3 or extension equation, which in essence takes the place of the
of a transient Incident signal, second order system (Figure 18).

bi The reflection coefficients for Thus, we mse that the structure described ba
the gobstacles* obey a liccatti two properties ... it will extend a transient input
equation, which arises naturally by a pseudo-resonance (Figure 19) In such a way that
from physical considerations. the emerging signal has the proper correlation..
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CONSIDER LINEAR OPERATOR L PAMFT PsOFWas

WE WISH TO FACTOR INTO FORM

Ly = +a x d +a TH

MULTIPLY:

Ly =y" +(a, +a )'(aXea)

71=51+82 a+aa 2 P0

ELIMINATEr"
82 a 2  P 2 P (IA TI EQUAION Figue 9.Satern

ELMyAT a [% 81J X3 %XI

FigureFiur 19. Sicatattetoringtf

i.e., If it is initially first-order Narkov, it will OUPTi
remain no. Secondly, the filter structure oorre-
sponds to an iterated lattice, with an associated
Riccati equation tagging along. Although this
first Order nonlinear equation has no closed form
analytical solution, in general its solution by

$numerical digital means Is rather easy (easier, *In
fact than Its second order counterpart). 2 4

Actually, the M01 filter arose not from scat-
taring theory, but from an effort to specify a fi11-
ter that would maximize the entropy (randness) of km-k'm**. u
a given signal. Such a filter would have zeros prop-
erly located to attenuate the periodic resonances in Figure 20. Yapoed Delay Line
the correlated signal. The solution to this problem
is the Tale-alker equations, which sImply state the same way. Thus, all of the developments of
that the autocorrelation of the filter is the sam adaptive filters based on the MDN principle can be
as the correlation function of the signal that it directly applied to adaptive beamforming.
whitens. The solution leads directly to the lattice

*equations. The reflection coefficients are the Advanced Topics
coded speech, or the coefficients of a tapped-delay

*line filter, as illustrated In Figure 20. Clearly substantial progress has been made
since the beginning of digital filtering. which

The ability of the NOfilter to whiten a sig- roughly coincides with the Introduction of soion-
* ml ... i.e., reom a wbuqpm from the signal spec- duotor memoy. Further developments are being

trast, Is useful In adaptive digital bern-forming in pursued. Dynamic Time Warping, as a technique to
* entennas technology. If we consider a plow e moro- aid speech recognition, has usefulness in filtering

me tic wave to he ampled by discrete elements, each that is let to be develaod. "am techniique consists-I equipped with en A/0 converter, it can be readily of a transformation procedure applied to the filter
seen that to properly phase shift each element sig- coefficients (at encoded speech) that perform end
nal so that all signals add in phase is equivalent arbitrary napping of the coefficients to realise aIto steering a boom In the direction of the arrival time shift or local ompression or aqe~inalon that
of the weve (aee Figure 21). Likewise, phase will effect a better fit between the data (enoded)

shfigeach wave ample to add anti-phase will end a moel, as Illustrated In Figure 22. the map-
ser en antenna pattern mill in the direction of ping Is dynamically ad recursively altered to

arrival of the wave. This latter teo&Mique has been achieve the minimum error between the referome end
@0plied to both radar ad sonar (s well as comni- the data. The central luection in this giosbue i*
cation) system io the form of. a sidelobe oanceler, a look-ve table which ems be regarded em both a tim
which to a tofdwn for oulliag oat inketferiag sit- warping and wekUIght lbsht preWidge mphaaIe ft
als In %%me sidelobes of sh antesim while allowing diauto of stationary or amoa-.bgiemaay sopme.
the min lab to recefta with full vain.

Frthot dee2~psats I* "tMWa0 Rope mZ-.
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MICROELECTROUIC ANALOG ACTIVE FILTERS

Rol f Schaumann

University of Minnesota
Department of Electrical Engineering

123 Church Street S.E.
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455

Abstract It is worth mentioning also that active filters are
very easily trimmed or tuned to account for fabrication

C4 4tThe paper outlines the state-of-the-art design tolerances. A further significant advantage Is that

hods for analog active RC filters suitable for tuning or adjusting can be effected electronically.
microelectronic hybrid or monolithic implementation. even during operation, so that deviations caused by.
Only practical designs are presented which will lead to e.g., extreme environmental, say temperature, aging, or
filters that have been proven to result in reliable power supply, variations can be eliminated automati
p erformance. Space restrictions do not permit the cally. Electronic tuning can also be used to build

inclusion of detailed design procedures and equations, adaptive and tracking filters, or to develop systems
___ but limits on operation are identified and numerous where the same circuit (hardware) by means of analog or

references are given hat enable the reader to arrive digital control signals can be reconfigured (pro-

at a working filter.,-4- grammed) to realize different filter transfer charac-
teristics, such as. e.g., a bandpass and a bandstop

Introduction filter, or a bandpass with different selectivities
and passband frequencies. In addition, apart from

Traditionally, signal filtering has been accom- technological advances it is mainly the electronic
plished by making use of resonance effects in LC series tuning property that makes possible the implementation

and parallel tank circuits. With the increasing empha- of analog filters in monolithic form where large abso-
sis on miniaturization, however, inductors had to be lute value component tolerances and drifts must be

eliminated because no method exists for implementing accounted for, and direct element trimming, say by a
high quality inductive elements in Integrated form. laser, is impossible or expensive and should preferably

Instead, it was soon found that gain and feedback could be avoided.
be used to achieve resonance effects so that filtering
functions can be built in microelectronic form. Conse- To appreciate the popularity of active RC filters,
quently, so-called active RC filters, circuits con- one only needs to look at the technical literature.
sisting of resistors, capacitors and active devices, Apart from a variety of excellent textbooks1 ' there
usually operational amplifiers (op-amps), became widely are literally thousands of papers introducing new or
used for analog signal processing needs over a wide modified filters, or discussing their performance. A
frequency range. Active RC filters are usually imple- fairly fogplete list of references is available In two

mented in hybrid thin or thick film technology and more volumes', a that at the same time give an indication of
recently also in fully integrated monolithic form. the state-of-the-art in active filter design. Among

Such microelectronic active filters are useful for the hundreds of different c .. cuits and design methods
operation from sub-audio frequencies until the radio proposed, only very few have proven to be useful in

frequency range, and recent work is concerned with practice. The criteria that usually decide between
extending active filter operation into the range of acceptance or reJectio; of a new filter structure are

several hundred megahertz. sensitivity measures1 , that indicate how much a per-
formance parameter P, say gain or selectivity, changes

The limits on operating frequencies are imposed when a circuit component k varies, e.g.,
mostly by the active devices used in filter design. At
the low end, element values, R and C, for setting the P d tn P dP/P
required time constants tend to become unreasonably S -k 7--9E
large and cause fabrication difficulties. IMre impor-
tantly, the amplifier drifts and offset voltages give
rise to signals that are difficult to distinguish from Clearly, sensitivities should be as mall as possible
the useful signals being processed by the filter. The if a filter is to behave well in practice. whem com-
high-frequency limit is imposed by parasitics and espe- ponents vary due to fabrication tolerances or enviror-
cially by the frequency dependence of the amplifiers' mental effects such as tamperature changes, aging.
gain (bandwidth) and by slew-rate. radiation, humidity, etc. 3

Based on early work, active RC filters are Incor- For virtually all applications, the most critical

rectly understood as being very sensitive to fabrica- component Is the active device, usually an operational
tion tolerances and component variations. Intensive amplifier. Unless the op-mp gain with its frequency-
research In the last few years, however, has resulted depenadnce is modeled accurately as
in design techniques that yield filters whose sen-
sitivities are very low (at their theoretical minimm) . (1)
so that reliable high-quality, low cost circuits can be A(s) o a t s
produced that realize the required transmission charac-
teristics. It should be noted that in contrast to LC
filters there are virtually no restrictions that the where at is the gain-bandwidth product, when delping
input-output transfer functions have to obey In order a filter circuit the designer has no hope Of achieving
to be realizable by active filters. Thus. in addition a sattisfactory performance even at opervting ftequi-
to the usual lowpass, highpass, bandpass, and band- ¢tes in the low audio range.
rejection filters, one can realize delay networks,
gain and phase equalization or correction circuits, The circuits and design procedures dlmwsed In the

all-pass networks (with or without gain), and pulse following have beam proven in practitw 0 feSlt to

shaping circuits, to name a few. reliable, working filters. Within the SPace of this

2m. cHnOS-4WMa W1 $1.000 io Ila



paper, these circuits will be identified and some per-
formance characteristics will be highlighted. For
detailed design procedures and equations the reader is
referred to the literature. A A +V

fO~VotageFirst and Second Order FiltersA

Fig. 2. Composite amplifier

T as +) (2)

can he realized in practice by passive RtC networks and f~k~ 0 ~ ~ ~
so need not concern us here. Second-order functions of II&Na ff
the form Design (ideall 8414 31.8 18020 20

T 2(s) - _ _5 2asa Val3e 1060 8005 47.4 16392 26.5
T+ *s /Q + a SAB

0 0560 7717 38.0 15364 22.1
with pole frequency and quality factor, 0o and Q. re-
spectively. are realized most conveniently2' 4' 7 by a
single amplifier biquad (SAB), shown in Fig. I for the 1050 8278 35.2 17291 23.6
bandpass case (i.e., a2 *a so 0). C

560 8180 32.7 16812 20.6

1050 8416 32.1 18012 19.8

R560 8416 38.3 18010 29.7

V1 V_ V2Table 1

A Note especially the uncomfortably large fo-errors in
both the SAB and the GIC filters, whereas the CAO
proves to be very insensitive indeed.

KRO KROIf parameter errors in active filters become too
large, they can be corrected by use of predistortion;

K - 1it is noted though that predistortlon can account only
for errors caused by known nominal element deviations.
If elements vary further, e.g. due to environmental

Fig. 1. SAS bandpass effects, predistortion is of no help. As an ex ampl e,
the SAS bandpass In Table 1 was to have a center fre-
quency of 8414 Hz; if op saps with ft 111Hz are

Detailed design gud 5~g adeutions are available available, measurements show that a frequency error
in the literature - Th ci'rcuit uses onl a #-40H mstb exced i.e. a -4.75% error.
single amplifier (no lun eeapoe constaiptionl ) Predistortion means that the filter should be desi nod
and, if designed correctly, behaves as good as or with fos880 Hz so that the implementation With f * Mz
better than all other single-plifier and most op amps gives a bandpass with fd 8400 Hz as design"d.
multiampliflr filters. [mptlemented in hybrid However, further deviations in (,(e.g. to 560 kHz in
technologyu. 5, with an op-amp chip and Chip capacitors Table 1) will not be accounted for.
bonded to & resistive thin film network on a ceramic
substrate, the filter is realized in large numbers in High-Order________
microelectronic form and has proven very reliable inHihOdriles
its performance in the field. If the requi rements of spectrum shaping are mere

Stringent, 'Such as nlatter possband gain, large stop-
To onbtain lower sensitivities, especially to the bond attenuation, or steeper cut-off, higher order

active device parameters that usually are very mnac- filters mi~t up~sed. They are realIzred by one of
curate and vary widely under practical operating con- three methdog (a) cascading low (first or
ditions, numerous multimi ei filters have been pro- second)-order sections; (b) - bed Ig low-order sec-
posed in the literatue ", notibly ~ Meea ins i'nto a resistive feedback networ; and, (c) Sim-,~IImpedance converter (SIC) circuit AV The lating. if it exists, a passive LC filter.simplest and at the some time best one appears to be
tie recaft~jv sueetd _____sinle_____________Stvctrol,

btod(AQi hc te Wote tiol ther casad otfcues'

Fig. I ssimply el odby the compsits amplifier of The classical "roach to "2aliing a high-order
Fi g. 2. A comperison- of thve epeimeotal perforwance transfer function NOT eeestets of faetoring N(S) Into
cwfls Ao orbl for maNuSI measured cMane H(s) TOO rOe),



where TI(S) we low-order functions as in (2) and (3),
realizing each Ti(s) as described in the previous sec-
tion, md finally connecting all the low-order filters
in cascade (Fig. 3). The resulting structures have

Fig. 3. Cascade topology

the advantage of being modular, easy to design and easy
to tune because each transmission zero and natural fre-
quenc of the total circuit is realized in one section
Ti wlthout any interaction from the other sections.
Cascade dg ns are used in practice in large
numberss-l.fV4 with adequate performance for filters of I
order up to about 10, and with sensitivities as good as
those of the constituent low-order sections.

Pultiple Feedback Topologies5 ,15

Lower sensitivities can be obtained by enforcing u I- 154IS b"-

some interaction (coupling) between the low-order sac-
tions in the cascade. One way to achieve this interac-
tion is to embed the sections into resistive feedback Fig. S. Sensitivity comparison for a
structures, aong which one of the more successful' 6  sixth-order Butterworth bandpass
ones 1D the 'follow-the-leader feedback' (FLF) top- filter in different realizations.
o1gy shown in Fig. 4. The circuit realizes the
transfer function of the form e.g. Fig. 5; both methods result in t *-quality

filters that can be impjeggnted in hybrid ."J or even
N in completely integrated*,U form.

-K a Ti(s)

N(s) - N (5)2
1 + r Fli 7. Tj(s)

1-2 J.1 R P

where K a R/Rin and the feedback factors Fii a R/RF. Z 4 C

The interaction caused by feedback is apparent from
(5); clearly, for Fli - 0 eq. (5) reduces to the
cascade expression (4). Nbltiple feedback topologies

Fig. 6. Active simulation of an inductor.

. '-Active Filters at High Frequencies

As mentioned earlier, one of the more serious liml-
Fig. 4. The FLF topology. tations of active filters is the often small useful

frequency range. It is always set by the capabilities
have been shown" to exhibit In the passband much of the active devices who impose their own frequency
improved sensitivities when compared with cascade dependence on the filter's characteristics. In order
designs; in the transition bands and stopbands, the to alleviate this problem it has been proposed to
sensitivities of all filters are about equal in incorporate the frequency dependence of the active
magnitude; see Fig. 5 for some comparative data. devices directly into the design. Thus, by considering

The price paid for the sensitivity advantage is a op amps with their 1/s frequency response (see eq. (1))
more difficult design than for cascade filters, much as integrators, two amplifiers in a purely resistive
more complicated tuning, need ta optimization, and a feedback network yield a second-order section realizing
worse high-frequency behavior than cascade filters due a transfer function of the form (4). Figure 7 ~ an

shifts, caused by parasites, In exanple. These so-called active R filters' 2 
- can

the feedback loops be designed predictably and operated at freqencies up

Ladder Simlations2 5  
m-

Observe frm Fig. 5 that passive LC ladders have E; III
the lowest deviations due to component tolerances. LA
Thus, further improvements in sensitivity can be Va*
obtained by actively simulating passive LC ladder
filters. This mthed yields the to-date best per-
forning Mi-order filters. Again, varios approaches
do eist: one can implement the flow grap a',e LC VO
prototype, using active Integrators and siners , or
one can simulate inductors6,18 by use of gyrators, Fig. 7. Active R bapass.
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to two orders of .agittude higher than normally active 11C filters In molitic fOmS52 02,28"3 . 1h,
designed active RC filters". The drawback is that the approache follow the entire spectrum of ti
filters' frequency parameters become dependent on ifilt. dsgn, te. second-order sectthP ,.,
amplifier characteristics that are not well determig cascade fi.ters2 , and 1lder simlations
and vary witl power supply and temperatureUc. Most successful results to date have been obtained in
Consequently, the fltrs needto be combined wth sM the low audio range Where the highest volme applic-kind of selftunti f teturel,,2, such as phene-lcked," tions exist, but some attsWtM Hqe being mlde to
or vector-locked :,L  loops (Fig. 8) so that para- Wciv nlgflfesa le u  n ihrIe
meter values are maintained under varying operatinq quencies (>10 MHz) .  The main problem confronting all

-- monolithic active RC filter designers is that of nac-
wmew litercurate element values obtained In fabrication and that

H To Sim of component drift during operation. Since tuning of
MM an IC circuit is impossible or at least expensive, soe

bw v O automatic, electronic tuning Is employed by all mo-
LIP VVClithic filter designs. The methods usually involve

embedding the filter into a control loop(phaselocked
or vector-locked loop (Fig. 8)) which compares filter

- -performance to an external standard, a reference fre-
quency or clock. Some of these circuits are "master-
slave" systems where the filter follows the reference
signal, thereby implementing tracking filters. All the
monolithic filters reported to date are special purpose
designs, although a few oj tj jtproaches may emerge as
general design techniques 5 , ," '

Fig. 8. Two parameter vector locked loop Conclusions

conditions. Using such design methods, active filters
can be obtained that operate at frequencies up to the In this paper, a summary of the state-of-the-art and
gain-bandwidth product of the active devices used and current research trends in active filter design has
maintain their design values 2tutomatically to within a been presented. The possibilities and major limita-
small fraction of one percent. tions of the filters have been pointed out, as well as

the most successful methods of implementing analog
Integrated Filters5  active filters in practice. References have been given

to allow the interested reader to familiarize himself
In an attempt to implement analog filtering func- in greater depth with specific design approaches

tions together with all remaining signal processing suitable for his applications.
circuitry on an integrated circuit chip, several
approaches have been followed that lead to monolithic
analog filters. References

The most successfyl rethod is that of switched 1. N. S. Ghausi and K. R. Laker: Modern Filter
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is paper describes the design methods and the To satisfy the equipment specifications, the
xe perimantal result. of the timing tank mechanical performance required for the mechanical filter is as

filter. The composite longitudinal mode trameducer follows:
was made into a sandwich structure by affixing a
constant modules alloy plate to each electrode (a) Center frequency: 200 k~z
surface of the piezoelectric cermia plate. The (b) Relative bandwidth: 15 or more

W equivalent electrical circuit constants and the (a) Insertion loss: 3 dB or less
suppression of spurious responses due to the third (d) Attenuation: 30 di or more
order longitudinal mode of the transducer were (0 to 180 kft, 220 dl to 1.5 Nll)
analyzed. (e) Input/output impedance: 5 kG or more

The dimensions of the experimental filter were 20L (f) Phase stabilit: .20 dog or lso
P x 12W x 5H -n, the some size as a 14-pin dip IC. The (g) Volume: 1.2 oJ o r less

center frequency of the filter Is 200 kHz and it has
low insertion loss of 0.5 to 0.7 dB and a bandwidth To satisfy all the above severe requirements as to
of 2.1 to 2.4 kHz 3 d9. The 1/0 phase difference at characteristics and mall-sise, we Investigated the
the center frequency was about 40 degrees. The high-performance transducer and the structure of the
inclination of the phase was as mall as 0.07 to 0.08 filter.
deg/Hz and the phase linearity was excellent. The
attenuation band has 30 dB or more attenuation over
the wide rsnge from 0 to 1.5 MHz to impgpe the Composite longitudipal made tranaduser
signal to noise ratio of the equipmentA--

The filter input/output impedance was between 8.5 Structure
kW and 8.9 kG and the impedance matching with C MO0 To satisfy requirements (b) and (e), a reciprocal
circuits was satisfactory. performance of low capacitance ratio and high

The temperature characteristics showed 0.6 dB inductance is needed. Moreover, a transducer
insertion loss variation and 11 degree phase structure which has few spurious mode responses Is
variation between 5 and 600C. expected to satisfy Requirement (d). To further

satisfy (g), the transducer must be mall.
Therefore, as a result of investigati g various

Introduction transducers, we devised the composite longitudinal
mode transducer shown in Pig. 1. This transducer

Along with the development of communications LSZ, the has a structure by affixing a constant modules
digital network is rapidly expanding. To meet this alloy plate to each electrode surface of a
expansion, we have been Investigating application of piezoelectric ceramic plate which has a
digital transmission technology to subscriber loops rectangular cross section, making a sandwich
because they are relatively unused. structure, and the first mode resonance is used.

In digital subscriber transmission, non-telephone It has following features.
services such as data and facsimile are carried out
simultaneounly with telephone services. (a) When the mechanical filter is constructed,
Consequently, a subscriber house requires equipment it is easy to weld the roupler or the
having functions such as speed conversion and code supporting wire on the metal plate of the
conversion, transducer Which Is mechanically strong and

The timing tank mechanical filter is used in the is appropriate for mm production.
equipment and is an important element In regenerating
the waveform of burst-mode signals that are (b) It is possible to compensate the temperature
transmitted and received. For this need, LC filters characteristics of the pleoelectric
were first investigated. Because of LC filter cermics by the constant modules alloy.
problems such as not matching LSI components in shape
and size, stability, and frequency adjutmnt, Reuto Of' Iaalsi

electro mechanical filters which an handle the above f en designin mehanical filters, it is umoefl to
problems were next investigated. As a result a analyze the equivalent electrical alrulit
mall-alse hih-prt@Wanc. filter using a composite constants of oomposlte truisdoora. Pr afalysi.,
longitudinal mode transducer and fully satisfying it is essential to determine third mde roe e
severe requirements was completed, suppression conditions, thid mode, &M fifth mode

In the first part of this paper, the construction nodal points. The striotee of the' traoduver
of the n composite longitudinal mode transducer is causes only its odd-leir resanant Aoe to be
presented. The second pert contains an analysis and excited. Therefore, the half aectie or the
experimental results of the transducer. The third transducer in Fig. 1 (b) must be eemeidered in the
part reports on design metbods and experimental analysis. For theoretical development ming
results of the mechanical filter, mathamatics, refor to the Appendix.
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(a) Resonance frequenmy Mechanical filter 4eelam
Figures 2 to 4 show the results of
caleulating the resonance frequencies, which To meet the requirement for also retuction, no
correspond to the frequency values at the electrical parts such as colls and apacitolre am be
first, third, and fifth resonant nodeas, used in the mehanical filter. The me ealal filter
respectively. The values, however are ones wos therefore composed only of two tranadueere, me
that are normalized by the first resonant ooupler, and supporting wire. Figure 13 shw the
mode value of a single substance of structure of the mechanical filter. Thi mechanical
piezoelectric ceramics. filter has two composite longitudinal mode

Step ratios 12 /1 1 and ta/tp have a transducers coupled in parallel by a flexure made
considerably large effect an these values; a coupler. An equivalent circuit of the mechanical
greater effect is seen at the high-order filter is shown in Fig. 11 (a) and (b), where 30 is
resonant modes. The above results are the stiffness of the coupler determined in terms of
useful for the design of transducers and the slide-slide-and thin bar stiffness values since the
estimation of spurious frequencies, coupler is vtlded to the longitudinal

transducers. Transformation ratio nL is
(b) Equivalent inductance and capacitance ratio determined as the ratio of the normalised function

Figure 5 is the result of analysis with value at the coupling point to that at the tip of a
respect to equivalent inductance. The transducer and can be obtained fron equations (6) and
resulting values do not differ greatly from (7) in the Appendix. Equivalent mass m1 (first
those for a single piezoelectric ceremic resonant mods) and fores factor A can be calculated
plate near a practical dimension ratio, from equations (15) and (16), respectively. Thus,
12191 , of 0.4. the filter design can be acomplished according to

Figure 6 is the result of analysis in (b) of Fig. 11.
respect to capacitance ratio r1 . Step Table 4 shows the design procedure. An effective
ratio t/t 0 has a comparatively large parameter theory of narrow band approximation with a
effect oan the capacitance ratio, r1 , of the rudder circuit was used in designing the filter.5

first resonant mode, and it is assured that Butterworth fil r was employed as the normalized
r1 increases in proportion to the step lowpass filter.9  Note, however, that the design of
ratio, a double-transducer filter with the image parameter

Figure 7 is the relationship between step theory is almost the sne in phase characteristics as
ratios 12/t1 and tn/tp when a that with the effective parameter theory described
capacitance ratio of r3  i w s assumed for above.7  (a) shows a normalized lowpass filter with
the third resonant mode, that is, when the the Butterworth characteristics, where R. : 1.0 and
third resonant mode Is suppressed. This S1  S2 1.411213. This filter is transformed
relationship is useful as one of the to a band pass filter as shown in (b). To realize a
transducer design conditions, circuit of (b) in the form of a piezoelectric

Figure 8 shows the nodal points for the transducer, gyrator transformation Is employed as
third and fifth resonant modes determined shown in (c).
under the third resonant mode suppression Next, to transform It to a mechanical filter,
condition. The locations of the nodal narrow band approximation is done in the vicinity of
points also vary considerably with step the center frequency for circuit transformation as
ratio to/tp. This result is useful, for shown in (d) and (e). Since Cd and r are
example, fbr determining the location of a determined by the transducer used, 2' and the
coupler to be fixed to the fifth resonant regulated frequency fT' of the transducer can be
mode nodal points, obtained. In this circuit transformation, however,

Figures 9 and 10 show the equivalent mass two X values were obtained an shown in Table 4, so a
and force factor A calculated for a smaller value was employed to realize a
transducer, high-impedance design with high terminal resistance

R' to meet the Input impedance requirements. The
Experimntal results stiffness of the coupler is determined so that the

The reults of measurements of the experimental S6 value in Fig. 14 can agree with that in Table 4.
transducer is described below. Table 1 shows the If the two transducers are shaped differently, Norton
dimensions of the experimental traneducer. The transformation is also used in the filter design

* transducer is so thin and narrow that the after the circuit transformation of (e).
width-extensional mode and thicknees mode resonant
frequencies can both be 1.5 MHz or more.

Figure 11 shows the results of measurements of Experimental results
an experimental transducer. The third resonant
node response is not completely suppressed but is In the first experimental filter design, a coupiler
low nough in comparison with the main resonance, was fixed at the fifth resonant mode nodal points
The width-extensional mode and thickness mode (X*/(1s + 12) 0.0) show in Fig. 8 with the
resonanoe frequencies are both sufficiently high method shown in Fig. 13. With repeat to
as shown in the me figure (Fig. 11). transducers, the one a shown in Table 1 was used for

Figure 12 shows an equivalent circuit of the the transducer on the side of filter output, but the
experimental transducer at the main resonant width b a 0.8 em we adopted for the trnduoer on
mode. Table 2 shows the values of the equivalent the side of the filter input to prevent overlapping
cireuct constants asured for the experimental of spurious responses of the transducers in the
transducer. Table 3 compares the results of width-extensional reeaant mode.
analysis and mesurement. Both results correspond Figure 15 shows the external appearene ot the
well. experimental mechanical filter. Its 4measions are

as mall as 201. z 12V x SH m (1.2 cm'). It Is
similar in shape to a 14-pin Dip IC.

Figures 16 and 17 show the attenuation and Plae
characteristio in the vicinity of the peas bet.
The center frequency of the filter is 00 h, the
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3 dB bendwidth is 2.4 kiz, the phase differenoe at calculation of filter characteristios with valuable
the centor frequency is '40 degrees, and the phase discussions. They alao wish to thank Ir. Takmoto
inclination in 0.0? de/ii. The input and output Koji-a, Director of the Transmission Group asd Wr.
Impedance are 6.5 k aend 8.9 k, respectively. Masayuki Toinoht, Diretor Of the Tehnoly
Figure 16 ahow the attenuation oharacteristios in a Development Dept., FUJTSU L=MIT tor their useful
frequency rine from 0 to 1.5 Nie. An attenuation of advice and ontinuoum encouragemet.
30 d8 or more J obtained in this wde frequency
range. Athobh the third resonant response is Appendix
relatively high, the fifth resonant response oan be
fully suppressed because of affixing a ooupoer at the (a) Resonance frequency and resonant mode
fifth resonant mode nodal points. Thus, the values The resonance frequency conditions ae first
of the above characteristics are assured to fully determined. Lot the u1 and u2 displacements
satisfy the requirements. in the x direction at parts I and II sh=o in

In the next filter design, a coupler was fixed in (b) of Fig. 1 be represented by the following
the middle (10/(1 + 12) a 0.563) of the third equations:
and fifth resonant mdes. This design was intended u1 zT sin(wx/v1 )
to compensate for the attenuation at the third I
resonant responp, which causes a high spurious u2 a 3 oos(Wx/v 2 ) s C ain(wx/v2 )

response at the sacrifice of suppressing the fifth where v, and v2 are the velocities of sound
resonant response. This mechanical filter was at parts I and II respectively. Asuming that
designed by using the image parameter theory. The the desities of piezoelectri cersmioa and
two transducers employed on the input and output content modules alloy aree and Pmi and their

sides of the filter have the ase dimensions. elasticity constants are all and em let the v1
Figures 19 to 21 show the characteristics of the and v2 values be expressed by the following

experimental filter. In this design, the phase equations:
inclination is 0.062 deg/Ha according to Fig. 20. V--r

Figure 22 shows the temperature characteristics of v1 a c 1/Pp k 1, v2  /pp
the experimental filter given in Fig. 15. In the (2)
temperature reae from 5 to 600 C (reference k1 = it (cta/c t + 1)/(Pit,/pt p + 1)

temperature: 25
0
C), the characteristics are ood, liP

showing en insertion loss variation of 0.6 dB and a The connection conditions for parts I and II
phase variation of 11 degrees, are as follows:

U1 =U 2

Conclusion s1c1Iu/
l
x s •2 c2 Bu2/x

Suggestions were made for realization of a 200 kHz a b(2t + 2tp)1 82 b(2tp) (3)

timing tank filter by use of composite transducers. 1 • c
3  (c.t/c'tp+ 1)/(t5/tp+ 1)

The results of analysis for the filter were 2
described. Based on the design and results of T2 t
analysis, several filters were constructed anTakn the above conditions into
examined. Experiments showed that composite consideration, the resonance frequency

longitudinal mode transducers allowed a coupler and conditions are determined as follows:

supporting wire to be easily welded to its metal tan(o1 ).tan(u2 ) = 201/402
surface and Improved the temperature
characteristics. Moreover, the mechanical filter 201 Pl~i' 202 a P2s2v2
construction, consisting of two transducers, fully 01 a pp(ptm/Pptp 

+ 
1)/(t,/tp 

+ 
1) (4)

satisfied the strict requirements, including the
requirement for volume. P2 z Op

The festures of the mechanical filter and their 01 W l/Vl, 02 : wP2/v 2
effects on the performance of the equipment are as Determine the a, value as a function of
follows: t,/t p and t2/11 using equations (4). The

resonanoe frequency fn can then be calculated
(a) Since It is mall end needs no electric by the following equation:

components (inductor, capacitor), the 3 1/2

mechanical filter can match the other fn z u1 /27r1j (a11 /P)/.k (5)
components (LSIs) in size and shape.

(b) Since It has wide bandwidth and high Impedance n: Resonant mode order

characteristics, the mechanical filter permits The resonant mode is therefore determined,
a short rise and fall time for the output using the undetermined constant A of equation

wveform and allows Impedance matching with (1), by the following equations:
high inputtoutput Impedance C "M circuits. U1 a Tin(ox/v1) , OWPI (6)

(c) Since it permits high attenuation (30 dB or ----
me) over a wide frequenoy range (0 to 1.5 u2 a Tsin(Q1 )/os( 2 ) x oo( (1 + 11/12)

NH), the mechanical filter Improves the signal (xtI 1 + 2 - 1)), id-(1 + 2)
to noise ratio of the equipment.

(d) ecause of its good temperature In these normalized function of
characteristics, the mechanics filter permits displacements, the undetermined constent K of
stable output woveform with a few phase equations (6) an be obtained by the ftllowag
variations, equatioal

Ack oint (2/1)/(1 m/tppp)
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STRIPLINE FILTERS - AN OVERVIEW

Lawrence N. Dworsky

Motorola, Inc.
0Schaumburg, Ill.

ABSTRACT and apply them to the stripline system as required.

trpline filters and the closely related micro- In general, a transmission line with a uniform,
94 strip filters are coupled transmission line net- homogeneous, isotropic dielectric will support

wors which are fabricated using one of a number a mode characterized by transverse electric and
of P-printed circuit" fabrication techniques. In magnetic fields (TEM mode) at all frequencies.
order to understand the operation and parameters When the dimensions of the structure are such that
of stripline filters It is necessary to understand waveguide modes begin to propagate at some fre-
the fundamentals of single and coupled transmission quency, then we may consider that frequency as the
line resonators. upper practical limit of the transmission line as

a TEN system. The basic properties of the TEMThe fundamental properties of transmission line transmission line are described by the inductance
resonators are reviewed, and specific examples and capacitance per unit length, L and C. These
are given for typical stripline parameters. Basic parameters are frequency independent, being deter-
relationships are given for the size, characteris- mined only by the geometry of the system and the
tic Impedance, and Q of stripline resonators. In dielectric constant of the medium (we are not con-
general It Is found that stripline resonator Q will sidering materieals with a permeability other than
be limited by the ohmic losses in the conductors, unity).
The characteristics of the skin effect and theproximity ffect which determine these losses are L and C are related to the velocity of propagation
reviewed of the line by the relationship

Several examples of coupled stripline filters are

shown. LC = 1/v' = r/(1)

INTRODUCTION and to the characteristic impedance of the line by

Stripline circuit design and manufacture, begun V'f = Zo  (2)
in the early 1950's, has evolved into a cost
effective, compact, and repeatable transmission
line technology. The subject of stripline filters where vo = the speed of lightcan be broadly broken into three subcategories. er = the (relative) dielectric constant
These are: v = the propogation velocity of the

line
1. Properties of TEN resonator systems. Zo = the characteristic Impedance of the
2. Unique electrical and mechanical characteris- line.

tics of the stripline system.
3. Synthesis of desired filter response In trans- Figure I shows, In cross section, the coaxial

mission line networks. cable and the strip transmission line (stripline).
The coaxial cable is probably the most common TE

Each of these subcategories deserves a treatment transmission line. These two lines are very siri-
much, much more complete then is reasonable for lar: Both consist of an enclosing outer, or
an overview paper such as this. Therefore, same "ground" conductor, In inner or "center" conductor,
choices had to be made. The first choice was to and a dielectric medium separating the two con-
not address the synthesis problem. The reason ductors. Insofar as their basic characteristics,
for this is that of the three subcategories above, they are the some - only the particular parameters
this one is the least specific to stripline tech- and the methods of manufacture are different.
nology. There are many excellent references, but
practical considerations dictate that the list of As is shown in figure 1, the cross sectional diw#-
references be kept modest. Therefore, we list ensions of the stripline are w - the width of the
only two references In this area.l, 2  center conductor, t - the thickness of the center

conductor, and b - the height, or thickness, of
Of the remaining two subcategories, we will draw the box. Typically the width of the box is
generalizations from the subject of TEN resonators so much greater than b that its actual dimension
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does not enter into any calcuiations. The second factor contributing to the ohmic loss
is the Skin Effect. That is, at RF frequencies,

Since filter structures are typically built using currents in conductors flow close to the surface
resonant lengths of line, the length of such a of the conductors. In the case of stripline they
resonant length is a measure of the size that a flow on the outside of the center conductor, and
filter structure will be. Figure 2 shows the on the inside of the outer conductor. The current
lengths of quarter wave resonators vs. frequency, falls off exponentially with depth into the con-

for several common dielectric constants. An air ductor, the exponential decay having a character-
dielectric, r = 1, is rarely used for stripline istic length called the Skin Depth. The skin
structures, but is included for perspective, depth , 6, is shown to be
Er = 2.3 is typical of the various teflon, glass-
filled teflon, and polyolefin dielectric materials. 6= fI/ Ma (7)
Er = 10 is an approximate value for alumina, which
is probably the most common ceramic dielectric.
c = 36 is an approximate value for barium tetra- where f is the frequency
tftanate, a ceramic which is beginning to see wide is the per mability of the cond-
acceptance as a dielectric material, a is the conductivity of the cond-

uctor

STRIPLINE PARAMETERS For an infinite half-plane conductor, the total

The most widely used formulas for stripline par- effective resistance Is given by

ameters were first presented by Cohn. These form-
ulas are approximations to exact formulas which Rs = 1/o (8)
are expressed in terms of elliptic integrals. Cohn
showed that, for w/(b-t) < .35,

Rs is the lowest resistance that a conductor can
exhibit at a given frequency - and then only if it

Zov = 60Ln(4b/wd) ohms (3) is infinitely thick. For all practical purposes,

where Rs is achieved once the conductor is several skin

= 1 Ln + .51(" (4) depth% thick. Figure 4 shows 6 and s vs. freq-
S W w uency for a copper conductor.

and that for w/b > .35, It should be pointed out at this point that in the
case of the stripline center conductor, the thick-
ness t should not be confused with the conductor

ZOr.r= w/b C ohms (5) thickness described here. The center conductor
should be pic'tured as a rectangular box, of dim-

I - t/b + 088 5 er ensions W x t, and the conductor thickness refers

where to the thickness of the walls of this box.

[, 2 108 1' '(6 The final factor contributing to the ohmuic loss is
C' = " 1) '(6) sometimes called the Proximity Effect. That is,the current distribution in a stripline is not

Sl'L( 1 ) uniform in the conductors. The current tends
- - ~/b- Ln( 1 - t/b)' - to "bunch" at the edges of the center conductor,

and directly above (and below) the center conduc-
Note that equations (3) through (6) all depend on tor in the outer conductor.
ratios of dimensions. Therefore actual units do
not matter, so long as all dimensions are expressed Wheeler5 has shown that the resistance per unit
In the same units. length of a transmission line may be calculated

from the inductance per unit length end Rs by
Figure 3 shows Zof as calculated from the above the formula
formulas, for two cases of t/b. The value R - OL
t/b = .04 is probably as large a value as would be R = _ (9)
seen in practice. For b = 100 mils, for example,
t would be 4 mils. This is quite thick for a where the xi are the dimensions of the line
laminated or deposited strip of some sort. The as measured from some cr.,venient reference point.
range 0 < t/b < .04 therefore encompasses most In the case of stripline, it it most convenient to
practicaT cases. As may be seen, the line thick- take the reference point as the geometric center
ness is not ignoreable, but on the other hand is of the line cross section, and then x = t/2,
not very consequential insofar as Zo is concerned. etc. Also, by using (1) and (2), L ls'knm if

Zo is knon.

Ohmic losses in stripline conductors 
are dependent

upon the contributing factors. The first factor Dielectric losses in striplIne are directly
is the conductivity of the conductors themselves, related to the dielectric loss tangent of the
Copper has the best conductivity (other then very dielectric material, tan(d). Sometimes this
expensive silver) available, and Is almost univer- loss tangent is expressed in terms of the Q of
sally chosen as the stripline conductor material, the dielectric material, and then
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is a very easy capacitance to realize - it is def-
ined using the sae technique, and at the sam time,

Qdiel 1/tan(d) (10) as the rest of the line definitions. The zig-zag
structure is used to maximize the gap capacitance.

The above quantity is usually frequency dependent, Unfortunately, even with zig-zag structures, often
the exact relationship depending on the particular sufficient series capacitance cannot be obtained
material, using gap capeitance. In this case the second ap-

proach shown in figure 8 is used. Here, a "patch"
The shunt loss per unit length of a transmission of conductor material is laid over an insulating
line is given by thin film of some sort, and then the insulating

film is laid across a gap in the line. Various
G =wC/Qdiel (11) Insulating sheet materials, metalized on one side

and adhesive backed on the other are available for
and then the Q of a quarter-wave resonator is6  this purpose. In most cases they are thin enough

wLC so that the final assembly of the stripline filter
Q = R/Z. + GZo (12) is not at all affected by their presence.

Figure 5 shows stripline resonator Q (copper con- Figure 9 shows a direct-coupled bandpass filter,
ductor) vs. the box height, b, for the particular generally most useful for wideband (> 25%) appli-
case specified in the figure. Zo is kept constant, cations. This filter is comprised of a string of

therefore w was varied along with b. As may be shorted quarter wave resonators, each of which acts
seen, increasing b increases Q. Also, Increasing as one pole of the filter. The resonators are sep-

b at constant Zo increases w. This means that the arated by quarter wave line sections-, which act
cross-sectional area of the stripline and therefore as impedance inverters.

the volume of a stripline resonator structure ata given Z o will Increase superlinearly with Q. Figure 10 shows two different layouts of a coupled-
0 resonator bandpass filter. In this case each line

Figure 6 shows stripline resonator Q (copper con- is one half wavelength long. This type of filter

ductor) vs. frequency, for several different values is most useful for narrow to medium bandwidth
of er" In this case b and zo are kept constant. applications. The parameters of coupled transmis-
This means that w was corrected for the different sion lines are described in terms of "even" and
values of c. Here we see that Q increases with "odd" mode characteristic impedances in the case

frequency, 6ut that a higher dielectric constant, of identical line sections. These impedances

which shrinks the dimensions of the structure, low- are the normal modes of the coupled system. For-
ers the Q. mulas for the side, or edge, coupled lines were

derived by Cohn' who presents the formulas both

For the cases shown in both figures 5 and 6, it was analytically and in the form of nomographs.

assumed that ohmic (conductor) losses were the only
losses to consider. This is an accurate assumption Figure 11 shows a coupled-resonator bandpass fil-
when considering almost all of the high quality ter made up of quarter wave lines. It is essen-
wheneconidmerialmst avilale of a the q ay tially equivalent to the structure of figure 10.dielectric materials available today. In the case This structure, known as an "interdigital" filter
of low quality printed circuit board material, or Thstrcueknwasn iedgtl"ftr
ofrhaps low e alityc cmpoiriothar umtiao has the advantage of being smaller than the struc-
perhaps some ceramic compositions, this assumaption ture of figure 10. On the other hand, shorting
would not be reasonable. Equation 12, however, tr ffgr 0 nteohrhnsotn
would still be correct. the lines as required is not an easy job, and

therefore the structure of figure 10 is both

less expensive to build and more repeatable.

FILTER STRUCTURES

Figure 7 shows two types of stripline low-pass CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES
filters, and their approximate equivalent lumped
circuit models. The first type is based upon Strtpline construction can be broadly divided Into
the approximations that a short thin length of two categories, depending upon the mechanical pro-
line acts as a series inductance, while a short perties of the dielectric material. The first
wide length of line acts as a shunt capacitance. category Includes the various teflon, filled
The second type uses these same approximations, teflon, polyolefin, etc. materials which may be
but in a more complicated structure, and is actu- generally categorized as "soft" materials. These
ally a realization of an elliptic function filter, materials are supplied in sheets, with copper

metalization laminated to both sides of the sheets.
Figure 8 shows two realizations of a stripline Metal patterns are defined and etched using stan-
high-pass filter, and their (common) circuit model. dard printed circuit board technology. The strip-
As in the case of the low pass filters, the thin line is then assembled by drilling as many holes

sections of line act as series inductors. The as necessary, and bolting the sheets together. In
grounding of one end of a line is typically ac- most cases stiff metal backing plates are added to
complished using a "plated through" hole to both either side for rigidity. When a stripline filter
upper and lower outer conductors. The difference is a subassembly of a larger system, often a metal

between these two realizations is the m r In casting is provided with "nesty" for the various
which the series capacitance is constructed. The subassemblies. In this case the sheet of dielec-
zig-zag break in the lines shown in the first case tric containing the stripline filter is cut to the
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correct size and dropped Into Its nest. When all
the subsseblies are In place and connected, a
cover is attached.

The second category of stripline construction in- CMOS-SCTOI OF (2) UUIWU MUMS= LIS
cludes the various ceramic materials, such as alu-
mina. These materials are quite hard and brittle,
and cannot be counted on to deform about a center
conductor when a stripline sandwich is formed.
Typically, ceramic substrates are supplied un-
metalized. Conducting metalization must be applied
to the ceramic, using some form of thin film depos- COAXIAL CABLE

ition, thick film deposition, or chemical bath.
Patterning of conductors Is achieved using eithershadow masking, silk screening, or photolitho-

graphically defined etching, as appropriate. When
forming the stripline sandwich, it is necessary in

this case to bond mirror image center conductor
patterns directly to each other. This may be

accomplished by tinning and soldering the layers,
or with a conductive adhesive. Note that in this

type of structure a thin air layer is left trap- STRIPLINK [u b

ped between the dielectric layers, in between the

center conductors. This air layer will lower the

"effective" dielectric constant of the system. and

must be compensated for in the design. >>b
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A 740 MHz SAW oscillator is developed for - This paper will describe the development of
application as a fixed local oscillator in the a prototype SAW resonator controlled 740 MHz
transmitter of a satellite system. The SAW precision local oscillator for satellite
oscillator, in a 2.4 cubic inch package applications. The oscillator is housed in a
contains a heater, second stage 2.4 cubic inch package. It uses discreet
amplifier/buffer, power leveling and harmonic components and a miniature component oven for
suppression filtering. The advantages of this temperature compensation and enhancement of
system are the reduced size and complexity due short term stability.
to the elimination of the multiplier chains
required in bulkwave oscillators, a short term Considerations in the design and
stability of 2 X 10" u for 100 second fabrication of resonators for this application
averaging times, low single side band noise will be dis s8d as well as those of the
floor and 1.1:1 VSWR. oscillator.

Theoretical and practical consideration in Table 12, discussed in a later section of
the optimization of SAW resonator design this paper, lists the goals of this program.
parameters for short term stability and phase Since this is for a" satellite application,
noise are discussed. A fabrication process these goals are required to be met in a
resulting in improved long term stability and thermal vaccum environment. Those considered
turning point control is presented, most challenging were the setability rf ±3.4
Fabrication tolerance variations in resonance ppm, a long term stability or Oagingm of ±5
frequency are dealt with by a plasma process ppm for the first year, and a short term
trim and by design optimization of static to fractional frequency deviation of I X 10-10
notional capacity ratio or pulling range of which was especially critical at the longer
the resonator. The introduction of semi- averaging times.
conductor doping techniques reduces metal
migration and attendent instabilities due to In order to achieve these goals it was
drive level. necessary to optimize both the resonator

design and oscillation configuration. The
Factors affecting the design of precision design of the resonator will be considered

high frequency SAW oscillators are discussed first.
with particular emphasis on the choice of
transistor type and oscillator configuration. fiA AQZRD ZICN
PET and bipolar transistors are compared to
obtain optimum power leveling, desirable input ln aa onideain
and output impedance characteristics and
lowest possible noise factor for improved In a feedback oscillator AN noise is
short term stability. Pierce, Colpitts and limited because the active device of such an
Clapp oscillator configurations are examined oscillator is operated in a saturated
in this study. Practical considerations of condition. The dominant noise form is then FM
stray capacitance and biasing requirements or phase noise. The commonly accepted way of
which can shunt the various elements of these analyzing phase noi 102 s based upon an
configurations are reviewed in making a final expression by Leeson # r which is shown in
design choice. Due to size constraints a Figure 1. Though this is not an exact
component type ovenizing system is chosen for expression it is a useful vehicle for
stabilizing this oscillator, optimizing the noise performance of such a

feedback oscillator.

Experimental results of prototype units Using this expression we see that there are
are reported for phase noise, Allen Variance several steps that can be taken to minimize
of fractional frequency deviation, power the noise in a feedback oscillator. In order
consumption and temperature stability. Noise to establish the best noise floor the ters in
floor, close-in phase noise and Allen Variance the numerator of the coefficent should befor 1 sec. to 100 sec. averaging times are minimized. The first factor to be minimizedpresented. Testing considerations, including is the multiplication factor N. To achieve a
reference oscillator requirements and ERI/RPI minimum valve of unity requires that the
effects, are also presented, resonant device be designed to operate at at

CH1947-XM0=30- 04 $1.00 IM IEEE 384
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desired output frequency instead of at a
* subharmonic,

Secondly, the insertion loss of the
resonator device should also be minimized
since the gain G required to meet oscillation
conditions is very nearly proportional to this
loss. Finally the noise figure F of the
amplifier should also be minimized. Little F p -r. urmwicsmu,
can be done to minimize thermal noise KT. The
frequency do~pendent terms which govern the M - EFFECTIVE CAVY YWIN %
region closer to the carrier are characterized NE , MFFEC IITIVE N OFFIND PA"
by the phase slope of the resonant device A - APERTURE OF TR S M .
which Should, therefore, be maximized for
optimum noise performance.

NTIONAL ELEMENTlS No* -kM
Since the technology presently exists to I. V

build SAW resonators to over 1 GHz using
conventional photolithographic processing, H- piip

2

fundamental frequency operation was adopted at
the conception of this program. The ¢.
requirements for highest Q and lowest (2rF0 2
insertion loss dictated the use of a SAW
resonator rather than delay line, and OTHRCHCERISTICS Ou .

specifically, a 740 MHz SAW resonator with the I.II?
lowest possible loss and highest possible
phase slope. I2. y2 rl H

•-R 2 K
2 

(l." )2Nt

Ecuivalent Cic Parameters
Equivalent Circuit

Figure 2 is a summary of equivalent circuit Single Port Resonator
relationships which are used for design of a
single port SAW resonator. These simplified Figure 2
equations ari valid at frequencies near Therefore, for a given cavity length, the
resonance and have been derived from earlier single transducer of a one port resonator
work by this author and others.3  would have twice the number of finger pair as

a two-port, thus, yielding one fourth the
= 10 OG [ j~ ~ ~ )] motional resistance.

Examining these relationships also
demonstrates that the maximum unloaded Q is
achieved by maximizing cavity size M and the

P* * SIU SSaO eImEOER total reflection coefficient,r . The static
to motional capacity ratio, Co/Cm is also an
important figure of merit because it

* - establishes the pullability of a resonator ina given oscillator circuit. It is desired to
* - MUPLIFI GIN NI.L. OEAT minimize this ratio for the largest tuning
F - MIX FInsIOtaLIFl range. This is also accomplished by using a
NT - in l Fsingle port resonator since Ne  would beAT - *K -K maximized in this type of design.

- OIPS ANiWt £ - zmaF RaAa
-M Emmim ruE 0w VNOut KAY

Figure 3 shows the network analyser 811
Single Stdeband Phase Noise Spectrum trace in polar form of the single port SAW

Figure I resonator designed for this application.

By examining the equivalent circuit in this This 740 MHz resonator is of all metalFigure one can see that the Motional construction, and both transducers and

resistance, Rm is the main source of insertion reflectors are#./4 geometries. The aperature
loss. Furthermore this motional resistance is is 100)*, the cavity size is 100.75). and the
directly proportional to the radiation transducer is 98 9 in length and has a
resistance, Ro of the interdigital transducer transverse cosine weighting.The metal Is 600A0
pumping the cavity of the resonator. Moqt of thick and it has several perctot copper dopant
the factors determining the radiation for increased power handling. x
resistance are material constants, however,
one design variable Me , the number of We can see from this figure that this
effective finger pair has a dominant effect resonator has an inductive swing, a motional
because it is a squared term. This factor is resistance of approximately 20 ohm, and that
the min reason for not choosing a two-port there are no competing modes as is
resonator configuration. The maximum SAW demonstrated by the smoothness of the treace.
resonator cavity length is determined by Experimental measurements also show that the
interference of other longitudinal modes, unloaded Q is 16,800.
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The distinguishing feature of the assembly
process, Figure 5(b), is the inclusion of two
types of resonator packaging concepts. The
first is a conventional coined, Kovar TO-5
package and the second a Kovar HC-18 type bulk
crystal package with modifications for clip
mounting directly to the SAW resonator die.
Electrical connecton to the HC-18 package was
provided by conductive epoxy. At the time of
this writing the HC-18 packaged units have not
been completely evaluated. Work is continuing
to determine if improvements in aqing,
temperature vs frequency distortion, and
hysteresis can be achieved with this package.

0

Reflection Coefficient, SI1

for a Single Port Resonator

Figure 3 100

Short Term Stability

In order to achieve the short term 1200
stability goals of the program a miniature
component oven was chosen to stabilize the Turnover Temp. 63C
temperature drift of the SAW resonator.
Maximum stability could only be achieved by 2nd Order Coeff. 5.8
making the control point of this oven coincide
with turnover point of the SAW resonator.
Since the control points of this oven could
only be adjusted ±50 C, the turnover point '300
variations due to fabrication influences must
also remain within these limits. Figure 4
shows the temperature vs frequency curve for
one of these prototype SAW resonators.

In this figure the solid curve represents a
least squares fit to the data points shown as
crosses. The goodness of the fit of this 400 .. ::....... .............
curve together with the low second order 01 D 0
coefficent indicate that mounting stresses r,
were well under control. The 630 C turning Temperature eC
point temperature of this unit was nearly
ideal for this application and the observed Frequency Shift vs. Temperature
standard deviation was ±30C. 740 Wz SAM Resotor

L=ona J= Saility Figure 4

Long term stability is mainly a matter of
good process definintion which eliminates Figure 5(c) illustrates the process flow in
systematic causes and good process controls the final assembly area. This includes a
for minimization of random causes. Figure 5 functional electrical test and plasma etching
illustrates the process developed to achieve of units where necessary to adjust center
good aging and tight make tolerances, frequency within a ±50 ppm window. After

functional testing units were given an
Section (a) Figure 5 illustrates the ultraviolet/ozone cleaning to remove the final

process flow and wRework" paths of the wafer traces of contamination, the enclosures are
fabrication area. This area could be evacuated and baked at 1500 C in a nitrogen
characterized as conventional hard contact atmosphere. The resonators unite were tbe,
printing process with wet chemical etch. immediately resistance welded in a nitroge'
Careful wafer cleaning prior to metalization atmosphere and leak checked with a helium mass
is key to removing contimination and achieving spectrometer. These sealed resonators were
good metal adhesion. Control of linewidth and then fully electrically tested and "pre-aged"
metal thickness is required to set the center at elevated temperature for several days. The
s ataiable limits. uni to for final assembly Into oscillators.frequency and the turnover point within aging data was used to select well behavedacetbelmtuisfrfnlasml nooclaos
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(a) oPirce

' Oscillator Configurations

worked well at this frequency but difficulty
was encountered when this configuration wag
tried at 740 MHz. The capacitance values of

feedback path are on the order of 5 to 15 pf
at 200 14s. At 740 M~s these capacitor values
become much smaller and are approximately ofthe same order of magnitude as the stray

m circuit capacitance. This stray capacitance
t-F8 LA tends to swamp the discreet units, making

~value selection difficult and time consuming.
~For this reason the Colpitts configuration wasC(c) SEAL AND TEST set aside.

SAW Resonator Process Flow The Clapp Oscillator in Figure 6(b) was

Ffgue Sconsidered and several units tested. This
Fiue~circuit has a potentially better noise

' performance due to its grounded base
configuration, but the units tested were all
plagued with spurious oscillations to a degreeThree types of oscillator configurations far greater than any other configuration

were considered: the Colpitts the Clapp, and studied. Free running oscillations and

the Pierce. A simplified version of each is wquegging (li frequency ocillatio
given in Figure 6. associated with C time onstants of te bias

and coupling circuits) were present in everySSeveral oscillators were built at case. Due to the diffeulty involved n
approaimately 200 Mz using the ColpittM controlling these spurious oscillatior taes

aonin Figure 6(a. These units circuit too was set aside.

configurso te opitscotiontin a
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The Pierce Oscillator in Figure 6(c) had At this point PET circuit #l,was chosen as
none of the drawbacks mentioned above and its representative of the PET circuits and used
performance was judged satisfactory. Based on for further comparison to the bipolar circuit.
the measured data gathered during the PET vs. The schematic diagrams of the two are
Bipolar tests discussed later and work in this presented in Figure 7. Using a Hewlett-
area by others 5P6, the Pierce Oscillator was Packard 5390A Frequency Stability Analyzer and
chosen for further development manufacturer supplied software, plots were

made of fractional frequency deviation and
phase noise for each of the two oscillators.

From the phase noise plot (Figure 8) it can
CHOICE QE ACTIVE DI - PET vs. BIPLAR be seen that the bipolar's performance is

clearly superior to the PET, being 10 to 15 dB
Presently, a number of PET oscillators lower in noise for offsets of 10 Hz to 1000

utilizing SAW Resonators are in use as Hz. The peak on the PET's curve is a "bright
injection sources in the cable television lines at 60 Hz that can be attributed to
industry.7  Three circuits of this type were power-line interference.
examined. All of these circuits were Pierce
Oscillators that utilized 2-port SAW
resonators in the frequency range of 650 to
750 MHz. These resonators had nominal
insertion phases of 00 or 1800. In addition, a
Pierce Oscillator using a two port 00
resonator and a bipolar transistor was also
tested. The results for the four oscillators
are presented in Table #1. SAW RESONATOR

2 PWft @The published noise figure of the TlS-189
was approximately 1.5 dB greater than the
bipolar unit but the most marked difference
between device types was the bipolar circuit's
ability to withstand externally induced
changes such as tuning and voltage variations.
For a supply voltage variation of ±1% the
change in frequency for each oscillator was
observed. In terms of parts per million per
volt the bipolar circuit was clearly superior
to all three of the PET circuits.

The tuning range of each oscillator was
determined by compressing or expanding the
turns of wire in the inductors that are part Bipolar
of the feedback loop and noting the frequency
change at the extremes.

The tuning range of the FET circuits was
much greater than that of the bipolar. Though SAW WSOATOR

a large tuning range is an advantage in cost 2 POhT iSW
sensitive commercial applications where large
resonator frequency distributions must be
tolerated, it is a disadvantage in a precision
oscillator application. Large tuning range
indicates a high sensitivity to the aging
effects of the other feedback components. The
R.F. output power of the FET circuits also
varied considerably more than that of the
bipolar unit when the oscillators were tuned.

The bipolar circuit also exhibited a
harmonic level (at 2 fo) that was 7 dB lower
than the best PET circuit. This was
considered significant in light of a -40 dec
program goal.

FET

The PET circuits had the advantage of
overall higher R.P. output power than the 0sqillator Circuits for Bipolar
bipolar types, but none of the oscillators
studied had sufficient R.P. output to and FET

eliminate the need for a second (amplifier)
stage. The PET circuits also used less power Figure 7
than the bipolar but this was attributed to an
excessively stiff bias supply on the bipolar
circuit. This was later modified and the
bipolar's power consumption was reduced to
approximately 175 MV.
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- For the reasons just discussed, a bipolarS device was selected as the most suitable for

use in a precision oscillator.I

1 -7A single port resonator was chosen for this
E "work primarily due to its lover insertion£ loss, as mentioned in the earlier discussion

S on SAW resonator design. There are also other
advantages to the single port resonator.M.#4* FET

~A
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Phase Noise Plot
H Figure 8

A similar picture is obtained by comparing
the short term stability of these oscillators.
Figure 9 is a plot of sigma Y of tau (the
standard deviation of fractional frequency
drift or Allen Variance) versus measurement
averaging time. The bipolar circuit frequency
drift is approximately an order of magnitude
smaller at the shorter averaging times of 1 to
10 seconds. Toward the longer averaging times
from 10 to 100 seconds, the difference is
smaller, though at these averaging times the Single Port Pierce
temperature dependency of the resonator and
leng term stability may be masking these
measurements. At this point, neither
oecillator had been temperature stabilized
with an oven.

PET SAW
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Figure 10 shows the schematic diagrams for electrodes mentioned previously has been found
oscillators using each type of resonator, to minimize the effect. One additional step
Note that the two nort oscillator circuit taken here was to introduce a small amount of
requires two inductors in the feedback loop. emitter degeneration in the oscillator circuit
These are necessary in order to achieve the to reduce the effect of flicker noise
required phase shift and reduce the insertion generated in the base-emitter junction of the
loss of the device. These inductors tune out transistor.4  The final value of the emitter
the negative reactance appearing at each port bypass capacitor is the minimum required to
of the two port resonator. (Figure 11) maintain oscillation.

Referring back to Figure 3 it can be seen
that the single port resonator swings
inductive. This eliminates the need for
bulky, often temperature sensitive inductors. TEMPRATUREB COMPENSATIN
The single port circuit requires only one
additional capacitor iii the feedback loop to The previous steps have their greatest
allow for tuning. Its equivalent circuit effect on short term stability at the shorter
(Figure 2) also resembles that of the well averaging times. At the longer averaging
known bulk mode crystal resonator. This times however, temperature begins to play a
allows for easier implementation into circuits significant role.
previously developed for that type of
resonator. There are two basic approaches to

compensating an oscillator for medium (i.e.
In summary, the single resonator has the temperature) stability. One approach is that

advantages of lower insertion loss, requires of a temperature compensated oscillator (TCXO)
fewer external components, and is easier to and the other involves the use of ovens.
implement. While the TCXO offers the advantage of low

power consumption, it has definite
disadvantages. The increased complexity of
the TCXO decreases reliability and it also
requires extensive development and testing.

The ovenized approach avoids these
disadvantages. The power required by a
miniature component oven and its physical size
were both within the limits of the program
goals, so these were not felt to be a
disadvantage for this project.

The oscillator is housed in a 1.29W X 2.0"LX .I0"H gold plated aluminum housing. The
oscillator circuit is constructed on one side
of a piece of RT Duroid 5870 using discreet
components. The resonator and miniature
component oven are mounted on the other side

Reflection Coefficients S 1 and S2  of the circuit board along with connections

for a Two Port Resonator for +Vcc.
The final circuit configuration is given in

Figure 11 Figure 12. Hewlett-Packard HXTR-3101 bipolar
transistors were used as active devices in
both the oscillator and amplifier stages. The
resistor labeled Rp in the schematic diagram

Qn LAORD is the oven programming resistor. It's value
is selected to adjust the temperature of the

The resonator's effect on short term oven to the turnover point of the individual
stability has been previously discussed, resonator. This enhances the short term
Here, consideration is given to the design of stability of the oscillator by reducing its
the oscillator for optimum short term sensitivity to small temperature variations,
stability. since the oven maintains the resonator at a

temperature where it frequency versus
As discussed earlier, the noise figure of temperature characteristic is at or near a

the amplifying device should be as low as minimum slope.
practicable. The transistor selected for this
work has a noise figure of 1.8 dD at 1 Gliz. A The final frequency of the oscillator is
high ratio of circulating power to output adjusted via a stripline type variable
power, i.e. a lightly loaded oscillator, capacitor at the base of the oscillator
minimizes the effect of load variations that transistor. Coarse frequency adjustment is
tend to -pull* the oscillator frequency. The accomplished by resonator tuning and
high circu ating power necessary for this has selection. The power output of the oscillator
been cited5  as causing deterioration of the is approximately -3 dam. The gain of the
resonator, but the copper doping of the amplifier is approximately 15 de. This

40
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combination results in an output level that t
meets the +10 dmm goal with a comfortable
margin. The output of the amplifier is fed u ____________________

through a PI network that functions as a low Ion1 Iol.E1
pass filter and through an attenuator that
serves as a :-winimum load on the amplifier and MAUEETTM A~
holds the units output impedance within
limits. Final output is via & rermoveable S11A Short Term Stability for
connector which is stripline coi:pa tible.1-adPcionOiltr

Figure 13

The final prototype configuration was then
tested for short term stability, phase noise,
long tern stability, and performance over a-
teimperature. The short term stability, shown
iII Figure 13, for the specified averaging
tim~es is very close to the goals. At the 1

* second averaging tir~e the fractional frequency
deviation was apprytimlately 1.5 X10-10, at 10 -7
sec~ndso 1.7 X 10' 0  and at 100 seconds, 2.9 X
o-0 . E.

* Picure 14 is a plot of the single sideband
phase noise for 10 Hz to 1000 Hz offsets from p-
the carrier. At the 10 11z off set, the phase

* noise is approxirmajely -52 dBC. From there itA
rolls of f at a l/f 1te to ggoinmatelj ;JlO
dBC at the 1000 Hz ofs. me ro SCta
single port resonator over a two port-U
resonator can be seen by comparing the phase
noise plot of Figure 14 with that of the two
port bipolar oscillator in Figure 8. At the-1
10 Hz: offset it can be seen that the single S
port circuit has a 5 to 6 dR advantage over III letI s
the two port circuit. urFsr Fill CA11,, 4iiAn estimeate of long term stability (i.e. SSB Phase Noise for
aging) was made by fitting a line to the L-adpeionOcltr
freq~uency vs. tine curve in Figure 15. Over1BadPeionOiltr
the 24 hour period Indicated in the graph, theFiue1
extrapolated drift rate, was +5.03 ppm/year,Fiue1
essentially the +5 ppm/year goal. A later
measureament by the custoener in a thermal
vacuum environment over a three week period
yielded a drift rate of +4.3 ppm/year.
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Over the temperature range of -150 C to
+GOOC the R.F. output power (Figure 16) meets +3
the goal of +10 dBrv minimum and exhibits less PPM
than 1 d3 variation. The frequency drift
(Figure 17) over the temperature range is +2
approximately ±1 ppm. The power consumption
results (Figure 18) are very close to the +1
original goal except at +400 C and higher.
Here the oven consumes very little power and 0
the power consumption is primarily that of the
oscillator circuitry. -1

The final package size fell short of the
goal by 0.36 cubic inches. It is believed -2
that this goal could be reached by a careful
redesign of the housing and circuit boarc
layout. -3

-5 +25 +60 C

Relative Frequency Frequency vs. Temperature

600 (Hz.)
Figure 17

500 24 Hr.

400 Power ()

300

200.
2-

Hours0 Hours

0 12 24 36 48 56

Long Term Stability Estimate

Figure 15 0 I Igoa
-15 +25 +60 *C

Power Consumption vs. Temperature

Figure 18
Power (den)

+12 TESTING CONSIDERATIONS

The short term stability (Allan Variance)
and phase noise (Af]) measurements presented
here were made on the Hewlett-Packard 5390A
Frequency Stability Analyzer. The systen uses
a 9825B Controller, manufacturer supplied

software and an 8662A reference oscillator.

+10 In order to obtain neaningful results in
1_goal testing the oscillator, consideration must be

given to the testing environment. Two areas
that can mask test results are electro-
magnetic interference (EMI) and radio

temp. frequency interference (RFI). A third area of
+9 I I concern is the thermal environment. The steps

-15 +25 +60 OC taken to minimize these influences are

R.F. Power Output vs. Temperature outlined as follows.

The testing environment should be shielded
Figure 16 or otherwise well removed from ENI sources

because electrical noise of sufficient
strength can easily modulate the oscillator
output. Also, a fixed attenuator of 20 4B
directly at the output of the oscillator will
reduce the effects of noise entering the
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NWUfAL FI.ENC 674 680 668 740 K
CIRCUIT CONFIG1UTION PIERCE PIE PIERCE PIERCE -

RESOATR TYPE 180 2 PR O 2 PORT 0" 2 PORT O 2 FORT -

ACTIVE DEVICE TIS-189 TIS-189 BF-960 WI-3101 -

DEVICE NOISE FIGURE 3 B Wa90D MHZ 3 JOB 900 Z NOT AVAILABLE 1.8 a 1GZ
FIEUCY SENSITIVITY TO 30 36 10 1 PRIM)LT
*1Z SUPPLY VOLTAGE VARIATION
TUNING RPGE 1600 1000 130 13 "

PD DIp VAIATION WITH 8 17.4 4.9 1.3
l|TUNIG( FO

ROWER aNiWPION 132 120 286 306 MW

IMiJIIC AT F0  -17 -18 -20 -27 DBC

R.F. PWOUPUT +3.3 -5 +3.4 -3.1U
(UNITGOED)

ACTIW DEVICE MARIMNS

TABLE 1

oscillator circuitry via the output
connections. Although a shielded enclosure
for reducing EIII/RPI effects was not A complete list of the goals attempted and
available, most of the undesirable effects of the results achieved for this project isEIII/RFI were overcome by teaento
entionere abovercome by the attenuator compiled in Table 2. The goals for frequencymentioned above and by using the shortest setting, R.". power output, harmonic and
possiblespurious suppression were all met or
oscillator output and the input ports of the exceeded. The short term stability for thetest equipment. In addition, the power supply specified averaging times is very close to theleads were also shielded and decoupled at the
entrance to the oscillator housing. These goals. Less than 5.0 ppm 1st year long termsteps yielded a marked improvement in short stability has also been achieved in a thermal
term stability measurements, vacuum environment. This is believed to bestate of the art for SAW oscillators of this

frequency, size and power consumption.

This work has successfully demonstrated the
The oscillator itself should also be feasibility of L-Band Precision SAW.Sshielded on all sides. An additional Oscillators. The majority of the goals

improvement was obtained when tests were attempted were met and those remaining are
conducted during the night time hours when certainly within the realm of possibility.
sources of 31i were fewer and usually at lower
levels than during the day. The thermal
environment was also more stable at night. ACIIOXL-D Gr I1M

The authors would like to express their
gratitude to the following people for their
help in preparing this papers 3.3. Staples of

During the temperature cycling more Rockwell International for his suggestions on
consistent results were obtained with the improvement of short term stability, R. C.
measurements made in still air. This was also Rosenfeld, for his technical advice and
considered more consistent with a thermal creative suggestions for the preparation of
vacuum environment because convection effects the manuscript, C. Register, 3. Dodge, for
were minimized. Preliminary tests of the Construction and Testing of the Oscillator
oscillator in a thermal vacuum show no Prototypes* M. 2llis for Drawings and C.
significant change in performance. Green for Typing of 4anuscript.



SPECIFI CATIONS GOAL ACTUAL

Frequency 740.000 MHz ±3.4 PP?4 -0.52 PP14

R.F. Power +10 d~m Minimm +11.60 d~m @ 250C
Short Term Stability Average Times

(100 Samples)

10 Sec. 1 X 10-10 1.682 Se.1X1-0 143X 10 1
100 Sec. I X 10-10 2.896 X 10 1

Long Term Stability +5 PPM for 1st Year 1.38 X 10 8 Per Day

±12 PPM for 5 Years (5.03 PPt4/Year)
with Goal of ±6 PPM Customer verified
for 5 Years at 4.5 PPM/Year

Harmonics '-40 dflc 2nd <-60 dlc
3rd and higher
not measured

Spurious <-60 dBc <-60 d~c
(100 Hz to 1500 MHz)

Impedance 50 S2Nominal 40.7 n

Operating Voltage 15V±1l% 15V±1l%

Frequency Variation None <0.2 PPM
with ±1% Change in
Operating Voltage

Power Consumption at
Turn On 3.514 (Maximum) 3.47W

Over Temperature Range 1.75W Max. @ -15*C 1.74W

0.25W Max. @ e60*C 0.50W

Mechanical 1 .2t WX2.OLXO.85"H (Max)
1 .2"WXl .5"LX0.65"H (Goal) 1 .2"WX2.01L1l.O"1H

GOALS AND ACHIEVE14ENTS

TABLE 2

BIiMIYOG!APUlY 6. !,arek E. Rierwinski and elark E. Terrien,
"200 fl11z Production SAWRO, IJXI Packard

1. D.Pt. Leeson, "Short Term Stable ;!icrow:ave Jornl Dec. 1981, Vol. 32, No. 12, pp 15-17.
Sources," *licrowave Journal (June 1970).

7. Darrel L. Ash, "SAWS! Powerful Passives",
2. rn.3'. Leeson, "A Simple flodel of Feedback "Z fljsjg , ?larch/April 1982, Vol. 5, No. 2,
Oscillator Noise Spectrum#" Proc. I~tEEi pp 12-19.
329 (February 1966).

0. S.Y. Lao, N.J. Schneier, D.A'. Rowe, R.E.
3. J. S. Schoenwald, R.C. Rosenfeld and E.J. Dietterle/J.S. Schoenwald, F.J. Staples, J.
Staples, *Surface 17ave Cavity and Resonator (lise, *Corimercial Satellite Niavigation Using a
Characteristics - VHF to L-Band", IREE SAW Oscillator", Proceedings 35th Annual
Ultrasonics Symposium Proccec'ings, pp 253- Frequency Control Symposium, pp 345-348, ?lay
256, NIovember 1974. 1981.

4. D.J. lHealyt 111, "Flicker of Frequency and 9. T.E. Parker, "Current Developments in SAW!
Phase and White Frequency and Phase Oscillator Stability", Proceedings 31st Annual
Fluctuations in Frequency Sources", Frequency Control Symposium, pp 359-364, June,
Proceedings 26th Annual Symposium on Frequency 1977.
Control, pp 29-42, June 1972.

10. "Improved '.1etalization for Surface
S. s.Ji. Dolochyckji, E.3. Staples, J. Wise, Acoustic Wave Devices-, Thin Solid Films, 64
3.8. Schoenwald, and T.C. Lim# "Hybrid SAW (1979) 9-15. J.1. Latham, W.R. Shreve, *?.J.
Oscillator Fabrication and Packaging*, Tolar and P.R. G~hat. (1979).
Proceedings 33rd Annual Symposium on Frequency
Control, pp 374-370, June 1979.
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oscillator loop. The transmission amplitude and
Abstract phase characteristics of a 674 MHz resonator are

Sshown in figure 3 for two different impedance
tti approach to the design of a environments. These photon attempt to illustrate thee ay em oscidifference in phase slope that can be realized by

f:dback RF oscillator using a two-port SAW poiigacnrle ipdneevrnetiW resonator as the primary frequency control element providing a controlled impedance environment inC will be presented. The tradeoff between oscillator which the resonator can operate. It is also worth
pull range and stability will be discussed. noting at this time that tore is a limit to which

SOscillators have been developed which are optimized the do-Q-ing can be accomplished without altering
for minimum manufacturing cost in the UHF range. the desirable characteristics, the actual limit is
Over 100,000 oscillators have been successfully used determined from trade-offs. The ZDO ohs impedance
for over one year with no known failures in the environment already shows asymmetry in the amplitude
field. Data will be presented on the aging response versus frequency.
characteristics of oscillators using FET and bipolar
transistors. Also, the interaction of oscillator The impedance matching networks between the SAVR
pulling and temperature stability has been and the active device allow almost complete freedom
extensively investigated. . to choose the operating impedance for the resonator

and also allow for compensation of non ideal phase
Introduction contribution by the active device. In most

oscillator designs the final frequency adjustments
The birth of Surface Acoustic Wave Resonators are made by varying the values of these components.

(SAWR) is recorded as being in 1975, with the These matching networks can be either series type of
literature recording intense amounts of continuing matching networks such as pi or L networks or they
work being done in the area of aging and short term can be a shunt type of network such as a tapped
stability by various investigators. It is through inductor or tapped capacitors. There are four
these efforts that a utility can be made utilizing possible combinations that can be utilized in an
these devices to fulfill a realistic need for small, oscillator with two matching networks. The frequency
low cost VHF and UHF, frequency sources. Frequency vs. temperature characteristics for these four types
crowding has dictated tighter and tighter tolerances of circuits, in oscillators, will be shown to be
on frequency accuracy which is in direct opposition different for each type of implementation.
to low costs from a manufacturing point of view. It
is with this in mind that an approach to the design A typical example of an oscillator is one that
of an oscillator circuit that can accommodate the uses a series type of matching on each side of the
wider spread in manufacturing frequency tolerances SAVR to establish the characteristic impedance in
that coincide with lower costs and be able to "pull" which the resonator will operate. This circuit also
the frequency back to the desired operating uses a dual gate MOSFET device as the active
frequency is attempted. The overall frequency element. This type of device was chosen because of
characteristics of the new circuit afford its relatively high gain, low reverse transmission
adjustability while still maintaining the desirable characteristics as well as providing low noise
characteristics associated with SAVR oscillators, amplification. In this particular example a 3N225

was used but the BF960 and the 3SK88 will work as
Oscillator Design well for providing the required gain at 674 MHz.

The original credit for the feedback oscillator The goal of this design is to be able to accept
goes to Barkhausen with the criterion established in a SAWR with a manufacturing tolerance of +/- 150 KCHs
figure 1 as being those required for oscillations to on the center frequency and be able to pull the
occur. The circuit discussed here (figure 2) is an oscillator back to the center frequency. A SAV at
implementation of those criteria in such a manner as 674 MHz will typically have an unloaded Q in the
to utilize the SAWR as the primary frequency control range of from 1O,00 to 11,000 which implies an
element in the oscillator. The SAWR is normally unloaded 3 dB bandwidth of approximately 65 KH% and
considered as a device with a fixed Q, center exhibit approximately 8 dB of insertion lose in a 50
frequency and ome insertion loss. The fact that ohm system. In order to be able to pull this device
these parameters are normally given in terms of a 50 by +/- 150 kHs the loaded Q will have to be on the
ohm system has apparently restricted the thought of order of 2,200. In order to determine the impedance
using the devices in an impedance other than 50 ohms of the external circuit that will be required to
or whatever impedance the circuit will provide. The provide this value of loaded Q the lumped element
fact that the resonator exhibits a 90 degree equivalent circuit should be examined. This luped
transmission phase between the 3 dB bandwidth points element model as shown in figure 4 is a first order
for various values of loaded Q enables us to approximation to the !AWR close to resonance. The
electrically establish a variable phase slope while external resistance that must be supplied in order{ using the SAVR in the feedback loop of an to provide this desired value of loaded Q (Q1) can
oscillator. This phase slope does have finite limits be determined from the relationship
in that the device does not have infinite Q in
itself and thereby sets the maximu phase slope Rg - D1 ( Qu / Ql ) Rm - Rm
attainable. The minimum phase slope is limited only
by the characteristics of the resonator under loaded For equal generator and load resistances this
codittionas and the other components in the value is determined to be approximately 30O ohme.
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This new impedance environment will also reduce the be d
insertion loss to approximately 3.5 dB as opposed to Extensive work has been done in the evaluation
the 8 dB encountered in the 50 ohm environment. This of these circuits as functions of temperature and

new lower loss thereby reduces the requirements that the amount of frequency that they are pulled from

are made on the amplifier section of the oscillator, the actual device center frequency. With two

If a small signal analysis is made on the circuit possible types of tuning networks (series and

(no limiting due to saturation ) a gain of about 6.5 parallel) and two places to utilize the circuits

dB is required of the circuit to allow for there are four possible configurations to consider.

sufficient gain when the circuit is pulled to the 3 The four configurations will be referred to as those

dB point on the resonator transmission shown in figure 5 as types one thru four in the

characteristic. At this point we know the impedance text. All four circuits gave similar frequency vs.

that we would like to operate in and the next task temperature performance as far as the amount of

is to design an amplifier and matching networks to frequency shift that was observed. There were some

provide the required minimum gain as well as provide distinct differences however observed when a close

the required transmission phase shift so that the analysis was performed on the shift observed in the

loop will oscillate when closed upon itself. If the turnover temperature of the oscillator@ as compared

3N225 FET is conjugately and simultaneously matched with that of the resonator used in that oscillator

at the center frequency of the SAVR it is found to (when the resonator was observed in a 50 Ohm

exhibit a stability factor of 6.6 in the 300 Ohm environment), versus the amount of frequency that

environment. This stability factor insures that the the oscillator was pulled from the natural

device is unconditionally stable and that the device fabrication frequency of the resonator. Figure 6

will not oscillate due to the impedance environment, illustrates a typical set of frequency versus

A value of less than one indicates that the temperature characteristics for a type 1 oscillator.

amplifier is only conditionally stable and that for The triangle points indicate the turnover point of

the oscillator as computed from a quadratic fit tosom e impedances oscillations m ay occ ur just due toth li t e nu b r o d a a p n s . T f r P o s

the loading. S-parameters for the 3N225 device the limited nuber of data points. The four plots
indicate that the matching networks required to are made from separate temperature runs with the

simultaneously and conjugately match this structure oscillators being set to four discrete frequency
in a 300 Ohm environment are .94 at an angle of 142 settings relative to the resonator that was used in
degree (30. hm en onnt te input9a4 at an angleothat particular oscillator circuit. These settings
angle of 124 degrees (4.9 +j159) on the output. were +70 IHz, 0 Kz, -70 Hz, and -130 ltz from the

These impedances will provide the required operating natural frequency of the resonator which we

environment for the resonator to be "pulled" to the approximately 674 hlix. Figure 7 illustrates the
desired operating frequency within the tolerance effects of the various types of circuits on the

window. Two pi section networks were selected for turnover temperature of the resonator. The mechanism

these matching networks. By selecting three element for this shift is not understood at this time but is

networks both the phase and the transformation ratio being presented in raw form as documentation that

can be specified in the same network. A second there is a mechanism to be considered in the design

advantage is that some of the parasitic capacitances of oscillator circuits.

associated with the devices can be absorbed by the To types of oscillators, figures 8 a 9, have
matching network capacitances. An analysis of the bee te of lated ig ure an ae

amplifier and the matching networks indicates an 1chambers

phase of 160 degrees when perfectly matched. This in an attempt to acquire some insight into the aging' characteristics of these circuits. One type of

value can easily be adjusted to a value of 180 cilator, figu e iing a i tassor

degrees while only providing a small amount of oscillator, figure 8, utilizing a bipolar transistor

mismatch in the desired impedance. This 180 degrees has been run at 35 dg. c and at 65 deg. C for

and the additional 180 degrees of phase shift approximately 200 days. There have been numerous

encountered in the SAVR at center frequency provide momentary interruptions in the teat as can be
the required criteria of Barkausen that the loop observed in the data. In figure 10 on the 65 deg.

phase be a sultiple of 2n x 180 degrees devices an interesting phenomenon was observed. The

(n-1,2,3,...). The actual amplifier is capable of temperature in the chamber had drifted slightly (3

providing approximately 16 dB of gain in the 300 Ohm deg.) over a long period and was reset to 65 deg. at

environment and thereby ha sufficient gain to approximately 50 days, the resulting frequency shift

easily absorb the slight mismatches. was in accordance with that which would be expected
(2.2 ppm/ deg. C). The interesting point is that

There have been numerous circuit implementations with the temperature maintained exactly at 65 deg.
used to accomplish the asme end result, each using a from that time there is a time constant of
different configuration of components. In some approximately 120 days with sll three oscillators

instances, if the output impedance of the active that appears to be returning to the same aging rate

device is low enough all of the additional impedance as observed before the temperature was reset. One of
required can be supplied in the input matching the primary problems with both this data and that

network. This does require that the phase of the taken on the oscillators fabricated with fet devices
active device be of such degree as to still meet the is that the turnover temperature of the oscillators

loop requirements. Oscillators using these was not the same as that of the test thereby
techniques have been constructed and operated to as producing an error term in the data that is very

high as I Ohs In addition, over 100,000 oscillators sensitive to the ambient conditions of the chamber.

using SAWR devices an the stabilizing element have In the case of the bipolar circuit the oscillators

been put into field teats at this time and no known turned over at approximately 0 to +10 degrees C .

failures have been reported. There have been a With the quadratic nature of the temperature
limited nmber of oscillators designed using bipolar characteristics and with the oscillators operating

transistors in the range of 600 M1s with good at 65 deg. C they have a frequency to temperature
results from an inexpensive transistor, The 600 mis sensitivity of approximately 1.5 KHs per dog C at

i about the useful limit for the very inexpensive this point. The YET oscillators were under teat for

transistor while more costly dovices will work a year, with two units cempleting the period. The

equaly s wll a th hiher reqencesthird unit was taken off of teat ad disseoted to

elr 
ee if any visual degradation could be observed in
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the resonator due to the elevated temperatures and
power being dissipated in the device. None of these -
effects were observed. Figure 11 shows the data for zemv

the three FET oscillators of Figure 9. One
oscillator has a jump in the frequency which is due
to the circuit physically falling over in the test
chamber and taking a fixed offset at that point. 5r/DSi
None of the data has been adjusted for perturbations
incurred during the tests. There were no special
precautions taken during the processing of these
devices to insure ideal aging conditions in the SLMt ,.s Mzfdq

Conclusions

! SAWR oscillators can be designed to allow for ns

frequency adjustability that can compensate for a o
wide frequency tolerance in center frequency. This

allows for low cost, high volume production of these
devices for a commercial market where ultra high ALIDE

stability is required. It has been observed that the 50/Div.

type of circuit designed for these devices can have
a significant bearing on the overall frequency SUPE s s mIz/4
versus temperature characteristics of the circuit.
The temperature characteristics of any one circuit zo Mra

* is normally very well behaved and can provide
adequate stability for most commercial applications WR, WT M5IiDIV. - 5MS

such as set top convertors for television receivers.
The aging rates observed in the various circuits UOmSa CHARAcTsTics oF S.A.P. REOATOR

appear to be different in characteristic shape, but VS. I)MPACE SinVi

due to the uncertainties involved in the tests with

temperature a conclusive statement is not possible. 1555 $
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VERY LONG PERIOD RANDOM FREQUENCY FLUCTUATIONS IN SAW OSCILLATORS

T. E. Parker
Raytheon Research Division

131 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173

Summary line oscillators for noise frequencies from 1.5 x
10-8 Hz to 4 x 107 H z. From 1.5 x 10-8 Hz to approxi-

The long-term frequency stability of SAW oscil- mately 10- 3 Hz the exponent is close to -2.0 (-4.0 for
lators is of considerable importance to many applica- phase noise) and consequently represents a random walk
tions. Therefore, extensive work has been done to in frequency. From 10 3 Hz to approximately 1 Hz the
understand and reduce the observed changes in frequency exponent is close to -1.0 (-3.0 for phase noise) which
of SAW oscillators which occur over periods of time corresponds to the familiar 1/f or "flicker" noise.
ranging from days to years. With improvements in the Beyond 104 Hz are the usual white frequency and white
fabrication and packaging of SAW devices, the phase regions.
systematic long-term frequency drift has been reduced
to a level where 19 out of 23 oscillators have drifted
less than 2 ppm after 1 year. However, with the Introduction
reduced systematic drift, it has become apparent that
there is a significant level of random frequency flue- The long-term frequency stability of SAW con-
tuations occurring with periods ranging up to months trolled oscillators is of considerable importance to
and years. A typical delay line oscillator may show a many applications where the ultimate in frequency
systematic drift of I ppm in a year and an rms devi- stability is desired. As a result, there has been a
a tion of 0.3 ppm. The value of the systematic drift significant effort, in a number of laboratories,
ight lead one to expect a week-to-week stability of directed toward understanding and reducing the causes
2 x~1z 8 , but the random fluctuations make wee -to-week for frequency changes that occur over time periods

changes of 1 to 2 x 77 a common occurrence.- ranging from days to years. With improvements in
. '01,\ device fabrication and packaging, the systematic long-

O I / term frequency drift of SAW oscillators fabricated in
To determine the nature of the observed long our laboratory has been reduced to the level where 19

period random fluctuation, a spectral analysis of aging out of 23 oscillators have exhibited a frequency drift
data from 45 oscillators (mostly delay lines) has been of less than 2 ppm after I year. 1 Efforts in the
carried out using a Fast Fourier Transform technique, reduction of systematic drift are continuing and there
The exponents of the calculated frequency power spec- is evidence that a total frequency drift of well under
tral densities have a distribution that peaks at -1.5 1 ppm after the first year is not an unreasonable
and 80% of the values fall within the range of -1.4 to expectation. However, with reduced systematic drift,
-2.2. Since the power spectral density of a random it has become apparent that there is a significant
walk process has an exponent equal to -2.0, it is clear level of random frequency fluctuations occurring with
that the observed frequency fluctuations are a close periods ranging up to months and years. Figure 1
approximation to a random walk. From the FFT calcula- illustrates this point with aging data from four
tions and other noise measurement techniques, the FM 400-MHz delay line SAW oscillators. All four curves
noise power spectrum has been determined for two delay show some level of systematic upward frequency drift,

PB5-83"S 83
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6 AGING OF SAW DELAY LINES IN COLD-WELD TO-S PACKAGES
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Figure 1. Typical aging data fro* four 400 MHz delay line oscillators sealed in cold-wold TO -8 package.
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but all four also show significant levels of random with a cosine taper in the first and last 10% of the
frequency fluctuations. The lower solid curve clearly data points in order to reduce leakage.

5

9 demonstrates the importance of these random fluctu-
ations. After more than 120 weeks of operation, this The aging data for an oscillator consists of up to
device has drifted less than 0.5 ppm. This information 130 points, each representing the average fractional
alone might lead one to expect a week-to-week stability deviation (in ppm) from the start frequency for I week.
of 4 x 10-9. However. the rum deviation from the One hundred and thirty is a relatively small number of
systematic drift for this device is actually 0.1 ppm. points to perform an FIT on, so a preliminary evalu-
Thus, week-to-week variations on the order to I x 10-

7  
ation was done on computer generated data. Using a

are not unusual. At this point, it is important to psuedo random number generator, artificial aging data
make clear that there is no experimental evidence to corresponding to a one-dimension&l random walk wasindicate any connection bet-ween the systematic drift generated by plotting the sum of the random numbers as

and the random frequency fluctuations, a function of time. Such a random walk process has a
power spectral density proportional to 1/f

2 
where f is

the Fourier frequency. The computer-generated curves
Initially it was thought that the random frequency had 100 steps and 90 different curves were analyzed

fluctuations in the aging data were caused by tempera- after suitable cosine weighting. Figure 2 shows the
ture fluctuations in the environmental chamber where distribution of calculated exponent values for the
the aging test was being conducted. This chamber power spectral density. As expected, the distribution
exhibits rm temperature fluctuations of approximately peaks around 2, but the relatively small number of
0.25*C at 30*C. However, about 2 years ago, a new type points in each curve has caused the distribution to
of oven was added to the aging facilities and these broaden. The values of the calculated exponents range
ovens provide a rs temperature stability better than from 1.4 to 2.6.
0.04'C at 55*C. Now that aging data is available on
ten 400 MHz delay line oscillators operated in these
ovens, it has become clear that temperature fluctua- Pam-53- 55
tions are not causing the observed frequency fluctua-
tions. The upper solid curve in Figure 1 shows the
long-term frequency drift for one of the oscillators in WSTMUTIONOF EXPONENT VALUES

the 55*C ovens. The magnitude of the observed random Computer Generated Random Walk (100 Steps)
fluctuations in frequency for this curve is essentially
the same as for the other three curves, which are from
oscillators in the 30*C chamber. In fact, the average
value for the rms frequency fluctuations is equal for 30
devices in both types of chambers and is 0.3 ppm. -

Spectral Analysis Io

Previous noise measurements on SAW oscillators
2  to

IL
have shown that if frequency fluctuations are present 0
in the range of 0.1 Hz to 10' H2 and that typical rme
fractional frequency deviations are on the order of
10-10 to I0

-9
. (1/f frequency fluctuations correspond

to phase noise with a 1/f
3 
spectral density.) Calcula-

tions based on equations from Ref. 3 have shown that if
this I/f noise spectrum continues all the way down to
frequencies of 10-8 Hz (- 3 years), it could not give
fluctuations in aging data any larger than about 4 x I 2 3

10
- 9

. Therefore, there must be a different noise EXPONENT

mechanism present at very low modulation frequencies.
To determine the nature of this noise process, a spec- Figure 2. Distribution of calculated exponent values
tral analysis of the aging data from 45 oscillators for 90 computer generated curves of 100 step
(43 delay lines and 2 resonators) has been carried out random walks.
using a Fast Fourier Transform (FIT) technique.

The first step in performing the spectral analysis
was to remove the systematic drift that is clearly With confidence that 100 points were enough to
present in some of the aging data. Rather than fitting give reasonably accurate values for the exponent of the
the aging data to an arbitrary polynomial equation, power spectral density, FFT analysis of aging curves
three equations where chosen that have some physical from 45 SAW oscillators was carried out. Figure 3
basis for aging umchanisms.4 These are: shows the distribution of the calculated exponenti fvalues. Though the peak of the distribution lime at

hi/F - A log (Bt+l) (1) 1.5, nearly 802 of the values lie between 1.4 and 2.2.
Thus, it appears that the obeerved frequency fluctua-

hi/F - A (I - g t) (2) tions for mat of the oscillators are a close approxi-
mation to a random walk process. (For a power spectr l

Ai/F - A (t)B (3) density of frequency fluctuations which varies as I/fl'
the corresponding power spectral density for phase

, where A and 2 are fit parameters and t is time. Out of fluctuations varies as l/f .) It Is Interesting to

the 45 aging curves that were analysed. 25 required the note that there also appears to be a distinct, but
removal of systematic drift. This was accomplished by smaller, peak near the value 1. This indicates that &
subtracting from the aging data calculated values small fraction of the oscillators ay have a 1/f power

derived from the equation that gave the beat fit. Eq. spectrum at very low frequencies, although the level
(1) gave the best fit in 36X of the cases, Eq. (2) in must be higher than what would be obtained by extto-
322 and gq. (3) in 322. Even after removal of the lating from measured I/f levels in the 0.1 No to 10' E0
systematic drift, all of the curves had to be weighted range.
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Figure 3. Distribution of calculated exponent values
for the Fi power spectral density of 45 SAWfe n
oscillators. The blocks marked with an X
represent oscillators in the more stable os ila tor' 0gio 1-T Of g i e dtovens. fm (Hx)

The boxes in Figure 3 which are marked with an X
represent the ten oscillators which were aged in the
55C ovens with the improved temperature stability.
The calculated exponent values for these oscillators Figure 4. wer spectral density of frequency
are more evenly distributed around 2 than the values fluctuations for a 400 fHz SAW delay line
for all of the other oscdllators tn the less stable oscillator. Region I-FFT of aging data;
chamber. Though we noted earlier that the rus devia- Region 2 - FFT of 1100 point data sets;

tions for oscillators in the two chambers were Region 3 - Hzadamard variance;
essentially the same, it does appear from the calcu- Region 4 - Phase locked loop.

Fated values of the exponents that some whitening of
the power spectral density is occurring in the less
stable chamber Because the flicker noare level is fairly hgh on this

devicem there is essentially no region of white fre-
In addition to the exponent values shown in quency noise. Beyond 105 He there is white phase nose.

Figure 3, the FFT analysis also yields the magnitude of By using the relation
the power spectral density. This information in con-
junction with other noise masuremnt techniques has 2 (Af) 2
made it possible to evaluate the noise power spectral (6)0 2 (4)

dniyfor SAW osclillators from 1.5 x 10
- 8 

Hz to 4 x f
2

107 Hz. This complete analysis has been performed on

two 400 MHz delay line oscillators and Figure 4 shows the power spectral density of frequency fluctuations

the results for one of them. (The other one is not shown in Figure 4 can be translated into the power
shown since the results are nearly identical.) In spectral density of phase fluctuations. Figure 5
Figure 4 the log of the power spectral density of fre- shows the same data as used in Figure 4, but trans-
quency fluctuations for a I Hz bandwidth is plotted as lated into phase fluctuations by using Eq. (4). In the
a function of the Fourier (or modulation) frequency. regions of the curve where 10 Log (a#,/2) is naga-
In region 1, the data is from the spectral analysis of tire, the data corresponds to the familiar single
aging data. In region 2, the same FFT analysis was sideband noise to carrier ratio (in dic). Note that
performed on several 1100 point data sets acquired with the 1/f

2 
section of Figure 4 translates into a 1/f4

an HP 5345A electronic counter (with 5358A measurement section in Figure 5 and that the I/f section become
storage) for gate times ranging from 5 sec to 200 sec. 1/f

3
.

In region 3 the same electronic counter was used but
the data was acquired and evaluated via the Hademard mother significant observation made during the
variance.b In region 4 an analog phase locked loop course of this Investigation was that there my be a
technique was used. The dashed portion of the curve correlation between the noise at very low frequencies
from 3 x 10

5 
Hz to 4 x 107 I represents data acquired and the 1/f noise at higher frequencies. This is

from another but similar oscillator. This region of illustrated in Figure 6. On the horizontal axis the
the spectrum is well understood and the extrapolation measured phase noise level at I He (indicated as Mf)
is made with considerable confidence, which is in the flicker noise region, is plotted for

each of 41 oscillators. In the vertical direction,

The data in Figure 4 shows that from 1.5 x 10-8 Re the corresponding phase noise level at 10-7 as is
to 1 x 10-3 He the noise decreases as 1/f2 and there- plotted (indicated as HA). The letter will be re-
fore corresponds to a random walk In frequency. From ferred to as aging noise and for moet of the devices
lO

"
n He to beyond 104 Ha the noise decreases as I/f and this is representative of a random walk process.

therefore corresponds to the familiar "flicker" noise. Normal delay line-type oscillators are indicated by
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P h-s3-s7s solid dots, silicone-treated delay line oscillators
2

I I I I I are represented by hollow dote and the two resonators
300 POWER SFECTRAL DENSITY OF PHASE NOISE are indicated by triangles. In general, there is con-

400 MHz SAW DELAY LINE siderable scatter from device to device, but several
characteristics are evident. In the flicker noise
region the resonators are definitely the quietest de-
vices. Interestingly, they are also the quietest in

110 the aging noise region. The silicone-treated delay
I olines are also quieter than normal delay lines in the20 flicker noise region but not as quiet as the resonators.

In the aging noise region the treated delay lines also
appear to be quieter than the normal delay lines, but
the small number of treated devices and the large
scatter present makes it difficult to be definite.
Though the data in Figure 6 is not yet conclusive, it

I00- does appear that there may very well be a correlation
-between flicker noise and aging noise.

To illustrate the effect of lower aging noise,

1three aging curves have been plotted in Figure 7. The
2 0-f top curve is for a resonator, the middle curve is for a

silicone-treated delay line and the bottom curve is for
a normal untreated delay line. Ignoring the differ-
ences In systematic drift, the lower levels of the
random fluctuations in the resonator and the treated
delay line are clearly visible. It is also interesting
to note that the level of fluctuations with periods on

- oo the order of several weeks tends to decrease with time.
A similar decrease has also been observed in the
flicker noise.

-IS0 t I I I I I I I m w z
10-4 10

"
6 10
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1 10 a 10, 101 10 a
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a
Figure 5. Power spectral density of phase noise for a

400 MHz SAW delay line oscillator. This 0 c
curve was calculated for the same data used
in Figure 4. -1o 20 40 o 100

ii
4 DELAY LINE (TREATED)

0 20 40 60 50 00

AWW,1 NOsSw ft FLH:R NME1

I0
--t . o..TIME. (WEEKS )

S.4. .:Figure 7. AgLN curves for a SAW resonator, a silicone-
treated SAW delay line, and an untreated SAW

230- delay line.

01"L-s At very low frequencies a 1/f2 (random walk)

2 20 b,., dependence has also been observed on bulkwave
resonstors', and the source was identified as tempera-

______ _____, ture fluctuations. This is not the case with the SAW
-50 .- 0 0 .n oscillators in the present study because, as mentioned

i ,IA'Hl earlier, ecillators in two ovens with very different

levels of ra temperature fluctuations exhibited the

same level of frequency fluctuations (0.3 ppm). fer-
thermore, two resonators with the same teaperature de-

Figure 6. Plot of phase noise levels at 10 Hs (NA) pendence as the delay lines showed a such amller mw
versus phase noise at I Ha (Nf) for 41 SW frequency fluctuation of 0.05 ppm even though they were
oscillators in the chamber with the larger temperature flucteatioms.
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Conclusions helpful discussions. Also the valuable assistance of
John Lang and Morton Bennett in fabricating and testing

Though the investigation of very long period ran- of the devices is acknowledged.
dos frequency fluctuation In SAW oscillators has just
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00TRES INDUCD EFFECTS ON THE PROPAGATION OF SURFACE WAVES
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ABSTRACT orientations and propagation directions which are largely
insensitive to both temperature and stress induced effects, there

It is known that the propagation characteristics of elastic are also applications of quartz resonators in the development ofwaves areknfluncedhby the noateiof bia tereistrib tis sensors where one seeks to work with those orientations which
/ waves are influenced by the nature of biasing stress distributions have large sensitivity to the stresses produced by the externallyin the propagating medium. A knowledge of the magnitude of applied load. In addition, a general study of stress induced
such effects plays an important role in improving the effects on the propagation of elastic waves is of central
performance and long term aging characteristics of SAW devices, importance in the area of non-destructive testing of structural
Generally, SAW devices employ thin plate-like structures as the materials. In particular, stress induced frequency shifts can also
propagating medium of surface waves. The biasing deformation be employed to estimate the magnitude of intrinsic, surface
of such structures due to externally applied forces can be stresses and thereby characterize the fabrication process.
decomposed into extensional and flexural deformations which
can have substantially different effects on the change in the time In this paper we describe some analytical and experimental
delay between two observation points. This paper describes a results on the stress induced effects on the propagation of
study of the fractional change in the time delay of surface waves piezoelectric surface waves in crystalline quartz. The analysis is
due to the stress components in terms of which a general based on the equations of motion for small dynamic fields
deformation can be expressed. The information on the biasing superposed on a linear, static bias which have been derived from
state of thin discs has been employed in a previously reported the rotationally invariant equations of nonlinear elasticity. When
perturbation procedure for equations of motion for small the solid is subject to a homogeneous bias, the equations of
dynamic fields superposed on a stitic bias.'omputational motion and boundary conditions can be solved in the usual
results have been obtained for fractional changbs in the time manner after replacing the linear constants with the effective
delay of surface waves in crystalline quartz of various elastic constants referred to the reference (undeformed)
orientations and propagation directions due to many simple configuration of the solid. However, when the biasing state is
stress systems in thin discs. We have considered the cases of inhomogeneous as is the case with flexural deformation of thin
flexural deformation of rectangular plates due to cylindrical plates, the effective elastic constants are position dependent and
bending and discs subjected to normal pressures, as well as a direct solution of the boundary value problem is not possible.
extensional deformation due to a pair of forces acting In the latter case, a perturbation procedure can readily treat
diametrically on a circular disc along various azimuthal angles. spatially varying states and small changes in the time delay of
Experimental results have been obtained for the moment- surface waves between two observation points.
frequency effect on circular ST-cut quartz discs and the force- We have considered extensional and flexural deformations of
frequency effects on both singly, as well as doubly rotated quartz thin plates. Any stress distribution through the thickness of the
discs. Good agreement has been obtained between the plate can be expressed in terms of such symmetric and anti-
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements. symmetric deformations. Computational results for the

fractional change in frequency of SAW resonators on thin,
INTRODUCTION circular discs subjected to a pair of diametrical forces acting atI O C Ovarious azimuthal angles have been compared with experimental

values obtained for Y-cut, ST-cut and a doubly-rotated cut of
There are various sources of biasing stresses in the quartz. Good agreement has been obtained between the

propagating medium of Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) devices, theoretical predictions and experimental measurements. The
The influence of such streses on the propagation characteristics Influence of flexural deformation of thin plates due to cylindrical
of surface waves can significantly affect the performance and long bending along and normal to the propagation direction of surface
trm aging of high precision quartz devices - 4. For instance, it waves on the fractional change in the time delay has been
is known that sawing, lapping and mechanical polishing proceses analytically studied for several orientations of quartz. The
produce a damaged surface layer of thickness approximately 50 experimental set up for this case consists of a thin, circular disc
to 100 A with crystalline imperfection and large intrinsic surface of ST-cut quartz, suljected to a radial moment along its
stresses. The relaxation of such streses with time is responsible periphery which produces a bi-axial stress state at the surface of
for some of the drift in device duracteristics. Other sources of the disc where the SAW resonator is placed. The
such strem are the intrinsic and electrode induced thermal aforementioned bending stres components we along end normal
strewn, mounting and acceleration stren as well as stresses to the prpaption direction of earths waves. The total shi in
rmulting from the externally applied form and pressures. While the SAW esnutor fequency is obtained by a linear of
mos of the applications of high prcin quartz resonators in superpositionf results due to the two pllus'an beaing
frequency control and signal Processing Systems require thou deformations consMided speaately. Again dt wemmmit wit
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I.

2w KAO ' - yasE o, R.S - 1.3.5, (2)
x2 where

SAW Resonator VaS - CRS- CRWCi1JCVS, WV - 2,4,6, (3)
and the compressed matrix notation for stresses KIO) and strains

SA - FO ), have been employed. This implies that
h lo - 0O ' _ (K n . ,K3 0 ,K 0) - (T t,T33.T,3), .

and
Quartz Disc (ElO).E3 ),E ))-(E,1 ,E33.E, 3 ). (4)

x 3 The YRs are Voigt's anisotropic plate elastic constants for
generalized plane stress conditions. Since the normal stress

F components are set equal to zero, the corresponding strain
components are given by

E4 ) - -ccvsEN. (5)
It is known that the solution to a boundary-value problem in

static linear elasticity is unique only to within a static,

Shomogeneous, infinitesimal rigid (body) rotation. Furthermore,
X'I it has been shown7 that a homogeneous infinitesimal three-

dimensional rotation does not induce any change in the time
delay of elastic waves in a propagating medium subject to a
homogeneous bias. For the case of extensional deformation due
to a pair of diametrical forces, we have assumed that the SAW
device is occupying a region of homogeneous stress bias.

F Therefore, without any loss in generality, we select the
homogeneous rigid rotation to vanish which yields

FIGURE I - &Aematic diagram of a thin eircslar disc flIL - 2 - WL.K) - 0. (6)
with a SA W delay line (or resomstor) asbJected to a pair of Under the aforementioned condition, the biasing displacement
diametrieal forces aeting at an azimuthal angle *. gradients are simply given by

the experimental results from two SAW devices on ST-cut
quartz is good and the principle of linear superposition of results
due to different linear biasing states is validated.

Flexural Stresses in Thin Plate

STRESS INDUCED FREQUENCY SHIFTS
IN SAW DEVICES For fiexural deformation of anisotropic plates (Figure 2), the

constitutive relations between the components of bending
When a surface acoustic wave delay line in the form of a moment and curvature are given by5

plate-like structure is subject to an externally applied load or KR )  -
pressure, the wave travel time generally changes as a result of

pressure (stress) induced changes in the path length, elastic
stiffnesses and mass density of the propagating medium. Most whe
of the elastic deformations of thin, anisotropic plates can be components of moments and curvatures and are defined by
described in terms of extensional and flexural deformations of h

suc pltes ~5 fz(T,,Tj3 .T3)dZ2-
-h

Extensional Strcemes In Thin Plate

A schematic diagram of a circular plate subject to a pair of Z3

diametrical forces is shown in Figure 1. The change in the if
resonant frequency can be computed from the perturbation X
equation discussed in the next Section provided the biasing state Bendin% 3odig
and eigensolution for the piezoelectric surface waves are known. Mm M . Moment M

In the case of isotropic plates, the stresses at the center of the X
plate can be obtained from the solution of biharmonic equation SAW x2  ZIin the Airy's stress function. The magnitude of such stresses at jthe center due to a pair of diametrical forces acting along the T

X1-axis is given by 2
T1-- 6 hD ,T33 - - and T1 3 - 0, (1)

where T11, T3j and T13 are the compressive, tensile and shear Z

stress components, respectively, F is the magnitude of force, h
and D are the thickness and diameter of the disc, respectively.

The appropriate plane stress constitutive relations for thin with a 4W defy ur (or reassar sekjesd te •pr
plates under extensional loading am given b .s  lmm~ mmnt W a Fiir I*I%"&
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and notation.

(Et(1),E3',Ej") (w21 ),wo 3 ,w.). (9) PZRTUlATION PROCEDURR

Since we allow for the free normal and shear components of
strain along the thickness direction, the first order stress When the solid is subject to a homogeneous bias, such as due
resultants to a uniform change in its temperature, the equations of motion

and boundary conditions in terms of efective elastic constants
(IK'),K ) -- z2(TztTnzT 2p)dx2 ,  (10) can be solved in a straight-forward manner. However, when theS_._ biasing state is inhomogeneous as is the can in a flexural

ae adeformation or non-uniform temperature distribution, theare allowed to vanish and we can solve for the corresponding effective elastic constants are position dependent and a directstrains which are given by solution of the boundary value problem is not possible. In the

E' ) - -cvcvsEsi', w,v - 2.4,6, (11) latter case, a perturbation procedure6 can readily treat spatially
w m m t a mvarying states and small changes in the elastic wave velocity can

be calculated. We can write the effective elastic constant"-

eiGL as a sum of the ordinary elastic constants CLQo and an
The three-dimensional strain field in this case of anisotropic additional term LQj, due to the bias, which takes the
flexure considered here, is given by convenient form

EKL - zE6, (12) GLyQa " CLyO + CyQa, (25)

and the associated three-dimensional displacement field wK has where
the form

WA -zw. w , w(o).+ (2).

WA - zzw w2 - w" w~z?1 • (13) CLyQ* - T/Q8y. "+ CLvQOaABE'B + CLPQW,.p + CLpQ1Wyp. (26)

For restrained motion normal to the length of the plate the
three-dimensional displacement gradient field resulting from the In Eq. (26), TtLQ, EA and w,, p are the biasing stress, strain and
flexural loading is given by displacement gradient components, respectively; and the

Wl, - z2E ' ), w1 ,2 - ZIE,")+z 2E,1), WK.3 - 0, (14) coefficients CLVPQ and CL7 QAB are the second and third order
elastic constants, respectively. Since we are interested only in

w2,t - -ztEf, w,2 - z2E
), w -0, (15) the first perturbation of eigenvalue which has numerous

applications, the perturbation equation can be derived in a

W32- z2E4(', (16) straight-forward manner by assuming the existence of solutions
in both the unperturbed and a nearby perturbed state. The

where Piola-Kirchhoff stress equations of motion in the presence of a

E 3M (17) bias may be written in the form 6

2hYIKI. + KL,L-PoG,,
KLi+ ~L pu (27)

and M is the bending moment per unit width of the plate. where
Equation (15), has appropriately accounted for the vanishing of u
the slope of the deflection curve at z, - 0, and together with Eq. L L  CL-,a U.,Q,
(14)2 results in zero lowest order vertical shearing strain. The K cLVQ u., (28)
corresponding stresses are, respectively, given by

(T.J 33.,T 3 1) - (7 11, 3 1 ,Y5 1)W.1 . (Is) and, KL y and p., are the mechanical perturbation term and mass
density in the reference state, respectively. A harmonic,

For traction (stress) free conditions normal to the length of the eigensohztion um, at frequency cm satisfies the equation of
plate, the three-dimensional displacement gradient field resulting motion (27) in the absence of any perturbation terms, whereas
from the flexural loading is given by the solution u in the nearby perturbed state satisfies Eq. (27).

, - z2E' . w1,2 - z1E +z 2E~ 1 . (19) The two aforementioned solutions can be employed to form theequation

W21- -zE,'1. w2.2 - Z2112(". w2,3 -0, (20) IKimL 2 in~1u~

w31 - 0, w3,2 - zZE4i), (21)

(7Y3051 3 731Y (22)wl 5 (3055-Y351,53) W"., The small perturbation in the eigenfrequency w can be obtained

from Eq. (29) with the aid of Eqs. (25-27), and the divergence

W33 (Y5531-Y35Y5)2) theorem in the usual manner. The resulting equation can be
W3 -- (73035_Y33753) w (23) expressed in the form

where y's are defined Eq. (3). The flexural stress T11 , under (W,2 - 402) po, UU dVo
these conditions is given by I

u (T(51-75573) + *f1s5(sv3 r-vJi w, . (24) - NLKL, u, - Kljj ujdS.
17 (73755-735753) 1w,

We can in a similar manner, obtain the biasing stresses, strains (and dislaemnt $pradiants when the flexure is along the z3 - + Kt,.Lu-dVo •  (30)
direction which is normal to the propagation direction of surface

w-ves. The corresponding results an obtained by interchanging Since the perturbations in the eigenvalue and elgenvector are
the IMdium 3 and I throughout :n the expmnded teumsotal small, the second- and higher-order term amn be neglected, and
notation first, and then reverting back to the compmed the Am perturbation In the elgenfrquency h gven by
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A w. H 2w, , A, . -w, (31) AIPOC-' E4CR

where for traction-free surface in the unperturbed state, we have '. E FOP.

Hm K ,,g,LdV. (32)

In obtaining Eq. (32) we have employed the traction-free 3
boundary conditions in the presence of the bias and the
orthonormal eigensolution g., of the homogeneous problem,
which is defined by .- M

t, = --, l.) J" o , u 'a~o......... ........... ; ........... ........... ;...........;... .........

Substitution of the appropriate constitutive relation Eq. (4.4) into 0 03 .. .. ....... --- ----- ---- -- ..... .... .. ............

AV - v m  v .- ,. - , 36) . .... .. .. ... I......... |......... . ......... ... .-------

It as bm anshown that the firtperturbation i ae veit
ndm e rnumber can be obtained from the perturbation in 0
cigenfrequency. The relations are

AV - Am/Cm, AC - A,/V"1. (35)
where

AV - V - V ,A - Cm C' (36)----- -----

and V, and fm are the unperturbed phase velocity and wave evnumber, respectively, of the mth eigensolution. In the foregoing
the change in the natural velocity of elastic waves due to a
biasing state at a constant temperature has been considered. The FIGURE 3 - Foree-Frequency CoefRicien, AfA/1F, of a SAW
solution for surface waves propagating in arbitrarily anisotropic, device on Y.eut quarts disc as a thsnetion of aauimathsi
piezoelectric substrates satisfies the differential equations and angle WI. F is the Pqlr~tude of forces in Newton end A
boundary conditions of linear piezoelectricity for piezoelectric (.r kL the croes-sectionai area at the eentr of the disc.
surface waves and may be written in the form The dots repreent the experimental point&

4
uj- Clm)Am)exp(i#mCX,)exp[i(Xi-Vt) ].

rn-1
4

l - Y C(mI4(m'exp(iPrnfX 2)expliC(XI-Vt) ], (37)
M-I FORCE-FREQUENCY

where uj and 0 are the complex representation of the real AZIMUTH CUIRVE FOR:
mechanical displacement and electric potential, respectively, for ( P--0.. )
propagation in the natural direction X, with X2 normal to the (0-437? )
surface as shown in Figure 2. The quantities C(m), Aj(m)., T(M) (y ,)
and Am are determined numerically for traction-free mechanical-
and open-circuit electrical boundary conditions. The normalized -
unperturbed surface wave eigensolution for the perturbation
equation is obtained form Eq. (33). The normalization integral 3....I.................................................
in Eq. (33) takes the form

N2" dX2 ujujdX.

wi4 4 C(m)A(m)C(WAn)*(38)

where the udenotes complex conjugate and N2 is, of.cre-

unifrm ver he ntir ara ofSAWnmpuosof courslie .. ... -.... .. •...... .. . ......... I........... .... .....

real. Computational resusfor the fractona cua einry &
resonant frequency of SAW oscillators which consist of a circular ................... ........ -.....

disc SAW resonator subject to a pair of diametrical in-plane
forces at various azimuthal sagles have been obtained and are- - - - - -...

shown in Figures. 3 4and5. It hasubeen assumed in the
present calculations that the stresses at the canter of the dis are
uniform over the entire are of SAW resonators or delay lHnes. -----
This certainly requirem the SAW resonators to occupy a very a 35 Uil n S 11
small area of the disc. It should be noted that the wave
propagtion direction is ah along the digonal axis for the
results shown in Figures. 3-5.

Computational results for the fraonal damp In the time & - n r-e 1m dome ft a Alae"dem of .dimcahl
delay per unit dtass in the maximum stralme on the froe an it. Il among" 6 se mane n tP w &
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FOCWMER- 8 1.950 km/s for the lowest thicknes-shear (C-mode) mode of
AZIMIH FM vibration. The SAW device employed a one-port resonatorrH J F _ produced from a photomeak for 60 MHz nominal center

frequency on ST-cut substrates. A 40 finger-pair, apodized,
38.0' central interdigital transducer (IDT) with 5 mm aperture and

____________ 100-plus finger-pair reflectors connected by a common bus
:)" resulted in a measured resonant frequency of 61.91 MHz. A gap

of I finger-pair was provided between the central IDT and
... ................... .......... ........... reflectors. The propagation direction was fixed along the digonal

0 ,. axis. The electrode material was aluminum and I mil gold wires
.. . . 4 provided attachments to bonding pads. Electrode pattern was"/ .................. " ....... ... aligned with respect to score mark on plate; it is within :-5* of

......... a ........... z........................................... crystal axis. This inaccuracy results in an uncertainty in the

azimuthal angle *, which implies that the abscissa of the force-

" ' frequency curve for Y-cut quartz may be shifted.

Force application angle 4' has a starting inaccuracy of 5,
............... .......... .but the precision of subsequent angles with respect to the

-starting angle is less than . The uncertainty in the starting
value of * produces another possible shift in the abscissa *
scale. The substrate back surface is attached to a 6.5 mm

o o diameter insulating dowel concentric with the substrate disc.

. .The dowel has attached to it a collar for the electrical........ ....... ....... ........ ....... ....... ! connections from the resonator to the double coaxial tines
leading to the phase measurement apparatus. The other end of

0 3 i6 ------ i6 - - i1 I the dowel shaft attaches to a gearing mechanism for accurately
(degres) turning the quartz plate in V' angle while maintaining alignment

FLEXURAL BIASING STRESSES
FIGURE S- Foree-Frequecy Casjleie t, AfA//F, of a SAW PARALLEL AND NORMAL
device n a doubly relted cut qwrt (0 - -1.05*, 0 - TO THE PROPAGATION DIRECTION
S&07*, v - 1M.5°; disc as a fuetou of a imathai angle ( O=O. )

*.The notation is some an ins Figure 3. 0.

surface of the SAW device are shown in Figure 6 for the rotation _.________

angles * - -500. It is interesting to note that generally for
substrates under flexure whoe thicknesses are less than 50
wavelengths, the inhomogeneous bending stress through the
thickness causes the surface wave propagation to become
dispersive. However, for large thicknesses of substrates, the - ----..........-- ..................................--

bising flexural stress is essentially homogeneous over a thin
boundary layer close to the free surface and the surface wave
propagation is nondispersive. The results have been obtained ,
for the two cases of fexural biasing stres being parallel and r.. ............
normal to the surface wave propagation direction. The other pair
of edges normal to the direction of flexure of rectangular plates
(or substrates) are subject to stress (or traction) free or
constrained normal component of displacement. Curves labeled
" and 2 are for cases when the normal component of --
displacement is constrained along edges normal to the direction
of flexure whereas 3 and 4 are for stress-free conditions along
those edges. The propagation direction in Figure 6 is fixed along
the digonal axis. Figures 7 and 8 show the fractional change in
the time delay per unit change in E.m as a function of
propagation direction measured from the digonal axis for ST-cut 0 as so 75
and iT-cut quartz substrates. Results have been obtained for WN
flexure parallel as well as normal to the propagation direction
and for the traction-free boundary conditions along the edges P NORMAL
normal to the flexure. The dotted lines in Figures. 7 and 8 0 = a
represent temperature induced fractional changes in time delay 3 += 4
as a function of propagation direction for surface waves on two
rotated Y-cut substrates (9 - 42.75" and -49.22), respectively. F 6 - ei ch& L time day per ait apled

maximum extesionaul bhsiq otra" Dw V. tidelmons-
3,P3NUIEXTAL POCMDUUIU usuwel.lonSA tl Aor negaetely rtated ( - .50) qmurt'I

plsie. Comea 191 2and A 4 am. for eyladereul Reasue InThe force-frequency effect has been experimentally studied and nrmali t the dlb"etn of propoe le semeedo*
with SAW resonators on Y-cut and ST-cut quartz substrates and Abe ete t0 s I s d 8 am far sam nomal
SAW delay lN on a doubly-rotated quartz plate. As part of an eom ate of ddoueesw al low Oe mama of th
example, we descie the details of the experimental sat up for dieio of fieam. be 5wo 8 sad 4 am / Ar s uY-cut qosu . The Y-cut disc was of diamete 14ram ad so di m slo #Amee @#A m 1r%* ;0_1_'.:-_e a 1_ - ago- _

thickness 0.207 mm which results In a frequency constant of roio 110 0&
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FLEXURAL BIASING STRESSES FLEXURAL BIASING STRESSES
PARALLEL AND NORMAL PARALLEL AND NORMAL

TO THE PROPAGATION DIRECTION TO THE PROPAGATION DIRECTION. 0 =0.o00 . ( 0,---o )
( 0=42.750 ) ( 0=-49.21670

.... ........ .. ....... .. . ........ ...... ------..i - -:'J'"... . ..- ''-- ...
... ...... ..... ................. .... L.......... a .......- -77 ! ----------e_ --L- ----

-- -- -- .. ..
0(1 10 9 2 (h))10. 0 (O 0 6 (90 )IOO. ) 5 11

PROPAGATION DIRECTION y ( degrees ) PROPAGATION DIRECTION "y ( degrees )

FIGURE 7. Flexure and temperature induced fractional FIGURE 8- Flexure and temperature induce fractionl
change. in tinge delay for aurface waves on SF-cut quartz change. in tine delay for surface waves on NT-cut quartz
plate a. a function of propagation direction. (/k-lOO). plate a a function of propagation direction (hA .,lO0).

The square. and circles represent curve, for jlexure along The notation i. sanme as in Figur 7.
and normal to the propagation direction. Realt. are for
stresa-free conditions along edges normal to the direction

with the force application jaws. Figure 9 shows the apparatus
used for thc application of edge forces. The picture shows a
BAW plate and electrical leads attached to the left side. This
portion has been removed and replaced with the aforementioned I " J
fixture for the SAW substrate. To the right of the photograph is j 1! f

the 'I angle adjustment gearing. In the center of the picture is , -.]ti

center, a micrometer head has been modified to provide a blunt I
knife-edge lower anvil. Aligned with this is the upper shaft with
similar edge for contacting the crystal diametrically; the knife
edges are parallel to the crystal plate thickness. A force of 100 k=
gm weight is added to and removed from the upper shaft and
the resulting frequency shift recorded; this eliminates the tare of
the shaft and effects of friction and settling. The knife edges are ° * B
coated with a thin plastic film to prevent scratching or chipping

* the quartz due to momentary high seating stresses. Because of
the high temperature coefficient of Y cut quartz resonators (80-

* 10i0 ppm/K), the entire apparatus was placed in a plastic shroud., .

* and the measurements were taken in rapid succession, with the
.,force on first, then with it abruptly removed. When taken in PIG VRKJ 9. Peree.Feguqeney Appsrumua cad Neleenmn

this manner it was observed that repeated readings for each psi InmtruasetslitkA
value were consistent and no oven was required. Frequency
shift measurements were made by using an HP Vector Voltmeter
and frequency synthesizer. The phase was set to zero at the an Sfo Yct, T-tadadubyraed uturz

,resonance frequency point when a 100 gm weiltt was aple to sutrerspcily
the crystal. The weight was then removed and the synthesizer The flexural deformation stress teats were conducted on I1.25"

used to bring h phase bakto zero. Tuprocedure was diameter STctquaurtz dic.Tersntrttwerecntal
repeated between S and I0 times, and the frequency shifts located with wave prolption alongl the X (digonal) axis. The
averaged. Then tbe crystalwas rotatd toainew l' ale fof frequncy reene ofatyplcadavice is shownin Figure 10,
further nmsuramenta. The relative frequency shift is the where we observe that three longitudinal resonances octar. For
negtive of the time delay variation introduced by the appliad this desig the transmision pilme shift of the centrl r nac
lod, and the exprimental values of fratonal frequency shifts was zero delstees whitle the phs shit for the other two modes
are compred with the theoretically computed values ii Figs. 3, 4 was 1S0 deules. The rasontor was usled to stbfa an

---------- 4
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FREQUENCY RESPONSE

* K

qa i............................;......... !.........

342.3 3424 342'.' 342'6 3427 342'.8 342.8g 343.0 3431i 3432 34 R UEC Mz FIGURE 12.- Detailed view of the disc-holder for the
FRQECY( )fiezw test

FIGURE 10- Frequency response of a SAW resonator on
SF-eut quartz disc employed in the study of INomleIt, confidence to our experimental results. The theoretically
frequncmy effect obtained value of stress sensitivity for the given substrate

dimensions was .019 ppm/gm. and the experimental values were
oscillator which was designed to operate on the central .020 and .025 ppm/gm. This agreement is considered good, and
resonance, and because of the 180 degree phase shift between we plan further experiments on other material orientations.

modes there was no possibility of mode hopping. The circuitry in conclusion, we have obtained good agreement between
consisted of a modular 15dB amplifier and a 10 dB directional theoretical and experimental results on force-frequency and
coupler in a loop with the resonator. The effective cavity length moment-frequency effects in SAW discs of several orientations.
of the resonator was 550 wavelengths, and the transducers were The study has clearly demonstrated that such stress induced
each 75 wavelengths long, yielding a fractional cavity effects are strongly dependent on the type of loading, substrate
metallization of about 25%. We endeavored to keep this fraction geometry, orientation and propagation direction of surface
low in order not to stress (due to metalization) bias the substrate waves.
more than necessary. The frequency of oscillation was measured
with no applied load, and for various flexural stresses applied
using the apparatus shown in Figure ii. The resonator was ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
housed in the disc-holder (lower left of Figure I1, which is
shown in greater detail in Figure 12) and placed in the slot at the
base of the column. The weight-rod (shown in the lower left of The authors would like to thank Dr. M. P. Ekstrom for
Fig. I11 with a 0.75" diameter ring) was used to load the substrate support and encouragement; Mr. T. Muricchio for help with the

S in the column with the calibrated weights shown. The resonator calculations; Dr. E. 3. Staples of Rockwell International for
S sensitivity to the applied stresses was determined from the slope fabricating the SAW resonator patterns on Y-cut quartz, and
! of the frequency variation with applied load. The curves Drs. 3. Callerame and T. Parker of Raytheon for providing
, obtained for resonators utilizing both etched-groove and metal- resonators on ST-cut discs for flexural tests.
! line-segment reflectors were linear lending a high degree of
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SURFACE WAVE RESONATORS ON SILICON

S. J. Martin, R. L. Gunshor, T. J. Miller, S. Datta, R. F. Pierret
School of Electrical Engineering, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907

and

M. R. Melloch
Central Research Labs, Texas Instruments Inc., Dallas, TX 75265

INTRODUCTION untuned resonant insertion loss of 9 dB. An attractive
Over the past few years a levelopment effort has been feature results from the fact that the thermal expansion

undertaken to adapt the surface acoustic wave (SAW) reso- coefficient of Si0 2 is opposite in sign to that of Si and ZnO;
nator to a silicon based configuration. The motivation for it is possible to use the thermal oxide layer to temperature
using silicon as the substrate lies in the possibility of incor- compensate the layered acoustic medium. The temperature
porating SAW resonators in monolithic integrated circuits, stability of ZnO-on-Si SAW resonators has been shown to be
The ZnO-on-Si two port resonator configuration, shown in comparable to those fabricated on ST quartz when the SiO 2
Fig. 1, utilizes a thermally oxidized silicon substrate on thickness is properly chosen 2. To complement the tempera-
which a piezoelectric ZnO layer is deposited to permit sur- ture stability, a preliminary ageing study of hermetically
face wave excitation. Surface features include aluminum packaged resonators has indicated that ageing rates of less
interdigital transducers as well as distributed reflector arrays than 5 ppm per month are obtainable.
which are formed from grooves ion beam etched in the ZnO -" In this paper weI two topics new to the
layer. An aluminum underlayer ii deposited prior to ZnO ZnO-on-Si resonator development,- , - , ,
sputtering. This underlayer servis to enhance the elec- I) The use of SAW resonators to determine the effect of a
tromechanical coupling, in additioai to isolating charge car- laser anneal on layered medium propagation loss; pi .-.
riers in the semiconductor substrate from electric fields ori- 2) A conceptually new device, called the mode conversion
ginating in the ZnO layer. resonator, which utilizes two propagating normal modes of

Two port SAW resonators fabricated on silicon have the layered medium in order to gain enhanced out-of-band
achieved Q-values of 12,000 at 100 MHz. Reflector arrays, signal rejection. '-
formed by modulating the ZnO layer thickness with etched
grooves, have been characterized by a linear change in LASER ANNEALING OF THE LAYERED MEDIUM
reflectivity and wave velocity with groove depth'. Rejection A fundamental limitation on the Q-value achievable by
levels of 30 dB have been obtained in devices with an a SAW resonator is set by the surface wave propagation loss.

In the ZnO-SiOz-Si layered medium, propagation loss is
believed to dominate in the polycrystalline ZnO layer as evi-

RIDGE REULCTOAS denced by an increase in attenuation with ZnO thickness. A
correlation has been found between the density of defects in
the sputtered ZnO film and the propagation loss observed'.
These defects, while much smaller than an acoustic
wavelength, apparently act as Rayleigh wave scattering
centers.

ZnO By using a ZnO layer on an oxidized Si substrate as an
Aoh

3,0 2optical waveguide, Ilickernell has suggested that optical pro-
(111)-Cut pagatio loss is dominated by defects located at the ZnO-
<211l Pr o. SiO3 interface. It was conjectured that these interface

Si sdefects, arising during the initial stages of ZnO sputter-
deposition, may also contribute signiAcantly to surface wave

Fig. 1. SAW two-port resonator configuration using a attenuation. Attempts were made to reduce defects in the
piezoelectric ZnO layer on a thermally oxidized Si ZnO film through furnace annealing treatments. A decrease
substrate, in tensile stress, as well as increased erystallographie ordeft
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were observed in films annealed at 4000 C4. However, no and 0.75 pm ZnO layer. The 3 pm SiO 2 layer provides

change was obtained in either optical or acoustic propagation sufficient electrical isolation of the substrate from the ZnO

loss. electric fields so that an aluminum underlayer is not required

On the other hand, annealing methods which provide for this purpose. In addition to eliminating transducer losses

localized heating at the ZnO-SiO 2 interface at a level which from the cavity, placing the transducers outside the resonant

reduces defects were found to be successful in decreasing opt- cavity enables one to eliminate aluminum from the region to

ical propagation loss. By exposing the substrate side of be scanned. (Aluminum has proven detrimental in high tem-
ZnO-on-Si optical waveguides to the radiant energy of a strip perature steps, diffusing into the ZnO layer and increasing
heater, in a process called "rapid isothermal anneaing," Hick- the bulk conductivity.) By minimizing all sources of loss,

ernell was able to reduce optical propagation loss by a factor these externally coupled resonators exhibited Q values of up

of twos. to 14,000 at 100 MHz.

An alternative means of providing localized heating was A C02 laser was used to scan the surface of each exter-

to use laser illumination in the infra-red region of the spec- nally coupled resonator. A scanning apparatus containing an

trum. At a laser wavelength of 10.6 pm ZnO and Si are xy-translator was constructed to enable the stationary laser

nearly transparent, while the Si0 2 layer absorbs strongly. beam to raster-scan the surface of the device at a rate of I

As shown by the laser absorption profile in Fig. 2, front side cm/sec. The scanner was capable of accomodating the dev-

IR illumination of the layered medium provides localized ice mounting case so that center frequency f, and Q could be

heating at the ZnO-SiO 2 interface, precisely at the location measured immediately before and after the laser scan at each

where the defect density is believed highest. Dutta et al. 6  power level. Placing the device 39 cm behind the lens (hav-
found that by laser scanning optical waveguides at power ing a focal length of 40 cm) produced a spot size with a
densities of approximately 2 x 10 W/cm 2 at a scan rate of I diameter calculated to be 0.125 mm.
cm/sec, one could achieve a reduction in optical propagation The variation in resonant frequency and Q-value found
loss of one to two orders c! ragnitude. after the laser anneal of a single device at successively higher

laser power densities is shown in Fig. 3. We note a 3% max-
imum increase in Q-value after annealing at a laser power

Lamr .70M 3.0p.
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Fig. 2. Absorption profile of the incident C02 laser Fig. 3. Variation in resonant frequency and Q-value after
laser annealing a single externally coupled resona-energy in the ZnO-SiOr-Si layered medium.

Defects at the ZnO-SiO2 interface are reduced by tor at successively higher power densities.

the localized heating.

In both the rapid isothermal annealing experiment and density of 9 x 104 W/em2. This power level is 42% of the
the laser annealing experiment outlined above, experiments value reported for optimum optical loss reduction. As our
in which significant reductions in optical propagation loss devices used a greater thickness of SiOt (3 pm as opposed to
were found, the experimenters did not determine the effect 1 pm), a greater efficiency is expected for localized heating.
on acoustic propagation loss. It was our intention to use Thus the slight improvement in Q-value is attributed to a

resonators fabricated on the ZnO-SiOrSi layered medium as decrease in surface wave propagation loss through a redue-
a sensitive means to detect changes in acoustic loss caused tion in interface defects. At higher laser power densities we
by the laser anneal. The resonators employed in the experi- note a rolloff in Q-value and a marked increase in resonant
meat were fabricated on ( 11) Si, using a 3 pm SiO2 layer frequency. Microscopic examination of the device sufsee
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I ,
revealed microfractures formed during the anneal. The ac - 14

* mulation of microfractures in successive scan at laser power
densities above 106 W/cm 2 seems to caue wave scattering 13 BA S+
leading to Q-degradtiom. This observed effect of a laser
anneal at eessive power levels might have been atici- 12
pated, since Hiekernell has reported bulk recrystalisation aad
micro-fracture formation in ZmO films subjected to furnace
anneals at temperatures between 500-700 C. 10 "\

At the optimum laser annealing power density, the
dcreas in acoustic propagation loss is less dramatic than 9 -bs
that observed for optical prepagation loss by Dutta d d. It I
is conjectured that optical wavegiding, which relies on 8t \

reflection at the upper and lower ZnO surfaces to confine 0 -Wa
light energy, may be more sensitive to defects at the ZnO- X

'SiO2 interface than is SAW propagation. SAW devices 3
operating at higher frequencies and having a greater propor-
tion of acoustic energy in the vicinity of the ZnO-SiO2 inter- 6 1
face may be more sensitive to interface defects. Such devices I
may benefit more from a laser anneal than those tested. 4

Alternatively, pr ,pagation loss may not be the dominant
source of loss in the resonant cavity. If other sources domn-
inate losses, the improvement in propagation characteristics 2
would not be fully reflected in the Q-value increase.

MODE CONVERSION RESONATOR 0 k
The second new development in ZnO-on-Si resonators 0 1 2 3 4 2W

which we address here is the operation of the mode conver- d
sion resonator. The devices discussed previously are con- k (x 106 m-1)
structed on a layered medium having a ZnO layer which ismade as thin as possible in order to minimise surface wave Fig. 4. Dispersion diagram illustrating Rayleigh and

Sezawa mode propagation characteristics in a lay-attenuation. Consequently, only the lowest order sagittal ered medium consisting of 6.5 pm ZO on 1.0 pm
mode (the Rayleigh mode) will propagate, as is the case at
the surface of a semi-infinite homogeneous medium. When SiO2 on (100)cut, <010>-popagating Si.

the ZnO layer is made sufficiently thick in relation to acous-
tic wavelength, it is possible to excite a second order sagittal
mode or Sezawa mode. wave at the same frequency, provided Eq. 1 is satisfied.

In Fig. 4 the solid lines indicate the dispersion charac- After traversing the resonant cavity in the opposite direction

terstics for Rayleigh and Sezawa modes propagating in a as a Sezawa wave, it will be re-reflected as a Rayleigh wave.

forward direction in a layered medium designed to support A resonance condition is satisfied whenever the round trip

both modes. By using a periodic array of metal strips or phase shift is a multiple of 2;r, i.e.,

grooves, it is possible to couple these forward modes into
backward modes (indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 4) at lkR + ksyeff = 2nw (2)
points where the forward and backward branches intersect.
The dispersion characteristics indicate the possibility of con- whe lgii th e e e tn d ce nd npis

I structing a mode-converting reflector array. At ws an the longitudinal mode index. The transducers forming inputincident Rayleigh mode R+ is coherently scattered into a and output ports are designed to couple energ into the
backward Sezawa mode S_, and W/€c eerse. The resonant cavity in one propagating mode and out of the cav-

wavenumbers of the Rayleigh and Sezawa waves which par- ity from the other. As indicated in Fig. 5, one transducer

ticipate in this reflection between modes moist satisfy the having periodicity Xlt is positioned to couple optimally to the
relation Rayleigh wave, while a second transducer, having periodicity

Xs, is placed to couple optimally to the Seawa wave. The
kdifference in transducer periodicities enure a pgaifleat

kR + ks = 7 (1) reduction in direct acoustic eoupling between trandnueers,
which thereby inresing the rejection level of the ruonator. Inein atd is the mode conversion reletor periodicity. A designing transducers to couple to each mode, it is lleemmytresonant cavity may be formed between two moe to have appreible eleetroamehanluleui li to both

converting reflector arrays. A Rayleigh wave traversing the modes with a gpve ZaO thlc em Th asding to bot

resonant cavity in one direction will be reflected as a Sesaw a a ivng tram ed. at t oaO.910 inles t

4U5



two prototype mode conversion resonators are shown in Fig.
6 and Fig. 7. The device whose characteristics are shown in

MODE CONVERTING REFLECTORS Fig. 6 exhibits two resonances. The large separation between

2mode converting arrays (5 2XR or 29)), along with the
/MO detuning of resonance from the mode-conversion center fre-

quency, causes Eq. 2 to be satisfied twice within the mode
conversion bandwidth of the arrays. The out-of-band acos-

d..... tic coupling level is seen to fall off more rapidly than that
calculated for transducers tuned to the same propagating
mode. Employing a smaller separation between mode-

- Jconverting arrays (32 >R or 18Xs), the device whose charae-

I teristics are shown in Fig. 7 exhibits a single resonance peak.
RAYLEIGH IDT SEZAWA IDT Due to the smaller number of transducer fingers, however,

I , the rolloff in ou'-of-band acoustic coupling between tranasduc-

RAYLEIGH MODE ers is less dramatic in this case.
Mode conversion resonator Q-values ranging from 2300

___to 3000 have been obtained, indicating that power conversion
SEZAWA MODE efficiency between Rayleigh and Sezawa modes can exceed

00% with a 400-period array. In fact, device Q is thought to
Fig. 5. Schematic of SAW mode conversion resonator. be limited primarily by propagation loss occurring in the 6.5

Input and output porl are tuned to different pro- pm-thick ZnO film.
pagating modes, with distributed arrays
coherently scattering between modes.
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HIGH-FREQUENCY SHALLOW BULK ACOUSTIC WAVE QUARTZ FREQUENCY SOURCES

K. V. Rousseau, K. H. Yen, K. F. Lau, and A. M. Kong

TRW Electronic Systems Group
Redondo Beach, Califo-nia

0 Table 1. Comparison of SBAW Properties in +35.50
, This paper describes the design and fabrication and -50.50 Rotated Y-Cut Quartz

-'T4 of lgh-frequency shallow bulk acoustic wave (SBAW)
delay lines on quartz. Direct generation of frequency
tones In the GHz range is desirable because it avoids SUBSTRATE ANGLE
the phase noise increase inherent in the multiplica- +35.5 (AT) -50.5- (BT)
tion of low frequency bulk-wave sources. The close-in
phase noise can then be improved if desired by locking WAVE VELOCITY 5100 hisec 3331 Mfsec

the GHz source with a bulk crystal. The devices re- COUPLING COEFFICIENT 1.- X 10- 2  0.4 X 10-2
C ported in this paper used crystal cuts near AT because

of its high velocity and BT because of its excellent MASS LOADING EFFECT
temperature stability. FOR H/ = 0.01 :v/v = 0.16 . v/v = 0.01%

WAVE ATTENUATION
Design parameters are chosen using an in-line AT 1 GHz 0.87 dB/sec 2.0 dBItsec

model. This model uses the aperture width, number of
fingers, wave velocity and coupling constant to pre- UNIFORM ISOTROPIC
dict radiation resistance, capacitance, and conversion STATIC STRESS

loss. When used in conjunction with experimental pro- (x10
- 12 

M
2
(N) 2 -7

pagation loss data, this model accurately predicts the
total insertion loss of the device. Recent refinements (-55C TO EP SRC ±127 opm !55 PPM
of this model indicate that, at GHz frequencies, a sig-
nificant trade-off exists between insertion loss and Q

Electron-beam lithography is used to form 0.4 um loading and has better temperature stability. Thus, one
patterns in a PNNA resist. Resists are typically might choose to fabricate delay lines on either cut,
single-layer, but more exotic schemes (several layers) depending upon the application. For a given litho-
have also been examined. Criteria have been developed graphic constraint on linewidth, AT would be selected
to decide whether or not the metal transducer fingers to produce higher frequency devices, but applications
should be embedded in the quartz. Usually the fingers where a wide temperature variation is expected vkuld
are not embedded, and the devices still achieve low probably be better satisfied using BT quartz.
insertion loss, high Q, and excellent temperature sta-
bility. Fundamental and fifth-harmonic devices on One can use a multi-electrode configuration to
AT quartz and fifth-harmonic devices on BT quartz were extend ;he frequency of operation on either species of
fabricated using the lift-off method. Frequencies quartz.° Utilizing the fifth harmonic response in-
range from 3 to 5 GHz, with the best devices having in- creases the frequency of operation significantly, so
sertion losses in the low twenties. Q-values greater devices on BT quartz are typically designed with that
than 2000 have been observed, configuration. We also used electron beam lithography

in order to extend the frequency of operation beyond
Low-feedthrough packaging has also been devised that accessible with conventional photolithography.

using a TO-B can that is cold-welded under high vacuum.
Organics are not used; the device is held in place with Electrodes are typically embedded to reduce re-
a stainless-steel clip that is relatively stress-free. flections. On BT quartz, however, the SBAW velocity

is so close to that of aluminum that this is a rela-
Phase noise and preliminary aging data are also tively small effect. On AT quartz, the average dif-

presented. ference in fundamental mode insertion loss getween
embedded and non-embedded devices was founda to be

Introduction about 1 dB, but is significantly higher for harmonic-
mode devices--on the order of 3-5 dB at gigahertz

Shallow bulk acoustic waves (SBAW) in quartz are frequencies.
preferred for high frequency applications because of
their high wave velocity, lower propagafin loss, and Propagation loss myst also be taken into account.
small topperature coefficient of delay. , Previous As discussed elswhere,D,1 we empirically model the
papersa" have shown the practicality of direct fre- propagation loss on AT quartz as
quency generation at a few gigahertz. This paper dis-
cusses the design considerations and fabrication tech. Loss (in dB) - 9.0 dB/psec . , (1)
niques that yield oscillator delay lines over 3 GHz
with high Q and good temperature stability, where v is the frequency in gigahertz. Thus, even as

a device's dimenlions (typically) scale Inversely with
Design Considerations frequency, the v growth of the propagation loss en-

sures greater insertion loss at higher frequencies.
I~tertal properties of +35.S5 (near AT) and -50.S °  This is incorporated into our standard In-line model

(near BT) rotated Y-cut quartz are presented in Table 1. for SBAW insertion loss, enabling us to predict the
The AT cut has much higher velocity and coupling coeffl- loss of a given design with reasonable accuracy.
cfent, while the 9T quartz Is less sensitive to mass Figure I shows a plot of expected insertion loss as

CH1957 4=A 042 6S1.00 113 IEEs
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sa After the patterns are produced, the wafers are
diced and packaged in TO-8 cans. Devices are held bya stainless-steel clip that is spot-__lded to the

package base. This clip places very little stress on
the substrate. The packages are then jold-welded infta vacuum that Is typically 10-0 or 10-1 serf. It is
believed this packaging approach will minimize long-
term aging.

0 o Delay Line Results

I.- We report results of four devices here--two

!i :3.1 GHz AT fundamental mode devices (Devices A and B).
z a 3.5 GHz fifth harmonic BT device (Device C), and a

20 5.25 GHz fifth-harmonic AT device (Device 0).
Design parameters are summarized in Table 2.

z<C Table 2. Device Design Parameters

StO
DEVICE A DEVICE a DEVCE C DEVICE 0

CRYSTAL AT AT BT AT

I CAP WIDT"
0 6 1 A P E R T U R E W I T H I a I I A, So s ? I S

FREQUENCY (GHz) NARMONIC MOVE FUNDAMENTAIL FUNDAMNTAL FIFTH IF

Figure 1. Scaling of Insertion Loss as CENTER FREQUENCY 3.1 CI . .I II. .2CII.
a Function of Frequency C STER-TO-CETERA 2.8.. 210.4.. IN. 210.4..T:ANSOUCER SEPA~xRATON

a function of frequency for a scaled, fundamental modL MIETALLIZATION 400A"AL AAL OAAL S WA AL

device on AT quartz with an aperture of 75 x, identical TRA4SOUCER LENGTH I", in k, ,,S s

transducers of 200 finger pairs each, and a gap of
50 jUm between transducers. The increase in insertion
loss is rapid, and almost linear in dB. Also, the Q Figure 3 shows device 4, a 3.1 GHz AT fundamental
of these devices is relatively low--ranging from 750 to device, unmatched. Before packaging in the TO-8 can,
930. In oscillator applications, one typically wants the insertion loss was 22 dB. Electromagnetic feed-
the Q as high as possible, which implies a long delay through changes the packaged loss to 20 dB, and also
time, which in turn increases the propagation loss. -At causes the high-frequency "tail" to appear. Figure 4

* 2 GHz, propagation loss is about 10% of the total loss shows device B unmatched and unpackaged. It appears
in dB; at 10 GHz, it is over one-half. Therefore, it as if a stopband/resonator effect is occurring.
should be clear that a fundamental trade-off exists
between insertion loss and Q at such frequencies. A loss analysis of these devices is given in

Table 3. The measured insertion loss of device A
* Fabrication does not agree very well with the predicted untuned

loss. This is because the inductance of the several
The devices reported here are all f bricated with bond wires used partially tuned the device--this was

electron beam lithography. A thin (100 l) layer of observed on a Smith chart. Device B had better agree-
metal is evaporated onto the quartz to serve as an ad- ment, but was still off. We believe this is due to
hesion/conduction layer, then a layer of PWHA electron the resonator effect one can observe from the plot.
resist is spun on and baked. Exposure is accomplished Alternatively, perhaps our model overestimates the
with a Cambridge EBMF-2 system. The P*A is then devel- propagation loss.
oped, which is followed by a plasma de-scum step, metal
deposition and lift-off. The electrodes are not Table 3. Loss Analysis for 3.1 GHz AT Devices
embedded. (in dB)

A multi-level resist scheme has been devised that DEVICE IEVICE 2
would enable us to embed the electrodes in the quartz.
The beginning configuration is shown in Figure 2. Pat- DEVICE L0ss UNTED TUNED UNTUNED TUNED
terns exposed in the PMMA are replicated in the poly- CONVERSION LOSS () 11.2 6.6 5.4 1.2

chrome resist, which withstands ion-milling better than CONVERSION LOSS (21 11.2 6.4 5.6 5.2

the PMUtA. The quartz is then etched with reactive ion- RESISTIVE LOSS 5.s 0.5 0.5 5.5
etching, then metal is deposited and lifted off as usual. SS
This method is still under development. PROPAGATION LOSS 3.3 3.3 6.4 6.4

TOTAL LOSS 27.9 II.? ,27. 25.5

MEASURED "2.0 24.
ImA RESIST -.-.-

MW IMrTA. MASR LAYER

_PfYCHROMIRESIST Device C, shown in Figure 5, is a fifth-harmonic
lIACSON/Co.MUCTIO device on ST quartz that operates at 3.S OHz. The

"Took passband shape and rejection are quite good, but in-

1117111117111 QUARTZ sertion loss is atherhigh. Hoever, the measured
insertion loss agrees quite nicely with the predicted

Figure 2. Multi-Level Resist untuned loss, shown in Table 4. When tuned, this

4"0

Imu-
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Table 4. Loss Analysis for 3.5 GHz BT Device (in dB) Table 5. Loss Analysts for 5.25 GIlz AT Device (in dB)

DEVICE LOSS UNTUNED TUNED DEVICE LOSS UNTUNED TUNED

CONVERSION LOSS (1) 16.1 8.7 C.CONVERSION LOSS (1) 17.2 4.7
CONVERSION LOSS (2) 16.1 8.7 CONVERSION LOSS (2) 17.2 4.7
RESISTIVE LOSS 0.5 0.5

SPREADING LOSS .8 .8 RESISTIVE LOSS 0.5 0.5

PROPAGATION LOSS 11.2 11.2 SPREADING LOSS 1.7 1.7

TOTAL LOSS 44.8 29.9 PROPAGATION LOSS 9.6 9.6

MEASURED LOSS 46.0 36.0 TOTAL LOSS '6.1 21.3
*MEASURED LOSS 50.0

device reached an insertion loss of 36 dB, but the Q -

was reduced about 25%.

Device D, a 5.25 G1z, fifth-harmonic device, was amplifier In a feedback loop circuit. The conditlion
fabricated with parameters previously shown. Predicted for oscillations are (1) gain around the loop must
insertion loss was 46 dB (shown in Table 5), and a exceed all losses, and (2) phase shift around the
response at about 50 dB was barely observable due to loop must be equal to a multiple of 2w radians. For
feedthrough at the same level. The discrepancy Is due single mode operation, the SBAV delay line must have
to the several dB increase in Insertion loss (mentioned a sufficiently narrow passband so that it contains
earlier) caused by not embedding the electrodes of a only one oscillating mode. All other modes satisfying
harmonic AT device, condition (2) will lie in the rejection band of the

Oscillator Design and Results delay line and will not oscillate due to lack of gain.

Discrete components are used In the construction
As shown schemtically in Figure 6, the StAN of the oscillators. This allows mxim flexibility

oscillator consists of a SBAd delay line and an in interchanging oscillator componnts and thus permits

431
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Conclusions

Oscillators with good phase noise characteristics
can be fabricated using direct generation of high-
frequency tones. There is a trade-off between Q and
insertion loss, but one might reasonably expect to
produce devices with Q's of around 2000 and an untuned
insertion loss in the low twenties. In addition.
aging results are encouraging, but not yet conclusive.
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A New Digital TCXO Circuit Using a Capacitor-Switch Array

Takehiko Uno and Yoshio Shimoda
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Musashino-shi, Tokyo, 180, JAPAN

Summary a bread-boad circuit was conducted and the

results were successful.

ell --- Recently, Digital TCXOs have been studied

extensively, because of their high stability Introduction

and rapid start-up time. However, they have

the disadvantages of large circuit scale and Temperature compemsated crystal oscilla-

high power dissipation. To solve these prob- tors (TCXOs) have been widely used in tele-

lems, it is to develop an LSI cir- communication systems, especially in mobile

cuit for TCXOs. This paper describes a new equipments. The frequency stability of TCXOs

digital TCXO structure suitable for a C-MOS has been limited in a range of a few ppm.
tintegrated circuit. A new and simple tempera- Recently, more stable TCXOs became to be

ture compensation algorithm is also proposed. recjired and digital TCXOs (D-TCXOs) have been

studied extensively1 )- 3 )" However, they have

The TCXO circuit proposed here has a new the disadvantages of large circuit scale and

crystal oscillation circuit directly control- high power dissipation. To solve these prob-

led by a digital signal. This makes it possi- lems, it is necessary to develop an LSI cir-

ble to eliminate D/A converter and varactor cult for TCXOs. Conventional D-TCXO circuit

diode used in conventional digital TCXOs. The is unsuitable for one chip LSI, because a D/A

new oscillation circuit is composed of an converter and a varactor diode are used in the

amplifier, a quartz resonator and a capacitor- circuit.

switch array.._The capacitor-switch array ope-

rates as a digital controlled variable capaci- In this paper, we describe a new D-TCXO

tor. Both the capacitors and switch elements configuration suitable for C-MOS LSI thchno-

can be formed by a C-MOS LSI process, logy. The features of the configuration are

To stabilize the oscillation frequency as follows:

against supply voltage change, a C-MOS voltage

stabilizing circuit composed of three MOS 1) New digital controlled crystal oscilla-

transistors and a voltage divider is proposed. tion circuit using a capacitor-switch

A simple control algorithm obtaining good array.

compensation effect is considered. In this

algorithm, frequency temperature characteris- 2) C-MOS voltage stabilizing circuit in

tic of a resonator is expressed by a 3rd order order to stabilize the oscillation fre-

polinomial of the temperature. The tempera- quency against supply voltage change.

ture coefficient for each order AI(i=1,2 or 3)

is represented by the summation of a standard 3) Simple compensation algorithm without

value and a deviation 6i. This deviation any memory cells.

value is coded in a few bits and externally

adjusted. This makes it possible to eliminate

memory cells from the control circuit.

A basic experiment of the new TCXO using

CH1957 0/32/0000 0434 $1.00 ( 19 IEEE 434
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The D/A converter controls the capacitance
Oscillation Circuit value of the varactor diode. In such a set-

up, a reference voltage is needed for the D/A
1. Crystal Oscillation Circuit converter, and a varactor diode cannot be

A block diagram for a conventional formed on an LSI chip.

D-TCXO is shown in Fig.1 (a). Temperature These problems can be solved by using a

information from the temperature sensor is capacitor-switch (C-SW) array as shown in Fig.

coded into a digital signal by the tempera- 1 (b). For switch elements, transistors are

ture coder. The programmable ROM or micro- useful.

processor generates a compensation data when

i it receives the coded temperature signal. Figure 2 shows the new crystal oscilla-

tion circuit using a C-SW array. The C-MOS

inverter operates as an amplifier, and the

Temp. capacitance value is controlled by digital

signals, B1, B2 and so on. For the switch

elements, MOS transistors can be used. As

the capacitor elements can be formed on an
0/A A LSI chip by a C-MOS process, this oscillation! or

c PP circuit except for crystal unit will be built

on such a chip.

In the oscillation circuit using a C-SW

diode array, it must be considered that on-resis-

ance Ron of an MOS transistor is relatively

high. This is solved by connecting fixed ca-

- --. pacitors Cg and Cd parallel to the C-SW

array. Figure 3 (a) shows an equivalent cir-
W MW r cuit for the C-SW array considering Ron of the

II switch, where CO corresponds to the fixed ca-

pacitance and Cx corresponds to capacitance
value connected to the switch element. The

equivalent capacitance C e.and the equivalent

Fig. 1. Digital TCXO Block Diagram. )

V0 oX C8; CQ,CD

-OUT CS

4- -V0. V _
99

...VAI (b) Cao
Fig.2. Crystal Oscillation Circuit Fig.3. Equivalent Circuit for C-SW Array (a)

Using a Capacitor-Switch Array. and Oscillation Circuit (b).
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resistance Req are given by Figure 4 shows an example of the loadcapacitance characteristics of the oscillation

(C + Cx)2 + W 2 Co2Cx2Ron  circuit. A series circuit of a capacitor and
C R 0 + X + (1) an MOS transistor is connected to both the in-

0 x + x on put and output terminal of the inverter.

Cx2Ron (2) Table 1. Parameter values of the circuit.
R2 2 2 2 Darameter specificationeq (C0 + Cx) + W O 0Cx Ron inverter gm 14.6 mS

respectively, switches rdS 4.78 kSl

Therefore, if C O is much larger than C, 
Cc90 R pF 

equivalent resistance Req is reduced enough as Cgo

compared with Ran value. CdOonxC 9
Oscillation condition of the circuit is capacitor 6

obtained from an equiva]ent circuit. Figure x2 *sl 8
3 (b) shows the equivalent circuit 

for the

C-MOS crystal oscillation circuit using a C-SW Ls2_8_l s
array. CG and RG represent equivalent capaci- Oastray capacities of the printing wired

tance and equivalent resistance for the C-SW boad

circuit connected to the input (gate) of the

C-MOS inverter, and CD and RD correspond to

them connected to the drain.

Mutual conductance gm and drain-source CMOS INV
resistance rds of the inverter are given by

gin gmN + gmP 100K

l/rds= ,/rdsN + 1/rdsP (4) , " "  - I

respectively, where suffixes N and P corres- C O C'=:

pond to N-channel MOS transistor and P-channel sTCC
MOS transistor of the inverter.

From Fig.3 (b), load capacitance CL for

the crystal unit and negative resistance -R

of the circuit are obtained as

C CGCD

g r (1+w2C rds(CGRG + CDRD) ] -C /CD

1 + gmr + r 2 C2(CD+C0 ) I
(5) 3 No. Swl Sw2-- 2 Col. I off Off

g r 5 C0,/C0  rd (l+g R )1+ WC r 5 R ) 1
gm dsCD/G " ds l~m G(l D2CdsRD :]2 f

1+ w2CDrds " C] 12.8MHz)-j- -, -f o
-R 2 on on

- 0 (G 6)

respectively, where rds HD is assumed. __________________________212 13
Fmq.S(MHz)

Fig.4. Load Capacitance Characteristics.
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Specific values of the circuit parameters are circles plot experimental results. In spite

listed in Table 1. Solid line in Fig.4 show of slight deviations from the solid line,
load capacitances for various switching experimental values agree well with designed

states calculated from Eq.(5). It is found values.

that laod capacitance CL depends on both fre-

quency and switching state.

Experimental values at about 12.8 MHz 2. Stabilizing Circuit

are plotted in the figure. Good agreement A serious problem of a C-MOS crystal

with the calculated values was obtained, oscillation circuit is that the load capaci-

Here, experimental CL values were estimated tance depends on the inverter supply voltage.

from the oscillation frequency fosc by using This causes oscillation frequency dependency

Eq.(7): on inverter supply voltage. Thereforea stabi-

lizing circuit against supply voltage change

1 is necessary.

+21(1 + L/C0 )  ,Figure 6 shows the voltage stabilized

where f0 and - are series resonance frequency C-MOS oscillation circuit. The stabilizing

and capacitance ratio of the resonator, circuit is composed of three MOS transistors,

From this result, we can accurately MP2, MP3 and MN2, and two resistances, R 1 and

design a C-MOS crystal oscillation circuit R2 .

using a C-SW array. The condition to stabilize the effective

supply voltage, VE, for the inverter is

A bread-boad crystal oscillation circuit derived in the following:

controlled by a 6-bit digital signal was

fabricated in tests. The frequency change per Operational point of inverter (MP1, MNI)

digit has been designed to be equal to -0.3 is determined by drain current ID of transis-

ppm. The control characteristic of the osci- tor MP2 which is given by

llation circuit is shown in Fig.5. Solid line 2

represents -0.3 ppm/digit slope, and black ID= lP2( IVGSI" VthPI) (1 +.)P2VDS) (8)

Digital Input

00 10 20 30 40 50 6

-4-
0.3 ppmidigit (design target)

00

q-12

; -16

_200

Fig.5. Control Characteristic of the Oscillation Circuit.
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where @ , and Vth are transconductance IDI =Ap3 (IVGSI .IVthPI) 2

parameter, channel modification parameter and

threshold voltage of MOS transistors. fN2 ( VDD -VGS[" VthN)2  (10)

If AP 2 VDS < 1 is satisfied, Eq.(8) is

rewritten as is satisfied.

2 In equations (8) - (10), it is assumed
'D= Pp2( iVsI -VthPI( that transistors MP2, MP3 and MN2 operate in

Furthermore, for traislators MP3 and MN2, saturation region
From Eq.(lO4 gate-source voltage V GS for

V41 MP2 is obtained as

"W _v D - -___

i P3GS MP G N2 + 2  N

Therefore, if
R R (+2)

1 2 P3

~is satisfied, drain current ID of MP2 will

-I. become to be independent from supply voltage

Fig.6.Voltage Stabilized Crystal Oscillation VDD. The constant supply current keeps the

Circuit, operational point of the inverter at a fixed
point. As a result, the inverter supply vol-

VE - tage VE and oscillation frequency are stabi-

T. 30 Figure d shows the effect of the stabili-

LM1 beom to beidpedn3ro0upyotg

Ce-e°- .31 zing circuit. Horizontal axis is the supply

voltage VDD, (a) and (b) correspond to effec-

tive supply voltage VE and oscillation fre-

quency change, respectively. The value of

stab e N2/AP3 was adjusted at 0.33 and the
3 stabilized voltage divide ratio rv (: R1 /(R 1 + R2 )) was

V-. 3 .0.33 allowed to vary as a parameter. Voltage VE is

2 effectively stabilized when r = 0.31. This

r v value is nearly equal to

unstabilized The oscillation frequency change corres-
1 a ponds very well to the variation of voltage VE.

I- In the unstabilized case, the oscillation
(b) frequency depends strongly on VDD while in

the stabilized case, that depends on it very
.30r little. The best stabilizing effect for this

1 frequency was, like VE, at rV 0.31.

2/
2 3 4 5 6 7

Fig.?. Effect of the Stabilizing Circuit.
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Compensation Algorithm and cients can be represented by

D-TCXO Experiment Ai " - 1  
IO -

A2: - (6 2 ) 10 (14)
ii Figure 8 shows block diagram of the new 2

digital TCXO. Temperature signal from tempe- A3 = (8 + 83) % 10
- 11 ,

rature sensor is coded into a digital signal where 61, 62 and 6 3 are limited to ranges
through temperature coder. Signals 61 162 given by

and 6 3 are coded temperature coefficients

of the resonator corresponding to 1st, 2nd 0 f 61 - 4
and 3rd order. These 6 signals are external- 0 62 1 (15)

ly adjusted by fixing the input terminals to 0 6 3 J
low or high logic level. The processor gene- 0

rates compensation data from 6, 6 2' 6 3 From this fact, only 6 values are need-
and the coded temperature signal. The osci- ed in order to specify the frequency tempera-

llation frequency is controlled by this com- ture characteristic of a resonator. These
pensation data through controlling the 6 values can be coded into digital signals
switching state of the C-SW array. by a few bits. Table 2 shows quantization

This processor circuit can be built by a error of frequency deviation Af/fo for var-
logic circuit without any memory cells. ous coding bit numbers of each order. If we
Therefore, all TCXO circuit except for the code 6 in 7 bits, and both 6 and 63 in

1 bt62 6
crystal resonator and temperature sensor 5 bits, oscillation frequency deviation of the
element, will be formed on a C-MOS LSI chip. TCXO is limited to the region - 0.2 to + 0.2

ppm for the temperature range of -20 to + 70

8c.

TOM coder soTable 2. Quantization error of frequency
temperature characteristic.6A

codin rder 1st 2nd 3rd
T• Anp bit number __

62 Proessor 3 1.12 0.195 0.18
4 0.56 .10 .09

63. 5 .28 .05 .045
Osc Cct 6 .14 .025 .023

Fig.8. New Digital TCXO Block Diagram. 7 .07

8 .035
9 .028

Compensation algorithm for Fig.8 is
explained in the Lollowing: -

It is well known that the frequency tem- Figure 9 shows the limitation of the fre-
perature characteristic of an AT-cut quartz quency temperature characteristics correspond-
resonator can be represented by a third order ing to the deviation given by Eq.(15). Cut
polinomial of the temperature, angle error for this limitation is about 6

2 T 3 minUteS.
f/f0 2 AI(T - TO) + A2(T - TO) + A3 (T - T

(13) The control algorithm has been experi-
Temperature coefficients A1, A2 and A3 are mentally studied using a bread-boad circuit.
mainly determined by the cut angle of the Figure 10 shows the frequency temperature
resonator. From investigations of many AT-cut characteristic of the oscillator. For the un-
quartz resonator samples, temperature coeffi- compensated case, oscillation frequency devia-
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teo from - 12 to + 6 ppm. Here, normalization
frequency f0 is the oscillation frequency at
25*C. On the other hand, in the compensated
case, the frequency deviation is markedly
reduced to the range of - 0.2 to + 0.4 ppm.

Example. 6, * 3.33

4-

Fig.9. Limitation of the Frequency Temperature Characteristics
Corresponding to Eq.(15).

12

* --A-:unconypsned

S -12 - #6ppm

loe " ... *--: compensated

4- -0.2 -O+.4ppm

-~ TGmn~C)

-4-
- I -12.79MG Mlii

- (AT-cut. *lndem al)

Fig.1O. Frequency Temperature Characteristics of the D-TcXO.
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Conclusion

We have proposed a new C-HOS crystal
oscillation circuit using a capacitor-switch
array. This oscillation circuit can be
directly controlled by a digital signal with-
out using a D/A converter. It was shown that
control characteristic of the oscillation
circuit can be accurately estimated from an
equivalent circuit.

A C-HOS stabilizing circuit that stabi-
lize the oscillation frequency against supply
voltage change was presented.

Furthermore, a compensation algorithm
for the coding of the frequency temperature

coefficients were proposed.

Experimental results using a bread-boad
circuit agreed well with expected values.
These results strengthen the possibility that
a C-HOS LSI can be obtained for digital TCXOs.
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ABSTRACT

"4A new method of temperature compensation of crystal Over the last few years there have been market
oscillators has been developed. It is primarily demands for TCXOs which have a higher stability,
intended for AT-cut crystal oscillators and offers smaller size and lower power consumption compared
advantages of higher stability, lower power with oscillators in current production. An improved
consumption and smaller size compared with method of temperature compensation has been
oscillators in currert production. Compensation is developed enabling TCXOs to be manufactured to satisfy
achieved by generating a power series representation these market requirements.
of the control voltage for a voltage controlled
crystal oscillator. A bipolar integrated circuit The most significant factor is frequency stability.
has been designed which generates four voltages, Higher stability requires a more complex system of
each varying as a function of temperature. One compensation which is best realized using an
voltage is constant while the others have a linear, integrated circuit. The other demands of low power
quadratic and cubic variation with temperature. and small size are also compatible with this approach.
These voltages are similar in shape to the first four A bipolar integrated circuit has been designed which
Chebyshev polynomials and the compensation voltage generates a temperature-varying control voltage for
is obtained by suming the voltages in an operational a voltage controlled crystal oscillator. The method
amplifier. Prototype oscillators have been assembled of compensation is primarily intended for AT-cut
which have a frequency tolerpnce of I ss than ylp crystal oscillators and compensation is achieved
over the temperature band 8OC to -40bC. The " by generating a power series representation of the
current consumption of these oscillators is lmA.(.- desired control voltage. It is also possible to

incorporate the voltage controlled crystal oscillator
, i substantially within the integrated circuit, and to

create a TCXO in which the majority of the circuit
elements are contained within a single integrated
circuit.

COMPENSATION VOLTAGE

Conventionally a voltage controlled crystal oscillator
INTRODUCTION consists of a crystal oscillator having a variable

reactance in the feedback path. This variable
A tempature compnsaed crstal oscillator TCXO) reactance is normally a variable capacitance diode
Aontemperaftwseco nsed c irstl oscior ITO aand the frequency of the oscillator is controlled by
consists of two sections. The first section is a the d.c. bias voltage across the diode. If this
voltage controlled crystal oscillator whose voltage is varied in the correct manner as the
frequency of oscillation is controlled by a d.c. ambient temperature varies, the frequency of oscilla..
voltage. The second section is a circuit which tion is kept constant. The bias or compensation
generates a temperature-varying voltage. This voltage is detemined to a large extnt by the
voltage is fed to the crystal oscillator and frequency/tm nedt o lr coefficient of the crystal and
compensates for the frequency changes that would using the terstrass theorem, the voltage can be
have occurred due to a change in ambient temperature. expersed as:
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V4o+l(T-Ti)+a2(T.Ti)2 +a3(T.T)3+...+an(T-Tt)n (1) (111) the Chebyshev polynomials have an equf-

T oscillation property. The error betwen the

synthesized compensation voltage and the
where V - bias or compensation voltage desired compensation voltage must have thisequl-oscillation property and It is more

an a weighting coefficient easily obtained using Chebyshev polynomials.
T - temperature

T r e temperature INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DESIGNTi - reference temperature

A block diagram of the elements of the compensation
system is shown in figure 2. The constant voltage

Some non-linearitites are introduced by the is generated using a voltage stabilizer and generates
variable capacitance diode but these are usually a temperature invariant voltage using a bandgep
small, and a good approximation to the desiredrith
compensation voltage is obtained using t first temperature is generated using the temperature
four term of the per series. Precision coefficient of the base-emitter junction voltage offourters ofthepowr seies Preisin atransistor. operated at constant emitter current.compensation is achieved by adding higher order Two currents are generated: one an h at cun tterms such as the fourth and fifth order. A) has a ngtive

The integrated circuit which has been designed, linear temperature coefficient and the other (I.)
generates four voltages, each varying as a function has an equal and opposite positive linear temperature
of temperatur. One voltage is constant while coefficient. Figures 3 and 4 show circuits which
the others have a linear, quadratic and cubic could be used to generate the currents IA and 1B
variation with temperature respectively. The respectively. Current I is used to generate a
compensation voltage is obtained by summing these A
voltages in an operational amplifier using voltage which varies in a linear manner with
suitable coefficient-setting resistors. temperature.

The integrated circuit does not generate voltages The currents IA and 1B are then used to generate other
of the form an(T-Ti)n. These terms are difficult currents with quadratic and cubic variations with
to generate accurately and are subject to temperature. An analogue multiplier as shown in
measurement errors. The integrated circuit figure 5 is used, and an analysis of this circuit
generates voltages corresponding to the Chebyshev shows:
polynomials. The equations of the first four Iou(14-I) ( (6)
Chebyshev polynomials are: (6)

To(X) =1 (2) 1 4
TI(X) - X (3) In the first analogue multiplier, used to generate

"2X2 -1 (4) a current with a quadratic variation with
T2 (X) - temperature. 11 - '2a IA and 13 - 14 - '0'T3(X) - 4X3 - 3X 

(5)
Figure 1 shows these polynomials plotted as a graph. (
Equation 1 can be re-written as: 10+8

V-aoTo(X)+a1 Tl(X)+a 2T2 (X)+a 3T3 (X)+...+nTn(X) (6) Since IA and IS have equal and opposite temperature

coefficients, the sum of IA and Is is constant and so
Apart from the constant, the dominant terms current 10 has a quadratic variation with temperature.
are the linear and the cubic terms, and T3(X) alone This current can then be used to generate a voltage
is a good approximation to the desired compensation with a quadratic variation with temperature.
voltage. The Chebyshev polynomials also have the A second analogue multiplier is used to generate a
following advantages: current with a cubic variation with temperature. This
(t) the range of valus of the wighting uses the circuit as shown in figure S, and equation 6

coefficients is smaller since the Chebyshev is used to determine the output currenU 11 ts setpolynomial T3(X) is a better initial equal to 'A and 14 set equal to 19. 12 is the current

alroximtion to the desired compensation generated by the first multiplier and has a quadratic
voltage, variation with temperature. 13 is a CoMstant CVrrent.Wifth thes values, the output currat from the second

(it) the sensitivitly of the synthesized compenation multiplier is:

voltage to changes in the Chebyshev polynomials
is reduced, since the weighting coefficients I£ -'A) (le-1c
are smller in value. (8)

IA+ I8
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J - ('r'A)'constant Figure 7 shows the frequency variation of one ofm(ZB°IA)*~ ~ .
0

(BI)'c tn (9) these oscillators and the graph shows the equi-

IA +1a IA+IB  oscillatory behaviour of the frequency variation.The typical range of compensation voltage generated

by the integrated circuit lies betmen lV and 5.5V,
is composed of two terms, one which has a cubic and the error in the synthesis of the compensation

variation with temperature and the other which voltage is from *4OmV to *aomV.
has a linear variation with temperature.
10l therefore varies with temperature in a manner CONCLUSIONS
similar to the Chebyshev polynomial T3(X). A An improved method of temperature compensation has
voltage with a cubic variation with temperatVre been described. It is intended for the compensation
can easily be generated using the current 1o0.of oscillators employing AT-cut crystals, although

compensation of oscillators with other temperature
The sutuing amplifier is a high-gain operational coefficients is possible. The performance of the
amplifier and uses a differential input stage prototype oscillators indicates that large volume
folloed by a class AB output stage. The range production of oscillators employing this method of
of compensation voltage which can be generated compensation can be achieved. These oscillators
is to within O.7V of either supply voltage of the would typically have a frequency tolerance of *Ippm
integrated circuit, over the temperature range 850C to -400C, a current

consumption of lmA, and a package volume of six
Figure 6 shows a typical set of voltages cubic centimetres.
generated by the integrated circuit over the
temperature range 1?00C to -550C.

COMPENSATION METHOD

In order to compensate a crystal oscillator using
this method of compensation, the values of five
resistors have to be determined. These resistors
set the values of the coefficients and they are
determined from data measured at a number of
temperatures over the operating temperature range.
At each of these temperatures the compensation
voltage needed to keep the oscillator at the
correct frequency is measured. The output
voltages which represent the linear, quadratic and
cubic components are also measured. A computer
program is then used to calculate the coefficients.
This program uses the exchange algorithm to derive
the minimax linear approximation for the set of
measurement points. The problem is similar to
that of solving a set of simultaneous equations and
adjusting the coefficients until the errors between
the synthesized compensation voltage and the
required compensation voltage are of a specified
form. This approximation minimizes the maximum
error between the synthesized compensation voltage
and the desired compensation voltage. The
coefficient-setting resistors have a tolerance of
21. Once the reststors are fitted the performance
of each oscillator is verified by measuring the
frequency variation of the unit over the operating
temperature range.

EXPERIENTAL RESULTS

Several prototype oscillators have been assembled
using this method of compensation. The integrated
circuit Is capable of operating from a supply
voltage between 4.5V and ISV. The current
consumption of a compensated oscillator is less
then llA. The frequencies of the prototype
oscillators are betwn 4MIz and lMIz and the
tolerances achieved have varied between *O.5ppm and
*O.ppm over the temperature range 850C to -40oC,
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_ -A NEW FREQUENCY TEMPERATURE COMPENSATION METHOD FOR OSCILlATORS

Tetsuo Kudo, Syuzo Fujii and Satoshi Nanamatsu

0Transmission Division
WNEC Corporation

Kawasaki, 211, Japan

cThis paper describes a new frequency temperature These requirements for an expensive varactor with
compensation method for crystal oscillators. The good linearity, many thermistors, a selected crystal

.method is applicable to resonators with second order or unit with good frequency temperature characteristics
third order frequency temperature characteristics, and the complicated calculation to determine the indi-
Hence, an oscillator with an AT cut, a BT cut crystal vidual component values make an oscillator considerably
unit or a surface acoustic wave resonator (SAWR) can be complicated and hence expensive to manufacture.

4C efficiently compensated.
With progress in integrated circuit (IC) tech-

A conventional temperature compensated crystal nology, a digitally controlled TCXO has been developed.
oscillator (TCXO) uses an expensive variable capaci- The adjustment is easy, but high power consumption and
tance diode (varactor) with good linearity as well as poor short term frequency stability are problems.
many thermistors.

This paper presents a new frequency temperature
Considerable efforts have been devoted to develop- compensation method. The method requires only one

ing a new reactance circuit to replace the varactor. thermistor and no varactor. It can be easily applied
It was found that a series circuit, involving a capaci- to compensate for changes in frequency temperature
tor and a silicon diode, had the same characteristics characteristics for an AT cut crystal unit, a BT cut
as a varactor, and its linearity could be easily ad- crystal unit or a SAWR.
justed.

In the case of an AT cut crystal unit with third Compensation Principle
order frequency temperature characteristics, compensa-
tion over a wide temperatur range can be achieved by A TCXO consists of two basic sections, as shown in
using two series circuits. -.- Fig. 1, a voltage controlled oscillator (CcO) section,

which must be compensated for, and a frequency tempera-
The compensation in the low temperature range can ture compensating section.

be accomplished independently from the compensation in
the high temperature range. Component values calcula- A conventional VCO uses a varactor. The relation-
tion is simple and requires no computer. The same ship between junction capacitance Cj and varactor
method can be applied to a high frequency oscillator control voltage V5 can be expressed as:
which uses a SAWR.

Several experimental results are shown, which C K
include a 12 MHz AT cut crystal unit, a 600 kHz BT cut (VR + (1)
crystal unit and a 150 MHz SAWR. It was confirmed that
the one order compression is possible over a wide where
temperature range.

K constant
: contact potential

Introduction m : capacitance variable ratio

Temperature compensated crystal oscillators A major problem in the use of a varactor is that
(TCXOs), which include crystal units or SAWRs, have only the tuning ratio across a particular voltage range
been widely used in comunication systems. Most of is specified. A considerable variation exists in theTCXOo use thermistors as tempereture sensors and a capacity-voltage function curve.varactor as a variable reactance element. 1-6

Measured data for several varactors are shown in
At least, three thermistors are necessary to Fig. 2. It is difficult to obtain a good linearity in

compensate for the change in the AT cut crystal unit, oscillating frequency versus control voltage charac-
whose frequency temperature characteristics are approx- teristics for a VCO with a varactor. The presentimated by a third order function. 7 method replaces the varactor with a series circuit

employing a capacitor and a forward operational diode,A SAWl or ST cut crystal unit, whose frequency as shown in Fig. 3.t- perature characteristics are approximated by a
second order function, requires at least two thermis- Figure 4 shows an equivalent circuit for Fig. 3.
tore 8, The varactor should have good linearity. The Squivalent capacitance Ce is given i
calculation of values fac each component is rather
complicated and usually requires a computer.

CH1S7-i1S2IUUO 0MSS1.0 O1U3 hE
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1 1 1 It should be noted that in fig. 5, the change in
ra 1 W + the equivalent gapacitance diminishes at a low as wellCe 3 1 as at a high current.

Ca + 1 + (2n other words, the capacitance change is prOMi-a w b Ca. ) (2) nent only in the diode transition range from turn off
where to turn on. Hence, several series circuits can beincorporated in parallel and operated independently, if

2if on-off voltages for individual diodes do not overlap.
r : forward operational diode resistance
Ca: capacitance as part of the crystal load

capacitance
Cb: capacitance of connected in series with aC:cactneoconte nsrewthdiode Designing the compensating section for an AT cut

crystal unit with third order frequency temperature

The relationship between diode current I and diode characteristics proceeds in three steps:

voltage V is given:
(1) Compensation at an intermediate temperature range.

I = Is (e kT )(3) (2) Compensation at a low temperature range.

where) Compensation at a high temperature range.

T : absolute temperature Figure 6 shows a circuit diagram for the oscilla-

Is: saturation current tor. Temperature variable capacitance C6 is for com-
q : magnitude of charge of the electron pensation in the intermediate temperature range. The

k : Boltzmann's constant series circuit including capacitance C3 and diode RCL
and resistances R2 , R3, R4 are for the compensation in

Then, forward operational diode resistance r is the low temperature range, whereas C4, PC2, R5, R6 and

obtained by Eq. (3) differentiation: R7 are for compensation in the high temperature range.

3V Figure 7 (a) shows the frequency temperature
r f . -+ characteristics of the VCO section to be compensated

-( Is) for. First, the slope at the intermediate temperaturekT (4)
from T2 to T3 is compensated for by selecting capaci-

From Eqs. (2) and (4), the relationship between tance value of CS and C7 . The balance shown in Fig. 7

equivalent capacitance Ce and diode current I can be (b) exhibits prominent variation only at low and high

derived, as follows: temperature ranges.
Compensation at the low temperature range is

kT 1 1 1 accomplished first by selecting C3, which determines

q(I4Is) ) + +Wmaximum deviation, and diode threshold voltage, deter-
Ce +  C , (5) mined by R3 and R4.

{ I })+ , -, 1 1 1 Then, minor R3 adjustment is carried out to match
Ca A -a + characteristics in transition. Diode RC2 can be disre-

garded, because it is cut off at a low temperature
Figure 5 shows the calculated Ce results as func- range.

tions of diode current I. The maximum Ce value can be Similarly, compensation at the high temperature

easily adjusted by changing capacitor Cb. range is accomplished by selecting C4, R5, R6 and R7.
Although diode FIC is on at this temperature range, its

The relationship between load capacitance change effect on frequency is saturated and hence negligible.
for a crystal unit or a SAWR and the oscillating fre- Diode conditions are shown in Fig. 8. The diode

quency change is expressed as: RCI operates as variable resistance in the low tempera-
ture range. The diode RC2 operate* as variable reais-

(Af/f)C tance in the high temperature range.cM/f I(L)
)a CL  ( Designing of compensation for a BT or a SAUR

o requires only compensation at low and high temperature

ranges.
where

An oscillator circuit, similar to that shown in

y : capacitance ratio Fig. 6, is used. Diode 1C2, however, is reversely
Co: parallel capacitance connected, so that the diode is gradually back biased
C L load capacitance when temperature increases.

From Eqs. (2) 1- (6), required forward diode cur- All these procedures are programmed in a desk-top
rent 1, to compensate for the frequency change, can be calculator.
obtained as follows:

CCmpensations in low, intertmdiate and the high
L) t(rature ranges are carried out almost Indsepnd-

-1+ C ently, Uperiments have yielded excellent results.
Al -oy 0
I I

(W+ b + +  1 -0A (Af/f) (7)

where

p

M4T

..... _
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Conclusion

A new frequency temperature compensation method
has been described which can be used to compensate for
resonators with second order or third order frequency
temperature characteristics.

The merits of the present method are as follows:

(1) No varactor is needed.
Frequen cy temperature Vottaqe Controlled

(2) Only one thermistor is necessary. F t utage cted
compensatingQ section Oscillator section

(3) Separated, simple compensation is used in the low
and high temperature ranges.

(4) Wide temperature range compensation can be possi-
ble.

(5) It is suitable for a small size TCO. ns. i Block diagr. Of TOO
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SUMMARY

0Anp 1 ove ocntoj~s ocillator has been This project wili lead to eqiping NOM
Sdmvlqped by Q.A in oollabocatiom with the C.N.E.S. meteorological satellites of the YX3O6 with repeaters

to equiip beacons for the SAHMAT project. for the 121.5/243 and 406 Xfz frequency bands and
The ain of this project is to speed up 406 M4z processors. Thawe sateflites; are lau-orbiting

4r-rescue operations by pirnpointing targets through and cover the whole globe in less than 12 hours.
precise satellite observation.

The first satellite was lauwhed in

The moms of location are: April 1982 and boo USSR Spacecraft are also in orbit
now with the sawt function as the American one.

- on board equipment assuring reception and pre-
processing of the collected data. *The 406 141: system constitutes an original

contribution by the C.N.L.S. to the SAT program
- ground stations for processing data sent by adi h euto i~rec curdi h il
satellite in real tim to local security stations. cai addt to rsteA

- distress beacons at 406 151 adapted to the spac WrItlmp~td
system. Theme beacons cotain an ultra stable
oscillator the characteristics of which ondition In case of distress the 406 ENls beamsu

the performance of the whole system. will1 transmit every 50 secods a short mnessage of
*about 500 me cotaining information to be prooessed

In the spacecraft. The beacon includesg a message
Zsprovfsmnts over other similar coding system, an ultrastable oscillator (US.0.) and

oscillators hav been and with regard to size, a moulator transmitter controlled by the U.S.O. Power
powr consw~tion, resistance against shck* and suply is provided by a battery of cela enufiin
vibration.L

operation for at least 48 boos.

Ise SAR Proaram The precision in icssia a taweet Is
directly related to the perfaommncs of the V.S.0.

The SLIAZ.OSMS program Issues f rom which will now be I sribgd.
a prom vwqpd by the U.S.A., Coneds and ftrnca
arA ciusa too aspects t first an ipwfmw n OE GR
thm search aid rams system bead an the urs.- of the
Prssmntly amstine 121.5/243 Ift distress bmcu
end secod tde dinatratiut Of the *Affunage A stringant repiruf Is P 09u sii,

oeidby a no -In win 406 Mll N Wccam. In th v, o tlmml I c~tt0

041uP41 S caw $1A0i t u 112



is to say no wee than 5.1-O"O/C of frequency Wheat +  - Wred +Woon

deviation is allowed for in the presence of a tem-

perature variation of 1C/Min. For this reason a C where

oscillator was eliminated and choice was made for WraI radiated 30 0
an oven controlled one, despite its larger power

consumption. In fact the biggest difficulty en- Won thermal loss through the siprnding wites

countered was the reduction of power consumption, and electrical conucting wires. (But

so the primary objective was to develop a technology conduction through the residual gas is

able to preserve a high vacuum inside the package neglected.)

for several years.
The measured pome oommI~ia at di!-

Fr these reasons the oscillator is mounted inside ferent temperatures is as follows

a 7M package hermetically sealed and suspended in at - 4oC.. i0

a vacuum box ;(only the voltage regulator and + 25C ...... 130
adjustment device are located on a PC board outside + 550C ...... 100W
the vacuum package).

This box (Fig.1) is composed of a header The vacum vrobleU

with glass feed through and of an outer casing of

stainless steel welded by the TIG process to the Figure 4 shows the power conumd in

header and provided with a pumping pipe at its top. accordance with the residual gas pressure.We can see

that a pressure of at least 1.10 - 4 torr has to be

Figure 2 shows how the oscillator package maintained to assure good thermal isolation. This

is fixed . the upper side of the TO6 case is attached means that the average leakage rate (or outgasig

by a stretched stainless steel wire at the top of a rate) must lie under 2,5.1d - 4 tor I/s if the

frame work, while the lower part is provided with pressure is not to be exceeded over a period of 3

3 hools on which 3 stainless steel loops are fie, years (for instance). Such a low rate is not directly

maintaining the entire package suspended. meurable but experience has shown that this can

be achieved.

This mechanism yields a very high resis- in fact there are 3 ways in which the

tance against shocks and vibrations. vacuua might be impaired

The electrical connection wires are also

mad of stainless steel, in the form of a coil to

minimize thermal conduction. gligmable.

- Degasing from materials insida the cam i to mini-

Tewrmal considerations mime this effect no organic materials ane allowd

The diagram on Figure 3. gives us an and mainly stainless steel w3 used. Baking at eat

idea of what the calculations are pat and vary clean processing is of p uat

7ta total pmr constotion is : - Leakage through wlding dfook, at lIfciet

re el + + -'feedthrough. Last but not least a UN ertractivtable getter(from MM) 1 pla4 inside
Wrtog 0 0d the voama qxoa, which greatly imwwes f L "aft.

Va.1 0a taken tv by the electronic@ n inee t aft maft 1@ i
the possibility ct natiuatiMl it eb'fttd tUft

wha pmwn to maintain the %* cese at 706C. during te lifettUse oE ti CeoiUi*S

U tagma oi-1kium of the 7M is obtained o 2D osclat kAft em tW#S
Stan:

4W



some having a 12 month shelf life, either in cur
factory or in the C.N.E.S. Laboratories, and the
follwing observation has been made :either the
pressure goes up along with power consuaption, and in
this case aUl we can do is recoer the 1V6 package
with the oscillator and munt it in an other case,
or the power oensuoptica~ ressins constant and the
unit retains its initial characteristics.

Electrical design feastures nslto

To achieve low mxts the coice

was umnde of a Pierce type oscillator using a fun-
damental mods quartz. As shown in figure 5. this
oscillator is owpposed of 4 parts

- an oscillating circuit and means of adjustment
- an HP amplifier and buffer for 50 on operation

*- a heating device, that i s a transistor soldered
on to the 'IV header

These 3 devices use hy'brid circuit technology
(Figure 6)

-finally a voltage regulator located outside the
outer box.

1b avoid contamination of the quartz widchi
would lead to a poor aging rate a very clean process
is nee and each part is baked at a temperature in
accrdance with the nature of the material.

'The table 1 shows the principal charac-
teristics of the U.S.0.;both short and sudiwi term

* stability are necessary to ensure a proper functioui-
ing of the phase lock loo of the on-board processor
as wall as precise location : the aim is to have not
wore than I to 2 kserror. And to achieve this the

- j mean slVoe of the frequency shift has to be no more
than 8.1O/Ain over IS min. (Figure 7).

An altrastable oscillator with low
pm cvmWmita has bean davelope to meet the re-
Oiremnts -cc the Prourme in view of its
wery'ahasaterition Other to" ftr this ascilato
may aim he ewisaga.
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+ 0 .... - ?IELING OF TML INVERER AMLIFIERS AS APPLIED TO

OVERTWE CRYSTAL CIfL= OSCILLATORS
Dan Nehring
CIS Knights

400 Reimnn Ave.
Sandwich, IL 60548

iSumary oscillating loop, information was needed as to the
a bo a i characteristics of the TTL inverter amplifiers and the

Methods have been developed for analysis of clock twin-tee filter.
O oscillator circuits which utilize TFL inverter gates

as active devices. Equivalent circuit parameter valuesQ have been measured for Schottky TM inverter amplifiers
and used in computer analysis of oscillator circuits. R2
Computer optimization of third overtone oscillators
has been done using the models developed for the MrL
inverters. The basic circuit consists of a biased

n. 7TL inverter driving a notch filter with a coupled

Mdual monolithic resonator completing the feedback loop
] back to the amplifier input. Tuning the notch filter

to the fundamntal crystal frequency inhibits fmda-
mental mode oscillations and allows third overtone
mode oscillations to occur. Several variations ofI this circuit have been computer analyzed and empir-
ically tested yielding good performance for third RI
overtone mode oscillators.

Introduction 1 0

Quartz crystal clock oscillators have been pro-
duced for many years with the miniaturized thick film
hybrid type being the dominant form of construction

r" utilized. These oscillators are produced in large
quantities using techmiques that yield devices with
appropriate electrical performance at absolute min-
inmm cost. A circuit that has been utilized as a
fundamental mode oscillator with success is shown in FIRE 1
Figure 1.1 This is a simple circuit using few parts

and giving excellent electrical performance. The
amplifier is a Schottky TM. inverter which is biased DUAL MONOLITIIC INVERTER OSCILLATOR
in a linear mode via two resistors. This creates an
mplifier which has significant gain over a range of
input voltages with 180 degrees phase shift. Os-
cillations are generated by the feedback of the +
molithic resonator on its symmetric mode of
resonance. 2

R
Figure 2 is a third overtone adaptation of the --- O

fudmental circuit. This circuit is proposed as a
simple, inexpensive third overtone oscillator. 3  Ad- +
vantages are that no tuned circuits are needed for am
overtone selection and only one semiconductor die is
used for all active devices. The twin-tee notch filter
is tuned to the fundamental frequency of the crystal
ad blocks fundamental operation. At the third over-
tone frequency, the filter has nich less loss and

third overtone oscillations occur.

A second 1qportmt function performed by the notch
filter is that of lead comensating the aplifier.
Since the rL inverter is made up of several transistor
stagms, an inhent propeption delay exists across
the aplifier. Schottky inverters typically exhibit
a 2-S ma delay which traslates into a phase lag whose
mapitude depends on the frequency of operation. If
the frequncy of operation is not too great, as in the
ce of a fiumental oscillator, the phase lag will
not be a problm. floever, a third overtone clock
operatit at 40, MsU omters a 30 to 40 degree loop
phase error dLe to the mplifter phase Ia. Since a
twin-tee notch filter acts as a lead network at a
fro*=m the times its notch fqMncy. (Figure 3)
it aM ffset the phase lag of the mplifier mod allow
te itlithic resonator to operate at Its proper
IN ap"e pow frencM ad point of MMtrus-
MnIsN". hk order to properly optimize the TW0 :W i

_-..-.- -.,

J ./, ?. 
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E~uencyof VI to 12. Hbwever, the presence of the volmter
0 ~probe on the amplifier input will allow a significant

11 to flow and mist be included in the calculations.
Writing equations for the Figure 7 equivalent network
yields the equation for Z12 shown in Figure 7.
Measurement of Z2l is accomplished as in Figure B.
Here again the voltmeter probe imp~edance interferes
with the measurement of 11 through the saling

Ampltuderesistor Rs. Including this in the calculations gives
litU6the Z21 equation of Figure S. These methods were

Response applied to amlifiers and Z-parameter emirical values
were obtained.

Fnotch

100 I

Phase lfI Ou

-100 ~ResponseVetr1

FIGURE 3 MtrV

TWIN-TEE NUOC FILTER CURVES
Characterization of T7L Inverter Amplifiers

The biasing scheme for the TM' amplifier was
illustrated in Figure 1. The RI and R2 resistors will R
place the input and output voltages near the mid-point
of their active region providing a reasonably linear
inverting amplifier. Motdeling of this amplifier was
accomplished by utilizing a Z-parameter equivalentI
network as shown in Figure 4.

Physical Circuit

II 211 12-0
Zll Z224....

+ + Ii 2
{ete V11I Z521 Z211111 [

0 - 0

V2 a Z2111 + Z2212 Euvln er

FIGUR4E 4

Z-PARWIIE DQUIVAUmT CIRCUIT Z1l YT 24J o

Measuring the four Z-paretems values provides a
ca1tMI signal ac equivalent cirruit for the

Inveter amlifier. Figure S shows the method forFI S
measuring 211. Neoe, a vector impedom meter is
appiod to the Input with the output open circuited TOT 5W ftm ZU "0nWf
smi Z11 is read directly off fte meter. Measurement of
Z22 is similar as Fipane 6 indicates. By applying the

lqmeiube atorto the amlifier output, Z22 is dester-
11hed. Ummaurmn of Z2 afd 221 Is sams wre
"hin1006sd. Rpmgz 7 shw the method for some t

of 2. *"NsY. idcoos, list 23 Is ab-
taind by aetting 11 to an a~d detesuming the ratio

40A
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1
Mleasurement Results 2 to 3 degrees and magnitude error is insignificant.

Due to the high correlation of data, these Z-parameter
Two different biasing resistor values were in- values are considered to be correct and able to rep-

vestigated. Figure 9 shows both types. Both versions resent the amplifier under any source and load
put the input and output amplifier voltages in the impedance conditions.
active region of the inverter's transfer curve. The
1200 ohm bias resistor version offers better phase
stability as a function of supply voltage while the
unequal bias resistor version provides increased gain R- 24000
for more reliable oscillations. Measurements were
made on sample amplifiers at room temperature in
accordance with the methods described in the last
section. Amplifiers were mounted on a brass plate

which was utilized as a ground plane with test connec-tions made with the shortest possible leads. A VVu

Hewlett-Packard vector impedance meter model 4815A was in.__

used for Z11 and Z22 measurements. This is a low level
signal impedance meter and, therefore, consistant
with the small signal analysis circuit. In measuringZ12 and Z21, a Hewlett-Packard vector voltmeter model

8405 was used. For the measurment of Z12, Rs was 50 R 1 15000 B+ Vin VoutohmCg was .1 microfarads and Cs weas 100 picofarads. 3
Voltmeter connections were accomplished via BNC type 4.5v 1.3v 1.4v
adapters. This connection generated an approximate 6

picofarad probe capacitance which was used for the Cp (A) 5.0v 1.4v 1.25v
value. V1 is the reference channel for the voltmeter
and is maintained at 2um 0S. Cs has the effect of 5.5v 1.4v 1.2v
eliminating any change in signal levels when the second
voltmeter probe is moved from VO to V2 during measure-
ment.

Z21 measurements were made per the Z21 test set- R2- 12000

up with RnS50 ohms and Vl, the phase reference, main-
cained at 10mV hS. Z-parameter values were generated
for frequencies from 1 to 65 tHz using Texas Instru-
ments SN54S04 dual-in-line hex inverters. Results
of the measurements are shown in Table 1 and 2 for
both bias resistor values. Observing these results Vin Vout
it can be seen that the Zll term ranges from 68 to 160 0-
ohms for both amplifiers with a decreasing phase angle
as frequency increases. In both cases the Z21 term,
which is the feed-forward gain of the amplifier, is
seen to have an exact 180 degree phase relationship to
the input current at low frequencies and steadily R1 =12000 B+ Vin Vout
decreases as frequency increases. This is due to the 4.Sv 1.3v 1.7v
propagation delay of the amplifier as previously dis-

cussed. Also the Z21 magnitude is seen to be greater - 5.Ov 1.35v 1.6Sv
for the 2400, 1500 ohm biased amplifier as wuld be (B)
expected. In both cases the Z22 term is seen to be 5.5v 1.4v l.SSV
less than twenty ohms at any frequency indicating a 5.v _,4 1,55v
very low output impedance.

In order to verify the accuracy of the Z-parameter
values, the test circuit of Figure 10 was used. This
is an inverter amplifier driven by a generator with FIGURE 9
00 ohms in series with its input. A load of RL and
a voltmeter capacitance CL is present on the output. TWO PROPOSED METHOW OF AMPLIFIER BIAS
If a signal applied to the input produces an output
of the same magnitude and phase as is predicted by a
computer using the Z-paraeter model, then the Z-
parmeter values will be considered to be correct.
Three different tests were run; one using the 1200 ohm
bias resistors with a 470 ohm RL, one with the some
bias with a 47 ohm RL and one using the 2400 ohm, 1500
ohm bias and a 470 ohm RL.

All three tests were run with the VO voltage at
IOV W6. Circuit response was converted into gain Figure 13 shows the results for the unequal bias
(V2/VO) and compared to the computer predicted per- resistor amplifier. Here, phase angle prediction is
formance using the transfer function of Figure 10. excellent with about a 10% error in magnitude pre-
Figure 11 is a coqparison plot of predicted and diction. 1he general shape of both the manltude
experiantal results for the 1200 ohm biased amplifier curves is very much the sam indicating reasonably
with a 470 aim load. Figure 12 is the same for a 47 good correlation of data. With Z-parnster models
on load. In both cases, the correlation of data verified, computer analysis of the oscillating loop
is seen to be quite good. Phase error is typically can be done.

4.Q
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Loop Optimization cillations can be predicted by searching for the fre-
quency where the phase of IT and 11 are the sawe and

Figure 14 shows the twin-tee network utilized. A the magnitude ratio of I1 to IT is greater than 1. A
general twin-tee filter has 6 components or 6 vari- computer was used to search through many values of R
ables to be optimized. This mny variables is and K and solve for the frequency of oscillation (if
impractical to optimize simultaneously, so the Figure one exists) for each set of values. For many values
14 network was devised with three variables, R, C and of R in a given range, the computer determined what
K. K is an unbalancing factor which allows a variable value of K gave the most exess loop current gain (Ill
degree of dissymmetry about a central point in the IT) at the zero phase frequency. Then the value of C,
network. This allows one-half of the network to be at K, frequency, I1/IT magnitude and Il/IT phase (a nmber
one impedance level while the other half is scaled to very close to zero) is printed out for each R value.a different impedance level. This will allow an op- For aalysis of the Figure 15 circuit, a 40 Mlz

tim network to be solved for that will not be crystal resonator was used with the following param-
significantly inferior to one which has all six pos- eters:
sible variables optimized at once. Furthermore, ifF1 0.879Mzsyerirsls)

Furheore if 40.084789 M41z (symmetric response)the frequency of the notch is fixed at one-third the F =4.958Ml at-ymti epne

oscillating frequency, any R value will have only one -l = .9o(sn
possible value of C ts the following notch frequency W - 84 ohm
equation indicates: 5(N1 - .000578 pfd

1 042 = .000568 pfd
wnotch L £141 = 27.263 MH

LM2 - 27.747 M
This reduces the filter variables to two, R and K. Col = 2.7 p 4

Co2 - 2.5 pf
K = .000138901
40 MHz Z-parameter values for the 2400 ohm, 1500

ohm biased amplifier were used from Table 2. RL -
256 ohms and CL = 25.8pf. These values were determined

R KR from input impedance tests rum on inverters biased in
....... the configuration of the output driver of Figure 2.

Table 3 is a portion of the output table of this com-
K+I Cputer run. Observing the table indicates that the

Clargest value of open loop current gain occurs when
R =140 ohms and K - 1.3 at which point the current

-- -gain is 1.747.

For increased gain, the circuit of Figure 16 is
proposed. Here are two inverter aplifiers cascaded
driving the notch filter and monolithic resonator.

C Now the two amplifiers together provide an approxi-
mate zero degree total phase shift and the mono-
lithic resonator provides feedb ak and frequency
control on its third overtone anti-symmetric mode
of response. The notch filter is present to stop

C fundamental oscillations and lead compensate the
R amplifiers. This circuit was optimized in the sane

manner as the previous example. This time the 1200
ohm biased amplifier Z-parameters were used along with
the same crystal parameters. Table 4 shows the com-
puter output generated for this circuit. Best case
current gain is 10.85 or 20.7 db and occurs at two

F 1places; K = 1.S, R - 200 ohm and K - 1.3, R = 220 ohm.
FIGURE 14 This circuit has considerably more gain than the single

inverter oscillator and should be a much more reliable
7WIN-TEE NEFTORK oscillator.

imduamental Mode Attenuation

Obviously a most important characteristic of these
oscillators is that they never operate on the funda-
mental mode of the crystal. Analysis of the fundamen-
tal mode attenuation of these oscillators is possible
by a modification of the computer program used for
third overtone loop optimization. For analysis, the

Figure 15 is an ac ethis case the amplifiers were biased with R2 - 2400equialet moel or te ~two inverter oscillator of Figure 16 was used. In

cillator of Figure 2. The inverter has been replaced ohms and RI - 1500 ohms, this being the higher gain of
with its Z-parameter equivalent model, the monolithic the two plifier versions charatrieuih should
resonator replaced with an ac equivalent circuit and be the most susceptible to fundamental oscillations.
the output driver is represented as a load of RL and First the circuit was optimized for third overtone op-
CL o teivere' lupt n o d o fiR ndbest vales inrter's output. In order to find the eration using the previously introduced methods. Thebest values for R and K, an open loop technique ws sme 40 MHz crystal parmeters were used with the notchused. The Z2lI1 generator was replaced with a test

generator, Z21IT. This effectively removes the feed- filter again tuned to 13.3 M4z. lxmn open loop

and opens the oscillator loop. Since IT d current gain is 11. 11 and occurs when R a 300 alm and
are the sme current when the loop is closed, os- K 1. By performing an open loop current test
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at the fundamental crystal frequency. the probability References
of fumdamental mode oscillations can be determined. A
frequency sweep through the fundamental response of 1. Patent No. 4044317, CTS Corporation
the circuit was done yielding the curves of Figure 17.
The fundamental paramters of the same 40 MHz crystal 2. T. Laimore and D.E. Newell, 'mle ND-Nonlithic
were used and are as follows: Crystal Oscillator", Proc. 31st Ann. Symposium

F1 - 13.366090 Mz on Freq. Control; pp. 396-399 (1977).

42 13.399720 - o m z 3. D. Nehring, "Third Overtone TrL Crystal

R42 - 20 ohms Oscillator for Hybrid Applications", unpblished

CM( - .005196 pf Masters Thesis, Northern Illinois University;

042 - .005182 pf (1982).
LM1 - 27.220 iH 4. John D. Ryder, "Networks, Lines and Fields",

Col - 2.5 pf 2nd edition, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs,
Co2 = 2.5 pf NJ; pp. 12-14 (1955).
K - .002512886

The 13 Ilz Z-parameters were linearly inter-
polated from Table 2. Figure 17 shows that at the
fundamental response peak the current gain is .1124
for a loss of 18.9 db. At this point, the loop phase
is 49 degrees off from zero phase, further guarantee-
ing the absence of oscillations. At the point where
the phase angle is zero, the gain is even less, .085,
or -21.4 db. Comparing this value of circuit gain to
the value obtained for third overtone operation
(+20.89 db), indicates that the circuit has 42.29 db
more gain at the third overtone zero phase frequency
than at the fundamental zero phase frequency. Based
on this analysis, fundamental oscillations would be
extremely unlikely for the circuits proposed here.

Emnpirical Tests Of' Proposed Oscillators

Both the single inverter oscillator using the un-
equal bias resistors and the two inverter oscillator
using the 1200 ohm bias resistors have been con-
structed and tested. The same 40 MHz crystal was
used whose equivalent circuit parameters were used
in the computer optimization. The chosen twin-tee
notch filter R, C, and K values were used. Table 5
gives test results for the single inverter oscillator
using the 2400 ohm, 1500 ohm biased amplifier. It
can be seen that this oscillator provides the appro-
priate TTL ouut wave and frequency as required over
the 00 to +70'C temperature range. Table 6 is the
performance for the two inverter oscillator with 1200
ohm bias resistors. Again, this data demonstrates
acceptable performance for a third overtone TMl clock
oscillator.

Conclusions

It has been demonstrated that biased TTL in-
verter amplifiers can be represented by linear models
for small signal circuit analysis. Techniques have
been developed for the open loop analysis of clock
oscillators that utilize these amplifiers. The
Schottky inverter has been shown to have sufficient
gain at high eu frequencies to be used in over-
tone crystal applications. The twin-tee network
has been shown to be capahle of preventing funda-
mental oscillations and correcting loop phase error
caused by amplifier propagation delay.

4W1



TAKE 1
Z-PARAME1M VALUES FOR MLIFIER WITH RI, R2

HBUQL 12000, B+ HBJLS 5.0 VOLTS

FRQ. Zll Z12 Z21 Z22

(?41z) (14mUm) op E) ONIThFe) 0(AMM e)(Hims) (PHASE)- (Hims) (erWse)

1.000 O.9100E 02 0.8951E*00 0.9616E+03 0.3000E+01

1.00 -8.44 179.62 0.00

5.000 0.9200E+02 0.9045E+00 0.9529E+03 0.3000E+01

-1.00 7.70 174.58 19.00

10.000 0.9300E+02 0.8959E+00 0.9256E+03 0.3600E+01

-2.00 18.46 168.30 36.00

20.000 0.9300E+02 0.1039E+01 0.9039E+03 0.5000E+01

-6.00 37.12 157.61 59.00

30.000 0.9000E+02 0.1150E+01 0.8425E+03 0.6800E+01

-11.00 53.43 148.34 72.00

40.000 0.8400E+02 0.1377E+01 0.7883E+03 0.8800E+01

-14.00 66.72 141.40 81.00

50.000 0.7700E+02 0.1598E+01 0.7343E 03 0.1100E+02

-16.00 76.35 134.92 85.00

60.000 0.7100E+02 0.1841E+01 0.6897E+03 0.1300E+02

-17.00 87.55 130.22 90.00

65.00 0.6800E+02 0.2109E+01 0.6602E+03 0.1450E+02

-18.00 92.50 127.79 94.00

.11 -120

1- -00

.09- 80
M agnitrude

.08- 0 Phase 60

IH 07- 40L/1,
.06- - 20

(Degrees)

.05- - 0

.04- -20

.03- -- 40

-2000HZ -1000HZ 13.4Mhz +1000HZ +2000HZ
Figure 17 Fundamental Mode Characteristics of Inverter

Oscillator With Twin-Tee Network
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TABLE 2

Z-PFAMI VALUES FORAPLIFIR W

R1 = 15000, R2 f 24000, B+" - 5.0 VM7S

PM . Zil Z12 Z21 Z22

"aqH) (MMGNXM) 0,M"G Me e) 04M ) MMU )
: __ (erse) € R-M) MeAs) Ws

1.000 0.1600E+03 0.8253E+00 0.1786E+04 0.3500+01
1.00 -10.07 178.34 7.00

5.000 0.1600E+03 0.8066E 00 0.1719E+04 0.3800E+01

-6.00 7.34 168.92 20.00

10.000 0.1570E+03 0.8331E+00 0.1636.+04 0.4200E+01
-11.00 18.12 158.01 36.00

20.000 0.1420E+03 0.9544E+00 0.1383E+04 0.6000E+01

-22.00 36.17 142.74 57.00

30.000 0.1250E 03 0,1197E+01 0.12191+04 0. 8000E01
-29.00 49.34 131.73 69.00

35.000 0.1160E+03 0.1303E+01 0.1128E+04 0.9S00E+01

-32.00 55.03 126.65 72.00

40.000 0.1060E+03 0.1440E 01 0.1047E+04 0.1000E+02

-34.00 S9.72 122.87 75.00

45.000 0.1000E+03 0.1568E 01 0.9769E+03 0.1200E+02

-37.00 63.25 122.08 78.00

50.000 0.8800E+02 0.1716E 01 0.8955E+03 0.1300E 02

-37.00 67.7S 117.35 82.00

55.000 0.8200E 02 0.1879E+01 0.8491E+03 0.1400402

-38.00 71.48 114.57 84.00

60.000 0.7500E+02 0.2069E401 0.8046E403 0.1500.E02
-38.00 74.15 113.02 87.00

65.000 0.68001.02 0.2292E..01 0.7573E+03 0.17001402

-38.00 77.90 109.36 89.00

I
*1
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TABUE 3

OPEN ULa POPME OF SINGLE INVERER Os IATOR

WIIH RI - 15000 AD R2 - 24000

R C - M I1/IT(MAG) II/ITPHASE)

0. 4000E02 0. 2984E-09 0.3SOOE+01 0.40084040D+08 0. 7361E+00 -0. 1631E-01

0.6000E+02 0.1989E-09 0.1800E+01 0.4008400D+08 0.1368E+01 -0.9354E-01
0.8000E+02 0.1492E-09 0.1700E+01 0.40084620D+08 0.1609E+01 -0.9457E-01
0.1000E+03 0.1194E-09 0.1400E+01 0.40084688D.08 0.1705E+01 -0.4440E-02

0.1200E+03 0.9947E-10 0.1600E+01 0.40084724D+08 0.1743E 01 -0.2761E+00

0.1400E+03 0.8526E-10 0.1300E 01 0.40084760D+08 0.1747E+01 -0.2269E+00

0.1600E+03 0.7460E-10 0.1400E+01 0.40084780D08 0.1738E+01 -0.2832E+00
0.1800E+03 0.6631E-10 0.130013-01 0.40084800D+08 0.1717E+01 -0.2696E+00
0.2000E+03 O.5968E-10 0.1300E+01 0.40084816D+08 0.1691E+01 -0.1503E+00

0.2200E+03 0.5426E-10 0.1300E+01 0.40084828D408 0.1662E+01 -0.7224E-01

0. 2400E+03 0.4974E-10 0.1200E+01 0.40084844D+08 0.1638E+01 -0.24121+00

0.2600E+03 0.4591E-10 0.1200E+01 0.40084852D+08 0.1605E+01 0.6935E-01
0.2800E+03 0.4263E-10 0.1200E 01 0.40084864D+08 0.1581E+01 -0.1312E+00
0.3000E+03 0.3979E-10 0.1200E+01 0.40084872D+08 0.1552E+01 0.3037E-01

TABLE 4

OPEN LOOP RESPaNS OF TWO INVEIMR OSCILLATOR
WITH Rl - R2 - 12000

R C K FM. I/IT(GW) /IT(MHASE)

0.8000E+02 0.1492E-09 0.2100E+01 0.40089868D+08 0.8236E+01 0.1330E-01

0. 100OE+03 0.1194E-09 0.1800E+01 0.40089972D+08 0.9293E+01 -0.8726E-01
0.1200E+03 0.9947E-10 0.1800E+01 0.40090036D+08 0.9965E+01 -0.8846E-01
0.1400E03 0.8526E-10 0.1500E01 0.40090092D.08 0.1040E+02 -0.1121E+00
0.1600E03 0.7460E-10 O. 1500E01 0.40090128D.08 0.10651+02 -0.1157E+OD
0.1800E+03 0.6631E-10 0.1400E+01 0.40090160D+08 0.1078E+02 -0.2399E-01

0.2000E 03 0.5968E-10 0.1500E+01 0.40090184D+08 0.1085E+02 -0.20S7E+00
0.2200E+03 0.S426E-10 0.1300E+01 0.40090208D+08 0.1085E+02 -0.6669E-01
0.24001.03 0.4974E-10 0.1200E+01 0.40090228D+08 0.1081E+02 -0.10S9E+00
0.260OE03 0.4591E-10 0.13005.01 0.40090244D08 0.1074E+02 -0.1467E-01

0.2800E03 0.4263E-10 0.1200E+01 0.40090260D1)08 0.1067E+02 -0.1643E+00
0.3000E+03 0.3979E-10 0.1400E+01 0.40090276D+08 O.1054E+02 -0.20S48.00

' ' '~~~~.. ... . .. .. . "n . r, m



Table S

Performance of Single Inverter Oscillator
With Monolithic Crystal

Results at OC

Input Voltage 4.5 volts 5.0 volts 5.5 volts

Frequency (Mhz) 40.084539 40.084417 40.084363
1 Level (v) 3.0 3.7 4.7
0 Level (v) .3 .3 .3
Symmetry 60/40 55/45 56/47
Rise Time (ns) 3.6 2.5 2.2
Fall Time (ns) 3.8 2.2 1.8

Results at +250 C

Input Voltage 4.5 volts 5.0 volts 5.5. volts

Frequency (Mhz) 40.084399 40.084288 40.084344
Current (ma) 36.5 43.3 48.4
I Level (v) 3.3 4.3 5.0
0 Level (v) .2 .2 .2
Symmetry 54/46 53/47 54/46
Rise Time (ns) 3 2.4 2.1
Fall Time (ns) 3 1.9 1.7

Results at +70°C

Input Voltage 4.5 volts 5.0 volts 5.5 volts

Frequency (Mhz) 40.084375 40.084454 40.084492
1 Level (v 3.6 4.4 5.0
0 Level (v) .2 .3 .3
Symmetry 52/48 54/46 56/44
Rise Time (ms 3.8 3.0 2.5
Fall Time si 2.6 2.0 1.7
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Table 6

Performance of Two Inverter Oscillator With
Monolithic Crystal and R2.R1=1200 f-

Results at OC

Input Voltage 4.5 volts 5.0 volts 5.5 volts

Frequency (Mhz) 40.090181 40.090208 40.090215
1 Level (v) 3.1 3.6 4.0
0 Level (v) .2 .2 .2
Symmetry 44/56 54146 53/47
Rise Time ns) 3.4 2.6 2.4
Fall Time (ns) 2.5 2.0 1.7

Results at +250 C

Input Voltage 4.5 volts 5.0 volts 5.5 volts

Frequency (Mhz) 40.090073 40.090096 40.090135
Current (ma) 33.6 41.7 48.1
1 Level (v) 3.3 3.9 4.3
0 Level (v) .2 .2 .2
Symmetry 53/47 51/49 50/50
Rise Time (ns) 3.4 2.6 2.2
Fall Time (ns) 2.4 1.9 1.5

Results at +70*C

Input Voltage 4.5 volts 5.0 volts 5.5 volts

Frequency (Mhz) 40.090188 40.090202 40.090254
1 Level (v 3.2 3.7 4.2
O Level (V) .2 .2 .2
Symmetry 51/49 50/50 52/48
Rise Time (ns) 4.0 2.4 1.9
Fall Time ins) 2.4 1.6 1.3
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ABSTRACT

~ present paper reports an experimental study of The use of delay lines employins multiple-element
gnatostatic-wave (MSW) delay-line based oscillators microstrip transducers" , as a meas of suppressing the

utilizing magntostatic surface waves (MSSW's) in epi- mode hopping problem has also been reported. With this
taxial YIG films. A novel approach at narrowbanding narrowbanding approach, single-mode oscillator opera-
the delay line was realized through the use of lifted tion was extended to a frequency band of about 100 MHz
transducers. It is found that the tuning range for or more but the problem of mode hopping was not removed
single-mode operation is limited primarily by the
electrical length of the circuit external to the delay The difficulties associated with delay-line based MSW
line with frequency lumping occuong everytime this oscillators led generally to an abandonment of this
electrical length changes by 3606- moximum tuning approach in favour of a resonator-based approach,' 6

range of about 600 MHz was obtained, with thfirange with ion-milled groove reflectors being the favoured
limited primarily by the AVANTEK GaAs FET amplifier means of implementing high-Q resonators. The recent
that was used whose electrical length was equivalent realization of a magntostatic-forward-volume-wave
to about 45cm of air transmission line. It is conclu- (MSFVW) resonator-based oscillator with single-mode
ded that, if the electrical length of the external operation over the 3.5 0Hz to 7 0Hz octave range repre-
circuit is sufficiently reduced (ideally made zero), sents an important achievement in establishing the
single-mode operation over an octave bandwidth or more viability of tunable MSW oscillators.

* is possible.
The present paper reports significantly improved and

I. INTRODUCTION encouraging single-mode NSW delay-line based oscillator

An important application area for the emerging
technology based on agnetostatic waves (MSW's) in
epitaxial YIG films is that of tunable microwave oscil-
lators operating directly within the bend 2 Hz to 0

20 CHz. Since its inception, the area of tunable os- dB
cillators has been dominated by YIC-sphere resonators -20 1 1 W 1
through their deployment as the frequency-control ele-
ment within the oscillator feedback loop. The poten-
tial for 1SW oscillators to compete with the well- -40
entrenched TIC-sphere oscillators, or to carve out a 07)
market niche of their own, has been well recognized. 1  

I:

An attractive property of NSW oscillators is their
superior phase-nolse characteristics to the 'IG-sphere 7.8 8 8.2
oscillator. MSW oscillators are thus a potential can- f, GHz
didate for applications in communication and electronic
warfare where further Improvement in the spectral pur-
ity of microwave sources is an important requirement.
Another attractive feature of M45W oscillators is the 0
relative simplicity of the planar technology that is
the basis of fabrication of the constituent -- W fre-
quency-control feedback element, i.e., a delay line or -20
a remnator. This advantageous construction feature
of NO5W oscillators contrasts with the complex align-
meat problem present in the manufacture of fIG-sphere -40
oscillators.

In the original studies of SV oscillators,2 s 
the NSW -0 i .

dr, ce was a wideband delay line which was chosen over 7.R 2
r j 7;onstor for the obvious reason of simplicity in
14L. construction. The experiments, however, revealed f, 0Hz
that, as the oscillator was tuned via change of bias
field, the mndesirable phenomena of Altlmiona and Fig. 1. Insertion' loss and phase characteristics of an
no" hoppin occured which limited the range of tuna- KSSW delay line: (a) with aicrostrip transducers di-
bility to the frequency range between any two moder
hope, typically in the range of few tens of Mxa or rectly on the YI, film; (b) with microstrip transducers

thereabouts. While the frequency spacing between mode lifted 50%m above the YIC film. The solid curves ro-

hope, in agreement with expectation, could be increased present insertion loss in d5 (with scale at the left)
for a and the dashed curves represent phase.by reducing the delay time of the delay line, for a

widebend delay line the problem of mode hopping was
obsrved to be a serious one.
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reauts obtained with mgntostatic surface waves to the electrical leasth of the circuit (Includia; the -,

O6M's). A re-samiamtin of delay-line based oscil- amplifier) that is external to the delay Ln, with.
lators we undertaken for two resaon: (1) delay 4 the frequ.cy Interval between Jimps becoming shorter
are mich seamer to fabricate than rescemtors; ad (i) if this electrical length Is increased. It ha bee
a detailed understanding of the cause of sode boppi n found that the frequency jump occurs every tim the
and the resulting limitation on tuning range did not electrial length of the external circuit chmm by
appear to be aval.able in the literature. In the pree- 360*. In the expemat single-mode operation was
mnt experiment, single microstrip transducers were used realised over * 600 Mo range, with this raw limited
and a novel approach at nsarrowbanding the delay l1" primarily by the Awantek Ad4T-12017 GaAs FET amplifier
was realized through the use of liftd transducers. that ws used which, with an electrical lmgth of about
The experiment was performed over the frequency rage '45cm of air transmission line, was the longest aleot
of 5 Cl. to 10 MEs. in the external circuit. An Important conclusion

drawn in the present work is that, if the electrical
The narrowbanding of the delay line arrested the multi- length of the external circuit is sufficiently reduced
moding and mode hopping problems but a new problem (ideally made zero), single-mode oscillator operation
arose instead. This vas that the oscillator frequency over an octave bandwidth or more is possible.
exhibitied a "jump" with tuning, with the junp appear-
lag with a more or less constant period in frequency. Ii. 1S6W DULAY-LIUK MARROUSAIDING VIA LIFTD TRANSDW
This Jmp phenomenon has been determined to be related

A characteristic feature of MO5's is that their flelds
decay exponentially ay from the TIG film. TU fea-
ture implies a decouplIng in the electromagnetic axci-

0 tation of MSW's with a lifting of the exciting micro-
Astrip transducer above the YG-film surface. The level

dD of decoupling Is determined by the electrical SpaI
-20 kh of the transducer from the YG-film surface rather

then the mechanical spacing h. Now the Wg Wavenm-
bar k increases monotonically with frequency, ranging

-40 from a value of zero at the low-frequency bound of the
_SSW spectrum to a value of Infinity at the hlb-fre-
quency bound of the spectrum. It follows that, al-

4. R 5 5 though the transducer may be mechanically spaced from
.5. 15 the TIC-film surface, electrically it is an good as on0 the YIG-film surface at the low-frequency bound of the

1SSW spectrum, with the electrical spacing increasing
nonotonically and at an increasing pace with increase

-20 - in frequency. Correspondingly, the HO8W excitation
efficiency of a transducer is independent of h at the
low-frequency bound of the MSSW spectroa, with a de-

-40 coupling in excitation becoming increasingly move pro-
nounced as the frequency is raised. In the context of
an MSSW delay line with transducers conveniently lifted
by the same amount h, one expects the delay-line pass-

585 6.15 band to become narrower with increase in h and to be
situated at the low-frequency bound (or the low-k re-
gime) of the 1SSW spectrun, with the delay-line pass-

0 _ band Insertion loss to be unaffected by change in h.

-20 The foregoing qualitative prediction of narroubanding2via the use of lifted transducers is to a large measure
borne out experimentally.' In Fig. 1, the Insertion

40 e % - m - loss and phase characteristics of an MSSW delay line

with 2-nil wide shorted single-microstrip traenducers
defined on a lmil thick Cu-clad Duroid substrate are

6.85 7 7.15 illustrated for two positions of transducer placement,
i.e., transducers placed directly on TIG film yielding
a wideband delay line (Fig. la) and transducers lifted
500zm above the TIC film yielding a narrowband delayline (Fig. lb). In Fig. lb, the passband was centered
at about 8 01U through a change In bias field free that

-20 for Fig. la. The crowding of the phase slopes with In-
creasing frequency in Fig. la is indicative of the die-
persive character of 1M5W's. A few phase slopes are

-40 present within the paseband of Fi. lb but these can be
reduced to & single one by further lifting the transdu-
cers as was done in the rminder of the experiment.

9.85 10 10.15
In Fig. 2, the Insertion loss and phase characteristics

f, Gus of a narrowbeand 14W delay line (nerrawbanded vie the
use of lifted transdueers) are shown as the devine Is

Fig. 2. Illustrating the synchronisation with tuning tuned over an octave bandwidth (5 03 to 10 Ofa). A
of the amplitude and phase responses of an MSSW delay COSpiCUOUS feature of this fiure is that the Mli-
line with lifted transducers. The solid and dashed tude ad phase response of the fik mode exiatiag
curves have the am ammning as in ?ig. 1. Notice that within the peshemi of the delay lM trae in eY&-
the sarrowbanding becomes more pronounced as the device chro ism with eah other as the bias field Is Anew.
is tamed to hleber frequencies. The locking of amplitude and phse ee with tee-
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ins io an Important observation that provides a clear film ElM2 from It. (ii0 the external cable; ad (it)
Indication that single-Node operation without made the amplifier.
hopping or frequency Juming is In principle possible
over an octave bandwidth or sore. The maxima fre- Although the amplitude and phase responses of the dela"

and phase responses of a delay line alone in obtained vice is tuned (sam Fig. 2),0 the openr-loop response of
with turning ban not been fully explored at this time. the oscillator exhibits desynchrouisation of the emli-

tude and phase responses with device turning. A system-
111.* OSCILLATOR CDAIATUISTICS &tic evaluation of this desynchronication process we

undertaken and Is Illustrated In Figs. 3 and 4.
The mjor limitation to the tuning range of the oscil-
lator for single-mode operation arises from the fact In Fig. 3, the oscillator open-loop response with the
that the circuit external to the delay line has a TIC film Physically removed from the delay Uum Is giv-
finite length. In order to minimite this length, the en for three different lengths of the external cable,
directional coupler was removed from the oscillator I.e.,* 2 Inches (Fig. 3a). 4 Inches (Fig. 3b) and 2 feet
loop by fabricating it directly on the Duroid substrate 6 inches (Fig. 30. It is seen that the frequency range
on which the delay-line microstrip transducers were over which a phase change of 360' takes place is slight-
defined. Thus, the overall device was a three-port ly under 500 M~a for the case of an external cable of
with two ports constituting the Input and output ports length 2 inches, and that this frequency range goes
of the delay line and the third port constituting the down with increase in cable length. It has been found
output port of the directional coupler. The circuit that the frequency range over which this open-loop
external to the delay line ma, therefore, comprised phase changes by 360* coincides with the frequency in-
of three elements: (i) the delay line with the YIC terval between frequency jumps In the oscillator.

+20N

dB INSERTION LOSS 2
0

\PHASE
-20

X tqj-20

7.625 7.775 7.925

+20 _______________

0 2

(20 0
%%% %-20

____________________7.625 7.775 7.925

* a 9

20

-- 20

% %7.625 7.775 7.925

69 f, GHz

f, GHz Fig. 4. Illustrating the desynchronization with tuning
of the oscillator open-loop amlitde and phase responses

Fig. 3. oscillator open loop response with the YIC film lith the TIC film in place In the delay line. The =as-.removed from the delay line. The measurements are for urementa are for a fixed external cable length of 2' 6".
an external cable length of : (a) 2"; (b) 4"; and (c) The solid end dashed curves have the ease meaning as in2' 6". The solid and dashed curves have the gene meaning Fig. 1.
as in Fig. 1.
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The amplifier used in the experiment was an Avantek length 2 inches. Frequency Jtmping which occurs at in-
AMr-1207 GaAs IET amplifier (50 dB gain over the 7 GHz tervals of about 500 MHz for this cable length Is not
to 12 GHx range). The amplifier phase changes by 360* shown in Fig. 5.
approximately every 800 Mez so that, if the length of
the external circuit other than the amplifier were IV. CONCLUSIOM
made zero, frequency jumping would occur every 800 MHz.
The amplifier delay line is about 1.Sne which is ap- The present paper has reported an experimental study of
proximately equal to the delay time of an air trans- an MSSW delay-line based oscillator. A novel approach
mission line of length 45cm. The amplifier constitutes in the present work has been the use of lifted trans-
the longest element in the circuit external to the de- ducers for narrowbanding the delay line. It has been __

lay line. found that, if the delay time associated with the cir-
cuit external to the delay line can be reduced to ero,

In Fig. 4, the measured open-loop response obtained or as a minimum reduced to a length much shorter than J
with the YIG film put back into the delay line is the shortest wavelength in the tming range, then sin- -

given for the case of a 2 feet 6 inch long external gle-mode oscillator operation over an octave bandwidth
cable. As the device is tuned, the phase response lags or more is possible. Ar important observation critical
on the amplitude response, with the phase slope of a to this optimistic conclusion was that the amplitude
given mode at some point moving out of the amplitude and phase responses of the delay line are locked in
response and a new phase slope coming within the ampli- synchronism as the device is tuned. Interestingly, the
tude response. It i at the latter point that fre- foregoing need to minimize the length of the circuit
quency jumping occurs. external to the delay line is also a condition that

applies to MSW resonator-based oscillators as well as
With minimization of the external cable length, the YIG-sphere oscillators.
largest value of the frequency interval between fre-
quency jumps was obtained to be about 600 M4Hz. The REFERENCES
tuning response of the oscillator representing the
variation of oscillator frequency with bias field is 1. R.L. Carter, J.M. Owens, W.R. Brinlee, Y.W. Sam and
essentially linear as shown in Fig. 5. The measure- C.V. Smith, Jr., in Proceedings of the 1981 MTT-S
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External cable length=2" (1978).
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Fig. 5. MSSW oscillator tuning curve for fixed external
cable length of 2".
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- 3
THE STATUS OF HAGNZTOSTATIC

WAVE OSCILLATORS

R. L. CARTER & J. H. OWENSElectrical Engineering "Dept.

University of Texas at ArlingtonArlington, Texas USA 76019

Abstract

'.-he continual demand for increased performance confined to the "top" surface for forward
• in modern communication and radar systems in terms propagation and to the "bottom" surface for reverseW of increased bandwidths and higher operating propagation as indicated in Figure 1. A second

Sfrequencies has led to investigation of novel
techniques and technologies for analog signal aMP5D OAM1IM sm Ri OmN mprocessing. In particular, surface acoustic waves " "
(SAW) have been extensively exploited with great
success to this end, but systems requiring center -, 7v,
frequencies greater than I GHz have pushed SAW [vJ. NPm
devices nearly the pratical physical limit of the
technology. A novel technology promising higher
frequencies is based on magnetostatic waves (MSW)
propagating in epitaxial ferrite films such as
Yttrium Iron Garnet (YIG). These waves can be mswsms
exploited in devices offering instantaneous [CT. .m
bandwidths up to 2.2 G~s at .microwave center
frequencies from 0.5 to 30 Gz.-

This SW signal processing technology, based on msu vM
transversal filtering concepts used in SAW, has been Sq," - -

under extensive investigation for the past 10 years.
This paper will first discuss physical properties a
and limits of magnetostatic waves, and consider
similarities and differences with SAW. Next MSW Figure 1 Principal MSW Propagation Modes
resonators will be discussed, followed by the theory
and status of MSW oscillators. mode is the Megnetostatic Forward Volume Wave

(MSFVW) in which the bias field, H, is perpendicular
to the film plane and is characterized by nearlyIntroduction isotropic propagation In the plane of the slab with
mode energy distributions resembling those found inMagnetostatic waves are slow, dispersive, rectangular metal pipe wave-guides. The lowest order

magnetically dominated electromagnetic waves which mode is usually most easily excited. The third
propagate in magnetically biased ferrite materials mode, the Hagnetostatic Backward Volume Wave (MSBVW)
at microwave frequencies (1-30 GHs in Yttrium Iron exists when the direction of the bias field and
Garnet). A key to the recent interest in MSW propagation are the same in the film plane. This
devices has been the development of high quality low mode has opposite phase and group velocity
line-width (low loss), large area, Yttrium Iron directions, is highly anisotropic and is multimodedGarnet (YIG, Y Fe5 012 ) grown on Gadolinium as in the MSFVW case.
Gallium Garnet IGGG, Gd3Ga 5 0 1 2  )substrates as
epitaxial films. As an example, magnetostatic
waves in RPI-YIG offer lower propagation loss than All modes typically have velocities In the 3-
SAW on lithium niobate at 3 GHs and losses are less 300 km/ec range and wavelengths from lum to I mm
than 13 dB/msec at IOGEz. for 10 um thick epitaxial films; thus, transducer

and periodic structure dimensions may be chosen to
permit easy fabrication by standardHagnetostatic wave propagation in thin films photolithographic techniques. Since practically any

has been extensively considered, and three major wavelength can be achieved at any frequency, devices
propagating modes with the propagation direction in designed to work at a specific wavelength will also
the film plane have been used in device work at any frequency provided a suitable bias field
applications. These three modes are determined by can be obtained and the ferrite is uniformly
the relative orn ntation of bias field, propagation saturated. Propagation delays of ten to severaldirection and the crystalline orientation of the hundred nanoseconds per CM are typical. Nigh Q
ferrite slab normal. The modes are dispersive and tunable resonator structures can be fabricated in
characterised by a limited propagation pssband MSW technology in a similar manner to that used in
width and magnetic bias field tunability. This SAW technology. Either Febry-Perot or delay linetunability principle can permit propagation of a structures can yield high quality tunable
particular wave length at any particular frequency oscillators when operated in the feedback loop of anin a range of frequencies. First consider the amplifier. Oscillator work that has oetered on the
Magnetostatic Surface Wave (M455) mode in which the Fabry-Perot structures due to problems associated
bias field, U, is perpendicular to the direction of with achieving stable broad bead single mode tueble
the wave propagation and In the plans of the film. delay line oscillators. The atteactiem of KSa
This mode has highly anisotropic propagation the resonators lies is their high loaded q's (e ) 1500
plan of the film. This mode has highly anisetropic have been observed). At present, the dolmant
Propagation in the film plane and the mode energy is microwave broadband tunable oeailleat teemoley Is
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based on Yig spheres operated at ferromagnetic N
resonance. These device* have loaded Q's of loes (T)F E. [A1)bthan 200 and require tedious alignment to achieve (S)
high performance. Since phase noise is inversely
proportional to Q2 the attraction of NSW devices
are obvious.(2)

and
3SW Resonators 

N

As in the SAW case the simplest resonator (T)R F] z fl (2)

consists of a pair of wavelength selective periodic

reflecting arrays separated by a delay section. and a ... h are the transmission matrix coefficientsThese elements are arranged relative to the for the forward and reverse line section. The
propagation path to form a resonator c vity and a various reflection and transmission coefficients are
means for traneduction Is established within the then evaluated as:
cavity. The single port 3SSW reflecting array z - ZR
resonator of this type has been reported by Collina Zr F
et.al.(3) This paper treats the two-port SS and (3)
KSFVW reflecting array resonator with an input- z+B-zR(zFC+D)
output transducer pair located In the resonant
cavity; the geometry of this device is shown in ZR(D-A+ZFC-D/zF)
Figure 2. This structure is of particular interest P - (4)
in the MSSW case due to its inherent isolation F zFA+B- R D) (4)
between input and output ports and ease of ZR(ZFC
application in filter and oscillator systems. The zRZ
3SFVW case is of interest due to its higher R (
saturation power and easier magnet design. These zR : (5)
resonators retain the desirable features of ZRE+F-ZF(zRG+H)
tunability and micro-wave frequency operation
associated with previous YIG technology. Further,
submicron wavelengths are not required so and
conventional microelectronics fabrication techniques
are used for device fabrication. zF(HE+zRGH/zR)

t" P-R - (6)
zR F- (ZRG+H)

lINfilm The corresponding Insertion and reflection losses
can be obtained from finding -20 log]O of themagnitudes of these factors. These quantities do

not account for transducer loading effects.

gm" FIf -¢ na, The resonator cavity can be considered
tefnud , equivalent to a microwave Fabry-Ferot resonator(7)

Figure 2 Schematic of a "Two Port" Kagnetostatic if the concept of an effective mirror plane is
Wave Resonator introduced.($) The distance, d, the effective

mirror plane is located into an array can be
determined using the reactance slope, the rate of
phase change of the reflection factor, at the

Modeling and Theory insertion lose notch;
and NSFVW'S

Since the MSSW and KSYVW'S correspond to 1 dt
limiting cases of electromagnetic modes, gratings in d - (7)
the reflecting array resonator can be modeled in 2vg dw
terms of cascaded equivalent transmission line
sections. Such modeling as applied to SAW filters
and acoustic dispersive delay lines has been
presented by Sittig and Coquin.(4) For 3SV, Where vg is the group speed, N, the phase and w
however, dispersion propagation loss and the radian frequency. For a given resonator deeign
nonreciprocity of propagation due to the proximity the effective resonator cavity spacing is just L
of ground planes must be included. In general, each dF~dR~l where 1 is the reflecting array spacing
array within the resonator can be considered to be a and the subscripts denote the forward and reverse
cascade of grsting elements and the resonator cavity wave factor; the mode spacing for the resonator to
treated as two such arrays spaced by an appropriate
delay section. The Inverae transmission matrix for 1
a line of length L has been presented by Collins Atm * - (TF TR) (8)
et.al.(5) along with a discussion of Storch's(6) L
method for calculation of overall transfer matrices
for individual arrays. for onreciprocal where T F  and T, are respectively the g1ew dalspropagation, as in the NIS9 case,(for the volume times per unit lentml. The remaling parameter of
wave cas propedatiem is reciprocal) this method is interest is the remosutor quality faster or Q sich
used to calculate the overall forward and reverse is equivalent to the reciprocal fractiol l
transmission sattces (T)F (T.)R for am array. bandwidth, Vo/AW where AV is the slrer
Denoting these matrices for an V element grating as bandwidth for the resoasace at We . this
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identification permits determination of Q's directly Noise Power kTFG (12)
from insertion loss versus frequency characteristics 10 Loa-
for both theory and experiment. Grouping individual Carrier Power P
resonator power losses into array, propagation and
transducer losses give a loaded quality factor Q <
as Where G - Gain of the amplifier, F - noise figure, ps

1/ 1 - saturation power, LS a insertion loss of the
+() resonator - G - gain of the amplifier. Using this
7 ext result a noise floor of -150 dBC is possible with an

amplifier with a 4 db N.F. A saturation power of
-7dba and an insertion lose of 13db.

where the external quality factor Qext is
associated with transducer loading and the unloaded d (u) 10 20.5 1.6 a 23
quality factor Q u is the parallel combination of
the array quality factor Qr' and the material or h/d (Z) 2.5 4.4 2.7 3.5 1.5
propagation quality factor Q a . Q r can be
obtained in terms of the effective cavity length, d, D (an) 3.6 3.6 3 3 --
and thf geometric mean of the forward and reverse
reflection factors p as(9) N 40 40 60 56

Qt 21rd t(u) 0 0 0 0 0

~o1(/) (10)
F (MHz) 3 3.2 5 2.2 3-7GHz

where X is the resonant wave length. The material P (dB) 16 12 16 13 22
quality factor Q% is related to the wave IR (dB) 10 12 12 6 .5
attenuations and group speeds as

Q 830 500 1500 550 500

Qr=oo2t gWVE/ MSSW/ LSSW/ MSSW/ MM I L, SFW/RESONATOR SIMPLE SIMPLE SIMPLE SIMPLE OBLIQ.

where and vg are respectively the associated
geometric mean values for forward and reverse Lab. Unv. Uuv. Unv. Thomson Thom-
propagation. TZ. TX. TZ. CSF CSF

Experimental Resonator Results Table 1 - Characteristics and experimental
performances obtained with USSW and NSrVW iwo-portA range of SSW and ISFVW resonators have been resonators.(9) d is the thickness of the TIC films,fabricated and evaluated experimentary. Table I h/d the groove depth to film thickness ratio, D the

details the results of these studies. Soth XSSW and distance between the gratings, 9 the number ofISlVW resonators have been studied. The best of the grooves per array, t the spacing between the TIC and
HSFYW devices use multiple cavities, and/or the transducers, F the resonance frequency. P thereflectors within the cavity to achieve higher insertion loss at resonance, I the rejection of the
spurious rejection and thus stable single mode off-resonance transmission and Q the loaded quality
oscillators. factor.

NO OSCILLATOR THEORY

Figure 2 shows a block diagram of an NaW
oscillator. For this configuration the requirement
for oscillation Is that the loop gain be 1. The EIPERIMMAL OSCILLAtI RIMULTS
phase noise for a resonator stabilized oscillator is
given by Lewis (10,. 2 perlmental investigation of NSW resonator

GkTF2 (11) based oscillators have been carried out by twoL() 10 Log0 2 dbc/H groups one at the University of Texas At ArlingtonQOf-o) Z on MeSW resonators, and on at The Thomeou-CI?

Research Center, Orsay, France, uilislog oblique
reflection ISFVW resonators. The results of theseWhere C is the amplifier gain, k is loltsman's studies are shown in Table 11. The oscillators bathconstant, T ambient temperature (Ok) F the noise have performance specs superior to TI sphere

figure of the amplifier fo the carrier frequency, oscillator performance with the potential for simple
Q the quality factor of the resonator, and PV the less expensive assembly. Filuw 3 sbos the phase
loop power. noise perfomance of the University of Texas

oscillator compared with a, 346OC 10 spheae boedIn enoral even for XSFVV resonator* the sweep oscillator. Also bovm is the tbeoretieal
resonator is the saturated element, and the performance of en optimized NO resenater oeellltoamplifier is operating in the limear range. Thus with A qm M and an amplifier noise fi8rt of Mb.
the noise floor is dominated by the xaplifier noise
flor. ?hos
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* TABLE 11 KSSW OSCILLATOR STUD)IES

STIUDiY HObt TYPE Of RESONATOR AMPLIFIER Q TUNING PHASE NOISE NOISE rlum
010KHZ

11iv SSW Simple Cavity 2 Ste Hfybrid 270 2.0-..5G~lz -80dbc -1 3 hilln:

Thomson NSFVW ge 0 blique 's State Hybrid 500 3-7Gl~a -9Odbc -Stb

1. J. M. Ovens, C. V. Smith, Jr. and R. L. Carter

V

1103. J. H. Collins at. &I., Proc IEEE Lett., 65
1090-1092, 1977.

-10 4. E. K. Gittig, G. A. Coquin, IEEE Trans. SU, SU-
15 111-119, 1968.

is No Is U Se I 5. J. U, Collins et al. 1977 Ultra Solic. Sysp
p5m WeTM Proc. IEEE Cat. No. 77 CH. 1264 - ISU, 1977.

6. L. Storch, AIE Trans., 73, 616-618, 1955.
Figure 3. MSW Oscillator Phase Noise 7. R.E. Collin, Foundations For Microwave

Enginearing.McGrav-Bill Book Co., Inc. U. Y. 1966.

8. G. L. Matthaei, et. al. IREE Trans. SU. SU 23,
99-107, 1976

9. J. P. Castera, P. Hartmann Proceeding of 1961
RADC Microwave Magnetic@ Technology Workshop,

CONCLUSIONS RADC TR 83-15, 218-229, 1983.

10. N.F. Lewis, Proc 28th Annual Fx Control Symp,
NS5W Resonator oscillators have shown superior 34-3 7 1974.

phase noise performance to their YIG sphere
counterparts. They offer the potential for simpler 11. J. M. Ovens, R. L. Carter, Y.iI. Sam to be
fabrication and potential exists for significant published Proc 1983 NTIS, June 1963.
performance Improvement.

12. J. P. Caster&, P. Hlartman, J. N. DuPont to be
AECOWMItLEDGNEN published Proc 1983 WITS, June 1963.
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AN X-BAND GaAs FRT OCILLMR

USING A DIZBLRCTRIC RI3OUA2OR

K. Wakino, T. Nishikawa, S. Teaura and f. Tamura

__Murata Manufacturing CO.,LTD

26-10, 2-Chain. Tenjin
-agaokakyo-shi, Kyoto, Japan

-~ 3a(%nTa)03, that is 4.10 A, the Q value of
----- A X-band GaAs PET oscillator highly Da(ZnTa)03 is improved. And in the reverse
stabilized by a dielectric resonator was case, the Q value is degraded.

-developed. The oscillator's freqenpy When the perovskite materials are
sikbilty is less than 4+lHz (-40C- added to Ba(ZnTa)03 ceramics, the ceramics
50M r, and its size has been greatly
miniaturized (20.3mm x 12.6mm x 8.8mm).

For the dielectric resonator, a new
material Ba(NiTa)03-Ba(ZrZnTa)03 has been Table 1. Dielectric characteristics of
developed which has an extremely high Q Ba(ZnTa)03 ceramics to which
value and high temperature stability. The 5 molt perovskit. materials are
characteristics of the resonator age K*29, added.
0-10,000 at 10 GHz and'rf-0 ppeA. 1E

') fadditive (A) (at 7Gmzl smm

Introduction

Nany kinds of dielectric resonators now --- 29A 10 0 1A

have been used for microwave oscillators. , '2  4.18 30A 14500 7.
The dielectric losses of known ceramics,
however, are not sufficiently small at the nes 4.12 28.7 1000 3.1
X-band or at higher frequencies. In order
to realize an X-band oscillator, a new 410 3.9 13m 13.0
material had to be developed.

In this paper, we report an X-band
GaAs PET oscillator using a dielectric &be, 4.3 2.1 C0 11A
resonator, which has high temperature
stability (+lNHz from -400C to 854C at 3.Ti0 lU 31. 6.00 1.1
11.8GHz) an3 small size (20.3mm x 12.6mm ai' 8.8 um). 0

We also propose a Ba(NiTa)03-
Ba(KrZnTa)03 material for the dielectric
resonator, which has characteristics of
9-29, Q-10,000 at 10GHz and temperature
coefficient of resonant frequency too

V 0 ppn/eC.

Dielectric Resonator

At the beginning of the 1960"s,
V. Galasso and J. Pyle investigated the
crystal structures of ga(5'0.33 TaO.67)03type materials, and they reported that

these materials had perovskite pseaocells
and formed the hexagonal superstroultures
due to the ordering of 3'-Ta ions. In
1977, it was reported that 3a(2nl/3
Vb2/3)03-3a(Znl/3 Ta2/3)03 aevami s had
high 0 values at microwave frequetcies.4  I

We studied the Ba(nTa)03 with
additives of well known perovskite mater-

a isls and found an interesting result.
Table I shows the dielectric character- Sa(ZnTe)03 (SOTa)03 + 40 MSrO
istics of bea(al/3 11&2/3)o3 ceramics to
which S molt perovskitoe materials are Fig.1 Scanning electron micrographs of
added. When the added perovskite materials polised Oam e Ied ects" of

• 4BI CHSP MM 01 *IA04D -
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do not cose to form the superstructure. 1,5000'C for 4 hours.
Then the grain growth and crystalization of As Ba(Zr~nTa)03 material have a
Da(XnTa)03 ceramics are accelerated. This positive temperature coefficient, we added
acceleration of the crystalization improves Ba(MiTa)03 material which have a negative
the Q value. In order to get higher Q temperature coefficint. Thus, the char-
value, however, the added perovakite mater- acteristics of K-29, Q-10,000 at 10 G~m
ials must have larger lattice constants and t-o ppm/C are obtained at the
than the Ba(ZnTa)03. composition of 0.2ba(Nil/3 Ta2/3)03-

Fig. 1 shows the grain growth of 0.SBaCZrO.04 ZnO.32 TaO.64)03.
Ba(ZnTa)03 ceramic to which 5 molt BaZrO3 Fig. 2 shows the frequency dependence
is added. Both samples were sintered at of K and Q value, and Feg. 3 shows frequency

temperature dependence of resonant frequen-
cy and Q value.

K and Q values are measured by Hakki
and Coleman's dielectric resonator method.5

40 (ZrSnMTO,
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Oscillator DesignVig. 4 shove the equivalent circuit of
the oscillator. 2A-

an oscillator which consists of a GaAs "f
FZT, a dielectric resonator and a varactor 14
diode in mounted on NWC. The GaAs D3T,rSxSlX of Fujitsu Limited was used in this .1

wok. The dielectric resonator is mounted
an an Alumina substrate with a spacer made OA SO
of forstecite.

The resonator is mgnetically coupled 0 1 I
to gate line, and its resonant frequency is 1 2 3 4
pretuned mechanically by the dimentsions Te mvofeaqVTVowtl
5.5mm x 2.4mm for the frequency of 11,800
MHz. Slight deviation from the speciified
oscillation frequency, after the resonator ?ig.5 Tuning bias voltage vs oscillation
is housed in the case, is controlled by a frequency.
bias voltage (VT) which controls the
capacitance of the varactox diode. Fig. 5
shown the tuning characteristic of VT Table 2 Oscillation performance
versus oscillation frequency. The oscilla-
tion frequency changes linearlly about 2Mz,
when VT changes from 0 to 5 volts. Frequncy 11AO MHz

The temperature coefficient of a Outptt pwenr 12.0dBM
dielectric material can be controlled Effcincy 8.3%
arround zero ppm/1C with high precision by FrsquuucyeubNuty ±1 MHz(-40C - WC)
changing the ratio of a&(iTa)03 and
Ba(ZrZnTa)03. The temperature coefficient Pu400grV
is chosen so that it compensates the Pu"lInefiue 900KHa(VSWR-1.5)
thermal linear expansion of the case and Tuning 1 IMHz
the impedence deviation of the PET amplifi- DCpowe ra. w vaug 5VoIf
er. In this oscillator, 3 ppm/6C was Cumrnt 38mA
chosen.

The oscillator is hermetically sealed 20 3 X12.6X8.S,
in the SPCC case to keep stable operation Weight 4.8
even in severe environmental conditions.
The RI output and DC bias terminals are
made of pin type leads.

Oscillator Performance

The electrical characteristics of the
oscillator are summatized in Table 2. The
measured operation is IDs38mA, fo-ll,60OMHs

*and Po-l2dlm at bias voltage of 5 Volts at
room temperature. 8401TO)O -DrznT810,

rig. 6 shows the temperature stability 0 -am
of the oscillation frequency. For
comparison, two kinds of dielectric resona-
torn are used. A 5a(WiTa)O3-Ba(Sr~nTa)03 --

resonator has the 0 value of $,500 and a R / M0
(%rSn)Ti04 resonator has the 0 value of
4,400, at 11.6G8s. The position of these
resonators were adjusted so that the same -2
output power can be obtained at the same DC
power supply. Both of these resonators
have almost the same linearities of _
resonant friequency. But the linearity of
the oscillation frequency using the resona- / ti-eeem
tot of higher Q value was better than the
other. The frequency stability of less -

than +1 lNs from -400C to 86C was -40 -a n
obtained when the 9s(Wita)O3-5a(%rZnTa)O3 TW#WU("
resonator is used.

Fig. 7 shows the sensitivity of the Fig.6 Temperature ve asoillation frequency
frequency (fo) and output power (Po) to using two kinds of dieleotric
variations in bias voltage. The pushing resonators.
figure is 400a3s/V, and the efficiency is
6.3% at 5 volts of DC power supply.
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3) P. Galasso and 3. Pyle, *Ordering in
Compounds of the A(W'S.33 1a0.67)03

tinsType, inorganic Chemistry, 2, p462(1963).

11.7 4) S. Kawabims, N. Hishida, 1. Oeda, U.1Ouchi and S. Bayakava, *Dielectric
Properties of Ba(Snl/3 xb2/3)03-
Ba(Znl/3 Ta2/3)03 Ceramics at Microwave
Frequency", proceedings of the 1st
Meeting on Ferroelectric Naterials and
their Applications, l,p293 (1977).

__5) S. W. Hakki and P.D. Coleman, "A
Dielectric Resonator Method of12 -Measuring Inductive Capacitance in the

a -o Millimeter Range*, IRE Trans. on NTT
4 a NTT-8, p.402 (1960).
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ig.7 DC bias voltage vs resonant frequen-cy and out put poxwer.

Conclusion

A dielectric resonator of Ba(NiTa)O
-Ba(ZrZnTa)O3 material has been developed,
which has very high Q value (Q-10,000 at

10GHz) with K-29 and rf-0 ppm/4C.
Using the resonator, an X-band

miniaturized GaAs FET oscillator was
developed which provided frequency
stability of +1 ppm/*C (-40"C+85*C),
output power 6f 12dBm and power efficiency
of 8.3%.

As the oscillator has a simple
construction, it is suited to mass produc-
tion and can be produced at low cost. This
X-band oscillator is suitable for use
within an SHP-UHF converter for DBS.
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AN ANALYSIS OF A NICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED
DISCIPLINED FRMUENCY STANDAD

Bill Bourke & Bruce Penrod
Austron, Inc. P.O. Box 14766

Austin, Texas 78761

Summary which yields a quantity whose units are time and
allows direct comarison of clocks.0 .....-,This paper summarizes the ideas, experiments and

conc usions from an effort to develop a new, produ- A model of the quartz oscillator to be
cible disciplined quartz frequency standard. Some disciplined, in these terms might be
of the original thinking cgmes from a paper pub-
lished in the late sixtiesl which described the use 3y(tT
of a third order phase locked loop (PLL) system to y(tT)=y(t,To)+Yr(t)+Dt+(TTo) 0 (3)
fully correct a drifting frequency source. Further, aT

e the paper described the behavior of the corrected
frequency source when the PLL was without reference where T is the temperature of the oscillator, T is
input, or coasting, and showed that such of the the average temperature of the oscillator, Yr(t) is
drift had been effectively removed by the third the random contribution of frequency, and D is the
order control. These results lead to the develop- coefficient of drift. The addition of the tempera-
ment at Austron of the model 2010B Disciplined ture dependence to the familiar oscillator model
Frequency Standard. The objective here is to imple- comes from observations by the authors that indicate
ment this same idea at the current state-of-the-art, that its magnitude is fir from negligible.
taking advantage of the power and versatility of the
microprocessor.'("  The model for the phase time is

Introduction x(tT)-y(t,To)t+xr(t)+Dt2/2+(T-To) (4)

Briefly, our problem is t phase lock a high Dy(t.To)
quality quartz oscillator to a reference having 0 t+ x(o)
superior long term stability, such as cesium or 3T
Loran-C. The phase lock technique must be able to Now the problem may be quite clearly defined.
correct the oscillator's phase, frequency and drift The initial phase offset x(o), average over tem-
in frequency (ageing) in such a manner that the perature frequency offset y(t,To), and the drift
phase error approaches zero when the PLL achieves rate D must be determined and corrected in the pre-
steady state. This requirement allows performance sence of the random contributions and temperature
of the second, and more important, functJon of a effects.
disciplined frequency standard, i.e., backup of a
primary standard in the event of its failure. If Proposed Solution
the above described PLL has operated long enough to
achieve zero steady state phase error then it has Fig. 1 illustrates a classic type III PLL in
*learned* the ageing rate of the oscillator under the Laplace transform notation. The type III servo
control and, in the event of reference failure, the employs three pure integrations in its feedback.
PLL will continue to correct the oscillator in such Servo theory shows that in order to track with zero
a manner that only a fraction of its inherent ageing steady state error a quadratic phase input, as in-
will be observed over the duration'of the reference cluded in eq. 4 and arising from the drift in fre-
outage. In this way, a relatively inexpensive quency, a type III PLL is necessary and sufficient.
oscillator may offer atomic standard performance Fig. 1 also shows that a technique of forcing the
for intervals of 24 hours or less. loop input phase error, on detection of reference

failure, to zero is employed and it also indicates
Definitions and Assumptions which points in the loop contain the values per-

taining to the ageing and frequency corrections, at
In order to more specifically define this steady state.

problem and to prevent any confusion in terms, the
following basic formulae are presented. It should be noted that three parameters, K, T1s

and T2 may be adjusted to set such loop charac-
First the fractional frequency offset: teristics as ageing determination averaging time,

and phase determination averaging time. These para-
_1 j meters will determine the effectiveness of the PLL

-(ta) 'o dt (1) in determining the crucial oscillator parameters In
0 the presence of random and temperature effects.

where v Is the nominal center frequency of oscilla-
tion an 4 is the Instantaneous phase of the Implementation

4 oscillator versus some ideal source of vo .
A digital technique for implementing Fig. I is

Now the phase time shown In Fig. 2. The output of the phase detector
ot  is digitized and the control integrations are per-

formed in microprocessor, software using a 48 bit
x(t) y(t') dt' (2) floating point arithmetic. After scaling, the

45 CHIS-T4ft w 1.045 Si . nolss
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control word is sent to a high resolution (16 bits). Ageing Determination - 8 days
low temperature coefficient digital to analog con- Frequency Determination - 5000 seconds
verter whose output voltage drives the varactor Phase Determination - 4000 seconds
tuning on a mode) 1150, Sth overtone AT-cut preci-
sion ovenized oscillator. This parti;glar oscilla- In this experiment, the PLL was allowed to
ton exhibited approximately a 1 x 10 /day ageing acquire for 7 days. At that time, the loop was
rate. opened in software and the input to the loop

• integrators was set to zero. Twelve days of opera-

Experiment tion were recorded in this mode and the data which
:follow are from that period.

In order to verify that the proposed solutfonotd
could work, an experiment was performed and is sche- Results
matically represented by Fig. 3. The model 2100
Loran-C receiver obtains its reference from the Fig. 4 is a compressed version of the phase
disciplined frequency standard, applies phase record from the chart recorder of Fig. 3 obtained by
corrections necessary to syntonize this reference sampling at 1800 second intervals. The 575 points
input with Loran-C and outputs this phase corrected were then plotted by an HP-85 computer. The suc-
signal to the reference input of the disciplined ceeding plots arise from various manipulations of
frequency standard. The phase detector output these original data.
voltage, prior to digitizing, is output to an analog
chart recorder to allow observation both during the The phase time accumulation in Fig. 4 shows
initial acquisition time and after the loop has been that the ideal correction of the oscillator did not
intentionally opened to simulate reference failure, occur. In fact 21 us of phase error resulted over

the 12 day opened loop interval. However, a free
Since the PLL parameters K, 1, T2are readily running oscillator with an ageing rate of 1 x 10-10/

variable, the software in this disciplined frequency day would have accumulated 622 us just due to
standard included an algorithm to effectively in- ageing.
crease the various averaging times during PLL acqui-
sition. In this way the initial turn on transient Something which should be noticed in Fig. 4 is
is minimized and a useable output from the disci- the presence of a diurnal shift in phase. These
plined frequency standard is available in several shifts have been found to be due to the variations
hours rather than days. The ultimate averaging in building temperature from night to day causing a
times reached after approximately 48 hours of PLL corresponding frequency shift in the oscillator.
acquisition were: Unfortunately a temperatuare record was not kept

EXPERIMENT VS LORAN-C

1. )DISCIPLINED

REEINPUT OUTPU T

MOD S 1O D CORRECTED IMHZ P CONTROLLED
LRAN-C DISCIPLINED

RECEIVER OSCILLATOR

C0
kE R

, 0 VARIABLE TIME CONSTANTS EMPLOYED
t e FINAL EFFECTIVE MEASUREMENT TIMES

FREQUENCY- %5000 SECONDS
~AGEING- w8 DAYS
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•0 12 DAYS OPENED LOOP
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over the duration of the test and specific tempera- result since the residuals of phase will be decid-
ture versus frequency data is not available. It is edly nonwhite. A better technique would fit a
worth mentioning that at the time of the experiment linear function to the frequency data of Fig. 5.
the authors noted the greatest changes occurred on The residuals are still not white but they are
days experiencing large night-to-day temperature closer to being so. However the technique employed
differentials as obtained from normal weather data. here involved fitting a constant to the second dif-

ferences of phase, the drift data. These residuals
Fig. 5 is a plot of the first differences of are not white either and have opposite and equal

the phase time data yielding fractional frequency spectral density slope compared to the second tech-
offset data. Here can be seen an apparent residual niqy. The resulting drift rate was -3.96 x
drift in frequency over the durallon of the test as 10- 1 /day.
well as an approximately 3 x 10-  peak-to-peak
diurnal shift which occurs at the fifth day. Often it is useful to remove the effect of fre-
Smaller shifts are also present for other days. quency drift from experimental data in order to

obtain a better Allan Variance estimate and in order
Fig. 6 is Allan Variance data for all T's from to determine the frequency offset present in the

1800 seconds to approximately six days. An obvious data. Fig. 7 shows the data of Fig. I after the
periodic disturbance occurs for T -112 day and T = phase accumulation due to -3.96 x 10- 2 /day ageing
1 day which results front the presence of the diurnal has been removed. It is obvious from this plot that
temperature effect. For T > 4 days an aparnt in- frequency drift was responsible for the largest part
crease in ay(T) proportionaT to r occurs ndicating of the phase accumulation since a total accumulation
the presence of residual drift in frequency, of less than 4 us remains to be attributd to an off-

set in frequency present at the time that the PLL
From these plots it can be seen that the PLL was opened. i he apparent magnitude of this offset

has failed to perform perfectly and that there are is 3.49 x 10-2 and it is positive.
temperature effects. It would now be interesting to
attempt to determine what the errors in estimating The first differences of the driftless data of
Y(t,T ) and D of eq. 3 were and, by comparison with Fig. 7 are shown in Fig. 8 as a visual check on the
the Alan Variance information, see if these errors effects of the previous operation. It appears that
are noise induced or due to some conceptual or prac- the drift has largely been removed. The Allan
tical error. Variance of this driftless data is now shown in Fig.

9. It should be noted here that aside from the
Due to the apparent flicker FM background of effect of the diurnal frequency shift, the residual

Fig. 6, fitting a quadratic function to the raw noise background is constant over averaging time in
phase data of Fig. 4 will yield a less than optimal the manner associated with flicker FM. The level of

this noise is very nearly 6 x 10-1 2 .

ALLAN VARIANCE APPLIED TO FREQUENCY DATA

THE ALLAN VARIANCE OF FREQUENCY DATA WILL GIVE INFORMATION CONCERNING THE

VARIANCE OF THE AGEING RATE VERSUS AVERAGING TIME.
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Impact of Results on PLL Parameters

From the preceding results and analyses there
should be some indication concerning the proper
selection of the PLL parameters. First, it appears
that the presence of a diurnal frequency shift in
the oscillator will force the use of a quite longj frequency determination averaging time in order to
accurately determine y(t,To). However, in so doing,
the oscillator will not be held in nearly as tight a
phase lock; a drawback which could be undesirable in
some applications (the authors believe it would be
better to reduce the thermal sensitivity of oscilla-
tors used in this instrument). The second obser-
vation which may be made concerning PLL parameter
selection is that, due to the predominance of
flicker FM background noise, an inordinately long
frequency determination averaging time is of no
benefit since the ambiguity of the measurement
remains constant versus averaging time. On the
positive side, the third observation, also due to
flicker FM, is that a long ageing determination
averaging time is highly advantageous. This may be
shown quite convincingly by applying the Allan
Variance to the frequency data of Fig. 5 and in so
doing obtaining information concerning the Allan
Variance of the drift versus averaging time.

Figure 10 illustrates this relationship and
shows a I/T relationship between the Allan Variance
of the drift coefficient oD(T ), versus i. Specifi-
cally, for an averaging time of 106 seconds the
drift should be measurlble with an ambiguity of
approximately 3 x O-'z/day. The drift measurement
error realized In the experiment, with an averaging
time of 6 x 103 seconds, and being -3.96 x 10-12
lends some credence to this idea.

Conclusions

The authors realize that a single 12 day run of
data is not sufficient to make concrete statements
concerning the performance of this instrument,
however the following general remarks are felt to be
in order:

1. The performance realized appears to be
noise limited.

2. The temperature sensitivity of the
oscillator under control is of prime
importance.

3. To compensate ageing, as long an averaging

time as practical is to be attained.
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BVA Quartz Crystal Resonator and Oscillator Production
A statistical review

E.P. Graf and U.R. Peler

OSCILLOQUARTZ SA SWITZERLAND

In earlier publications1 , 2, 3the design oeasure this effect.
of the BVA quartz resonator has been presen-

ted. All these papers dealt with preproduc- Another typical characteristic of the BVA

tIon models of the BVA. Since that time It is its special cold weld enclosure. Because
has been necessary to find a design that at we wanted to be able to bake out the fl-

has eennecesar tofinda dsigntha at nished resonator at 250% while pumi~vng It to
the same time allows easy manufacturing and n0e reat a cryo i semp we degood production repeatability. 10-8 mbar with a cryo pumping system, we de-
god psigned the cap with a pinch-off tube. In this

Actual design of the BVA Resonator way we can avoid expensive manipulations in
the vacuum.

-1 The BVA consists of an electrodeless re-

sonator which Is decoupled from its mounting The entire mounting is performed in a glove
structure by four bridges F1+-i), These box filled with dry nitrogen (< 40 ppm H20),

bridges have a width of only .4 m to get the Experience has shown that humidity and pre-

mounting stresses away from the active c- sence of oxygen are the bigger enemies than

terpart as much as possible. The electrodes dust, since the presence of the latter can be

are plated on two more pieces, called con- detected almost Instantly' whereas oxidation

densors, which are made also of AT Quartz problems are not revealed until the ageing

blanks with the same cutangle as the reso- measurement.

nator blank. Since the BVA Is designed as an

oven quartz this is the only possibility to

avoid stresses due to thermal expansion. We have produced about 200 resonators so

The three parts, we call It .sandwich', far, thus a quantity that provides us with

are rigidly hold together with clips made production statistics. Since we were trying

from stainless steel ( . To protect the different raw material some of the histograms

fragile bridges against shocks the whole show a secondary peak.

sandwich is mounted with springs Into a rigid

cage consisting of the base plate and a cover Load resonance freouencv deviation at
pae wichart ixd tturnover Is shown In Fig. 5. Because with an
plate which are fixed to 4 columns ' electbdeless resonator it Is not possible to

This fairly complicated mounting structure measure the frequency at the same time you ad-

was not used initially. Earlier mounting Just It, It was clear that this was one of the

structures resulted In long term stability main problems of the BVA manufacturing pro-

measurements such as shown in Fig. 4. The so- cess. In this production step we had to go the

lid line Is the frequency deviation Af/f vs. whole learning curve, but as can be seen from

time and the dashed line Is the barometric the attained mean value of -.066 ppm

pressure. There is no need to calculate a (a - .26 ppm) this problem has been overcome.
correlation factor. After that unhappy expe- Turnover temerature. A histogram Is shown

rience there was no doubt that better de-
coupling of the sandwich from the enclosure in Fig. 6. We got a mean of 85,5 C and a
was needed. With todays suspension we cannot 6;4 C which seems large for an angle to-

Elerance of * 15 sec of arc but which can be
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explained by the different raw material used. plot as in Fig. 14. We have a sketch of the
blank (with the bridges) and the axis X, nAT

Series resistance R1 , histogram Fig. , and Z' with nAT being the normal to the AT
shows a secondary peak near 66a , the mean blank.
value Is 72,6n (a - 4.7n . Of course these
resistances are related to: The measurements give directly the &f/f

vs. 4 plots for the rotations 1, 2 and 3 thatQuality factor, Fig. 8. Here a secondaryPeakappea r Fig 8. t hee a secndqarz are marked on the left side of Fig. 15. A
peak appears due to the use of russian Quartz least squares fit Is then passed through the
(near 2.9 . 106). data to obtain the peak deviation and the

Motional Inductance, Fig. 9, shiows a very offset angles. The solid line are the least

large dispersion. Beside the secondary peak, squares fit values. After some vectorial cal-

the L, values scatter because In the case of culation we get the direction of the?vector

an electrodeless quartz the gaps (nominal In blank coordinates (shown on the right

IC vi resp. 6 v ) Intervene. side).

Motional Caoacitance, Fig. 10, of course Fig. 16 shows the same thing for another
quartz. You see r : 7 • lOlO/g what is aboutshows the sam distribution as L1. 3 times smaller than for a classical 5th

Initial ageing, Typical ageing curves can OT AT resonator. Sincer wasn't parallel to
be found in Fig. IIhard 12. 2 - 10 -'/day is nATas we first expected, we concluded that
guaranteed, there must be a stress configuration that is
2 g Sensitivity Vector caused by the mounting structure In general

and especially in the mounting clips. Impro-
For the 2 g sensitivity measurements we ving the precision in manufacturing the clips

use a turntable with 50 positions that Is resulted lnr measurements of Fig. 17 with
shown In Fig. 13. We measure every 7"2 the r = 3 . l 10-1/g.
frequency by a beat method against a synthe- For comparison, Fig. 18 shows the same plot
ziser. Each frequency measurement Is repeated for a 5 MHz 3rd OT SC BVA resonator. Here we
20 times and the average as well as the sigma get r = 1.7 . lO-10/g which Is about 10 times
Is calculated and dumped Into the memory of a smaller than the classic AT resonator.
HP 9835 desktop calculator. The sigmas we get
in this way are in the low lO-10 which is suf- We feel that the reason for these small
ficient to measure frequency variations of values must lie In the bridge locations since
lO-1cbue to the acceleration vector, the shape of the active part of the resonator

Is exactly the same as for a classical 5th OT
In the electrodeless resonator one of the resonator. Fig. 19 Is a plot provided by

main stress sources, the electrode stress, is A. Ballato4 . The location of the bridges are
avoided, so we felt that the direction of 2 g exactly the points A through D. These are the
sensitivity vector? could tell us something angles where the force-frequency coefficient
about It's origin. Since In the case of the Kf (*) b zero.
BVA the position of the resonator blank with-
In the enclosure Is known (and always the Fig. 20 shows a summary of about 50
same, which Isn't the case for third overtone measurements In a general position. By rota-
units In a HC-36/U can) it was easily possible tion of the axonometrIc axis we can get easily
to trace the r vector in blank coordinates, the in-plane components or in another case the

out-of-plane components of the rvector. We
In the following we will use an axonometric hope that these plots will reveal the originhop t

.... ... b r: . . -



of the stress configuration, but results are Conclusions
not yet available.

.1. Although of complicated design, the
Performance of oscillators with BVA resonator can be manufactured with repe-

BVA resonators titive performances. Frequency adjustment can
be done with excellent precision even though

To take full advantage of the BVA resona- In situ plating cannot be applied.
tor, it has been necessary to develop a new
oscillator. That development was reported by 2. Systematic 2 g sensitivity measure-
E.P. Graf 3in more detail. This paper will ments turn out to be a very efficient tool
be restricted to measurements only. for stress studies, especially in the case of

an electrodeless resonator where mounting
The measurements are made on OscIlloquartz stresses are not masked by electrode stress.

Model 8600 production oscillator units. Fre- It's not easy to measure thefrvector, but
quency measurements are made against our once the data Is available for statistical
house reference consisting of 3 cesium beam purposes they can be used as 'three dimen-
standards. Sometimes It was necessary to use sional needles' pointing straight forward to
of a separate cesium beam standard to avoid points where something is wrong.
noise pick up In the long distribution linesj
In this case the used standard Is traceable 3. The Model 8600 oscIllator exhibits ex-
to the reference. cellent performances in regard of stability

(long term and short term) with a very small
Freguencv vs. ambient temperature. Fig. 21 phase noise near the carrier.

gives the distribution for the relative fre-
quency deviation vs. ambient temperature Acg.knledeent
(-30 to +70C). In the operating temperature
range we get a mean deviation y = 3) .7 lO-9 The authors take this opportunity to thank

Mr. Arthur Ballato (ERADCOM) for providing

Frequency vs. change of power supply Yol- Fig. 19, Mr. Lgdi and Mr. J.-D. Droz (Oscil-

rge., For a * IOZ change In power supply loquartz SA) for the oscillator measurements

voltage we get a mean relative frequency and Miss R3llin for her expert typing.
change of y -3.8 ' 1-11. (Fig. 22) References
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TE"IU IATIE COIWENSATED CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR SRVEY AND TEST RESULTS

V. Rosati, S. Schodowsk and R. Filler

Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory (ERADCOM)Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

Abstract ordered. It Is interesting that at the time of
this writing, one year after the initial order, two

To assess the availability and quality of vendors have not yet shipped their "best available"moderate and high precision TCXO, a variety of oscillators. A third vendor had shipped 10 months

oscillators was purchased and tested. Tests after order but those oscillators arrived too late
included frequency-temperature stability and to be included in this report.

C aging. Oscillators in the 1 to 5 ppm stability
range were found to conform to specifications, In addition to the 80 oscillators purchased

except that aging characteristics were widely outright, 25 oscillator boards were removed from
variable. Oscillators between 0.5 ppm and 1 ppm new Army radios which require- 1.6 ppm overall
did not fare as well. Significant percentages were frequency accuracy (0.5 ppm allotted for
out of specification. Aging for these oscillators temperature effects). These 25 oscillators were
was better, but still disappointing in many tested and results are included in this report.
cases. No correlation between price and
performance was found. Users are cautioned to Therefore, the data to follow is based on a
carefully specify and test candidate oscillators cross section of moderate (5.0 ppm) to high (0.5
before designing them into systems.- ppm) stability TCXO.

Introduction The price range for all oscill.tors was
between $48 and $900 each.

In response to requests by various military
systems managers and designers, a survey of crystal Testing
oscillator manufacturers was conducted. Sample
lots were then ordered and tested. All 105 oscillators were subjected to the

following tests: Frequency-Voltage; Frequency-
Survey Load; Frequency-Temperature; and Aging.

All known oscillator manufacturers (107 The Frequency-Voltage and Frequency-Load tests
companies) were solicited by letter to provide were straightforward and followed the procedures
price and delivery information on two classes of recomended in the current Specification for Quartz
oscillators. First, an oscillator was sought to Crystal Oscillators (MIL-O-55310).
fulfill a specific system requirement. The
abbreviated specifications were: 21.9 MHz; t5 ppm Frequency vs. Temperature (F-T) Stability
F-T stability over the temperature range -45 to
+75°C; I ppm first month aging; specified case size The F-T tests were conducted as follows: The
and pinout; and the usual Frequency-Voltage, oscillators under test were placed in a temperature
Frequency-Load, etc., stability. Second, each chamber at room ambient and quickly cooled (within
vendor was asked for price and delivery information 10 minutes) to -45°C. The chamber was held at the
on their "best available" TCXO. Operating low temperature for two hours after which time the
characteristics (frequency, stability, waveform, "temperature run" commenced. Temperature was
load. etc.) were all vendor options, increased, stepwise, at a 1 degree per four minute

rate until the maximum operating temperature was
There were 14 positive replies, i.e., 14 reached. Temperature was then decreased at the

vendors indicated that either or both classes could same rate to -45*C. Frequency readings were
be supplied. recorded at one degree intervals.

Sample quantities of 5 each were ordered from Upon completion of the run, the F-T behavior
13 of the responding vendors. The basis for of each oscillator was plotted. Also presented on
selection was no exception to the specifications of each graph were calculations to determine a set
the 21.9 MHz oscillator or exceptional performance point (at 30*C) that would center the frequency
claimed for the vendor-specified oscillator, excursions about the oscillator's nominal
Available funds limited the quantities purchased to frequency.
5 each of each kind from each vendor.

Specifically, 30 of the 21.9 MHz oscillators Stability was calculated from the formula:

were ordered. Delivery time ranged from 24 to 32
weeks. Stability - F max - F min (1)

Fifty vendor-specified oscillators were also

01 "U.S. Government v not protected by U.& copWigt"



1.0..TEMPERATURE RUN

Center Freq 4500000.00 Hz

initial soak 120 min.
aE 0.5'run time 23.6 Hirs

a

IL

0.0.

TEMP (dog C)

-0.5

max F = 4500002.99

min F = 4499995.29

-1.0 stability = 0.86ppm
del F offset = 1.19

FIGURE 1, REPRESENTATIVE F-T CURVE

Since temperature was changed slowly, 500
approximating steady-state conditions, any
difference between the two F-T curves (temperature
increasing vs temperature decreasing) was 400
interpreted as thermal hysteresis.

A representative F-T curve is shown as Fig. 1.
300

Oscillators were aged while being held at 60
t.05OC for a minimum of thirty days. The
oscillators were allowed a 24 hour stabilization
period before the first data point was recorded.
Subsequently, frequency measurements were made
daily. At the conclusion of the aging measurement t00
cycle, frequency vs. time graphs were plotted for
each oscillator. Figures 2 and 3, respectively,
represent "well behaved" and "erratic" DAYS
performance. About 60% of the oscillators were 0 ,A
well behaved. 0

FIuRE 2. TYPICAL SHACE OF THE A61r6
CURVE OF A WELL BEHAVED
OSCILLATOR,

. h 1A m
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AG N ATest Results

W AGING All 105 oscillators passed the Frequency-
Voltage and Frequency-Load tests.

no5 Table I is a summary of the performance of the
21.9 MHz, t5 ppm F-T stability, oscillators. (it
should be pointed out that the oscillators were
tested "as received". No frequency adjustments

2were made, nor were tests yet performed to
determine the magnitude of the "trim-effect".)

Table II is a summary of the performance of1150 the vendor-speci fied "best available" oscil1lators.

50 It should be pointed out that here, also, the

AYS oscillators were tested "as received".

- - The data from Tables I and I were further
-50 reduced to a pass/fail matrix which constitutes

Table 3.

FIGURE 3. TYPICAL BEHAVIOR OF AN
OSCILLATOR WHICH AGES
ERRATICALLY.

TABLE I

RESULTS: 21.9 MHZ OSCILLATORS
NOMINAL SPECIFICATIONS:

21.9 Mz: 5 PPM (-45 TO 75*C0 1 PPM/MO AGING

GROUP PRICE $ F-T STABILITY(PPu) HYSTERESIS(PPm) AGING(Pp/mo)

AVG WORST AVG WORST

1 513 .85 3.4 .61 1.08 .246*

2 480 1.1 1.8 .21 .37 .036

3 600 1.7 3.6 .45 .78 .360

4 225 3.0 5.5 2.0 4.7 .288

5 400 3.1 3.6 1.1 1.9 > 6
6 239 3.2 4.2 1.3 3.1 2.73*

ONE UNIT CEASED OPERATING DURING AGING TEST.

TABLE II

RESULTS: VENDOR SPECIFIED OSCILLATORS

GROUP PRICE F-T STABILITY TEMP RANGE FREQUENCY HYSTERESIS AGING
(S) (PPM) (o0) (MHz) (PPM) (PPI/MO)

CLAIMED AVG WORST

1 266 0.5 .62 1.07 -45 TO +85 4.5 .15 .36
2 812 0.5 .47 .58 -55 TO +85 9.9 .20 .30

3 315 0.6 1.4 1.6 -45 TO +75 1.0 .48 .5 (E)
4 668 0.6 .71 .98 -40 TO +75 3.3 .18 .34
5 385 1.0 .91 1.15 -40 TO +75 3.5 .18 .18
6 66 2.0 1.2 1.82 -40 TO +95 14.4 .14 .57
7 48 3.0 1.9 2.5 -30 TO +70 3.6 1.44 .25 (E)
8 209 0.5 NOT DELIVERED -45 TO +75 5.0

9 488 0.5 NOT DELIVERED -55 TO +85 3.2 -

10 900 0.2 NOT DELIVERED -45 TO +85 5.0
(E)- ERRATIC

803i °0



TABLE III

SMW Y OF ALL OSCILLATORS

STABILITY CLAIMED F-T STABILITY AGING/le

(PPM) ITESTED PASSED DFAILED (PRM)

5 30 29 1 0.2 (AvG)
3 5 5 0 .25 (E)
2 5 5 0 .57
1 5 4 1 .18
0.6 5 0 5 .34
0.6 5 4 1 .5 (E)
0.5 5 2 3 .30
0.5 25 9 16 .36

(E)= ERRATIC

5.0
Note that the likelihood of finding good units

diminishes as the specified stability gets 
better. (Fifteen of the oscillators that were n
ordered, 10 at 0.5 ppm and 5 at 0.2 ppm, have not CI
yet been delivered. This puts the vendors %--
approximately five months behind their own delivery 1.0
schedule.) 0 .

Interesting plots of performance vs price are E
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. E *

Fig. 4 is a plot of F-T stability vs price. 4
Note the lack of correlation. 0.1

Fig. 5 is a plot of 30 day aing vs price.
Again, there is a striking lack of correlation.
For these oscillators good F-T performers are not 0.04, N N
necessarily good agers. That is, there is also no 0
good correlation between Figs. 4 and 5.

4 PRICE ($)

2 FIGURE 5. AVERAGE AGING VS. PRICE.
C1 "N" SIGNIFIES OSit6LATORS
a1 NOT DELIVERED I

SIGNIFIES ERRATIC AGINGBEHAVIOR.

S2
Conclusions

1-4 | 9 Oscillators in the 5 ppm to 1 ppm category,
r1 91 with average first-month aging of 0.5 ppm, appear

41 9 to be readily available. However, even in this
I'- moderate stability category, systems designers and

Cn 0 _N N N manufacturers are cautioned to provide careful
quality assurance inspections.

Oscillators in the 0.5 ppm class appear to be

PRICE Cs) at the very edge of the state-of-the-art. Great
care should be exercized 4n the Specification and

Ftesting of these oscillators and it is suggested
FIGURE 4., FREQUENCY STABILITY VS. that supporting data be requested for each

PRICE. N SIGNIFIES oscillator of this class. h user, therefore, ought
OSCILLATORS NOT DELIVERED. to expect to pay a few dollars for the extra

testing, but it appears that the payoff in
troubleshooting time saved and life cycle cost
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reduction could be well worth the investment. On
the other hand, price alone does not seem to be a
realistic guide to expected performence.

It is probable that many of the higher
stability units were selected for best
performance. It is also probable that those
vendors who have not yet delivered are still in the
selection process. Moreover, our solicitation
letter clearly identified the buying organization
and did not conceal the fact that the purchased
oscillators would be tested. In view of this, one
should be doubly cautious when contemplating the
use of high stability TCXO.

This testing program will continue. "New" and
"better" oscillators will continue to be sought and

evaluated.
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A NEW FREQUENCY CALIBRATION SERVICE OFFERED BY
THE NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS

G. Kamas and J. L. Jespersen
Time and Frequency Division, National Bureau of Standards

Boulder, Colorado 80303

Summary

N SAfter many years of helping calibration beat a local oscillator against the WWV signal.
aboratories solve frequency and timing problems This is the most widely used frequency calibra-

m on an ad hoc basis, the Time and Frequency tion technique and is quite adequate for many
Division of the National Bureau of Standards is users. The next step toward higher accuracies
offering a new frequency calibration service (better than a part in 107) involves using a VLF
that is specifically matched to the user's or a Loran receiver (Figure 1.).
needs. This new service is intended to take
advantage of the latest in measurement instru- The new frequency calibration system is not
mentation, while at the same time keeping the so much a change in what is being used, but how
user costs low. it is being used. A calibration laboratory must

decide what equipment to buy, what it will cost,
The new service consists of identifying the how it can be made traceable, how much manpower

calibration problem, obtaining and installing it will involve, and so on. Once these deci-
the necessary measurement equipment, and final- sions have been made, the equipment is purchased
ly, a training seminar for the user. The user and installed without much trouble. However,
then obtains corrections for the accumulated the new NBS Frequency Calibration service does
calibration data via a telephone modem to the not simply limit itself to equipment purchase
NBS frequency measurement computer. The service and operation. Training for standards laboratory
can use low frequency radio signals, or Loran-C personnel is provided, as is a direct telephone
signals, for NBS traceability. data link to the NBS. After the equipment is

installed and running, the user can be assured
Introduction that the data are correct and that a traceable

calibration has been performed.
A frequency calibration means that a fre-

quency source, a crystal, rubidium, or cesium As mentioned previously, the need for both
oscillator, is measured using a standard refer- training and follow-up has revealed itself over
ence frequency. Data are recorded, but, for many years of customer contact. NBS has addres-
several reasons, precision oscillators are sed this need in several ways. The two most
normally not adjusted during each calibration, important steps have been the offering of fre-
A measurement is made and a record is kept, but quency calibration training seminars at Boulder
adjustments are made only infrequently. As a and the publication of user-oriented technical
result, considerable record keeping is involved, manuals. Technical Note 559 is in a second
The new NBS Frequency Calibration system auto- printing and more than 8000 copies have been
matically measures and records these calibration distributed to aid users in making choices among
data. several different frequency calibration techni-

ques.
Historically, the user of a high quality
frequency standard has purchased equipment, read Two separate frequency c.libration seminars
the manuals, and then proceeded with the cali- have been offered. One deals with frequency
brations. Although this approach to frequency standards and clocks. It discusses time scales,
calibration has changed little in several dec- international agencies for time and frequency,
ades, we at the NBS have noticed a change in the short and long term stability, and noise in
needs of frequency calibrations users. Our oscillators; and reviews commercial standards,
telephone calls, letters, visitors, and atten- timekeeping, and clock modeling. A second
dees at NOS seminars have shown us that frequen- seminar covers the calibration of oscillators,
cy calibration users need a different kind of the use of frequency counters, the day to day
service. That's why this service will empha- measurement and adjustment of frequency standards
size a different approach to frequency calibra- and the use of Loran-C and VLF signals (Figure
tions. This approach is based on NBS experi- 2.)
ences in recent years, dealing with a wide
variety of users at many levels of accuracy. Even after distributing several thousand

copies of the NIS User's Manual and giving many
Background seminars, there was still a missing element.

The attendees many times went away with the
To start the discussion of the new NBS idea that many frequency calibration techniques
Frequency Calibration service, consider the could be used, but they were not always quite
history of frequency calibration. Most labora- sure how to use them. This same problem was
tories simply tune WV on short wave, and zero- revealed by our close contact with the manufac-

turers of tAN8, WV and Loran-C receivers.

"U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright." 505



Oscillator manufacturers and others who saw this manufacturers in the frequency calibration
problem would often tell their customers to call industry and is active in standards labs organi-
NBS regarding frequency traceability, zations. Publishing calibration manuals and

giving seminars have been useful activities and
As the equipment purchased during the 50's they have been well received. This new NIS
and 60's gradually became obsolete, users indi- Frequency Calibration service is also a natural
cated a desire to upgrade their laboratory step made possible by the low cost computers and
equipment. NBS is an active member in the telephone modems coupled with the fact that high
National Conference of Standards Laboratories. accuracy radio signals are available nearly
The membership of that group was most vocal in everywhere.
wanting higher quality calibrations. As new
equipment is specified and purchased, the level A New Frequency Calibration Service
of calibration accuracy moves up from parts in
107 or 108, towards parts in 10". The new NOS Here is a description of the steps involved
Frequency Calibration service can accommodate in this new NBS Frequency Calibration service.
all of these requirements. When companies First, there is initial contact with a user.
invest in new lab equipment, they want it to This is followed by attendance at an NBS seminar
meet their needs as far into the future as to help the user decide on choices for signals
possible. But as they increase calibration and equipment. Next, the user obtains equipment
accuracy, operator skill becomes more of a that is compatible with the NBS recommended data
factor. These are the two main areas the new gathering format, and finally, the user becomes
NBS Frequency Calibration system addresses: part of an NBS frequency calibration information
what to buy, how to use it, and more important network. This network has two parts. The first
how to insure good traceability at high accuracy part is the receipt (by mail or computer termin-
levels without becoming overly labor intensive. al) of the current frequency data required for

laboratory traceability. The second part is an
This is an important feature. Users want on-line telephone modem link to the NBS for
their frequency calibrations to be precise and two-way data exchange to verify that the calibra-
trouble free. Many laboratories cannot afford tions are correct.
to spend large amounts of time on frequency
calibrations since they usually have other If the initial contact goes beyond a simple
demands for available resources. The need is suggestion or advice on how to better utilize
for an automatic system where the operator isn't existing equipment, NBS offers the option of
required to learn a complex procedure. A sugges- having the user attend one of the NBS Time and
tion was once made to call this kind of calibra- Frequency Seminars. The initial contact will
tion service a utility, like a telephone. One usually suggest the level of the difficulty and
can use it without much training, and if it a possible solution. From experience, and
stops working, someone else is concerned about especially dealings with receiver manufacturers,
it. The NBS goal was to deliver state-of-the- and the NBS staff can determine what to expect
art calibrations of frequency in a way that did in terms of signal reception problems. This
not unduly burden the user. It is worth noting information is exchanged with users and menufac-
that frequency calibrations are relatively easy turers so that an informed solution can be
to automate, even at distances of thousands of sought. In addition to suggesting contacting
miles. This cannot be said of all the other the manufacturer or his representative for help,
basic standards. NBS also suggests that equipment, receivers

especially, be tried at the proposed site to
In the course of a year, the NBS Time and detect interference and signal level problems.
Frequency Division handles thousands of inquiries With many years of experience in these areas,
relating to frequency calibrations. These range NBS can usually locate problems and suggest
from the most casual use of WWV to the most alternatives.
sophisticated frequency users wanting to increase
their calibration accuracies. Many of these An NIS frequency seminar is the second step
users don't necessarily want superior accuracy of the process leading to an improved calibre-
but rather want advice on installing and operat- tion service. The seminar serves several pur-
ing a simple system that will not take much time poses. It allows the user to actually see the
to understand. Often the NS response to these kind of equipment that is available. In the
inquiries is to refer them to manufacturers of seminar meetings, many equipment options are
equipment that will meet their needs. NMS discussed. Also, traceability to NMS is des-
maintains a list of manufacturers Just for that cribed, and the user learns what his choices
purpose. Listed are all those manufacturers of will be in terms of operator involvement.
Loran-C receivers, WWV receivers, GOES satellite Emphasis is placed on the data and its interpre-
equipment etc., known to NMS, but without any tation. By the time the seminar attendee leaves,
NMS endorsement or certification of performance. his level of familiarity is such that he can
This is done as a service to the manufacturers make a more intelligent choice. The seminar
and the frequency calibration users, also lets him see a variety of equipment used to

record frequency calibration data. He sees a
For many years NBS has broadcast frequency number of options in terms of signal sources,

* calibration signals from several radio stations, crystal, rubidium, or cesium. He sees Loran-C,
This has been a very popular service. NS has a VLF, or LF reception. He is also introduced to
close working relationship with most of the time-of-day systems and television methods, and
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gets to see satellite systems at work. From gives him state-of-the-art frequency calibra-
this experience, the user is better able to tions. At the NBS seminar, the user sees Loran-C
decide what is best for his laboratory. He may tracking receivers running with little or no
well choose to stay with what he has, thinking attention and also notes that the data logging
that the possible added cost or complexity is system takes care of power outages and is de-
not worth it. signed to minimize operator interaction. At the

other end of the telephone line, NBS can provide
If a decision is made to get a new system, assurance (automatically) that the data being
the next step is obtaining the necessary equip- recorded is valid. The user then gathers up his
ment. This will be similar to the equipment seminar material and returns to his laboratory
used in the NBS seminars, and the software will ready for the next phase, which is getting the
match. After getting the equipment iastalled equipment together. Depending on his choices,
and working, the user can utilize the telephone the equipment costs should remain modest (Fig-
data link to NBS and verify correct equipment ures 5 and 6). This reflects a primary design
operation. In addition, to simply exchanging goal by NBS to make the system affordable,
recorded data, the telephone modem allows for automatic, and easy to operate.
system troubleshooting via the phone line. This
has proved to be very useful for getting systems As his equipment is delivered, the user
started. will work with his manufacturers' representa-

tives to get it installed. Using NBS-compatible
To better explain the details of how this software, he can go at once into a debugging
service operates, consider the following example. phase where his data can be compared with data
Imagine a user in Salt Lake City who has a recorded at the NBS. This provides the assur-
frequency calibration problem. He wants to ance that the calibrations are valid. The
upgrade his frequency calibration service so seminar training material will also contain
that he can calibrate newer counters with high examples of data plots and oscillator perfor-
accuracy time bases. His actual measurement mance evaluation.
requirement is one part in 1010, but he decides
to exceed this, to allow for higher quality As questions arise, the user can "see" the
frequency calibration needs in the future. He performance of his Loran based system by plotting
talks to his manufacturers' representative and data obtained at his site. Conversely, NBS can
views several equipment demonstrations. However, also look at his data via telephone modem. This
he is unsure about how to achieve traceability, two-way data exchange is a most valuable charac-
and at the representative's suggestion, calls teristic since it can resolve many of the pro-
NBS. From this initial contact, he learns that blems associated with precision frequency cali-
his options are to use WWVB at 60 kHz or Loran-C brations. This user will also have a Frequency
from the West Coast. To further increase his Calibration Bulletin available to him. This is
understanding, to train a member of his staff, a published list of the performance of some
and to see actual equipment in use, he registers accurate signal sources, such as WWVB, Loran-C,
to attend a NBS frequency seminar, and several VLF stations (Figure 7). He can

obtain these data by telephone and will also get
This user is looking for cost trade-offs a copy by mail at monthly intervals. Since the
and is concerned about how complex the system software is compatible, his plots will overlay
will be after it is installed and running. He the NBS plots and he can identify system trou-
wants to see real data being recorded and handled bles.
on a daily basis and wants to talk about his
problem. So the NBS seminar is a good choice. The user now has a high quality system that
At NBS, we have found that precision frequency he understands and that fulfills his require-
calibration services have not always been well ments. The system runs with the least trouble
understood. Direct user training has been one and inconvenience to him and can be upgraded as
result of attempts to solve this problem. Even new developments emerge. If the user has staff
though we how have technical literature that is changes, he can send additional persons to an
fairly easy to read, hand-on experience is NBS seminar for training. He will feel that he
invaluable. is a part of larger system and that help is

available. This is in contrast to the situation
At the NBS seminar, the user sees Loran-C in recent years where each user was essentially
and W VB equipment being used and the data from isolated.
those receivers being plotted and analyzed
(Figure 3.). He gets a feeling for the kind of Another benefit is built into the sysLem.
data he will have to handle to achieve his Suppose in our example that an air base near
target objective of parts in 1011 calibration Salt Lake City has a contractor who wants to
accuracy. He sees equipment from a number of check some timing equipment. This new user can
manufacturers in operation. During the seminar, benefit from the data base aspects of the new
he talks with other users and with them makes NBS Frequency Calibration system. Each new user
comparisons of the options available to him. in an area can compare his data, via the NOS

data base, with others, In this example, if two
Finally, he decides that even though WWVB users are tracking Loran-C, any suspicious data
is receivable in Salt Lake City, he will select can be tracked down and the cause located. In
Loran-C as a calibration source and will use an an area that has many users, the overall quality
automatic data logger (Figure 4.). This choice of calibrations will likely improve, especially
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if som users maintain very high quality frequen-

cy standards.

IConclusion 
W~wO imsc um mAeCLMIN

The NOS feels that this new service plan ~a ~~ nw i L3T~

will meet a critical need for frequency calibre- ft l.nc 1Wa- Semi iven ina prvosoyeas. iti n Ifo nistion users. It has been planned to provide all at tadards ist tetmicins involved in making freguency calibraton. Sin
o~w ilbe taught at & practical level to satisfy those now in the fildMthe necessary training, data logging, feedback, W2 as moe xereneMr. N~hf tagh will use "Ircially-aailabl*and follow-up. As improvements in technique are supot
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3. HA WVrATIaHS PON We AND m N O Wm-. rz0 0 I3 S

w'I1 (60 k~z

Valus given for WWmS are the tim difference between the tim markers of the tlIC(MS) tim scale aid
the first poitive-ging eio voltage crossver easured at the tr.- tting antenna. 7he uncertainty
of individual mmawmnts is plus or minus 0.5 microens. alus listed are for 1S L71V.

oa, Nrth Dakota (13.1 kz) nd 0aga. Hawaii (11.8 3kz)
Palative phase values are given for VLF rtations and only the change from the previous available day's
reading is published. Days hien the data were satisfactory but readings were not taken (for example,
on weskends or station maintenance days) are marked (-). If data wire lost, cotinuity is also lostand the indication is M', %*%ich means that reading cannot be com~pared to the previous day.

LDPAN-C Dana, Indiana and L Fallon, Nevaa (1 kV40
Values for Lcran-C (Dana) and laa- (Fallon) Okre the tim difference bewe the IMM(NB) tuft pulses

adteIpeoutput of the Loam< receiver.

ARLC(N) - (6 kt) (ms) - m (in microsconds)
A w PS 01 a3C (M) -C (PMUW)

1963 M (in (icro1oWds) (11 1W8k) (13.1 kH)) (IN kJz) (in kdz)

1 45425 5.--) 62295.95 3947.01

2 45426 5.7-) 62295.83 3947.08

3 45427 5.70 + 1.2 - 1.4 62295.84 3947.05

4 45428 5.71 + 0.6 + 0.1 62296.02 3947.05

5 45429 5.73 + 0.9 + 1.1 62295.93 3947.00

6 45430 5.69 + 1.6 - 0.6 62295.94 3947.6

7 45431 5.79 - 2.2 + 0.1 62295.09 3947.12

8 45432 5.70 + 1.3 - 0.3 62295.78 3947.22

9 45433 5.72 - 0.8 + 1.4 62295.64 3947.33

10 45434 5,74 - 0.3 - 0.1 62295.64 3947.48

11 45435 5.75 + 8.1 - 0.6 62295.80 3947.57

12 45436 5.68 + 0.9 - 1.5 62295.87 3947.57

13 45437 5.69 - 0.6 + 1.1 62295.78 3947.61

14 45438 5.75 + 2.3 - 8.8 62295.84 3947.62

15 45439 5.77 - 0.7 + 1.4 62295.76 3947.66

16 45448 5.67 + 0.1 - 0.2 62295.47 3947.80

17 45441 5.65 + 0.9 + 8.1 62295.47 3947.95

18 45442 5.64 - 0.3 8.8 62295.49 3947.95

19 45443 5.64 + 1.2 - 0.4 62295.62 3948.02

28 45444 5.65 - 0.1 - 0.1 62295,56 3948.06

21 45445 5.72 - 0.4 - 0.3 62295.62 3948.12

22 45446 5.72 - 1.1 - 1.1 62295.71 3948.16

23 45447 5.72 - 1.9 + 1.2 62295.42 3948.22

24 45448 5.72 + 1.5 - 0.1 62295.41 3948.24

25 45449 5.72 + 3.0 + 0.6 62295.55 3948.28

26 45458 5.85 + 0.8 - 0.7 62295.54 3948.34

27 45451 5.67 - 1.8 - 0.2 62295.58 3948.37

28 45452 5.66 - 0.9 + 0.7 62295.57 3948.38
29 45453 5.60 + 0.5 - 0.1 62295.63 3948.38

30 45454 5.60 + 0.6 - 1.4 62295.52 3948.35

Values for msqa and oran.-C are as received at WS, Boulder, aclrado. Values ar 4-how aversge
taken from 1I6-2 VI daily. W" data are reprted exactly as so. Son days shw variations
due to signal loss or station outages. 15h data are still useful.

-3-

FIGURE 7, AN EXAMPLE OF PUBLISHED FREQUENCY CALIBRATION DATA
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Specifying Performance for Atomic Standards

Joe White
U.S. Naval Research Laboratory

10Washington, DC. 20375

SUMM MONSTANDARD PARTS

Unlike the crystal resonator used in

S%.As the needs for precise time, time interval oscillators, the physics packages used in atomic
and-frequency continue to increase the demand for standards have yet to reach the degree of
atomic frequency standards has also grown-. This manufacturability which would allow it to be fully
paper is designed to aid those whose program described in a military specificationr. There are a
requirements now include these devices. There are number of commercial vendors who maintain production

$Q several areas where specifications of atomic clocks lines of cesium or rubidium clocks and there are
vary significantly from crystal oscillator also vendors who are preparing to manufacture

* specifications. These include stability, hydrogen standards. Each of these sources has a
environmental sensitivity, reliability, and testing. "recipe" for a reproducible physics unit. What
At this time,, there is no general military actually goes into the finished product is a mixture
specification for atomic standards, of electronic and mechanical engineering and magic.

The magic exists in the forms of trade secrets,
The Naval Research Laboratory has extensive patents and proprietary processes. It is these

experience in procuring atomic standards in GPS and secrets which mean the difference between a viable
other programs-. Examples based on experience are comnercial product and a laboratory curiosity. In
included. The level of detail required for most cases, the government did not pay for the
particular applications is discussed. / . development of the manufacturing technology and thus

may have no clear claim to know its details
sufficiently well to specify production.

INTRODUCTION
Another problem that arises in this area is

With the increased utilization of high prediction of reliability. Reliability predictions
technology hardware the demand for atomic frequency are based on statistical evidence of performance.
standards is increasing. For government agencies Many atomic standards are not produced in large
and system prime contractors who cannot use off the enough numbers to produce a sound statistical base.
shelf commercial clocks there is no general military If the proposed application requires either
specification for use in procurements. As a result, exceptional reliability or a good reliability
each individual agency has generated unique prediction, only a few types of physics units which
specifications as required to meet its own needs, have been produced commercially in large numbers
Of these, only one has been made into a NIL-SPEC have a sufficient data base.
(MIL-SPEC-28811(EC)). The purpose of this paper is
to provide guidance, in the absence of a general For example, consider a program which desires a
specificatiorr, in the preparation of a specification 7.5 year lifetime for clocks. None of the cesium
for atomic clocks for a particular user application, beam clocks currently under development for the

program have been manufactured in a large enough
USING EXISTING SPECIFICATIONS quantity to calculate a ?MTF with sufficient

confidence. The approach for meeting the system
Many of the features desired in atomic clocks reliability goal has two parts. The first is to

are sufficiently similar to quartz oscillators to require that the reliability for those subassemblies
allow use of portions of the existing crystal of the clocks for which conventional methods apply,
military specifications. These include such be built under strict controls with the appropriate
parameters as RF outputs, time ticks, pulse trains, class of parts. The second is to apply what is
synchronization, and quality control. Papers known about life limiting factors in the cesium beam
describing those specifications are included tube,. A procurement package should include a
elsewhere in these proceedings, requirement for potential vendors to show

reliability estimates and the methods used to obtain
It is also possible to use the framework from theo.

* these specifications for guidance in parts
selection, environmental stability', and testing. ERIRON .NTAL PERFORMANCE
Problems generally arise in these areas due to the
physics units in atomic clocks-. These problems fall TEMPERATURE
into four basic catgories-. They are

1 Nonstandard Parts Like crystal oscillators, the atomic standards
Z. Environmental Limitations sho. a change in output frequency with respect to
3-. Testing ambient temperature-. Over the normal operating
4-. Iaintainability range of the clock, the temperature coefficient is

considerably lower than that achieved with a
crystal. The operating range for acme atomic
standards is less than the full military
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specification range. It is important that the MAGNETIC FIELD
specification mtch or exceed the expected
temperature range for operating the clock and that All atomic frequency standards show some change
the nature of the clock's performance near the in frequency in the presence of external magnetic
expected extremes is specified and understood-. fields-. To reduce sensitivity, all include magnetic
Another area of concern in the specification is shielding in the physics package. Applications
defining how the temperature coefficient is to be hould be designed to minimize exposure to strong
determined. The relationship between output fields-. Specifications should indicate the strength
frequency and ambient temperature is not usually of expected magnetic fields and should require
linear nor can it always be expected to have the testing to verify performance. If handling and
exact same shape in several clocks of the same storage specifications are Included they should be
design. It is possible that the temperature designed to minimize possible magnetization of the
coefficient of a clock measured over a wide internal magnetic shield.
temperature range would show a much smaller change
per degree than the same clock when measured over a STORAGE
smaller range-. Some clocks will be used in
environments where temperature changes are limited Clocks using ion pumps in the physics units
to a few degrees in an effort to improve usually require periodic operation of the pump in
performance-. A narrow range instability would cause order to maintain vacuum over a long period of time.
very poor performance if it fell within the Specifications should require vendors to provide a
operating range. The specification should include a recommended schedule.
method of measuring the temperature sensitivity that
will ensure adequate performance. SHIPMENT
ACCELERATION AND VIBRATION Hydrogen masers have a unique problem in

shipment. Hydrogen gas is considered by all
Atomic clocks tend to be electronically and passenger air carriers to be hazardous cargo-. In

mechanically more complex than crystals. The order to ship a maser, it is generally required that
physics units of rubidium and hydrogen standards use the hydrogen storage bottle be emptied and purged.
glass bulbs-. Cesium and hydrogen clocks use Cargo only flights are slightly less restrictive.
precisely aligned magnetic state selectors. Specifications should encourage designs which
Rubidium and cesium clocks have been manufactured facilitate meeting restrictions-. Where practical
that meet the GPS launch environment vibration surface transportation is recommended.
requirements and it appears likely that hydrogen
clocks can also be made to survive those levels. It TESTING
may be that it will not be possible to ruggedize
these clocks sufficiently for extremely strong Atomic standards present several challenges in
levels of vibration-, the area of testing. There are specific problems

related to testing individual areas of performance,
The limitation in applications where the clocks there is a general problem of having suitable

are required to operate and keep time through references available, and there is also a potential
vibration and acceleration is not the physics difficulty relating to the time required to
package but the internal crystal oscillator. The adequately test some parameters. The factors
servo control loops of atomic clocks are optimized relating to individual tests are detailed in the
for the time constant which gives the best paragraphs related to the parameter in questiorr.
performance over a broad range of conditions-. When
a rapidly varying rate of acceleration is applied to The problem of having a proper frequency
the crystal oscillator most servo systems cannot reference for testing varies in difficulty in
maintain frequency locK. It is possible to obtain inverse proportion to the stability required from
improved performance by reducing the time constant, the clock being tested. For instance, a quality
although the short term stability of the clock will crystal oscillator is an adequate reference for
be degraded. Specifications should include measuring phase noise and short term stability for
requirements of testing for stability during periods some cesium and rubidium clocks-. The only suitable
of vibrations if the application includes such reference for short term testing of a hydrogen maser
operatiorr, is another maser. High performance cesium clocks

are the best comercially available long term
VACUUM/ALTITUDE references. The testing procedure must specify the

type of reference to be used for each test; By
There are several areas of concern when using LORAN C, TRANSIT, or GPS it should now be

specifying operation in high altitude or vacuum possible for all long term measurements to be
conditions. Some commercial clocks designed for traceable to the U-.S. Naval Observatory-.
ground operation my not retain good thermal control
in vacuum due to changes in the heat flow paths as Total test time is another factor that should
the primary heat transfer mechanism changes from be considered in developing a test plr.
convection to radiationr. Another problem is corona Measurements of frequency shifts due to
in the high voltage power supplies used to operate environmental factors or aging can require a period
ion pimps in cesium and rubidium clocks-. This of hours or a day for each data point. It my be
problem is particularly serious if continuous necessary to strike a balance between soopetable
operation is required from air to vacuw. levels of noise in the test data and delivery
Specifications should clearly state the intended schedule.
operating pressure and should include requirements
for testing in the expected operating conditionsr.

MAINTAINABILITY

The primary concern in specifying mintemance
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requirements for field use of atomic standards is drift rate-. If a burn-in period is require&, the
understanding the level of capability needed for specification should allow for it-.
repairs or replacement of the physics unit-. As a
general rule replacement and most adjustments of the SHORT TERM STABILITY
physics unit are high level maintenance operations
which require skilled personnel. Potential vendors The hydrogen maser provides the best stability
should be required to show the level of support of the atomic clocks for measurement times of less
personnel and ancilliary equipment required for each than one day-. Cesium clocks and hydrogen standards
level of maintenance, using automatic cavity tuning are the best long term

preformers. Rubidium clocks provide very good short
stability for periods of less than 1 day but are

PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATION usually less stable for longer preiods due to drift.
Specifications for short term stability should

Atomic clocks show much better performance than define the measurements periods of interest and the
crystal oscillators under most conditions. There statistical method to be used to determine the
are significant differences in performance among the stability from the raw measurement data-. The Allan
several types in use. This section will attempt to variance is the accepted method in the clock
outline those differences and indicate where care community for making stability estimations-.
should be taken in specifying performance-.

SETrABILITY
ACCURACY

Settability is the capability of adjusting the
The definition of the second is based on the output frequency of the clock to some desired offset

cesium atom; Cesium ueam standards are thus based from a reference. In the case where high intrinsic
on the same technology as the primary standards in accuracy is the most desired feature-, there may be
use in some of the world's major timekeeping little need to do such tuning. In other clocks it
laboratories-. The U.S. Naval Observatory uses an is usually required. The specifications should
ensemble of high performance commercial cesium state to what precision the tuning is to be done and
standards-. Hydrogen masers are also capable of high should also require that the method used not
accuracy-. So far, there are not enough clocks of a adversely affect the clock's performance.
given design in operation to make broad statements
about accuracy, although individual clocks has shown WARY-UP
excellent performance. Rubidium standards can be
adjusted to operate at the correct nominal frequency Warm-up times range from as 'ittle as 90
but are not as inherently accurate as cesiun-. seconds in some rubidiums to about 1 day in some
Specifications should state the accuracy required hydrogen masers. Warm-up times are based on the
and should also state whether any comparison to time required for the ovens to reach operating
external references is acceptable In order to meet temperature and stabilize. If the application
the frequency requirement-. requires a rapid warm-up the specifications should

state not only the desired warm-up time but also the
REPRODUCIBILITY acceptable power consumption during the warm-up

period and the minimal acceptable performance at the
Along with accuracy it may also be desirable end of the warm-upr.

that the clock return to the same frequency after
being turned off and then back on at some later time CONCLUSIONS
after exposure to particular environmental
conditions; The range of performance in this Atomic frequency standards are showing great
respect is broader. In general cesium clocks are potential as precision references of time and
very good at returning to the same operating frequency in a variety of applications which will
frequency for the same reasons as their accuracy,. continue to expand. They are not-, however, the
Depending on the conditions-, hydrogen clocks can answer to all problems nor will they operate at
also show excellent reproducibility-. The their best in all enviromments-. Manufacturers of
reproducibility requirements must state the these clocks are particularly dependent on receiving
conditions under which the performance Is desired thorough and complete specifications of the desired
and should require the contractor to specify any performance and the expected envirornent in order to
alipient or tuning operations which might be deliver their best effort-.
required to obtain a given level of performance.

DRIFT"

Low drift (change in frequency over time) is
probably the single most popular reason for
selecting atomic frequency standards over crystal
oscillators There is significant difference in
drift performance between the various types. Cesium
clocks do not produce measurable drift although
frequency shifts may occur due to changing
enviromental factors or long term random walk
phenomena. Hydrogen and rubidium clocks all exhibit
some drift; The range is from parts in 10"12/day
in some rubidium units to parts in 100015 per day or
less in experimental maer. Drift specifications
in rubidium and hydrogen clocks should Include
requIrumena for a test procedure which provides
adequate mesuremnt abiity to detect the true
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PLATFORM DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

James A. Murray, Jr.

Naval Research Laboratory
Washington, D. C. 20375

Summary Functional Description

*Platform distribution systems form the link The three general functions of the platform
between a time dissemination system traceable to the distribution system (maintaining an on-board
U.S. Naval Observatory master clock system and the reference, receiving updates from the USNO through a
local systems that require precise timing. The dissemination system, and distributing timing to user
distribution system serves the functions of establish- equipments) are illustrated in an example of a PDS
ing and mintaining accurate time and frequency and (Figure 1). While details may vary considerably, the

distributing it to the user systems. example illustrates some functional areas that should
be addressed in a more detailed specification.

Although the designs of these systems vary Multiple time and frequency standards are frequentlyO widely, there are certain technical factors that are used. Monitor and comparison functions are provided
repeatedly encountered. In this paper, these factors for manual or automatic selection of the on-line
and other considerations that are important when standard and for time or frequency adjustments. The
designing or specifying platform distribution systems dissemination equipment provides the connection with
are discussed. Also presented are certain areas in the USNO master clock. Distribution format gener-
which standardization could benefit not only platform ators (if used) may be redundant and are selected
distribution system impleent~on but the user manually or automatically to drive the distribution

f systems development as well..., amplifiers, which may also be redundant. Distribution
cables or light pipes may be specified as part of the

Introduction system when their routing is critical or redundant,
and the dissemination equipment's antenna and cable

Numerous platform distribution systems (POS) have may also form part of the specification.
been developed and employed by users of precise time
and frequency. For purposes of definition, a Navy
description will be used: a platform distribution
system maintains accurate time and frequency refer-
enced to the U.S. Naval Observatory (USNO) and
distributes them to user systems aboard the platform. Figure I

While the size and complexity of a system that would PLTFOR DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
perform those functions can vary widely, certain
aspects are repeatedly encountered and occasionally
neglected in specifying or designing platform distri-
bution systems. Receive

?tandardization Dieefate
Dissemination

One of the most important and diff cult tasks is
defining what services are to be provided. The source -
of the difficulty is a general lack of standardi-
zation in interfaces, from the standpoints of both
format and performance requirements such as / S

resolution, spectral purity, continuity, etc. On-Soard
Responsibility for meeting some of these performance Reference
requirements may be assigned either to the platform &
distribution system or to the user equipment. Comparator

At present, a multitude of time codes, pulse
rates and frequencies are distributed aboard various L ntro - -
platforms, which include land bases, ships, submarines
and aircraft. Much of this proliferation is a result
of designing for specific user applications instead of
generalized requirements. Time/re. Ti!,

Some effort has been made towards standardization.
DOD-STD-1399 (Navy) Section 44l (PTTI Interface
Jtandard), for example, offers some guidance. The
suggested formats are the ones employed by certain C

o
tr

ol

rather widely used Military timing equipment, but
represent a de-factor standardization on 20-year-old Distribution

requirements to serve then-existing user equipment.
Although this standard should serve to reduce the
proliferation of formats, present day technology can
further reduce it and provide for more efficient
distribution and more precise service to the user.
MILS T-188-I15 (Comunications Timing and To taler icisset zntetree.
Sy ronization) now under development may further
refine the timing interface.
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User System Considerations The time-signal distribution format should meet
considerations of frame length, time resolution, and

User system concerns that affect the PDS specifi- the allowable ambiguity interval. A minimum number
cation include continuity of service; time and of distributed frequencies chosen to meet gener-
frequency accuracy and stability; timing resolution, alized needs and not necessarily specific user inputs
timing update rate and ambiguity; and frequency may be selected on the basis of maximum utility or
spectral purity. The linkage between time and special considerations such as reducing noise when
frequency services (phase relationships, how time is multiplied to a microwave frequency. By providing a
updated by steps or frequency adjustment, and magni- proper interface, the number of distributed signals
tude of frequency or time adjustments) may also be a can be minimized.
user concern. The effect on the user of a complete or
intermittent loss of the time and frequency service Another important consideration in distribution
can greatly influence the PDS specification and the is electromagnetic compatibility (EMC). High-
design and cost of the PDS. Standardized interfaces, resolution time signals and high frequencies are not
including signal format(s) and a complete character- only degraded on coaxial lines, but also may radiate
ization of the services provided by platform to other systems. Noise picked up by leakage and
distribution systems can make the specification ground loops can also contaminate the distributed
requirements much easier to arrive at both for the signals. Modern light-pipe technology should
user system and the platform distribution system. significantly improve EMC.

Platform Distribution System Considerations For timekeeping, redundancy is valuable not only
internally within units, but by employing multiple

These user equipeent considerations translate onboard standards and distribution components.
into a set of system considerations for the PDS. Redundant power to operate these systems is virtually
However, the PDS considerations also include factors standard, but may employ multiple battery backing
imposed by the type of platform and its operating with safeguards against common-mode failures.
modes and environment. Additionally, the special
requirements of continuous operation for timekeeping, When using multiple units or components, a
whether done in the PDS or the user system, impose number of techniques, including manual switching,
requirements for redundancy, continuity, survivability, are sometimes employed. Combining techniques have
stability, accuracy and serviceability on part or all sometimes been used to overcome the principal dis-
of the PDS. Of particular importance where redundant advantages of the very reliable, but slow, manual
units of the PDS might be switched is the specifi- methods. However, the complexity of combining
cation of allowable switching gaps or transients and systems, including the monitoring and decision-the reliability of the monitor and control system making portions of the combiner can easily reduce its
that makes switching decisions, reliability, in terms of purity, switching gaps or

transients, and even complete failure, to less than
Ordinarily, a PDS is specified in each factor to that of a single, non-redundant component or unit.

meet the requirements of the most demanding user. A loosely slaved clock or oscillator at the user
However, it may be prudent in some cases to transfer equipment may be considered.
responsibility to the user for some especially
difficult factors. Spectral purity and continuity Maintenance of continuous or reliable service to
through short interruptions, for example, may some- the user systems can be aided by reliable alarms and
times be recovered with a slaved clock or oscillator monitors, definitive fault location provisions, and
at or in the user equipment. repair capability for redundant units or components

during operation. Without these provisions in the
The required precision in time and frequency larger installations, there is danger of disturbing

should be considered in terms of time accuracy, rate a working unit of a redundant set after failure of
accuracy and stability and of frequency accuracy, another unit.
stability and spectral purity. These are not
necessarily functions of the onboard standards alone, Management of the PDS is an important consider-
but may also involve the dissemination and distri- ation. The question of updating the standards by
bution systems, time steps, frequency adjustment, or both and within

what limits, may not have a single answer on a plat-
Space and weight allowance may place limits on form containing diverse user interests. While the

the performance of the PDS. However, it is frequently, method used may be of little concern to many users,
but not always, true that platforms having shorter it may be of critical concern to a few. Therefore, a
mission durations have less demanding timekeeping clear understanding of the system management
requirements, practices is needed. Options include (1) complete

dependence upon the rate accuracy of onboard
Realizing that the dissemination system would "primary" standards such as cesium-beams, with time-

generally be considered a non-continuous and perhaps signal adjustments made in discrete steps, (2)
vulnerable link, the timekeeping accuracy of the PD8 periodic adjustment of frequency to maintain time,
during independent operation should be specified both (3) no adjustment made during a critical operation,

J as to free-running accuracy and the probability of but offsets noted and relayed to critical users, and
maintaining continuous operation during such periods. (4) other management philosophies. The method may be
A submarine, for example, may require on-board time specified either to make maximum accomodation to astandards of much higher stability and reliability large user segment, while perhaps placing an extrathan an aircraft on a short mission, burden on a few users, or to offer multiple service.

* Updating procedures should also take into consider-
Unless the dissemination system employs two-way ation the confidence in or effects of noise on a

transmission or some other means of path-delay measurement made through the disems -ation system and
compensation, mobile platforms require same means of how adjustment decisions would be mde.
position determination. Such information may be
obtained from the NVWSUR Global Positioning System,
Navy Navigation Satellite System or Loran C that also

provide USNO time.
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Performance Factors where,
t = elapsed time since calibration,

Some performance factors of importance to the %= time error of calibration,

individual sections of a platform distribution system
are enumerated below. Ro= rate (frequency) error of clock at time of

calibration,
Dissemination System

Availability & Survivability = fractional frequency drift, and for most
Accuracy practical uses:
Position, Velocity, Acceleration

Forate(t) ~t x ay (T =0t (2)

Onboard Standards where a (T t) means the factional frequency

Frequency Accuracy stabiliTy evaluated for a sampling time T equal to the
Frequency Stability time t which elapsed after the last calibration.

Long Term

Short Term The value of D and ay (T) can usually be found in

Spectral Purity manufacturer's literature. Maximum values of D are
Settability or Controllability normally given in parts per part per day for crystal
Reliability oscillators and per month for rubidium standards.
Environment Cesium beam standards are not generally considered to

Temperature and Humidity have a systematic drift, and their long-term
Altitude stabilities are bounded by accuracies or stabilities
Acceleration defined in terms of reproducibility or accuracy for the
Magnetic Fields life of the standard. Values of Oy(T) are given for
Rad iation various sampling times, usually for T in units of

seconds, but sc-netimes for T in days.
Monitoring

Frequency and Time Comparison Accuracy With T, To and t given in seconds (Ro and Gy are
Detection of Errors dimensionless frequency ratios), D is in parts per

Phase part per second. A useful form of (1) is
Time 2
Frequency T(t) = To + 8.64 x 10 (Rot + 0.5 Dt

2 ) + e(t), (la)

Speed where T and To are in seconds, t is in days, and D is
Accuracy

Signal Level in parts per part per day. If D is given in terms of

Monitor Reliability months, 1/30 of that value might be used In (la).

Control Obviously, drift can have a profound effect on

Control Philosophy timekeeping accuracy and must be considered In terms

Frequency vs Time of the mission and survivability of the platform.

Manual. vs Automatic However, it should also be recognized that the

Signal Continuity values used in (1) and (la) are frequently quoted in

Phase Stability & Jitter terms of a rather benign environment and may require

Switching Speed adjustment for the other environmental effects on

Reliability stability, such as acceleration, temperature, and
magnetic fields, that are usually quoted separately.

DistributionTiming Resolution Maintenance of accurate time has become an

Signal Purity & EMC essential part of some modern systems. Platform

Reliability distribution systems can provide a valuable service

Survivability to multiple user systems. However, the factors

Continuity affecting performance and survivability must be
addressed in the plitform distribution system speci-

The importance of these considerations varies fications. At present, there is relatively little

widely among platforms of different types. The Navy guidance in doing this.

is considering standardized platform distribution
systems in classes suitable for large ships, small References

ships, submarines, shore stations, and aircraft.
Standardization can promote not only more economical 1. "Frequency Standards and Clocks: A Tutorial

impleentation, maintenance and support, but also can Introduction"; NBS Technical Note 616 (2nd Revision),

serve as a basis for more efficient and less U. S. Department of Commerce/National Bureau of

expensive user equipment development and imple- Standards.
mentation.

Timekeping

* Timekeeping, either in the platform distribution
system or in a user system served by a ,tadrd
frequency, deserves special attention. Tu1 4me error
of the free-runming clock after calibration through
the dissemination system can be expressed asl:

T(t) - TO + Rot + 1/2 Dt
2 + C(t) (1)

0SI
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0 NOERNIZATION OF THE MILITARY SPECIFICATION FOR qUARTZ CRYSTAL WITS

Raymond L. Filler

US Army Electronics Technology and Devices Laboratory (ERADCON)
tFort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

0> Abstract previously and the obsolete measurement equipment
specified. The specification was originally

1 "The military pecification for quartz crystal written prior to the era of hybrid circuits, and
units, MIL-C-3098G , is, at the time of this encapsulated ovenized and temperature compensated
publication, woefully out-of-date. Several of the oscillators. Complete parameter and frequency
specified performance parameters and measurement ' temperature data is needed on all crystal units in
techniques are inadequate for modern some applications. In addition, certain critical
applications. In addition, many required applications, such as space-borne equipment,
inspections are not addressed, such as motional require higher levels of quality assurance than
capacitance, activity dips and radiation hardness. that required for general use. Provisions,

therefore, had to be included into "3098" to
The philosophy behind the revision of the require higher levels of data reporting and tighter

specification will be discussed and several of the inspections, If required.
major modifications will be described. Some of the
modifications to be discussed are the elimination The "government reference standard test sets"
of the Cl-meter as a standard test set and a specified by MIL-C-3098G were the now obsolete Cl-
description of the new or modified inspections for meters. These equipments are no longer maintained
acceleration sensitivity, acoustical noise by the government. They are also unsuitable for
sensitivity, frequency-temperature behavio, the precision measurements required both today and
thermal shock, aging and short-term stability. in the future. It was imperative, therefore, that

the provisions included for measurement equipment
reflect both the requirements of modern systems and

Ky Words: Quartz Resonators, Quartz Crystal, the state-of-the-art of modern measurement
milta Specification. technology.

Major Changes
Introduction

The following is a summary of the major
The Military Specification which covers the changes being considered. All of the items

general requirements for quartz crystal units used discussed are subject to change prior to final
for frequency control of electronic equipment is publication of the "new" 3098.
entitled, Crystal Units. Quartz General
Seectfication Ton. The current edtion, MIL-C- Etching
JU8G, was issued 12 October 1979. The intent of
this paper is to discuss the rationale behind the The requirement paragraph for etching of the
proposed modification of "3098" as well as to crystal blank and the assurance paragraph for
describe several of these modifications, etching evaluation have been eliminated. These

paragraphs were originally inserted to give
Rationale assurance to the government that surface

contamination and particulates were minimized. The
It has become increasingly apparent that MIL- idea is now to test directly for the performance

C-3098G is inadequate for current and future criteria that etching is intended to improve.
military requirements. Modern systems require Therefore, the low drive level and aging
better performance over time, temperature, and inspections, to be discussed below, have been made
other environmental stimuli than that for which more stringent to serve as functional Inspection
"3098" was written. There are also many methods.
performance factors which are unaddressed, such as
vibration and acceleration sensitivity while CI-Meter
operating, radiation hardness, frequency-
temperature and resistance-temperature anomalies In light of the facts that 1) the government
("activity-dips"), motional capacitance (Ca), short does not support the CI-meter any longer, 2) the
term stability (noise), thermal shock response and precision of the Cl-meter is inadequate for many
thermal-frequency repeatability. A primary modern applications and 3) there are several
motiviation for revising this specification was to commercial nstruments capable of crystal unit
define test procedures for these performance measurement; all reference to the Cl-meter has
factors and Institute them as standard methods. been delete.4. Each manufacturer will be required

to qualify a reference standard test set. The
Two other areas of concern have been the details of this qualification have yet to be

inadequate level of quality assurance demanded established.
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Quality Assurance Levels Resistance Non-Linearity

The need for higher levels of quality A more stringent low drive level test has been
assurance has been addressed by the introduction of proposed to provide functional quality assurance in
two "product assurance levels". The product lieu of the former etching requirement. Resistance
assurance level is denoted by a one letter, (S or non-linearity has been reported to be a good
B), suffix to the type designation. The difference indicator of surface imperfections (including
between the two levels lies in the sampling plan scratches and particles on the surface.) The new
used for the inspections. In the following table reduced drive level inspection will be a
the Group A tests are typically for performance measurement of the equivalent series resistance of
factors which vary from unit to unit while Group B the crystal unit as a function of drive current.
Inspections are typically design or lot It should be noted that throughout the revised
dependent. In Table I, we have the sampling plan specification all references to drive level will be
for the two product assurance levels and the two in terms of current not power.
inspection groups.

The experimental procedure for the resistance
TABLE I non-linearity inspection will be to condition the

crystal unit at an elevated temperature in a
qu4 esent state. After the high temperature

Product Assurance conditioning, the crystal unit is brought to
Level thermal equilibrium at room temperature and a

Inspection Group 8 S resistance vs drive current measurement is made,
using the lowest current level first. An ideal

Group A It* 100% crystal unit will obey Ohms Law, i.e., the
Group B Subgroup I S-3* IJ* resistance will not be a function of current. A

Subgroup II S-4* III* typical crystal unit will have a resistance which
is more-or-less a function of the drive current.
The specification sheet for the crystal type will

*in accordance with MIL-STO 5)-IS. specify the fractional resistance deviation which
is permissible.

For comparison purposes, Table IIA and Table
116 give the number of samples to be inspected for Aging
two lot sizes (above the slash) and the number of
failures permitted for lot acceptance (below the The accelerated aging test, which is 1 week at

slash). It should be noted that S level units are an elevated temperature, is not intended to be a
accepted on an individual basis for Group A predictor of long term performance. It is another
testing. check on process control. This test has been

modified by raising the required conditioning
temperature from 105*C to 125*C. It has also been

TABLE IIA suggested that the accelerated aging test be the
thermal conditioning for the reduced drive level
test.

Lot size 91-150 units Sample Size/Failures
AQL= 1.0 Allowed The "regular" aging test has also been
inspection Group B S modified. Frequency measurements are required 5

times a week (every working day). Some typical
Group A 13/0 100% aging data is shown in Figure 1. The data will be
Group 8 Subgroup 1 13/0 13/0 appropriately analyzed at the end of the 30 day

Subgroup II 13/0 50/1 aging period by performing a statistical fit to a
suitable function to ascertain the level of
conformance to the requirements. The requirements
can be any or all of the following: the aging rate

TABLE 118 per day at day 30 (determined from the statistical
fit), the total frequency change from day zero to
day 30, and the maximum frequency shift In any 2d

L ot size 501-1200 units Sample Size/Failures hour period.
QL 1.0 Allowed
_ _Inspection Group B S The maximum frequency change for the 30 day

period must be less than 2 parts per million for
rou A 80/2 100% all crystal units. The temperature at which aging

Group B Subgroup 1 13/0 80/2 is to be performed will be 85C 2C for crystal
Subgroup 11 13/0 125/3 units with a 2 ppm/30 day aging specification. All

other crystal units will be aged at a temperature
to be specified, but it will be a temperature with

Modifications to Existing Inspections a low frequency vs temperature slope, such as a
turnover point.

Several of the i.-tpection procedures familiar

to the industry from previous editions of "3098" An open question is the relevance of the fit
have been modified. These modifications are of the 30 day data to the extrapolation of the
intended to make it possible to specify a wider aging to longer periods. For the present, the user
variety of performance parameters and to a higher will have to use the data supplied and some
degree of precision. The three major modifications assumptions gathered from previous experience to
are the Reduced Drive Level Test, the Aging Test, predict aging behavior.
and the Frequency vs. Temperature test.
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Frequency and Resistance vs Temperature accuracy to expect after the low temperature
storage of an oscillator with the oven unpowered.

The inspection for temperature behavior is The corresponding inspection for non-ovenized
being greatly expanded. As in previous editions of oscillators is the thermal hysteresis inspection.
the specification, the dependence of frequency and This inspection compares the frequency retrace over
resistance on temperature will be considered. As the entire operating temperature range.
contrasted to previous editions, the definitions
related to frequency-temperature (F-T) Vibration/Acceleration Sensitivity
characteristics depicted in figure 2 will be
introduced. It will be possible to specify any one An extremely important inspection for certain
or combination of: military applications, which has drawn a

considerable amount of R&D interest lately, is the
Frequency at upper turnover temp F(UTP) performance f a crystal unit while experiencing
Frequency at lower turnover temp F(LTP) acceleration. This acceleration can be
Lower turnover temperiture LTP undirectional, vibrational, or due to acoustic
Upper turnover temperature UTP noise power impinging on the crystal unit. The
Frequency at the inflection temp F(TI) current revision of "3098" contains only a before
Slope at any temperature dF/dT and after vibration measurement to determine the
Maximum slope over temperature range frequency and resistance offset.
Slope at inflection temperature
F(LTP) - F(UTP) The new "3098" will include vibration

or any other characteristic which may be sensitivity to measure the frequency change during
important. The resistance will be limited by a vibration and to search for mechanical resonances
specified maximum over a specified temperature in the crystal unit. In addition "3098" will
range. include acceleration sensitivity and acceleration

induced frequency and resistance offset. This will
The temperature run will be performed much measure the effects of a steady state acceleration

more slowly than in the past, to assure the such as would be experience during missile
elimination of thermal gradients in the crystal launch. The acoustical noise inspection will
unit and to allow inspection for frequency- measure the effects of sound energy on the crystal
temperature anomalies, usually referred to as unit enclosure.
activity dips.

The vibration sensitivity will be measured
using t le sideband method which has been reported

Additional Specidl Requirements before. The acceleration modulates the frequency
of the carrier at a rate determined by the driving

The inspections heretofore absent from "3098" signal to the shake table and at a magnitude
will only be applied when specifically required by depending on the crystal properties. The spectrum
the specification sheet for a crystal unit type. looks like that of figure 4. The relative
These new inspections include: magnitude of the carrier and the sideband along

with the frequency of the carrier and the frequency
Motional capacitance, C1  of the driving signal are sufficient to determine
Quality factor, Q the vibration sensitivity.
Short-term-stability (noise)
Vibration sensitivity Time Constant/Overshoot
Acceleration sensitivity
Acoustic noise sensitivity Another new inspection is the Thermal Time
Radiation hardness Constant/Thermal Frequency Overshoot Test. In this
Condensibles inspection, the ability of a crystal unit to follow
Thermal frequency repeatibility a rapid temperature change is measured. The AT cut
Thermal hysteresis of quartz is very sensitive to thermal transients,
Thermal time constant while the SC-cut is relatively insensitive. In
Thermal frequency overshoot addition massive crystal blanks with poor thermal

conductance in the mounti structure will have a
Some of these parameters are well known to the long thermal response time.

industry. The discussion here will center around
the less common of these new inspections. The thermal time constant is measured by

bringing the crystal unit to thermal equilibrium at
Thermal Frequency Repenttbilti O*C while operating in a suitable test system. The

unit is rapidly transferred to a 1O0*C liquid bath
The definition of thermal frequency and the frequency is recorded until equilibrium is

repeatibility is the maximum fractional frequency again reached. The time taken to reach the
deviation among the frequencies measured at each original frequency while at thermal equilibrium at
pass through the specified turnover temperature 63C is the thermal time constant.
during a specified number of temperature cycles. A
typical temperature cycle to be followed is shown The frequency overshoot is a measure of the
in figure 3. The steps near the turnover deviation of the dynamic frequency-temperature
temperature signify thermal equilibrium being characteristic (i.e., the F-T curve experienced
reached at a number of temperatures to enable a during rapid temperature change) and the F-T curve
determination of the turnover frequency by obtained under quasi-thermal equilibrium
statistical means, conditions. The measurement method Is depicted in

figure 5. The upper curve is the F-T plot obtained
This test is mostly applicable to crystal "statically". The lower curve is the frequency vs

units intended for ovenized application. It Is time plot obtained during the thermal time constant
intended to give a measure of the frequency test. The extremes of curve Is denoted ft. The
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frequency overshoot is defined as

Freq overshoot - -&F (1)

where &Fd = ft (dynamic) -f(iO00C) dynamic to

AFs " ft (static) -f(1O00C) static AGING:1 and ft - turnover frequency 9 (o

f(lO0'C) - frequency at 100C " rate
0. 6

Future Revisions

The current plan is to complete this revision -. 4
and then tackle:

MIL-STO-683 - Crystal Unit, Quartz and Crystal 2
Holders, Enclosures, Selection of

and
~DAYS

MIL-H-10056 - Holders, Crystal, General 0 _O__ _YS

Specification for. C3 0
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EVISION OF THE NILITMY SPECIFICATION FO
qiaNTZ CMTAL OSCILLATORS (NIL-O-56310)

Vincent Rosati and Stanley Schodowski

US Army Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory (ERADCON)
Fort Nonmouth, New Jersey 07703

The current revision was started in mid-1982 The measurement of frequency aging of TCXO
with a request for comments sent to many oscillator likewise presents many problems. At what
users and vendors. The result was a flood of temperature should measurements be made? How often
proposed changes, Indicating that extensive should data be taken? For how many days should one
revision is necessary. Two working group meetings, measure aging? Is it valid to fit a mathematical
to which more than 260 representatives of the function to the data and use it to extrapolate
Military and industry were invited, were held at future performance?
Fort Monmouth and in Philadelphia. Approximately
thirty people attended each session. The group On a strictly scientific basis these questions
consisted of representatives from 13 companies and cannot be answered in general. However, there is a
3 Government agencies. practical need to develop methods which can

prudently be applied.
The initial goals of the working group were:

It is realized and accepted that more
1. Modernize "55310", thereby making it more extensive testing will increase the cost of initial

useful for precision oscillators, procurement. The authors feel that, with the
availability of automated test equipment, cost

2. Standardize definitions, requirements, and increases will be modest and that, in any case,
test procedures. life cycle costs of systems will significantly be

reduced.
3. Conform, insofar as possible, to the IEC

standard for crystal oscillators. It is envisioned that as more Is learned about
the p rormance, testing and applications of

In addition, an important goal for the Government oscillators, MIL-O-55310 will be revised
is that by upgrading the standard and making it periodically. The authors sincerely request that
more useful for precision oscillators, the number interested readers communicate their comments and
of non-standard oscillators could be reduced, suggestions to us at the address given under the

title of this paper.
Still another goal emerged during the

meetings. A user's guide to the selection, use,
and specification of oscillators will be
developed. It appears that many of the problems
associated with oscillators that fail to meet
desired performance stem from a lact of
understanding on the part of the user as to what
various classes of oscillators can do, how to
specify them, and how to test them. A readable
user's guide should remove these barriers.

Much time was spent, at both meetings, on the
topics of the measurement of frequency-temperature
stability and aging.

Regarding F-T stability, a consensus developed
that temperature runs begin with a rapid cooldown
to the lowest specified temperature, dwell at the
low temperature for approximately 5 (oscillator)
thermal time constants and then step the
temperature at a rate commsurte with the
stability class of the oscillator. For example, a

0.5 pp-oscillator should be measured at one degree
intervals. When the upper specified temperature is
reached, the cycle is reversed.

Testing in this way will help uncover

reasonable chance of exposing activity dips, and

give a measure of the thermal hysteresis of the
oscillator.
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REVIEW OF NEW MILITARY SPECIFICATION ON SURFACE ACOUSTIC WAVE DEVICES

Elto A. Mariani

US Army Electronics Technology & Devices Laboratory
Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

Sumary: The Requirements Section which has eighteen
(18) major subsections, bgns with a discussion

A new military specification on surface acoustic of detail specification sheets where the individual
wave devices (SAWD) has been drafted recently by item requirements shall be as specified in the
Army personnel and is presently under review. This general specification and in accordance with the
document will establish the general requirements applicable detail specification. In the event
for SAWD's as well as establish the quality and of any conflict, the detail specification will
reliability assurance requirements which must be govern. Also, unless otherwise specified, all
met in the acquisition of these devices. Requirements SAW devices shall have an operating temperature
that are sensitive to particular device application range from -550C to +1250C.
shall be specified in other applicable detailed
specifications. The contents and salient provisions The Requirements section dealing with qualification
of this document will be reviewed. indicates that SAWD's finished under this specification

shall be the products which are qualified for listing
Introduction: on the applicable qualified products list at the

time set for opening of bids. This section on
As a result of more than a decade of intensive qualification also discusses traceability documentation

development, SAW device technology has achieved and change of qualified product. The remaining
high levels of device performance and system acceptance. sections discuss the following topics: screening,
At the present time, SAW devices have found application materials, design and construction, hermetic seal,
in a large number of military systems and that number thermal shock, high temperature storage, shock,
continues to grow. Recognizing the relative maturity vibration, moisture resistance, life, resistance
of SAW device technology, the U.S. Army Electronics to solvents, solderability, short-circuit and open-
Technology and Devices Laboratory, USAERADCOM, decided circuit, electrical requirements, marking and workman-
to initiate the preparation of a new military general ship. It is noted that under the section on electrical
specification dealing exclusively with SAW devices, requirements, testing shall assure that the SAND's
In order to expedite the process the document was tested meet the electrical requirements of the
prepared as a limited coordinated specification, applicable detail specification and, as a minimum,
for mandatory Army use only; upon approval by Department shall include the measurement of the following
of the Army, the specification will be coordinated parameters: center frequency of operation, bandwidth,
with both the Navy and the Air Force. insertion loss, feedthrough suppression, spurious

echo suppression, and VSWR, when applicable.
After considerable time and effort, a finished

draft document soon will be circulated to a number The Quality Assurance Provisions section is
of interested people within the Army and private divided into seven major subsections, the first
industry. This process will permit comment and of which addresses responsibility for inspection.
any needed modifications in order to produce a consensus It states that unless otherwise specified, the
document. This will be ready in final form by the contractor Is responsible for the performance of
fall of 1983. all inspections requirements.
Discussion of Specification Classification of inspection indicates three

major categories: (1) material inspection; (2)
The proposed general specification on SAW devices qualification Inspection; (3) quality conformance

fs organized Into six major sections: (1) Scope; inspection. Also, all inspection conditions will
(2) Applicable Documents; (3) Requirements; (4) be made in accordance with the general requirements

lity Assurance Provisions; (5) Packaging and of N[L-STO-M83.
(6) Notes. Only those parts of special interest,
that is the Requirements and Quality Assurance Provisions, The subsection dealing with test routine states
will be addressed. The remining sections are rather that qualification samples shall be subjected to
prosaic and will be available with the distribution the tests described under Qualification Inspection
of the complete draft of the general specification. (Table 1) which contains six (6) groups. All sample
Furthermore, the specification provides for two units shall be subjected to tests of group 1.
levels of quality and reliabflilty assurance - Class The sample SAWD's shall then be divided In five
8 and Class S (space application). (5)
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iuAINmTION On TEST CLI3r ChL r

groups and subjected to the tests of groups II-VI i I Wft

in the order shown for the specific class of SAND os

being qualified (i.e. Class B or S). ADHESIO O OTAL FILM K

SPINST CIMIT A

Quality conformance inspection will include
inspection of product for delivery that consists U WZ.SS

Tables 11, 111, and IV. MRI

The last subsection under the Quality Assurance INEI WINE AMONG
Provisions deals with methods of inspection which
correspond directly to each of the requirements CLASS I A CL.ASS S WILL UTILIZE SAM TESTS BUTI DIFFERENT SASM P S.

paragraphs.
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SPECIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS GERMANE TO FREQUENCY CONTROL

Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers IEC Publication 122-2 (1962) Section 3:
Guide to the use of Quartz Oscillator Crystals.Order through: IEEE Service Center including Amendment 1 (1969).

445 Hoes Lane IEC Publication 122-3 (1977) Part 3: Standard
PiscatawAy, NJ 08854 Outlines and Pin Connections. (Second edition)
(201)-981-0060

IEC Publication 283 (1968) Methods for the Measure-
176-1978 Piezoelectricity $ 9.00 ment of Frequency and Equivalent Resistance of

Unwanted Resonances of Filter Crystal Units
177-1966 Piezoelectric Vibrators, Definitions IEC Publication 302 (1969) Standard Definitions and

and Methods of Measurements for (ANSI Methods of Measurement for Piezoelectric Vibrators
C83.17-1970) $ 4.00 Operating Over the Frequency Range up to 30 MHz

180-1962 Ferroelectric Crystal Terms, Definitions IEC Publication 314 (1970) Temperature Control
of $ 3.00 Devices for Quartz Crystal Units, including

Supplement 314A Contents: General Characteris-
319-1971 Piezomgnetic Nomenclature $ 4.00 tics& Standards; Test Conditions; Pin Connections
319-1971i Inzouatritec Nocature 4IEC Publication 314A (1971) First Supplement to

Publication 314 (1970) Contents: Guide to the Use
Order through: Electronic Industries Assn. of Temperature Control Devices for Quartz Crystal

2001 Eye Street, N. A. Units

Washington, DC 20006 IEC Publication 368 (1971) Piezoelectric Filters
(202)-457-4900 Including"/mendment 1, Amendment 2, and Supple-

ment 368A and 368B Contents: General Information

(a) Holders and Sockets & Standards Values; Test Conditions

RS-192TA, Holder Outlines and Pin Connec- IEC Publication 368A (1973) First Supplement totions for Quartz Crystal Units. (Standard Publication 368 (1971) Contents: Guide to the

Dimensions for older types.) $ 6.80 Use of Peizoelectric Filters

RS-367, Dimensional and Electrical Char- IEC Publication 368B (1975) Second Supplement to
acteristics Defining Receiver Type Sockets. Publication 368 (1971) Contents: Piezoelectric

(Including crystal sockets.) $20.20 Ceramic Filters

RS-417, Crystal Outlines (Standard dimensions IEC Publication 444 (1973) Basic Method for theand pin connections for current quartz crystal Measurement of Resonance Frequency and Equivalent

units - 1974.) $ 7.80 Series Resistance Quartz Crystal Units by Zero
Phase Technique in a I - Network

(b) Prduction Tests IEC Publication 483 (1976) Guide to Oynamic~easure-

RS-186-E, (All Sections), Standard Test Meth- ments of Piezoelectric Ceramics with High Elec-
ods for Electronic Component Parts $42.00 tromechanical Coupling

(c) Application Information Department of Defense

Components Bulletin No. 6, Guide for the Use Order through: Naval Publication & Form Center
5801 Tabor Avenue

of Quartz Crystals for Frequency Control Philadelphia, PA 19120
$ 4.90 PiaepiP 92

MIL-C-3098 Crystal Unit, Quartz, General Specifica-
(d) RS-477. Cultured Quartz (Apr. 81) $ 5.60 tion For

NIL-H-10056 Holders (Enclosures), Crystal, General
International Electrotechnical Commission Specifications For

Order through: American National Standards Inst. NIL-STD-683 Crystal Units, Quartz/And Holders,.
1430 Broadway Crystal
RNew York, New York 10018 IL-F-28734 Frequency Standards, Cesium eau,

*ANSI can quote prices on specific IEC publication General Specification For
on a day to day basis only. All IEC and ISO MIL-0-55310 Oscillators, Crystal, General Specifi-
standards have been removed from its Standards cation For
Catalog. Cal ANSI, NYC (212)-3S4-3300 for prices. MIL-F-18327 Filtrs, High Pass, Low Pass,MLF137FlesHihPass, LowpPass, Band 04 uctmnG tt

IEC Publication 122-1 (1976) Pass Suppression and Dual Functioning, General~Specification For

Quartz crystal units for frequency crystal and MIL-O-39021 Oven,Crystal,General Specification For
selection. Part 1: Standard values and test NIL-0-SS240 Oscillators, Audio Frequency
conditions. (Second edition) IL-F-28S11 Frequency Standard, Cesium BM Tube
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PRIOCEEDINGS
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NO. YEAR OCCUPNT NO. OBTAIN FROM* COST

10 1956 AD298322 NTIS $41.50
11 1957 AD298323 " 44.50
12 1958 AD298324 " 46.00
13 1959 A0298325 "49.00

14 1960 AD246500 32.5
i5 1961 AD265455 " 28.00
16 1962 P162343 35.50
17 1963 AD423381 43.00
18 1964 AD450341 " 43.00
19 1965 A0471229 " 47.50
20 1966 ADA00523 " 47.50
21 1967 AD659792 " 41.50
22 1968 ADA44911 44.50
23 1969 AD746209 25.00
24 1970 AD746210 28.00
25 1971 AD746211 28.00
26 1972 AD771043 26.50
27 1973 Aa771042 34.00
28 1974 ADA011113 "31.00

29 1975 ADA017466 340030 1976 ADA046089 "40.0
31 1977 ADA088221 "44.50

32 1978 EA 20.00
33 1979 "20.W0

34 1980 20.00
35 1981 a n20.20036 1982 SGC 25. 0
37 1983 "25.00

* NTIS-yational Technical Information Service (All prices are as of June 1983 and are subjectSills Building to change.)

5285 Port Roayl Road
Springfield, VA 22161

A EIA-Annual Frequency Control SymposiumSc/o Electronic Industries Association
= 2001 Eye Street

aaaashingtof, DC 20006
Ii * SGC-Systmatics General Corporation.

J rinley Plaza Route 38

S Remittance must be enclosed with all orders. For orders placed with NTIS and SGC from outside the United States,

double the domestic price list per copy for handling and mailing.

A complete index to the Proceedings of the Frequency Cotrol Symposia for 1956 (10th) through 1976 (30th) is
available as part of the 1976 (30th) Proceedings.

The Proceedings of the 33rd (1979) and 34th (1980) Symposia contain a bibliography of the world-wide literature
on precision frequency control and selection compiled by Dr. E. A. Gerber for the years 1968-1978 with part of
1980, respectively.
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